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Editorial Preface 

From the Desk  of Managing Editor… 

It may be difficult to imagine that almost half a century ago we used computers far less sophisticated than current 

home desktop computers to put a man on the moon.  In that 50 year span, the field of computer science has 

exploded. 

Computer science has opened new avenues for thought and experimentation. What began as a way to simplify the 

calculation process has given birth to technology once only imagined by the human mind. The ability to communicate 

and share ideas even though collaborators are half a world away and exploration of not just the stars above but the 

internal workings of the human genome are some of the ways that this field has moved at an exponential pace. 

At the International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications it is our mission to provide an outlet for 

quality research. We want to promote universal access and opportunities for the international scientific community to 

share and disseminate scientific and technical information.  

We believe in spreading knowledge of computer science and its applications to all classes of audiences. That is why we 

deliver up-to-date, authoritative coverage and offer open access of all our articles. Our archives have served as a 

place to provoke philosophical, theoretical, and empirical ideas from some of the finest minds in the field. 

 We utilize the talents and experience of editor and reviewers working at Universities and Institutions from around the 

world. We would like to express our gratitude to all authors, whose research results have been published in our journal, 

as well as our referees for their in-depth evaluations. Our high standards are maintained through a double blind review 

process.  

We hope that this edition of IJACSA inspires and entices you to submit your own contributions in upcoming issues. Thank 

you for sharing wisdom.  

Thank you for Sharing Wisdom! 
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Abstract—Nowadays, as the use of cloud computing service 

becomes more extensive and the customers welcome this service, 

an increasing trend in energy consumption and operational costs 

of these centers may be seen. To reduce operational costs, the 

providers should decrease energy consumption to an extent that 

Service Level Agreement (SLA) maintains at a desirable level. 

This paper adopts the virtual machine consolidation problem in 

cloud computing data centers as a solution to achieve this goal, 

putting forward solutions to make the decision regarding the 

necessity of migration from hosts and finding appropriate hosts 

as destinations of migration. Using time-series forecasting 

method and Double Exponential Smoothing (DES) technique, the 

proposed algorithm predicts CPU utilization in near future. It 

also proposes an optimal equation for the dynamic lower 

threshold. Comparing current and predicted CPU utilization 

with dynamic upper and lower thresholds, this algorithm 

identifies and categorizes underloaded and overloaded hosts. 

According to this categorization, migration then occurs from the 

hosts that meet the necessary conditions for migration. This 

paper identifies a certain type of hosts as “troublemaker hosts”. 

Most probably, the process of prediction and decision making 

regarding the necessity of migration will be disrupted in the case 

of these hosts. Upon encountering this type of hosts, the 

algorithm adopts policies to modify them or switch them to sleep 

mode, thereby preventing the adverse effects caused by their 

existence. The researchers excluded all overloaded, prone-to-be-

overloaded, underloaded, and prone-to-be-underloaded hosts 

from the list of suitable hosts to find suitable hosts as destinations 

of migration. An average improvement of 86.2%, 28.4%, and 

87.2% respectively for the number of migrations of virtual 

machines, energy consumption, and SLA violation is among the 

simulation achievements of this algorithm using Clouds tool. 

Keywords—Cloud Computing; Service Level Agreement; 

Energy Consumption; Virtualization; Dynamic Consolidation; 

Data Center 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is a model that provides access to 
infrastructure including a set of configurable computing 
resources such as servers, storages, applications, services, etc. 
This model provides them for applicants via available 
connection infrastructure such as network and the Internet in an 
easy, rapid and on-demand manner, while taking into account 
quality of service. IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS are the three major 
types of cloud computing services [1, 2]. IaaS presents data 
centre infrastructures, servers and storage spaces as well as 
hardware policies independently from location and 

geographical limitations and under computer networks. Instead 
of purchasing IT infrastructure and getting involved with 
equipment maintenance and enhancement, organizations fulfill 
their computational needs using cloud computing on a pay-as-
you-go basis [3, 4]. 

In recent years, in light of the ever increasing expansion of 
the use of cloud computing services and due to the fact that 
customers welcomed this service, cloud computing service 
providers have increased the number and volume of greedy 
data centres that consume huge amounts of energy [5]. This has 
incurred enormous operational costs. Quality of service 
assurance, included in SLA, and is agreed upon between 
customers and providers, is a necessity for the cloud computing 
environment. Hence, cloud computing service providers tend to 
bring about a trade-off between energy and performance and 
should reduce energy consumption because it would not 
disrupt or decrease quality of service to reduce operational 
costs [3]. 

The major energy loss mainly occurs in hardware 
infrastructure of cloud computing data centres. Research has 
shown that although the power consumed by hardware 
equipment is idle, it is almost equal to that at the peak of 
consumption. Thus, failure  to utilize them in a perfect manner 
will result in a huge energy loss [6]. In this respect, Forrester 
research team observed that when a server is idle for 70% of 
the time, it consumes a power of almost 30% of the 
consumption peak power [7]; therefore, what mainly accounts 
for energy loss in cloud computing data centres is the use of 
equipment while their utilization is at low levels [6]. 
Virtualization, is the key feature and main basis of cloud 
computing, making possible the establishment of several VMs 
on a host as well as the migration of VMs [8]. 

The optimal consolidation problem of VMs using 
virtualization technology is an effective approach to achieve 
energy efficient cloud computing data centres [9-11]. Because 
it allows VMs on hosts to migrate to other suitable hosts when 
the work load of hosts is low, and the hosts that have become 
idle to switch to sleep mode [5]. 

The study employed live migration of VM to transfer VM 
without suspension and with minimum downtime. However, 
any VM migration involves certain performance degradation 
and consequently potential SLA violation [12]. On the other 
hand, unnecessary VM migration will lead to extra 
management costs (such as VM reconfiguration, VM creation 
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and destruction, etc.), resulting in additional energy 
consumption [13]. Hence, the researchers avoided unnecessary 
VM migrations to reduce SLA violation and energy 
consumption to the extent possible, i.e. they should minimize 
the number of migrations. This paper addressed VM dynamic 
consolidation problem in cloud computing data centres as a 
solution to tackle the mentioned problems. 

In some related studies, the authors made decisions just 
based on current utilization of hosts. On the other hand, in 
some other related studies, the researchers made decisions just 
based on upper threshold. However, In this study, Proposed 
Algorithm makes decision based on dynamic upper and lower 
threshold as well as current and predicted CPU utilization. 
Solutions are put forward in this regard that are briefly 
described as follows: 

 Proposing an optimal equation to calculate the dynamic 
lower threshold and presenting a technique to identify 
and categorize underloaded hosts. 

 Decision making regarding the necessity of migration 
from hosts using the comparison of current and 
predicted CPU utilization with dynamic upper and 
lower thresholds as well as the identification and 
categorization of overloaded and underloaded hosts. 

 Identifying a certain type of hosts called troublemaker 
hosts and adopting policies to modify them or switch 
them to sleep mode. 

 Presenting a method to find hosts that are appropriate 
destinations by excluding existing hosts in all of the 
considered categories. 

Further in this paper, section 2 investigates previous 
research. Section 3 describes the proposed algorithm. Section 4 
determines the capability of running the proposed algorithm 
using Clouds tool. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusion 
and looks into future works. 

II. PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

In [14], Wu et al. used GA to solve the consolidation 
problem. They investigated the energy consumed by physical 
machines and inter-connection networks in data centers. They 
found out that compared with FFD [15], their technique 
generates better solutions. However, FFD is faster in 
calculation compared with their method. 

In [11], the authors put forward MU, MMT, MC, and RC 
policies for the VM selection problem. They proposed MAD 
and IQR techniques to find the dynamic upper threshold,. In 
their study, a host is considered to be an overloaded one 
provided that its current CPU utilization is greater than the 
dynamic upper threshold. 

In [16], Tang and Pan proposed an Hybrid Genetic 
Algorithm (HGA) to solve the consolidation problem. To 
rapidly improve solutions, they adopted a local optimization 
procedure. To gradually work out the violations of conditions 
in infeasible solutions and convert an infeasible solution to a 
feasible one, they employed an infeasible solution repairing 
procedure. They realized that HGA converges faster than GA 

and also exhibits remarkably better results in terms of 
performance and utilization. 

In [17], the authors divided up the entire population to a 
number of families and performed genetic operations on these 
families in parallel in order to generate an optimal mapping 
between the set of hosts and VMs. Thus, they presented Family 
GA, which is a model of Parallel GA. They made use of a self-
adjusting mutation operator to prevent untimely convergence in 
the people of the population. 

In [18], Farahnakian et al. adopted the regression 
forecasting technique k-nearest Neighbor, proposed in [19], to 
forecast resource utilization. They solved the consolidation 
problem using the current utilization of resources and 
prediction of resource utilization in future. 

In [6], the authors proposed policies to determine 
underloaded hosts as well as a policy for the placement of 
migratable VMs, where they used a multi-criteria decision 
making technique. They also put forward a novel and 
comprehensive procedure for cloud resource management 
called Enhanced Optimization (EO) that offers an all-
embracing outlook on the resource management procedure. 

In [12], Singh and Shaw proposed an algorithm for decision 
making about the necessity of migration and finding the 
appropriate destination host using time-series forecasting 
technique as well as dynamic upper threshold and moving 
average, SES, and DES techniques. In their algorithm, a host is 
determined to be overloaded whose current and predicted CPU 
utilization is greater than the upper threshold. 

In [20], the authors made changes to certain parts of the 
original ant colony algorithm, namely pheromone updating, 
definition, and aggregation, in a way that it would be fit to be 
used in multi-objective problems. They adopted the mentioned 
algorithm to allocate resources to VMs in order to reduce 
energy consumption and waste of resources. The results 
indicated a better performance of this algorithm compared with 
GA in terms of both aspects. 

In [13], Fu and Zhou presented two new policies, namely 
MP and MCC. The first policy functions with the aid of 
satisfaction from resources and CPU utilization and selects 
VMs for migration using dynamic upper and lower thresholds. 
The second policy functions using a correlation coefficient and 
finds the suitable destination host. 

III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

In light of [21], the authors divided the VM dynamic 
consolidation problem in cloud computing data centres into the 
following three parts: 

 Part 1: Decision making regarding the necessity of 
migration from hosts. 

 Part 2: VM selection for migration. 

 Part 3: Finding suitable destination hosts. 

The authors answered the first and the third parts of the 
consolidation problem using the proposed algorithm. To 
answer to the VM selection problem, the study adopted the 
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minimum utilization (MU) policy presented in [11], as in [12]. 
From among the VMs existing on one host, this policy selects 
the VM with minimum CPU utilization. 

A. Decision Making regarding the Necessity of Migration 

from Hosts 

In the proposed algorithm, to make decision regarding the 
necessity of migration from hosts, current CPU utilization is 
not the mere criterion to take action; rather, as in [12], the 
authors also used the CPU utilization history of the host in 
several recent periods and forecasted CPU utilization in near 
future by taking advantage of time-series method and DES 
technique. [22-24] provided further explanation about the 
forecasting method. In contrast with [12], where it merely 
employed dynamic upper threshold, this algorithm also makes 
use of the dynamic lower threshold. Comparison of forecasted 
and current CPU utilization with dynamic upper and lower 
thresholds determined the status of each host. The authors, then 
categorized hosts and made decisions regarding the necessity 
of migration using the categorization mentioned above. The 
following section describes the proposed algorithm. 

This algorithm receives a host as input, examines its status, 
and makes a decision for its migration. As in [12], the method 
presented in [11] (Step 4) calculated the upper threshold, where 
the authors considered the value of parameter s1 to be 2.5 in 
conformity with [11]. To calculate the dynamic lower 
threshold, they proposed and adopted equation (1), (Step 6) 
inspired by the upper threshold method presented in [11] and 
using median absolute deviation (MAD) method. It is 
noteworthy that MAD technique [11] also proposed. In (1), 
they considered the value of s2 to be 2.5 empirically and 
through conducting numerous experiments. 

 Lower Threshold = 0.3 + s2 × MAD 
The study included a great number of experiments to 

identify a certain type of hosts that are prone to the emergence 
of undesirable conditions. These hosts are called “troublemaker 
hosts” in this paper. To prevent the emergence of undesirable 
conditions and improve results, Step 6 of the proposed 
algorithm adopts policies to identify troublemaker hosts given 
the status of the hosts, and then modifies or removes them. 

The first type of troublemaker hosts are those whose MAD 
is greater than 0.065 (this number is obtained empirically). 
Considering that MAD shows the strength of the deviation of 
the host CPU utilization, the experiments demonstrated that 
when the value of MAD exceeds 0.065, the deviations of CPU 
utilization increase and algorithm accuracy in predicting CPU 
utilization decreases. 

On the other hand, as MAD increases, the accuracy of the 
calculation of dynamic upper and lower thresholds decreases, 
in a way that it may consider a host with a normal load to be 
overloaded or underloaded and this may lead to unnecessary 
migrations; or it may consider an overloaded or underloaded 
host to be a host with normal load, and this may lead to SLA 
violation in the host mentioned above. It is notable that the 
bigger the MAD, the smaller the upper threshold. Thus, CPU 
utilization is not used desirably. On the other hand, as MAD 
increases, it is more likely for CPU utilization to reach 100% 
and SLA to violate [11]. In the proposed algorithm, to prevent 

potential problems from arising regarding this type of 
troublemaker hosts, it considered the lower threshold to be 
equal to 0.9. Using this technique, this type of hosts most 
probably become underloaded and all of the VMs thereon are 
transferred to suitable hosts. Then the idle hosts will switch to 
sleep mode. 

 
A MAD empirically below 0.065 and various experiments 

identified the second type of troublemaker hosts. In this case, if 
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the upper threshold is smaller than 0.85, it is equal to 0.9 
because authors determined overloaded hosts incorrectly and 
used their capacity improperly. On the other hand, if the lower 
threshold is greater than 0.35, the lower threshold is equal to 
0.3 because they determined underloaded hosts incorrectly and 
unnecessary migrations increase. 

Contrary to [12] that uses two flags, the proposed algorithm 
uses four flags. Each of the flags flagFO, flagPO, flagFU, and 
flagPU being true respectively shows the host’s being 
potentially overloaded in near future. The host’s being 
overloaded at present, the host’s being potentially underloaded 
in near future, and the host’s being underloaded at present. In 
this algorithm, if current CPU utilization is greater than the 
upper threshold, flagPO will be true (Step 7). If current CPU 
utilization is below the lower threshold, flagPU will be true 
(Step 8). 

As in [12], the length of data array is considered to be 10; 
that is, to forecast a host’s being overloaded or underloaded 
required at least 10 data from CPU utilization history. If fewer 
than 10 data are available and flagPO is true, that host will 
enter the list of overloaded hosts and the algorithm ends; 
otherwise, the algorithm continues and runs the subsequent 
steps (Step 9). Authors used DES technique (Step 10) to 
forecast CPU utilization in near future. They compared the 
resulting value with dynamic upper and lower thresholds and 
flagFO and flagFU values are then set (Step 11 and 12). Step 
[12] considered three categories to categorize overloaded hosts. 
In the proposed algorithm, three other categories will add to the 
previous three categories to categorize underloaded hosts. 
Thus, they categorized overloaded and underloaded hosts in 6 
different categories. Further, section below describes each 
category: 

 First category: FlagFO is false and flagPO is true. In 
this case, the host overloads at present; however, the 
authors forecasted that it will not overload in near 
future. In these circumstances, they adds the respective 
host to the list of currently overloaded hosts 
(currentOverUtilizedHosts). However, the migration of 
VMs does not take place from this category of hosts 
since they forecasted that this host will not overload in 
future and to decrease unnecessary migration (Step 13). 

  Second category: FlagFO is true and flagPO is false. In 
this case, the host does not overload at present; 
however, the authors forecasted that it will overload in 
near future. In these circumstances, they added the 
respective host to the list of hosts that they forecasted to 
overload in future (predictedOverUtilizedHosts). 
However, the migration of VMs does not take place 
from this category of hosts since they will not overload 
at present (Step 14). 

 Third category: FlagFO and flagPO are both true. In 
this case, the host overloads at present and the forecast 
is that it will overload also in near future. In these 
circumstances, the respective host will add to the list of 
overloaded hosts (overUtilizedHosts). To reduce the 
load of this category of hosts, they selected and 
migrated a number of VMs (Step 15). 

 Fourth category: FlagFU is false and flagPU is true. In 
this case, the host underloads at present; however, the 
forecast is that it will not remain underloaded in near 
future. In these circumstances, the respective host will 
add to the list of currently underloaded hosts 
(currentUnderUtilizedHosts). However, the migration 
of VMs does not take place from this category of hosts 
since the forecast is that this host will not underload in 
future and in order to decrease unnecessary migration 
(Step 16). 

 Fifth category: FlagFU is true and flagPU is false. In 
this case, the host does not underload at present; 
however, the forecast is that it will underload in near 
future. In these circumstances, the respective host will 
add to the list of hosts that based on forecast, will 
underload in future (predictedUnderUtilizedHosts). 
However, the migration of VMs does not take place 
from this category of hosts since they does not 
underload at present (Step 17). 

 Sixth category: FlagFU and flagPU are both true. In this 
case, the host underloads at present and the forecast is 
that it will underload in near future as well. In these 
circumstances, the respective host will add to the list of 
underloaded hosts (underUtilizedHosts). To reduce 
energy consumption, all of the VMs on these hosts will 
migrate. Afterward, idle hosts will switch to sleep mode 
(Step 18). 

In the above categorization, migration is necessary merely 
for the hosts in the third and sixth categories. The hosts in the 
third category will definitely be overloaded. In order for their 
load to become normal and their CPU utilization to be below 
the upper threshold, one VM or more should migrate 
therefrom. The hosts in the sixth category will definitely be 
underloaded. All of the VMs thereon should migrate to hosts 
that meet the necessary conditions as migration destinations. If 
the migration of all of the VMs on the source host succeeds, 
that host will switch to sleep mode because it becomes idle. 
Table (1) shows a summary of the above categorization. 

TABLE I. CATEGORIZATION OF OVERLOADED AND UNDERLOADED 

HOSTS 

As mentioned in [12] and in light of the mechanism of 
finding underloaded hosts in [12], it is noteworthy that at load 
peak time, when the utilization of all hosts is at a high level, 
the hosts that have lower utilizations compared with other hosts 
will identify as underloaded hosts and the VMs thereon will 
migrate to other hosts. This may increase the rate of 

List Name flagPU flagFU flagPO flagFO NO. 

currentOverUtilizedHosts - - True False 1 

predictedOverUtilizedHosts - - False True 2 

overUtilizedHosts - - True True 3 

currentUnderUtilizedHosts True False - - 4 

predictedUnderUtilizedHosts False True - - 5 

underUtilizedHosts True True - - 6 
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unnecessary migration. In the proposed algorithm, as stated 
earlier, this problem will resolve using the dynamic lower 
threshold and a proper method to find underloaded hosts. 

B. Finding Suitable Destination Hosts 

To find appropriate destination hosts for migration, the 
authors eliminates a number of hosts that do not fit to be a 
destination host from the list of suitable destination hosts. They 
consider a total of 6 six different categories for overloaded and 
underloaded hosts in this paper. In [12], they exclude only the 
first three categories from the mentioned categorization from 
the list of suitable destination hosts. In addition to the first 
three categories, they also excluded the second three categories 
that contain underloaded hosts or are prone to be underloaded 
from the list of suitable destination hosts in this paper. In fact, 
this prevents the hosts that are underloaded or prone to become 
underloaded from remaining on. A considerable reduction in 
the energy consumption of the data center may be brought 
about by turning them off. In contrast with [12] that tries to 
select the destination host from among underloaded hosts and 
those with normal loads, efforts are made in this paper to select 
those hosts as destination hosts that have normal loads. With 
this policy adopted, they optimized the selection of destination 
hosts. As a result, they eliminated unnecessary migrations and 
energy consumption decreases substantially. 

IV. INTEGRATION OF PARTS OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

In the first part of the proposed algorithm, the authors have 
classified the overloaded hosts, those hosts prone to be 
overloaded, also underloaded hosts, and those prone to be 
underloaded into six different categories. 

To make the load normal on the overloaded hosts by 
utilizing MU policy, the authors have selected certain number 
of virtual machines to migrate from these hosts. They have also 
added all the virtual machines available on the underloaded 
hosts, for migration, to the migration list. 

In the second part of the proposed algorithm with the aim 
of preventing from unnecessary migrations of virtual machine, 
authors have excluded the six identified categories in the first 
part from destination host list. Therefore, they can create an 
optimized list of destination hosts. 

Finally, the authors have selected a mapping from among 
virtual machines for migration (from overloaded and 
underloaded hosts) and made a suitable list of destination hosts. 
Then, each virtual machine will migrate to a host that has the 
minimum increasing power after migration of that virtual 
machine. 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Authors selected Clouds 3.0.3 tool for the simulation of this 
paper. Further explanation about this tool may be found in [25-
27]. To investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm, 
they compared this algorithm, MAD-MU algorithm presented 
in [11], and the algorithm presented in [12] in terms of 
different metrics. They analyzed and examined the results 
obtained from the comparison of these algorithms. 

MAD-MU algorithm, henceforth called MM in this paper 
for brevity, is implemented in Cloudsim tool by the authors of 

[11]. To select a VM for migration, this algorithm makes use of 
MU policy and takes advantage of MAD technique to calculate 
dynamic upper threshold. The algorithm presented in [12], 
henceforth called MMD (MAD-MU-DES) in this paper for 
brevity, functions similarly to MM upon selecting VM and 
calculating dynamic upper threshold. It makes use of DES 
technique for the best results obtained to predict host CPU 
utilization in future. Since the algorithm proposed in this paper 
strives to optimize MMD, it is henceforth called OMMD 
(Optimized MMD) for brevity. 

A. Performance Metrics 

This paper adopted 6 metrics to compare the proposed 
algorithm with MM and MMD algorithms, namely energy 
consumption, the number of VM migrations, PDM, SLATAH, 
SLAV, and ESV. 

PDM metric demonstrates performance degradation due to 
VM migration. SLATAH metric shows the percentage of time 
that the host has a CPU utilization of 100%. SLAV metric 
specifies in what percentage of time the resources allocated to 
the host are less than the resources demanded by that host and 
it determines the rate of SLA violation. ESV metric is obtained 
by multiplying energy consumption by SLAV. It indicates the 
simultaneous improvement of these two metrics and reveals a 
trade-off between them. section [11] includes further 
explanations about each of these metric. 

B. Experiment Settings 

Since the algorithm presented in this paper attempts to 
improve the performance of MM and MMD, the authors 
employed experiment settings similar to these algorithms, 
which are available in [11, 12]. They simulated a data centre 
including 800 heterogeneous physical hosts. Half of these hosts 
are of type HP ProLiant ML110 G4 (Intel Xeon 3040, 2 cores 
× 1860 MHz, 4 GB) and the other half is of type HP ProLiant 
ML110 G5 (Intel Xeon 3075, 2 cores × 2660 MHz, 4 GB). 
This data centre has several types of VMs including High-CPU 
Medium Instance (2500 MIPS, 0.85 GB), Extra Large Instance 
(2000 MIPS, 3.75 GB), Small Instance (1000 MIPS, 1.7 GB), 
and Micro Instance (500 MIPS, 613 MB). 

C. Workload Data 

Today, research projects that require the work load of real 
data centres for simulation make use of the data pertaining to a 
10-day workload from CoMon project [28], which is a 
monitoring infrastructure for PlanetLab and collected in March 
and April 2011. This data comprises CPU utilization data 
collected at 5-minute intervals from over thousands of 
operational VMs relating to service providers in more than 500 
locations around the world. They will embed as defaults in 
Clouds simulator. This paper adopts the same data to evaluate 
the performance of the proposed algorithm and compare it with 
MM and MMD. 

D. Simulation Results 

This section will compare the proposed algorithm with MM 
and MMD algorithms according to the mentioned metrics and 
using the data of 10 workdays. Fig. 1 to Fig. 6 depict the 
comparison results. 
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Fig. 1 shows the comparison of the performances of MM, 
MMD, and OMMD in terms of the number of migrations 
metric. On average, OMMD has achieved 89.16% and 83.25% 
decrease respectively in comparison with MM and MMD. 

In OMMD, the number of migrations has considerably 
decreased using the method presented for finding underloaded 
hosts and adding 3 new categories for categorizing this sort of 
hosts and also by eliminating unnecessary migrations from the 
hosts that are not really underloaded. Another reason why 
OMMD shows improved results regarding this metric is the 
identification of troublemaker hosts and adopting policies to 
modify or eliminate them. 

By modifying the aforesaid hosts, the accuracy of 
identifying overloaded and underloaded hosts increases. This 
fact causes the number of migrations stemming from the 
existence of this type of hosts to decrease. On the other hand, 
in OMMD, in addition to overloaded hosts and those that are 
prone to be overloaded, the authors excluded underloaded hosts 
and those that are prone to be underloaded from the list of 
destination hosts. Consequently, they select the destination 
hosts with higher accuracy and quality. Thus, this will prevent 
the repeated migration of VMs as a result of migration to 
inappropriate destinations. 

Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the performance of MM, 
MMD, and OMMD with respect to the energy consumption 
metric. On average, OMMD has achieved 35.09% and 21.63% 
decrease respectively in comparison with MM and MMD. 
What mainly accounts for the reduced energy consumption is 
the fact that OMMD obtains underloaded hosts optimally and 
with greater accuracy in comparison with the other two 
algorithms. As a result, it prevents energy loss in data centers 
to a great extent by turning off hosts where their utilization is at 
a low level. 

On the other hand, since the authors selected the destination 
hosts more accurately in OMMD, this will prevent from the 
migration of VMs to hosts that are underloaded or prone to be 

underloaded. Thus they provided more appropriate conditions 
to switch to sleep mode. In addition to the above, the policies 
adopted to manage the problems of troublemaker hosts exerted 
favorable effects on the quality of selecting underloaded and 
overloaded hosts and, hence, reduced energy consumption. 

Fig. 3 exhibits a comparison of the performance of the three 
mentioned algorithms with regard to PDM metric. On average, 
OMMD has achieved 90.65% and 87.54% decrease 
respectively in comparison with MM and MMD. What mainly 
accounts for this remarkable improvement is the substantial 
decrease in the number of migrations in OMM 

Fig. 4 depicts a comparison of the performance of MM, 
MMD, and OMMD with respect to SLATAH metric. In 
comparison with MM and MMD, OMMD has shown a poorer 
performance in the majority of cases. Efforts made to 
maximize the utilization of the hosts perhaps have caused this. 
Since SLAV metric is the multiplication of PDM and 
SLATAH metrics, in light of the remarkable results of PDM 
metric, somewhat poor results regarding SLATAH metric is 
negligible in the proposed algorithm. This may be clearly seen 
upon investigating and analyzing the figure pertaining to 
SLAV metric. 

Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the performance of the three 
mentioned algorithms with regard to SLAV metric. On 
average, OMMD has achieved 89.46% and 84.86% decrease 
respectively in comparison with MM and MMD. What mainly 
accounts for this substantial improvement is the improvement 
of PDM metric. 

Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the performance of MM, 
MMD, and OMMD with respect to ESV metric. On average, 
OMMD has achieved 93.17% and 88% decrease respectively 
in comparison with MM and MMD. The reason behind this 
considerable decrease is the decreases in energy consumption 
and SLA violation rate. As a matter of fact, these results 
suggest that there has been a successful trade-off in this paper 
between these two metrics. 

 
Fig. 1. Comparison of algorithms with regard to number of migration for 10 workdays 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of algorithms with regard to energy consumption for 10 workdays 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison of algorithms with regard to PDM for 10 workdays 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of algorithms with regard to SLATAH for 10 workdays 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of algorithms with regard to SLAV for 10 workdays 

 
Fig. 6. Comparison of algorithms with regard to ESV for 10 workdays 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES 

The major concern of cloud computing data centres is the 
decrease in energy consumption and, consequently, reduced 
operational costs and increased profitability of these centres. 

In OMMD, the VM dynamic consolidation problem in 
cloud computing data centers was brought into spotlight as a 
solution to battle this problem. In this respect, the authors have 
provided solutions to make decision about the necessity of 
migration from hosts and finding suitable destination hosts. 

To make decision about the necessity of migration, they 
have compared current and predicted CPU utilization with 
dynamic upper and lower thresholds. Thereby, they have 
identified and categorized underloaded and overloaded hosts. 

According to the categorization and the identity of each 
category, migration took place from the hosts that met 
necessary conditions for migration. The number of migrations 
and, as a result, SLA violation rate decreased remarkably using 
the method proposed for calculating the dynamic lower 
threshold and finding underloaded hosts and adding 3 new 
categories to categorize these hosts and also by eliminating 
unnecessary migrations from hosts that are not really 
underloaded. 

On the other hand, as the accuracy in identifying 
underloaded hosts increased and by turning them off, they 
prevented from energy loss in the data center to a considerable 
extent. 

To encounter and prevent the disruptions and adverse 
effects stemming from the existence of troublemaker hosts, 
OMMD adopted the policy of modifying them or switching 
them to sleep mode given the status of those hosts. Thus, the 
accuracy of identifying overloaded and underloaded hosts 
increased. This fact had a substantial effect on reduced number 
of migrations, SLA violation rate, and energy consumption. 

OMMD managed to establish a proper trade-off between 
energy consumption and SLA violation. The results of 
comparing OMMD with MM and MMD are as follows: 
respectively 89.16% and 83.25% improvement in the number 
of migration metric, respectively 35.09% and 21.63% 
improvement in the energy consumption metric, respectively 

90.65% and 87.54% improvement in PDM metric, respectively 
89.46% and 84.86% improvement in SLAV metric, and 
respectively 93.17% and 88% improvement in ESV metric. 

Proposed future works: 

 OMMD have adopted MU technique for the VM 
selection problem and no new algorithm was put 
forward for that. Therefore, the authors recommended 
that this technique be optimized or a new method be 
adopted to improve the results even more. 

 Given that the improvement of SLA metric can 
substantially affect the quality improvement of the 
results of the proposed algorithm, efforts should be 
made in future studies to alleviate the defect of the 
SLATAH metric. 

 Even though OMMD exhibited remarkable results in 
the simulation environment, the effect of this algorithm 
in a real cloud infrastructure is not clearly obvious. 
Hence, in order to evaluate the performance of the 
proposed algorithm, it can develop in a real cloud 
environment such as OpenStack, which is a free open-
source software, for future works. 

 In addition to physical hosts energy consumption, 
energy consumption can be Investigate, examine and 
take into consideration in the communication 
infrastructures. 
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Abstract—This study investigated what handle operation and 
turning gain is comfortable for people using an inverted 
pendulum vehicle that is changeable the handle operation. 
Experimental conditions were three conditions. First is a slalom 
course with two cones placed at an interval of 1.8 m. Second is a 
slalom course with five cones placed at an interval of 1.4 m. 
Third is a slalom course with six cones placed at 1.8m, 1.4m, 
1.8m, 1.4m, 1.8m, and 1.8m interval. The first condition  
considered the difference of handle operation between subjects 
who were used to ride and not used to ride. The second condition 
considered the difference of maneuverability due to gains. The 
third condition considered the difference of maneuverability 
between two handle operations in real running space in a 
condition of 10 gains. In a result of the first condition, a subject 
who was used to ride run effectively and running time is short 
compared with a subject who was used to ride. However, in 
handle yaw rotation, the difference of maneuverability was small. 
In a result of the second condition, running mileage about the 
same in two handle operation, but running time of handle yaw 
rotation is shorter than that of handle roll rotation. In a result of 
the third condition, like the second condition, running time of 
handle yaw rotation is shorter than that of handle roll rotation. 
In questionnaire evaluation, the best gain is the lower gain, 0.02. 
At last, An experiment was carried out by 14 subjects in the best 
gain, 0.02 that is best both handle operation. In the result of this 
experiment, 12 subjects answered that handle yaw rotation is 
better than handle roll rotation. 

Keywords—personal mobility vehicle; inverted pendulum 
vehicle; maneuverability; handle operation; number of operations; 
questionnaire evaluation 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Environmental and energy problems are of increasing 

interest, and alternative means of transportation have been 
considered to solve this problem. Daily transportation involves 
walking, bicycles, and cars depending on the time and 
situation. Recently, personal mobility vehicles (PMVs)—which 
are environmentally friendly and useful for short- to mid-range 
transportation—have attracted some attention. 

Some examples of PMVs include inverted pendulum 
vehicles such as the Segway and the Winglet. In addition to 
their usefulness over short- to mid-range distances, inverted 
pendulum vehicles are either human-powered or electrically 
powered, which emit no exhaust gas and are thus 
environmentally friendly. For this reason, the use of such 
vehicles has been spreading for security and recreational 
activities. For ensuring their convenient use, verification 

experiments have been made for the implementation of PMVs 
as efficient and user-friendly transportation systems. 

The studies of PMVs include those focused on the 
improvements and usage of common PMVs, as well as those 
on developing new PMVs such as high-performance wheel 
chairs and amphibious bicycles and tricycles. Studies on 
inverted pendulum vehicles include those focusing on the 
stability and relationships between the vehicle and the 
controller and between the vehicle and pedestrians. 
Controllability studies on PMVs involve the investigation of 
the stable driving of rides using bicycle steering, model 
analysis, and braking. However, few studies have focused on 
the vehicle's handle operation and controllability. 

This study focused on two types of operations: 

1) Turns by holding down the handle axis (handle roll 
rotation) and 

2) Turns by rotating the handle (handle yaw rotation). 
The purpose of this study is to experimentally compare the 

controllability of the two types of handle operation. 

II. TEST VEHICLE 
The handle of the test vehicle used in this study was 

replaceable. The handle of the test vehicle could be either of 
the handle roll rotation (Fig. 1) or the handle yaw rotation (Fig. 
2) variety. The maximum rotation of the handle roll rotation 
was 20° to the left and the right, and that of the handle yaw 
rotation was 30° to the left and the right. The vehicle equipped 
with a Bluetooth communication function for measuring the 
number of wheel rotations and handling angle. The data 
sampling period for the measurements was 0.1 s. 

III. CONTROLLABILITY EXPERIMENT 
The experiments were carried out under the three 

conditions listed below. 

 
Fig. 1. Handle roll rotation 
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Fig. 2. Handle yaw rotation 

Condition 1: Using both experienced and inexperienced 
drivers for the comparison 

Condition 2: Selection of steering gain 

Condition 3: Comparison of the controllability of the 
handle roll rotation and the handle yaw rotation 

The condition 1 studied the behaviors of experienced 
drivers (who had driven10 times or more) and completely 
inexperienced drivers. The condition 2 selected the most 
appropriate steering gain for each handle operation. The 
condition 3 investigated which handle operation had better 
controllability. 

A. Difference Between The Experienced And Inexperienced 
Drivers 
This experiment was carried out under the conditions 

shown in Table 1. The drivers were six adult males, five of 
whom were experienced and one of whom was inexperienced. 
The test course was a slalom with two cones with a distance of 
1.8 m between them, as shown in Fig. 3. The driving trajectory 
was measured using a three-dimensional operation analysis 
device (VICON). Each driver rode around the slalom for three 
cycles with each of the two handle operations and three 
different gains, i.e., large (0.02), medium (0.012), and small 
(0.008), making a total of six patterns. After the test rides, the 
drivers answered a five-level controllability evaluation survey. 

TABLE I. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION 1 

 
Fig. 3. Experimental Course 

 
Fig. 4. Experimental Course 

 
Fig. 5. Average travel time (roll, experienced driver) 

 
Fig. 6. Average travel time (roll, inexperienced driver) 

 
Fig. 7. Average travel time (yaw, experienced driver) 

 
Fig. 8. Average travel time (yaw, inexperienced driver) 
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Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the ride times of the experienced and 
inexperienced drivers, respectively, with handle roll rotation. 
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show these ride times with handle yaw 
rotation. Comparing the rides of the experienced and 
inexperienced drivers revealed that the both types of the driver 
had smaller handle angles with increasing steering gain. The 
inexperienced driver's ride time was significantly longer than 
those of the experienced drivers in both handle roll rotation and 
handle yaw rotation. The difference in the ride time between 
the experienced and inexperienced drivers was smaller for the 
handle yaw rotation than that for the handle roll rotation. 

 
Fig. 9. Trajectory of the experienced driver (handle roll rotation) 

 
Fig. 10. Trajectory of the inexperienced driver (handle roll rotation) 

 
Fig. 11. Trajectory of the experienced driver (handle yaw rotation) 

 
Fig. 12. Trajectory of the inexperienced driver (handle yaw rotation) 

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are the drive trajectories of the 
experienced and inexperienced drivers, respectively, using 
handle roll rotation; similarly, Figs. 11 and Fig. 12 are those 
with handle yaw rotation. With both handle operations, the 
inexperienced driver had trajectories that were compared with 
those of the experienced drivers. Moreover, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 
show that the inexperienced driver cut the wheel more than the 
experienced drivers. Here, “cutting the wheel” means the 
change of sign of the handle angular velocity. 

 
Fig. 13. Amount of cutting of the wheel (handle roll rotation) 

 
Fig. 14. Amount of cutting of the wheel (handle yaw rotation) 

B. Selection of Steering Gain 
This experiment was conducted under the conditions shown 

in Table 2. Five male adult subjects drove on a slalom course 
with combinations of large (1.8 m) and small (1.4 m) distances 
between the cones. Each subject made two cycles around the 
course for each of the five steering gains; 0.012, 0.02, 0.03, 
0.04, and 0.05. This study included gains larger than 0.05; 
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0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09, and 0.1 in the survey. Considering the 
order effect, the steering gains were measured in the order 
0.012, 0.03, 0.02, 0.04, and 0.05. For the survey,  the gains 
were placed in the order 0.06, 0.08, 0.07, 0.1, and 0.09 in 
addition to the former gain order. The subjects answered an 
evaluation survey after the test drives. 

 
Fig. 15. Experimental course 

TABLE II. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION 2 

Subjects 5 (All experienced) 
Course At an interval combination of 1.8 m and 1.4 m 

Gain 
Five gains for data collection: 0.012, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04 and 0.05. 
Ten gains for survey: 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09, and 0.1 in addition to 
the above five gains 

Cycles 2 

Orders Data collection: 0.012, 0.03, 0.02, 0.04, and 0.05, each two cycles 
For survey: 0.06, 0.08, 0.07, 0.1, and 0.09, each 2 cycles 

 
Fig. 16. Average mileage (handle roll rotation) 

 
Fig. 17. Average mileage (handle yaw rotation) 

Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show the distances traveled; Fig. 18 and 
Fig. 19 show the ride times; Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 show the 
numbers of cuttings of the handle, in other words, changes in 

the turning direction of the handle. Similar to the section 3.1, 
the handling angles become smaller as the steering gain 
increase for both handle operations. There was almost no 
difference in the distance traveled between the two handle 
operations. On the other hand, the ride time with handle yaw 
rotation was approximately 6 s shorter than that with handle 
roll rotation. Moreover, the amount of cutting of the handle 
was less for the handle yaw rotation for all the steering gains. 
These comparison  implied a higher efficiency of the handle 
yaw rotation. 

The survey results were evaluated from two aspects: the 
handling performance, which pertained to the controllability, 
and riding performance, which was related to the balance of the 
ride. Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 show the results of the handling 
performance of the handle roll rotation and handle yaw 
rotation, respectively. Fig. 24 and Fig. 25 are the results of the 
controlling performance. The vertical axis shows the rating 
with 5 being the most and 1 the least desirable riding 
conditions. The error bars show the standard deviations. In 
both surveys, the steering gain of 0.02 had the highest ratings. 

 
Fig. 18. Average running time (handle roll rotation) 

 
Fig. 19. Average running time (handle yaw rotation) 

 
Fig. 20. Amount of cutting of the wheel (handle roll rotation) 
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Fig. 21. Amount of cutting of the wheel (handle yaw rotation) 

C. Comparison Of The Controllability Of Handle Roll 
Rotation And Handle Yaw Rotation 
In this section, it is examined which handle operation—

handle roll or handle yaw—was better based on the experiment 
and survey results. By using the gain of the highest rating (0.02 
for both handle roll rotation and handle yaw rotation) as shown 
in section B, answers to a survey were obtained from 14 
subjects. The test course was a slalom with three cones with an 
equal distance of 1.8 m. The subjects were adult males and 
females, and none were experienced in driving these vehicles. 
The method of answering the survey was the same five-level 
rating as in the previous section. Fig. 26 and Fig. 27 show the 
five-level survey results for the respective handle operations. 
Of the 14 subjects, two answered that the handle roll rotation 
had better controllability than did the handle yaw rotation, and 
12 answered the other way around. As a result of a sign test, 
there was a significant difference between the two handle 
operations, as shown in Fig. 28, which indicates that the handle 
yaw rotation has better controllability. Moreover, there was no 
subject who indicated that the handle yaw rotation was difficult 
to ride. The above results thus suggest that handle yaw rotation 
has better controllability. 

 
Fig. 22. Questionnaire result of handle roll rotation (handle operation) 

 
Fig. 23. Questionnaire result of handle yaw rotation (handle operation) 

 
Fig. 24. Questionnaire result of handle roll rotation (running operaion) 

 
Fig. 25. Questionnaire result of handle yaw rotation (running operation) 

 

 
Fig. 26. Questionnaire result of handle yaw rotation 

 
Fig. 27. Questionnaire result of handle yaw rotation 
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Fig. 28. Comparison of evaluation 

IV. DISCUSSIONS 
This section discusses the characteristic differences 

between the handle roll rotation and the handle yaw rotation 
and these effect. In handle roll rotation, the driver's body tends 
to tilt as the handle is held down from left to right and vice 
versa. Consequently, the ride easily goes off course on a slalom 
as the driver's body tilts frequently. In handle yaw rotation, on 
the other hand, the handle axis is fixed, and the steering is 
performed by rotating the handle in the direction of the yaw. 
Unlike handle roll rotation, this method allows steering in the 
upright position, leading to stability without tilting the driver’s 
body to the right or the left, even during sharp turns. The 
unfavorable results for handle roll rotation obtained in section 
C were because inexperienced drivers were likely to feel 
instability while controlling the vehicle with their bodies tilted. 

 
Fig. 29. State of handle roll rotation 

 
Fig. 30. State of handle yaw rotation 

V. CONCLUSION 
As a result of this study, it is discovered that both 

experienced and inexperienced drivers found the handle yaw 
rotation easier to control. This is likely because handle roll 
rotation involves tilting one's body while handle yaw rotation 
does not. As the driver experiences centrifugal force while 
steering, the force is larger for handle roll rotation than for 
handle yaw rotation. Thus, it is likely that the inexperienced 
drivers felt instability upon steering, leading to a higher rating 
for handle yaw rotation than that for handle roll rotation. 
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Abstract—The exponential rise in the demand of vision based 
traffic surveillance systems have motivated academia-industries 
to develop optimal vehicle detection and classification scheme. In 
this paper, an adaptive learning rate based Gaussian mixture 
model (GMM) algorithm has been developed for background 
subtraction of multilane traffic data. Here, vehicle rear 
information and road dash-markings have been used for vehicle 
detection. Performing background subtraction, connected 
component analysis has been applied to retrieve vehicle region. A 
multilayered AlexNet deep neural network (DNN) has been 
applied to extract higher layer features. Furthermore, scale 
invariant feature transform (SIFT) based vehicle feature 
extraction has been performed. The extracted 4096-dimensional 
features have been processed for dimensional reduction using 
principle component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant 
analysis (LDA). The features have been mapped for SVM-based 
classification. The classification results have exhibited that 
AlexNet-FC6 features with LDA give the accuracy of 97.80%, 
followed by AlexNet-FC6 with PCA (96.75%). AlexNet-FC7 
feature with LDA and PCA algorithms has exhibited 
classification accuracy of 91.40% and 96.30%, respectively. On 
the contrary, SIFT features with LDA algorithm has exhibited 
96.46% classification accuracy. The results revealed that 
enhanced GMM with AlexNet DNN at FC6 and FC7 can be 
significant for optimal vehicle detection and classification. 

Keywords—Vehicle detection and classification; deep neural 
network; AlexNet; SIFT; Gaussian Mixture Model; LDA 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The high pace development of technologies predominantly 

image or video processing techniques have enabled a number 
of application scenarios. Visual traffic surveillance (VTS) 
based intelligent transport system (ITS) is one of the most 
sought and attractive application and research domains, which 
has attracted academia-industries to enable better efficiency. 
The significant application prospects of ITS systems have 
motivated researchers to achieve a certain effective solution. 
An efficient vehicle detection and localization scheme can 
enable ITS to make efficient surveillance, monitoring and 
control by incorporating semantic results, like “X-Vehicle 
crossed Y location in Z direction and overtaking A Vehicle 
with Speed B”. Considering these needs, in previous works 
[1,2], vehicle detection, tracking, and speed estimation model 
were developed. However, the further optimization could 
enable more efficient ITS solution. Developing a novel and 
robust system to detect and classify the vehicle simultaneously 
can be of paramount significance. Vehicle detection features 
such as size, shape, color, stopped or moving object and their 

type can be vital for ITS decision systems [3]. The type of the 
detected vehicle can provide significant information that may 
lead ITS administrators to ensure that certain type of vehicle 
doesn’t appear in a certain region. Implementation of the multi-
camera infrastructures [4] might enable ITSs to identify and 
detect the targeted vehicle or vehicle class by matching it from 
traffic data from different functional data acquisition cameras. 

Recently, some efforts have been made for vehicle 
detection and tracking, however, very few efforts have been 
made towards its classification. Especially, not much effort has 
been made on developing a simultaneous vehicle detection and 
classification system. There are numerous issues like cluttered 
image scene, occlusion, the exceptionally higher number of 
classes and features, etc. that make classification highly 
intricate. Background segmentation based object detection can 
be beneficial as it can remove clutter [5]. The images retrieved 
through surveillance cameras are used to be of low resolution, 
different lighting conditions, and more importantly, size of the 
vehicle is very small in complete traffic video frame that makes 
classification too tedious task. In practice, vision-based 
surveillance applications require dealing with huge unlabelled 
data elements, features, occlusion, unannotated images, 
localization and classification under different lighting or 
background conditions, etc. To deal with such issues, a system 
with effective background subtraction, feature extraction and 
vehicle region or ROI localization and classification can be of 
paramount significance. Also, to provide time effective 
solution reduced data processing and computationally efficient 
approach is required. Considering such requirements and 
motivations, in this paper, a multilevel optimization measure 
has been proposed. In this paper, an enhanced Gaussian 
Mixture Model (GMM) algorithm and connected component 
analysis (CCA) scheme has been developed for optimal vehicle 
region or ROI identification and localization. Further, to enable 
accurate and swift vehicle classification an enhanced 
multilayered deep convolutional neural network (DNN) was 
developed that functions on AlexNet DNN model. An 
additional feature extraction model, space invariant feature 
transform (SIFT) were prepared to extract ROI features. 
Implementing dimensional reduction schemes over extracted 
features support vector machine (SVM) based classification 
was performed that classifies vehicles into different classes. 

The other sections are divided as follows: Section II 
presents the related work. Section III discusses the proposed 
research or contribution. In Section IV, the algorithmic 
development and its discussion are presented and the results 
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obtained are given in Section V. Section 6 presents conclusion 
and future work. References used are presented at the last of 
manuscripts. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Recently a vision based model for vehicle detection, feature 

extraction and classification were developed in [6], where 
researchers applied GMM with Hole Filling algorithm for 
vehicle detection, Gabor kernel based feature extraction and 
Multi-Class classification. To deal with dense vehicle 
classification, a vector sparse coding scheme with SVM was 
proposed in [7]. Applying sparse coding technique, they 
projected features to the high dimensional vector that assisted 
SVM to perform better classification. The combined shape and 
gradient feature based classification was proposed in [8][9]. To 
perform shape-based classification, at first they performed 
background subtractions and obtained shape features from 
silhouettes in the omnidirectional video frames. Similarly, for 
gradient based classified Histogram of Oriented Gradients 
(HOG) Features were obtained, where researchers found that 
the combined features based classification can be more useful 
than the individual feature based classification. The features 
like geometry, number plate location and shape was used as 
input of dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) for vehicle 
classification [10]. Researchers applied GMM to calculate the 
probability distribution of features. However, they could not 
address the detection issues under varying illuminations and 
frame dynamicity. A sparse learning based vehicle detection 
and classification model were proposed in [9]. Later, in [11] 
sparse coding and spatial pyramid matching scheme were used 
for vehicle classification, where they extracted the patch based 
sparse features using a discriminate dictionary. The extracted 
features were classified using histogram intersection kernel 
based SVM classifier. An integrated vehicle detection and 
classification model was proposed in [12] where multi-
resolution vehicle recognition (MRVR) scheme was introduced 
to support cascade boosted classifiers for vehicle classification. 
The combined feature including HAAR and HOG was used for 
vehicle detection and classification [13].  The concept of multi- 
feature fusion was proposed in [14], where authors combined 
local as well as global feature of the detected vehicle region or 
ROI. In their work, they applied SIFT for local feature 
extraction and PCA based global feature extraction process. 
The combined features were used for classification using SVM 
[14]. To increase accuracy, researchers [15][16] used higher 
layer features of the deep neural network (DNN). Researchers 
[15] extracted PHOG and LBP-EOH using DNN. They 
combined these features for classification. An appearance 
based vehicle classification scheme has been developed in [17], 
where vehicle front features has been applied for classification 
using semi-supervised CNN algorithm. On the contrary, in this 
paper, the rear information and lane dash line information have 
been applied to perform multi-lane vehicle detection. Also, it 
deals with occlusion issues. A shape-based multi-class 
classification scheme has been proposed in [18] where the 
concavity property of vehicles such as buses and sedans was 
used for classification. Authors in [19] applied a Deep Belief 
Networks (DBN) based vehicle classification. They have used 
key features such as image pixel value, HOG features and 
Eigen features to perform classification. An approach named 

cascade classifier ensemble has been suggested in [19] for 
vehicle classification. As the first ensemble, they applied 
classifiers such as SVM, K-NN, random forest and multiple-
layer perceptrons (MLPs) for vehicle classification. 

Recently, real-time vision-based vehicle detection and the 
classification system were proposed in [20], where a simple 
morphology-based approach has been formulated for ROI 
detection. To deal with vehicle occlusion issues, they applied 
the ROI accumulative curve method and Fuzzy Constraints 
Satisfaction Propagation (FCSP). Retrieving the Time-Spatial 
Images (TSI) from the surveillance video, they eliminated 
shadowed region using SVM and Deterministic Non-Model 
Scheme (DNMS). A combined model to perform vehicle 
detection, tracking, classification, counting has been proposed 
in [21]. In [16], researchers applied conventional median filter 
and Otsu method based background subtraction for vehicle 
detection. However, they could not address the problems 
introduced due to illumination change and background features 
variations. To deal with these issues, GMM scheme can be a 
potential alternative for background subtraction [6][10], 
however, traditional GMM scheme remains questionable 
especially with dynamic frame movement and varying 
illumination conditions because of its fixed learning rate and 
pixel saturation issues. To deal with this in this paper, an 
adaptive learning rate based GMM model has been developed 
for vehicle ROI detection. On the other hand, the direct deep 
neural network (DNN) implementation for vehicle detection 
and classification is highly intricate and almost impractical. 
Therefore, in this paper an enhanced AlexNet DNN with 
CaffeNet model [22] has been developed that enables optimal 
vehicle detection and classification, even with huge dataset. 
Considering the effectiveness of the SVM classifier, in this 
paper, 10-fold cross-validation scheme has been applied to 
achieve accurate classification performance. 

III. CONTRIBUTION 
In this paper, a robust vehicle detection and classification 

system has been developed for vision-based surveillance 
system to be used for ITS purposes. In fact, the presented work 
is a multilevel optimization effort where numerous 
optimization efforts have been introduced on a different phase 
of vehicle detection and classifying. The proposed approach 
includes enhanced GMM (adaptive learning rate) based 
background subtraction and vehicle detection, CCA based ROI 
identification or localization, DNN model; AlexNet and 
CaffeNet based feature extraction, dimensional reduction and 
SVM based efficient vehicle classification. To perform vehicle 
localization in image and occlusion avoidance, the vehicle’s 
rear features along with lane dash markings have been applied. 
Once performing background subtraction, to reduce irrelevant 
blob presence, CCA has been applied that eventually achieves 
precise vehicle region or ROI. To extract ROI features, an 
enhanced DNN algorithm has been applied based on 
convolutional neural network (CNN) principle. Here, AlexNet 
DNN model [23] extracts multidimensional features at the 
higher DNN layers (Fig. 3). In existing works [23], DNN has 
been used for vehicle classification using different datasets 
[24]. However, AlexNet can’t be applied directly as in practical 
situations the labeled data used to be smaller than the DNN 
parameters. In generic DNN based approaches the probability 
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of degraded accuracy and over-fitting can’t be ignored. To deal 
with this issue, in this paper, CaffeNet [22] with AlexNet DNN 
has been used that enables optimal performance even with 
general purpose computing systems. In practice, due to higher 
unannotated data, performing DNN learning and classification 
is a tedious task. To deal with such issues, multilayered DNN 
has been implemented and trained over large scale labeled 
vehicle dataset that enables swift and accurate data 
classification. In this work, the ROI features have been 
retrieved at each layer of the trained DNN (Convolutional 
Layer-1 to Layer-5 and Fully Connected Layer 6 and Layer 7). 
Since, features at the higher layers (fully connected 6, 7 and 8) 
of DNN used to be more informative [16] and therefore a set of 
4096-dimensional features have been retrieved for individual 
vehicle image at FC6 and FC7 (Fig. 3). Recently, researchers 
[25] suggested that SIFT features can also enable accurate 
classification; therefore in this paper, 4096 SIFT feature 
descriptors have been obtained from each image, which is 
equivalent to AlexNet FC6 and FC7 features. The extracted 
features have been projected to the dimensional reduction 
schemes, the principle component analysis (PCA) and linear 
discriminant analysis (LDA). After dimensional reduction with 
PCA and LDA individually, the retrieved AlexNet features 
have been projected to the polynomial kernel based SVM 
classifier for vehicle classification. Similarly, SIFT feature 
vectors have been used as input of SVM for classification. The 
detailed discussion of the proposed vehicle detection and 
classification system is presented in the following sections. 

IV. SYSTEM MODEL 
This section discusses the overall development and 

implementation of the proposed enhanced GMM and DNN 
based vehicle detection and classification system (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Proposed vehicle detection and classification system 
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The overall proposed model comprises four sequential 
phases. These are: 

A. Vehicle detection, 

B. Feature extraction, 

C. Dimensional reduction and 

D. Classification 
The discussion of the proposed methodology is presented 

as follows 

A. Vehicle Detection 
This section discusses the proposed vehicle detection 

mechanism. 

1) Multilane road image retrieval: In this work, the 
vehicle image data has been obtained using static a camera 
placed on the road side. In real-time vision based surveillance 
applications, occlusion plays a significant role for limiting the 
efficiency. To deal with such issue, vehicle’s images with rear 
information including lane dash line marking have been 
collected. It enables the proposed approach to detect and 
classify multilane vehicles. The dash line detection makes it 
feasible to detect occluded vehicles and their exact location. 
The camera has been placed in such a way that it takes the rear 
view of vehicles images on multiple lanes of the highway. To 
detect or localize the vehicle on image, background subtraction 
scheme has been applied. 

2) Background subtraction: Considering the significance 
of Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) algorithm for background 
subtraction [6] [10], in this paper an enhanced GMM scheme 
has been employed for background subtraction and vehicle 
detection. The proposed GMM model is discussed as follows: 

a) Enhanced gaussian mixture model based background 
subtraction: Unlike conventional threshold-based approaches 
[16], proposed model applies an enhanced GMM scheme for 
background subtraction. GMM based background subtraction 
is nothing else but a pixel-based approach. Consider x be a 
pixel value at certain time instant. A flexible measure to 
estimate the probability density function (PDF) of x can be the 
GMM, in which the PDF comprises the sum of Gaussians. 
With K component densities the PDF of the Gaussian mixture 
p(x) can be estimated as  

𝑝(𝑥) = �𝑤𝑘𝑁(𝑥; 𝜇𝑘,𝜎𝑘)
𝐾

𝑘=1

 
(1) 

Where 𝑤𝑘 represents the weight factor, and 𝑁(𝑥; 𝜇𝑘,𝜎𝑘) 
gives the normal density of mean 𝜇𝑘 and the covariance matrix 
∑ = 𝜎𝑘𝐼𝑘 . GMM as suggested in [26] calculates these 
parameters to obtain the background. Initially, these parameters 
are initialized with zero, (i.e.,𝑤𝑘 = 𝑤0, 𝜇𝑘 = 𝜇0,𝜎𝑘 = 𝜎0). In 
the case of any similarity, i.e., �x − μj� /σj < τ, with  j ∈
[1, … , K] and τ(> 0) as a certain threshold level, the GMM 
parameters are updated as follows: 

𝑤𝑘(𝑡) = (1 − 𝛼)𝑤𝑘(𝑡 − 1) + 𝛼𝑀𝑘(𝑡) 
 

(2) 

𝜇𝑘(𝑡) = (1 − 𝛽)𝜇𝑘(𝑡 − 1) + 𝛽𝑥 
 

(3) 

𝜎𝑘2(𝑡) = (1 − 𝛽)𝜎𝑘2(𝑡 − 1)
+ 𝛽��𝑥 − 𝜇𝑘(𝑡)��2 
 

(4) 

Where Mk(t) = 1 in the case of the matching element j 
otherwise is considered as 0. 

In case of zero similarity or non-matching elements, the 
component with minimum wk is re-initialized, i.e.,wk =
w0, μk = μ0, σk = σ0. In above equations (2-4), α represents 
the learning rate, and β is obtained as 

𝛽 = 𝛼𝑁(𝑥; 𝜇𝑘,𝜎𝑘 ) (5) 
Here, the weight parameter wkis normalized iteratively so 

as to increase to 1. In [26], researchers sorted Gaussians wk/σk 
in decreasing order so as to perform background subtraction. In 
background subtraction, GMM applies a threshold value λ 
which is used to the cumulative sum of weights so as to obtain 
the set {1, … , B}. Mathematically, background subtraction is 
performed using equation (6). 

𝐵 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔min
𝐾𝐵

� � 𝑤𝑘 > 𝜆
𝐾𝐵≤𝐾

𝑘=1

� 
(6) 

In this approach, the Gaussians with the maximum wkand 
minimum standard deviation σk represent the background 
region. In major GMM models µkand σkare updated with 
certain constant learning rate𝛽 [26]. However, it can’t be 
effective for dynamic application scenarios such as traffic 
movement, background changes, and varying lighting or 
illumination conditions. To deal with such issues, a 
modification was made in [27]. In [27] the learning rate β was 
assigned in an initial learning process that enabled adaptation 
under dynamic surface change. In real time applications, there 
can be pixels which might neither be a foreground nor a 
background object. However, such pixel is classified either as 
foreground or background. It leads inaccurate vehicle detection 
and classification. As proposed in [27], increasing β might 
cause extremely high rate pixel feature variations such as 
illumination that may make the system vulnerable. Similarly, 
with the square of the difference between mean and the pixel 
values might lead higher variance, resulting in continuous 
increase in illuminations till the saturation of Gaussian mixture 
over entire pixel color range. Observing both these approaches 
[26][27], it can be found the earlier [26] lacks dealing with 
dynamic surface variation, while later [27] suffers from pixel 
saturation caused due to fast variations (in variance). To deal 
with such issues, in this paper, an adaptive learning rate based 
enhanced GMM model has been developed that alleviates such 
degeneracy, especially in variance by introducing an optimal 
parameter update paradigm. In the proposed approach, the 
learning rate has been decoupled for µkandσk. Unlike 
conventional approaches, an adaptive learning rate γk(t) has 
been applied for updating µk that comprises a relative 
probability factor Rk = N(x;µk,σk) that signifies whether a 
pixel belongs to the kth Gaussian component or not. 
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𝛾𝑘(𝑡) = 𝛾𝑘(𝑡 − 1) +
𝐾 + 1
𝐾

𝑅𝑘 −
1
𝐾
�𝑅𝑖

𝐾

𝑖=1

 
(7) 

The implementation of the proposed adaptive learning rate 
can provide fast Gaussian component mean update as 
suggested in [27]. It can also enable coping up with fast 
illumination changes that can ensure precise ROI identification 
and localization. Now, substituting γk as  β  in (3), it can be 
found that the self-governing update of the variance can avoid 
pixel saturation; however, a fast update might result into 
degeneracy situation. To alleviate this issue, a semi-parametric 
model has been applied for variance calculation that can 
significantly enable quasi-linear adaptation, particularly in the 
case of small changes from the mean and a degraded response 
for significantly higher deviations. To achieve this, a sigmoid 
function has been derived as follows: 

𝑓𝑎,𝑏(𝑥, 𝜇𝑘) = 𝑎 +
𝑏 − 𝑎

1 + 𝑒−𝑆𝐸(𝑥,𝜇𝑘) 
(8) 

 
Where, E(x, µk) = (x − µk)T(x − µk). Here, S plays the 

role of sigmoid slope controller. Now, substituting (8) in (4), 
the variance update is obtained as 

𝜎𝑘2(𝑡) = (1 − 𝜌)𝜎𝑘2(𝑡 − 1)
+ 𝜌𝑓𝑎,𝑏�𝑥, 𝜇𝑘(t − 1)� 

(9) 

Where, η = 0.6 and fa,b(x, µ)ℛ+  limits σk to the regionℛ ∈
�a+b
2

, b�. Here, the values of a and b are selected in such way 
that ℛ spans over one kth of the pixel range. Thus, applying 
the proposed adaptive learning rate based GMM model, 
background subtraction has been performed. The evaluation of 
the proposed scheme revealed that γk(0) = 0.05 can give 
better performance for background subtraction. Once 
performing background subtraction, a connected component 
analysis (CCA) mechanism has been implemented so as to 
remove irrelevant connected pixels or blobs so as to enable 
accurate ROI localization. 

3) Vehicle region localization: To enhance the vehicle 
region detection, CCA scheme has been applied that considers 
valid region, size, and location on the image to remove 
irrelevant components. Here, a hypothesis that the connected 
region signifies the Gaussian components belonging to the 
single lane has been taken into consideration.  In the proposed 
approach, CCA has been performed based on the centroid 
position. To use the lane information, the width of the 
individual connected components based on the allied lane has 
been normalized. The normalized width has been used as the 
width of the connected component region divided by the width 
of the lane at the centroid of the connected region. Using the 
normalized width, it becomes flexible to compare the vehicle 
size at distinct locations. Thus, employing the enhanced GMM 
and CCA approaches the exact vehicle regions or the ROI have 
been localized, which has been followed by its feature 
extraction. 

B. Feature Extraction 
Once estimating the vehicle region or the ROI, features 

have been extracted to execute further vehicle classification. In 

a practical scenario, the vehicles of different categories such as 
sedan, SUV, MPV, van, truck, etc. would have different 
features. These high differences in features make classification 
intricate. As depicted below (Fig. 2) the vehicle (a) represents a 
MPV, (b) taxi, (c) van and (d) is the other commercial vehicles. 
These vehicles have different shape, size and color and 
therefore would have different features too. Considering a 
broad view of classification where these vehicles have to be 
classified into two categories, passenger and commercial or 
other types, to distinguish these vehicles correctly would be 
highly intricate because these vehicles can have same color, 
size etc. To enable efficient classification there is the need of 
certain robust image feature extraction and semantic learning 
paradigm. 

 
 (a)               (b)              (c)                (d) 

Fig. 2. Vehicle images with significantly higher different features 

In this paper, the deep learning approach has been applied 
to perform vehicle or ROI feature extraction. Here, a well-
known and robust image feature extraction model based on 
convolutional neural network (CNN) named AlexNet has been 
applied to extract ROI features. AlexNet is a multilayered 
DNN that functions based on convolutional neural network 
concept and works on ImageNet data.  Ironically, the direct 
implementation of AlexNet DNN with generic computing 
systems and data elements is not feasible; therefore we have 
applied a parallel DNN model called CaffeNet [28] with 
AlexNet. It enabled AlexNet function on general purpose 
computers. The brief of the AlexNet DNN scheme is presented 
as follows: 

1) AlexNet DNN based feature extraction: In this paper, 
CaffeNet based AlexNet feature extraction has been performed 
on vehicle dataset LSVRC-2012. The developed feature 
extraction model has been trained over the localized vehicle 
ROI data. To enable ROI data for feature extraction with 
multilayered AlexNet DNN, each vehicle region image has 
been resized to 256 × 256 dimension. As depicted in Fig. 3, 
AlexNet comprises five CONVOLUTIONAL LAYERS 
(CONV1-CONV5) and three FULLY CONNECTED 
LAYERS (FC6-FC8). The initial layer of this model can have 
general features resembling Gabor information and blob 
features. On the contrary, the higher layers comprise significant 
information for classification; therefore in AlexNet (Fig. 3) 
five CONVOLUTIONAL LAYERS and two FULLY 
CONNECTED LAYERS (FC6 and FC7) have been applied to 
extract features at different layers. Here, each convolutional 
layer comprises multiple kernels where each kernel signifies a 
3D filter connected to the outputs of the preceding layer. In 
case of fully-connected layers (FC6-FC8), the individual layer 
comprises multiple neurons containing a real positive value. 
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The individual neuron is connected to all the neurons of the 
previous layer. In this paper, features have been obtained at the 
two fully connected layers, FC6 and FC7. To achieve better 
performance, 4096-dimensional features have been obtained at 
the higher layers of the DNN, FC6 and FC7. These extracted 
features have been presented in terms of a feature vector 
FV = (f1, f2, f3, … , f4096) which has been later processed for 
dimensional reduction and feature selection. Once retrieving 
the features, the implementation of dimensional reduction 
schemes can enable swift and accurate vehicle classification. In 
this work, two-dimensional reduction algorithms, principle 
component analysis (PCA) and linear Discriminant analysis 
(LDA) have been applied to perform dimensional reduction 
and feature selection. Similar to the AlexNet DNN based 
feature extraction, SIFT approach has been applied to examine 
relative performance efficacy. 

2) SIFT based feature extraction: This is the matter of fact 
that feature extraction, selection and its mapping plays a 
significant role to perform classification. The majority of 
classification systems are still insignificant because of lower 
inter-class scatter, particularly with vehicle’s multiclass 
classification. In practice, the vehicle region or ROI in the 
image might be very small in size than the overall image size 
and even the change in lighting can introduce additional 
intricacies and the insignificant feature that eventually might 
impact classification accuracy. Here an effort has been made to 
enhance vehicle detection by applying an enhanced GMM 
background subtraction model. However, considering existing 
work and suggestions [25], in this paper, SIFT approach has 
also been applied to extract ROI features. To retrieve SIFT-
based features, four directional filtering 128 SIFT feature 
descriptors of the each image have been obtained, i.e., 128-
dimensional vectors. Similar to AlexNet features, SIFT 
features has been processed for dimensional reduction using 
PCA and LDA.  It has been followed by SVM-based 
classification. The retrieved vectors have been projected to 
PCA algorithm for dimensional reduction. In this paper, the 
first 64 dimensional vectors have been considered and 
employing 32 Gaussian components distribution; fisher 
encoding has been done that eventually generates 4096-
dimensional feature vector, which is equivalent to the AlexNet-
FC6/FC7. 

The discussion of the proposed dimensional reduction 
approach is presented as follows: 

 
Fig. 3. AlexNet DNN Architecture 

C. Dimensional Reduction and Classification 
As discussed above, in feature extraction AlexNet as well 

as SIFT feature descriptors retrieved 4096-dimensional 
features for each image and therefore to achieve computation 
and time efficient classification, two predominant dimensional 
reduction and feature selection approaches,  PCA and LDA 
have been applied. A brief of the applied dimensional 
reduction approaches is given as follows: 

1) PRINCIPLE COMPONENT ANALYSIS: In this work, it 
is intended to classify vehicles in multiple classes. In general, 
the feature components extracted from PCA algorithm used to 
be the most expressive features (MEF), while LDA employs 
the most discriminating features (MDF) function. In PCA- 
based approach distinct principle component (PCS) is 
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generated for an individual class. However, despite of 
retrieving the distance from the average principal component 
of each class, the PCA vectors have been trained using SVM 
classifier. Here, radial basis function (RBF) kernel has been 
applied for SVM training. SVM has been trained to retrieve the 
largest feasible classification margin that signifies the lowest 
value of 𝑤 in 

1
2
𝑤𝑇𝑤 + 𝐸�𝜀𝑖 

(10) 

Where εi ≥ 0 and E is the error tolerance level. 

To perform classification, the training vectors have been 
categorized in labeled pairs Li (xi, yi) where xi states the 
training vector, while the class label of xi is given byyi  ∈
 {−1, 1}. In classification, the hyperplane groups highest 
feasible points of the same class on the same side, while 
increasing the distance of either class from it. To achieve 
optimal classification accuracy 10-fold cross validation has 
been performed. To perform testing, a test image data has been 
processed for PCS estimation which has been followed by its 
principle component classification using trained SVM. 

2) Linear discriminant analysis: As discussed above, 
PCA-based schemes employ MEFs to perform classification. 
However, MEFs can’t be the MDFs all the time. On the 
contrary, LDA can perform automatic feature selection that can 
enable efficient feature space for further classification. To 
alleviate the issue of high dimensionality, LDA has been 
initiated by employing PCA, where all the vehicle region data 
or ROI irrespective of the class label has been projected onto a 
single PCS. The dimension of the PCS has been confined by 
the total training image minus the number of classes. In this 
model, two distinct metrics have been estimated, intra-class 
scatter matrix 𝐼𝐼𝐶𝑊and inter-class scatter matrix𝐼𝐼𝑂𝑆. 
Mathematically these matrixes have been estimated as 

𝐼𝐼𝐶𝑊 = � � �𝑦𝑗 − 𝜇𝑖��𝑦𝑗 − 𝜇𝑖�
𝑇𝑀𝑖

𝑗=1

𝐶

𝑖=1
 

(11) 

𝐼𝐼𝑂𝑆 = � (𝜇𝑖 − 𝜇)(𝜇𝑖 − 𝜇)𝑇
𝐶

𝑖=1
, 

(12) 

Where C represents the total number of classes, µi states the 
average vector of a class i, and Mi signifies the number of 
samples within i. Thus, the average of the average vectors is 
obtained as 

𝜇 =
1
𝐶
� 𝜇𝑖

𝐶

𝑖=1
 

(13) 

LDA approach focuses on maximizing the inter-class 
scatter while reducing the intra-class scatter by increasing the 
ratio det|SB|/det| Sw|. The significance of applying this ratio 
is that in the case of a non-singular IIOS matrix, the ratio can be 
increased when the column vectors of the projection matrix W 
can be the eigenvectors ofIICW−1IIOS. Here, the projection 
matrix W with C − 1dimension assigns the training data onto a 
new space, usually called fisher vector. Thus, W is applied for 
projecting all the training samples onto the fisher vector. The 

retrieved feature vector FVR = (f1R, f2R, f3R, … , f4096R) has 
been further used for classification. 

In the proposed approach, the obtained vectors have been 
used to form a know discovery-tree that in the later stage has 
estimated the nearest neighbors during classification. 

In addition to the AlexNet DNN based feature extraction, in 
this research SIFT has been applied for feature selection, which 
has been further processed for dimensional reduction using 
PCA and PLA (Fig. 1). 

D. Classification 
In this paper, a polynomial kernel based support vector 

machine (SVM) has been applied to perform vehicle 
classification. The extracted and dimensionally reduced 
features from LDA and PCA (Table 1) have been projected and 
mapped for SVM- based classification. To achieve optimal 
classification accuracy, 10-fold cross validation has been done. 
The vehicles have been classified into two broad classes, 
passenger and other, where passenger class contains vehicle 
types SUV, van, bus, and cars. 

TABLE I. DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION AND CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES 

Data Feature Dimensional Reduction Classification 
AlexNet PCA SVM 
AlexNet LDA SVM 
SIFT-FV PCA SVM 
SIFT-FV LDA SVM 

Thus, the overall research implementation of the presented 
work is depicted in Fig. 4 

 
Fig. 4. Implementation Model 

The performance evaluation of the proposed vehicle 
detection and classification algorithm has been discussed in 
following section. 

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The results obtained are discussed in this section. To 

perform vehicle detection and classification, a total of 400 
images of the vehicles with rear information were used for 
analysis. Among these images 200 images were from the 
vehicle catagory sedan, SUV, etc. or passenger category while 
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remaining 200 images were other types including bus, cab, etc. 
The data was equally selected so as to maintain the similar size 
of both classes. The initial or the normal size of the images 
was4184 × 3108 that was later resized to 1046 × 777 for 
vehicle detection purpose. Once performing background 
subtraction using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), the 
localized ROI or vehicle region was mapped to the original 
image with natural resolution. To initiate classification process, 
the mapped image data was resized to 256 × 256 size and was 
fed as input to the AlexNet DNN. With AlexNet DNN based 
feature extraction, from each image the high layer features FC6 
and FC7 were obtained, where each layer possesses 4096 
dimensional fetaures. Retrieving the overall features, it was 
passed to dimensional reduction schemes, PCA and LDA. The 
dimensionally reduced features were then projected to 
polynomial kernel function based SVM for multi-class 
classification. Also, as a parallel model was developed to 
retrieve features using SIFT scheme. In this approach, the SIFT 
descriptors of the images were obtained in 128-dimensional 
vectors which was then projected to PCA for dimensional 
reduction. The initial 50% of the PCA were selected for 
analysis, i.e., 64 dimensions. Finally applying 32 Gaussian 
components distribution, fisher encoding was performed that 
eventually provided 4096-dimensional feature vector, 
equivalent to the AlexNet-FC6/FC7. The overall algorithm was 
developed using MATLAB 2015b tool. Also, VlFeat-0.9.20 
toolbox was used to enable swift and easy implementation and 
processing. The two-class classification results for passenger 
vehicles and others are presented in Table 2. 

TABLE II. VEHICLE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 

 Features Classification Accuracy 
(%) 

FC-6 GAX6-PCA 96.75 
GAX6-LDA 97.80 

FC-7 GAX7-PCA 91.40 
GAX-7LDA 96.30 

SIFT GSIFT-FV-PCA 96.25 
GSIFT-FV-LDA 96.45 

*GAX signifies proposed GMM detection preceded AlexNet DNN 

TABLE III. RELATIVE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Techniques Classification Accuracy 
(%) 

PCA+DFVS[25] 95.85 
PCA+DIVS [25] 94.15 
PCA+DIVS+DFVS [25] 96.42 
SIFT-FV-PCA [29] 92.30 
SIFT-FV-LDA [29] 91.30 
AlexNet F6-PCA [16] 96.45 
AlexNet F6-LDA [16] 97.00 
AlexNet F7-PCA [16] 96.80 
AlexNet F7LDA [16] 96.10 
*GAX6-PCA 96.75 
*GAX6-LDA 97.80 
*GAX7-PCA 91.40 
*GAX-7LDA 96.30 
*GSIFT-FV-PCA 96.25 
*GSIFT-FV-LDA 96.45 
*GAX signifies proposed GMM detection preceded AlexNet DNN 

Considering comparative performance of the proposed 
model and others [16], the impact the enhanced GMM for 
vehicle detection can be easily visualized. The proposed 
adaptive learning rate based GMM has enabled more accurate 
vehicle detection under different background and illumination 
conditions. Now, for classification performance analysis, it can 
be found that AlexNet FC6 with LDA outperforms other 
combinations or approaches for two-class classification. Here 
(Table 2), it can be seen that FC6 feature with LDA 
dimensional reduction gives classification accuracy of 97.80%, 
which is higher than FC7 features with PCA (91.40%) and 
LDA (96.30%). Considering an alternative of DNN, SIFT-
based features have also exhibited better with LDA (96.45%) 
than PCA (96.25%). It states that higher layer DNN features 
with LDA can give efficient mapped features to perform 
vehicle classification even with low annotated data. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a multilevel optimization measure has been 

proposed for vehicle detection and classification. Considering 
the limitations of traditional threshold-based background 
subtraction schemes, an enhanced adaptive learning rate based 
GMM algorithm has been developed, which has enabled 
precise vehicle detection under varying frame background 
frame features and illumination. To avoid occlusion, in 
multilane traffic conditions, vehicle’s rear features and lane 
dash markings have been taken into consideration. The 
application of connected component analysis (CCA) has 
enabled efficient vehicle region or ROI localization. An 
enhanced deep convolutional neural network (DNN), named 
AlexNet has been applied for ROI feature extraction. The 
implementation of AlexNet-DNN’s higher layer features (FC6 
and FC7) has exhibited better accuracy, because of higher 
feature informative contents. As a comparative model, SIFT 
feature descriptors have been obtained for the ROI. The 
retrieved 4096-dimensional features from AlexNet-FC6, FC7 
and SIFT has been processed for dimensional reduction using 
PCA and LDA. To perform classification, in this paper 
polynomial kernel based SVM classifier has been applied that 
classifies vehicle data into passenger (car, taxi, sedan, SUV) 
and other types. Results exhibit that AlexNet FC6 features with 
LDA gives highest classification accuracy of 97.80%, followed 
by AlexNet-FC6 with PCA (96.75%). The highest accuracy 
with AlexNet-FC7 has been found lower than AlexNet FC6. 
Similarly, SIFT features with PCA and LDA (SVM with 10-
fold cross validation) has exhibited classification accuracy of 
96.25% and 96.45% respectively. The proposed scheme has 
outperformed other approach because of enhancements 
introduced regarding adaptive learning rate based GMM. This 
work has exhibited that adaptive learning rate based GMM 
with higher layers DNN features can lead optimal vehicle 
detection and classification. In general, DNN suffers from 
weight estimation and learning complexity issues, and hence to 
make this system more effective and time efficient, in future 
efforts can be made to enhance DNN learning. Concepts such 
as, shared weight estimation based CNN learning can also be 
explored to make the proposed system time efficient. In future, 
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the efficiency of the proposed system could be examined with 
multiple camera based real time vehicle detection and 
classification process. 
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Abstract—Recognition of emotion from speech is a significant 
subject in man-machine fields. In this study, speech signal has 
analyzed in order to create a recognition system which is able to 
recognize human emotion and a new set of characteristic has 
proposed in time, frequency and time–frequency domain in order 
to increase the accuracy. After extracting features of Pitch, 
MFCC, Wavelet, ZCR and Energy, neural networks classify four 
emotions of EMO-DB and SAVEE databases. Combination of 
features for two emotions in EMO- DB database is 100%, for 
three emotions is 98.48% and for four emotions is 90% due to the 
variety of speech, existing more spoken words and distinguishing 
male and female which is better than the result of SAVEE 
database. In SAVEE database, accuracy is 97.83% for two 
emotions of happy and sad, 84.75% for three emotions of angry, 
normal and sad and 77.78% for four emotions of happy, angry, 
sad and normal 

Keywords—Recognition of emotion from speech; feature 
extraction; MFCC; Artificial neural network; Wavelet 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Speech is a communicative process among humans. One of 

the most significant characteristics of speech is transferring of 
internal emotion to the audiences. When the speech is 
presented by the speaker, the speech includes the individual’s 
emotion. In this study, the researcher is going to recognize 
individual emotion. Recognizing emotions mean understanding 
speaker’s emotion by speech’s samples. It is better to use 
suitable parameters for improving he result of emotional 
speech. Firozshah et al have used MFCC and ANN to 
recognize four emotionsas angry, happy,neutral and sad which 
have the accuracy of recognition 72.05, 66.05 and 71.25 for 

women, men and mixtures of themrespectively [1]. Javidi et al 
have used MFCC, ZCR, Pitch, Energy and combination of the 
CHAID decision Tree, Regression, SVM, C5.0 and ANN to 
recognize as angry, happy, neutral, sadness, disgust, fear and 
boredom emotions, and the accuracy of recognition using ANN 
was 71.70 [2]. Dai et al [3], have presented neural network and 
combination of feature as a landmark, Pitch, energy to 
recognize speech’s emotions as angry, happy, neutral and 
sadness and the accuracy of 90% was obtained for recognizing 
angry and neutral and more than 80% accuracy was obtained 
for sad and happy and more than 49% was obtained for 
classifying four emotions. Ayadi et al have worked by feature 
extraction ANN and HMM. The number of emotions was 7 for 
them. The accuracyrate was 71% for HMM and 50% for ANN 
which has shown better operation of HMM. [4]. Haq et al have 
used 7 emotions of angry, disgust, fear, happy, neutral, sad, 
surprised and energy feature extraction, duration, MFCC, pitch 
and MLB which has obtained 53%accuracy rate [5]. Ververidis 
et al have used angry, happy, neutral and sad emotions. They 
extract the features of energy, formant and pitch and their 
accuracy was 53.7%[6]. Gharavian et al have used GMM 
model and used four emotions and its accuracy was 65.1%. In 
this study, they used modular neural- SVM and applied happy, 
angry and neutral’s emotions. The accuracy rate was 76.3%. In 
this study, the accuracy rate for C5.0 was 56.3% [7]. Table 1 
shows the previus works in this field. This article organized as 
follows: In section two emotion speech reconition system is 
introduced. In section three feature extraction is stated. 
proposed method is in section four and it is evaluated with 
different dataset in section five and six and finally there is a 
conclusion and future works in the last two sections. 
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TABLE I. PREVIOUS MODELS AND THEIR RESULTS IN RECENT YEARS 

II. EMOTION SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM 
The emotion recognition system includes four main parts. 

"Fig. 1"shows the information of emotion recognition system. 

The Pattern and emotion recognition system include four 
main processes, which are as the following: speech input, 
feature extraction, classifier, emotion speech output. 

 
Fig. 1. Emotion speech recognition system 

III. ANALYSIS AND FEATURE EXTRACTION 
Extraction and selection of the best parameters of the 

speech signal are the most significant duty in designing a 
speech recognition system. Fig. 2 shows the preprocessing 
steps of speech analysis and feature extraction. 

 
Fig. 2. Block diagram of speech signal analysis 

A. Framing 
When an audio vector is analyzed, the features are divided 

into two parts, half of them are in audio frame and the rest is in 
the frames. It is probable that the features are not achieved 
completely in each window analysis and they probably are 
hidden. Since, after converting analog signals to digital one, the 
speech samples are divided into frames in order to overlap each 
other. The new frame includes part of the previous frame and 
the next one [8]. 

 
Fig. 3. Frame speech signal with overlapping frames 

B. Windowing 
Due to the non-static hood of speech signal and variable 

statistical features during time, the speech signal is divided  
into short times about 4-20ms and analyzing is conducted 
during mentioned time, these speech are called window. 

After framing all frames at the beginning and end of each 
frame include interruption that is spectral distortion are reached 
to the least by framing at the beginning and end of each frame 
[9]. 

N is the number of symbols in each frame and n is the 
number of frames. Then the result of framing is the equation 
(1) 

𝑦(𝑛) =  𝑥(𝑛) 𝑤(𝑛)                                         (1) 
X(n) is the input signal of speech  and y(n) is the output of 

the framing. Windows include varied models and some of them 
are introduced in the following equations [2]. 

𝑊(𝑛) = �1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 �2𝜋𝑛
𝑁−1

��0 ≤ n ≤ N-1              Hanning     (2-a) 

W(n)= 0.54 – 0.46 Cos (2πn
N−1

)  0 ≤ n ≤ N-1       Hamming  (2-b) 

W(n)= 10 ≤ n ≤ N-1                                         Rectangular(2-c) 

C. Energy 
Energy is the most and significant and basic features in 

speech signal which recognize the boundary between speech 
and silence. The energy can be obtained as follows [2]. 

The energy (𝐸𝐸) of a signal frame of length 𝑁𝑁 is obtained by 

𝐸𝐸 = ∑ 𝑦(𝑛) ∗ 𝑦(𝑛)𝑁−1
𝑛=0           (3) 
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D. Zero Crossing (ZCR) 
The calculation of ZCR is done with audio signal which 

recognize the speech signals from silence [10]. 

The ZCR Crossing of a signal frame of length 𝑁𝑁 is obtained 
by 

𝑍𝐶𝑅 = 1
𝑁
∑ |𝑠𝑔𝑛[𝑦(𝑛)]−𝑠𝑔𝑛[𝑦(𝑛−1)]|

2
𝑁−1 
𝑛=0                      (4) 

Sgn [y(n)] = 1              if   y(n) ≥0 
Sgn [y(n)] = -1            if    y(n) < 0 

E. Mel Frequency Cepstral Coeifficient (MFCC) 
The main aim of using MFCC is inspiring from human’s 

ears feature in receiving and understanding speech. The 
operation of human’s ear is in a way that understanding 
frequency is varied from real frequency. One Mel is the 
measurement unit of heard frequency of a phoneme. It doesn’t 
rely on pitchfrequency linearly, since the operation of human’s 
ear is in a way that it doesn’t understand more than 1 kHz 
frequency auditory system of human doesn’t understand the 
frequencies ever scale linear, since the researcher has presented 
Mel scale for developing human understands. Mel frequency is 
a logarithmic mapping of physical frequency to understand 
frequencies. MFCC's coefficient considers certain coefficient 
for each frequency and since varied emotions considering 
different morality and mood have different frequency; 
therefore, anger is different from happiness and using these 
features increase the strength of emotion recognition. 

F. Pitch 
The periodic information of thin and thick speech is 

recognized mainly by pitch frequency. The more pitch the 
more thin sound and the less pitch frequency the more thick 
sound. 

This frequency, which is called base frequency and it is 
shown by F0 , is about 50 to 150 hertz in men. In women it 
isabout 150 to 450 hertz and in children it is about 300 to 700 
hertz. 

One of the oldest ways of estimating pitch in speech is 
autocorrelation. In this method autocorrelation changes of the 
function r (η) are plotted with respect to η (sample frame) [11]. 

r(η) =  ∑ 𝑦(𝑛) ∗ 𝑦(𝑛 − 𝜂)𝑁−1−𝜂
𝑛=0        (5) 

G. Discrete wavelet transform(DWT) 
The most usual signal analysis is Fourier transform which 

break up signals to different frequencies and keep the 
information of frequencies and lose the information of time, 
while the waveletincludes both of them that is, frequency 
information and time – oriented information. Equation of 
wavelet transform has presented in the following[1]. 

𝑊𝑗,𝑘 = ∑ ∑ 𝑠(𝑘). 2−
𝑗
2 𝛹(2−𝑗𝑛 − 𝑘)k, j ∈ 𝑧𝑘𝑗              (6) 

𝛹(𝑡)is the main wavelet of analysis function and S(k) is 
speech signal, j is time measurement, k is the amount of 
movement in each measurement (transform parameter) and wj,k 
is wavelet coefficients. 

In discrete wavelet transform, the main signal passes 
through the low-pass and high–pass filters which are appeared 
as approximation and detailed coefficients. In speech signals, 
low frequency is known as approximation h(n) , and high 
frequncey is known as details g(n) which has shown in Fig.4. 

 
Fig. 4. Analysis of discrete wavelet on three level[12] 

IV. CLASSIFYING MODEL OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL 
NETWORK 

A multilayer neural network (MLP) shows a non-linear 
relationship between input and output vectors. It operates 
through connecting neurons of each node to the previous and 
next layers. The output of each neuron is multiplied by the 
weighting coefficients and is given as input to non-linear 
functions. In training phase, educational information is given to 
perceptron. Then weights are adjustedso that error between the 
output current and target reduces to minimum or the number of 
training reaches the predetermined one. Then to evaluate the 
accuracy of the training process, a series of inexperienced input 
is applied to the network. 

MLP architecture consists of an input layer, hidden layer 
and output layer each of them includes specific neurons. The 
numbers of neurons of input layers is equal to the vector’s 
features plus bias neuron and the number of output neurons is 
equal to the defined class for classifier. It ispossible to change 
the number of middle neurons till the best accuracy is obtained. 
In this research the number of middle neurons is changed from 
one to five and the best result has been obtained when the 
network has just had one hidden layer. Therefore a hidden 
layer of 12 neurons were considered. 

V. DATABASE 
Emotional database in emotion recognition is usually 

applied for studying acoustic, phonetic and research and 
development in the field of emotion speech recognition system. 
SAVEE and EMO-DB have been studied for this research. 

A. Berlin Database of Emotional Speech (EMO-DB) 
This database is produced in technical university of Berlin. 

Seven emotional moods have used in this database which are 
angry, happy, boredom, sadness, fear, disgust and neutral. Ten 
artists who were five men and five women run this program. 
The number of speeches is about 535. The number of audio 
files for seven emotions is classified as follows [13]: angry 
(127), boredom (81), disgust (69), happy (71), sadness (62) and 
neutral (79). 
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B. Surrey Audio-Visual Expressed Emotion Database ( 
SAVEE) 
The database consists of the recorded voice of four made 

actor in 7 different emotions and 480 British speeches which 
has chosen amongst TIMIT database. These databases have 
recorded on forms of audio, video and audio-video. The 
database has recorded four British speakers of surrey’s 
postgraduate student between the ages of 27 to 31. The samples 
are 44.1 KHz for audio and 60 fps for video. The number of 
audio files for seven emotions classified as follows [14]: angry 
(60), surprise (60), disgust (60), fear (60), happy (60), sadness 
(60) and neutral (120). 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION METHOD AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
In this study data mining is done by ANN classifier and 

IBM SPSS software. 

IBM SPSS Modeler is one of the best data mining tools and 
professional software to perform complex calculations and 
statistical analyzes for server and client. 

Our data include 60 features extracted from a Berlin 
database speech and SAVEE. The outputs were angry, happy, 
sad and neutral. In this study, 340 speeches are chosen from 
Berlin database and 300 speeches are chosen from SAVEE. 20 
percent of data were used for testing and 80 percent were used 
for training. This process has been repeated many times and the 
accuracy of classification is obtained based on the samples 
which recognized rightly to the all samples. Then, average of 
accuracy values,calculates for all repetition and presented as 
final accuracy (5 fold cross validation). 

In the first experiment, recognizing of two emotions was 
performed. Our emotional moods were happy and sad. The 
whole number of speeches in Berlin database were 132 which 
include happy (70), sadness (62). The number of speeches was 
120 in SAVEE database which include happy (60) and sadness 
(60). The result of each test for all features and features 
combination has done and their accuracy is presented in table 
2. As you see in the table, the wavelet features in EMO-DB is 
85.29% and in SAVEE is 53.57% by using the feature 
combination as wavelet, MFCC, energy, ZCR, pitch, energy 
Fourier, ZCR Fourier, pitch Fourier accuracy is obtained 100% 
in EMO-DB and 97.83% in SAVEE database, and for the 
Berlin database, accuracy is 2.7% better than SAVEE. 

In table 2 the accuracy of emotions happy and sad in IBM 
SPSS Modeler Software in Berlin database obtained as 
91.43%, and after removing lost data in MFCC features, it 
changes to 100%. 

In the second test, it is tried for three emotions of angry, 
sad and neutral. All of 69 features were used in the test. The 
whole number of speech in Berlin database was 267; 126 for 
angry, 79 for neutral and 62 for sadness. The speech numbers 
were 240 in SAVEE database, 60 for angry, 120 for neutral and 
60 for sadness. The result of each test has done for all features  
and features combination which their accuracy is shown in 
table 3. As you see in the table, for the wavelet feature is 
63.64% in Berlin database and 54.24% in SAVEE database 
and by using  feature combination as wavelet, MFCC, energy, 
ZCR, pitch, energy Fourier, ZCR Fourier, and pitch Fourier, it 

is obtained as 98.48% in Berlin database and 84.75 in SAVEE 
that is, in Berlin database 13.73% is better than SAVEE. 

TABLE II. THE ACCURACY OF HAPPY AND SAD 

TABLE III. THE ACCURACY OF ANGRY, SAD, NEUTRAL 

 In table 3, the accuracy of angry, sad and neutral emotions 
in IBM SPSS Modeler software in Berlin database firstly 
obtained 96.97%, and after removing lost data in MFCC 
feature it changes to 98.48% 

EMO-DB SAVEE Dataset 

88.24 78.57 WAVELET+FFTZCR 

88.24 82.14 WAVLET+FFTPITCH 

91.18 78.57 WAVELET+FFTENERGY 

97.06 92.86 WAVELET+ZCR 

100 89.29 WAVELET+ENERGY 

97.06 89.29 WAVELET+PITCH 

58.82 67.86 WAVELET+MFCC 

88.24 85.71 FFT ZCR 

85.29 78.57 FFT pitch 

91.18 78.57 FFT energy 

97.06 92.86 Energy 

97.06 96.43 ZCR 

97.06 92.86 Pitch 

61.76 71.43 MFCC 

85.29 53.57 Wavelet 

100 97.83 Mixture of features 

EMO-DB SAVEE Dataset 
78.79 62.71 WAVELET+FFTZCR 
71.21 72.88 WAVLET+FFTPITCH 
74.24 74.58 WAVELET+FFTENERGY 
93.94 76.27 WAVELET+ZCR 
89.39 69.49 WAVELET+ENERGY 
87.88 72.88 WAVELET+PITCH 
42.42 62.71 WAVELET+MFCC 
84.85 57.63 FFT ZCR 
65.15 79.66 FFT pitch 
81.82 74.58 FFT energy 
81.82 77.97 Energy 
95.94 76.27 ZCR 
84.85 86.44 Pitch 
46.97 62.71 MFCC 
63.64 54.24 Wavelet 
98.48 84.75 Mixture of features 
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In the third test, it is tried to classify angry, happy, sad, 
neutral emotions include 60 features. The whole number of 
speeches in Berlin database were 337 which include 126 angry, 
79 neutral, 62 sadness and 70 happy. In SAVEE database, the 
speech number was 300 which include 60 angry, 120 neutral, 
60 sadness and 60 happy. The result of eachtest for all features 
and feature combination has done and their accuracy has 
presented in table 4. As you see inthe table, for wavelet feature, 
it is 56.25% in Berlin database and 37.5% in SAVEE, and by 
using the feature combination as wavelet, MFCC, energy, 
ZCR, pitch, energy Fourier, ZCR Fourier, pitch Fourier, it is 
obtained as 90% in Berlin database and 77.78% in SAVEE and 
Berlin database accuracy is 12.22% more than SAVEE. 

TABLE IV. THE ACCURACY OF ANGRY, HAPPY, SAD, NEUTRAL 

EMO-DB SAVEE Dataset 
62.5 50 WAVELET+FFTZCR 

56.25 61.11 WAVLET+FFTPITCH 
67.5 65.28 WAVELET+FFTENERGY 

86.25 61.11 WAVELET+ZCR 
65 56.94 WAVELET+ENERGY 
70 65.28 WAVELET+PITCH 

41.25 43.06 WAVELET+MFCC 
62.5 55.56 FFT ZCR 

47.25 63.89 FFT pitch 
63.75 76.39 FFT energy 

70 70.83 Energy 
88.75 63.89 ZCR 
67.5 79.17 Pitch 
34 47.22 MFCC 

56.25 37.5 Wavelet 
90 77.78 Mixture of features 

In table4, the accuracy of happy, sad, angry and neutral 
emotions in IBM SPSS Modeler software in Berlin database 
firstly obtained as 76.5%, and after removing lost data in 
MFCC feature changes to 90%. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
In this study, EMO-DB emotional speech is used which 

mad at the technical Berlin University and SAVEE emotional 
speech, made in Surrey University IN England. In this 
database, the data have high quality. The next step in 
recognizing emotional speech is feature extraction, that 
wavelet, MFCC, energy, pitches, ZCR. In this study, the 
feature combination of time – frequency, time, frequency 
domain and ANN classifier is used and feature combination in 
EMO-DB for two emotion is 100%, for three emotion 
is98.48%, and for four emotion is 90%, which all are better 
than SAVEE accuracy of recognizing emotional speech as 
97.83% for happiness and sadness, 84.75%, for angry, sad and 
neutral and 77.78%, for happiness, sadness, angry, neutral. 

VIII. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE WORKS 
It can be concluded from the mentioned studies that by a 

combination of features, the accuracy increases, which is 
significant, but it is not the best method since it is time 
consuming. Regarding this reason, the researcher has chosen 
the combination of neural network with Evolutionary 
Algorithm which improves the quality of speech emotion 
recognition. 
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Abstract—Starting from the RFID and the wireless sensor 
networks, the Internet of connected things has attracted the 
attention of major IT companies and later, of the industrial 
environment that recognized the concept as one of their key axes 
for future growth and development. The implementation of IoT 
in the industrial environment raises some significant issues 
related to the diversity of fieldbuses, the large number of devices 
and their configuration. The requirements related to reliability, 
security and real-time are very important. This paper proposes 
an industrial IoT and communications at the edge framework 
which has some outstanding features related to: the easy 
integration of fieldbuses and devices used in industrial 
environments with automatic configuration features, integration 
of multiple middleware technologies (CORBA, OPC and DDS), 
the uncoupling of the industrial activity from the publishing data 
on the Internet, security at different levels of the framework. 
Another important feature of the proposed framework is that it 
is based on mature standards and on open source or public 
implementations of these standards. The framework is modular, 
allowing the easy integration of new fieldbus protocols, 
middleware technologies and new objects in the client 
application. This paper is focused mainly on CORBA and DDS 
approaches. 

Keywords—Internet of Things; Middleware; CORBA; ACE 
ORB (TAO); Data Distribution Service 

I. INTRODUCTION 
KEVIN Ashton, from the MIT Auto-ID Center, was the 

first who proposed the term "Internet of Things" (IoT), 
referring to the connection between the information provided 
by radio frequency identifiers (RFID) and the Internet [1]. 
Quickly, the interest in the Internet of connected things caught 
the attention of governments and IT companies which have 
recognized the concept as one of the key axes for their future 
growth and development [2]. An increasingly accepted 
definition of the IoT was provided in [3]. In this definition, the 
emphasis is placed on virtual and physical “things” which: use 
intelligent interfaces; are fully integrated into an information 
network; have identifiers, physical attributes, and virtual 
personalities using a global infrastructure network with 
dynamic configuration (mobile), auto-configuration facilities, 
and interoperable communication protocols. 

The potential growth of IoT technologies has led to 
increased interest in their use in various industries, where 
devices, machines, sensors, or simple things communicate with 
each other using standard Internet technologies [4]. It can be 
stated that the real value of the Industrial IoT (IIoT) is the 

availability of ubiquitous information and consequently, the 
decisions that can be made from it. An IIoT platform must 
validate the sharing of dispersed and ubiquitous data in an 
efficient and timely way for the web, cloud, desktop, 
embedded, and mobile applications. Therefore, IIoT can be 
defined [5] as the connection between the sensors from the 
physical world, devices and machines on the Internet and, by 
applying a thorough analysis using the software, the 
transformation of massive data into powerful insight, and 
intelligence. 

It is becoming increasingly clear that the industry needs a 
functional and useful architecture for the Industrial Internet of 
Things (IIoT), which should include the recent progresses and 
novelty technologies in the field. Such an architecture should 
be easily understood and, at the same time, complete. Most 
projects and specialized literature are focused on how "things" 
can be converted so that they can be connected to the Internet 
through the addition of intelligence and connectivity, for 
instance by using the RFID technology for things/objects in 
everyday life [6][7]. Beside the RFID technology, they also 
take into account the wireless sensor networks. These 
architectures can be found in [8][9][10][11][12]. An important 
issue of this solution is security [13]. 

Although the issues listed above are essential for the IoT, it 
can be considered that in addition of RFID, wireless 
communication, sensors and actuators as IoT things, it can be 
added devices and machines with wired communication in 
order to define IIoT things. Furthermore, it can be pointed out 
that industrial automation involves difficult requirements 
regarding communication and the ensuring security and 
reliability. These requirements must be met by IIoT from the 
beginning. Currently, the implementation and operation of the 
complex production processes or of the Internet applications 
(Internet-enabled) requires time and a manual network setup 
that is susceptible to errors. This situation is generated by the 
need to ensure a high level of determinism, safety, and security 
during the production process and to avoid both critical 
security failures and costly production interruptions. These 
objectives should be IIOT-specific, including a high level of 
automation for the network configuration processes (including 
the fieldbuses pertaining to the industrial environment). 

In this paper, it is proposed an IIoT framework organized 
on three levels, based on the three observations outlined above 
(italic): the device that integrates the hardware (sensors, 
actuators, RFID) in order to sense/control the physical world 
and to acquire data, middleware for data transport and an 
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application which provides the means to interact with the user 
and other IoT applications [14]. The proposed framework can 
be the edge that bridges the information technologies and 
world of things, where the available resources in the cloud 
cannot be directly accessed [14]. In this case, the operational 
technologies are the fieldbuses with their features that 
represents additional challenges. At the low level, the 
framework understands different network topology, and data 
protocols that will be found into the world of things. This 
contains solutions for automatically discovery and 
identification of the real industrial things, data associated and 
to be able to perform storage at high-frequency updates. At the 
high level, the framework collects the data and sent it to the 
cloud via IIoT standards. In the CISCO visions [15], the 
framework represents the Edge Computing (that is also called 
Fog Computing). 

The framework is in accordance with the IIoT definition 
which was presented previously. The solution uses OPC (Open 
Platform Communication) [16], OPC .NET [16], OPC UA 
[16], TAO [17] and DDS (Data Distribution Service) standard 
[18][19] are used as middleware (an important component in 
IIoT) in order to show the data at enterprise level and DDS for 
the external enterprise interoperability. This article mainly 
takes into account the implementations based on TAO and 
DDS. In the process of defining the framework, three great 
challenges arise: (i) the large number of fieldbuses, description 
of devices and automatic configuration; (ii) middleware choice 
and provision of real-time services; and (iii) separation of the 
industrial activity from the operations, for the sake of data 
publication and subscription on the Internet, and incorporation 
of different types of technology. The proposed framework can 
be used in smart factory but the utilisation can be extended for 
smart home, smart buildings, smart living, and smart city. 

Furthermore, this paper is organized as follows: Section II 
briefly presents different architectures proposed for the use of 
IoT in industry. Section III presents our proposal for an IoT 
based on TAO for the industry field. Section IV presents the 
test performed in order to compare the bandwidth used by a 
TAO-based server with one based on OPC DA, OPC UA and 
OPC.NET in a local network. Section V presents a comparison 
between TAO/OpenDDS and OPC UA as support for IIoT. 
The final conclusions are drawn in Section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK OF THE INDUSTRIAL IOT 
ARCHITECTURE 

When a new IIoT architecture and a practical 
implementation are proposed, a natural question which arises 
is: what are the existing solutions? The literature specialised in 
the field is very poor in such solutions because IIoT is at the 
beginning. A courageous attempt is made in [20]. The authors, 
relying on a rich bibliography, tried to understand the current 
status and the future research opportunities related to the use of 
the IoT concept in industry. Only Section V strictly refers to 
the applications of IoT in industry, fields such as healthcare 
service, food supply chain, transport and logistics, and 
firefighting, which are more in the field of services and 
infrastructure and not industry, are being taken into account. 
The only industrial sector already addressed is mining 
production [21][22]. Our bibliographic studies have led to 

similar conclusions. There are few articles related to IIoT and 
those are strictly focused on specific applications. In what 
follows, we will briefly present some concerns present at 
institutional level or which are covered by research projects. 

In Germany, the IoT is associated with the field of 
production and logistics through the term "Industry 4.0"[23], 
and the grounds are being prepared for a new social and 
technological revolution which will drastically change the 
whole industrial environment. Industry 4.0 is a sophisticated 
change of the entire chain of values: communication, planning, 
logistics, and production. Due to the success it recorded in the 
fields of information and communication technologies (ICT) 
(currently 90% of all manufacturing processes are already 
supported by ICT) and embedded systems, (strong autonomous 
microcomputers) either connected to each other or to the 
Internet, wired or wireless, it will lead to a convergence 
between the physical and the virtual (cyberspace) world. This 
convergence takes the form of a Cyber- Physical Systems 
(CPS), term used international to describe Industry 4.0 concept. 
With the development of IPv6 standards, there are now enough 
addresses to allow, for the first time, the networking of 
resources, information, objects, and people, in order to create 
the Internet of Things and Services. The proposed architecture 
is set on four levels (from bottom to top): Internet of Things, 
Internet-based System & Service Platforms, Internet of 
Services and Applications. More details can be found in [23]. 

Another interesting research project in the IIoT field is the 
IoT@Work [24]. The project focuses on the exploitation of IoT 
technologies in the industrial and automation sectors. The 
architecture proposed in this project has five horizontal levels 
and three vertical planes. The horizontal levels refer to: 
Field/Control Infrastructure & Network, Device and Network 
Embedded Services (auto-configuration, device semantic, 
network management), Device Resource Creation & 
Management Services (abstraction, context/dependencies), 
Application Level Middleware Services (commissioning, 
composition, adaptation), and Automation Applications. The 
vertical planes are the following: communication plane, 
security plane and management plane. The project proposes the 
following technologies for the IIoT: Directory Service, Auto-
Configuration of Real-Time Ethernet, Event Dispatching 
(Event Notification Service), Capability-based Access Control, 
Complex Event Processing, Network Slices, and Embedded 
Access Control. More details on the proposed architecture and 
technologies can be found in [24]. 

An interesting discussion is launched by Herman Storey (co 
-chair ISA 100), Rick Bullota and Daniel Drolet in [25]. The 
discussion begins with the observation that IIoT should 
primarily provide security, robustness, and punctuality as far as 
the requirements of automation networks are concerned and, 
secondly, remote access. The IIOT proposed architecture has 
four horizontal levels: multiple physical media and link layer, 
IPv6/6LoWPAN common network layer, more communication 
stack layers and multiple applications layer. Vertically, the 
architecture has two levels: Common time and Common 
network management and security. As an essential element, the 
IIoT must provide a way to integrate multiple physical 
environments and multiple applications in a single industrial 
network system using common technologies. To integrate such 
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a variety of communication and application environments, the 
IIoT must use IPv6 as a network protocol. IPv6 has an 
extension called 6LoWPAN which allows it, as a network 
layer, to be used for low power networks or limited bandwidth. 
Although it was designed for battery-powered wireless devices, 
it may be used for wired networks as well. ISA 100.15 
published a document which provides models and concepts for 
architectures adequate for IIoT. 

Following the analysis of the three architectures presented 
above, it can be said that currently, there is a low degree of 
standardization. Efforts are being made to achieve an IIoT 
standard (Industry 4.0, ISA 100). The IIoT is a different IoT 
from the non-industrial ones due to the special characteristics 
of the production processes. Except for Industry 4.0, IIoT 
architecture is based on ground level devices, which are 
interconnected via fieldbuses and which have access points to 
local networks and the Internet, while on the upper level it has 
specific applications. Intermediate levels ensure services for 
the safe transport of information. In addition to the horizontal 
levels, there may also be vertical planes, able to ensure 
management and security, time management, and so on. The 
expectations of IIoT refer to the possibility that devices, 
machines, and other objects could interact with each other 
without relying on human intervention to achieve added value. 
Among the most important requirements for IIoT [26], we can 
mention: reliability, robustness, reasonable cost, security and 
safety, easy use, low/no maintenance, optimal and adaptive set 
of features, standardization, integration capabilities, reach 
sensing and data capabilities, industry degree support, and 
services. The challenges faced by IIoT refer to IoT devices, 
lifetime and energy, data and information, humans and 
business. 

III. THE IOT FRAMEWORK PROPOSED FOR INDUSTRY 
In this section, it is presented the new proposed IoT 

framework for industry where devices, machines, sensors, or 
simple things must communicate with each other. This IIoT 
framework is composed of three levels (device, middleware, 
and application). The first level is the device level. It is 
composed of three elements, namely: the device which 
acquires data directly from the environment and can transfer 
this information using a wired or wireless network/fieldbus, the 
gateway which adapts the specific network protocol to the 
specific computer protocol used by the middleware in order to 
connect to the IIoT environments (which can also add real time 
facilities) and the software driver for the gateway device which 
adapts the information sent or received to/from the gateway in 
order for it to be compatible with the middleware. The 
middleware level is designed to provide data transportation 
inside the IIoT and it is based on the OPC, CORBA (with TAO 
implementation (The ACE ORB)) and DDS. The application 
level provides support for the implementation of the basic 
applications pertaining to the proposed framework and the 
level’s middleware objects which can be embedded in other 
IIoT applications [27]. The specific interoperability model is 
provided by the OPC and TAO, while the global 
interoperability is ensured by the DDS middleware standard 
[28]. 

A. The motivation of the proposed framework 
In order to motivate the proposed framework, we can begin 

from the question: is it a new technology? The answer is that it 
is a new vision related to the reorganisation of a sum of 
existing technologies in order to satisfy new requirements 
concerning the future development of the industry. 

Regarding the device level, the following major problems 
were considered: there are different physical and data link 
layers which respond to different requirements of specific 
applications in the industry field; at the extremity of the global 
network, there are fieldbuses that are intended to acquire 
information from sensors and transducers, and to emit 
commands via actuators; and that all these fieldbuses must 
have common support for IPv4/IPv6. For this level, a gateway 
device is defined, one which must implement the gateway 
function [29] in order to transfer the information to the higher 
level. It must transform the process-specific information into 
information useful for the higher level [30] and it must provide 
real-time behaviour at fieldbus level. Furthermore, a 
description method for devices, recognised by all partners who 
require information about devices, must be developed. 
Network/fieldbus configuration for acquisition of information 
from the process is a time-consuming and expensive operation 
which means that tools capable of automating this operation 
must be created. In the fieldbuses area field, there is currently a 
multitude of standards (and perhaps new standards will appear 
in the future) which means that, consequently, the framework 
must support the integration of new protocols. 

The middleware level has the important task of transporting 
information between different nodes placed in the Intranet, 
Extranet, and the Internet. This level implies important design 
decisions. Standard-based middleware’s were taken into 
account due to their stability and impact on the industry.  Since 
the OPC specifications are specially designed for industrial 
applications, a first major question is: why TAO and DDS? A 
second question may be: why not just DDS? The short answer 
to the first question is: the OPC specifications have no explicit 
real-time requirements and use the client-server paradigm, 
which is less suitable for data centre frameworks of the 
publisher/subscriber type; and answer to the second question 
is: TAO is better prepared for real time. Further, these two 
answers are expanded. 

A very interesting discussion on the utilization of standards 
for real-time distribution middleware is presented in [31]. The 
authors, out of several distribution models, chose those which 
are based on the standard, are mature, stable and with impact 
on the industry; namely: CORBA/RT-CORBA, Distributed 
System Ada Annex (DSA), Data Distribution Service for Real-
time System (DDS) and Distributed Real-Time Specification 
for Java (DRTSJ). Even though the authors of [31] do not 
provide a verdict or have not carried out a ranking, however, a 
classification can be made. 

CORBA/RT-CORBA has the following advantages: it is 
based on a very mature technology, one involved in a wide 
range of applications [31], such as Software Defined Radios 
[32] and Industrial Robotics [33]; RT-CORBA entities validate 
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the development of critical real-time applications; from the 
point of view of scheduling, the RT-CORBA provides static 
scheduling based on Fixed Priority Scheduling (FPS), the use 
of threads as schedulable entities, control of the competition 
degree on the servers using thread pools, deterministic access 
to shared resources, the use of different scheduling policies, 
and the use of distributable threads as a schedulable entity; as 
far as network resource management is concerned, it provides 
mechanism for the fine-tuning of network properties, it uses 
private connections and definitions of priority-banded 
connections; it is the only standard which provides 
mechanisms for the specification of scheduling parameters 
which may be used during execution; facilitate interoperability 
between implementations (GIOP - General Inter-ORB 
Protocol); TAO implementation is the most popular and 
updated open-source implementation for RT-CORBA. As 
disadvantages of RT-CORBA, we can mention: unlike the 
CORBA specification updated in [34], RT-CORBA is not 
currently in the attention of the Object Management Group 
(OMG), the last update being performed in 2005 [35][36]; it 
does not take into consideration the network scheduling; it uses 
TCP/IP stack which means that even the use of Ethernet 
switches is unsuitable for implementation of hard real-time 
systems; TAO implementation does not provide synchronous 
protocols (it is based on the operating system); it does not 
implement the priority transforms model, the use of buffers to 
store remote requests in thread pools nor the borrowing of 
threads among thread pool lanes. 

The DDS has the following advantages: it is considered a 
mature technology involved in several real-time applications 
[31] in the fields such as Defence [17], Automation [37], and 
Space [38]; supports anonymous and asynchronous 
dissemination of information; has specific requirements for 
distributed applications such as control systems, sensor 
networks, and industrial automation systems; it is a data-centric 
middleware [18] and, therefore, it is aware of the contents of 
the interchanged data which can be directly managed; it 
provides multiplatform and multi-language support; the types 
of shared data can be defined by using IDL language [34]; 
interoperability between different implementations is provided 
by DDS Interoperability Wire Protocol (DDSI) [39]; it is a 
recently updated specification, OMG provides specification for 
the Extensible and Dynamic Topic Types [40], which provides 
support in order to define and modify dynamic (on runtime) 
data for the extension and evolution of systems based on DDS; 
the DDS model defines a strongly typed  Global Data Space 
where publishers (Data Writer (DW)) can write (provide) data 
and subscribers (Data Reader (DR)) can read (consume) data 
allowing the middleware to focus on obtaining data 
independent of their origin; the standard was explicitly 
designed for distributed real-time systems; specifications 
define a set of QoS parameters in order to configure non-
functional properties for each entity and allow the change of 
some of them during an operation; a subset of QoS parameters 
allows the control of temporal behaviour and improves the 
application predictability; it defines different mechanisms 
meant to validate the communication between entities (polling, 
synchronous mode and asynchronous mode for the DR entity) 

and provides the opportunity to notify the application by 
Polling, Listeners, Conditions, and Wait-sets; there are both 
commercial (CoreDX or RTI-DDS) and open source 
(OpenSplice or OpenDDS) implementations. Among the DDS 
disadvantages, we can mention: there are no evaluations in 
detail done on the DDS real-time performance (an attempt can 
be found in [41]); it does not explicitly addressed the 
scheduling of threads at processor level; it is oriented on IP 
networks and not on the real-time networks (still lists a set of 
requirements for network support); considers only network 
policies based on fixed priority scheduling and excludes any 
other type of predictable network used in industry; some 
internal middleware operations generate meta-traffic thus 
introducing an override that must be taken into account in the 
analysis of behaviour in time; DDSI has an indefinite number 
of sub-messages; there is still no profile for safety-critical 
applications. 

The DSA and DRTSJ are not competitive for real time as 
CORBA/RT-CORBA and DDS. The DSA [31] was 
specifically designed to support predictable applications and 
several features, which ensure determinism, are left to 
application implementation; while the DRTSJ [31] 
specification is not complete, there are still problems which 
were not addressed and there is no formal DRTSJ specification 
(only a draft). On the other hand, all these protocols and their 
implementations for real-time communication use IP-based 
networks. Even if local networks that use switches are used, 
real time is not easily achieved. 

For the application level, the design issues taken into 
account are: easy embedding and integration of several 
technologies (OPC DA, OPC .NET, OPC UA, and CORBA); 
default communication between application objects by defining 
a "software bus" so that the application objects communicate 
with each other and the implementation, at the current level, of 
the gateway function between different technologies; 
decoupling of the company’s activities and specific production 
processes, which requires a high degree of security; the 
publication of some information on the Internet; platform-
independent communication between the instances of several 
applications; establishment of a connection with the usual 
databases which benefit from a specialized middleware for data 
communication. 

The IoT framework of the system proposed in this article, 
in order to integrate IoT in the monitoring and control of the 
industrial processes, is presented in Fig. 1. The proposed 
framework is based on the OPC specification, DDS and 
CORBA middleware (TAO implementation). Furthermore, the 
framework will be presented from the point of view of 
CORBA and DDS middlewares. These middlewares were used 
because they allow the development of applications 
distributable on the Internet. In industry, CORBA middleware 
is not widely used although there is the DAIS [42] standard 
which describes how to develop SCADA applications based on 
CORBA. In the proposed framework, new TAO servers and 
clients are considered supplementary uses, which, just as 
DAIS, are based on the OPC DA 2.05 specification. Our 
solution is easier to implement compared to DAIS. 
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Fig. 1. Distribution on Internet of the proposed framework 

From the point of view of implementation, the proposed 
framework consists of two main functional modules: the data-
acquisition module (which will be referred to as the server 
module) and the Human-Machine Interface (HMI) module (for 
the information retrieved from the server modules) which will 
be referred to as the Human Machine Interface - Process 
Control and Monitoring (HMI-PCM) module, and it is mainly 
a client application for TAO and OPC servers. DDS is 
implemented as an object in the HMI-PCM. By using the TAO, 
the information acquired from the industrial process can be 
distributed on the Internet, in a client-server manner, as 
noticeable in Fig. 1. A functional (complex) system can be 
composed of multiple servers and multiple HMI-PCM clients. 
A HMI-PCM client can connect to multiple server modules 
and database servers, as described in the following sections. 
Clients can generate history based on the data read from the 
server, history stored in a database which can be consulted later 
by the client who generated this history or by other clients. 

B. Server module 
The architecture of the server module is shown in Fig. 2. 

This architecture is structured on three main levels. On the 
lower level, we have the drivers which acquire data from the 
fieldbuses and store it on the cache located on the upper level. 
This level is integrated in the device level of the IIoT 
framework. Its main role is the implementation of the 
acquisition cycle which is specific to the fieldbuses protocol 
used for communication. On this level there are more software 
modules, each module specific for one fieldbus. Furthermore, 
these modules receive data from the top level, which will be 
sent to the fieldbuses (e.g. commands for actuators). These 
modules receive all the data which must be updated 
continuously from the top level (data that is in at least one 
client's subscription list). This data is included in the 
acquisition cycle implemented in the drivers. Furthermore, 
these modules implement mechanisms for the data read on 
request (asynchronously read). They rely on a running platform 
(Linux or Windows) and are developed as independent 
modules (as libraries). This allows the development of new 
drivers without recompiling the other server modules. Between 
this level and the upper level, there is a well-defined interface 
that allows the integration of drivers for new fieldbus protocols 
(API 1 from Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. The server module architecture 

On the intermediate level, we have the Fieldbuses Cache 
Management (FCM) module which deals with the management 
of the cache which stores the data read from the fieldbuses, and 
which is also developed as an independent module (as a 
library). This memory cache is necessary to achieve a rapid 
response to the requests received from the upper level. The 
cache memory is a resource shared by several threads and has 
all the access control mechanisms implemented to ensure data 
consistency. Furthermore, this module stores a list of data on 
which clients are subscribed to ensure continuous updating of 
the cache (data update is provided only for that list of data). 
The data received from clients, which must be submitted to the 
devices connected on fieldbuses, are stored in the cache and are 
forwarded to the appropriate network driver. This level is part 
of the middleware level. Between this level and the upper level 
(the server itself), there is a well-defined interface which 
allows the adaptation of the FCM to any desired type of server, 
including TAO server (API 2 from Fig. 2). 

On the top level, we have the server which provides 
support to access the cache with both read and in writing 
operations, in other words, the access to field devices 
connected to networks. Furthermore, the server integrates the 
TAO middleware which provides services for the 
transmission/reception of data to/from the HMI-PCM clients. 
To ensure these services, a CORBA IDL interface was defined, 
one which has been integrated into the server and the client 
modules. The interface is based on the OPC DA 2.05 classical 
specification. So, four interfaces were defined, namely: 
DataServer, an interface with a Register (server connection) 
and DeRegister (disconnected from server) methods; IServer 
interface with Addgroup, RemoveGroup, and SetState methods 
(edits the properties of the group); IGroup interface with 
AddItems and RemoveItems methods; IUpdate interface with 
OnDataChange (updates data to the client group) and 
Disconnect (server being offline) methods; IBrowse interface 
with BrowseAddressSpace (accesses the server address space), 
ChangeBrowsePosition (browses the address space server), 
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GetItemID (takes over the address space identifier of server), 
QueryAvailableProperties (reads the properties of an Item), 
SyncRead (synchronously reads the value and quality of a list 
of items, from the cache or device), and SyncWrite methods 
(synchronously writes the value and quality of a list of item, 
from the cache or device). We detail the implementation based 
on TAO because it is a less used a solution in industrial 
environments compared with servers based on OPC 
specifications. 

C. HMI-PCM – Human Machine Interface -Process Control 
and Monitoring 
The client application (HMI-PCM) is an environment that 

can instantiate many objects (controls). There are three types of 
objects: graphical objects, middleware objects and expression 
objects. They expose data members in the HMI-PCM 
environment. The data members can be interconnected in order 
to transfer data between objects, or can be used in different 
math expressions to which other objects can connect 
(subscribe) by using a standard interface (API 3 from Fig. 3). 
Middleware objects connect to data providers (servers) based 
on different middleware packages (OPC.NET objects to 
transport data from/to OPC.NET data servers, OPC DA objects 
to transport data from/to OPC DA servers; OPC UA objects to 
transport data from/to OPC UA servers; TAO objects to 
transport data from/to CORBA servers). The architecture of the 
HMI-PCM module is presented in Fig. 3. 

OpenDDS is an open source implementation of the DDS 
specification based on TAO. The DDS objects from HMI-PCM 
environment ensure the interoperability between different 
HMI-PCM applications running anywhere (on the same 
computer, the computers interconnected throughout local 
network or computers interconnected throughout the Internet). 
The objects can expose the HMI-PCM address space, including 
middleware objects that partially or fully expose the server 
address space (see subsection D). 

 
Fig. 3. The HMI-PCM module architecture 

The most important feature of this application is that it 
allows the interconnection of objects in the HMI-PCM. Each 
object has data members that can be connected to each other or 
to the data members of other objects from the HMI-PCM. 
Thus, to display the data from the server, a graphical object is 

used, one that connects to the TAO objects that are connected 
to these servers. With this feature, the HMI-PCM application 
can be easily configured according to the user’s requirements 
and preferences. Another important feature of the HMI-PCM is 
that new objects can be added as dynamic libraries. They must 
comply with HMI-PCM standard interface (API 3 from Fig. 3) 
that enables communication between the HMI-PCM objects 
(objects derived from a basic object). So, it is not necessary to 
compile the whole clients (only the object added). 

D. Implementation considerations 
The server is developed and implemented as an application 

in C++. For each fieldbus, there is a library which implements 
the function specific to the fieldbus. It was implemented a 
library for MODBUS RTU (with a RS485–RS232 interface), a 
library for MODBUS TCP/IP and a library for CANOpen 
(with a USB-CAN interface). The libraries for EtherCAT and 
Ethernet/IP are under development process. Since there are 
many Modbus TCP/IP gateways to other fieldbuses, these 
systems can be easily integrated into the proposed framework 
(should be considered the differences in terms of real time 
between fieldbuses and MODBUS TCP / IP because TCP/IP 
stack is best effort type and not real time). For the transport 
protocol between server and client, the following protocol was 
employed: IIOP (default) Internet Inter-ORB Protocol, 
SHMIOP - shared memory transport protocol, IIOP over 
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), HTTP Tunnelling Inter-ORB 
Protocol, and ZIOP – IIOP with compression). 

Due to the modular software architecture of the server (see 
Fig. 2), servers based on more middleware types were 
developed, while this paper deals with the server based on the 
TAO middleware (version 6.2.5). The server will expose data 
as a collection of industrial networks, each network having a 
collection of devices. Every device connected to an industrial 
process can be seen as a collection of objects. For this reason, a 
dictionary of objects was developed, managed by the FCM, 
exposing all the capabilities of the devices. Each object can 
have multiple data members and each data member can be 
characterized by properties such as value, data type, access 
rights, or other property that can be defined by the user based 
on the application. The content of the object dictionary (data 
provider) forms the address space of the server. Each 
middleware object will expose this address space to the client. 
A natural question is how to create this address space? FCM 
has on the upper level a defined standard interface for server 
connection (API 2 from Fig. 2), and another one at the bottom 
for connection to the fieldbus-specific drivers (API 1 from Fig. 
2). Any driver that implements this interface is loaded without 
recompiling the entire application. 

At this point, another question appears: how are the system 
devices described? Among the various solutions (EDDL - 
Electronic Device Description Language, FDT –Field Device 
Tool, FDI-Field Device Integration, EDS - Electronic Data 
Sheet), for simplicity reasons, a solution was adopted, based on 
the CiA DS 306 D3 v1.3 specification (EDS). This 
specification has been extended to support Modbus, M-Bus and 
ASCII-DCON protocols in addition to CANOpen. Modbus 
TCP/IP gateway connects to other protocol implementing 
devices, such as Profibus, Profinet, EtherCAT, EP PowerLink, 
Ethernet / IP, LonWork, etc. From a device, one cannot get 
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more than the information that is defined in the corresponding 
EDS. For example, for the Modbus protocol, a new section 
called [Communication] was added. This section of the EDS 
file describes the commands required to access objects like: 

[IndexObject]: Request: FC: SFC-x: ADR: L-x:E: 
ADR:L-x:E: ADR, L-x:/ 

        Response: FC: SFC-x: ADR: L-x:/ 

Where: IndexObject – Process Data Object (PDO) or 
Service Data Object (SDO) that describes the data. Request: 
the format of request commands: FC – function code; SFC – 
sub-function code; ADR – address; L-x – length or count, x = 
number of bytes of this field; E – The extension of the 
commands. Response: the response format that is optional. For 
the functions of the MODBUS protocol, the answer can be 
built depending on request commands. If the PDO or SDO 
objects have a defined separate area for read and write 
operation, subsections [read] and [write] may be used. “:” - 
fields’ separator (if a field is missing from a MODBUS 
command/ response, only a separator, “/” – terminator is used). 

In the (automatic or manual) configuration process, a file is 
created in order to attach a driver to each fieldbus (a specific 
dynamic library) and an ID and an EDS file to each device 
from the fieldbus. This file is used by the FCM, which sends 
the path to the EDS files of the active devices from the fieldbus 
to the driver. There may be several fieldbuses of the same type 
and more identical devices in one fieldbus. A configuration file 
associated with the server and built on EDS files contains the 
entire tree structure of the information that can be accessed and 
forms the address space of the server. This address space can 
be accessed by the TAO object from the HMI-PCM application 
through the IDL interfaces defined at the end of subsection 
III.B. 

Once the server address space is defined, the server will 
expose this information to the clients, using the interfaces 
defined in IDL (see the end of subsection III.B). The main 
implementing objectives of the server refer mainly to the 
service name, client management, client-associated group 
management, group-associated items management, updating 
groups, reading and writing items, browsing in the address 
space, security information, and QoS. 

The HMI-PCM is developed and implemented as an 
application in C#. Each object (see Fig. 3) is a library which 
exports a class derived from a base object. For the TAO object, 
a wrapper was used to marshall data from C++ to C# (TAO is 
developed for C++ application). The HMI- PCM application is 
developed in C#, as it offers the possibility of rapidly 
developing graphical applications and for productivity reasons. 
The HMI-PCM application is very interesting, allowing the 
communication between servers implemented with different 
technologies. Each server has one or more simulation drivers (a 
client can write or read to simulating some functionalities 
which can read or write by other clients). In addition to their 
role of simulation, these drivers allow the implementation of a 
relay function (gateway) between different types of servers. 
For example, suppose that the HMI-PCM has activated two 
middleware objects, one for OPC UA (data profile) and one of 
TAO type. A TAO user wishes to expose, to TAO clients, the 

nodes of the OPC UA. Firstly, it must create an EDS file for 
the simulation driver for the TAO server with the desired 
objects that are visible from the OPC UA object (the 
compatibility of data types must be ensured). The objects 
exposed by the TAO object based on the EDS file will be 
found in the FCM dictionary of objects. In the HMI-PCM 
client, any item of the OPC UA object (from the ones chosen 
and described in the EDS file from TAO) can be connected to a 
corresponding item exposed by the TAO server based on the 
EDS file for the simulator (read or write - IN or OUT). 

All the TAO clients can read or write properly from/in the 
items exposed by the simulator. There can be any number of 
simulators (depending on the host system resources). This type 
of relay can be attained between any of the middleware objects 
using a simulation driver and its attached EDS file. Connection 
can also be made directly, with the specification that an item 
should be output (or bidirectional) and the other input (or 
bidirectional), and the data types must be compatible. In 
addition, one can connect an intermediate expression object 
which can operate on source value using a mathematical 
expression. 

For low power communication stack, there is the MICRO 
PROFILE and COMPACT PROFILE as part of CORBA/e 
(and it is implemented in TAO), while reliable communications 
and Internet-enabled communications are provided by TAO 
through transport protocols and naming service. 

E. Security 
Security features are presented at different levels of the 

proposed framework. In general, at the fieldbus protocols, 
security features are not provided, because they introduce an 
additional overhead and are non-deterministic components. In 
order to use the FCM component, the server must authenticate 
throughout a unique identification key. In the absence of 
authentication, the exported functions of the FCM module do 
not work correctly. The same thing happens with the fieldbus 
drivers. The current security level of the application is sent to 
the FCM in order to enable/disable the controls from the 
windows of the network manager, the connection manager, and 
from other configuration windows exposed by FCM and 
fieldbus drivers. The server application has an access panel that 
requires a user name and a password in order to view and 
change configuration parameters of the fieldbuses. Users are 
divided into groups, for users, manager, administrators and 
guests, each group having restricted access to the 
functionalities of the server, except for the administrator group. 
The server configuration is stored in an encrypted XML file 
(hidden somewhere in the system). The same vision is applied 
to the HMI-PCM application. 

At the middleware level, in TAO there is the possibility to 
comprise messages (using pluggable ZIOP protocols) and to 
secure the communication (using SSLIOP pluggable protocol 
that is based on SSL). In the original DDS specification, related 
to the security, only the following is specified: “the application 
could attach security credentials via the USER_DATA policy 
that can be used by the remote application to authenticate the 
source”. The new DDS security specification [43] (request for 
proposal) proposes interesting solutions based on Domains 
Secure and Confidential Topics. RTI has a wide range of 
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security solutions such as: domain separation, access control 
and secure bridging; deep packet inspection; data filtering; 
secure operating system; secure transport; improved paradigm 
for secure distributed infrastructure [44]. OpenSplice ensure 
DDS Secure Networking Service and Access Control [45]. For 
OpenDDS, we integrated the SSLIOP (from TAO) through 
Extensible Transport Framework, in order to enable 
confidentiality and authentication. 

OPC DA security for the communication is based on 
DCOM security, OPC. NET has different binding modes and 
types of authentication security modes depending on the type 
of binding (Named piped, TCP, HTTP Basic and HTTP WS) 
more types of authentication are being offered. OPC UA 
contains the philosophy related to the security in the 
specification, namely OPC UA part 2 - Security Model [46]. 
OPC UA is Secure-by-default, encryption enabled, and uses 
advanced certificate handling. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
This section presents the tests performed for the proposed 

solution based on TAO (with 3 transport protocols: IIOP, 
SSLIOP, ZIOP) when it is used in a local network. First, the 
bandwidth used by the server based on TAO was compared 
with the one used by the server based on OPC DA, OPC UA 
and OPC.NET. Tests were performed in a network composed 
of eight computers, identical in terms of hardware and 
software, and a switch with 100Mbps Ethernet ports. Each 
computer had an AMD Athlon (tm) 64 X2 Dual Core 
Processor 4200+ 2.21GHz, 1GB of RAM and a Windows 
operating system. On one computer (which will be referred to 
as the server), are executed in turn the data server based on 
OPC DA, OPC UA, OPC.NET,  and the server based on TAO. 
All these servers use the same data provider (a simulator that 
generates random values for items and stores them in the cache 
memory of the server). For the experimental test, we used 
version 6.2.5 for TAO and the IIOP, SSLIOP, and ZIOP 
protocols. On the other computers, the HMI-PCM application 
is executed in turn with TAO, OPC.NET HTTP, OPC.NET 
TCP, OPC UA BIN (data profile), OPC.DA objects connected 
to TAO, OPC.NET HTTP, OPC.NET TCP, OPC UA BIN 
(data profile), and respectively, OPC DA servers. For the TAO 
objects, the IIOP, SSLIOP and ZIOP were used, as transport 
protocols. Clients will make a group/subscription/list (the 
names are specific to the used middleware) that contains 16 
items/nodes whose data type is BYTE. 

With Colasoft Capsa software package, the traffic speed on 
the server computer was measured. It should be noted that 
there is no network traffic generated by other applications (the 
LAN is not connected to the Internet). The software 
architecture of the tests performed is shown in Fig. 4. 

The first test consisted in determining the transfer rate 
when data is updated at a rate of 100ms. The test results are 
shown in Fig. 5. In this figure, we can see that the bandwidth 
occupied when using TAO with IIOP and SSLIOP is higher 
than when using the OPC DA, OPC UA BIN and OPC.NET 
TCP, and smaller than when using the OPC.NET HTTP, but is 
lowest when ZIOP is used as transport protocol. 

 
Fig. 4. The software architecture of the tests performed 

The second test consisted in determining the transfer rate 
when data is updated at a rate of 500ms. The test results are 
shown in Fig. 5. From this figure, we can see that the occupied 
bandwidth when TAO is used is higher than when OPC DA 
and OPC.NET TCP are used, and lower than when OPC.NET 
HTTP or OPC UA BIN is used. Unlike the previous test, the 
bandwidth occupied by TAO is much closer to the bandwidth 
occupied by OPC.NET TCP and OPC DA. 

The third test consisted in determining the transfer rate 
when data is updated at a rate of 1000ms. The test results are 
shown in Fig. 5. As in the previous tests, the same 
approximation trend of the band occupied by TAO with the 
band occupied by OPC DA and OPC.NET TCP can be noticed. 

 
Fig. 5. Bandwidth occupied for a refresh rate of 100ms 

Fig. 6 presents a synthesis of the 3 cases presented so far. 
An approximation trend of the bandwidth occupied by TAO 
with the bandwidth occupied by OPC.DA and OPC .NET TCP 
can be easily noticed. It should be noted that the tests were 
done in a local network, a framework widely used in the 
operation of industrial SCADA applications. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison for the bandwidth occupied 

The proposed framework is designed to provide access to 
data via the Internet, where the response time cannot be 
guaranteed. It is unlikely to apply a refresh rate of 100ms for a 
client to connect to a server through the Internet, and very 
likely to use refresh rates of around 1000ms (in the Internet, 
this refresh rate cannot be guaranteed because the 
communication protocols are best-effort type depending on the 
network load). 

The performances of the application based on TAO IIOP 
are very close to the performances of the applications based on 
OPC DA and OPC.NET TCP at an update rate of around 
1000ms, but OPC DA is based on DCOM technology that 
works in a LAN network and OPC.NET TCP is dependent on 
.NET platform, based on Windows Communication 
Foundation. Furthermore, to use OPC.NET and to get the 
source code, you must be a member of the OPC Foundation. 
One advantage of using the TAO middleware is that it is an 
open source. 

TAO with ZIOP transport protocol is the best because the 
messages are archived, but it does not provide any security 
mechanism. The use of security and encryption of the 
messages with SSLIOP transport protocol (based on SSL) 
introduces an additional overhead of the messages related to 
the IIOP transport protocol, which can be seen in the graphs, 
due to certificate exchanges and the increasing of the message 
size. The same difference can be seen for OPC.UA binary and 
OPC.UA binary with security and encryption of the messages. 
The use of the HTTP protocol leads to a significant increase of 
the messages that can be seen for OPC.NET HTTP and 
OPC.UA HTTP. In the case of the OPC.UA middleware, an 
important traffic generated by the keep alive mechanism 
(observed with Wireshark tool) can be observed. This traffic is 
much lower in the TAO implementation. From Wireshark tool, 
it can be seen that if the encryption or archiving mechanisms 
are not used, the data can easily be identified in the messages. 

Table 1 presents the number of bytes of Ethernet frames 
and TAO for the three transport protocols (IIOP, ZIOP, and 
SSLIOP) sent by the server in order to update a group 
consisting of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 items. This information was 
obtained with Wireshark tool. As expected, the smallest frames 
are obtained by activating the ZIOP transport protocol. If the 

messages are small, and the size of the archived message (plus 
archived message header) is higher than the size of the original 
message (with IIOP), then the message is no longer archived 
and it is sent using the IIOP transport protocol. 

TABLE I. THE MESSAGE FOR TAO TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS 

 TAO-IIOP TAO-ZIOP TAO-SSLIOP 
1 items 296B/1 frame 314B/1 frame 351B/1 frame 
2 items 402B/1 frame 324B/1 frame 475B/1 frame 
4 items 674B/1 frame 335B/1 frame 810B/2 frames 
8 items 1174B/1 frame 357B/1 frame 1310/2 frames 

16 items 2236/2 frames 397B/1 frame 2401/3 frames 

From the point of view of the memory footprint, the 
working set for the server with TAO is about 11MB for IIOP, 
increased to about 36MB for ZIOP and reaches about 38MB 
for SSLIOP, while the processor load depends on the refresh 
rate of the items, reaching 8% for a refresh rate of 100ms. On 
the other hand, OPC UA has a working set that varies from 
48MB (without encryption and security) and reaches about 
174MB with encryption and security. The processor load at a 
refresh rate of 100ms is about 50%. This may be due to the 
development mode of the server, which is developed in C# and 
the code is interpreted, while TAO is implemented in C++. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In the rather poor landscape of IIoT architectures, the 

proposed framework can be a starting point, especially since 
efforts are being made to implement and to perform a practical 
demonstration of the proposed functionalities. 

This model was referred as framework and not as 
architecture because it is concerned with the IIoT device 
platform that transport the specific messages (little data) and 
which, through the DDS objects, can connect to the IoT 
services and applications (big data). 

The framework enjoys several powerful points. First, it is 
based on mature and very mature standards and it can say that 
it is highly standardised. At device level, a unified method to 
describe the devices based on the EDS specification from CiA 
was defined. It was extended, among others, for the MODBUS 
protocol. Currently, there are many MODBUS TCP/IP - other 
protocol gateways which have their own mechanism of 
describing the devices; it can be depicted by the EDS modified 
for MODBUS. This solution resolved the challenge related on 
the large number of fieldbuses. The standardised interface from 
the lower level of FCM is scalable, allowing the integration of 
drivers specific for other fieldbus protocols without 
recompiling the FCM module and the server. The presence of 
the objects' dictionary, which creates the server address space, 
is the reason for the decoupling (virtualisation) between server 
and the complexity of fieldbuses, and a unified way of 
describing them. The configuration interfaces of the fieldbuses 
have a semi-automatic behaviour (drivers identify the field 
devices and the display on the server objects which can be 
exposed, and the server automatically restores the last saved 
configuration). 

At the middleware level, several technologies were selected 
and implemented (OPC, TAO, and DDS) which enable a 
proper adaptation to the specific application. The PCM-HMI 
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application allows easy exchange of information between 
servers and, by implementing the DDS objects; it allows the 
publisher / subscriber a type of communication between PCM- 
HMI applications on the same computer, in the local networks 
or on the Internet. This solution resolved the challenge related 
on middleware choice and separation of the industrial activity. 

Sensing the weaknesses of the framework, the authors 
intend: to clearly define the vertical planes such as security, 
timing and management; to improve support for automatic 
configuration of fieldbuses; to directly connect the DDS object 
to the FCM in order to retrieve data from fieldbuses through 
the objects' dictionary (there is a risk of creating a security 
breach, because the same object has direct access to process 
data and may publish the data acquired from the sensors and 
transducers on the Internet and can take commands from the 
Internet for the actuators); to be embedded, even partially, 
based on a new profile, in TAO and DDS, the address space 
concept and the information model from OPC UA; to develop 
tools for the easy configuration of DDS objects; to develop 
OPC UA security concepts in OpenDDS. 
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Abstract—The next-generation Internet protocol (IPv6) was 
designed to overcome the limitation in IPv4 by using a 128-bit 
address instead of a 32-bit address. In addition to solving the 
address the limitations, IPv6 has many improved features. This 
research focused to survey IPv6 deployment all around the 
world. The objectives of this survey paper are to highlight the 
issues related to the IPv6 deployment and to look into the IPv4 to 
IPv6 transition mechanisms. Furthermore, provide insight on the 
global effort around the world to contribute in IPv6 deployment. 
In addition, identify the potential solutions or suggestions that 
could improve the IPv6 deployment rate. In order to achieve the 
said objectives we survey number of papers on IPv6 deployment 
from different countries and continents. 

Keywords—IPv4; IPv6; deployment; Internet 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The use of the Internet is growing over the time. Many day 

to day activities are depending on the Internet and lot of 
services are provided through the Internet too such as: social 
networking websites, search engines, video calls and many 
more. In order to reach these services; people use devices 
connected to the Internet such as computers, mobile phones, 
Personal Digital Assistants (PDA). All these devices are 
communicating with each other through the network using 
Internet Protocol (IP) where each device is assigned a unique 
IP address. 

Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4), has been the standard 
protocol over the Internet for more than 20 years, it provides 
over 4 billion IP addresses [1]. However, with the rapid 
growth of devices that can connect to the Internet and 
upcoming technologies, the limited 32-bit address space of 
IPv4 will not able to cope with the internet. Some studies 
expected that by 2020 there will be 50 billion devices online 
which are 10 times more devices than IPv4 can handle [2]. 

Besides the shortage of IP addresses, IPv4 has several 
major weaknesses that made it difficult to keep up with the 
rapid growth of the Internet, including the following: 

• Security: IPv4 does not provide any security like 
authenticating or data encryption when transmitting 
packets 

• Network Congestion: packets are sent to all addresses 
in the network at the same time, this broadcast feature 
may cause overload and congestion on the network 

• Packet Loss: IPv4 Time to Live (TTL) feature set time 
of expiry for the datagram. So if the data was not able 

to reach the destination on its time, it will be expired 
and the receiver will request it again from the sender. 
This delay and multiple resending of packets are not 
sufficient for real time data. 

• Data Priority: the IPv4 cannot recognize the type of 
data being transmitted, so it cannot prioritize the 
transmission of high priority data like video streaming 
and others[3] 

In general, the scarcity of IPv4 address is considered as a 
major limitation of IPv4 addressing system, thus various 
techniques used to bridge the gap and extend the life of the 
existing IPv4 infrastructure such as "Network Address 
Translation" (NAT) and “Classless Inter Domain Routing” 
(CIDR) (which are described later in this paper). However, 
these techniques have their own drawbacks. 

For solving the problem, IETF (Internet Engineering Task 
Force) offered a new Internet protocol for the next generation 
called IPv6. IPv6 extends the address space from 32-bit to 
128-bit. By doing this, it provides about four times larger 
address space than IPv4. This huge number of address will be 
sufficient to satisfy the need of IP addresses in the future. 

This Internet protocol does not only solve the problem of 
the address space, but also includes many other features such 
as: 

• Streamlined header format: some IPv4 header fields 
were removed or made optional in IPv6. The aim of 
this change is to lower the cost of packet processing 
and to reduce the bandwidth cost despite the increased 
size of the IPv6 addresses, as shown in Fig. 1 [7]. 

• Address auto-configuration: the main usage of the 
auto-configuration feature in IPv6 is to facilitate the 
large number of hosts. With this feature, any device 
connected to the network can easily discover it at any 
location and get a new globally unique IPv6 address. 

• Improved Quality-of-Service (QoS): “Flow label” 
component in the IPv6 header insures fastest delivery 
and more efficient performance. This is done by 
specifying the route of the IPv6 packet till it reach its 
destination and preventing it from going through 
unnecessary/bad network route. 

• Built-in security: IPv6 requires the support of IPsec in 
order to provide a standard-based solution to satisfy the 
security needs in the network and to provide more 
improbability between IPv6 implementations. 
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• Better support for mobility: mobility is one of the 
requirements of IPv6 which enable the roaming 
between different networks. This is done using a global 
notification when you leave a network to enter the 
other one. [4], [5], [6]. 

 
Fig. 1. IPv4 and IPv6 Headers 

The rest of this document is structured as follows: Section 
II is dedicated to several challenges related to IPv6 
deployment, Section III contains the critique of existing work 
and Section IV explains the future work direction. Finally, 
conclusions are drawn in Section V. 

II. MAJOR RESEARCH CHALLENGES IN THE AREA 
In this section, we outline several problems related to the 

IPv6 deployment. The techniques used to avoid or delay the 
complex process of migration to IPv6, the consequences of 
delay in IPv6 deployment and the hurdles encountered in IPv6 
deployment. 

A. Problems Related  to Extend IPv4 Lifetime 
The IPv4 is widely used and deployed in most of the 

internet architecture which make the transition to IPv6 very 

risky and challenging. Consequently, various techniques have 
been used to prolong the lifespan of IPv4 and to avoid/delay 
the migration such as “Classless Inter-Domain Routing” 
(CIDR), “Network Address Translation" (NAT) and others. 

Prior to the invention of IP addressing scheme “Classless 
Inter-Domain Routing” (CIDR), IP "Classful" Addressing was 
used, which divides the address space into different classes to 
determine the maximum potential size for a computer network. 
There were three major network classes (A,B,C),  each Class 
A network can have over 16 million hosts, each class B 
network can have 65,535 hosts and each class C network can 
have 254 hosts. While the CIDR is based on variable-length 
subnet masking (VLSM), which allows a network to be 
divided into variously sized subnets, providing the opportunity 
to size a network more appropriately for local needs, hence, 
reduced the problem of wasted address space[8]. 
Unfortunately, this will fill the gap in the short-term only. 

The idea of Network Address Translation (NAT) is to 
group many machines together and assign to them only one 
global unique address, while giving a hidden "private" address 
to each machine individually. The main benefit of this 
technique is to lower the number of IP addresses any 
organization may needs. However, this technique suffers from 
the filtering problem which reduces the network access 
performance [4]. 

As these techniques are inefficient in the long-term and the 
unallocated IPv4 addresses is expected to be exhausted soon 
or later, the ultimate solution is to move towards IPv6. 

B. Problems Associated with Delaying IPv6 Deployment 
Not adopting IPv6 may cause several issues. The future 

growth and global connectivity of the Internet will be 
negatively impacted. Individual users may not be able to reach 
IPv6-exclusive websites. Customers expecting or demanding 
IPv6-compatible or IPv6-enabled products and services may 
turn to the competitors for their needs, thus the companies will 
lose market share and revenues. Developers may not be able 
to introduce new services because they require an unusually 
high number of IP addresses (for instance, sensor and remote 
control systems being developed in many different industries 
including healthcare, automotive industry, disaster prevention, 
and many others). We may not be able to integrate 
applications and services because they may require IPv6 
features which will not work in an IPv4 network [9]. 

C. IPv6 Deployment Challenges 
Although the transition from IPv4 to IPv6 is necessary for 

the continuous running and growing of the internet, the IPv6 
deployment growth rate is considerably slow. There are some 
challenges and factors that have contributed towards the slow 
rate of IPv6 deployment [4], [10], some of them are: 

• IPv6 is not backwards-compatible with IPv4. The 
compatibility problem will create significant 
challenges for organizations as they move to IPv6. 

• The benefits, strength points and necessity of IPv6 
remain unknown for the end-users due to absence of 
campaigns or programs spreading the awareness about 
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iPv6. This will lower the end-users demand and need 
for moving towards IPv6. 

• With the absence of IPv6 demands from end users, the 
service providers will not be able invest money in 
developing new hardware and software and charge 
their services for their customers. 

• Many companies resist the migrating towards IPv6 
since it will cost them money, time, resources and 
expertise. 

• Many Internet Service Providers (ISP) and local 
operators view the IPv6 as a solution for providing 
more addresses to their clients. They still could not 
realize the real business value of IPv6. 

• There is no enough participation and encourage from 
the Internet communities to move towards IPv6 which 
cause the limited number of IPv6 applications 
developed. 

• Lack of practical experience 

III. CRITIQUE OF EXISTING WORK 
In this section, we survey some of the existing work 

related to IPv6 deployment in several countries/continents. In 
order to find the IPv4 to IPv6 transition mechanism used today. 
And to highlight the worldwide policies and initiatives used to 
promoting the IPv6 deployment. Additionally, identify the 
potential solutions and suggestions that could improve the 
IPv6 deployment rate around the world. 

A. Transition to IPv6 
The IPv6 and IPv4 are not compatible protocols, thus, the 

resources available over IPv6 cannot be reached by IPv4 node 
and vice versa. Fortunately, the network architecture allows 
the usage of these two protocols in parallel which make the 
transition from IPv4 to IPv6 done smoothly. 

There are different strategies for transition from IPv4 to 
IPv6 such as [6]: 

• Upgrade the whole network architecture along with the 
operating systems and applications to be IPv6 
compatible. This option will guarantee the maximum 
benefit from all IPv6 features but it is very expensive. 

• Wait for the last minute to deploy, which means 
nothing will be used from IPv6 features till IPv4 
address exhaustion. This option is very risky and will 
lead to loss of market share. 

• As a middle strategy, the deployment to IPv6 could be 
made at incremental levels, which guarantee the benefit 
from IPv6 features and at the same time it will lower 
the cost of deployment and allow the risk management. 

From our research, we have found that many countries 
prefer to follow the incremental transition of IPv6 [6], [5],[11], 
and in order to continue working with their IPv4 infrastructure 
and to provide an final transition to an IPv6-only 
infrastructure, they have followed some mechanisms 

1) Using Both IPv4 and IPv6: While the network 
infrastructure is being transmitted from IPv4 only, to IPv4 and 
IPv6 and at the end to IPv6 only; some services will be 
reachable over IPv6 only, while other services which still not 
updated to work with the two protocols will be reachable by 
IPv4 only. Therefore, this mechanism was implemented to 
allow network hosts to communicate by sending and receiving 
IPv4 and IPv6 packets at the same time. This requires the 
routers and applications to have the capability of Dual-Stack 
and the application layer needs to decide which protocol to 
follow. 

To use the Internet layers for the two protocols on the 
same host, the host should be either a Dual IP layer 
architecture host or Dual stack architecture host. 

• Dual IP layer architecture: This architecture has two 
separate Internet layers one for the IPv4 and the other 
is for the IPv6, while the Transport layer is 
implemented only once.  The figure below illustrates 
the concept [6]. 

 
Fig. 2. Dual IP layer architecture 

• Dual stack architecture: This architecture has two 
separate Internet layers one for the IPv4 and the other 
for the IPv6, and the Transport layer is implemented 
twice for each protocol. The figure below illustrates the 
concept [6]. 

 
Fig. 3. Dual stack architecture 

2) Tunnelling: The main usage of tunnelling is to enable a 
non-IPv6 device to communicate with other devices in IPv6 
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network. For example, a packet may be passed through an 
IPv6 network and suddenly reached one of the devices in its 
rout which was not upgraded to work with IPv6 packet. In this 
case the tunnelling is used. This is done by encapsulating the 
IPv6 packet into IPv4 capsule in order to be recognized and 
passed through IPv4 device normally. The tunnelling allows 
two different IPv6 networks to communicate even through 
IPv4 Networks. The changes on the IPv4 header are: 

• The Protocol field value will be set to 41 to point to an 
encapsulated IPv6 packet. 

• The Source and Destination fields are set to IPv4 
addresses of the tunnel endpoints. 

 
Fig. 4. IPv6 over IPv4 Tunnelling 

3) Protocol Translation: This mechanism allows the 
communication between IPv6 only network and IPv4 only 
network. It uses translator which serves as an “interpreter” 
between the two networks. It just translates IPv4 packets to 
IPv6 Packets and vice versa. Some of the used protocol 
translation mechanisms are:  Network Address Translation - 
Protocol Translation (NAT-PT6), Stateless IP/ICMP 
Translation (SIIT7), Bump-in-Stack (BIS8) and Bump-in-the-
API (BIA9). 

4) DNS Infrastructure: In this mechanism, the Domain 
Name System (DNS) infrastructure will be updated by 
populating the DNS servers with records to support IPv6 
name-to-address and address-to-name resolutions. 

B. Global Deployment Initiatives and Policies 
Since the deployment of IPv6 has not been done at global 

scale in all countries, lot of deployment problems are still 
unknown. In order to uncover any problem related to the 
movement towards IPv6; government policies and global 
experiments and awareness campaigns have been set up such 
as World IPv6 day and Test-Bed. 

1) World IPv6 day: the idea was started on the 6th of June 
2012 when major Internet service providers (ISPs), home 
networking manufacturers and web companies around the 
world united to launch a new era for the Internet by 
collaborating in a 24-hour global experiment - World IPv6 
Day. The goal of this day is to discover the problems and 
challenges regarding movement towards IPv6 and to find 
solutions for these problems. More than 300 organisations 
participating in the Day have enabled IPv6 for their products 

and services and advertised both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses in 
the DNS [1], [2]. 

2) Test-bed: Test bed allows the examination of the IPv6 
environment (development, testing, and deployment) without 
breaking the production network. There are various Test-bed 
experiments made around the world [4], [5], we will discuss 
some of them below. 

• Worldwide Test bed – The 6bone: since many people 
and network manufactures and vendors started to 
implement and experiment the IPv6; this test bed was 
established to give more support for the evolution and 
development of IPv6. It was first started at 1996. 

• Indonesia Test Bed: this started when the "Institute 
Teknologi Bandung" (ITB) in Indonesia was connected 
to the "Asian Internet Interconnection Initiatives" (AI3) 
in order to support the academic research on this field. 

3) International Policies: a national IPv6 network was 
established to support the practical testing and usage of IPv6 
technology by many developers, researchers and operators 
around the world. The network was established by many 
countries such as India, Korea and Japan. [6]. Some of the 
important examples are shown below: 

• India: In 2004, the Minister of Communications and 
Information Technology declared the Ten Point 
Agenda to boost IT and communications, and includes 
the migration to IPv6. 

• Japan: Japan believes that IPv6 is very helpful in 
leveraging the Internet to rejuvenate Japanese economy. 
Because of that, Japanese took a leadership to design a 
roadmap for IPv6 in 2000. Japanese government forced 
the incorporation of IPV6 and decided a deadline for 
upgrading all existing systems in both public and 
business sectors. On 2003, the Japanese government 
announce a tax credit program that eliminates the taxes 
from the purchase of any IPv6 routers. 

• South Korea: In 2003, the South Korean Ministry of 
Information and Communication announced its 
funding to the IPv6 products and services as a 
promotion program. 

• China: In 2003, the Chinese government started a plan 
to make their network fully operated on IPv6 by the 
end of 2005. The government issued licenses and 
assigned budget for the construction of the "China 
Next Generation Internet" (CGNI). 

C. Solutions and Suggestions to Improve IPv6 Deployment 
Rate 
In order to facilitate the rate of IPv6 deployment around 

the world, we have found many suggestions and solutions 
which based on the distribution of responsibilities [1], [12]. 
We have divided these responsibilities into three groups as 
follow: 

1) Government Organizations Responsibilities: 
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• Establish a strategy programs to help in the essential 
deployment and development of IPv6 technologies and 
applications. 

• Develop IPv6 awareness campaigns for the general 
populace in order to educate the people about IPv6 
features and benefits, thus will create a motivation for 
switching to IPv6. 

• Engage more in the global experiments of IPv6 keep 
updated on IPv6 activities around the world and 
understand the necessary requirements and needs to 
guarantee the readiness for transition at any time. 

2) Business Sectors Responsibilities: 
• Host content on IPv6 enabled websites 

• Provide IPv6 enables hardware and software 

3) Civil Society and Academic Society Responsibilities: 
Build a demand and ensure competitive availability to IPv6 in 
both government and business sectors, build technical 
competency among universities and researchers by requesting 
more IPv6 services and products. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Since 1978, IPv4 was deployed globally with the growth 

of the Internet, it has served as the Internet Protocol which is 
responsible of sending and receiving packets through the 
network.  It uses 32-bit addresses, which limits the address 
space to about 4 billion addresses. Because of the demand of 
the growing Internet and the problems related to the limited 
address space in IPv4, IPv6 was developed. IPv6 provides 
much larger address space and it has lot of features.  This 
protocol was designed to completely replace IPv4, but this 
will take several years before we completely migrate. The 
change is rather inevitable, therefore, lot of researches were 
made to find strategies and mechanisms for transmitting to 
IPv6 in an incremental level  to maintain interconnectivity 
between the two protocols and allow these protocols to coexist 
without issues . The implementation and deployment of IPv6 
is a challenge, risk and expensive job indeed, but it can be 
much easier and applicable with the good planning and the 
optimal choosing of implementation tools and methodologies. 

V. DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Given the examination of IPv6 activities in various regions 

covered in this paper, the direction of future work would be to 
conduct similar analysis on the IPv6 deployment in Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia (KSA). The aim of such work is to provide a 
comprehensive study of the current status of IPv6 in Saudi 
Arabia, the main reasons that make the transmission to IPv6 
mandatory, the KSA migration plans and issues involved, the 
role of KSA in the global effort to deploy IPv6 and what 

lessons Saudi Arabia can draw from deployment experiences 
acquired elsewhere. 

Future studies also need to be carried out in perform a 
detailed analysis of a real life experiences of enterprises that 
had deployed IPv6. Identify what factors significantly 
contributed to adopt IPv6 in the enterprise. The challenges the 
enterprise faced during the deployment. Analyze the 
operational expenses and the risks associated with IPv6 
transition efforts and identify the benefits it brings to the 
business. We hoped this would encourage other businesses to 
adopt IPv6. 

Also, as future work it would be useful to test existing 
applications for IPv6 readiness. In addition, increase the 
awareness about IPv6 to the general public and why IPv6 is 
needed in practice and hopefully therefore increase the 
demand for IPv6 by customers. This most likely will raise the 
involvement of the Internet community in upgrading the IPv4 
applications and services to IPv6. 
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Abstract—With the growth of digital technology over the 
past decades, the issue of copyright protection has become 
especially important. Digital watermarking is a suitable way of 
addressing this issue. The main problem in the area of 
watermarking, is the balance between image transparency and 
resistance to attacks after watermarking, where an increase in 
either one of them will always cause a decrease in the other. 
Providing statistical and intelligent methods, is the most common 
way of optimizing resistance and transparency. In this paper, the 
intelligent method of genetic algorithm (GA) in watermarking 
will be examined and also the results of using this method will be 
compared with the results of a statistical SVD-based method. 
Also, by combining the issues of watermarking and 
authentication, a relatively higher security in these two issues can 
be achieved. In this scheme, the security of watermarking 
increases through the provision of a new method which is based 
on the combination of image watermarking with a person's 
handwritten signature. It must be mentioned that the section of 
signature recognition is implemented using neural networks. The 
results from implementing these two methods show that in this 
area, intelligent methods have a better performance compared to 
statistical methods. This method can also be used for tasks like 
passport or national identity card authentication. 

Keywords—intelligent watermarking; genetic algorithm; neural 
networks; handwritten signature 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With the growth of digital technology over the past 

decades, sending and storing of electronic media have also 
increased, because copying data without any loss of quality and 
with a very small cost has become possible. Therefore, use of 
digital works without compliance with copyrights, document 
manipulation and use of forged documents, have found new 
dimensions. Use of traditional encryption systems made it 
possible that only a person possessing a key would be able to 
view an encrypted media text. But even in this condition, after 
data decryption, it will still be possible to use it illegally. 
Therefore, traditional encryption methods will not be efficient 
enough to prevent unauthorized use and malicious attacks. In 
such circumstances, intangible data embedding for prevention 
of unauthorized use, has a high commercial potential. Digital 
watermarking has been introduced to overcome this problem 
[1]. In watermarking methods, there are a series of 
requirements which need consideration. Of the most important 
requirements to mention are watermark transparency, 

resistance, security and capacity. Here, watermarking 
transparency and resistance are more important than others. 
Transparency is the invisibility of the information hidden in an 
image, and resistance is the resistance of a watermark signal 
against various image processing techniques and intentional or 
inadvertent attacks. These two characteristics are in contrast 
with each other, that means, an increase in either one of them 
will always cause a decrease in the other. One of the factors 
effective at creating a balance between transparency and 
resistance, is the adaptive and optimized selection of 
watermark strength coefficient. Watermark strength 
coefficient, represents a watermark's injection into the host 
image. An increase in this coefficient, increases resistance and 
decreases transparency, and vice versa. The proposed 
algorithm in this scheme for intelligent watermarking is based 
on GA and the HVS. This scheme is an adaptive watermarking 
method in the area of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) for 
digital images [2]. 

II. GENETIC ALGORITHM (GA) 
A genetic algorithm (GA) is a method for solving both 

constrained and unconstrained optimization problems based on 
a natural selection process that mimics biological evolution. 
The algorithm repeatedly modifies a population of individual 
solutions. At each step, the genetic algorithm randomly selects 
individuals from the current population and uses them as 
parents to produce the children for the next generation. Over 
successive generations, the population "evolves" toward an 
optimal solution. You can apply the genetic algorithm to solve 
problems that are not well suited for standard optimization 
algorithms, including problems in which the objective function 
is discontinuous, no differentiable, stochastic, or highly 
nonlinear [3]. 

Before a GA can be run, a suitable coding (or 
representation) for the problem must be devised. We also 
require a fitness function, which assigns a figure of merit to 
each coded solution. During the run, parents must be selected 
for reproduction, and recombined to generate offspring. The 
most common way to show chromosomes in genetic 
algorithms is binary strings. Decision variables are converted 
to binary form and then after these variables are joined 
together, a chromosome is created. This method is the most 
common coding method, but there are also other rapidly 
developing methods such as representing with real numbers. 
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Also a fitness function must be devised to assign a value to 
each coded solution. During the execution, parents are selected 
for reproduction, and are combined together via mating and 
mutation operators to produce new children. This process is 
repeated several times until the next population generation is 
produced. Next, this population will be investigated and if the 
convergence criteria are met, this process is ended [4]. 

III. INTELLIGENT IMAGE WATERMARKING IN THE 
PROPOSED SCHEME 

The proposed algorithm in this scheme for intelligent 
watermarking is based on GA and HVS. This scheme is an 
adaptive watermarking method in the area of the discrete 
cosine transform (DCT) for digital images. In this method, the 
host image is classified into non-overlapping 8×8 blocks and 
watermark bits are embedded into the DCT coefficients of 
these blocks. To increase the security of this method, 
embedding locations are selected randomly. The selected 
blocks are classified into six different classes based on 
characteristics such as texture, brightness and proximity to 
edges. Also, a support vector machine (SVM) is used for the 
simulation of human visual system (HVS) for the classification 
of the blocks. One of the factors effective at creating a balance 
between transparency and resistance, is the adaptive and 
optimized selection of the watermark strength coefficient. 
Watermark strength coefficient represents the watermark 
injection into the host image. An increase in this coefficient, 
increases image resistance and decreases its transparency, and 
vice versa. Adaptive watermarking methods which are based 
on the HVS, determine the watermark strength coefficient in an 
adaptive way suited for the HVS [5]. 

 
Fig. 1. A Flowchart Of The Overall Process Of The Proposed Scheme 

A. Watermark embedding algorithm 
The proposed watermark embedding method, is a blind 

watermarking approach in the area of the DCT. Therefore, 
watermark extraction does not require the original image. If the 
host image, is image 'I' with the dimensions of M*N and the 

watermark image, is a binary image with the dimensions of  * , 
to embed the watermark in the host image, first, image 'I' will 
be classified into non-overlapping 8×8 blocks, and a DCT is 
taken from each of them. Next, the DCT coefficients of each 
block, are adjusted in a zigzag form: 

( ) 1k k tF DCT I k k= ≤ ≤                        (1) 

Fk, includes the DCT coefficients of the k(th) block in host 
image 'I' which are adjusted in a zigzag form, and kt shows the 
total number of 8×8 blocks

8 8t
M Nk    = ×      

. Each DCT block 

is made of a combination of 64 coefficients. This is shown in 
figure 2-4. 

Fig. 2. DCT coefficients adjustment method 

In this proposed method, in order to increase the 
watermarking security, two keys of key1 and key2 have been 
used to determine the watermark embedding locations. It is 
assumed that the number of the watermark bits is lower than 
the 8×8 blocks in the host image *w w tM N k≤ . Therefore, 
utmost one bit of watermark is embedded in each block. First, 
the DCT blocks are selected by the number of the watermark 
bits via key1, which are called Bk. 

1 * 1k k w w tB F k M N k k⊆ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤        (2) 

Next, via key2, in each selected block, one of the DCT 
coefficients in the intermediate frequency band will be selected 
for embedding the watermark bit. For the watermark strength 
coefficients to be minimized to the location of the DCT 
coefficients, only coefficients 11 to 15 will be used for this. In 
each DCT block, coefficients 11 to 15 will be used because we 
want to consider the minimum watermark strength coefficient 
for embedding so image transparency will be increased after 
watermarking. These coefficients are of the intermediate 
frequency band. The selected coefficient in block Bk  will be 
calledck. So, ( ),1 *k k w wB C k M N≤ ≤ , show the watermark 
embedding location. Now, in order to embed the watermark in 
the host image, first, we define ( )kB i as follows: 

( ) (1)* ( ) 1 *k k w wB i B R i k M N= ≤ ≤   (3) 

( )kB i is an approximate of Bk(i) and is used as a 
reference value for watermark embedding and extraction. 
Ultimately, watermark embedding per bit is as follows: 

𝐹𝑘(1) 𝐹𝑘(2) 𝐹𝑘(6) 𝐹𝑘(7) 𝐹𝑘(15) 𝐹𝑘(16) 𝐹𝑘(28) 𝐹𝑘(29) 

𝐹𝑘(3) 𝐹𝑘(5) 𝐹𝑘(8) 𝐹𝑘(14) 𝐹𝑘(17) 𝐹𝑘(27) 𝐹𝑘(30) 𝐹𝑘(43) 

𝐹𝑘(4) 𝐹𝑘(9) 𝐹𝑘(13) 𝐹𝑘(18) 𝐹𝑘(26) 𝐹𝑘(31) 𝐹𝑘(42) 𝐹𝑘(44) 

𝐹𝑘(10) 𝐹𝑘(12) 𝐹𝑘(19) 𝐹𝑘(25) 𝐹𝑘(32) 𝐹𝑘(41) 𝐹𝑘(45) 𝐹𝑘(54) 

𝐹𝑘(11) 𝐹𝑘(20) 𝐹𝑘(24) 𝐹𝑘(33) 𝐹𝑘(40) 𝐹𝑘(46) 𝐹𝑘(53) 𝐹𝑘(55) 

𝐹𝑘(21) 𝐹𝑘(23) 𝐹𝑘(34) 𝐹𝑘(39) 𝐹𝑘(47) 𝐹𝑘(52) 𝐹𝑘(56) 𝐹𝑘(61) 

𝐹𝑘(22) 𝐹𝑘(35) 𝐹𝑘(38) 𝐹𝑘(48) 𝐹𝑘(51) 𝐹𝑘(57) 𝐹𝑘(60) 𝐹𝑘(62) 

𝐹𝑘(36) 𝐹𝑘(37) 𝐹𝑘(49) 𝐹𝑘(50) 𝐹𝑘(58) 𝐹𝑘(59) 𝐹𝑘(63) 𝐹𝑘(64) 

40 signatures are taken from each individual 

The neural network is trained by the signature types 

A signature recognition file is used to examine a person’s 
signature. 

The examined signature is placed as a watermark file 

Intelligent watermarking operation is done using the 
watermark file 

The watermarked image will be attacked 

The watermark will be extracted. 

The extracted watermark will be examined using the 
signature recognition file 
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 −= 
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           (4) 

ka  is watermark strength coefficient in block Bk. After 
watermark embedding, a DCT reaction is taken from the 
resulting blocks so image Iw which is the watermark carrying 
image is obtained [6]. 

B. Watermark extraction algorithm 

If image 'I?' with the dimensions of ''

*NM , is the image 
carrying the watermark, in order to extract the watermark, first, 
'I?' will be classified into non-overlapping 8×8 blocks and DCT 
is taken from each of them. In the next step, using key1, the 
blocks carrying the watermark (Bk? ), and then using key2, the 
coefficients in which the watermark is embedded (ck? ), will be 
identified. Finally, watermark bits w?  will be extracted from 
each of the blocks carrying the watermark, which is shown 
below: 

' ' '
' 1 ( ) ( )( )

0
k k kkif B c B cW k

els

 ≥= 


                     (5) 

C. Determining watermark strength coefficient 
At this stage, the watermark strength coefficient will be 

adaptively determined. The adaptive determination of this 
coefficient, includes three stages: 

- Extracting appropriate characteristics from the image 
blocks based on HVS characteristics. 

- Categorizing the blocks into different classes based on the 
extracted characteristics. 

- Determining the watermark strength coefficient for each 
class [5]. 

D. HVS-based characteristics extraction 
Watermark embedding into a host image is actually the task 

of adding a weak noise to a strong signal, and as long as the 
noise power is below the just noticeable difference 1 (JND), 
the human eye cannot detect it. Studies have shown that the 
human eye is as follows: 

- It has lower noise sensitivity in higher resolution groups. 

- It has lower noise sensitivity in areas of an image with 
higher or lower brightness. 

- It has lower noise sensitivity in areas with high texture, 
however, it has higher sensitivity to the proximity of edges. 

Based on this, in a watermarking system, it is possible to 
consider different watermark strength coefficients for different 
areas of an image. For example, in noisy textures, a higher 
watermark strength coefficient can be used around the edges 
and in bright or dark areas. In this scheme, different image 
blocks are classified into six classes based on texture and 

brightness, and different watermark strength coefficients are 
determined for each class. The six classes are as follows: 

T1: blocks with a smooth texture and high brightness 

T2: blocks with a smooth texture and average brightness 

T3: blocks with a smooth texture and low brightness 

T4: blocks with edges 

T5: blocks with a relatively noisy texture (coarse texture) 

T6: blocks with a very noisy texture (fine texture) 

In this scheme, four characteristics are used to classify the 
blocks into the aforementioned classes: brightness level, 
entropy, variance and contrast. In other words, the four 
characteristics are extracted from each block, then based on 
them, the class corresponding to each block is determined. The 
brightness level of each block is obtained by averaging from its 
pixel values. When the brightness of a block is low or high, it 
is possible to use a higher watermark strength coefficient. 
Second moment or variance has a especial importance in 
texture description and is a criterion of intensity contrast which 
can be used to determine the relative smoothness of images. 
Entropy is a criterion which shows dispersion in pixels 
intensity. Thus, in images having a texture, it has higher values. 
Brightness level, variance and entropy are obtained from the 
equations below: 

Mean =� �ziP(zi)�
l−1
i=0    (6) 

Var = � �(zi − Mean)2P(zi)�
l−1
i=0  (7) 

Ent = −� (P(zi) log2 P(zi))l−1
i=0                 (8) 

In these equations, zi represents brightness and l shows the 
number of gray levels. P(zi)  represents the probability of 
brightness intensity zi of an image, and equals the ratio of the 
number of pixels with brightness zi  to total image pixels. 
Texture criteria which are only calculated using a histogram, 
like the above criteria, do not carry any information about the 
relative location of pixels relative to each other. This point is 
important when describing a texture, and a method for 
embedding this type of information in a texture analysis 
process is to consider the relative location of each pixel. For 
this purpose, in this scheme, a second order elemental 
differential moment or in other words, a contrast criterion is 
used. For this purpose, first, a co-occurrence matrix is formed 
for the image block. A co-occurrence matrix is a matrix whose 
elements show the number of times when the pixel pairs of zi 
and zj are placed in a particular position relative to each other. 
Here, each of the elements of this matrix (gij) , shows the 
number of times when the pixel pairs of zi and zj are placed 
next to each other in each other's eightfold neighborhood. The 
contrast criterion for each image block is calculated as follows: 

1 1 2
0 0

(( ) )( ( ))l l
i j i ji j

Cont z z P z z− −

= =
= − −∑ ∑             

(9) 

zi  and zj  represent brightness intensity and P(zi, zj) is the 
probability of them being placed next to each other which is 
calculated as follows: 
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P�zi, zj� =  (gij/n)  (10) 

n represents the total number of pixel pairs placed next to 
each other, and in other words, equals the sum of the co-
occurrence matrix elements. As is clear from equation (10), if 
the difference in the brightness intensity of adjacent pixels is 
higher, the contrast will be higher. Variance, entropy and 
contrast are used to determine block texture. When entropy and 
variance have small values, the image is smooth. If entropy is 
high, if variance has a large value, it is edge or otherwise 
texture. In images with a very noisy texture (fine texture), 
contrast has large values [7]. 

E. Classification of blocks via SVM 

In order to determine watermark strength coefficients  in 
embedding blocks 𝐵𝑘, the 4 characteristics of brightness level, 
variance, entropy and contrast are extracted, next, based on 
them, the blocks are classified into six classes. In this scheme, 
for block classification, a trained support vector machine 
(SVM) is used [8]. In previous papers where block 
classification has been used to make watermarking adaptive 
[6], mostly, classic classification methods based on 
thresholding for extracted characteristics are used. Such 
classifier will not provide the necessary accuracy, because the 
HVS is an entirely complicated and nonlinear system. 
Therefore, here, an SVM is used  to find a relationship between 
the mentioned characteristics and their corresponding classes 
because of its high capability at simulating the HVS and its 
high capabilities at learning, nonlinear generalization and 
approximation. To use SVM in data classification, first, it must 
be trained. For this purpose, in this scheme, 1000 image blocks 
with different texture and brightness are used as training 
samples. At the end, the trained SVM will be used to determine 
the class of the 𝐵𝑘 blocks. 

Class (𝐵𝑘) = SVM (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑘, 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑘 , 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑘, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑘)      (11) 
{( ) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}kClass B t t t t t t∈             (12) 

SVM, represents the process of data classification via the 
SVM. Since the number of the classes is more than 2, the one-
against-one method is used for data classification (meank , 
vark, entk, contk). The characteristic vector is extracted from 
block Bk  which includes brightness level, variance, entropy, 
and contrast [9]. 

F. Determining watermark strength coefficients via a GA 
After classifying the blocks into the six mentioned classes, 

the suitable watermark strength coefficient for each class is 
determined using a GA. We define vector S as below which 
shows the watermark strength coefficient in each class. 

S = [s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6]     (13) 

si represents the watermark strength coefficient in the 
blocks of ti  class ( )i iS S t= The objective is to find the 
optimal S via the GA. If S∗ is the vector resulting from the GA, 
the values of kα  in the section of watermark embedding are 
obtained from the equation below: 

*( ( ))k kS Class Bα =              (14) 

The GA starts with a primary population of S vectors. For 
every S vector in the population, the resulting fit functions of a 
number of them are selected as the parents. After carrying out 
crossover and mutation operations on the parents and 
production of children, a new generation including a new 
population of S vectors will be formed. This process continues 
until the population is converted into an optimal vector. At the 
end, the vector with the greatest fit value in the last generation, 
will be the ultimate response of the algorithm (S*). In order to 
define the fit function, the watermarking transparency and 
watermark's resistance will be calculated for every S vector. 
Therefore, for every S vector, a watermark embedding 
operation is carried out. Next, in order to evaluate the 
watermarking transparency, the similarity level of the 
watermarked image to the host image will be measured. Now 
the simplest and most useful criteria for measuring similarity 
are MSE and PSNR which are calculated from the equations 
below and the reason for it is the simple calculation and 
inclusion of an understandable physical meaning. 

'
2

1
(1/ * ) (( ( , ) ( , ))M

i
MSE M N I i j I i j

=
= −∑          

(15) 

PSNR=10*log10((255^2)/MSE)        (16) 

After evaluating the watermarking transparency level 
through the calculation of the structural similarity index 
between the host image and the watermarked image, for 
evaluating the watermark resistance level, a number of attacks 
and image processing operations are carried out on the 
watermarked image. Then the watermark is extracted from the 
images, and the BCR index for each of them, between the 
original watermark and the extracted watermark is calculated. 

'
2

1 1
( , ) ( ( ( , ), ( , ))w wM N

i j
BCR w w XOR w i j w i j

= =
= ∑ ∑            (17) 

The maximum value for BCR is 1, and this value is 
obtained only if the original watermark and the extracted 
watermark are the same. The fit function for each S vector is 
defined as below: 

' '

1
( ) ( , ) 1/ ( , )p

kk
F s PSNR I I p BCR w w

=
= + ∑         

(18) 

'I' is the host image and
'
I  is the watermarked image which 

was obtained via the separation of the watermark in image 'I' 
through the use of an S vector. P shows the number of attacks 
applied to image I?. W is the original watermark and w?  is the 
watermark extracted from each of the attacked images. In this 
scheme, two attacks including a median filtering and a JPEG 
compression with a quality factor of 40 for evaluation of the 
watermark resistance level in the fit function [14] were used. 

IV. SIGNATURE RECOGNITION IN THE PROPOSED SCHEME 
The main difference between simple watermarking and 

handwritten signature-based watermarking is that in simple 
watermarking, an ordinary logo is placed behind the host 
image but in handwritten signature-based watermarking, a 
person's handwritten signature is used as the watermark. In the 
proposed scheme, signature recognition is done based on static 
signature characteristics. The purpose in this project, was 
network training for three people, which, 40 handwritten 
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signatures of every user have been taken and scanned. Next, 
the waste areas around the signature are removed. For this 
purpose, after acquiring the image size, the sum of the 
elements of its rows and columns is calculated and finally, a 
figure is shown from an area whose sum of row and column is 
lower than the row and column of the image, because the 
background of the signatures was white and they are 
considered as being monochrome and the signatures were 
black and zero. We place the cut image in that same primary 
matrix and then alter its size and change it into a 70 × 20 
matrix. Now, we change the figure matrix into a column 
shaped one and change it into a 1400 × 1 matrix. Now using a 
Perceptron Neural Network with 3 nerves and with a target 
vector as [100,010,001] which represent the first, second and 
third person, respectively, these signatures are trained to the 
network. The interesting point is that the watermark acceptable 
for the host image in the watermarking in the proposed scheme, 
must be of a 70 × 20 size. Also, since the person's signature 
may be written in different colors, before the network training, 
the signatures are changed from the RGM mode into binary 
mode, so the watermark image finds a 0 and 1 mode. 
Therefore, during the network training, the signatures are 
primarily changed into the considered size and are given gray 
color and then will be trained to the network. 

After the network is trained, one sample of a person's 
handwritten signature will be changed into the mentioned size 
and color and is hidden behind the host image as the 
watermark. After that, this watermark can be extracted before 
or after the attacks, and the signature's originality can be 
verified using the trained network, and it will be possible to 
verify whose signature it is. The flowchart of the process of 
network training for handwritten signatures is shown in figure 
(3). The interesting point about watermarks is that, given that a 
watermark is a person's handwritten signature, after it is altered 
to the size acceptable for watermarks that is 70 × 20, only a 
part of the signature is selected and used as a watermark. An 
example of this is shown in figure 6. 

 
Fig. 3. flowchart of the signature recognition network training process 

A)  

 
B)  

 
Fig. 4. A) original handwritten signature, B) signature prepared as the 
warmark 

Start  

End  

Reading the incoming signature 

Altering the signature into 70 × 20 of size  

Network training via the Perceptron Network 

Converting the signature into binary 
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No  
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V. SVD STATISTICAL METHOD 
Recently, Singular Values Decomposition (SVD) in 

watermarking has become very popular due to the matrix 
characteristics in its attractive mathematics. SVD is one of the 
useful tools in Linear Algebra with various uses in image 
compression, watermarking and other signal processing areas. 
The main idea of this method is that the SVD of the cover 
image is calculated and then special values are modified for 

watermark embedding. If 'A' is an NXN matrix, after that, the 
SVD of this matrix can be defined as follows: 

A=U*S*VT   (19) 

In this equation, U and V are orthogonal matrixes and S is a 
diagonal matrix. The diagonal elements of matrix S, are special 
values and follow the characteristic below: 

S (1, 1) > S (2, 2) > S (3, 3) > ………..> S (n, n)   (20) 

The SVD-based watermarking scheme is provided by 
Kumar Gupta et al. (2010), this method is a combination of 
watermarking in the area of DWT and SVD. DWT, 
decomposes an image into four frequency groups: LL, HL, LH 
and HH. LL represents low frequency, HL and LH represent 
average frequency and HH represents high frequency. LL 
shows approximate details, HL shows horizontal details, LH 
provides vertical details and HH highlights the diagonal details 
of an image. In this suggestion, the HH group is selected for 
watermark embedding, because it includes more accurate 
details and provides a small contribution to image energy. 
Therefore, watermark embedding does not affect the image 
perceptual correctness [10]. The proposed scheme is based on 
an idea of replacing special values from the HH group with 
special values from the watermark. The special values of the 
HH group of various experimental images, have shown that 
these values are between 84 and 173. If a watermark is selected 
in a way whose special values are placed inside the given 
range, after that, the energy of the special values of the 
watermark will almost equal the special values of the HH 
group. For this purpose, the replacement of special values does 
not affect the perceptual image quality and the energy level of 
the HH group. In this method, the size of the host image, was 
considered as 512 × 512 and the watermark size was 
considered as 256 × 256, which during the process of 
watermarking, the size of the watermark changes and becomes 
equal with the size of the HH group. 

VI. RESULTS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED 
INTELLIGENT SCHEME AND COMPARING IT WITH THE SVD 

METHOD 
Based on the results of Gupta et al. (2010) which 

investigated the resistance and transparency of watermarked 
images via the SVD method, we will compare this method with 
the proposed method. In terms of image resistance and 
transparency, the GA method is better than the special values 
method. Experiments were performed on Bubble, Lena and 
Cameraman images. In table (1), the image transparency level 
in the two methods after watermarking is shown, and in table 
(2), image resistance to attacks is shown. The attacks tested in 
both methods include JPEG40 compression attacks and median 
filtering [10]. 

TABLE I. IMAGE TRANSPARENCY AFTER WATERMARK EMBEDDING 

Image  PSNR transparency in 
GA 

PSNR transparency in 
SVD 

Peppers 68.98 43.33 
Mandril 64.74 50.67 

Cameraman 68.57 47.42 

TABLE I.  WATERMARK CORRECTNESS LEVEL AFTER VARIOUS ATTACKS     

As is seen in table 1, image transparency in the GA method 
is more than the SVD statistical method. Also, based on the 
results in table 2, we will see that the correctness level of the 
watermark after various attacks, is better in the GA method 
than the SVD method. The reason for the superiority of the 
intelligent making GA scheme compared to the SVD statistical 
method at image transparency is that in the GA method, the 
watermark strength coefficients for embedding are considered 
as the smallest values possible, and smaller bits of the host 
image are placed for covering the watermark. For example, in 
the following, we will investigate the Cameraman image before 
and after watermarking and after the attacks in the intelligent 
method. 

  
(A) (B) 

  
(C) (D) 

Fig. 5. A) main image, B) watermarked image, C) main watermark, D) 
extracted watermark 
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JPEG40 
Peppers 0.96 0.50 
Mandril 0.95 0.53 

Cameraman 0.98 0.49 

Median filtering 
Lena 0.98 0.61 

Mandril 0.97 0.65 
Cameraman 0.98 0.62 
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(A) (B) 

  
(C) (D) 

Fig. 6. A) watermarked image, B) image after median attack, C) watermark 
extracted before the attack, D) watermark extracted before median attack 

  
(A) (B) 

 
 

(C) (D) 
Fig. 7. A) watermarked image, B) image after a JPEG40 attack, C) 
watermark extracted before the attack, D) watermark extracted before a 
JPEG40 attack 

VII. CONCLUSION 
Biometrics are the most secure identity verification factors 

in the world of information and communication, which also 
provide improved accuracy, speed, ease and reduce costs. 
Here, authentication via a person's signature is one of the most 
widely used authentication methods and it is because of its 
importance in e-commerce security issues where the real 
identity of the person who signs documents is discovered. 
Watermarking is the act of hiding a data (watermark) in a 
covering data (cover) in order to exercise of the right of 
ownership on the cover. The difference between a normal 
watermarking and a handwritten signature-based watermarking 
is that in normal watermarking, one image with one sign is 
selected and used as the watermark, but in the method of 
handwritten signature-based watermarking, the person's 
signature is embedded in the image and prevents all attempts to 
copy it. 

In images which are watermarked, the two topics of 
resistance to attacks (or any changes) and quality are important. 
The balance between resistance and quality can be properly 
achieved through the adjustment of the embedded parameters. 
In intelligent watermarking, evolutionary computing 
algorithms such as genetic algorithms and particle swarm 
optimization, automatically find the embedded parameters 
which are the results of optimization for each image. For 
intelligent watermarking, techniques such as fuzzy logic, 
genetic algorithms and artificial neural networks are used. 

In the proposed scheme, a GA is used for intelligent 
watermarking. Watermark embedding in this scheme, was 
performed based on the DCT method and in an adaptive way 
and the results from implementing it compared to the results of 
the SVD statistical method, provided better transparency and 
resistance for the image. Signature recognition in the proposed 
scheme was performed via the perceptron neural network and 
given the static characteristics of the signature, the network 
was trained and it was tested. Since the person's signature was 
considered as the watermark, despite the addition of many 
noises after the attack to the watermark image, still, the 
signature recognition was properly done and the signatures of 
all the individuals were recognized without any mistakes. 
Based on what is mentioned above, handwritten signature-
based intelligent watermarking will be a method that provides 
more security in authentication systems and copyright issues 
and is done with optimal quality and resistance. 

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
In the future, the three items below can be applied to the 

proposed scheme to improve it: 

1) In signature recognition, for more accurate recognition, 
instead of the static characteristics of a signature, its dynamic 
characteristics can be used. 

2) The proposed method for handwritten signature-based 
intelligent watermarking can be tested with more attacks and 
its results can be investigated. 

3) The present scheme was implemented on black and 
white images, and to further develop it, it can be used on black 
and white images as well. 
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Abstract—A vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is an 
emerging technology that has the potential to improve road 
safety and traveler comfort. In VANETs, mobile vehicles 
communicate with each other for the purpose of sharing various 
kinds of information. This information is very useful for 
preventing road accidents and traffic jams. On Contrary, bogus 
and inaccurate information may cause undesirable things, such 
as automobile fatalities and traffic congestion. Therefore, it is 
highly beneficial to consider risk before vehicle takes any 
decision based on the received information from the surrounding 
vehicles. To overcome these issues, we propose a new risk-based 
decision method for vehicular ad hoc networks. It determines a 
risk-based the three key elements: 1) application type and 
sensitivity level, 2) vehicle context and 3) driver’s attitude. This 
paper also provides theoretical analysis and evaluation of the 
proposed method, and it also discusses the applications of the 
proposed model. 

Keywords—Ad hoc networks; Decision methods; Risk 
management; Trust management; Vehicular Networks 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In vehicular ad hoc networks (VANET), vehicles and 

roadside units (RSUs) communicate with each other by sharing 
various types of information, such as safety-related warning 
messages. This collaborative communication is very helpful in 
avoiding road accidents and traffic congestion. However, 
accuracy and reliability of the received information need to be 
evaluated first before vehicle takes any decision, such as 
change of lane or road, etc. For this purpose, various 
researchers [1-7] recommend the use of trust management 
schemes in VANETs. 

Many trust management methodologies [1-7] exist in the 
literature that mainly focuses on evaluating the trustworthiness 
of the received data in VANETs.  However, less attention is 
given to the decision-making. From VANET’s perspective, 
decision making is very critical, because consequences of any 
wrong decision could be disastrous, such as fatal road 
accidents. In most of the trust management approaches, the 
decision logic is straight forward. For example, a message 
having the maximum trust value is accepted [4], or any 
message that is coming from the vehicle whose reputation is 
good is accepted [5]. Some researchers used simple majority or 
weighted majority voting techniques [6] for the decision 
making. However, most of the existing works do not consider 
risk in the decision making in VANETs. 

A risk can be defined as a level of uncertainty resulting 
from the potential for a negative outcome. In the VANETs, it 
can be viewed from an application sensitivity level. In general, 
VANET applications can broadly be categorized into three 
types: 1) safety applications, 2) traffic efficiency applications, 
and 3) infotainment applications. A message that is generated 
by a safety application may have higher sensitivity level than a 
message which is generated by a traffic efficiency application. 
Similarly, messages that are generated by a traffic efficiency 
application have higher sensitivity level than an infotainment 
application messages. So, the application which has high 
sensitivity level imposes high risk. Furthermore, two or more 
conflicting messages belonging to the same application may 
impose various risks depending upon its consequences. Other 
than the application type, risk can also be evaluated by 
considering other contextual attributes that can affect the 
physical and mental condition of the driver, etc. [8]. 

Consider two messages m1 (“Road X is icy at intersection 
X-Y”) and m2 (“Road X is dry at intersection X-Y”) are received 
by the vehicle from the surrounding vehicles. With the help of 
any existing trust management scheme, assume that the trust 
value of m1 is 0.4 that is higher than the trust value of the 
message m2 (e.g., 0.3). So, m1 is considered more trustworthy 
than m2. However, from the sensitivity level perspective of the 
application, trust value of m1 is less than the acceptable 
threshold value (e.g., 0.5). Now, the problem is:  How much 
risk we are willing to take to accept some relatively trustworthy 
message? Or in other words: “If the trust level of the message 
is low with respect to the sensitivity level of the application, 
should we accept that message?” This is the critical and 
challenging problem, which is commonly overlooked during 
the decision-making process in vehicular networks. 

In this work, we have proposed a new fuzzy risk-based 
decision method for vehicular ad hoc networks. In this method, 
the risk is estimated based on three key factors: 1) application 
type and it’s sensitivity level, 2) vehicle context and 3) driver’s 
attitude. The use of these three dimensions in the risk 
estimation makes our proposal unique. Furthermore, it also 
provides a better degree of completeness. We have provided 
solutions to measure risk in both qualitative and quantitative 
manner, which will increase its applicability in various 
scenarios. Additionally, we have also provided a data set that 
can be used to create benchmarks for the comparison purposes. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
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discusses the related work. Section 3 describes the proposed 
fuzzy risk-based decision method. Section 4 contains analysis 
and evaluation of the proposed method. Section 5 depicts the 
applications of the proposed method. Finally, section 6 
concludes the paper and outline future work directions. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Decision making is usually described as a mental process 

of selecting the best one from judging multiple options or 
alternatives [9]. The decision-making process commonly 
involves the following five activities [9][10][11]: 

• decision problem identification; 

• relevant information collection and verification; 

• identification of the decision substitutes; 

• foresee the consequences of decisions; 

• decision making; 

In this work, we are mainly focusing on the decision-
making process of trust models that are primarily used for 
making reliable decisions. However, existing trust models do 
not consider the consequence of a wrong decision, which we 
are referring here to a risk. Description about the decision-
making process of existing state-of-the-art trust models is given 
below. 

Shaikh and Alzahrani [1] have proposed a trust 
management scheme for VANETs. The unique thing about 
their method is that it evaluates trust in an environment where 
identities of nodes are not known. It works in three phases. 
Firstly, each receiver node will measure a confidence value for 
each received message that is based on four parameters: 1) 
Time closeness, 2) Location closeness, 3) Time verification 
and 4) Location verification. Secondly, it calculates the trust 
value for each unique message. Finally, it takes the decision. 
The decision process is comprised of two steps:  First, it selects 
the message which has the highest trust value. Second, if the 
selected message’s trust value is exceeding the least acceptable 
threshold value, then the message will be accepted. Otherwise, 
it will be discarded. 

Cohen’s et al. [2] proposed trust method first measured the 
confidence value for each received report that is based on 
various factors, such as, history, time, location and role. After 
that, the method will take the decision. For this purpose, they 
adopted majority-based trust model. If the majority confidence 
is greater than the acceptable threshold and the number of 
reports is greater than the pre-defined variable ‘n,’ then the 
method will follow the advice in the report. Else, it will follow 
the advice of the report with the highest confidence value. 

Mármol and Pérez [5] have proposed a trust and reputation 
method for vehicular networks. In their model, whenever a 
node receives a message, it first assesses the reputation of the 
sender. It is measured based on three factors: 1) history, 2) 
recommendation from the neighbor vehicle, and 3) 
recommendation from the central authority via roadside units 
(RSUs). Based on the reputation score, a sender is classified 
into one of the three trust levels: 1) untrusted, 2) +/- trust, and 
3) trusted. These levels are represented as fuzzy sets. After 

that, receiver node takes the decision. If the sender node 
belongs to first set (not trusted), then the message is rejected.  
If it belongs to a second set (+/- trust), then the message is 
considered reliable with tunable probability. However, it will 
not be broadcasted or forwarded to any other node. If the node 
belongs to a third set (trusted), then the message is accepted. 

Wei and Chen [7] have proposed an adaptive decision-
making method for improving the efficiency of the trust 
management system of VANETs.  The objective of their work 
is to make the quick accurate decision. The decision-making 
process will trigger in two cases: 1) when the number of 
messages received is more than the specific threshold (Mmax

rsu ), 
or 2) when the time delay is exceeding the specific threshold 
(twaitrsu ). Once the decision-making process triggered, it will take 
the decision by looking at the overall trust value of the event. If 
the trust value is greater than the given threshold value (Tthld), 
then the positive decision will be taken. Else, the method will 
consider that message as untrustworthy one. 

U. F. Minhas et al. [12] have proposed a multi-faceted trust 
modeling framework for VANETs. In that framework, authors 
have incorporated the concepts of role-based trust, experience 
based trust, and majority-based trust. Among these three 
aspects, first two are used to select the advisors. Based on the 
recommendation of the selected advisors, the system takes the 
decision by adopting majority voting technique. 

Tajeddine et al. [13] have proposed a framework which 
focuses on trust, reputation, and privacy-preserving trust 
system. In their paper, authors have shown that group decision 
and trust calculation of the received message are useful to 
increase the security in the VANET. Through this framework, 
the privacy of the users is respected using group decision 
organized by group management. Also, it provides security 
through trust and reputation. From this model, many attributes 
of security affecting trust calculation can be established using 
the group decision. 

Huang et al. [14] have shown that simple voting for 
decision-making, leads to oversampling and gives wrong 
results using their proposed research. From this, they claimed 
that decision making based on trust management in mobile ad 
hoc networks is not suitable to VANET. 

According to [15], authors have mentioned that intelligent 
transport system is maintainable through the appropriate signal 
quality which improves the decision-making ability in the 
VANET. Through the appropriate channel, decision-making, 
and solutions based on signal interference, strength and quality 
can be improved. The TrafficInfo algorithm is used to 
minimize the risk based on collisions and adjusts the number of 
dissemination reports included in the transmission. Risks are 
reduced through the adaptive control of transmission size [16]. 
The quality of the route which influences with VANET 
depended on the multi-metric routing decisions is proposed in 
[17]. 

Yang et al. [18] have proposed a dynamic three-layer 
reputation evidence decision and management mechanism, 
which combine with Dempster-Shafer evidence integration 
mechanism to distinguish selfish nodes and the risks which are 
suspect collusion vehicle nodes. A hierarchical Reputation 
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Evidence Decision System (REDS) based on the Dempster-
Shafer evidence theory is defined to establish the reputation 
management which increases the reputation accuracy in the 
VANET. Through this theory, the degree of trust can be 
calculated. 

Fernandes et al. [19] have proposed a decentralized 
reputation system for vehicular networks (RS4VANET). The 
objective of this system is to guarantee the proper operation of 
a data dissemination application in the presence of malicious 
nodes. The proposed system follows an optimistic approach 
and uses various techniques to assess the trustworthiness of 
vehicles. For the decision-making, authors have adopted the 
concept of voting schemes. 

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION 
As discussed earlier, risk can be derived from the 

application sensitivity level. Other than the application, 
different other factors could also be used in risk estimation as 
shown in Fig. 1. Our proposed risk assessment framework is 
composed of three factors: 1) Application type, 2) Vehicle 
context and 3) Driver’s attitude. 

 
Fig. 1. Risk Estimation factors for VANET 

The USA National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) [20] has defined risk as follows: 

Risk =  Threat likelihood × Impact (1) 

At a high-level, we adopt the same definition. In our 
context, we determine the threat likelihood based on the 
vehicle context as well as driver’s attitude and the impact based 
on the application sensitivity level. 

A. Impact 
The impact can be derived from a sensitivity value of the 

application. The higher the sensitivity value of the application, 
the higher the impact will be. There are two possible cases in 
which the impact can be derived: when the sensitivity value of 
an application is available or when it is unavailable. 

Case 1:  when the sensitivity value of an application is 
known 

Let us assume that the sensitivity value [0, 10] is assigned 
to each application by the vendor. Assigning sensitivity value 
(Sv ) from a specific range to an application is a subjective 

matter. Therefore, we decided to use fuzzy logic to derive an 
impact level. This process is composed of two steps. In the first 
step, we determine the level of impact based on the sensitivity 
value, and in the second step, we determine the impact value in 
a quantitative manner by applying a mapping function. 

Let us assume that there are three levels of impact: Low, 
Medium, and High, which can be considered as three sets. As 
compared to the classical set theory, the operations on fuzzy 
sets are based on the membership functions, which are 
typically linear and often take the shape of a triangle, trapezoid, 
or L [21]. The objective of the membership function is to 
determine the degree of truth that the element (i.e. sensitivity 
value) belongs to the particular set (i.e. low, medium or high). 

In this work, we used Trapezoidal-shaped membership 
function. The reason for using this function is that it increases 
the flexibility, and it also allows an ‘interval of values’ that 
maximized the individual membership functions [22]. For 
example, Fig. 2 shows the trapezoid shape for low, medium 
and high fuzzy sets for sensitivity values. Mathematically, the 
membership functions that are shown in this figure are 
specified as below. 

fLow  (Sv) = max(min(Sv + 1, 1 ,3 − Sv), 0) (2) 

fMedium (Sv) = max(min(Sv − 2, 1, 7 − Sv), 0) (3) 

fHigh (Sv) = max(min(Sv − 6, 1, 11 − Sv), 0) (4) 

Note that the key feature of the fuzzy set is that there is no 
hard rule how boundaries of membership functions are defined. 
These can be set by taking input from the experts. 

 
Fig. 2. Impact determination example using fuzzy set 

After determining the impact level, we applied the 
following function to derive an impact value in a quantitative 
manner. 

Impact  (Sv) =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧0 fLow (Sv) == 1 //low impact

1 fMedium (Sv) == 1 //medium impact
2 fHigh (Sv) == 1 //high impact
2 else //default value

 (5) 

In this function, we mapped the low, medium and high 
‘impact levels’ with ‘impact values’ zero, one, and two 
respectively. However, other values could also be used by 
keeping the following condition intact. 
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v(Low) < 𝑣(Medium) <  𝑣(𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ) (6) 

Where v represent the value. Note that in this function (Eq. 
5), the default value is same as the highest value. The reason 
for adopting this pessimistic approach is to avoid any 
undesirable things that may occur in the vehicular networks. 

Case 2:  when the sensitivity value of an application is 
unknown 

In the absence of sensitivity value, the impact can be 
derived from the application type. As discussed earlier, there 
are three types of applications: infotainment applications, 
traffic efficiency applications, and safety applications. Based 
on the application type, we can determine the sensitivity level, 
and that will be used to determine impact. 

The sensitivity level of infotainment applications, traffic 
efficiency applications, and safety applications can be assigned 
as low, medium and high respectively as shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Sensitivity level of VANET's applications 

To estimate impact in a quantitative manner, we first assign 
numbers to the sensitivity levels of the application in the 
following manner. 

 Sl = {Low = 0, Medium = 1, High = 2} (7) 

Note that different labels and numbers could also be used. 
Formally, we can define the relationship between the impact 
and Sl in the following manner. 

Impact ∝ Sl (8) 

The above relationship shows that the impact is directly 
proportional to the sensitivity level of the application (Sl). 

B. Threat Likelihood 
Threat Likelihood can be measured based on the vehicle 

context (Vcontext) and driver’s attitude (Dattitude). 

Threat likelihood = β1Vcontext + β2Dattitude ; 

  β1 + β2 = 1  
(9) 

Where β1 and β2  represent the weight values for Vcontext 
and Dattitude parameters respectively. 

1) Vehicle context 
Vehicle context can be determined based on the following 

factors: 
a) Lane (𝐿𝑒), e.g., straight, curve, winding, Uphill, 

Downhill, Intersection, Corner. 
b) Road(𝑅𝑑), e.g., dry, wet, icy. 
c) Traffic(𝑇𝑐), e.g., a car in front, car on left, car on 

right, a car in rear. 
d) Weather (𝑊𝑟),  e.g., clear, raining, snowing, foggy, 

windy. 

e) Speed(𝑆𝑑), e.g., accelerating, decelerating. 
f) Time(𝑇𝑒), e.g., day, night, dusk, dawn. 

Table 1 shows the fuzzy risk levels for the values of the 
above-mentioned factors. 

TABLE I. VEHICLE CONTEXT PARAMETERS 

Lane 
 (𝑳𝒆) 

Weather  
(𝑾𝒓) 

Time  
(𝑻𝒆) 

Traffic  
(𝑻𝒄) 

Road 
 (𝑹𝒅) 

Speed 
 (𝑺𝒅) 

Straight  
(L) 

Clear 
(L) 

Day 
(L) 

Car in front 
(H) 

Dry 
(L) 

Accelerating 
(H) 

Curve  
(H) 

Raining 
(L) 

Night 
(H) 

Car on left 
(M) 

Wet 
(M) 

Decelerating 
(L) 

Winding  
(M) 

Snowing 
(H) 

Dusk 
(M) 

Car on right 
(M) 

Icy 
(H) 

 

Uphill  
(M) 

Foggy 
(H) 

Dawn 
(M) 

Car in rear 
(H) 

  

Downhill  
(M) 

Windy 
(M) 

    

Intersectio
n  

(H) 

   L = Low Risk 
M= Medium Risk 

H = High Risk 
Corner  

(H) 
   

Based on these factors of vehicle context, we can determine 
the risk in the following manner: 
Vcontext = max(w1Le , w2Rd , w3Tc , w4Wr , w5Sd , w6Te) ;  

 ∑ wi = 16
i=1   

(10) 

Where wi  represents the weight value for the specific 
parameter. 

2) Driver’s attitude 
To derive driver’s attitude, we use two factors in our 

model: 1) Age (A) and 3) Experience (E). 

Dattitude = max(α1A,α2E) (11) 

Age and experience play a vital role in the driving 
performance. Younger drivers and old drivers are mostly 
involved in an accident more than middle age drivers. There is 
no consensus regarding higher threshold age for young drivers 
and lower threshold age for old drivers. As stated in [23], 65 is 
a most commonly accepted age for defining the older driver 
and it is an age where accident rate begins to increase. Upper 
limit defined for the younger drivers is 25 [24]. We can 
determine the risk based on the age factor in the following 
way. 

A = �
Low if   35 < Age ≤ 75              

Medium if   25 < Age ≤ 35              
High if   Age ≤ 25 OR Age ≥ 75

 (12) 

We can determine the risk based on the experience factor in 
the following way. 

• Low, when the driver has experience of more than 30 
years. 

• Medium, when the driver has experience of more than 
ten years and less than 30 years. 

• High, when the driver has experience of fewer than ten 
years. 
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Formally, we can define these rules in the following way. 

E = �
Low if   𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ≥ 30             

Medium if   10 < 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒nce < 30  
High if   𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ≤ 10             

 (13) 

C. Qualitative Risk estimation 
As mentioned in Equation 1, the risk is the product of threat 

likelihood and impact. This formulation gives us the 
quantitative value of the risk. In some scenarios, we may want 
to determine risk in a qualitative manner. In such situations, we 
need some mapping function that can be used to convert 
quantitative values in a qualitative manner. 

Let us assume that the maximum value of a risk is n and the 
number of risk levels is k. Then we can use the following 
mapping function. 

Risk level

=

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧level − k (k − 1)n

k� < 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 ≤  𝑛

⋮
level − 2

⋮
n

k� < 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 ≤  2n
k�

level − 1 0 ≤ Risk ≤  n
k�  

 
(14) 

Example: Assume that the maximum risk value is two, and 
there are three risk levels (low, medium and high). In this 
scenario, the above-mentioned mapping function will be 
simplified in the following way. 

Risk level =

⎩
⎨

⎧ High 2 × 2
3� < 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 ≤  2

Medium 2
3� < 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 ≤  2 × 2

3�

Low 0 ≤ Risk ≤  2
3�

 (15) 

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 
As mentioned earlier, we have determined risk based on the 

product of impact and threat likelihood. We derived the impact 
based on the sensitivity level of the application and threat 
likelihood based derived from vehicle context and driver’s 
attitude. To find out the impact of various parameters on the 
cumulative risk, we developed a small program which 
generates 100 different scenarios as shown in Table 2 (See 
Appendix). 

For each scenario, first, we derived the impact from the 
sensitivity level [1-10] by implementing Equations 2 to 5. The 
Fig. 4 shows the impact for each scenario. One can see that the 
impact value fluctuates between 0 and 2, where 0 means low 
and 2 means high impact. 

 
Fig. 4. Impact Analysis 

To derive the threat likelihood, first, we calculate the 
vehicle context by implementing Equation 10 and driver’s 
attitude by implementing Equation 11. Vehicle context is 
shown in the form of area chart (as shown in Fig. 5) which 
illustrate cumulative totals using number over each scenario. 
Note that, in this analysis; as indicated in the caption of Fig. 5, 
the weight value assign to each parameter are not same. 

 
Fig. 5. Vehicle Context Analysis (𝐰𝟏 = 𝐰𝟒 = 𝐰𝟓 = 𝐰𝟔 = 𝟎.𝟐; 𝐰𝟐 = 𝐰𝟑 =
𝟎.𝟏) 
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The impact of Age and Experience on driver’s attitude is 
shown in Fig. 6 that is derived by applying equations 11 to 13. 

 
Fig. 6. Driver’s attitude Analysis (𝛂𝟏 = 𝟎.𝟔,𝛂𝟐 = 𝟎.𝟒) 

Threat likelihood is derived by implementing Equation 9. 
Fig. 7 shows the impact of vehicle context and driver’s attitude 
on the threat likelihood. For the demonstration purposes, we 
have assigned a higher weight to the vehicle context(β1 = 0.6) 
as compared to the driver’s attribute (β2 = 0.4). 

 
Fig. 7. Threat Likelihood Analysis(𝛃𝟏 = 𝟎.𝟔,𝛃𝟐 = 𝟎.𝟒) 

Risk determination for each scenario based on threat 
likelihood and impact is shown in Fig. 8. 

 
Fig. 8. Risk estimation based on Impact & Threat likelihood 

To determine the risk in a qualitative manner, we applied 
the Equation 15. Results are shown in Fig. 9a. According to the 
results, risk values of 14, 28 and 58 scenarios are classified as 
high, medium and low respectively as indicated in Fig. 9b. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 9. Qualitative Risk estimation, (a) The risk value for each scenario, (b) 
Scenario classification w.r.t. risk level 

V. APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD 
Our proposed method can assist existing trust management 

schemes of VANETS to make reliable decisions. For example, 
most of the trust management schemes [1, 2, 7], first measure 
the trust value based on various factors and then compare it 
with some pre-defined threshold value. If the trust value is 
greater than the threshold value, then the message is accepted. 
Otherwise, it will be discarded. Most of the researchers do not 
define how to calculate this pre-defined threshold value. The 
risk value that we are calculating in this work could be used as 
a threshold value. First order diagram of this concept is shown 
in Fig 10. 
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Fig. 10. Application of the Risk method 

Another interesting application of our proposed model is its 
use in autonomous vehicles. Recently, many organizations like 
Google have developed prototypes of driverless cars. Google 
Inc. said their self-driving car will be ready by 2020 [25]. 
Driverless vehicles need similar techniques as standard 
programs which provide the decision dynamically. In this case, 
vehicle context and application type will be useful for direct 
applications because weather conditions and road situation are 
continuously changing with many parameters considered in our 
model. Although driver’s attitude may not involve directly in 
the driverless vehicles, we can derive threat likelihood directly 
from the vehicle context. In the near future, we will see both 
regular and driverless vehicles on the roads. So, risk-based 
decision method will play a vital role. For example, when 
different drivers are driving their vehicles close to the 
driverless vehicles, this feature may be useful for providing 
safety and comfort to the passengers. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Traditional decision methods are not suitable for vehicular 

ad hoc networks. Due to its sensitivity, a risk must be 
considered in the decision-making process. Therefore, in this 
work, we proposed a new fuzzy risk-based decision method for 
vehicular ad hoc networks. In this method, we derived the risk 
based on the three key factors: 1) application type and 
sensitivity level, 2) vehicle context, and 3) driver’s attitude. We 
measured risk both in qualitative and quantitative manner. 
Since benchmarks are not available for this domain, therefore, 
we have provided detailed data set (See Appendix). Based on 
this data set, we have conducted a theoretical analysis and 
evaluation of the proposed method. We hope that this will be 
helpful for the researchers in this field to come up with better 
solutions and make a comparison. In future, we would like to 
extend our model by adding more parameters like gender, 
traffic density, speed limits etc. 
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APPENDIX 

TABLE I.  DATA SET FOR RISK ESTIMATION 

# 

Se
ns

iti
vi

ty
 

le
ve

l 

Vehicle context Driver’s attitude 

Lane Weather Time Traffic Road Speed Age Experience 

1 1 Corner Clear Night Car in rear Icy Decelerating 45 40 
2 7 Corner Foggy Day Car on right Wet Decelerating 14 42 
3 5 Downhill Raining Night Car on left Icy Accelerating 20 47 
4 10 Curve Snowing Night Car in front Icy Accelerating 65 38 
5 5 Intersection Snowing Day Car on right Icy Accelerating 75 50 
6 5 Corner Snowing Day Car in front Wet Decelerating 32 45 
7 8 Curve Clear Day Car on left Dry Decelerating 53 47 
8 5 Straight Windy Night Car on left Dry Decelerating 47 20 
9 2 Corner Foggy Dusk Car in rear Dry Accelerating 24 50 
10 10 Corner Raining Dawn Car on left Dry Accelerating 29 25 
11 10 Straight Windy Dawn Car in front Dry Decelerating 22 47 
12 7 Curve Foggy Dusk Car in rear Wet Decelerating 43 34 
13 7 Intersection Clear Night Car on left Wet Accelerating 56 30 
14 7 Straight Snowing Night Car on right Dry Decelerating 18 3 
15 5 Intersection Foggy Dawn Car in front Icy Accelerating 76 13 
16 9 Straight Clear Dawn Car in rear Dry Accelerating 14 30 
17 10 Uphill Clear Dawn Car on right Icy Accelerating 38 34 
18 8 Curve Foggy Day Car in rear Dry Decelerating 12 28 
19 9 Downhill Clear Dawn Car on left Dry Accelerating 75 17 
20 2 Corner Foggy Dawn Car on right Icy Decelerating 20 39 
21 1 Corner Windy Dusk Car on left Wet Decelerating 37 50 
22 1 Corner Raining Day Car in front Wet Accelerating 50 29 
23 10 Corner Windy Night Car on right Icy Decelerating 67 14 
24 8 Straight Raining Dawn Car in front Icy Decelerating 22 31 
25 9 Intersection Raining Day Car on right Wet Accelerating 36 8 
26 1 Corner Windy Dawn Car on left Dry Accelerating 79 1 
27 5 Intersection Clear Night Car on right Dry Decelerating 20 21 
28 6 Downhill Snowing Dusk Car in front Wet Decelerating 42 6 
29 10 Corner Raining Dawn Car on left Dry Accelerating 24 41 
30 5 Downhill Snowing Dusk Car on left Icy Accelerating 39 6 
31 1 Corner Clear Night Car in front Wet Decelerating 55 50 
32 10 Corner Foggy Day Car on right Icy Accelerating 36 1 
33 6 Corner Windy Dawn Car in rear Icy Decelerating 16 42 
34 7 Curve Foggy Dawn Car in front Dry Decelerating 17 14 
35 5 Winding Raining Night Car on left Icy Decelerating 63 47 
36 10 Curve Clear Dawn Car on left Wet Accelerating 65 39 
37 3 Curve Snowing Dawn Car in rear Wet Decelerating 41 5 
38 7 Straight Foggy Dawn Car on right Dry Decelerating 22 23 
39 9 Corner Clear Dawn Car on left Icy Accelerating 49 5 
40 1 Uphill Windy Dawn Car in rear Wet Decelerating 46 50 
41 8 Curve Snowing Dawn Car on right Wet Decelerating 62 18 
42 6 Downhill Foggy Dawn Car in front Dry Decelerating 50 32 
43 6 Straight Foggy Night Car on right Icy Decelerating 40 12 
44 6 Straight Foggy Dusk Car on right Icy Decelerating 59 48 
45 9 Straight Clear Day Car in rear Icy Decelerating 28 19 
46 6 Uphill Clear Night Car in front Wet Decelerating 68 7 
47 1 Downhill Clear Day Car on left Icy Decelerating 26 41 
48 5 Intersection Foggy Dawn Car on right Icy Accelerating 65 32 
49 7 Uphill Clear Night Car in front Dry Decelerating 58 27 
50 3 Uphill Snowing Dusk Car on right Icy Accelerating 18 36 
51 10 Downhill Windy Dawn Car on right Dry Decelerating 12 40 
52 1 Winding Foggy Dusk Car on right Dry Accelerating 13 29 
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53 1 Winding Clear Night Car in rear Dry Accelerating 14 8 
54 7 Curve Clear Dawn Car in rear Dry Decelerating 60 15 
55 2 Winding Raining Day Car on right Wet Decelerating 48 44 
56 10 Straight Foggy Dusk Car in front Dry Decelerating 18 19 
57 6 Corner Raining Dawn Car on left Icy Accelerating 40 9 
58 8 Intersection Foggy Dawn Car on right Wet Decelerating 22 30 
59 6 Corner Raining Day Car in rear Dry Accelerating 62 17 
60 9 Uphill Raining Night Car in rear Icy Decelerating 31 18 
61 8 Uphill Windy Day Car in rear Wet Decelerating 21 14 
62 2 Intersection Foggy Dusk Car on right Dry Accelerating 17 33 
63 10 Winding Foggy Night Car in rear Icy Decelerating 28 33 
64 1 Downhill Clear Dawn Car on left Wet Accelerating 36 24 
65 6 Winding Clear Dawn Car in front Icy Decelerating 13 27 
66 1 Winding Raining Dawn Car on left Dry Decelerating 25 23 
67 2 Downhill Raining Dusk Car in rear Icy Accelerating 54 17 
68 2 Downhill Clear Day Car on right Wet Accelerating 25 45 
69 3 Winding Raining Dawn Car on left Dry Accelerating 72 47 
70 10 Winding Snowing Dusk Car in front Wet Accelerating 76 34 
71 2 Intersection Foggy Dusk Car in rear Icy Accelerating 46 34 
72 1 Corner Snowing Night Car in front Icy Decelerating 31 17 
73 7 Curve Clear Day Car on right Dry Accelerating 22 5 
74 5 Intersection Windy Dusk Car in rear Icy Decelerating 70 37 
75 8 Uphill Clear Dusk Car on left Wet Accelerating 54 26 
76 7 Downhill Raining Day Car in front Wet Accelerating 52 7 
77 2 Intersection Raining Dusk Car in rear Icy Decelerating 47 44 
78 2 Downhill Clear Dusk Car on left Dry Decelerating 49 28 
79 7 Uphill Snowing Night Car in front Icy Accelerating 10 40 
80 9 Intersection Raining Day Car on left Icy Accelerating 45 20 
81 1 Corner Raining Day Car on left Icy Accelerating 47 5 
82 8 Winding Snowing Dawn Car in front Dry Decelerating 47 48 
83 4 Intersection Foggy Day Car on right Icy Decelerating 54 27 
84 2 Corner Clear Night Car on right Wet Decelerating 19 46 
85 9 Straight Snowing Dawn Car in front Icy Decelerating 71 42 
86 4 Uphill Snowing Day Car on right Wet Accelerating 25 3 
87 1 Downhill Foggy Dusk Car in front Dry Decelerating 10 27 
88 7 Curve Foggy Dusk Car on left Icy Accelerating 46 21 
89 4 Curve Clear Dawn Car in front Dry Decelerating 46 31 
90 7 Corner Snowing Dusk Car on right Dry Decelerating 10 29 
91 9 Curve Windy Dawn Car on right Dry Accelerating 67 20 
92 5 Downhill Foggy Dawn Car on right Wet Accelerating 29 50 
93 8 Winding Raining Dawn Car on right Wet Accelerating 10 18 
94 9 Curve Clear Dawn Car on right Dry Accelerating 80 11 
95 10 Intersection Clear Night Car on left Icy Decelerating 78 49 
96 4 Straight Snowing Day Car on left Icy Decelerating 53 31 
97 1 Curve Foggy Day Car in rear Wet Accelerating 69 41 
98 5 Straight Snowing Dawn Car in front Wet Decelerating 57 37 
99 7 Winding Windy Dawn Car in front Dry Decelerating 42 44 
100 10 Downhill Raining Day Car in rear Wet Accelerating 67 5 
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Abstract—In this paper we present a method to search  q 

circulant matrices; the concatenation of these circulant matrices 

with circulant identity matrix generates quasi-cyclic codes with  

high various code rate q/(q+1) (q an integer). 

This method searches circulant matrices in order to find the 

good quasi-cyclic code (QCC) having the largest minimum 

distance. A modified simulated annealing algorithm is used as an 

evaluator tool of the minimum distance of the obtained QCC 

codes. Based on this method we found 16 good quasi-cyclic codes 

with  rates (1/2, 2/3 and 3/4), their estimated minimum distance 

reaches  the lower bounds of codes considered to be the better 

linear block codes  in Brouwer’s database. 

Keywords—Circulant matrix; quasi-cyclic Codes; Minimum 

Distance; Simulated Annealing;  Linear Error Correcting codes 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In coding theory, a large side of research   has been 
interested in design and construction of error correcting codes 
families which are the basis of the channel coding element in 
the digital communication system. This research is not an easy 
problem. Moreover, the sphere packing problem is equivalent 
to finding a linear code with largest minimum Hamming 
weight in a given space [1]. The term good codes in this work, 
refers to maximizing the minimum distance for a binary linear 
code of a given parameters: length and dimension or various-
code rate and/or high-code rate. 

The author in [2] used the canonical form based in 
circulant matrices to found many good codes: quadratic 
residue codes and high quality group codes, and the author in 
[3] found the best quadratic residues with the same circulant 
property over the field GF(3) 

More generally, the author in [4] proposes a quadratic 
double circulant codes schemes which are a generalization 
over any field GF(q) and for any length code, on the contrary, 
of the construction methods cited  in  [1] [2]. 

The design of good error correcting codes is a difficult 
problem, which remains open in coding theory. Recently this 

problem is attacked with meta-heuristic methods. Some of 
these works, A. El Gamal et al. [5] used simulated annealing 
to build good source codes, good channel codes and spherical 
codes. in [6] Chatonnay  et al. introduced genetic algorithms 
for finding good linear codes. In [7] [8] the authors found 
good double and triple circulant codes, using the multiple 
pulse method and genetic algorithms. Comellas et al. [9] used 
genetic algorithms to design constant weight codes. Walice et 
al. [10] have presented a comparative study of meta-heuristic 
techniques applied to estimate the minimum distance of BCH 
Codes. 

The determination of the minimum distance of linear block 
codes (minimum Hamming weight) by classical methods is 
hardly feasible; in general, this is an NP-hard problem [11]. 
The combinatorial nature of the problem requires an 
enumeration of the codewords for a linear code in order to 
find one with the minimum weight. Unfortunately, exhaustive 
exploration of the search space, is not possible, especially 
when the length n increases [12][13], which means that the 
size of the search space that is 2

k
  codewords, becomes 

prohibitively high, where k is the dimension of code. Hence, 
the need of a met-heuristic technique to estimate the minimum 
Hamming weight value or in some cases, to find its true value. 

We present in this paper, a method to search a good quasi-
cyclic codes with rate q/(q+1) (where q is an integer) based in 
extensive random search for circulant matrices, and we chose 
the heuristic simulated annealing method (SA) to find the 
value of the minimum distance of quasi-cyclic codes that we 
have constructed. 

The remainder of this paper is presented in six sections. 
On the next section, we give an introduction on quasi-circulant 
codes, the minimum distance of linear block codes, encoding 
operations and simulated annealing method. In section III we 
present the method for searching the good quasi-cyclic codes. 
The modified Simulated Annealing method is presented in 
section IV. The obtained codes and experiment results are 
presented in section V. Finally, concluding remarks and 
perspectives of this work are given in section VI. 
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II. ERROR CORRECTING CODES  AND SIMULATED 

ANNEALING METHOD 

A. Quasi-Circulant Codes 

Let (n, k, d) denote the linear block code over a field 
GF(q) with q elements of length n, dimension k, minimum 
distance d and the code rate k/n. 

Let r=n-k be the code redundancy. 

Definition1: 

A matrix M square of order r over GF(q) is called circulant 
if each successive row a cyclic shift of the previous one, it has 
the following form: 
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The vector of the first row (m0,m1…, mr-1) is called the 
header of the  circulant matrix M 

Definition2: 

A Quasi-Cyclic Code QCC(n, k), is a linear block code of 
length n and the rate T which satisfies the following 
properties: 

 Any cyclic shift of a code word by s symbols gives 
another code word of QCC. 

 The smallest integer s check this, is called the index of 
the code. 

Quasi-cyclic codes are the general case of cyclic codes. 
When the integer s=1 the QCC are cyclic codes 

The quasi-cyclic codes can be generated by parallel or 
serially concatenated schemes of the circulant matrices. 

The case of Double Circulant Codes (DCC) 

A code linear of length n=2r and dimension k=r, with 
generator matrix of the form G=[I M] is called a double 
circulant code, where M is an r x r circulant matrix and I is an 
r x r  identity matrix over GF(2).More properties of DCC 
codes are given in [14]. 

Example of DCC: The QCC(24, 12, 8) code is a double 
circulant code of header vector [1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0], with 
generator matrix G: 
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The case of Triple circulant codes (TCC)

 

A code linear of length n= n=3r and dimension k=r, with 
generator matrix of the form G=[I | M | N] is called a triple 
circulant code, where M and N are two r x r circulant matrix 
and I  is an r x r  identity matrix over GF(2). 

We can define the generator matrix of Triple Circulant 
Code TCC by two vectors headers [m0, m1,…, mr-1] and [n0, 
n1,…, nr-1] which are respectively associated with the matrices 
M and N as the follow 
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Example of TCC: The QCC (27, 9, 6) code is a Triple 
circulant code, of  the two vectors headers [0,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1] 
and [1,1,0,1,1,0,1,1,0], with generator matrix G : 
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B. Minimum distance of a linear code 

Let C be an (n, k ,d) linear  block code over a field GF(2) 
with 2 elements. The code C has 2

k
 codeword which is a k-

dimensional subspace of the GF(2)
n
. 

Let a be an element of GF(2),  the Hamming weight WH is 
defined as follows 
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For a vector A=(a1, …, an) ϵ GF(2)
n
, the Hamming weight 
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We call minimum Hamming weight of the code C over 
GF(2) the positive integer: 

                       min{ WH(A) : AϵC, A≠0} 

The minimum distance dmin (or the minimum Hamming 
distance) of the linear code C is the minimum Hamming 
weight of any nonzero codeword. 

(2)                                     min
0

min (A)W d H
 CA 

A


  

C. Encoding  linear  codes 

The encoder transforms each input information vector D 
into n-tuple codeword A: multiplying D by G the generator 
matrix of the code C with n > k, (see Figure 1) 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. A simplified Encoder representation 

D. Simulated Annealing Method 

We can say that simulated annealing is a neighbor search 
technique where the principle search is deeply inspired on the 
Metropolis [15] algorithm and the behavior of atoms in metals 
annealing process. The main idea is to use iteratively the 
Metropolis algorithm with reduction of the temperature. The 
annealing concepts in combinatorial optimization problems 

were introduced in 1980 by Kirkpatrick [16]. These concepts 
are equivalence to find an optimal energy of solidification in 
physical process by applying the Metropolis algorithm and 
search the feasible solutions of the cost function which 
converge to an optimal solution for a combinatorial 
optimization problem. 

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR SEARCH THE GOOD  

QUASI-CYCLIC CODES 

In this section we give a method to search good quasi-
cyclic codes with different rate q/(q+1) (where q is an 
integer), this method is based on the search of a  header called 
Total Header TH of length q*(n-k); after we generate q 
circulant matrices over F, each matrix is defined by the header 
of length (n-k), the serial concatenation of these headers give 
the Total Header TH. 

The quasi-cyclic code of the code rate q/(q+1) is generated 
by  parallel  concatenation of q circulant matrices, that will be 
serially concatenated with circulant identity matrix. The 
generator matrix G of the generated quasi-cyclic code is as the 
following: 
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Where I is a circulant identity matrix over F of size (q*(n-
k))(q*(n-k)) and Ai , 1≤i≤q  is a circulant matrices over F of 
size (n-k)(n-k) 

The matrix G is of size (q*(n-k))((q+1)*(n-k)), and of code  
rate is q/(q+1). 

Once the generator matrix G of the quasi-cyclic code is 
constructed, we move to determine the value of the minimum 
distance of this code. This is made by developing the function 
F(A) named Cost Function as follow: 

Let G be the generator matrix of the quasi-code QCC(n,k) 
,with elements gij over GF(2), whose lines form a basis of 
QCC. 

If the information vector D= (d1, d2,…, dk) ϵ {0,1}
k
 Then the 

corresponding codeword  A=( a1, a2,…, an) can be uniquely 
written  as follows. 
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From the equations (1), (2) and (3) we get 
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Then we have  
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The minimum value of the function F(A) presents  the 
value of minimum distance of the QCC, in other words we 
want to find a vector information D over {0,1}

k
-{0}

 
 which 

minimizes F(A). To determine the minimal solutions 
(minimum distance) of the F(A) function we use a modified 
simulated annealing algorithm (see section IV) . 

A. The proposed search method algorithm 

We implement an algorithm which uses the features of the 
aforementioned method. This method searches the good Total 
Header, so as to find a largest value of the minimum distance 
of the quasi-cyclic code. 

The algorithm   is given in Algorithm 1 

 

Algorithm 1: Algorithm of the proposed search method 

 

Inputs: q, n-k, nbr-test, LB: lower bound of dmin 

 

Outputs: list of good quasi-cyclic codes 

 

 

For i=1 to nbr-test  do: 

 

Step1: Generate randomly the Total Header TH of length 

q*(n-k) 

Step2: Generate q circulant matrices Ai related to TH 

Step3: Generate the Generator matrix G of the quasi-cyclic 

code related to  Ai  matrices 

Step4: Calculate the minimum distance dmin of the generated 

quasi-cyclic code using simulated annealing 

(In Algorithm 2) 

Step5: If (dmin >= LB) then take the Total Header TH 

      End If 

End For 

Example : Let q=3, r=n-k=6, if the Total Header is           
TH=[ 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1] 

Then we generate 3 circulant matrices A1, A2 and A3 of 
sizes 6*6 

Where the header of A1 is h1=[0 1 1 0 0 1], the header of 
A2 is h2=[1 0 1 1 1 1], the header of A3 is h3=[1 0 1 0 0 1] and  
TH=[h1 h2 h3] 

The quasi-cyclic code generated has the following 
characteristics: 

 Length n=24 

 Dimension k=18 

  Distance minimal d=4 by algorithm 2 

 Noted QCC(24, 18, 4) 

 Code rate T=3/4 

 The matrix G of  QCC is as follow: 
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IV. THE MODIEFED SIMULATED ANNEALING ALGORITHM 

The use of SA method gives rise to a new SA algorithm. 
This algorithm is an efficient evaluator of the minimum 
distance for linear block codes, already has been tested on 
several family of linear codes in our previous work [17]. 

The Modiefed Simulated Annealing algorithm which is  
used to calculate the minimal distance of a QCC codes is 
given in Algorithm2: 

 

Algorithm 2: The basic algorithm of the modified simulated annealing. 

 

Input(s): 

N:  number of iterations in each  Ti where  10≤N ≤10000   

Ti=1.2, Tf=0.001, α=0.9:cooling factor 

Initial Task= Task_1 

Output(s): minimum distance of the QC code 

  

Generate randomly Di a starting   information vector  

Repeat: 

 Repeat: 
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  If (Task== Task_1) then determine a 

neighbor information vector (Di+1) from task_1; 

  Else determine a neighbor information 

vector (Di+1) from task_ 2; 

       End if 

  Evaluate ∆F = F (Di+1) – F (Di); 

  If ∆F ≤ 0 then Di           Di+1; 

Generate q= random [0, 1[; 

  Else if (q ≤ Exp (-∆F/T)) 

   Then    Di           Di+1; 

          End if 

  End if 

 Until  (iterations number < N) 

 

 If (Transition criterion is satisfied==yes ) Then 

switch between Task_1 and Task_2; 

 End if 

   T         α.T; 

 

 Until (T > Tf) 

Task_1: Let Di = (Di1,..., Dik) be the current information 
vector over GF(2)

k 
and  Si = (si1,..., sik) a  switch vector over 

GF(2)
k
, randomly generated, where 1 ≤WH(Si)≤ k. The 

neighborhood information vector Di+1 is defined as follows: 

Step1. )6(         mod2            1 iii SDD 
 

Step2. WH(Di+1)  must be between 1 and minimum 

distance  upper bound  of the QC code  

Step3. Di+1 ϵ GF(2)
k
-{0} 

Task_2:  Let Γp be the cyclic shift of p places of elements 

The neighborhood information vector Di+i is produced by 
generate a random integer number p over  [1, k-1], and we 
apply the cyclic shift Γp on  Di. 

  )7(                                                      1 ipi DD  

Criterion of transition between Task_1 and Task_2 

The transition between Task-1 and Task-2 is made 
randomly from an uniform distribution. 

V. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

We performed the computational experiments with: 

- Software: program developed in language C 

- Hardware: CPU CORE 2Duo 2GHz and 2GB of 

RAM 
We used the parameters in algorithm 2 for simulated 

annealing algorithm. 

All good quasi-cyclic codes that we found by this method, 
using the modified simulated annealing method, have been 
verified and validated independently using the well known 
computer algebra package, MAGMA [18]. 

Here, the term good quasi-cyclic code refers to a binary 
quasi-cyclic code with the largest dmin for a given length n and 
dimension k. In cases where there is more than one good code, 
only one is chosen. 

The Tables I, II and III as following summarize the 
obtained good quasi-cyclic codes with code rate q/(q+1) 
where q is an integer between 1 and 3. 

Note that LB and UP, respectively, denote Lower Bound 
and Upper Bound on the minimum distance of a linear code 
for a given parameters, these limits are taken from the 
Brouser’s data base[19]. dmagma is the minimum distance 
calculated by the calculator algebraic Magma[18] and dfound is 
the minimum distance of QCC obtained by the modified 
simulated annealing algorithm. The obtained QCC codes seem 
to be good codes because their estimated minimum distance is 
equal to their lower bounds. 

TABLE I. GOOD  QUASI-CYCLIC CODES FOUND USING ALGORITHM 1, WITH Q=1, CODE RATE T=1/2 

Rate QCC Binary Total Header TH dfound dmagma LB UB 

1/2 

C(60,30) 000010111001111001000000110000 12 12 12 14 

C(52,26) 00010111000000010010111110 10 10 10 12 

C(58,29) 01110111110010100111010101010 12 12 12 14 

C(76,38) 11111010011110011011111011011011000011 14 14 14 18 

C (94,47) 10001101010110011011010000000111110110001110010 16 16 16 22 

TABLE II. GOOD QUASI-CYCLIC CODES FOUND USING ALGORITHM 1, WITH Q=2, CODE RATE T=2/3 

Rate Codes Binary Total Header TH dfound dmagma LB UB 

2/3 

QCC(93,62) 01111101111100011010111011101101011111011100101101001000000100 10 10 10 14 

QCC(99,66) 011011111101101111011110000001110010100111100110111111011110010101 10 10 10 14 

QCC(105,70) 0101100100000100011100001000011000001110001100100010000001110001001100 10 10 10 15 

QCC(123,82) 
1100011000100001111101000110101001010010111000011111111111010110110011
011001001111 

12 12 12 17 

QCC(150,100) 
0111110011101100110001100001011001010001000000001011111000110010101000
011111111100100000001111011111 

14 14 14 20 

QCC(156,104) 
0000010110100010010111011000011011011101110011000011001000011100010010
0100001101100011000110000100110001 

14 14 14 22 
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TABLE III. GOOD QUASI-CYCLIC CODES FOUND USING ALGORITHM 1, WITH Q=3, CODE RATE T=3/4 

Rate Codes Binary Total Header TH dfound dmagma LB UB 

3/4 

QCC(68,51) 000110111111101011101101001100100101110100011011001 6 6 6 8 

QCC(72,54) 101000111000000110000010011001100001111110010110011111 6 6 6 8 

QCC(92,69) 100101011111100011111011101111001000010010101001010011001010111100111 8 8 8 10 

QCC(96,72) 010011110110100010110000110110000101100000110000001000000100101110001101 8 8 8 10 

QCC(108,81) 111100111111010110011110101110011011101111001011111110001011101111111011111001101 8 8 8 11 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We gave a method to search good quasi-cyclic codes with 
different rate q/(q+1) (where q is an integer) and we presented 
16 new quasi-cyclic codes with minimum distances equal to 
lower bounds of the good linear codes in Brouwer’s database. 
The fact that we have integrated a modified simulated 
annealing in the search algorithm speeded up the extensive 
random search process. In the future work, we will try to 
search with this efficient technique others   better linear block 
codes, and to test the obtained codes in Encoder/Decoder 
systems for computational complexity and BER performance. 
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Abstract—Load balancing is a technique for equal and fair 
distribution of workloads on resources and maximizing their 
performance as well as reducing the overall execution time. 
However, meeting all of these goals in a single algorithm is not 
possible due to their inherent conflict, so some of the features 
must be given priority based on requirements and objectives of 
the system and the desired algorithm must be designed with their 
orientation. In this article, a decentralized load balancing 
algorithm based on Cellular Automata and Fuzzy Logic has been 
presented which has capabilities needed for fair distribution of 
resources in Grid level. 

Each computing node in this algorithm has been modeled as a 
Cellular Automata’s cell and has been provided with the help of 
Fuzzy Logic in which each node can be an expert system and 
have a decisive role which is the best choice in a dynamic 
environment and uncertain data. 

Each node is mapped of one of the VL, L, VN, H and VH 
state based on information exchange on certain time periods with 
its neighboring nodes and based on fuzzy logic tries to decrease 
the communication overhead and estimate the state of the other 
nodes in subsequent. The decision to send or receive the 
workload is made based on each node state. Thus, an appropriate 
structure for the system can greatly improve the efficiency of the 
algorithm. Fuzzy control does not search and optimize, just 
makes decisions based on inputs which are effective internal 
parameters of the system and are mostly based on incomplete 
and nonspecific information. 

Each node based on information exchange at specific time 
periods with its neighboring nodes, and according to Fuzzy Logic 
rules is mapped of one of the VL, L, N, H and VH states. To 
reduce communication overhead, with the help of Fuzzy Logic 
tries to estimate the state of the other nodes in subsequent 
periods, and based on the status of each node, makes a decision to 
send or receive workloads. Thus an appropriate structure for the 
system can improve the efficiency of the algorithm. In fact, Fuzzy 
Logic does not search and optimize, just makes decisions based 
on the input parameters which are often incomplete and 
imprecise. 

Keywords—Computing Grid; Load balancing; Cellular 
Automata; Fuzzy Logic 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The need for high computational power and organizational 

limitations have created a new type of shared computing 
environment, which is called grid computing. Grid computing 
is a computing infrastructure Which provides access to high-
performance computing resources. End users and applications 

see this environment as a large virtual computing system. 
Systems that are connected to Grid may be distributed globally 
and be running on different hardware platforms and operating 
systems and belong to various organizations. In a short 
definition, Grid can be considered as a system for distributed 
resource sharing on a large scale and indeed without borders. 
To improve the global throughput of the Grid computing, 
requests must be divided evenly among the available resources. 
Resource management is a major and infrastructure issues in 
this environment. The overall objective of resource 
management is the effective scheduling to run jobs that need to 
use resources in Grid environment. In a general definition, the 
purpose of load balancing algorithms is improving the 
distribution of workloads across resources, maximizing 
throughput, and minimizing response time, which means the 
difference between the overloaded and under-loaded resources 
should be minimal. The desirable characteristics of a load 
balancing solution include: scalability, adaptability, stability, 
application transparency, fault tolerant and minimal overhead. 
The load balancing methods are generally classified as 
centralized or decentralized, static or dynamic, periodic or non-
periodic, and with threshold or without threshold. 

Cellular Automata answer this question that How complex 
systems can be studied. There is the ability to predict the next 
state of cells in this system based on the status of each cell and 
its neighboring cells which can help in proper distribution of 
load among nodes. Fuzzy Logic can make effective decision by 
imprecise and incomplete Information. Cellular Automata can 
evaluate the current and future status of each resource by Fuzzy 
Logic rules to improve load distribution among the 
heterogeneous resources [14-19]. 

This article introduce a Grid load balancing algorithms 
based on Cellular Automata and fuzzy rules. The remainder of 
the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the definition of 
concepts such as Grid, Load balancing, Cellular Automata and 
Fuzzy Logic. Section 3 describes our proposed algorithm in 
detail. Section 4 discusses our simulation and results of 
evaluation. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper 

II. DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS 
Advances in areas technical constantly need to have faster 

computing, but computer hardware manufacturers have 
reached fundamental limitations in the physical speed [1]. 
Electronics and hardware advances in technology alone cannot 
meet the demand for increased computing speed. Parallel 
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processing is the emerging response to this problem in which 
large problems can often be divided into smaller ones, which 
can then be solved at the same time on several processors [2, 
3]. 

Although writing code that is flexible enough to be split 
among several processors is more complicated, but the 
tendency toward parallel processing hardware and software has 
increased [2]. Instead of limiting the execution of a task in a 
processor, parallel processing divide many calculations among 
several processors and solve this issue through team work [3]. 
Reduce the cost of computers and advances in communication 
networks have increased the tendency for the use of large-scale 
parallel systems and distributed computing systems. In fact, 
recent studies in the field of computing architecture have led to 
the emergence of a new computing paradigm which is Grid 
computing[11]. A computational Grid is a hardware and 
software infrastructure that provides dependable, consistent, 
pervasive, and inexpensive access to high-end computational 
capabilities [12]. This technology is a type of distributed 
system that collects computer resources from multiple 
locations to reach a common goal to solve a single task. 
Nowadays, a variety of Grid systems is manufactured with 
various definitions and facilities which have different 
objectives. Thus, providing a single definition that covers all 
aspects of Grid computing technology is not easy nor true. 
Various experts have provided different definitions according 
to different pursued goals. 

Ian Foster who was the main inventor of Grid and founder 
of Globus defines Grid as follows [12]: 

“Grid technology is seeking to create the possibility of 
large-scale and controlled resource sharing which is flexible 
and is after creating protocols, services and software 
packages.” 

Gird is defined as follows in IBM Company which is 
among pioneers of Grid: 

“Grid is a set of distributed computing resources in a local 
area network or a wide area network which seems like a 
computer and virtual computing system for end-user or 
applications. Its main goal is creating dynamic virtual 
organizations through sharing resources using coordinated and 
safe methods among users, universities and organizations.” 

Grid is a distributed system which contains following items 
[8]: 

• Resources (software and hardware) are heterogeneous 

• Resources are coordinated but are not under a 
centralized management 

• The use of all-purpose standard protocols and interfaces  

• Grid may have Multiple administrative domains or in 
other words be made of several Virtual Organizations 
(VO) 

• Ensuring the quality of the services provided 

Resource management is one of the important and 
infrastructure issues in such environment. The overall objective 
of resource management is the effective scheduling to run jobs 

that need to use resources in Grid environment. In a general 
definition, the purpose of load balancing algorithms is 
improving the distribution of workloads across resources, and 
maximizing their performance as well as reducing the overall 
execution time [9]. In another definition, the load balancing 
algorithm is an algorithm which ultimately allows all nodes to 
task at once [10-11]. The desirable characteristics of a load 
balancing solution include: Scalability, Adaptability, Stability, 
Application Transparency, Fault Tolerant and minimum 
overhead imposed on the system. The mentioned specifications 
are interdependent. For example, delays such as Computation 
Delay and Communication Delay have abnormal effects on the 
stability and thus comparability of the algorithm. Due to the 
many parameters involved in the problem of load balancing as 
well as contradictory of some mentioned features, meeting all 
the them in the form of a single algorithm is practically 
difficult or even impossible. Most of the existing methods try 
to satisfy one or more of the above objectives [12-14]. 

For better efficiency and more use of dynamic algorithms 
and considering that the main focus of this article is on the 
same set of algorithms, in general, the process of dynamic load 
balancing algorithms has four main procedures: 

A. Load Measuring procedure 

B. Information Exchange procedure 

C. Initiation procedure 

D. The final load balancing procedure 
Load measuring procedure is an expression of CPU load in 

a way that heavier load on processors will increase it, and its 
reduction will reduce it. Because this routine repeatedly 
execute in this algorithms, the calculation of it should be as 
simple and efficient as possible [17]. Information Exchange 
procedure determine the method of collecting necessary task 
load for load balancing decisions. Initiation procedure decides 
about the time of starting load balancing. This decision-making 
is along with determining the ratio of efficiency to imposing 
overhead. Load balancing methods attempt to achieve goals 
such as minimizing the average response time for processing or 
maximizing resource efficiency by running processes on 
distributed resources. This target may initially be a demand or 
take place after the start of its execution. Of course, in any 
case, a good and efficient algorithm must consider the cost of 
the communications as well [18]. Cellular Automata (CA) is an 
answer to this question that how to study complex systems. 
Cellular Automata can be a complex system in itself and yet 
provide appropriate methods to study complex systems like 
these - Complex systems – [19-20]. 

III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM OF FUZZY LOAD 
DISTRIBUTION USING CELLULAR AUTOMATA (FUZZY LOAD 

BALANCING CELLULAR AUTOMATA) 
The main idea of this project is using a cell of Cellular 

Automata to show a computational node in which the state of 
the cell shows the status of that node. In this method, a global 
load balancing solution can only be produced just using local 
load balancing. This method of load distribution is in the form 
of a wave motion. 
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All parameters that each processor considers during the 
proposed load balancing algorithm are described below: 

M: Number of heterogeneous computing nodes in the 
system (P1, P2, ..., PM) 

x: Number of jobs executed in the system (J1, J2, ..., Jx). 

Ts: Information exchange time. 

Te: The estimated time period. 

Ni: Buddy set of node Pi. 

Si (Tn): State of node ‘I’ at time Tn. 

ɱ: Number of migration of a job. 

Qi (t): The number of jobs waiting in the execution queue at 
the node Pi at time t. 

Wi: Processing power at Pi. 

Z (Jx): Size of job(x). 

𝑇𝐸𝑇𝑖,𝑡: Total waiting time for execution of waiting job at Pi 
queue. 

𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑖 ,𝑡 : The remaining execution time of the job being 
processed at the Pi. 

𝐿𝐷𝑖,𝑡: Load of Pi at time t, comes from (1). 

 𝐿𝐷𝑖 ,𝑡 =  𝑇𝐸𝑇𝑖 ,𝑡 +  𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑖,𝑡 (1) 
𝑁𝐿𝐷𝑖,𝑡: Normalized average load in the buddy set of node 

Pi at time t. 

BWij: Bandwidth communication between processors i and 
j 

ArrTime(Jx): Arrival time of Jx job. 

endTime(Jx): End time of Jx job. 

ETC (Jx, Pi): Estimated execution time of Jx at Pi, comes 
from (2). 

 ETC (𝐽𝑥 ,𝑃𝑖) =  ETC (𝐽𝑥,𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑑)
𝑊𝑖

 (2) 

𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚�𝐽𝑥,𝑃𝑖 ,𝑃𝑗 , 𝑡�: The time required for transfer Jx job from 
Pi to Pj at time t. 

𝐸𝐹𝐶�𝐽𝑥 ,𝑃𝑖 ,𝑃𝑗 , 𝑡�: Estimation of finish time of Jx job when 
transfer from Pi to Pj at time t. 

if          Tcom �Jx, Si, Sj, t�  ≥  LDj,t 

 EFC�Jx, Si, Sj, t� = Tcom �Jx, Si, Sj, t� + ETC�Jx, Sj� 

ELSE 

 EFC�Jx, Si, Sj, t� = LDj,t + ETC�Jx, Sj� (3) 

Bx(Pi, Pj): Benefit of execution of the Jx job at Pj compared 
to execution at Pi. 

 Βx = ΕFC (Jx, Pi, Pi, t) − EFC (Jx, Pi, Pj, t) (4) 

The general procedure of the proposed Load balancing 
algorithm is in the way when a new task enters the 
computational node, that node will decide based on cell’s 
conditions should carry out this task itself or migrate it to 
another node. 

This algorithm consists of several main procedure: 

• Determining the state of nodes 

• Making decision to migrate the task 

• Selecting the best node to carry out the task 

A. Determining the state of nodes 
The overall basis for all decisions is the state of each node. 

In fact, the essential criterion in deciding to send a job is the 
state of the node, and the main criterion for selecting a node to 
perform the job is also the state of the node. Thus, determining 
the state of each node is crucial in load balance in the whole 
system. 

To determine the state of each node and its neighbors for 
each execution and migration, the information is needed to 
determine the status of nodes. There will be a huge 
communication overhead in the system if all nodes exchange 
their status information. Thus, regular intervals are used to 
determine the state of nodes which are called information 
exchange periods (Ts). Ts which is greater than the period of 
time for running and migration of jobs is performed between 
nodes which estimate the state of nodes between these time 
periods. Te tries to reduce communication overhead and more 
accurate decisions (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Determining the state of nodes in Tn 

Determining the state of the node is done in two methods: 

• Information Exchange (Ts) 

• State estimation (Te) 
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1) Determining the state of nodes through the information 
exchange 

It contains three parts of sending load information, 
calculating the average load and determining the status of 
nodes using Fuzzy Logic (Fig. 2). 

a) Sending load information 
The nodes send their status information to their buddy set 

in regular time periods of Ts which are called information 
exchange periods and receive their information. Then each 
node records the received information from each neighboring 
node in the neighboring table. 

b) Calculate the average load 
Each node calculates its average load and the load related 

to neighboring collection using (5) and considers the obtained 
index as normalized load average. 

 𝑁𝐿𝐷𝑖 ,𝑡 =  
∑   𝐿𝐷𝑗,𝑡𝑗 ∈ 𝑁𝑖
𝑁×∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑖

  (5) 

c) Determining the state of nodes using Fuzzy Logic 
The normalized load average is considered as the point of 

balance and map the state of each node to one of Very Light, 
Light, Normal, Heavy, Very Heavy forms using Fuzzy Logic. 
This step is called mapping input values to the fuzzy mode and 
the state of each node will be recorded in the neighboring table. 

 
Fig. 2. Information exchange 

2) Determining the state of node using estimation 
If this data transfer is done in intervals with a short 

distance, there will be a high communication overhead 
imposed on the system. Thus, these intervals must be increased 
and estimated Te state in information exchange periods using 
fuzzy rules. 

To discover these laws, the algorithm runs without 
estimation periods and records the data on each node. The 
related fuzzy rules are extracted by using Matlab software. To 
reduce communication overhead caused by data exchange, 
exchange periods will be increased, and the status of each node 
using obtained rules to reduce errors in decision making will be 
estimated. 

B. The decision to send task 
When job Jx enters node, and that node is in one of VL, L, 

VN states, it will be queued for processing and will be waiting 
to run according to respective priority, and the higher rate of 
migration (ɱ) leads to increased running priority. 

Otherwise if Jx enters node, and that node is in one of H, 
VH states, and it migrated from another node, it will not be 
accepted, on the other hand if the job belongs to that node, if 
the node is in VH state then it calculates its own load and the 
normal load, and if it has a neighbor with VL state, it sends ½ 
of its extra load and if there is a neighbor with L state, it sends 
¼ of its extra load. If its state is H, it will calculate the 
difference between its own load and the normal load, and if 
there is a neighbor with VL state, it will select ¼ of its extra 
load for migration, and selects 1/8 if there is a neighbor with L 
state. 

C. Selecting the most appropriate node to execute the job 
At the beginning, nodes in the buddy set are marked with 

the weight of 1 for L nodes, and 2 for VL nodes. Then the 
execution time of the job Jx is estimated on specified nodes and 
based on Bx (Pi, Pj) benefit which is the difference between 
execution time in node Pj compared to Pi node, if this benefit is 
positive and bigger than the threshold, a weight is given to each 
of them. In this way, the higher execution benefit leads to 
higher score. Finally, considering the weight of each node and 
the weight of execution benefit in Pj node, the decision to 
transfer job to Pj is taken. the higher weight will lead to a 
higher possibility of sending the task to that node (Fig. 3). 

If the execution time of a job is equal in the source and 
destination nodes, which means running the job in the source 
node or migrating it to another node may result in similar end 
time, and the benefit will be nil or smaller than threshold. In 
this case, the job is not allowed to be migrated to that node, 
because it imposes communication overhead on the system and 
the bandwidth between resources is engaged even for small 
time. 
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Fig. 3. Selecting the most appropriate node to execute the job 

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
Simulation is an imitation of the real world. Simulators 

enable programmers, developers and Grid developers who 
need to test their programs, tools and services to ensure the 
proper function of their program before final production and 
using them in a real world. 

The proposed FLBCA algorithm has been simulated using 
C# programming language in Visual Studio 2010 environment, 
and its algorithm has been compared with MELISA and 
ELISA algorithms. 

A. Performance metrics 
Following two parameters have been used to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed algorithm [21-23]: 

1) Average Response Time (ART): 
The average response time is the average amount of time a 

job must wait before execution. 

2) Average time of Resourses Used (ARU): 
The ratio of working time to the total time of a system: 

 𝑈𝑖 =  𝐵𝑢𝑠𝑦𝑖
𝐵𝑢𝑠𝑦𝑖+ 𝐼𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑖

 (6) 

 𝐴𝑅𝑈 =  ∑ 𝑈𝑖
𝑀
𝑖=1
𝑀

  (7) 

B. Simulation Model 
This simulation is formed by 30 heterogeneous computing 

nodes which their processing power follows random 
distribution in the range of [1, 10] and the relation between two 
nodes has been formed by a heterogeneous communication 
network in a way that their communication bandwidth is 
variable from 1 Mbps to 10 Mbps. 

10,000 independent tasks have been used in this simulation 
in a way that running time of each task has been generated 
randomly in the range of [1, 100]. These tasks enter the system 
based on Poisson distribution with the rate of [1, 4], and the 
volume of each task follows a normal distribution with the 
mean of 5 MB and standard deviation of 1 MB. 

The time for information exchange (Ts) is assumed to be 20 
units and the estimation time of status is considered to be five 
units. 

C. Simulation results 
This algorithm has been evaluated regarding performance 

metric and under the effect of parameters such as the number 
of tasks, time and period of service transition and estimation 
interval. 

1) The effect of the jobs entered in the homogeneous 
environment 

In a homogeneous environment where processing power of 
each CPU is 1, and the communication bandwidth between any 
two nodes is constant and equal to 10 Mbps, the number of 
tasks has been added from 0,000 to 50,000 to measure these 
factors. In these conditions where the number of tasks is 
10000. The average response time is about the same among all 
three algorithms although after increasing jobs, the efficiency 
of ELISA algorithm is better than MELISA and the proposed 
algorithm (FLBCA), and the efficiency of FLBCA algorithm is 
slightly better than MELISA algorithm (Fig. 4). The total run 
time is about the same in all three algorithms (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 4. The average response time in case of homogeneous 

 
Fig. 5. The total runtime in the homogeneous environment 

2) The effect of jobs entered into the heterogeneous 
environment 

Since this algorithm has been designed for a heterogeneous 
environments, it is compared in a heterogeneous environment 
with different processing power in the range of [1, 10] and 
various communication bandwidths between any two nodes in 
the range of 1 Mbps to 10 Mbps with ELISA and MELISA 
algorithms. To measure the effectiveness of the jobs, the 
number of jobs has been increased from 10,000 to 50,000. The 
average response time is much better in FLBCA and MELISA 
algorithms than the ELISA algorithm. The average response 
time is initially about the same in FLBCA and MELISA 
algorithms, but is gets better with increasing number of tasks in 
FLBCA algorithm, and it shows better and faster decision 
making in Fuzzy Logic (Fig. 6). 

The total runtime is similar to all three algorithms. The 
runtime is a function of the rate of entering jobs into the 
system, and the runtime is about the same due to using same 
data (Fig. 7). 

 

 
Fig. 6. Comparing the average response time in the heterogeneous 
environment 

 
Fig. 7. Comparing the total runtime in the heterogeneous environment 

3) The effect of job size 
This section tries to evaluate the effect of changing tasks 

volume from 5 MB to 50 MB on the average response time in 
the proposed algorithm. The number of migration reduces and 
the average response time increases (Fig. 8). 

 
Fig. 8. Average response time for different job sizes 
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4) The effect of job runtime 
This section tries to evaluate the effect of changing the 

average runtime of tasks from 10 to 150 units on the efficiency 
of the algorithm. The average response time increases with 
large rate by increasing the runtime (Fig. 9). 

 
Fig. 9. Average response time for various run times 

5) The effect of information exchanges time 
This algorithm was tested with different times in range of 2 

units to 40 units to find a best time for information exchanges 
which is suitable in perspective of efficiency criteria (Fig. 10). 

The accuracy of information reduces with increasing time 
of the information exchange. The distribute the load between 
nodes is done with less precision and average response time 
increases for this purpose. 

 
Fig. 10. Average response time for different times of exchanging information 

6) The effect of state estimation time 
To access a proper state estimation time from the point of 

efficiency criteria, the information exchange time must be 
considered to be 20 units by default. Then by changing the 
estimation time in different intervals from 2 units to 10 units, 
the most effective time will be found (Fig. 11). 

The average response time increases by reducing 
estimation time due to increased computational overhead and 
the most optimal time is reached at times of 4 and 5 and the 
average response time increases again by increasing this time 
due to reduced accuracy of data. 

 
Fig. 11. Comparing the average response time for different times 

V. CONCLUSION 
A load balancing model has been provided in this research 

for Grid computing environment which is called FLBCA. This 
algorithm tries to meet needs and characteristic required for a 
load balancing algorithm such as scalability, adaptability, 
stability, application transparency, and minimal 
communication overhead as much as possible. Because the 
Fuzzy Logic can deal with imprecision and uncertainty 
information, and increase accuracy in decision making, the 
algorithm based on Fuzzy Logic has been proposed for 
dynamic load balancing in the computing Grid. The major 
purpose of using this algorithm is increasing efficiency and 
productivity of Grid system which will lead to reducing 
organization’s costs, and increasing productivity and saving 
energy, and using energy efficiently saves it which is the top 
priority in our life today and helps to protect the environment 
and nature. 

In the following, it seems hierarchical Cellular Automata is 
an appropriate structure for designing these types of 
algorithms, which can provide a better view of the whole 
conditions of the Grid System. In addition, the usage of Fuzzy 
Logic which leads to accuracy of decision-making in uncertain 
environments can be used to improve the efficiency of parallel 
algorithms. The combination of Fuzzy Logic and Cellular 
Automata can be a good technique for a lot of parallel 
algorithms. 
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Abstract—In the present paper, we will propose a new and 
robust method of camera self-calibration having varying intrinsic 
parameters from a sequence of images of an unknown 3D object. 
The projection of two points of the 3D scene in the image planes 
is used to determine the projection matrices. The present method 
is based on the formulation of a non linear cost function from the 
determination of a relationship between two points of the scene 
with their opposite relative to the axis of abscise and their 
projections in the image planes. The resolution of this function 
with genetic algorithm enables us to estimate the intrinsic 
parameters of different cameras. The important of our approach 
reside in the use of a single pair of images which provides fewer 
equations, simplifies the mathematical complexities and 
minimizes the execution time of the application, the use of the 
data of the first image only without the use of the data of the 
second image, the use of any camera which makes the intrinsic 
parameters variable not constant and the use of a 3D scene 
reduces the planarity constraints. The experimental results on 
synthetic and real data prove the performance and robustness of 
our approach. 

Keywords—Self-calibration; varying intrinsic parameters; non 
linear optimization; Interests points; Matching; Fundamental 
matrix 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Computer vision is the science of vision machines. It is a 

scientist discipline who is interested in building artificial 
systems that obtain information from images. The input data 
can take many forms: photographs, video footage, multiple 
camera images or multidimensional data medical scanner.  
Subdomains of computer vision are for example the 
Reconstruction of scenes, detection of events, object 
recognition, learning and image restoration. 

The Reconstruction of 3D scenes is a research path which 
became very important and active with the advent of 
visualization by computer. As a matter of fact this technique 
will be found in various fields almost all of them situated on 
the crossroads of IT(data processing), mathematics and some 
of robotics related disciplines. The major objectif is always to 
extract information on the three-dimensional scene from a set 
of images gathered by numerical cameras with or without a 
priori knowledge of the scene. Therefore it will become clear 

and necessary to begin by modeling the camera. The 
parameters of the cameras can be estimated by two major 
methods: calibration [1, 2, 3, 4] and self-calibration. In this 
paper, we are interested in the self-calibration methods that 
can calibrate the cameras without any prior knowledge about 
the scene. The standard process of most of these methods is to 
search for equations according to intrinsic parameters and the 
invariants in the images, whose aim generally is to solve a 
nonlinear equation system. The algorithm used to solve this 
system requires two steps, initialization and optimization of a 
cost function. Self-calibration of the cameras is the main step 
to obtain three-dimensional coordinates of points from 
matches between pairs of images. Several methods of camera 
self-calibration with constant intrinsic parameters [5–14] and 
those with varying intrinsic parameters [15–25] are treated in 
this area. 

Our approach is a new and robust method for camera self-
calibration having the varying intrinsic parameters by the use 
of an unknown three-dimensional scene. After the detection of 
interests points in the images by the Harris method [26] and 
the matching of these points in each pair of images by the 
correlation measure ZNCC [27], the fundamental matrix can 
be estimated from eight matches by the RANSAC algorithm 
[28]. This matrix is used with the projection of four points of 
the 3D scene in images taken by different views in order to 
formulate linear equations. Solving these equations allows the 
estimation of the projection matrices. The determination of a 
relationship between the four points of the 3D scene and their 
projections in the planes of the images g and d and the 
relationships between the images of the absolute conic allow 
the formulation of a nonlinear cost function. The minimization 
of this function by the genetic algorithms [29]allows the 
estimation of the intrinsic parameters of the cameras used. 

Our method presents a novelty: two images only are 
sufficient to estimate the cameras’ intrinsic parameters, the 
use of the data of the first image only, the use of any camera 
(with varying intrinsic parameters) and the use of an unknown 
3D scene. These advantages allow us, on the one hand, to 
solve some problems related to the self-calibration system 
and, on the other hand, to work freely in the domain of self-
calibration with fewer constraints. 
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Our work is organized as follows: In the third part, we 
present the camera model and matching containing three 
subparts: The first subpart comprises the camera model, the 
second is the Interest points‘detection. It is a preliminary step 
in many computer vision processes; many methods have been 
advanced to extract points of interest. In this paper, we used 
Harris interest point detector. The third is the Matching: 
Finding in two images of the same scene, taken at different 
positions, pairs of pixels which are the projections of the same 
point of the scene. In this phase, the detected interest points 
are matched by ZNCC (Zero mean Normalized Cross 
Correlation) correlation measure. The most important section 
is related to the estimation of the projection matrices and self-
calibration equations in section four and five. The experiment 
results are discussed in the Seven part, and finally, in section 
ten we will proceed to make a general conclusion. 

II. SURVEY OF THE PREVIOUS WORKS 
In order to make the self-calibration with the intrinsic 

constant parameters some of the concepts are based on 
simplified models which are designed to make the equations 
less complex which often allows them to converge into good 
results [30,31] Others are based on particular movements of 
the camera [32,33]. In there is also the category of the 
concepts which exploit general movements of constant 
intrinsic parameters [7] that takes into account cyclical points 
within a key view, in a flat scene and homographies. Other 
authors have shown various studies based on the Kruppa 
equations [34, 35] which on the one hand simplify the self-
calibration process by a direct estimation without making a 
projective reconstruction and on the other one by eliminating 
the infinite plane (the projection matrices have disappeared 
and only the fundamental matrices and the epipoles are 
present). In the same context other practical methods are 
proposed: [36] a method which presents an analytical 
reduction of the Kruppa equations. [37] This article presents a 
framework for random sampling nonlinear optimization for 
the self-calibration with modeling intrinsic parameters space 
of the camera, the focal length is modeled by using a Gaussian 
distribution originated by the Kruppa equations while the 
optical center is close to the center of the picture, this model 
allows the cost of the calculations. 

[38] This article deals with the problem of self- calibrating 
a moving camera with constant parameters. This method 
proposes a new set of quartic trivariate polynomial equations 
within the unknown coordinates of the indefinite plane derived 
from the hypothesis of no-skew, these new equations allow to 
better respect the constant of the principal point in all the 
images when recuperating the infinite plan. [39] In the present 
article a new method that combines the parallelism plane and 
the self-calibrating constraints of Mendonça/Cipolla. In this 
technique each pair of images is used independently and 
therefore presents a pair of different parallel planes not 
necessarily visible in the other images. 

In order to solve the problem of the self-calibration of the 
cameras our interest nowadays goes to the category of 
concepts that exploit the varying intrinsic parameters. 
Amongst them we recognize various approaches. One of them 
[40] consists of the determination of the dual absolute quadric 

of which the image is the dual absolute conic. The idea is then 
to transfer these constraints to the dual absolute quadric; once 
this matrices is known it suffices to determine the 
transformation that will replace the dual absolute in its 
canonical position. [41] A recent analogue method consists in 
the use of the dual absolute line (ALQ) instead of the absolute 
conic. [42, 43] They have solved the problem of the self-
calibration through the use of Kruppa equations with the study 
of the varying intrinsic parameters case. 

[44] A new method of self-calibration and stratified metric 
reconstruction for zooming/refocusing cameras is proposed 
sticking to the circular movement and its constraints: the 
ambiguity is then solved with the hypothesis of the square 
pixel of the camera and this flexibility allows the focal length 
and the principal point to vary. [45] This article details a 
method of self-calibration of the varying internal parameters 
of the camera that is based on a dual absolute quadric 
transformation of the image. This method may lead to a 
considerable improvement of the stability and robustness of 
the results. [46] This article describes a new method for the 
self-calibration of a sequence of images with the varying 
intrinsic parameters of the camera. This article is based on the 
Kruppa equations. This technique is based on the Kruppa 
equations with two upper triangular matrixes with which a 
relational matrix should be in place. Utilizing this way the 
epipolar geometry relationship of absolute conic to obtain the 
intrinsic parameters of the camera. [47] This article proposes a 
new method of initialization using a minimum of two images. 
The basic idea is that the minimum deviation of the intrinsic 
parameter will result in a more stable result. [48] This article 
presents an algorithm of sequential filtering to reach a 
simulated estimation of the 3D scenes. The auto calibration in 
this article uses the standard projective parameters of the focal 
distance and the principal point with two coefficients of the 
radial distortion. [49] A solid linear method for the self-
calibration of a moving camera starting from a sequence of 
images is presented. The proposed approach uses known  
linear equations which are weighted by variable factors. The 
experiments show that this modification reduces the problems 
with the critical motion sequences. 

III. CAMERA MODEL AND MATCHING 

A. Pinhole Camera Model 
The pinhole model (Figure 1) projects the scene in the 

image planes, for the camera g, it is defined by Kg(Rg tg ) with 
a matrix (Rg tg)containing extrinsic parameters Rg the rotation 
matrix, and tg the translation vector of camera in space, K gis a 
matrix containing the intrinsic parameters and is expressed as 
follows: 















 =
=

100
0

0

0

0

ggg

gg

g vf
uf

K ε
τ

                       (1)

 

gf
is the focal length 

gε is the scale factor 
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τ is the skew factor ( )gg vu 00  
represent the coordinates of the principal point 

in the images. 

 
Fig. 1. Pinhole camera model 

B. Interests points 
Interest points are characteristic points of the image that 

are particularly holders of information. The detection of these 
points in stereoscopic images is an essential step in the field of 
Computer Vision and especially in the Three-dimensional 
Reconstruction. It is to match the projections of the same 
entity in the scene. The pairing of the corners points is based 
on the calculation and evaluation of degree of similarity of 
two pixel areas. For a pixel and its vicinity in the left image, 
we look at the other image pixel and its neighborhood that 
suits them the most. This step requires robust algorithms vis-a-
vis different geometrical transformations and changes in 
illuminance disturbances. 

We begin by extracting the corners points with the Harris 
detector that exists in the literature: 

1) Detection Of Interest Points 
The detectors of interests points found in the literature are: 

Moravec detector [27], Harris detector, Susan detector [28],… 
Harris [23],[26] developed the method Moravec for 
calculating local maxima in the images used by a matrix N 
related to the autocorrelation function which takes into 
account the first derivatives of the values of the signal I on a 
window in image space. N matrix is calculated by the 
following formula: 

N    =      

2

2

I I I
u u v

I I I
u v v

 ∂ ∂ ∂    
     ∂ ∂ ∂     
 ∂ ∂ ∂          ∂ ∂ ∂                               (2)

 

In order not to extract the values of this matrix, Harris uses 
a variable r whish is greater than zero in the case of a 
corner(interest point), its value is given by: 

r= 2)]([)det( NtraceN γ−                  (3) 
with 

0.04γ = (Value fixed by Harris) 
The detected primitive type is given by the values of r, 

three cases: 

r< 0: in the vicinity of an edge 

r = 0: in a homogeneous region 

r > threshold: near a point of corners 

2) Correlation Measure 
Corresponding points between two images of the sequence 

are the points of Harris previously detected in each image and 
matched by the correlation measure ZNCC(Zero mean 
Normalized Cross Correlation) [24], [25] which is invariant to 
local linear change luminance .m and m’ are two interest 
points detected in the left and right image respectively. 
Measurement correlation ZNCC(m, m ') is given by the 
formula follows: 

ZNCC (m , m’) =
2 2

(( ( ) ( ))( '( ' ) '( ')))

( ( ) ( )) ( '( ' ) '( '))
i

i i

I m i I m I m i I m

I m i I m I m i I m

+ − + −

+ − + −

∑
∑ ∑

  (4) 
With I (m) and I’(m’) the average luminance of pixels in a 

window of size 11×11 respectively in m and m' and i varies 
from 1to n. 

IV. ESTIMATION OF THE PROJECTION MATRICES 
Considering two points A1, A2 and their opposite A3, A4 

relative to the axis of abscise on the 3D scene. Let π a plane that 
contains these four points, we consider R an euclidean 
reference (O X Y Z) such as O is the midpoint of the chord 
[A1A2], and Z is perpendicular on the plan of the scene
( )π⊥Z . The homogeneous coordinates of the four points 
A1, A2, A3 and A4 (Figure 2) in the reference R (O X Y)are 
given as follows: 
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Where d=A1A2/2 and ϕ is the angle between the chord 
[A1A2] and the x-axis. Considering two homographies Hg and 
Hd that can project the plane π in images g and d, therefore, 
the projection of the four points A1, A2, A3 and A4can be given 
by the following expressions: 

kggk AHa =
                                         (5) 

Where k = 1, 2, 3, 4 and agk represent the points in the 
images g that are the projections of the four vertices A1, A2, 
A3 and A4of the 3D scene, and Hg represent the homography 
matrices that are expressed as follows: 
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Expressions (5) can be written as follows: 
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We can represent the projection matrices by: 

MPg gH~
                   (8)

 

Where Pg represent the projection matrices of the four 
points A’1, A’2, A’3, A’4in images (Figure 2). 

Formula (8) give: 

                           (9) 

 
Fig. 2. The projection of the two points A1, A2in the planes of images g and d 

Expression (9) gives: 

'
4g4

'
3g3

'
2g2

'
1g1

P~

P~

P~

P~

Aa

Aa

Aa

Aa

g

g

g

g

                                     

(10) 

The latter four relations give eight equations with eight 
unknowns, which are the Pg elements. 

So, the Pg parameters can be estimated from these eight 
equations with eight unknowns. 

V. SELF-CALIBRATION EQUATIONS 
A nonlinear cost function will be defined in the main part 

of this work from the determination of the relationships 
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between the images of the absolute conic ( gω ) and from the 
relationships between two points (A1, A2) and his oppositely 
relative to the X axis(A3, A4) of the3D scene and their 
projections ),,,( 4321 gggg AAAA and in the planes of the 
images g, respectively. The different relationships are based 
on some techniques of projective geometry. The defined cost 
function will be minimized by the genetic algorithms to 
estimate the gω elements and, finally, by the intrinsic 
parameters of the cameras used. 

Expression (9) gives 
'
kggkgk APa =α

                                    
(11) 

Where 
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gkα is a nonzero scale factor that is used to realized the 

transition between equality with a scale factor ∼to precise 

equality =. The value of gkα is determined from expression 
(11). 

Therefore, formula (11) leads to: 
'''

kggkgk APa =α                         (12) 
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Expression (12) gives: 
1'''~ −

kgkg AaP                               (13) 

Expressions (6) and (8) give: 
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The previous formula leads to: 
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According to the formula (15) we have: 
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Where 1)( −= T
ggg KKω is the image of the absolute conic, 

and 
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Expressions (13) and (16) give: 
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The previous expression gives: 
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The expressions (18), (19), (20) and (21) give: 
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(23) 

The previous equations contain twenty eight equations 
with five unknowns that are the elements of gω . This system 
is non-linear. So to solve it, we try to minimize the objective 
function with the genetic algorithms: 
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VI. MINIMIZATION AND INITIALIZATION OF THE NON-
LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 

To solve the equations (24), in practice there isn’t a direct 
method to solve them. So to solve this problem, we minimized 
the following non-linear objective function: 
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With n is the number of images, 
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To solve the non-linear objective function (25), we used 
genetic algorithms [29] which require an important 
initialization step which is to calculate the unknowns 
assuming certain conditions were verified. Replacing at the 
end these parameters in the system of equations (24) allows 
the estimation of the intrinsic camera parameters. 

The initialization values are selected such that each 
parameter of the camera belongs to a specific interval: 

TABLE I. VARIATION INTERVAL OF THE CAMERA SETTING 

 Variation 
interval 

fg [800  2000] 

gε  [0   1] 

τ  [0   1] 

gu0  [200  300] 

gv0  [200  300] 

VII. EXPERIMENTATION 
1) Real Data 
In this section, a sequence of two images of a 

checkerboard pattern is simulated to test the performance and 
robustness of the present approach. After the detection of 
interests points by the Harris algorithm [26], the matches 
between each pair of images are determined by the correlation 
function ZNCC [27]. The pattern is projected in images taken 
from different views with Gaussian noise of standard 

deviation σ, which is added to all image pixels. The projection 
of the four points in the image planes allows formulating the 
linear equations, and the solution of these equations gives the 
projection matrices. The determination of a relationship 
between the four points and their projections in the image   g 
and the relationships between images of the absolute conic can 
define a non linear cost function. The minimization of this 
function by the genetic algorithms [29] allows estimating the 
intrinsic parameters of the cameras used. 

To achieve our theoretical idea and have a practical result, 
we based on open source tools to offer an application that 
implements the algorithms used in our article. 

The tools used are: 

• A robust programming language in the field, object-
oriented open source such as Java. 

• Sophisticated and open source APIs to solve 
mathematical complexities such as JAMA, Jscientific 
and JAI. 

• The Swing API for loading images and the realization 
of different graphical interfaces. 

A pair of images is loaded into our application (Figure 3), 
after the interests points are computed in each image, using 
the implementation of Harris algorithm (Figure 4), and then 
the matching of interest points is calculated in the phase 
matching by implementing the correlation algorithm ZNCC 
(Figure 5). 
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Fig. 3. loading apair of images 

 
Fig. 4. detection ofInterest pointsfor each image 

 
Fig. 5. Matching Interest points by the Correlation algorithm ZNCC 
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To estimate the intrinsic parameters of each camera by our 
approach two phases must be implemented initialization to 
provide a initial solution and the minimization of cost function 
(24) to find an optimal solution (Table 2). 

VIII. RESULTS AND COMPARAISON OF OUR METHOD WITH 
OTHER 

TABLE II. THE RESULTS OF THE INTRINSIC CAMERA PARAMETERS 
ESTIMATED BY THE THREE METHODS 

  Optimal solution 
 cameras f  ε  0u  0v  τ  

O
ur

 
ap

pr
oa

c
h 

Camera1 1487 0,98 257 263 0,03 
Camera2 1480 0,97 261 258 0,02 
Camera3 1483 0,93 258 261 0,05 
Camera4 1484 0,95 260 255 0,07 

Ji
an

g 

Camera1 1477 1 263 258 0 
Camera2 1472 0,98 260 263 0,12 
Camera3 1474 0,92 254 261 0,15 
Camera4 1471 0,94 257 255 0,13 

El
 

ak
ka

d 

Camera1 1492 0,95 240 260 0,05 
Camera2 1490 0,92 248 255 0,06 
Camera3 1491 0,97 253 258 0,04 
Camera4 1489 0,93 252 262 0,03 

In order to show the performance and robustness of our 
method presented in this paper, the simulation results are 
compared to those obtained by several efficient methods of 
Jiang [14], and El akkad [50]. 

The loading of images is shown in Figure 3, the corner 
points and the matches between these two images are shown 
in Figure 4, 5 and the intrinsic parameters estimated by three 
methods(the present method, El akkad [50], and Jiang’s [14]) 
are shown in Table 2below. 

After comparing the results on the synthetic data, the 
results of the present approach on real data are compared to 
those obtained by El akkad [50] and Jiang [14] on the same 
data. The reading and the analysis of the intrinsic camera 
parameters presented in Table 2show that the results of the 
present approach are a little different from those obtained by 
Jiang and El akkad. Therefore, this method provides a robust 
performance, and it is very close to the other well-established 
methods. In addition, this method has several advantages: it is 
based only on the data of the first image without the use the 
data of the second image for the estimation of the intrinsic 
camera parameters, the use of any camera and the use of an 
unknown3D scene. 

 
Fig. 6. The execution time according to the number of images 

Figure 6 shows that the execution time of the different 
methods increases, and finally it shows the effect of the use of 
a large image number. 

IX. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a robust method of camera self-calibration by 

an unknown three-dimensional scene is presented. The lack of 
information about the scene requires to be based on 
mathematical complexities to find the camera settings. This 
new method is based on the determination of a relationship 
between two points and oppositely relative to the X axis in the 
3D scene and their projections in the planes of the images g 
and d and between the relationships between the images of the 
absolute conic. These relationships give a nonlinear cost 
function, and the minimization of this function provides the 

intrinsic parameters of the cameras used. Our technology is 
used to provide more information about the scene which 
makes the calculation of the parameters in images very simple. 

Our method allows easily and without the use or of the data of 
the second image or the geometrical entities defined between 
the pair of images estimating the intrinsic parameters of each 
camera independently from each other. The robustness, the 
power and the rapidity ofthis method is shown by the results 
of the experiments andthe simulations conducted. 
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Abstract—In this paper, new approaches of internal multi-
model control are proposed to be applied for the case of the 
discrete-time systems with parametric uncertainty. In this sense, 
two implantation structures of the internal multi-model control 
are adopted; the first is based on the principle of switching and 
the second on the residues techniques. The stability’s study of 
these control structures is based on the Kharitonov theorem, thus 
two extensions of this theorem have been applied to define the 
internal models. To illustrate these approaches, simulation 
results are presented at the end of this article. 

Keywords—Internal model control IMC; Internal multi-model 
control IMMC; Kharitonov theorem; Switching method; Residues 
techniques; discrete-time systems; uncertain systems 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The robustness problem in the case of parametric 

uncertainties aroused great interest among researchers. 
Robustness means the preservation of system characteristics 
such as stability or performance in the presence of unknown 
disturbances and noise. 

Different control methods to solve this problem have been 
proposed. The internal model control has always been 
considered as an efficient approach in control systems, due to 
its high accuracy and robustness against internal and external 
disturbances. This method is generally used because of its 
robustness; it includes an inspired internal model of the process 
and a controller. It’s preferable that this controller is the 
inverse of the internal model to ensure a perfect tracking of the 
reference. In this article, the internal multi-model control 
approach for the case of discrete-time uncertain systems is 
proposed to be applied. 

Our contribution consists in implanting a control structure 
based on a multi-model controller in the discrete area by 
adopting two synthesis techniques namely switching 
technology and residues technique in order to minimize errors 
due to the modeling imperfections. These two techniques will 
be developed in this paper. 

This structure contains instead of one internal model a set 
of models representing the process in different operating points 
by using multi-model approach and by consequent, a set of 
controllers that based on two specific inversion methods. 

The system under consideration in this paper is a class of 
complex systems which is the discrete-time uncertain system 
with parametric uncertainty. 

The multi-model approach is used to obtain the internal 
models inspired from the process of this control structure. It’s a 
mathematical approach designed to represent the best possible 
the dynamic operation of a complex process, using linear time-
invariant models. The multi-model approach allows 
representing complex systems in the form of interpolation 
between linear models. Each local model is a dynamic linear 
time invariant system valid around an operating point. [1] 

Kharitonov method is used with these two theorems [15] 
for the discrete-time uncertain systems to determine the 
internal models of the multi-model control structure. 

In these control structures, synthesis of the controller is 
reduced to a problem of internal models inverse construction. 
In addition, the direct inversion of the models is often 
impossible. Thus, the proposed controller synthesis approach is 
based on a specific inversion method. This approach has been 
modified to improve the accuracy of the controlled system. 
[3,4] 

II. DISCRETE-TIME UNCERTAIN SYSTEMS 
In practice there are many uncertainties that affect the 

physical system and therefore its model. In general, two 
uncertainty classes are distinguished, the structured 
uncertainties that affect the physical parameters value of the 
process model and the unstructured uncertainties defined by an 
upper bound of the model difference in the frequency domain. 
[2,13] 

This article focuses on a class of uncertain systems where 
uncertainty is parametric. 

III. STABILITY STUDY OF THE DISCRETE-TIME UNCERTAIN 
SYSTEMS USING KHARITONOV METHOD 

The Kharitonov theorem is an important combination, 
generalizing the Routh-Hurwitz criterion. [10] The application 
of the Kharitonov theorem in the continuous case leads to false 
results for the uncertain discrete-time systems. This has 
required the development of this theorem in the discrete-time 
case. [14, 15, 16] 

A. First extension of the Kharitonov method 
Let I(z) be the polynomials family of the following form: 

0
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where the coefficients belong to a box A : 
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By introducing the vertices V and edges E of the box A: 
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The corresponding families of vertices and edges 
polynomials are defined by: 
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Theorem 1: Let n>1 and assume that in the family I(z) we 
have fixed upper order coefficients such that ai

-=ai
+ for 

i=n/2+1, ...., n if n is even and i=(n+1)/2,....,n if n is odd. Then 
the entire family I(z) is stable if and only if the family of vertex 
polynomials Iv(z) is stable. 

B. Second extension of the Kharitonov theorem 
In the above theorem, the upper order coefficients are fixed, 

now let us consider that all the coefficients are allowed to vary, 
so let ‘nu’ be defined as follow: 

1, 2,....,
2 2
n nnu n = + + 

 
     if n is even                          (8) 

( 1) ( 1)1, 2,....,
2 2

n nnu n+ + = + + 
 

   if n is odd           (9) 

Let consider the upper edges E* which can be defined by: 
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The upper edge polynomials are obtained by varying a 
single higher order parameter and fixing others at their 
minimum or maximum values. 

The family of higher edge polynomials can be defined by: 

{ }* 1 *
1 0 0( ) : ( ) .... ), ( ,....., )n n
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A typical upper edge in IE
*(z) is defined by: 
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Theorem 2: The family of polynomials I(z) is stable if and 
only if the family of edge polynomials IE

*(z) is stable. 

IV. INTERNAL MODEL CONTROL STRUCTURE 
This internal model control strategy acquired interest due to 

its robustness. The main advantage of this structure is the 
simplicity of its construction, and the easy interpretation of the 
roles of its blocks.[3,8] 

The internal model control structure includes an internal 
model ‘M’ which is an explicit model of the process to be 
controlled and a regulator ‘C’ which can be chosen the inverse 
of the model and if necessary a robustness filter ‘F’ as 
indicated in figure (1). ‘R’, ‘d’, ‘Y’, are respectively the 
reference to reach, the modeling error and the system output. 
‘P’ is a disturbance added at the output of the process 

The internal model control structure used as a control signal 
the difference between the output of the process and its internal 
model. 

In the basic structure of the IMC, the command signal “U” 
outcome from the corrector ‘C’ is applied simultaneously to the 
process ‘G’ and its model ‘M’. The IMC exploits the behavior 
gap to correct the error on the reference. The error signal 
includes the influence of external disturbances and modeling 
errors. 

Generally the internal model control structure includes a 
robustness filter usually introduced in the feedback loop. Its 
role is to introduce certain robustness against the modeling 
errors. 

 
Fig. 1. Basic structure of the internal model control structure 

In this article, the presence of the filter is not taken into 
account. 

In this control structure, the controller is chosen equal to 
the model inverse to ensure the equality between the process 
output and the reference despite the added disturbance at the 
output. [3] 

In addition, the direct inversion of the model is often 
impossible, especially when the model is with no-minimum 
phase or presents a delay, thus, inversion methods are used. 
The implementation method of the approximated inverse is 
used for systems with a transfer function whose order of the 
numerator is less than the order of the denominator, non-
minimum phase systems and delay systems. 

The following diagram is considered with M(z) is the 
model transfer function and A1 is a gain to choose. [5,6,7,8,9] 
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Fig. 2. Basic idea to obtain the approximated inverse 

The global transfer function of the scheme (2) is: 

1

1

( )
1 ( )

AC z
A M z

=
+

                                                          (12) 

For sufficiently high values of the gain A1, the controller 
C(z) approaches the inverse of  internal model M(z): 

1( )
( )

C z
M z

≈                                                                     (13) 

Thus, the global transfer function C(z) is the approximated 
inverse of the model transfer function M(z). 

For some classes of systems, the gain A1 that ensures 
stability of the loop that realize the controller C(z), may not be 
very high, which does not allow us to obtain the approximated 
inverse, therefore, a gain A2 is added to ensure a null static 
error. Thus, a second structure of the corrector is proposed: [5, 
6, 8] 

 
Fig. 3. Structure of the second corrector used 

The gain A2 is used to ensure the desired accuracy, it is 
described by the following expression: 

1
2

1

1 (1)
(1)

A MA
A M
+

=                                                                (14) 

V. INTERNAL MULTI-MODEL CONTROL APPROACH OF 
UNCERTAIN DISCRETE-TIME SYSTEMS 

In order to reduce the complexity of dynamic process, the 
tendency has been to use linear time invariants models (LTI). 

The multi-model represents complex system as an 
interpolation between in general linear or affine local models. 
Each local model is a dynamic system LTI (Linear Time 
Invariant) valid around an operating point.[1] 

Uncertain systems can be represented by a library of linear 
models. These linear models are at the origin of the elaboration 
of a new control structure called internal multi-model control 
structure denoted IMMC. By combining the internal model 
control structure and the multi-model approach, the internal 
multi-model control approach is obtained. 

The internal multi-model control structure for uncertain 
discrete-time systems was developed from the structure 

described in the latest paragraph. It uses instead of a single 
internal model a library of models after the application of the 
Kharitonov’s theorem for this class of discrete-time uncertain 
systems.[12] 

This IMMC structure exploits the difference between the 
output of the process and the library of models outputs. 

Let’s consider the following diagram of the internal multi-
model control structure: [6, 8, 10, 11] 

 
Fig. 4. Internal multi-model control structure of uncertain discrete-time 
systems 

In this structure, the process is the uncertain discrete-time 
system to be controlled, M1(z), M2(z), M3(z), … , Mh(z) for 
i=1,..,h, represent the transfer functions of the internal models 
and C1(z), C2(z), C3(z), … , Ch(z) for i=1,..,h, are the transfer 
functions of the controllers. 

In this control structure Mi(z) for i = 1, ... , h, are the linear 
models library inspired from the uncertain process, ‘d’ is the 
modeling error and ‘v’ is the validation index of the nearest 
model. 

The proposed regulators for this control structure are the 
Mi

-1 inverse models library that represents the inverse of the 
internal models Mi for i=1,..,h. 

Several fusion methods were employed in the literature. 

The choice of the control signal to be applied in this article 
is based firstly, on the switching method and secondly on the 
fusion method known as the residues techniques. 

A. First IMMC structure based on the switching principle 
This first method consists of determining the closest model 

to the process that allows to have the least modeling error. The 
control signal to be applied is therefore the signal that 
corresponds to the model that leads to the slightest error. 

Using the first method to realize the approximated inverse 
[5,6], this diagram of the internal multi-model control structure 
based on the switching technique is obtained: 
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Fig. 5. Diagram of the first internal multi-model control structure of uncertain 
discrete-time systems based on switching method 

In the basic diagram of this structure A1, A2, A3, … , Ah are 
the gains used for the inverse models. 

Among the different Kharitonov models, the model that has 
the slightest error is chosen. The selected controller is then 
obtained from the model, whose output is nearest to the 
process, the validation block ensures the choice of this model. 

The figures (6) and (7) represent the block diagram of the 
model validation method and the diagram describing the 
principle of control calculation. 

 
Fig. 6. Basic diagram of the model validation method 

 
Fig. 7. Basic diagram for computing the control signal 

For some classes of systems, the gain Ai with i∈[1, .. ,h] 
that ensures stability of the loop that realize the controllers 

Ci(z) for i=1,..,h, may not be very high, which does not allow 
us to obtain the approximated inverses, therefore, a gain A2i for 
i=1,..,h is added to ensure a null static error. Thus, using the 
second structure of the proposed corrector described in figure 
(3), a second internal multi-model control structure which is 
based on the switching principle is obtained: 

 
Fig. 8. Diagram of the second internal multi-model control structure of 
uncertain discrete-time systems based on switching method 

B. Second IMMC structure based on the residues techniques 
of the uncertain discrete-time systems 
The second internal multi-model control structure assumes 

the same internal models but the choice of the control signal to 
be applied is based on the principle of fusion known as 
residues techniques. 

Using the inversion methods described previously for the 
realization of the inverse models, the first diagram of the 
internal multi-model control structure based on the residues 
techniques is obtained: 

 
Fig. 9. First diagram of the internal multi-model control structure for discrete-
time uncertain systems based on residues techniques 

The calculation of the global command to apply to the 
system depends on partial control signals related to the models 
Mi and on the validities of these models. 

Validity indexes are inversely proportional to the difference 
between the system output and the outputs of the internal 
models that can be defined by: 

( ) ( ) ( )i id t y t y t= −            for i=1,..,h                                (15) 
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The validity can be expressed by the expression (16): 

1

1

1
i

i
h

j j

d
v

d=

=

∑
                                                                       (16) 

Thus, the global control signal can be defined by the 
expression (17): 

1
( ) ( ) ( )

h

i i
i

u t v t u t
=

=∑                                                            (17) 

Using the second structure of the proposed corrector, a 
second internal multi-model control structure which is based 
on the residues technique is obtained: 

 
Fig. 10. Second diagram of the internal multi-model control structure for 
discrete-time uncertain systems based on residues techniques 

VI. APPLICATION 
In this paragraph, there are two parts. In the first part, the 

first extension of the Kharitonov theorem is used and in the 
second part, the second Kharitonov theorem extension is 
applied. In each part, there are two sections. In the first section 
the internal multi-model control structure based on the 
switching method is applied, however, in the second section, 
the second internal multi-model control structure based on 
residues techniques is considered. 

A. Example 1: Using the first Khartonov theorem 
1) Application of the multi-model control structure based 

on the swiching method: 
Let’s consider the following transfer function: 

01
2

5.0)(
azaz

zzG
++

−
=                                                         (18) 

where: 

 

 

Applying the first Kharitonov theorem previously defined, 
the following four Kharitonov models are obtained: 

1.09.0
5.0)( 21 +−

−
=

zz
zzM                                                    (19) 

15.09.0
5.0)( 22 +−

−
=

zz
zzM                                                (20) 

1.06.0
5.0)( 23 +−

−
=

zz
zzM                                                    (21) 

15.06.0
5.0)( 24 +−

−
=

zz
zzM                                                (22) 

The system is stable for values of gains A1<1.33, A2<1.36, 
A3<1.13 and A4<1.16. 

During the whole application: 

The sampling period is considered equal to T=0.1s 

The input signal takes the form of a unit step reference 

The disturbance takes the form of step with amplitude 
equal to 0.5 applied at k=20 

The output signal by applying the first internal multi-model 
control structure based on the switching method for Ai=1 for 
i=1,…,4 is presented in the figure 11. The output signal 
oscillate at startup, this is due to the switching of the control 
signal. Also, the system presents a non-null error on the steady-
state, this is because the gains Ai for i=1,..,4 that ensure 
stability of the loop that realize the controller C(z) are not very 
high, which does not allow us to obtain the approximated 
inverses, thus, a gains A2i for i=1,..,4 are added to ensure a null 
static error. It is therefore preferable to apply the second 
internal multi-model control structure based on the switching 
technique. 

The output signal for Ai=1 for i=1,…,4 and A21=1.4, 
A22=1.5, A23=2, A24=2.11 is displayed in the figure 12. The 
output of this uncertain process presents oscillation in transient 
regime and quickly reaches the reference in steady state. 

By adding a disturbance at the output, the output signal for 
the same gains values Ai and A2i for i=1,..,4 is displayed in the 
figure 13. This control structure has rejected the external 
disturbance. 

The figure 14 displays the validity signal, this signal lets us 
show the chosen model and therefore the selected controller 
applied. 

For a sampling period T=1s and for the same gains values 
Ai and A2i, the figure 15 shows the output signal. The system 
takes longer time to stabilize that with a period ten times 
smaller. 

[ ]0 0.1,0.15a ∈

[ ]1 0.9, 0.6a ∈ − −
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Fig. 11. Output signal for Ai=1 for i = 1,..,4 and for a sampling period T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 12. Output signal for Ai=1 for i=1,..,4 and A21=1.4, A22=1.5, A23=2, 
A24=2.11 and for a sampling period T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 13. Output signal by adding a disturbance for Ai=1 for i=1,..,4 and 
A21=1.4, A22=1.5, A23=2, A24=2.11 and for a sampling period T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 14. Validity signal for Ai=1 for i=1,..,4 and A21=1.4, A22=1.5, A23=2, 
A24=2.11 and for a sampling period T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 15. Output signal for a sampling period T=1s, for Ai=1 for i=1,..,4 and for 
A21=1.4, A22=1.5, A23=2, A24=2.11 

2) Application of the multi-model control structure based 
on the residues techniques: 

The same example previously studied in the last paragraph 
and defined by the transfer function (18) and the four internal 
models (19, 20, 21, 22) is considered in this paragraph. 

The output signal by applying the first internal multi-model 
control structure based on residues techniques for Ai=1 for 
i=1,…,4 is presented in the figure 16. As previously, this first 
control structure with internal multi-model based on residues 
techniques does not allow us to obtain perfect results, the 
system output presents static errors. It is preferable to apply the 
second internal multi-model control structure based on residues 
techniques. 

By applying the second internal multi-model control 
structure based on residues techniques, the output signal for 
Ai=1 for i=1,…,4 and A21=1.4, A22=1.5, A23=2, A24=2.11 is 
displayed in the figure 17. It’s noted that the transient state 
presents oscillation then the process output converges well to 
the reference. 
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By adding a disturbance at the output, the output signal for 
the same gains values is presented in the figure 18. This second 
internal multi-model control structure allows to reject the 
external disturbance. The figure 19 displayed the validity 
signals of the different models. These signals are used for the 
computing of the control signal. 

For a period T=1s, the output signal for the same gains 
values is displayed in the figure 20. By increasing the value of 
the sampling period T, the system takes more time to stabilise. 

 
Fig. 16. Output signal for Ai=1 for i=1,...,4 

 
Fig. 17. Output signal for Ai=1 for i=1,..,4 and A21=1.4, A22=1.5, A23=2, 
A24=2.11 and for a sampling period T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 18. Output signal by adding a disturbance for Ai=1 for i=1,..,4 and 
A21=1.4, A22=1.5, A23=2, A24=2.11 and for a sampling period T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 19. Validities signals for Ai=1 for i=1,..,4 and A21=1.4, A22=1.5, A23=2, 
A24=2.11 and for a sampling period T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 20. Output signal for a sampling period T=1s, Ai=1 for i=1,..,4 and for 
A21=1.4, A22=1.5, A23=2, A24=2.11 

Satisfactory results have been obtained with this two 
internal multi-model control structure. The amplitude of the 
oscillations in the transient state for the case of the second 
structure based on the fusion method is somewhat higher 
compared to the first structure based on the switching method. 
However, by using this second structure, the system has 
reached the reference and has rejected the disturbance more 
rapidly. 

B. Example 2: Using the second Kharitonov theorem 
1) Application of the multi-model control structure based 

on the switching method: 
Let’s consider the transfer function of the uncertain system 

defined by the expression (23): 

2
2 1 0

( 0.5)( ) zG z
a z a z a

−
=

+ +
                                                     (23) 

where: 
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It is clear that the system can be written in the poly-topical 
form, therefore by applying the second theorem, the following 
twelve edges polynomials can be determined by varying one 
parameter and setting the others. 

)6.08.0(1.05.2),( 2
1 λλ −+−= zzzE                                (24) 

)6.08.0(25.05.2),( 2
2 λλ −++= zzzE                           (25) 

)6.08.0(1.04),( 2
3 λλ −+−= zzzE                                 (26) 

)6.08.0(25.04),( 2
4 λλ −++= zzzE                               (27) 

2.0)35.025.0(5.2),( 2
5 +−+= zzzE λλ                         (28)       

8.0)35.025.0(5.2),( 2
6 +−+= zzzE λλ                         (29) 

2.0)35.025.0(4),( 2
7 +−+= zzzE λλ                            (30) 

8.0)03525.0(4),( 2
8 +−+= zzzE λλ                              (31) 

2.01.0)5.14(),( 2
9 +−−= zzzE λλ                                 (32)  

8.01.0)5.14(),( 2
10 +−−= zzzE λλ                                (33) 

2.025.0)5.14(),( 2
11 ++−= zzzE λλ                              (34) 

8.025.0)5.14(),( 2
12 ++−= zzzE λλ                              (35) 

According to the second theorem defined above, the 
stability of the uncertain system can be checked by studying 
the four higher models. This system is stable if and only if 
these four higher polynomials are stable. 

By studying these four models, we find that the uncertain 
system is stable thereafter, the four higher Kharitonov models 
for λ=0.5 are proposed to be considered as the four internal 
models of the multi-model control structure. 

2.01.025.3
5.0)( 21 +−

−
=

zz
zzM                                         (36)                                                                    

8.01.025.3
5.0)( 22 +−

−
=

zz
zzM                                         (37)                                                                                

2.025.025.3
5.0)( 23 ++

−
=

zz
zzM                                      (38)                                                                            

8.025.025.3
5.0)( 24 ++

−
=

zz
zzM                                      (39) 

The process is stable for gains A1<2.36, A2<2.76, A3<2.13, 
A4<2.86. 

The output signal by applying the first internal multi-model 
control structure based on the switching method for Ai=1, for 
i=1,…,4 is displayed in the figure 21. The static error is 
different to zero in the steady state that’s because the gains Ai 
for i=1,…,4 that ensure stability of the loop that realize the 
controller C(z) are not very high. Thus the second internal 
multi-model control structure based on the switching method is 
proposed to be applied. 

By applying the second internal multi-model control 
structure based on the switching method, the output signal for 
Ai=1 for i=1,…,4 and A21=7.9, A22=8.9, A23=8.4, A24=9.6 is 
shown in the figure 22. 

The figure 23 represents the validity signal for the same 
gains values Ai and A2i for i=1,..,4. This figure shows the 
switching between the models and consequently between the 
control signals in the transient state. After, one second the 
validity signal has stabilized and the second controller has 
commanded the system. 

By adding a disturbance at the output, the output signal is 
shown in the figure 24. The use of this control structure 
allowed us to reject the external disturbance. 

The addition of external disturbance leads to more 
switching between models. This is shown in the figure 25 that 
displayed the validity signal for this case. 

For a sampling period T=1s, the output signal for the same 
gains values Ai and A2i for i=1,..,4 is displayed in the figure 26. 
From this figure, it’s clear that for the same value of the gains 
Ai and A2i for i=1,..,4, the system takes more times to stabilize. 

 
Fig. 21. Output signal for Ai=1, for i=1,…,4 and T=0.1s 
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(b) : Output signal 
Fig. 22. Output signal for Ai=1, for i=1,…,4 and A21=7.9, A22=8.9, A23=8.4, 
A24=9.6 and for a sampling period T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 23. Validity signal for Ai=1, for i=1,…,4 and A21=7.9, A22=8.9, A23=8.4, 
A24=9.6 and for a sampling period T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 24. Output signal by adding external disturbance for Ai=1, for i=1,…,4 
and A21=7.9, A22=8.9, A23=8.4, A24=9.6 and for T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 25. Validity signal for the case of the disturbance presence and for Ai=1, 
for i=1,…,4 and A21=7.9, A22=8.9, A23=8.4, A24=9.6 and for T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 26. Output signal for a sampling period T=1s and for Ai=1, for i=1,…,4 
and A21=7.9, A22=8.9, A23=8.4, A24=9.6 

2) Application of the multi-model control structure based 
on the residues techniques: 

Let’s consider the same example previously studied in the 
preceding paragraph where the transfer function of the system 
is defined by (23) and the four internal models are given by 
(36, 37, 38 and 39). 

The output signal by applying the first internal multi-model 
control structure based on fusion method for Ai=1 for i=1,..,4 is 
presented in the figure 27. The system output does not follow 
properly the reference and it present low oscillations in 
transient state. Thus, it’s better to apply the second internal 
multi-model control structure based on the residues techniques. 

By applying the second internal multi-model control 
structure based on the residues techniques, the output signal for 
Ai=1, A21=7.9, A22=8.9, A23=8.4 and A24=9.6 for i=1,...,4 is 
shown in the figure 28. Satisfactory results have been obtained 
by the application of this second internal multi-model control 
structure based on residues techniques, it has enabled us to 
have null static errors. 

By adding disturbance at the output, the figure 29 displays 
the output signal. This second internal multi-model control 
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structure based on residues techniques leads to reject the added 
disturbance. 

The figure 30 displays the validity signals of the different 
models. This figure shows the validity of the different internal 
models used for the calculation of the control signal. 

For a sampling period T=1s, the output signal for the same 
gains values Ai and A2i for i=1,..,4 are presented in figures 31. 
From this figure, it’s clear that the system takes longer time to 
reach the reference. 

 
Fig. 27. Output signal for Ai=1, for i=1,…,4 and for a sampling period T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 28. Output signal for Ai=1, for i=1,…,4 and A21=7.9, A22=8.9, A23=8.4, 
A24=9.6 and for a sampling period T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 29. Output signal by adding external disturbance for Ai=1, for i=1,…,4 
and A21=7.9, A22=8.9, A23=8.4, A24=9.6 and for T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 30. Validity signals for Ai=1, for i=1,…,4 and A21=7.9, A22=8.9, A23=8.4, 
A24=9.6 and for T=0.1s 

 
Fig. 31. Output signal for Ai=1, for i=1,…,4 and A21=7.9, A22=8.9, A23=8.4, 
A24=9.6 and for T=1s 

Satisfactory results have been obtained with this two 
internal multi-model control structure. 

The second Kharitonov method leads to best results 
compared to the first method. The oscillations in the transient 
state decreased and the output signals have reached the 
reference more rapidly relatively. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
In this article, the internal multi-model control structures 

IMMC have been applied for the case of the discrete-time 
uncertain systems. The first internal multi-model control 
structure is based on the approach of switching between the 
different models. On the other hand, the second internal multi-
model control structure is based on the residues techniques. 

The Kharitonov method has been used for the study of the 
uncertain discrete-time systems. Linear models were obtained 
by applying this method with their two extensions for the case 
of the discrete-time uncertain systems. 

These two control approaches have been applied for this 
class of systems, the discrete-time uncertain systems which can 
be represented by a linear model library. These linear models 
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obtained by using the Kharitonov method are considered as 
internal models of these control structures. 

The controller synthesis approach proposed is based on a 
specific inversion method. This approach has been modified to 
improve the accuracy of the controlled system. 

These different control structures have been successfully 
applied for the case of uncertain discrete-time systems. 

By applying the first extension of the Kharitonov method, 
the second internal multi-model control structure based on 
residues techniques led to good results in terms of speed 
compared to the internal multi-model control structure based 
on the switching method. 

The second extension of the Kharitonov method leads to 
better results compared to the first method. The oscillations in 
the transient state have decreased clearly. 

In this article, the robustness of the proposed internal multi-
model control approaches overlooked the modeling errors and 
the external disturbances has been shown. 

The choice of the sampling frequency strongly influences 
on the response of the system, a high value of the sampling 
frequency leads to more time taken to stabilize. 

However, these satisfactory results invite us to improve the 
structure of our control approach whatsoever at the level of our 
controller or at the control loop level to improve the system 
performance in particular rejecting the effect of uncertainty 
whatever the synthesis approach. 
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Abstract—There are currently more mobile devices than 

people on the planet. This number is likely to multiply many 

folds with the Internet of Things revolution in the next few years. 

This may treasure an unprecedented computational power 

especially with the wide spread of multicore processors on mobile 

phones. This paper investigates and proposes a new methodology 

for mobile cluster computing, where multiple mobile devices 

including their multicore processors can be combined to perform 

possibly massively parallel applications. The paper presents in 

details the steps for building and testing the mobile cluster using 

the proposed methodology and proving the successful 

implementation. 

Keywords—Parallel computing; High-performance computing; 

Mobile computing; Cluster computing; Android OS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) 
estimates that by the end of 2016 there will be almost 7.3 
billion mobile subscriptions [1], which is equivalent to 95 
percent of the world population. The number of mobile 
broadband subscriptions is also rising significantly due to the 
ever increasing popularity of mobile devices (e.g., 
smartphones, tablets, notebooks, iPads, etc.) with an estimate 
that the number of subscribers will reach 2.3 billions globally 
by the end of 2016. 

Another important prediction is that the number of mobile 
devices per capita, already increasing significantly, is expected 
to reach 1.5 by 2020 [2]. These numbers and predictions 
understandably made the mobile communications one of the 
fastest growing fields of technology. Many people are starting 
to depend on their smartphones as a primary and, sometimes, 
only computing device. The constant development in the 
capabilities of mobile devices enabled those devices to be in 
some cases an adequate replacement for traditional computers 
where it can compute with comparable performance. 

With both the rapidly growing capabilities and wide spread 
of mobile devices, the authors expect further growth of using 
mobile devices in general and smartphones in particular for 
more performance-intensive computing tasks that were 
previously handled by traditional computers. To deal with this 
tidal wave of high-performance applications the quality of 
experience on devices based on single core CPUs rapidly 
degrades when users run several applications concurrently, or 
run performance-intensive applications. Therefore, smartphone 

industry transitioned to multicore CPUs to cope with the 
performance challenges. The availability of multicore mobile 
devices makes them a prime candidate for parallel computing 
applications. Similar to what happened with traditional 
computers, the authors expect another extension of mobile 
parallel computing to include multi-node High Performance 
Computing (HPC) clusters. 

Another critical factor to consider is the underutilization of 
mobile devices compared with the energy consumed. Most 
mobile computing and communication devices recharge their 
batteries because of the power leakage and the power 
consumed just to keep the devices on, without actual use. This 
observation applies more to the corporate mobile systems. This 
was another motivation for both the research community and 
industry to develop solutions to use the wasted energy in 
distributed mobile systems for larger combined computational 
power. For example, HTC and Samsung recently launched 
mobile applications (HTC Power to Give [3] and Samsung 
Power Sleep [4]) to enable smartphone owners to contribute 
unused computational power in mobile grids. 

Using smartphones as a portable high performance 
computing infrastructure can be beneficial in many ways: 

 Situations where access to HPC machines is non-
existent and the only means for accomplishing 
resource-intensive computations are mobile devices. 
Those situations turned out to be widely spread in many 
military as well as civilian applications. 

 Performance and energy-efficiency gains. By splitting 
the processing among several devices. This will, not 
only speed up the processing, but will also distribute the 
battery drain across all devices. Several solutions have 
been proposed to enhance the CPU performance [5], [6] 
and to manage the disk and screen in an intelligent 
manner to reduce power consumption [7], [8]. 
However, these solutions require changes in the 
structure of mobile devices, or they require a new 
hardware that results in cost increase and may not be 
feasible for all mobile devices. But distributing the 
workload over a large number of processors may reduce 
the power consumption of each device separately. 

 Using the mobile cluster for educational purposes by 
creating an on spot parallel computing cluster using the 
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available smartphones in the classroom, especially 
when obtaining HPC machinery for education purposes 
is not feasible or possible. 

 Another usage for the smartphone-based computing 
infrastructure is that an enterprise could benefit from 
significant energy savings and better operation by 
offloading tasks to clusters of smartphones and 
converging the clusters to the larger cloud. 

Based on the above introduction and motivation, the 
research team investigated a solution based on developing a 
portable parallel computing cluster made of available 
smartphones. A key point is that the cluster uses standard 
parallel computing languages and techniques to facilitate  the 
migration between the developed solution and standard HPC 
systems and clouds. Therefore, the solution is entirely based on 
standard C programming with Message Passing Interface 
(MPI). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
reviews the previous approaches identifying the shortcomings 
of each, which lead to the current research. Section 3, describes 
the details of building the proposed solution. Testing and 
evaluation of the developed mobile cluster are introduced in 
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 provides the conclusions and 
potential future applications. 

II. PREVIOUS APPROACHES 

There have been several parallel processing attempts on 
mobile devices, specifically on smartphones. In 2008 Daniel 
Doolan, Sabin Tabirca, and Laurence Yang implemented an 
MPI library on a Bluetooth network in a Java based 
environment [9]. The authors of the current paper attempted 
reproducing the reported Bluetooth cluster as described in the 
paper with no success. Despite the failure to replicate, we have 
three reservation on the published work today: (1) Doolan et al. 
reportedly redefined the MPI library to fit with the Bluetooth 
network. Hence, the MPI implementation is no longer standard 
to fit, and integrate, with other cross-compiled MPI systems, 
(2) The Java-based environment is on the decline [10] which 
makes the resulting cluster based on outdated technology, and 
(3) Typical HPC software systems are not developed with Java 
due to the virtual machine nature preventing full performance 
control. 

Another attempt was carried out by Hinojos et al. [11]. The 
project is named BlueHoc, a system that enables distributed 
computation on Android smartphones via Bluetooth networks. 
It was designed for military fields where there might be no 
access to a fixed computing infrastructure. MPI was not used 
for the parallel programming on the BlueHoc system. An 
alternate approach was developed using the radio frequency 
communication (RFCOMM) protocol. This is clearly a 
nonstandard HPC programming library which, again, impedes 
the integration of parallel mobile systems into clouds and fixed 
HPC infrastructures. 

Felix Büsching, Sebastian Schildt, and Lars Wolf 
developed another approach titled DroidCluster, based on 
installing Debian ARM on the SD card of a smartphone rather 
than direct Android programming. Their published paper lists a 

number of potential applications of portable clusters and uses 
the LINPACK benchmark to test the cluster performance [12]. 

In 2013 Chien-Chung Wu and Juyn-Jie Huang published a 
study implementing Android parallel programming based on 
the dual-core Cortex A9 [13]. This study focused on single 
node multicore programming with OpenMP rather than cluster 
computing with MPI. 

Finally, Iulian Vîrtejanu and Costică Nitu developed a 
mobile cluster based on cross compiling the MPICH2 library 
for Android phones. The paper does not mention the 
communication protocol used to form the mobile cluster (e.g. 
ssh). Also, the detailed steps for cluster building were not 
mentioned [14]. 

III. CLUSTER BUILDING 

A. Software 

In July 2016, Android's market share was 66.01%, 
exceeding all other smartphone's operating systems [10]. The 
availability of Android phones was not the only reason for 
choosing it for building our mobile cluster. The fact that 
Android is open source, Linux-based operating system allowed 
us to assume that all Linux applications can be easily ported to 
Android mobile devices. But that was proven incorrect. While 
Android is Linux-based it does not fully utilize the standard 
Linux kernel. Because Linux is open-source, the Android 
developers modified the Linux kernel to fit their needs 
[11][16]. There are some major differences between Android 
and Linux. For example, some of the standard GNU libraries 
are not included in Android. It does not rely on the GNU libc, 
for instance; it uses bionic instead [11]. 

Bionic is a C library that is not only much smaller in size 
than the GNU libc but also has less memory requirements. This 
means one cannot simply run Linux applications and libraries 
on Android [11]. For example, one of the libraries that cannot 
be directly ported to Android is the Message Passing Interface 
(MPI) library. MPI is an open source, portable library used in 
high-performance computing for message passing between 
parallel computing nodes. In order to build an MPI-based 
mobile cluster, we had to cross compile an MPI version with a 
library other than Bionic because Bionic does not support the 
full C/C++ standard [11]. In the current research project, the 
authors have chosen to cross compile and statically link 
MPICH which is a freely available implementation of the MPI 
standard to the Uclibc library. 

Uclibc is a C library that is smaller in size than glibc; it was 
intended for Linux-based embedded systems [17]. A Uclibc 
based GNU toolchain was generated for the ARM architecture, 
the processor's architecture of the devices used in the current 
research. The authors used Buildroot, an open source tool to 
generate embedded Linux systems [18], to generate the 
required toolchain for the ARM architecture. In addition, The 
research team used the Android Debug Bridge (ADB) tool to 
access the used smartphone's shell. Finally, The researchers 
had to unlock the bootloader of the Android devices used in the 
experiment to enable access to the devices with root-level 
permission as a super user. 
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B. Hardware 

Table I shows the hardware specifications for each of the 
two devices used in building the mobile cluster. 

TABLE I. HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS 

specifications 
Devices used 

Device 1 Device 2 

Number of cores 4 (1.2GHz) 2(1.5GHz) 

Operating system Android™ 4.4.2 Android™ 4.1.1 

RAM 1GB 1GB 

ROM 8 GB 8 GB 

C. The steps for building a cluster of Android devices 

1) Generate the toolchain. After downloading Buildroot 

software, go to the Buildroot directory and use make 

menuconfig command to open Buildroot configuration tool. 

After choosing the suitable configuration options, start the 

building process using make command. The Output will be 

found in '/PathToBuildroot/output/host/usr/bin' directory. 

2) Compile MPICH for the ARM architecture. After 

downloading MPICH, create a new folder with the name 

“build”. Then use the following command to statically build 

MPICH (from the MPICH directory): 

./configure –prefix=/mpich/build/ 

CC=/PathToBuildroot/output/host/usr/bin/arm-buildroot-

linux-uclibcgnueabi-gcc  

CFLAGS="-I/PathToBuildroot/output/host/usr/include/ " 

LDFLAGS="-L/PathToBuildroot/output/host/usr/lib/ " --

host=arm-linux --disable-shared --enable-static –disable-

fortran.” 

3) Use /mpich/build/bin/mpicc command to compile your 

C code. e.g.: /mpich/build/bin/mpicc -o myCode mycode.c 

Then copy the generated “myCode” file to each device /data 

directory. 

4) Change /system/etc/hosts file on each device to contain 

all IP addresses. Any file explorer application that requires 

root permission can be used.  The hosts file should look like 

this: 

10.0.0.1 localhost 

10.1.1.1 hostname1 

10.2.2.2 hostname2 
NOTE: The default hostname ”localhost” was changed on 

all devices and each device was give a distinct hostname. 

5) Copy the files in the generated /mpich/build/bin 

directory to each device in /system/xbin directory. 

The files can be copied from your computer to the mobile 

phones using ADB. Connect your phone to the computer, open 

the terminal and run: 

adb push -p /mpich/build/bin /system/xbin 
In case that „Read-only file system‟ message appears you 

can mount your system to read/write by running the following 
commands from your terminal: type adb shell, the phone's 
terminal will open. Then type su command to have super user 

permissions. By using the following command mount -o rw, 
remount /system you should be able to copy the files. 
In case that „permission denied‟ message appears: 
Run chmod 777 /system on the phone's terminal. 
Now MPICH should be running on the device to test it you can 
run the following command from the phone terminal: 
mpiexec -n 1 /data/myCode. 

6) Setup ssh for communication between devices. First 

you have to download ssh server for your Android phones. In 

our case we used Android ports “Unix command line packages 

built for Android”. Use the mobile device's shell to run this 

command: 
opkg install dropbear openssh. Then generate public and 

private key pairs in //.ssh/id_rsa (in system(root)) using this 
command /data/local/bin/ssh-keygen -t rsa. After copying the 
public key to the other phone //.ssh/authorized_keys (if the file 
does not exist, create it). Start dropbear on all devices by 
running: /data/local/bin/dropbear. Then Check that ssh is 
working by trying this command /data/local/bin/ssh 
root@ipaddress. 

NOTE: The hotspot was enabled on one of the devices and 
the other devices connected to it without being connected to 
the Internet just to create a local network. 

IV. TESTING AND EVALUATION 

A matrix multiplication program was developed to test the 
mobile cluster. The cluster was tested by executing a sequential 
version of the program on a single device. Then multiple 
parallel versions with a different number of processors were 
executed on the mobile cluster. Finally, we compared the 
execution time of all the runs. 

The following is the pseudocode of the matrix 
multiplication program that was executed on the developed 
mobile cluster 

Set the matrix size 

If rank equal zero  

Initialize the two matrices 

Distribute the matrices based on the matrix size and the 

number of processes 

If rank greater than zero  

Multiply the assigned part of the matrix based on the 

process number 

 Send the process result  

If rank equal zero  

Receive/collect results from other processes 

Table II shows the results of running the matrix 
multiplication code using square matrices of increasing sizes. 

The table contains the time taken in seconds to execute a 
matrix multiplication C code using one processor on device1 
then using four processors on device one then using six 
processors on device one and device two. 
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TABLE II. THE RESULTS OF RUNNING MATRIX MULTIPLICATION CODE 

ON MOBILE CLUSTER 

Matrix 

Dimensions 

Number of processes 

1 4 6 

200*200 1.136 0.552 2.082 

400*400 7.452 3.296 5.802 

600*600 27.03 9.686 11.962 

800*800 68.194 25.652 34.436 

1000*1000 136.152 49.192 56.168 

2000*2000 1120.506 479.924 385.81 

3000*3000 3994.886667 2231.788 1706.038 

4000*4000 13107.08667 6638.176667 4844.5725 

5000*5000 23148.62333 13920.55667 9351.23 

Fig 1. illustrates the results. It shows that when the matrix 
size was small, the run time for the program was almost the 
same on single core and multiple cores. As the matrix size 
increase, the time taken increased dramatically on the single 
core, a clear indication of the need for extra computational 
power to cope with the growing problem size. As the number 
of processors increases the execution time decreases. 

 
Fig. 1. The result of running matrix multiplication on mobile cluster 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS 

A. Conclusions 

The results show that using a cluster of smartphones as a 
high performance computing infrastructure is possible and can 
be in some cases an adequate alternative to the traditional 
cluster. It can also open the way to a plethora of new 
applications where the computational power of the 
smartphones are used to their fullest potential. 

We also found some limitations in the mobile cluster, one 
of which is that the nodes of the cluster are constantly moving 
which means that some nodes may leave the cluster before 
finishing the job. Another limitation is that nodes of the cluster  
have to be predefined, the IP address of each node has to be 
mentioned in the hosts file before executing any job on the 
cluster. 

B. Potential applications 

In addition to the previously identified applications in the 
literature [12], the current research authors suggest and plant to 
work on the following potential applications: 

 Personal identification by parallel biometrics computing 
using mobile devices. To overcome the limitations of 
the existing password-based authentication services on 
the Internet, we integrate personal features (ex: 
fingerprints, palmprints, hand geometry and face) into a 
hierarchical structure for fast and reliable personal 
identification and verification. To increase the speed 
and flexibility of the process, mobile devices can be 
used as a tool for parallel implementation in a 
distributed environment. The benefit of using a 
corporate or cloud mobile cluster for this application is 
two-fold. On one hand, it is increased security with 
distributed verification and manipulation of biomarkers. 
On the other hand, the use of parallel mobile clusters 
saves energy, computational resources, and 
consequently operation cost due to the saving of no 
longer needed dedicated infrastructure. 

 Distributed key agreement. Securing the access to 
certain files/ places within the same institution by 
distributing the access key over different mobile nodes. 
The dynamic re-allocation of the access keys serves like 
the multiple keys safes to increase the security and 
enables the tracking of intrusion. This highly optimizes 
cloud security. 

 Field data collection and processing. Capture, process 
and share data in places (such as military fields, 
agriculture fields, desert and geological excavations and 
navigations, etc.) where access to HPC (high 
performance computing) machines is non-existent. The 
utilization of the processing power of available devices, 
dynamic, mobile, ad hoc clusters can be used for the 
initial data collection and preprocessing. This may 
reduce or eliminate the need for data and program 
transmission. 

 Video and image understanding applications. 
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Abstract—During the last few years, the revolution of social 
networks such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram led to a daily 
increasing of data that are heterogeneous in their sources, data 
models, and platforms. Heterogeneous data sources have many 
forms such as the www, deep web, relational databases systems, 
No-SQL database systems, hierarchal data systems, semi-
structured files, in which data are usually allocated on different 
machines (distributed) and have different data models 
(heterogeneous). 

Large-scale data integration efforts demonstrate that their 
most valuable contribution is implementing a data integration 
platform that provides a uniform access to the heterogeneous 
data sources, as well as the different versions of data reported by 
the same data source over time. Furthermore, the platform must 
be able to integrate data from a broad range of data authoring 
devices and database management systems. It also should be 
accessible by almost types of data querying devices to ensure 
globally querying the integration platform from any place on 
earth anytime and receiving the query result in any data format. 

In this paper, we create a resource oriented heterogeneous 
data integration platform (ROHDIP) that facilitates the data 
integration process and implements the objectives discussed 
above. We use the resource oriented architecture ROA to 
support the uniform access by most types of data querying 
devices from anywhere and to improve the query response time. 

Keywords—Data Integration; Data heterogeneity; SOA; ROA; 
Restful; ROHDIP 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The enduring utilization of information technology raises 

data sharing as a challenging problem for many enterprises. 
Most enterprise information management systems adopted the 
opinion of establishing isolated database management systems 
in departments that may be geographically dispersed or have 
different business type to improve production, management, 
and efficiency. However, these systems are developed using 
different software companies at various times, on different 
platforms as well, which inevitably will lead to the coexistence 
of heterogeneous databases [1]. Heterogeneous data are often 
collected from an unknown or an unlimited number of sources 
in different formats. Two types of data heterogeneity; namely, 
structural heterogeneity and semantic heterogeneity are 
counted. In structural heterogeneity, the information systems 
store data in several structures. While semantic heterogeneity 
concerns with both the data item content and its intended 
meaning. The rapidly increasing number of structured, semi-
structured data sources results in a crucial need for uniform and 

flexible query interfaces to access data that are distributed on 
heterogeneous and autonomous sources [2] [3] [4] [5]. 

Data integration system allows users to specify what 
information is needed without providing detailed instructions 
of the methodology followed to obtain that information or even 
specifying its location. In order to have the capacity to do so, 
data integration system must be able to do the following 
process: communication and interaction with data sources, 
unifying different queries in requester specifying vocabulary 
(ontology) across multiple autonomous, distributed and 
heterogeneous data sources, mapping techniques between 
requester ontology and the data source ontology, extracting 
information from the query with respect to the target data 
sources, and finally translating the query results to the 
requester vocabulary [4]. 

Recently, many approaches to data integration were 
developed including manual integration, application-based 
integration, middleware data integration, physical data 
integration and virtual integration. In manual integration 
(common user interface), users manage all relevant 
information, accessing all the source systems and there is no 
unified view exists for the data. Application-based integration 
requires the particular applications to achieve all the integration 
efforts; therefore, this approach is manageable only in case of a 
limited number of applications.  The approach that transfers the 
integration logic from particular applications to a new 
middleware layer is called middleware data integration. 
However, this approach does not ensure achieving the practical 
requirements. Physical data integration usually creates a new 
system that copies the data from different source systems to be 
stored and managed independently of the original system. The 
most well-known implementation of this approach is called 
data warehouse (DW) [6][7] which combines data from 
different sources (such as mainframes, databases, flat files). 
However, the need for a separate system to handle the vast 
volumes of data constitutes demerit of this approach. The final 
approach is virtual integration which leaves data in the source 
systems and defines a set of views to provide the customer with 
a unified view of the whole enterprise. For example, when we 
need to query specific data, it will be retrieved only from its 
data source [8] [9]. 

Virtual integration approach has several advantages that 
make it one of the most successful data integration approaches. 
It succeeds to propagate the data update from the source 
system to the integration system with almost zero latency. 
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Also, virtual integration has no need to copy any data from the 
data source to the integration system. Also, it does not need to 
unify the distributed data sources.  Based on that, this paper is 
concerned with proposing an algorithm that adopts the virtual 
integration approach. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the related 
work is discussed in section II. Section III illustrates the 
problem statement and presents the proposed framework. The 
experimental results are exhibited and analyzed in section IV. 
Finally, Section V concludes the paper ideas and suggests 
future research ideas. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Several data integration platforms have been developed to 

provide a uniform query interface that has the capability to 
query the heterogeneous data sources [10] [11]. 

Specifically, an extensive wide variety of methods is 
proposed to achieve virtual integration approach, each of which 
was targeting the same goal but with its autonomous way. 
These methods are categorized into two approaches: Global-
As-View (GAV) and Local-As-View (LAV). GAV produces a 
top abstract level that constitutes a single mediated schema 
described as views (mappings) of all local data sources [12] 
[13], while LAV describes the local data sources as views over 
a global schema [2] [14]. After that, many approaches have 
been derived from LAV and GAV [11] [15] making the best 
use of these two modern technologies, such as SOA “Service 
Oriented Architecture” that is used in implementing dynamic 
and flexible integration systems; namely, Service Oriented 
Data Integration systems. Then, various data integration 
frameworks based on SOA have been developed in the last few 
years such as SODIA architecture [11]. SODIA merges the 
data at various, distributed, heterogeneous and autonomous 
data sources into a single dynamic view. Service providers 
publish their data sources as data access services, which may 
be detected instantly at the time they are needed and released 
after use. Hence, variations of organization structures, backend 
data sources, data structures, or semantics could be managed 
and potentially the maintenance cost is reduced. 

In 2009, an architecture for "Internet of Things" has been 
proposed to connect millions of different devices together 
based on service-oriented approach [16]. The architecture hides 
the heterogeneity of hardware, software, data formats and 
communication protocols. The specifications of the 
architecture support open and standardized communication via 
web services at all layers. Services abstract all functionality 
offered by networked devices. A runtime for the execution of 
the composed services was provided. 

After that, Sanz et al. proposed an approach to integrate 
several technologies, such as the JSF, Spring and Hibernate 
frameworks in a multilayer architecture. SOA architecture 
provides services to allow collaborative work, using the 
independent development of components in different layers. 
The approach relies on developing a global software system 
where the presentation layers for different end devices are 

separated from the business logic layer, whose services are 
reused for three types of user interfaces without changing the 
code [17]. 

The challenges of interconnection and communication of 
different protocols between heterogeneous systems have been 
investigated in 2010 [18]. An integration platform is 
constructed to achieve the synchronization and transformation 
of data between heterogeneous systems through registering, 
mapping the various service components and constructing the 
SOA framework of enterprise based on the service component. 
The platform uses XML as a middleware for mapping several 
data sources into a unified model depending on a set of 
mapping transformations. The element of each mapping model 
has one service component which indicates the source or 
destination of elements. So, a path from a data source to 
another data source must exist to define and achieve data 
synchronization. 

A web service middleware framework that provides an 
interface for external clients to enable them to access different 
local data sources with a transparent manner has been 
developed [19]. It has a module for configuring the middleware 
with the information of the heterogeneous data sources. As a 
new query is submitted to the middleware, it is routed based on 
the registered information at the middleware then the query is 
locally wrapped into different forms. In addition, the result of 
the query is combined into large XML dataset that is returned 
to the client who initiates the query. 

Kester et al. succeeded to develop a system that integrates 
several drug stores, which are incorporated based on SOA 
concepts with web services [20]. The database systems of the 
drug stores have been incorporated via a service bus such that 
drugs can be queried from all registered geographically 
distributed data stores. The nearest geographical location of 
drug result can be monitored and tracked. 

Each of the previously mentioned systems has its own 
desirable features, but all of them suffer from some limitations. 
Thus, we propose a new data integration platform called 
Resource Oriented Heterogeneous Data Integration Platform 
(ROHDIP) to overcome these limitations. 

III. METHODOLOGY 
The pre-integrated system design is shown in Fig. 1. which 

consists of: applications, network connections, and local 
databases. Applications are allocated on different machines that 
utilize different operating systems (Windows, UNIX, 
Linux…etc.). Each application is written in any programming 
language (e.g. C#, Java, JS, Ruby …etc.) A network is required 
for direct connection between each application and its 
corresponding local data source. This network can be LAN, 
MAN or WAN. There are several types of local databases each 
may have a specific data model with different database 
management systems (such as Relational, Object, Tree, 
Hierarchy, Flat file). Each application is able only to query its 
corresponding DBMS(Database Management System) that is 
installed on it. 
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Fig. 1. Pre-Integration App(s)/Data source diagram 

The previous architecture suffers from an obvious 
shortcoming that each application is restricted to query its local 
database only, to defeat this limitation the research attitude 
turned to focus on virtual integration approach. 

The most challenging issue in the virtual data integration 
architecture is the network communication between the 
mediated schema and the data sources; see Fig. 2. This issue 
was solved by using Service-oriented architecture (SOA), as it 
exchanges data across the platform in the standard way through 
web services [21]. However, SOA data integration platforms 
still have some disadvantages [22] [23]. For example, size 
multiplication of the transmitted data leads to a negative impact 
on the network traffic and the system performance, especially 
when treating a large amount of data. Also, SOA platform 
suffers from higher latency and processing delay. Moreover, 
not all machines support the SOAP protocol (e.g. mobiles and 
embedded systems) as a native protocol. To overcome these 
limitations the Restful architecture is used. 

 
Fig. 2. Virtual data integration architecture 

REST is a lightweight, easy and better alternative for the 
SOAP. Implementing the data exchanges across the platform 
using the Restful architecture of web service is more efficient 
in terms of both the network bandwidth utilization of the 
service requests transmitting over the Internet, as well as the 
latency incurred during these requests [22][24]. 

A. The Proposed Platform: ROHDIP 
We propose a platform; namely, Resource Oriented Data 

Integration Platform (ROHDIP) that depends on the resource-
oriented architecture (ROA) instead of the SOA architecture. 
ROA uses Representational State Transfer (RESTful) service 
based on HTTP protocol for communicating local data sources 
with mediated schema. ROHDIP is designed as a collection of 
collaborative RESTful resources allocated on distributed 
machines with different operating systems and constructed 
according to the ROA principles as shown in Fig. 3. 

B. ROHDIP Architecture 
The proposed platform architecture consists of three major 

steps: mediated schema creation, Data Source subscription, and 
mediated schema querying. 

1) Mediated Schema Creation 

TABLE I. MEDIATED SCHEMAS METADATA 

Mediated 
Schema ID 

Mediated 
Schema 
Name 

Schema 
Definition 
(JSON) 

Subscribed Data 
Sources (JSON) 

mdsStudent
s 

StudentsV
DB 

{"StudentID":""
,"Name":"","M
obile":""} 

[{"DataSourceId":"ds2",
"DataSourceName":"En
gineering"}] 

mdsStaff StaffVDB 
{"StaffD":"","N
ame":"","Mobil
e":""} 

{"DataSourceId":"ds3",
"DataSourceName":"Co
mmerce"}] 

………. ……….. {………….} ………….. 

mdSchN mdEmploy
ess 

{"EmployeeID"
:"","Name":"","
Mobile":""} 

[{"DataSourceId":"ds2",
"DataSourceName":"Me
dicine"},[{"DataSourc
eId":"ds2","DataSource
Name":"Engineering"}] 

Every mediated schema “Virtual Database” has its 
metadata see TABLE I. The metadata contain: ID, name, 
corresponding schema definition in JSON (JavaScript Object 
Notation) format and a list of the subscribed data sources of the 
mediated schema in JSON format. Fig. 4. illustrates the 
mediated schemas metadata in JSON format. 

2) Subscribed Data Sources 
When a new data source needs to join the ROHDIP, it must 

be added to the subscribed data sources metadata; see TABLE 
II. The metadata contain ID, URI, name, data model/DBMS, 
connection information between the data source and its 
wrapper service in JSON format, schema definition in JSON 
format, wrapper schema transformation rules in JSON format 
and the result data format. The subscribed data sources 
metadata in JSON format are also illustrated in Fig. 4. 

The wrapper schema transformation rules from the data 
source schema to the mediated schema (e.g. 
mdsStudents.StudentID = StdentNO, mdsStudents. 
StudentName = StdName, StdTel = null) are required as they 
enable the mediated schema to map the requested query to the 
data source schema semantics. Furthermore, the data source 
result format (e.g. JSON, XML, delimited text) is provided to 
enable the mediated schema to read the result and convert it to 
the requester desired format. 
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Fig. 3. Proposed ROHDIP System Design 

 
Fig. 4. Mediated schemas, Subscribed data sources metadata in JSON format 

TABLE II. SUBSCRIBED DATA SOURCES METADATA 

DataSo
urceID URI DataSource

Name 
DataModel/
DBMS 

Connection-
Information 

DataDefini
tion Wrapper ResultDat

aFormat 

DN1 http://78.110.9.246:9010 Medicine 
Relational/S
QL Server 
 

{"ConnectionType":"
OLEDB","Connection
Details":[{"Server":"1
92.168.200.2","DataSo
urce":"studentsDB","U
serName":"studentsAd
min","Password":"123
xx321"}]} 

{"StdentN
O":"","Std
Name":"","
StdTel":""} 

[{"MediatedSchemaID":"
mdsStudents","MappingR
ules":{"StdentNO":"mds
Students.StudentID","Std
Name":"mdsStudents.Na
me","StdTel":""}}] 

JSON 

DN2 http://78.110.9.246:9050 Commerce XML {………….} {……….} [{………….}] XML 

DNm http://78.110.9.246:9090 Engineering JSON 
 {………….} {……….} [{………….}] CSV 

3) Mediated Schema “Virtual Database” Query 
In order to query the mediated schema from any location 

and from any querying device, using the HTTP verb “GET”, 
we need to send HTTP request to the mediated schema URI i.e. 
http://IntegrationPlatfrom.Innotech.com.eg, in which we have 

to fill the requested mediated schema ID HTTP header i.e. 
“mdsStudents” and feed the “query” HTTP header with the 
desired query string i.e. “select * from mdsStudents”. Upon 
receiving the HTTP request; the mediated schema RESTful 
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service will check if the mediated schema ID is valid by 
examining the mediated schemas metadata. 

If the mediated schema is valid, the mediated schema 
RESTful service will iterate through all its corresponding 
subscribed data sources by getting them from the mediated 
schemas metadata. Then, it will read its data model/DBMS, 
connection information, data definition, and wrapper details 
“mapping rules”. After that, HTTP request will be sent to all 
the subscribed data sources wrapper services URI(s) to retrieve 
the HTTP request result and append it to the mediated schema 
query result JSON data. 

Finally, convert the JSON result consolidated from all the 
data sources to the requester data format then return it back to 
the requester in the body section of the requester query HTTP 
response. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The proposed platform is evaluated using the KDD’99 

dataset, which includes 41 features extracted from DARPA 
(Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) TCP dump in 
1998 [25] [7]. The kdd'99 dataset consists of 494,021 
connection records. We divide the KDD’99 dataset into six 
groups of smaller n-record datasets where n equals 5, 50, 500, 
1000, 5000 and 10,000 records. The generated datasets are 
distributed over three servers each of which are of type 
PowerEdge R220 Rack Server, processor Xeon CPU e3-1220 
v3 3.1GHZ, and Ram 24 GB. 

We compare the performance of our proposed platform 
with SOA data integration framework, in terms of the end-to-
end response time each query takes to retrieve a different 
number of rows. The response time is estimated for 5000, 
25000, 50000, 75000, 100000 and 125000 rows. The proposed 
platform outperforms SOA, considering all the mentioned 
retrieved data sizes. 

Fig. 5 through 10 illustrate the significant performance 
progress of the proposed ROHDIP platform comparing to the 
SOA framework regarding different sizes of retrieved query 
result. ROHDIP achieves the required integration of data 
retrieved from a query with minimum response time compared 
to SOA among a different number of data sets. The results 
clarify that the gap between ROA and SOA increases as the 
query result size increases. The results demonstrate that ROA is 
better than SOA in the data integration field. 

 
Fig. 5. Response time of ROHDIP vs. SOA for 5000 rows as a query result 

 
Fig. 6. Response time of ROHDIP vs. SOA for 25000 rows as a query result 

 
Fig. 7. Response time of ROHDIP vs. SOA for 50000 rows as query a result

 
Fig. 8. Response time of ROHDIP vs. SOA for 75000 rows as a query result 

 
Fig. 9. Response time of ROHDIP vs. SOA for 100000 rows as a query 
result 
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Fig. 10. Response time of ROHDIP vs. SOA for 125000 rows as a query 
result 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Data integration is considered as the most urgent data task 

due to the daily increasing of data in heterogeneous data 
sources. In this paper, Resource Oriented Heterogeneous Data 
Integration Platform (ROHDIP) is proposed in order to 
integrate data from multiple heterogeneous data sources 
providing a unified query interface. The results evidence that 
ROA outperforms SOA for any query result size on a variety of 
distributed data sources achieving the minimum response time. 

We believe that the vision and research contribution 
described in this paper will serve large-scale data gathering and 
integration studies in the near future. 

As mentioned in the paper, the heterogeneous data sources 
are distributed and allocated on different machines, so, our 
future vision is to apply parallel processing or parallel querying 
between the mediated schema RESTful service and the 
wrappers RESTful services.  Further investigations are needed 
concerning the security issues. 
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Abstract—The road safety is one of the serious challenges 
faced by most of the governments due to the involvement of 
various issues. Being perfect in driving is not enough on the roads 
but tackling the mistakes of other persons is also an important 
aspect of the present day driving. Dealing with the accidents, 
injured personals, communicating the emergency services and 
dealing with other legal formalities is a serious challenge in 
present conditions. Providing emergency services is a real 
challenge due to increased population, heavy traffic and 
communication problems. 

In this paper, a novel technique is being introduced to avoid 
delays and major setbacks by emergency services at the time of 
accidents. The proposed technique works along with traffic 
control system of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). By 
introducing such system in the healthcare, the serious drawbacks 
of communication can be avoided to a maximum extent. The 
proposed system can prove to be very effective at a place like 
Saudi Arabia, where millions of Hajj pilgrims visit for socio-
religious gatherings. 

Keywords—Accidents; Communication; Emergency Services; 
Hajj Pilgrims; Healthcare; Saudi Arabia 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Saudi Arabia (SA) is a country with a population of about 

28.83 million giving shelter to many (2.5 million) visitors to 
holy cities like Mecca and Medina every year to perform Hajj 
[1]. Apart from these more than 6 million visitors go 
throughout the sites for the whole year. These numbers are 
increasing year by year and managing people and facilitating 
the emergency services always been a challenging task for the 
officials to deal with. Many technological aids are being 
provided to the pilgrims to ensure their safe and peaceful stay 
during the Hajj. But some mishaps takes place due to various 
reasons keep the authorities on their heels. Most of the 
accidents and demand for the emergency services needed by 
these pilgrims are reported due to lack of awareness, ignorance, 
over enthusiasm, lack of understanding, communication 
problems and rush to deal with formalities. Apart from these 
unauthorized pilgrims from nearest cities/ countries will 
overcrowd or burden the facilities provided by the local 
authorities. Due to these reasons, many people face serious 
problems of hygiene, health, and demand for emergency 
services increases. 

A. Background 
At least hundreds of people will suffer or lose their life due 

to accidents in KSA at the time of Hajj. More than 270 

pilgrims were stampede killed during devil ritual in May 1994 
[1]. A similar incident was seen in Mina stampede where more 
than two thousand pilgrims suffocated and many crushed to 
death at the time of 2015 Hajj in Mecca. Various accidents and 
number of deaths due to increasing pilgrims reported by 
Ministry of Healthcare in KSA are shown in Table 1. 

TABLE I. DIFFERENT ACCIDENTS AND NUMBER OF DEATHS REGISTERED 
DURING HAJJ 

Accident 
Type Stampede Airplane 

Crashes Fire Protests and 
Violence 

Sl. No. Year Deaths Year Deaths Year Deaths Year Deaths 

1 July 
1990 1,426 Jan 

1973 176 Dec 
1975 200 July 

1987 400 

2 May 
1994 270 Dec 

1974 191 April 
1997 343 July 

1989 17 

3 April 
1998 118 Nov 

1978 170 Nov 
2011 2   

4 March 
2001 35 Nov 

1979 156     

5 Feb 
2003 14 Aug 

1980 287     

6 Feb 
2004 251 July 

1991 247     

7 Jan 
2006 334       

8 Sept 
2015 4,173       

Note: Data accumulated from various sources. 

Only deaths were reported in the above Table 1 and injuries 
are plenty to be considered at the time of such accidents. Apart 
from these many road accidents due various reasons as listed 
below are increasing the number of death [11] and injury cases 
in KSA. 

• Due to bad behavior of drivers 

• Failure to follow the regulations due to lack of 
awareness and inability to read Arabic on the sign 
boards by most of the foreigners 

• Over speeding, jumping the signals, and wrong route 
driving 

• Using mobile while driving 

• Driving under the influence of drugs and alcohol 

• Tampering with vehicles on the road 

• Laxity in dealing with vehicles 

• Disregard for roads and patrons or people 

The emergency services in Saudi Arabia needs to cover 
long distances due to a nation with larger in size and 
population as compared to any other middle east countries. 
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Strong winds in disserts also comes out to be one of the 
important reasons for serious accidents in Saudi Arabia. Recent 
accident in Mecca due to crane collapse is due to strong winds. 

B. Motivation 
The ultimate goal of this work is to provide a usable 

approach for people living in Saudi in the emergency situations 
as the services provided by the authorities being absolute at the 
time of rush hours. In emergency situations even a common 
man must be able to get in contact with the services like police, 
hospitals and insurance agencies when an accident is reported. 
The proposed technique in this paper will help the authorities 
to establish a free corridor for the people suffering due to 
accidents or any kind of health related issues in emergency 
times. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Earlier many authors worked in this area to establish the 

best services at the time of disasters and to manage the 
emergency situations. Alrajeh and Bounabat [2] proposed 
decisional reactive agent (DRA) based approach for formal 
modeling and checking the disasters at the early stages. Rapid 
assessment and intervention team (RAIT) was established to 
respond quickly to different events which perform the initial 
assessment of the accident so as to provide needful assistance. 
However the communication between people visiting from 
different countries faced the language problem during Hajj 
times. To solve the issue Mohandes proposed a near field 
communication (NFC) technology [3], which helped to 
improve the services in an efficient manner. NFC helps to 
identify the nearest checkpoints, medical camps and to 
maintain the medical records of all pilgrims during emergency 
situations. This technology tracks the pilgrim status (alive, 
dead or injured), guides them in emergencies, things to do, 
hotels, camps, and works as an information platform. 

An automatic and intelligent system was introduced by 
Ullah et al. [4] to observe and report the patients on time. 
These systems are using sensory networks to communicate the 
signs of heart rate, respiratory rate and mental status of 
patients. Such records and continuous monitoring will help the 
emergency services to deal with such patients in crowded 
gathering easily as they are traced using GPRS systems 
installed in the devices. 

The importance of using information technology (IT) 
services and their applications during emergency situations 
were discussed by Hijji et al. [5]. The role of disaster 
management cycle to mitigate, preparedness, response and 
recovery were explained in detail. They conducted a study on 
the emergency situation at Jeddah in 2009 due to the flash 
flood which killed 163 people and affected more than 10,000 
citizens. Such high intensity flash flood is expected in the city 
for about next 10 to 15 years [5] needs a preparedness of 
keeping emergency services available not only for its citizens 
but also for the pilgrims visiting every year. Yang et al. [6] 
suggested an intelligent shelter allotment (ISA) for such 
emergency situations, by which it assigns the route and 
information of destination to reduce the evacuation time. 

To tackle with asthma patients in emergency situations, a 
runtime monitoring system was proposed by Dowaihi et al. [7]. 

The technique proposed by these authors will help many 
pilgrims in the country, who are within the range of emergency 
service providers. Necessary care from the hospital sources 
will be provided for such patients with the help of android 
based mobile applications and wireless web-based applications. 
Alerts will be delivered to the patients’ mobiles and emails at 
the emergency times by using this method. Harrou et al. [8] 
proposed an early detection method for overcrowding issues in 
most of the emergency departments (ED). The key challenge of 
ED is to handle the emergency situation and early detection of 
abnormal patients. Harrou et al. discussed a statistical 
technique to detect the indications of abnormal situations 
observed with patients using ED [9]. Similar research is being 
carried out in India by Sangle and Kadam to establish a real 
time tracking system for pilgrims at Kumbh Mela [10] by using 
the embedded devices included with global positioning system 
(GPS) modules with different sensors. 

In the above discussions, most of the authors are providing 
a solution based on the accidents or upon receiving an 
emergency situation. However, the present system proposed in 
this paper will help the healthcare industry and public to 
communicate and get aid easily at the time of emergencies. 

III. EXISTING EMERGENCY SERVICE SYSTEM IN  
SAUDI ARABIA 

Present emergency system will have to depend on the 
traditional method of communication systems when an 
accident takes place. During this time people around the patient 
will call the healthcare emergency numbers and the ambulance 
services will be alerted to reach the accident location [5, 6]. In 
the meantime, they have to go through all the hurdles of traffic 
and need to maintain a continuous track of the patient location 
until they reach the destination. 

In case of pilgrims from other countries the problem of 
language will be a huge challenge for the emergency service 
providers and doctors; hence they need to depend on alternate 
mode of communication. Possible failures of the present 
emergency system to reach the accident locations are due to (a) 
communications failures [10] (b) delayed facilities (c) 
ignorance of people and (d) crowded roads. 

There should be a serious alerting system functioning in 
KSA to deal with accidents and emergency services due to 
unending rush to the kingdom with pilgrims throughout the 
year. The alert system must be able to establish a 
communication with hospitals, ambulance, police for traffic 
controlling, insurance agencies and rest of the people passing 
through the accident routes. Such alert system will help 
authorities to clear the premises and restore the services to a 
normal position. 

IV. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 
There are various parameters to be considered before 

proposing a new technique for smooth emergency services 
during different emergency conditions. A careful attention was 
taken to draw some of the reasons for emergency conditions 
are explained below. Most of the emergencies listed below are 
very commonly seen in Saudi Arabia at normal and rush times 
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[12]. During Hajj times the health problems include variety of 
challenges to emergency service providers. 

• Due to rash driving, signal jumping and driving against 
rules 

• Due to sudden health problems (i.e., heart attacks, blood 
pressure, glucose levels, etc.) 

• Due to protests, wars, terrorist activities, etc. 

• Due to ignorance of others  

• Due to bad light or weather conditions (heavy rains, 
floods, etc.) 

• Due to fire accidents and short circuits, etc. 

Hence the arrangement of emergency services is 
unavoidable in any kind of accident scenario to save the life of 
victims/ patients. The entities which perform key role at the 
time of emergency situation are shown in Fig. 1. In such 
scenarios establishing a good communication seems to be an 
important criterion which needs to be of less effort and easy to 
use. In this paper, the author proposed an efficient 
communication system based on Google applications based 
priority checks for road traffic detection, GSM for continuous 
updates and wireless networks for continuous communication.

 
Fig. 1. Key entities performing important roles during emergency 

In the case of an accident or an emergency the patient or 
any nearest common person will pass the information to the 
emergency service providers. The location of the person calling 
will be traced by GSM (Global System for Mobile 
Communication) technology [13] and the same will be 
communicated (raising alerts) to hospitals, ambulance, police 
and insurance agencies. Hospitals will decide the doctors and 
ambulances based on the requirement and distance to reduce 
the time in reaching the location. 

The Google provides traffic information in one of its 
applications, i.e., Google Maps. Very clearly it shows the less 
traffic to heavy traffic with a color code of green to red 
respectively. The decisions taken by the emergency services in 
the proposed method are mostly based on the scientific 
approach to identifying the best route to be followed to reach 
the accident location. It explains the emergency services best 
possible route with less traffic and based on a road which is 
free from traffic as shown in Fig. 2. In the Fig. 2, there are 
three routes defined to reach a hospital with nearest possible 
distances. However, heavy traffic is indicated by red lines [15]. 
So based on the distance and less number of red lines in the 

possible routes the decision will be taken. Now-a-day most of 
the vehicles are using GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) 
system [14] to locate the vehicle movement and the 
corresponding vehicle information carrying or about to carry 
the patients will be provided to the police control room. Based 
on the decisions by the proposed runtime monitoring system 
the drivers will be advised to follow the road. 

On the other hand the police control room establishes a free 
corridor for the emergency services to ensure easy supply of 
facilities and emergency activities. The traffic police at all 
check posts for a distance of 3 – 5 km will get alerts from 
control room to ensure that the ambulance is moving freely till 
the hospital. This is possible only when the people are aware of 
such events and for which the proposed technique establish a 
free communication between police control room and local 
media (like radios, TVs, etc.) to cover such events as an alert 
for the common public during their journey. An awareness 
always helps the emergency service providers, police to control 
the situation and also to the authorities to clear and restore the 
regular services at the earliest possible. Otherwise a lot of 
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delay due to overcrowded people is observed in most of the accident locations or emergency scenarios. 

 
Fig. 2. Decision making during Emergency Hours 

At the same time it is observed that almost all the roads 
near to the mosques in KSA are observed to be very busy as 
shown in Fig. 3. Being an Islamic State, the number of 
mosques in SA is more and majority of its people do visit these 

holy places for their prayers. At such places the authorities 
needs to ensure a special corridor for the smooth passage at the 
time of emergency situations. 

 
Fig. 3. Indication of Heavy Traffic Density near the Mosques 

The need of passing information to the insurance agencies 
(as shown in Fig. 1) is essential to maintain a clean record of 
the emergency events to avoid delays in sanctioning the funds 
and to avoid wrong people to claim the policies. At the same 
time the insurance companies can assess the damage and help 
the patients on the spot and the financial aid or support without 
the knowledge of the diseased patients is possible by this 

method/ approach. Otherwise, in general the patients family 
members need to claim the bills after damage is over and 
patients may need to suffer extra tensions at the time of 
emergency to arrange hospital bills at a sudden note. So this 
technique will not only help the patients and insurance 
agencies but also to the police in terms of reducing extra time 
to verify the details after a considerable gap. 
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V. CASE STUDY: ASSESSMENT OF EVENTS DURING 
EMERGENCIES 

A simple flow diagram of events according to the proposed 
technique during emergencies is given below (Fig. 4). Some of 
the highlights of the proposed technique are listed below: 

• Tracing of emergency location will be done 
automatically based on the communicating mobile or 
telephone service provider. 

• Based on the situation and demand the nearest hospital 
/ ambulance will be selected automatically. 

• The police control room will generate an alert to 
corresponding police stations in the selected route. 
Once the ambulance and doctors finish their task at the 
emergency locations, local authorities will be allowed 
to restore the operations immediately. 

Insurance agencies will updates their database and check 
the eligibility of patients for policies and immediate funding 
process will be sanctioned if they are eligible. 

 
Fig. 4. Events based actions during Emergency Conditions 

A system boundary for emergency services to the proposed 
method is shown in Fig. 5. The actions performed by the 
emergency services during emergency situations are shown in 
Fig. 6 using a sequence diagram. 

1) The details of accident area and patient conditions are 
being noted carefully. 

2) The patient or a random person will communicate the 
emergency services for the help. 

3) A decision will be delivered to hospitals, ambulance, 
police and insurance agencies and municipal authorities with 
respective actions. 

4) The ambulance with appropriate doctors and staff will 
reach the patients locations in the traffic free corridor. 

5) Patient will be shifted to hospital and other support 
from insurance agencies and municipal authorities will be into 

action for providing the insurance funds to the patient and to 
restore the services on accident area respectively. 

6) Finally the patient will be treated with dignity and 
maximum care will be provided and with reduced pain for his 
family members and authorities. 

 
Fig. 5. The designed System boundary for Emergency Services 

The system boundary shown in Fig. 5 explains the rules 
and procedures to follow at the time of emergency situations. It 
will try to identify the people calling to the emergency services 
along with location and try to identify the kind of aid needed 
by the patients, so that, a strategic plan or decision is made to 
react immediately. A detailed description of actions and 
interactions between components at the time of emergency are 
shown in Fig. 6. Establishing a faster communication, decision-
making and quick reactions to the problem are the key aspects 
of the entire proposed work. 

 
Fig. 6. Interaction components of events during emergencies in Saudi 
Arabia 

The prototype class diagram representing different 
attributes and their operations in the proposed architecture are 
shown in Fig. 7. It explains the actions and the departments to 
be responded at the time of emergencies. 
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The emergency service provider will ensure to get the 
complete details of the caller and further procures the relevant 
location information from the GSM. Different units will be 
communicated and decision making process to direct each unit 
will be carried out automatically based on different scenarios 
and priorities based or risk levels. 

 
Fig. 7. The Proposed Prototype Class Diagram 

The corresponding user interface of the architecture is 
shown in Fig. 8. This interface is user friendly and even a 
person with minimum knowledge of English can comprehend 
and operate it easily. 

 
Fig. 8. The User Interface of the Proposed 

Such a system will help the patients, hospitals, police, 
insurance agencies and local authorities to serve the people 
effectively in emergency situations. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The proposed technique to enhance the emergency services 

in Saudi Arabia can be implemented with ease due to its 
usability and flexibility to adopt with existing system. Few 
modifications and certain modifications with low budget also 
can review the proposed model in Saudi Emergency services. 
So far the usage of traffic density system was not included in 
any kind of applications in SA. Hence by adopting the 
proposed technique the KSA will be able to create a healthy 
environment to tackle with emergency situations. Number of 
patients and possible casualties can be treated in less time 
effectively and properly during the accidents and emergency 
conditions so that a reduction in number of deaths can be seen 
in the nation. In the future work, testing of the modules in real-
time environment can be extended for uncertain situations. 
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Abstract—This study targets social login registrants on an EC 
site and aims to clarify the difference between the purchasing 
tendency of social login registrants and general members by 
analyzing product purchasing history. The authors focused on 
the golf portal site that is the subject of this research. The 
authors analyzed the purchasing data comparing social login 
registrants with general members. It became clear that the social 
login registrants and general members have different 
distribution regarding the number of purchases and purchase 
type. Moreover, the social login registrants have a larger range of 
purchase types per purchase and they are purchasing from a 
variety of genres. In addition, the authors analyzed them with a 
focus on the relationship between products purchased. As the 
results of network analysis, it became clear that the existence of 
specific product combinations (concentrated sets on the network) 
more readily purchased simultaneously by Facebook users than 
by general members. Moreover, the authors compared each 
network tendency using a network index (degree, closeness and 
betweenness centrality). As the results, it became clear that social 
login registrants have less resistance to purchasing expensive 
products on an EC site compared with general members and golf 
gears act as a bridge for purchasing. 

Keywords—Social Networking Service; Consumer Behavior; 
Network Analysis; ID-POS Data 

I. INTRODUCTION 
There has been a general upward trend in the scale of 

consumer orientated electronic trading (Internet shopping) 
around the world in recent years. The Internet has ceased to 
serve simply as a media for the transmission of information, 
but rather continues to evolve as a platform (EC sites) for 
trading. As such, the importance of Internet marketing is on the 
rise [1]. 

There is an increasing interest in Consumer Generated 
Media (CGM) as represented by Social Networking Services 
(SNS) as a usable source of information for Internet 
marketing[2][3]. CGM refers to media created by consumers 
using the Internet. The content of CGM ranges from 
information exchange regarding various products and services, 
to everyday events. The onset of CGM has allowed companies 
operating EC sites easy access to conventionally unavailable 
consumer feedback. Combined analysis of information 
accumulated by EC sites (purchasing history and access log 
data) and information broadcast by consumers is the subject of 

tireless research and development to realize more accurate 
behavioral analysis of consumers[4]. 

It is in such a context that more and more companies are 
adding social login features to their EC sites. A social login 
resembles a single sign on service offered by companies. 
Social login registrants can login to the company’s EC site 
using their Facebook (SNS), Twitter or other such account. 
Well known companies offering a social login service include 
American technology company GIGYA1. Utilizing social login 
enables users to streamline the registration process, while also 
alleviating the need for separate accounts on each EC site and 
reducing the risk of losing the password. On the other hand, 
social login can significantly reduce registration barriers and 
increase their ability to create new customers for companies. 
Moreover, social login facilitates the connection of registered 
consumers with a unique ID and social media account. In other 
words, companies can simplify the acquisition and analysis of 
information of their customers. 

Social login is being introduced on the EC sites of various 
companies. Many studies looking at the affects of social login 
services on EC sites focus on access history such as pages 
viewed and page views per visit. Page view and pages viewed 
per visit are an important index when evaluating the effect of 
social login. However, the authors think that a more detailed 
analysis about purchase behavior focused on actual products is 
necessary. It is thought that close observation of customer 
tendency and purchase behavior will boost the affect of 
marketing. Consequently, this paper reports the analytical 
findings of research conducted to clarify the difference 
between the purchasing tendency of social login registrants and 
general members based on product purchasing history. 

This paper is organized as follows. In chapter II, the 
authors describe the prior research focusing on behavior on 
social media. In chapter III, the authors describe the research 
objective. In chapter IV, the authors describe the result of the 
analysis using purchasing data compared social login 
registrants and general members. Based on the results, in 
chapter V, the authors describe the result of network analysis 
that focus on the relationship between products purchased. In 
chapter VI, the authors summarize all aforementioned analyses, 
review results and discuss. In chapter VII, concludes the paper. 

1GIGYA, http:// www.gigya.com/, 2016/9/16 author checked.  
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II. PRIOR RESEACHES 
This chapter is a short summary about research focusing on 

behavior on social media (actions on social media including 
access behavior and posts etc.) and purchase behavior. Many 
representative studies addressing behavior on social media and 
purchase behavior concern movie box-office records. Some 
such examples include a study [5] that divided the content of 
comments posted to YAHOO! Movies about a certain movie 
into positive and negative and analyzed the connection with 
that movie’s box-office record, a study [6] analyzing the effect 
of negative posts on social blogs on a movie’s box-office 
record, and a study [7] that modeled the combined effect on 
movie box-office records of both social blog posts and the 
volume of television advertisement. As Tsurumi [8] et al. have 
pointed out, it is thought that the reason these studies focus on 
movie box-office records is the ease of access to such 
box-office records and the related text data of reviews and 
comments posted by consumers. 

Each of these relatively successful studies is extremely 
important as works focusing on behavior on social media and 
purchase behavior. On the other hand, many of them focus on 
movie box-office records. As Tsurumi [8] et al. have pointed 
out, movies exhibit a special characteristic in that many 
consumers comment after having watched the movie. It is 
thought that a detailed analysis of a more general product is 
required when applying social media to marketing activities [9]. 
This study differs from conventional research by selecting a 
golf EC site as the subject of research. 

III. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
This study targets social login registrants on an EC site and 

aims to clarify the difference between the purchasing tendency 
of social login registrants and general members by analyzing 
purchasing tendency based on product purchasing history. In 
addition, this study borrows data from Golf Digest Online Inc.2 
(herein referred to as GDO), the operator of the golf portal site 
that is the subject of this research. GDO is one of the largest 
golf portal sites in Japan boasting some 2 million members. 
Users can make golf course reservations, shop, manage and 
analyze scores online, and gain access to the latest golf news 
and product information. GDO has introduced social plus, a 
social login service operated by Feedforce Inc.3 that tenures a 
connection between the social login registrants’ Facebook and 
Twitter accounts and the unique ID used on GDO’s EC site. 
This study utilized the purchasing data from GDO’s EC site. 

IV. ANALSYSI OF PURCHASING DATA 

A. Data Set 
The authors will begin with an explanation of the data set 

utilized in this study. Purchasing data from the 24 month 
interval between January 2012 and December 2013 was used. 
The purchasing data listed the product name, date, unique ID, 
product purchase price and other relevant data for each product 
purchase. The authors extracted purchase data about social 

2 Golf Digest Online, http:// www.golfdigest.co.jp/, 2016/9/16 author 
checked. 
3 FeedForce, http://www.feedforce.jp/, 2016/9/16 author checked. 

login registrants from this purchasing data. Additionally, users 
who had registered in June 2013 were extracted to collect their 
purchasing information for the relevant period (Facebook: data 
set 1; Twitter: data set 2). This study utilizes these users as a 
social login registrant data set. 

Next, a sampling was made of users not included in data set 
1, 2 and who are not social login registrants. The sampling 
randomly selected the same number of users (1653 users) as 
Facebook social login registrants to collect their purchasing 
information for the relevant period (general members: data set 
3). An overview of each data set is shown in TABLE I. 

B. Classification Based on Purchase Price 
This section presents the results of classification based on 

the purchasing tendency and purchase price of each data set 
extracted in the previous section. Firstly, the purchase price for 
users during the period was derived to confirm the purchasing 
tendency of each data set. User results were plotted in Fig. 1, 2, 
and 3 with the primary axis (left) as the purchase price per user 
(blue lines) and the secondary axis (right) as the cumulative 
purchase price ratio(red lines). 

Secondly, a decile analysis of each data set was performed. 
Decile Analysis is a method of customer analysis that groups 
all customers into 10% categories (deciles) from highest to 
lowest purchase price[10]. The total purchase price of each 
decile is analyzed to derive the percent distribution in relation 
to overall sales and determine which customer segment 
contributes to sales. The results of decile analysis clearly 
showed that purchases by the top 30% of users accounted for 
some 80% of sales. Moreover, while each TABLE indicates 
that very few users make extremely expensive purchases, it 
shows that the purchase price of many users is low, confirming 
that purchasing tendency commonly follow the power law. 

Thirdly, users were classified in each data set based on the 
cumulative purchase price ratio. More specifically, users with a 
cumulative purchase price ratio up to 70% were placed in the 
high purchase price group (High Group), users between 70% 
and 95% in the medium purchase price group (Middle group), 
and users with 95% and more in the low purchase price group 
(Low group). The numbers and ratio of each group are shown 
in TABLE II. 

C. Comparison of Purchasing Tendency 
This section presents the results of a comparison between 

the overall tendency and the purchasing tendency of each 
group classification using the classification based on 
purchasing price conducted in the previous section. For this 
comparison of purchasing tendency, this study focused on the 
number of purchases and purchase type per user during the 
relevant period. Compared with users purchase specific 
products, it is known that users purchase multiple types of 
products are higher purchase ratio when presented with product 
recommendations. Therefore, the authors think that product 
type is a necessary element when considering potential 
demand. 
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TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF DATA SET 

  Data set 1 
(Facebook) 

Data set 2 
(Twitter) 

Data set 3 
(General members) 

Users 1653 174 1653 
Purchasing times 13999 997 28281 
Average purchasing 
times 8.47 5.70 17.11 

 
Fig. 1. Results of the purchase price per user and the cumulative purchase 
price ratio (Facebook) 

 
Fig. 2. Results of the purchase price per user and the cumulative purchase 
price ratio (Twitter) 

 
Fig. 3. Results of the purchase price per user and the cumulative purchase 
price ratio (General members) 

TABLE II. RATIO AND THE NUMBER OF USERS OF EACH GROUP 

  Data set 1 
 (Facebook) 

Data set 2  
(Twitter) 

Data set 3  
(General members) 

High Group 355(22%) 41(24%) 366(22%) 
Middle Group 646(39%) 70(40%) 616(37%) 
Low Group 652(39%) 63(36%) 671(41%) 
Total 1653(100%) 174(100%) 1653(100%) 

The authors determined the number of purchases and 
purchase type per user during the relevant period for each data 
set. The authors derived the product types from the 49 separate 
classifications used by GDO; irons, outers (blouson, wind 
breaker, jacket), underwear, discount wear sets, wedges, 
calendars, caddy bags, socks, golf gear cases, golf gear sets, 
grips, gloves, competition gifts, sunglasses, shafts, shoes, drink 
cases, skirts, spikes, tees, drivers, travel covers, shorts, putters, 
videos/DVDs/tickets, fairway woods, vests, head covers, belts, 
balls, carry bags, utilities, small golf goods, repair goods, 
rainwear, long pants, one-piece dress, distance-measuring 
equipment, socks, health goods, umbrellas, books, mid-layer 
wear (sweater, trainer), long-sleeve shirts and polo shirts, 
electronics, short-sleeve shirts, polo shirts, hats, and practice 
goods. 

Firstly, the difference between averages was tested for the 
number of purchases and purchase type in each set. The 
authors began by testing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality. 
The results showed that none of the data sets followed normal 
distribution for a significance probability of 0.01. Next, a 
Levene test was conducted to investigate the distribution ratio. 
The results showed that all of the data sets have unequal 
distribution for a significance probability of 0.01. 
Consequently, this study conducted the Kruskal-wallis test-one 
of the nonparametric testing methods-to test the distribution. 
Null hypothesis has the distribution of product purchases 
(purchase types) as equal for each data set. The results 
dismissed the null hypothesis and showed that the distribution 
is not equal to a significance probability of 0.01. Next, a 
multiple comparison using the Mann-Whitney U test was 
conducted to determine which data sets have a difference in 
distribution. In addition, Bonferroni correction was used for the 
multiple comparisons. The results showed that the distribution 
of product purchases and purchase types differed for all data 
set combinations for a significance probability of 0.01. 

Secondly, linearization was conducted using the 
least-squares method to clarify the relationship between the 
number of purchases and purchase type for each data set. A 
fitted line was added to the scatter graph shown in Fig. 4, with 
the number of purchases as the x-axis and the product type as 
the y-axis. Users with the same number of purchases and 
purchase types are plotted on top of each other resulting in the 
high density seen in the bottom left of Fig. 4. The coefficient of 
determination was 0.7214 for general members, 0.7791 for 
Facebook, and 0.8693 for Twitter. Closer inspection of the 
fitted line clearly shows that its gradient is larger for both 
Twitter and Facebook than for the parent population of general 
members. This therefore clarified that users registered through 
social login have a strong tendency to increase the type of 
products purchased in proportion to the number of purchases in 
comparison to general members. 

The following looks at the difference between each group 
using a classification based on the purchase price. Fig. 5, 6 and 
7 are scattered graphs plotting users for each group with the 
addition of a fitted line and coefficient of determination where 
the number of purchases is the x-axis, and product type is the 
y-axis. 
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Fig. 4. A scatter plot of users and the fitted lines (all users) 

 
Fig. 5. A scatter plot of users and the fitted lines (High Group) 

 
Fig. 6. A scatter plot of users and the fitted lines (Middle Group) 

 
Fig. 7. A scatter plot of users and the fitted lines (Low Group) 

High Group (high purchase price group) had the greatest 
difference between data sets. Furthermore, Low Group (low 
purchase price group) had the least difference between data 
sets. 

These results show that social login registrants and general 
members have different distribution regarding the number of 
purchases and purchase type, that social login registrants have 
a larger range of purchase types per purchase and are 
purchasing from a variety of genres, and that this tendency is 
especially evident for users purchasing high priced products. 

V. ANALYSIS OF PURCHASED PRODUCTS USING NETWORK 
ANALYSIS 

In the chapter IV, the authors focused on the number of 
purchases and purchase type for the data sets of both social 
login registrants and general members during the relevant 
period and analyzed the relationship and difference between 
averages for the number of purchases and purchase type. The 
results showed that social login registrants have a larger range 
of purchase types per purchase, that they are purchasing from a 
variety of genres, and that this tendency is especially evident 
for users purchasing high priced products in High Group. 

This chapter conducts analysis with a focus on the 
relationship between products purchased. Network analysis 
was used to analyze the relationship between products. 
Utilization of network analysis and creation of a network graph 
facilitates an intuitive understanding of which products are 
closely related (i.e. which products are more readily purchased 
simultaneously). This chapter aims to clarify whether there is a 
difference in the purchasing tendency of user registered via 
social login and general members. 

A. Visualization Using a Network Graph 
The authors set the 49 product types (chapter IV) as nodes, 

and an undirected edge was added between products if a 
product was purchased by the same user during the relevant 
period. The Kamada-Kawai Layout Algorithm was used for the 
creation of the network graph [11]. This algorithm is a 
visualization method based on the spring model in which the 
ideal distance between all nodes is determined and this ideal 
distance is depiceted 2-dimensionally as closely as possible. In 
the case of this study, products simultaneously purchased by 
many users are shown close together allowing for an intuitive 
understanding of the relationship between products. 

 
Fig. 8. A network graph created using the purchasing history (Facebook) 
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Fig. 9. A network graph created using the purchasing history (Twitter) 

 
Fig. 10. A network graph created using the purchasing history (General 
members) 

TABLE III. NETWORK INDEX OF EACH NETWORK GRAPHS 

  Facebook Twitter General 
members 

Users 1653 174 1653 
Purchasing number of times 13999 997 28281 
Edges 41247 2150 72475 
Average Degree 33.74 1.79 60.37 

Firstly, network graphs created using the purchasing history 
of every user in each data set are shown in Fig. 8, 9, and 10, 
and the network index of each network graph as TABLE III. 

Closer inspection of each network graph reveals that nodes 
are equally spaced for general members in comparison to 
Facebook and Twitter users. This suggests that a lack of 
products that can be purchased simultaneously on the whole. 
On the other hand, when the authors look at Facebook and 
Twitter, nodes can be seen in proximity here and there. This 
suggests that these users have more products to purchase 
simultaneously, when compared with general members. 

B. Analysis of Product Relationships with a Focus on the 
High Price Purchasing Group 
Next, a more detailed analysis is conducted using the 

groups derived from cumulative purchase price ratio. The 
authors compared every possible combination of groups A, B, 
and C. The results showed a significant difference between the 
Facebook and general members of High Group (high price 
purchasing group). Analysis will herein focus on the Facebook 
and general members of High Group. 

Firstly, the authors shown network graphs created using the 
purchasing history of users in both the Facebook and general 
member data sets in Fig. 11 and 12. Close inspection of 
Facebook’s High Group reveals a significantly greater 
deviation compared with the network graph (Fig. 8) created 
using all data. The authors thought that there is a strong 
relationship between specific products (more readily purchased 
together). Further examination of those combinations 
confirmed that winter apparel in the blue circle including 
sweaters, trainers, and long pants (center bottom right of Fig. 
11), and summer apparel in the red circle including short 
(long)-sleeve shirts, polo shirts, hats, and shorts (center top of 
Fig. 11) tend to be more readily purchased simultaneously. 
Moreover, Golf Gears in the green circle including drivers, 
irons, wedges and grips (center bottom left of Fig. 11) tend to 
be more readily purchased simultaneously. 

 
Fig. 11. A network graph created using the Facebook of High Group data 

 
Fig. 12. A network graph created using the General members of High Group 
data 

Next, the authors will focus on the general members of 
High Group. As with the network graph (Fig. 10) created using 
all data, a uniformly distributed graph was created with no 
deviation between products. From these results, it is thought 
that there are no specific products with a strong relationship 
(more readily purchased together) for general members. 

Figure 13 and 14 are contour graphs of Fig. 11, and 12, 
respectively. These are created through 2-demensional kernel 
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density estimating using coordinate data of nodes4. Comparing 
these graph, the authors can found that Fig. 13 which is the 
Facebook member have two peak regions. In these regions, 
some node concentrated. In this study, the authors set 

1
(80−1)2

× 1.2 as a threshold for the peak. Then the authors 
found three peak regions in the graph. In Fig. 11, the authors 
depict three color circles (red, green and blue). The red region 
contains summer seasonal apparel and green are golf gears. 

However, in Fig. 14, the authors cannot find an obvious 
peak. From this result, there are some different purchasing 
behavior between Facebook and general member. Moreover, 
Facebook members are easy to purchase simultaneously some 
specific categories. 

 
Fig. 13. Contour graph based on Fig. 11 (Facebook) 

 
Fig. 14. Contour graph based on Fig. 12 (General Member) 

Secondly, the authors compared each network tendency 
using a network index. This study compared network tendency 
using centrality. Centrality is an index used to identify the 
central node (therefore taking on a vital role) of a network. 
This study deals with the three separate index concepts of (1) 
degree centrality, (2) closeness centrality, (3) betweenness 
centrality. The three centralities were calculated for High 
Group of Facebook and general members and the five nodes 
with the highest centrality were extracted and compared. 

The authors will first look at degree centrality. Degree 
centrality is the most basic method of calculating centrality in 

4 The authors set 80 as band width 

which nodes where edges converge are deemed as having 
higher centrality. Therefore, the nodes degree is used as the 
centrality. The calculation results are shown in TABLE IV 
where the calculation equation is equation (1) when degree 
centrality is dgc(v). The degree of node v is written as deg(v) = 
|Γ(v)|. Here, Γ(v) is an adjacent node set of node v. 

Closer inspection of products with a high degree of 
centrality shows that the same products appear in the same 
order up to the top 5 for both Facebook and general members. 
Therefore, it was clarified that the same products 
(quantitatively) were being purchased together with other 
products. 

Next is a look at closeness centrality. Closeness centrality 
is a method of calculating centrality in which centrality is 
higher the closer the distance (therefore other nodes can be 
reached with a small step) is between the nodes. The 
calculation results are shown in TABLE V where the 
calculation equation is equation (2) when closeness centrality is 
clc(v). Here, d(v, u) is the step number between node v and 
node u. 

Looking at products, it became clear that Facebook has a 
high centrality for golf gears. Therefore, it became clear that 
golf equipment was at the center of the network and strongly 
tended to resemble other products. On the other hand, it 
became clear that the distance between products such as 
clothes and bags tended to be small for general members. 

Lastly is betweenness centrality. Betweenness centrality is 
a method of calculating centrality in which centrality is higher 
the more channels there are passing through a certain node. 
Therefore, this implies the importance of nodes acting as 
bridges between nodes in the network. The calculation results 
are shown in TABLE VI where the calculation equation is 
equation (3) when betweenness centrality is bwc(v). Here, σs,t  
is the minimal pass number between nodes s, t, and σs,t(v) is the 
minimal pass number between nodes s, t passing through node 
v. 

Looking at products, it became clear that there is a high 
centrality for consumable goods like balls, gloves, and small 
golf goods for general members, while Facebook showed a 
high centrality for golf gears like drivers, irons, and fairway 
woods. 

( ) ( )vvdgc deg=                       (1) 

TABLE IV. CALCULATION RESULTS OF DEGREE CENTRALITY 

Rank Facebook High Group General members High Group 
Value Id Value Id 

1 2693 balls 4638 balls 
2 2367 gloves 4268 gloves 

3 2257 short-sleeve shirts 
/polo shirts 4236 short-sleeve shirts 

/polo shirts 
4 2248 shoes 4080 shoes 
5 2190 hats 4057 hats 

( ) ( )
1

,
,

−

≠∈








∑=

vuVu
uvdvclc                      (2) 
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TABLE VI. CALCULATION RESULTS OF CLOSENESS CENTRALITY 

Rank Facebook_High Group General mebmbers_High 
Group 

Value Id Value Id 
1 0.9796 irons 0.9796 underwear 
2 0.9796 fairway woods 0.9796 practice goods 
3 0.9796 wedges 0.9796 hats 
4 0.9796 drivers 0.9796 caddy bags 
5 0.9592 caddy bags 0.9796 carry bags 

( ) ( )
∑∑=
∈∈ Vt ts

ts

Vs

v
vbwc

,

,

σ
σ

                         (3) 

TABLE VII. CALCULATION RESULTS OF BETWEENNESS CENTRALITY 

Rank Facebook_High Group General members_High Group 
Value Id Value Id 

1 0.0074 drivers 0.0026 balls 
2 0.0071 irons 0.0025 gloves 
3 0.0070 fairway woods 0.0024 small golf goods 

4 0.0063 balls 0.0023 short-sleeve shirts 
/polo shirts 

5 0.0061 wedges 0.0021 outers(blouson, 
windbreaker,jacket) 

VI. RESULTS REVIEW AND DISCUSSIONS 
This chapter will summarize all aforementioned analyses, 

review results and discuss. Firstly, looking at the number of 
purchases (4-A, TABLE I) for data sets of the same period, 
social login registrants have a lower total number of purchases 
and a lower average number of purchases per user compared 
with general members. Moreover, examination of the average 
purchasing price shows general members at 125,601 (JPY), 
while Facebook is 65,430 (JPY). This therefore points to the 
fact that social login registrants are not always highly 
profitable consumers for companies. 

On the other hand, detailed analysis (4-C) of the number of 
purchases and purchase type clarified that social login 
registrant’s purchase a greater variety of products per purchase. 
It is speculated that this is due to users viewing pages across 
multiple product genres on GDO’s EC site and purchase 
multiple products of their choice rather than purchasing several 
specific (predetermined) products. Moreover, social login 
registrants have better access to information regarding new 
products, sale items, and campaigns on GDO’s Facebook page 
(in addition, the authors has confirmed that there were no 
social login specific sales or campaigns during the relevant 
period). It is speculated that while consumers have different 
values, in general they are likely to be enticed by sale items 
and bundle items with a lowered price, and that social login 
registrants are especially conscience of prices and price drops. 

The interest social login registrants have in price drops can 
also be explained by network graph tendency. Network 
analysis (5-B) clarified the existence of specific product 
combinations (concentrated sets on the network) more readily 
purchased simultaneously by Facebook users than by general 
members. 

It became clear that concentrated sets in the network are 
characterized by purchase behavior and a strong relationship 
between summer and winter apparel despite seasonal 
differences in sales numbers. Japan has 4 distinct seasons and 

many EC sites hold sales in conjunction with seasonal changes. 
In particular, it is not uncommon for apparel to be heavily 
discounted to reduce the risk of dead stock due to constantly 
changing tendency. These results suggest that social login 
registrants are accustomed to shopping on EC sites. They are 
sensitive to GDO’s sales such as seasonal price drops and 
campaigns and are shopping wisely. 

On the other hand, network analysis clarified other strong 
relationship about the golf gears in sales numbers by Facebook 
users. Additionally, another characteristic was confirmed from 
the centrality derived through the network index analysis (5-B). 
Firstly, focusing on degree centrality produced exactly the 
same result for the most highly purchased products up to the 
top 5 for both Facebook and general members. On the other 
hand, golf gears came out on top for Facebook when focusing 
on closeness centrality. Furthermore, expensive golf gears 
came out on top even when focusing on betweenness centrality. 
Correspondingly, it became clear that the exact opposite is true 
for general members when focusing on betweenness centrality 
with inexpensive consumable goods like balls, gloves, and 
small golf goods coming out on top. 

There are many companies in Japan selling golf products in 
retail stores (for example, Victoria Golf http://www.victoria. 
co.jp/victoriagolf, Niki Golf http://www.nikigolf.jp/top/inde 
x.aspx). Retail stores offer the chance to test swing golf gears, 
check form, and even consult real agents. In actual fact, many 
golfers test swing gears at retail stores and consult an agent 
when purchasing a golf gear. Golf gears are also some of the 
most expensive golfing items and many have reservations 
about purchasing them on an EC site. As such, companies 
operating EC sites like GDO are faced with the challenge of 
increasing golf gear sales on their sites. 

The results of network analysis confirmed that social login 
registrants have less resistance to purchasing expensive 
products on an EC site compared with general members, that it 
is generally desirable to test products before purchasing (of 
course it is expected that some users test swing at retail outlets 
and then purchase on the net), and golf gears act as a bridge for 
purchasing. 

The results of network analysis and analysis focusing on 
the number of purchases and purchase type showed that social 
login registrants and general members exhibit different 
purchasing tendency. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
In this study the authors target social login registrants on 

the golf EC site and aims to clarify the difference between the 
purchasing tendency of social login registrants and general 
members by analyzing product purchasing history. 

The authors analyzed the purchasing data comparing social 
login registrants with general members. It became clear that (1) 
the social login registrants and general members have different 
distribution regarding the number of purchases and purchase 
type, (2) the social login registrants have a larger range of 
purchase types per purchase and they are purchasing from a 
variety of genres. Based on the results of analysis of the 
purchasing data, the authors conducted network analysis focus 
on the relationship between products purchased. It became 
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clear that the existence of specific product combinations 
(concentrated sets on the network) more readily purchased 
simultaneously by Facebook users than by general members. 
Additionally, the authors compared each network tendency 
using a network index (degree, closeness and betweenness 
centrality). As the results, it became clear that social login 
registrants have less resistance to purchasing expensive 
products on an EC site compared with general members and 
golf gears act as a bridge for purchasing. From these results, 
the author considered that social login registrants and general 
members exhibit different purchasing tendency. 

Future research will include a follow-up study of members 
analyzed in this study and a survey of changes in purchase 
behavior after registering as a social login user. Moreover, an 
analysis focusing on the attribute information of social login 
registrants will be conducted and their purchase behavior 
examined in comparison to general members with regard to 
social login limited sales. 
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Abstract—Text similarity plays an important role in natural 
language processing tasks such as answering questions and 
summarizing text. At present, state-of-the-art text similarity 
algorithms rely on inefficient word pairings and/or knowledge 
derived from large corpora such as Wikipedia. This article 
evaluates previous word similarity measures on benchmark 
datasets and then uses a hybrid word similarity in a novel text 
similarity measure (TSM). The proposed TSM is based on 
information content and WordNet semantic relations. TSM 
includes exact word match, the length of both sentences in a pair, 
and the maximum similarity between one word and the 
compared text. Compared with other well-known measures, 
results of TSM are surpassing or comparable with the best 
algorithms in the literature. 

Keywords—text similarity; distributional similarity; information 
content; knowledge-based similarity; corpus-based similarity; 
WordNet 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Text similarity is a field of research whereby two terms or 

expressions are assigned a score based on the likeness of their 
meaning. Short text similarity measures have an important 
role in many applications such as word sense disambiguation 
[1], synonymy detection [2], spell checking [3], thesauri 
generation [4], machine translation [5], information retrieval 
[6]–[8], and question answering [9]. 

There are three predominant approaches to compute text 
similarity. They can be categorized as corpus-based/ 
distributional semantic models (DSMs), knowledge-based 
models, and hybrid methods. DSMs are based on the 
assumption that the meaning of a word can be inferred from 
its usage (i.e. its distribution in text). It is based on the 
following hypothesis: linguistic items with similar 
distributions have similar meanings [10]. Consequently, these 
models derive vector-based representations of the meaning of 
a word co-occurrence in a corpus. The vector-based 
representation is most often built from large text collections 
[5]. In this category, the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) 
assumes that each document is based on a mixture of topics, 
whereas a topic probabilistically generates various words [6], 
[11]–[13] . In the same category, the latent semantic analysis 
(LSA) is based on that the words that share similar meaning 
tend to occur in similar texts [6], [9], [14], [15]. 

TABLE I. TEXT SIMILARITY EXAMPLE 

# Sentence pairs Human  
Score LSAa Li 

[16] 
Mohler 
[17] 

1 

The cord is strong, 
thick string. 
A smile is the 
expression that you 
have on your face when 
you are pleased or 
amused, or when you 
are being friendly. 

0.01 0.19 0.33 0.45 

59 

A cock is an adult male 
chicken. 
A rooster is an adult 
male chicken. 

0.86 1.00 0.83 1.00 

a. Using TASA Space 

The knowledge-based methods usually employ taxonomic 
information (e.g. WordNet) to estimate semantic similarity 
[18][19]. Sentence knowledge-based methods use semantic 
dictionary information such word relationships [19]–[21], 
information content [22], [23], parts of speech [18], [24], word 
senses [25], [26], and gloss definitions from a corpus [27], 
[28] to get the overall semantic score. These methods suffer 
from the limited number of general dictionary words, which 
are commonly used in general English literatures and may not 
suit specific domains. 

Hybrid methods integrate various knowledge-based and/or 
corpus-based methods. They generally perform better [29]. In 
recent years, much of the work on lexical semantics has 
focused on distributional vector representation models [30], 
[31]. 

We have identified three cases where knowledge-based, 
corpus-based or traditional hybrid methods perform poorly. 
We illustrate these cases by examples.  Table I shows two 
examples of two sentence-pairs taken from STS-65 
benchmark dataset [16] that were compared using: LSA [15] 
(i.e. corpus-based method), [16] (i.e. knowledge-based 
method) and [17] (i.e. hybrid method). 

The first case is as follows: methods that depend on a large 
corpus tend to overestimate relatively unrelated sentences or 
relatively related sentences (e.g., LSA). For the first sentence-
pair, we obtained a similarity score of 0.19 (relatively high) 
for LSA measure, whereas the reported human similarity score 
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mean is 0.01. The LSA method depends on words’ 
frequencies that tend to be relatively high in a large corpus 
(e.g., TASA).  The second case is as follows: knowledge-
based methods have the same drawback as the previously 
discussed method (LSA). The  method of [16] depends on 
WordNet semantic relations (i.e. path and depth). This method 
can distinguish between general and specific concepts using 
WordNet but does not have information about words’ 
distributions (or context). The third case is as follows: 
traditional hybrid methods that combine multiple measures 
over an average function generally perform poorly [17]. From 
[17], we determined that each sub-similarity method diverges 
in score compared to the overall similarity score. Each of the 
eight different measures has its strengths and weakness and 
thus will not get an acceptable semantic score in all cases. In 
many cases, one measure will have high similarity (e.g., >0.5 
for LSA) and low similarity (e.g., <0.1 for path measure) over 
STS-65 dataset. In the second sentence-pair the same finding 
could be deduced. We deduced that the LSA and  [17] 
measures overestimate the similarity score of the compared 
sentence-pair. Therefore, a similarity measure that use 
minimum data resources and get acceptable score is looked 
for. 

Our work presents a hybrid-based text similarity measure 
that utilizes WordNet [32] information and a corpus[33]. The 
WordNet is a man-made ontology that shows promising 
results in the text similarity domain. The proposed method 
uses a small size word corpus, thereby eliminating the 
processing of large corpora. Using the weighted word 
similarity [34], a new text similarity measure is proposed. The 
proposed measure compares short text to long text and finds 
the maximum word similarity and the total exact matching 
words. The final similarity is calculated using the total 
similarity of the comparable words weighted by the text length 
in words. 

First, the related works are summarized. Next, the 
proposed approach is presented and explained. Then, the 
proposed method is evaluated; finally, the article is concluded. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Sentence similarity methods (also called short text 

similarity) are used to measure word similarities in a sentence 
to reflect the overall semantic of the compared sentences. In 
general, sentence similarities can be categorized as corpus-
based, knowledge-based, and hybrid methods. 

A. Corpus-based Methods 
Corpus models learn word co-occurrence from large 

corpora to predict the similarity of comparing text. Many 
models use information from internet sources such as: 
Wikipedia [35], Google Tri-grams [5], [36], and Search 
Engine documents [37].These models can be categorized as 
DSMs and distributed vector representation models. 

DSMs derive vector-based representations of the semantic 
meaning of patterns of word co-occurrence in corpora. In this 
category, LSA is based on that the frequency of words in 
certain contexts that could determine the semantic similarity 
of words to each other. That is, words that are similar tend to 
occur in similar texts [6], [9], [14], [15]. In latent Dirichlet 

allocation (LDA) each document is based on a mixture of 
topics, whereas a topic probabilistically generates various 
words [6], [11]–[13]. The idea of the vector space model 
(VSM) [38] is to represent each document in a collection as a 
point in a space (a vector in a vector space). Points that are 
close together in the space are semantically similar, whereas 
points that are far apart are semantically different. The 
construction of a suitable VSM for a particular task is highly 
parameterized, and there appears to be little consensus over 
which parameter settings to use [39]. Moreover, many of these 
models are based on large corpora. The global vector model 
(GloVe) is an unsupervised learning model for word 
representation [40], which is trained on the non-zero elements 
in a global word–word co-occurrence matrix. The  
distributional model [41] combines visual features with textual 
ones, resulting in a performance increase. The explicit 
semantic analysis (ESA) represents the meaning of any text as 
a weighted vector of Wikipedia-based concepts [42]. 
Furthermore, the distributional method of LSA [43] is 
enhanced with WordNet semantic relations. 

Distributed vector representation of words can capture 
syntactic and semantic regularities in language and help 
learning algorithms to achieve better performance in natural 
language processing tasks by grouping similar words. The  
unified architecture of NLP [44] learns features relevant to the 
tasks at hand given very limited prior knowledge. This is 
achieved by training a deep neural network, building upon 
work by [30], [45] . Their models [44], [46] learn word 
representations in a binary classification task ( related word to 
its context or not) . They use the learned word representations 
to initialize the neural network models for other NLP tasks 
that also have word representation layers. One of the recent 
works on distributed representations is the work of [31] 
wherein they used probabilistic feed-forward neural network 
language model to estimate word representations in vector 
space. Align, disambiguate, and walk (ADW) model is a 
graph-based approach that has two steps; word transformation 
to the word senses (i.e. one of the meanings of a word)  and 
disambiguation by taking context of compared words [47]. 
Based on WordNet, [48] exploit semantic representations of 
sentences using extracted features from a logic prover. 

B. Knowledge-based Methods 
Sentence knowledge-based methods use semantic 

dictionary information such word relationships [19]–[21], 
information content [22], [23], word senses [25], [26], and 
gloss definitions from a corpus [27], [28] to get word 
semantics. Based on human comprehension of sentence  
meaning, [49] proposed to measure the sentence similarity 
from three aspects that people identify in a sentence. People 
obtain information from a sentence on three aspects, or some 
of them: objects the sentence describes, properties of these 
objects and behaviors of these objects. Consequently, they 
propose three similarities: objects-specified similarity, objects-
property similarity, objects-behavior similarity, and overall 
similarity. 

Some similarity models [19] measurs the semantic 
relatedness between texts based on their implicit semantic 
links extracted from a thesaurus. Other models [25] measures 
sentence similarity based on word sense disambiguation and 
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WordNet synonym expansion. They build word sense 
disambiguation by using gloss interactions and expand it by 
synonyms. Then, the sentence is similarly calculated using 
cosine vectors. The reference [50] proposed a sentence 
similarity that used weighted word noun and verb vectors 
along with the order of words in a text. 

In general, the knowledge-based approach is limited to the 
use of human-crafted dictionaries. Because of this, not all 
words are available in the dictionary and even though some 
word exists, they do not have full semantics. 

C. Hybrid-based Methods 
Hybrid-based methods are combinations of the previously 

mentioned methods. The reference [16] proposed a sentence 
similarity based on a non-linear function of WordNet path and 
depth, associated with information content form Brown 
Corpus, and sentence word orders. The reference [7] proposed 
a weighted similarity vector based on shortest path and term 
frequency to replace [16] semantic vector. They applied the 
similarity measure on photographic description data. The 
weighted textual matrix factorization (WTMF) model [11] is 
built on WordNet, Wiktionary, and Brown corpus. The 
reference [18] generated a semantic vector space using part of 
speech and WordNet. The reference [51] proposed a sentence 
similarity measure for paraphrase recognition and text 
entailment based on WordNet for existing words and an edit 
distance for proper nouns. The reference [24] proposed 
sentence similarity based on WordNet Information Content 
and part of speech tree kernels. 

The reference [29] proposed a three-layer sentence 
measure: lexical layer, syntactic layer, and semantic layer. The 
overall sentence measure depends on the number of tokens, 
RDF triples that entail the semantic layer. In the same area, 
[52] combined the words meanings and phrase context in a 
sentence measure. The meaning words are implied by 
extracting words’ lemma from a dictionary, whereas phrase 
context usage was extracted using a huge para-phrase 
alignment database [53]. 

Many hybrid methods are supervised models. They predict 
test sentence prevalence to training data. UNT model [54] uses 
regression machine learning based on hybrid text similarity 
methods of [17], [55], [56]. UKP system, which performed the 
best in the Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) task at 
SemEval-2012, uses the log-linear regression model to 
combine multiple text similarity measures of varying 
complexity. The reference [57] proposed the yiGou model. 
They used the support vector machine model with literal 
similarity, shallow syntactic similarity, WordNet-based 
similarity, and latent semantic similarity to predict the 
semantic similarity score of two short texts. The Takelab 
model [58] uses support vector regression model with multiple 
features measuring word-overlap similarity and syntax 
similarity to predict human sentence similarity. Each sentence 
is represented as a vector in the LSA model based on word 
vectors. Hybrid approaches show promising results on 
benchmark datasets. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 
We highlighted the imperfections of word similarity 

measures [34] that are either distance (knowledge)-based [16] 
or information content (IC)-based [22]. Distance-based 
methods suffer from the problem of having the same similarity 
value for words that share the same path or depth in a 
taxonomy such as WordNet. In contrast, the problem with IC 
measures is its limitation of available words in a corpus or 
getting the same similarity when the compared words has the 
same LCS ratio. We borrow the word similarity of [34] as 
shown in (1). Furthermore, we modified  the word similarity 
factor of [34] as shown in (2). 

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐽𝐷𝐼𝐶�𝑤𝑖,𝑤𝑗� = 𝜓 ·  𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐴 · 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐵,       (1) 

where  𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐴 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2�𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑖�𝑤𝑖 ,𝑤𝑗� + 1� , and 

  𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐵 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2�𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑖𝑛�𝑤𝑖,𝑤𝑗� + 1�, 
where 𝑤𝑖,𝑤𝑗  are compared words, ψ ∈ [0,1] is a weighting 

factor that combines the IC of the pairs, and 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑖, 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑖𝑛  is 
the word similarity as in Li, Lin. 

𝜓 = 1 − 𝑒−(𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝐼𝐶(𝑤𝑖)∗𝐼𝐶�𝑤𝑗�+1)),          (2) 
where 𝑤𝑖,𝑤𝑗  are compared words, ψ ∈ [0,1] is a weighting 

factor that combines the IC of the pairs, and 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑖and 
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑖𝑛 is the word similarity as in Li [16] and Lin [22] 
respectively. 

This article proposes a novel text similarity measure 
(TSM) that facilitates word similarity in (1). The TSM finds 
the maximum word similarity and the total exact matching 
words between compared sentences. Then, the total 
similarities of compared words are summed up and weighted 
by sentences’ length and a logarithmic function. 

The proposed maximum similarity of a word 𝑤 and a text 
𝑅 is shown in (3). 

Sim(𝑤, R) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥1≤𝑖≤|𝑅| 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐽𝐷𝐼𝐶(𝑤,𝑅𝑖) ,   (3) 
where 𝑅𝑖 is the word 𝑖 in text 𝑅 and 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐽𝐷𝐼𝐶 as defined in 

(1). 

From [1], [33], [58], we inferred that compared text 
lengths and exact matches words have a direct effect on the 
final similarity score. The longer the compared text, the higher 
the chances of getting similar words. 

The proposed TSM between two text fragments 𝑇, R is 
shown in (4). 

∑ Sim(𝑤𝑖,R) .Log�2.𝛿+2.𝑀𝑎𝑥(|T|,|𝑅|)�|T|
𝑖=1,

|T|+|𝑅|
   (4) 

where, 𝛿 represents the exact word match between 
compared sentences. The 𝑀𝑎𝑥 function computes the 
maximum length between the compared sentences. The 
Sim function, as defined in (3), stands for the maximum 
similarity between a word and compared text fragment. 

The application of (3) and (4) can be shown by the 
following sentence-pair taken from STS-65 dataset [16]: 

S1: A boy is a child who will grow up to be a man. 

S2: A rooster is an adult male chicken. 

When we compare the two sentences using (3), the 
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maximum similar word-pairs from the sentence (S1) to the 
sentence (S2) are as follows: the word boy to the word male 
(0.282), the word child to the word male (0.153), and the word 
man to the word adult (0.786). The length of both sentences is 
4 after stemming and removing stop words. Thus, applying (4) 
we got the similarity of 0.152. Compared to the reported 
human mean score (0.11), the proposed method got an 
acceptable similarity score. 

IV. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The evaluation of word and sentence measures are as 

follows. 

A. Word Similarities 
We  evaluated the word similarity [34] on a relatiely small 

benchmark datasets [60], [61]. Below, we extend the 
comparison to larger benchmark datasets: WordSim (WS)-353 
[62], MEN dataset [63], and SimLex-999 [64]. The 
WordSimilarity-353 test collection contains two sets of 
English word pairs along with human-assigned similarity 
judgements. All the subjects in both experiments possessed 
near-native command of English. Their instructions were to 
estimate the relatedness of the words in pairs on a scale from 0 
(totally unrelated words) to 10 (very much related or identical 
words). The MEN test collection contains two sets of English 
word pairs (one for training and one for testing) together with 
human-assigned similarity judgments, obtained by 
crowdsourcing using Amazon Mechanical Turk via the 
CrowdFlower interface. The MEN data set consists of 3,000 
word pairs, randomly selected on scales 1 (lowest) to 7 
(highest) similarity. The SimLex-999 comprises 666 Noun-
Noun pairs, 222 Verb-Verb pairs and 111 Adjective-Adjective 
pairs. SimLex-999 is challenging dataset for computational 
models to replicate. In order to perform well, they must learn 
to capture similarity independently of relatedness/association. 

The Spearman correlation between different methods is 
shown Table II. The LSA, [65], [44], and VSM correlation 
were taken from [64]. We used Brown corpus and WordNet 
3.0 for the JDIC measure, Li, and Lin measures. According to 
the results, both Li and Lin methods perform poorly which 
links to our initial hypothesis that a (corpus-based or 
knowledge-based) similarity method often does not perform 
well. In general, word similarity measures vary from one 
method to another depending on method features. Some 
methods use all word tags, while others use nouns only. 
Moreover, some methods support disambiguation or use 
additional domain information. The Spearman correlation of 
the JDIC method got the highest correlation for the SimLex-
999 dataset. The JDIC approach looks for similar words and 
the SimLex-999 dataset is composed of similar words rather 
than related words. The WS-353  [62] list contains pairs that 
are associated but not similar in the semantic sense, for 
example: liquid – water. The list also contains many culturally 
biased pairs, for example: Arafat – terror [4]. Nevertheless, on 
average the borrowed method (JDIC) method achieved 
acceptable results compared with results of the state-of-the-art 
methods as shown in figure I. However, without a real system 
the comparison remains questionable. 

We showed that the semantic similarity measures [66]  

could play a major role in software quality detection. 
Therefore, we will confirm this finding in the next section by 
using JDIC in a new text similarity measure. 

TABLE II. SPEARMAN CORRELATION OF WORD SIMILARITY MEASURES 
OVER DIFFERENT METHODS 

Method/Dataset MEN SimLex-999 WS-353 
Lin [22] 0.25 0.27 0.27 
Li [16] 0.27 0.28 0.24 
Huang [65] 0.30 0.10 0.62 
VSM [39] 0.43 0.20 0.40 
LSA[67] 0.48 0.23 0.40 
Collobert [44] 0.57 0.27 0.49 
Mikolov [68] 0.43 0.28 0.65 
Islam [36] 0.72 0.33 0.62 
JDIC [34] 0.56 0.53 0.61 
Pennington [40] 0.66 0.40 0.67 

B. Text Similarities 
Table III shows the Pearson correlation of a list of text 

similarity methods over the benchmark dataset of Sem-Eval 
2012 [69]. The dataset comprises pairs of sentences drawn 
from publicly available datasets that have been manually 
tagged with a number from 0 to 5: 

- MSR-Paraphrase, Microsoft Research Paraphrase 
Corpus, 750 pairs of sentences. 

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/downloads/607d14d9-
20cd-47e3-85bc-a2f65cd28042/  

- MSR-Video, Microsoft Research Video Description 
Corpus, 750 pairs of sentences. 

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/downloads/38cf15fd-
b8df-477e-a4e4-a4680caa75af/  

- SMTeuroparl: WMT2008 development dataset (Europarl 
section), 734 pairs of sentences. 

http://www.statmt.org/wmt08/shared-evaluation-task.html  

 
Fig. 1. Average spearman correlations over word similarity methods 

Table III shows that the proposed method (TSM) was 
significant (p < 0.01) over all datasets except for a few. We 
implemented Li sentence measure while the Lin method was 
implemented based on the sentence measure proposed by [55]. 
The Google Tri-grams method [36] does not perform as well 
as for text similarity compared with its performance for word 
similarity measure (Table II). This finding shows that the 
word similarity on its own does not always lead to a good text 
similarity measure. It also supports our hypothesis that 
measures that use large collection of data could overestimate 
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unrelated sentences (showed in Table I). The low performance 
of Li measure was related to its inability to capture relatedness 
in compared sentences. Preliminary research showed that path 
and depth alone (Li measure) cannot give better semantic 
relatedness. Contrariwise, the Lin text similarity method 

shows an average Pearson correlation of 0.51; thus, the 
information content gained better similarity scores. Further 
comparisons on the STS-65 dataset can be found at the work 
of [70]. 

TABLE III. PEARSON CORRELATIONS OF SEVERAL METHODS OVER THE SEM-EVAL 2012 DATA SETS 

# Method/Dataset MSRvid MSRpar SMTeuroparl Sur.OnWN Sur.SMTnews 
1 G. Tri-grams [36] 0.47 0.32 0.41 0.65 0.38 
2 Li [16] 0.42 0.42 0.54 0.58 0.34 
3 LDA 0.77 0.27 0.45 0.62 0.37 
4 ESA [42] 0.75 0.43 0.38 0.62 0.33 
5 Lin [22] 0.56 0.55 0.57 0.58 0.27 
6 LSA [43] 0.66 0.36 0.57 0.66 0.39 
7 ADW [47] 0.80 0.51 0.50 0.54 0.45 
8 UNT [54] 0.88 0.54 0.42 0.67 0.40 
9 WTMF [11] 0.84 0.41 0.51 0.73 0.44 
10 TSM 0.83 0.58 0.45 0.66 0.42 
11 yiGou [57] 0.84 0.51 0.48 0.67 0.48 
12 Takelab [58] 0.86 0.70 0.36 0.70 0.47 
13 UKP [71] 0.87 0.68 0.53 0.66 0.49 

We noted high performance of TSM (Pearson 0.66) on the 
dataset of OnWN because WordNet is one resource of TSM. 
The TSM performs better than methods (1–9) because each of 
them is considered to use one technique (knowledge-based or 
corpus-based) compared to TSM (hybrid). The application of 
TSM on the two sentence-pairs in Table I got the scores 
(0.002,0.80), thus our proposed TSM does not adhere to 
discussed drawbacks of knowledge-based and corpus-based 
measures. We found that the major performance of TSM was 
because of the proposed text similarity measure and the 
borrowed word similarity measure. 

However, our method has some limitations. Compared 
with methods (11–13), it has lower performance. The main 
reason is that the top scoring methods tend to use most of the 
available resources and tools. For example, the yiGou 2015 
adds the LSA features along with WordNet Similarity 
features. The TakeLab method uses multiple features that 
include syntax similarity which is not part of TSM. The UKP 
method uses a combination of approximately 20 features. 
These features include n-grams, ESA vector comparisons, and 
word similarity based on lexical-semantic resources. 
Furthermore, the TSM could not disambiguate words in 
different contexts. Therefore, we deduce that our method 
performance is accepted as it utilizes limited data resources 
.On average (figure II) our proposed TSM method got an 
acceptable Pearson correlation. The proposed method may be 
used in applications that do not require high accuracy such as 
in search engines or on systems that has low resources such as 
mobile applications. 

V. CONCLUSION 
This article presented a new text similarity measure based 

on previously proposed joint distance and information content 
word similarity measure, and the information content of 
compared words. The proposed text similarity is weighted 
based on comparable text length and the total exact word 
matches. The similarity measure outperforms much of the 
compared similarity measures and is significant at the 0.05 
level. The reason behind the high achievement of our method 

is due to the employment of additional information (corpus 
and information content) and the effectiveness of the 
borrowed word similarity measure. Although the proposed 
method has low performance compared to some compared 
models, it has less machinery and uses low information 
resources.  In future, we plan to apply the proposed method on 
a real application of software quality. 

 
Fig. 2. Average pearson correlations over text similarity methods 
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Abstract—Wireless sensor network has received increasing 
attention from the research community since last decade due to 
multiple problems associated with it. Out of many other 
significant problems e.g. routing, energy, load balancing, 
resource allocation, there is a lesser extent of effective security 
protocols towards solving security pitfalls in wireless sensor 
network. This paper studies the trend of research manuscript 
published in last six years about security problems to find that 
cryptographic techniques received more attention compared to 
non-cryptographic-based techniques. It also reviews the existing 
implementation towards addressing security problems and 
assesses its effectiveness by highlighting beneficial factor as well 
as limitations. Finally, we extract a research gap to identify the 
unexplored area of research, which is finalized to be 
implemented as a part of the future study to overcome the recent 
security issues. 

Keywords—Wireless Sensor Network; Security; Cryptography; 
Encryption; Secured Routing 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A wireless sensor network consists of wireless sensor nodes 

which disperse evenly (in small scale deployment) or randomly 
(in large scale deployment) to capture the specific 
environmental information and forward it to the user using 
base station. This process is called as data aggregation in 
wireless sensor network [1] [2]. The complete success rate of 
data aggregation depends on how efficiently the routing among 
the nodes takes place in presence of uncertain traffic scenario. 
There are three types of routing protocols in wireless sensor 
network i.e. flat, hierarchical, and hybrid [3]. While performing 
communication, sensor nodes will require considering all 
forms of issues e.g. routing issues [4], load balancing issues 
[5], resource allocation issues [6], security issues [7], energy 
issues [8], etc. Majority of the sensor nodes works on the 
principle of 1st order radio-energy model which associate a 
direct relationship with radio (communication) and energy (i.e. 
battery). A sensor node is also known to possess very limited 
computational capability, restricted battery, and less memory. 
Due to this, it is quite a difficult task to run recursive 
algorithms in a sensor node, especially on those which require 
performing monitoring for longer duration of time without any 
human intervention. The majority of the standard routing 
protocols are meant for improving communication 
performance and not the security features. Although, there are 
multiple forms of secure routing protocols e.g. [9] [10], these 
routing protocols are not meant for protecting all dimensions of 
attacks e.g. Sybil attack, Denial-of-Service attack, Wormhole 

attack, Sinkhole attack, node capture attack, statistical attack, 
replay attack, rushing attack, etc. There are various review 
papers discussing about existing security protocols in wireless 
sensor network [11]-[12], but the biggest challenges of those 
papers are i) they doesn’t discuss the comparative analysis, 
which makes difficult to understand the best one, ii) majority 
part of the article has repetitive discussion of theory of sensor 
network and security which overshadows research 
contribution, and ii) they don’t discuss explicitly the future 
work, which makes the reader vague to understand the 
contribution. 

We actively comment that research on security problems in 
the sensor network is more than a decade old and still there are 
multiple underlying problems. There is a significant problem in 
existing techniques of Intrusion detection system [13] in WSN 
and identification of nodes are never studied in full fledge. 
There are multiple forms of possible nodes e.g. good nodes, 
attacker nodes, selfish nodes and partially defective nodes. It is 
said that differentiating all the above four categories of nodes is 
near to impossible for a given instant of time with heuristic 
routing data. It is because of the logic that when an attacker or 
malicious nodes intrudes a network by any means than it will 
never try to initiate an attack. Due to insufficient network and 
vital information from other nodes, the malicious nodes will 
not launch any form of attacks. In spite, it may start 
cooperating in data packet forwarding process just to 
accomplish more trust and reputation in the network. Because 
of this, differentiating a regular and malicious node is a 
challenging task. This is a very typical example to prove that 
existing techniques which are more inclined towards 
cryptographic usage, authentication mechanism, encryption, 
are not ultimately fruitful as in some point of time it could have 
missed identifying the intruders. Cryptographic techniques are 
quite expensive in implementation viewpoint, and existing 
methods don't bother about the practicality of the application of 
such technologies. 

Therefore, the prime aim of this paper is to put forward the 
contribution of the research work being implemented during 
2010-2016 towards thwarting the security issues in wireless 
sensor network. Section II discusses existing research trends on 
sensor network security followed by an explicit discussion of 
recent techniques in Section III. Research gap is explained in 
Section IV followed by the discussion of future work in 
Section V along with highlights of the tentative system 
architecture of it. The summary of the paper is discussed in 
Section VI. 
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II. EXISTING RESEARCH TRENDS ON WSN SECURITY 
At present, there are multiple review papers e.g. to prove 

that security problems in wireless sensor network have 
received a good number of attentions from the researchers in 
till date. Some of the important review papers e.g. [14]-[15] 
have descriptively discussed the contribution of the research 
field of security problems. However, as the security concerns 
are unsolved till date, we conclude that it was quite a difficult 
task to understand the effectiveness of the existing techniques. 
We strongly believe that security features can be incorporated 
in multiple ways and it is not necessary to include 
cryptographic techniques only. A closer look at the research 
trends shown in Fig.1 will highlights that journals (or 
Transaction papers) found in reputed site IEEE Xplore is 
extremely less. Fig.1.(a)-Fig.(c) are more or less related to 
cryptographic attention where we can see that good numbers of 
research papers certainly do exists. However, Fig.1.(d) is based 
on trust and reputation-based security techniques which have 
very less number of implementation studies to date. There are 
only 6 journals published in IEEE based on trust and reputation 
based approach to secure the communication system in 
wireless sensor network. A similar trend can also be seen in 
other research-based publishers e.g. ACM, Springer, Elsevier, 

etc. Usually, the mechanisms that are designed based on 
Behavioral-based factors e.g. trust and reputations are much 
more light weight algorithms as compared to cryptographic 
techniques. However, it has received a poor attention. It should 
be known that wireless sensor node plays a chief role in 
advance technologies like Internet-of-Things (IoT) where 
existing security protocols are not that efficient. It will mean 
that IoT is a combination of cloud (Internet) and wireless 
sensor network which works on two different forms of security 
protocols. It will also mean that security protocols designs on 
the cloud are slightly incompatible to be executed over sensor 
nodes due to resource limitations. Hence, existing 
cryptographic protocols implemented on wireless sensor 
network will require an increasing attention in such cases. 
Implementing cryptographic applications will call for more 
resource consumption and larger management tools for 
associated security protocols which are expensive in nature. 
Hence, trust and reputation based techniques are the only 
solution of defense which doesn’t require any additional 
resource or any dependency of complex key management or 
sophisticated encryption. Therefore, there is a need of 
investigating non-cryptographic algorithms for the optimal 
security keeping the future generation of sensor network usage. 

 
(a) Papers for keyword ‘Secure routing in WSN’    (b) Papers for keyword ‘Encryption, WSN’ 

 
(c) Papers for keyword ‘attacks, WSN’     (d) Papers for keyword ‘trust, reputation, WSN’ 
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(e) Papers for keyword ‘Neural Network, Secure, WSN’    (f) Papers for keyword ‘Genetic algorithm, encrypt, WSN’ 

 
(g) Papers for keyword ‘ant, swarm, encrypt, WSN’    (h) Papers for keyword ‘game, secure, malicious, WSN’ 

 
(i) Papers for keyword ‘DoS, DDoS, Jamming, Flooding, WSN’  (j) Papers for keyword ‘Wormhole, Blackhole, Sinkhole, WSN’ 

 
(k) Papers for keyword ‘node capture attack, brute force, byzantine, WSN’  (l) Papers for keyword ‘rushing, replay, routing, WSN’ 
Fig. 1. Trends of Research Publication for Security in Wireless Sensor Network between 2010-2016 
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III. RECENT TECHNIQUES 
At present, there are dozens of research papers which has 

reviewed the existing security protocols in WSN. Hence, to 
avoid repetitive discussion, we discuss only the recent studies 
manuscript published during the year of 2010-2016. For 
productive discussion, we classify the techniques in three 
forms i.e. i) routing-based security methods, ii) cryptographic-
based security techniques and iii) optimization-based security 
techniques. We only discuss the papers which are found to 
provide a solid base of security implementation in WSN most 
recently. 

A. Routing-based Security Techniques 
The routing based security techniques normally implement 

the Security features during performing routing operation. In 
such cases, the existing routing techniques are suitably 
modified to ensure security. Most recently, Das et al. [16] have 
presented a routing technique to resist wormhole attack as well 
as flooding attack in WSN. The method uses MAC scheme 
with the main management to ensure security. Nandu and 
Shekokar [17] have presented an authentication technique to 
resist DoS attack in WSN. The technique has used the concept 
of re-programming to do so. Re-programming is a mechanism 
of performing a selection of scope, decoding-encoding, 
versioning, etc. Henze et al. [18] have developed a secure 
access policy to protect sensitive sensor data over cloud 
environment. The study outcome shows minimization of key 
exchange time. The technique also uses AES encryption using 
128 bit of key size as well as RSA with 2048 bit keys. Chen 
and Chen [19] have enhanced LEACH protocol suitable to 
incorporate security features. Considering the mobility of the 
nodes, the technique alters the clustering accordingly. The 
study outcome was compared with LEACH on energy, 
memory consumption, etc. Menaria et al. [20] have presented a 
unique algorithm for identifying the location of compromised 
node in WSN. The technique is used for isolating the 
compromised and misbehaved nodes from the network. The 
technique also uses Wiener index spanning tree to compute 
energy efficiency, and its outcome was evaluated on packet 
drop, energy, and throughput. Mengyao et al. [21] have 
developed a technique using ring-based grouping mechanism 
in WSN. The technique was meant for securing inter-cluster 
communication whose security depends on the trust factor. 
Tang et al. [22] have introduced a CASER (Cost-Aware Secure 
Routing) in WSN. The technique is developed based on energy 
stability factor and random walking model using probability 
theory. The study outcome showed better communication 
performance. Masdari et al. [23] have presented a technique to 
evaluate an effectiveness of Secured LEACH protocol in WSN. 
Ferng and Rachmarini [24] have introduced a method of the 
energy-efficient communication system over grid topology 
using simple key management techniques. Obaidat et al. [25] 
have presented a method for securing heterogeneous WSN. 
Using the concept of the trust factor, the presented technique 
evaluated link quality and node quality based on distance, 
energy, etc. Hence, it can be seen that there are various forms 
of routing technique to secure WSN communication system but 
the focus is more biased on energy efficiency. 

B. Cryptographic-based Techniques 
This is another frequently used technique to perform 

security. The cryptographic method usually performs 
encryption mechanism on the vulnerable links or susceptible 
sensors to secure communication. However, it should be 
known that majority of the cryptographic protocols are old and 
hence the existing researchers chooses either to enhance the 
older or to develop a new one. The most recent study presented 
by Shankar et al. [26] has used public-key cryptography to 
secure communication system in WSN taking the case study of 
the healthcare sector. The technique uses Elliptical Curve 
Cryptography to perform mutual authentication. Munivel and 
Ajit [27] have used public key infrastructure to perform 
encryption and key management. Soosahabi et al. [28] have 
introduced a probabilistic cryptographic approach to 
understanding the state of transmission (to be a harmless or 
harmful state). Al-Haija et al. [29] have presented a 
cryptographic technique that uses RSA for the smaller scale of 
the sensor network. The approach was also experimental-
based, and the outcome was evaluated with respect to time. 
Kodali and Sarma [30] have used Elliptical Curve 
Cryptography along with Diffie-Hellman key exchange 
protocol in WSN. Xu and Dang [31] have presented a 
technique that is resistive against Denial-of-Service attacks in 
WSN. The method uses joint implementation of Elliptical 
Curve Cryptography with a digital signature. Yan and Shu [32] 
have used AES protocol to obtain energy efficient 
cryptographic operation in wireless body area network. The 
author has developed an analytical model, and its outcome was 
studied on energy only. Jeon et al. [33] have presented a 
scheme which uses free surrounding resources to incorporate 
encryption policy. The technique was claimed to offer lowered 
complexity and better modulation method. Huang et al. [34] 
have presented a simple encryption scheme to safeguarding 
data aggregation in a sensor network. Liu et al. [35] have 
illustrated a unique signature scheme based on the identity of 
nodes using experimental approach. 

C. Optimization-based Techniques 
Usage of optimization has seen increasing attention from 

the year 2010 onwards. Most recently, there are multiple 
techniques of optimization adopted by the researcher. Narad 
and Chavan [36] have used a neural network to formulate a 
new authentication mechanism in WSN. The author has used 
Shamir Secret Sharing to perform encryption. Karapistol and 
Economides [37] have adopted game theory to address 
jamming attack in WSN. The attack environment was 
modeling using Bayesian Stackelberg games where the 
outcome was studied on probability and utility factor. The 
same authors have presented a different work in the same year 
[38] for performing anomaly detection. Kumar et al. [39] have 
jointly used the neural network and game theory to formulate a 
novel defense mechanism in WSN. Alrajeh et al. [40] have 
presented a bio-inspired algorithm to maintain secured 
communication in WSN. The technique uses Ant colony 
optimization, and its outcome was testified using efficiency of 
data forwarding and packet loss. Branch et al. [41] have 
presented a technique of simple optimization of in-network to 
perform outlier detection. Another implementation of game 
theory was carried out by Ding et al. [42]. The method 
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establishes the relationship between the resource utilization and 
vulnerable situation. The technique is evaluated on probability 
of selfish node discovery. Ramesh et al. [43] have presented a 
study that uses the neural network to resist DoS attack in WSN. 
The study outcome was evaluated using computational energy 
required to perform ciphering, memory consumption and 
execution time. Marmol and Perez [44] have discussed a new 
bio-inspired algorithm. The technique uses both reputation and 

trust factor using ant colony optimization. Estiri and 
Khademzadeh [45] have adopted game theory to perform 
intrusion detection. The method also assists in formulating 
defense strategies. 

Hence, it can be seen that there are various techniques that 
call for inclusion of multiple methods for incorporating 
security features in WSN. The scale of the effectiveness of all 
the above-mentioned methods is tabulated in Table.1. 

TABLE I. SUMMARIZATION OF RECENT TECHNIQUES OF SECURITY IN WSN 

 Authors Techniques Advantage Limitation 

Ro
ut

in
g-

Ba
se

d 
Se

cu
rit

y 
te

ch
ni

qu
e 

Das et al. [16] MAC-based authentication 
-Resistive against Wormhole 
attack 
-energy efficient 

-No discussion of computational 
complexity. 

Nandu [17] Re-programming -Faster Authentication 
-No Benchmarking 
--No discussion of computational 
complexity. 

Henze et al. [18] Re-programming, AES, RSA Robust security over cloud -Highly dependent on library 
-Storage / transmission overhead 

Chen [19] Enhanced LEACH -Energy Efficient 
-Applicable to small networks 
-Not benchmarked with secure 
routing techniques. 

Menaria et al. [20] 
Position Identification of 
compromised node, spanning 
tree 

-Energy Efficient 
-Better communication 

-No Benchmarking 
-No discussion of computational 
complexity. 

Mengyao et al. [21] Ring-based clustering, trust, ant 
colony optimization -Energy Efficient 

-No Effective Benchmarking 
-No discussion of computational 
complexity. 

Tang et al. [22] Cost-Aware Secure Routing 
-Energy Efficient 
-Resistive against trace back 
attacks in routing 

-No Effective Benchmarking 
-No discussion of computational 
complexity. 

Masdari et al. [23] Evaluation of Secure-LEACH 
-Supportability of extensive 
cryptographic mechanism 
-Supports broadcast 
authentication,  

-less supportability of message 
freshness, and pairwise 
authentication except few of 
them 

Ferng and Rachmarini [24] Grid-based, simple key 
management -Energy Efficient 

-Not applicable to dynamic 
networks 
-Not resilient against any major 
lethal threats in WSN 

Obaidat et al. [25] Dynamic energy, heterogeneous 
WSN -Energy Efficient -Overhead discussion is not 

made 

C
ry

pt
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Shankar et al. [26] Elliptical Curve Cryptography -Smaller Key Size 
-No Effective Benchmarking 
-No discussion of computational 
complexity. 

Munivel and Ajit [27] Micro-Public Key Infrastructure -Energy Efficient 
-No Effective Benchmarking 
-No discussion of computational 
complexity. 

Soosahabi et al. [28] Probability theory,  -Effective against statistical 
attacks 

-No Effective Benchmarking 
-No discussion of computational 
complexity 
-Consumes Resources 

Al-Haija et al. [29] RSA Robust Encryption for smaller 
scale network. 

-Not a lightweight encryption 
-Not applicable for large scale 
network 

Kodali and Sarma [30] ECC, Diffie-Hellman 
-Robust Encryption 
-Resilient against Brute-force 
attack 

-Not Energy efficient 

Xu and Dang [31] ECC, Digital Signature -41% of energy minimization 
-resistive against DoS attack 

-No Effective Benchmarking 
-No discussion of computational 
complexity 

Yan and Shu [32] AES -Energy Efficient 
-No Effective Benchmarking 
-No discussion of computational 
complexity 

Jeon et al. [33] Encrypted fusion rules -Lowered error probability 
-No Effective Benchmarking 
-No discussion of computational 
complexity 

Huang et al. [34] Key-verification -Simple authentication of key. 
-Less Effective key management. 
-Lead to communication 
overhead 
-less Security strength 

Liu et al. [35] Signature-based -Supports both online and offline -No Effective Benchmarking 
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verification. 
-Suitable for large area. 

-No discussion of computational 
complexity 
-Signature generation and 
validation doesn’t conform to 
backward secrecy. 
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Narad and Chavan [36] Neural network, Shamir Secret 
Sharing -maintains message integrity 

-No Effective Benchmarking 
-No discussion of computational 
complexity 

Karapistol and Economides 
[37] Game theory -resistive against jamming attack. 

-No Effective Benchmarking 
-No discussion of computational 
complexity 

Karapistol and Economides 
[38] Anomaly detection using ruleset -Higher accuracy of attack 

detection 
-Communication performance 
nor evaluated. 

Kumar et al. [39] Game theory, neural Network -60% accuracy in attack detection 
-Theoretically sound but no 
evidence of practical 
implementation. 

Alrajeh et al. [40] Ant colony optimization 
-need less time to forward data 
-better communication 
performance 

-No evidence of scalability 
-No Effective benchmarking  

Branch et al. [41] Non-parametric optimization, 
outlier detection -energy efficient -Not secure against passive 

attacks 

Ding et al. [42] Game theory Detection of intrusion based on 
resource consumption 

-The model doesn’t have 
validation in uncertainty. 
-Low scope of utility function. 
-Less practical implementation 

Ramesh et al. [43] Neural Network, symmetric key 
algorithm -Resistive against DoS attack 

-Leads to excessive iteration 
-Less effective classification of 
intrusion.. 

Armol and Perez [44] Ant colony optimization, trust, 
reputation -energy efficient -Not compliant of space 

complexity 
Estiri and Khademzadeh 
[45] Game theory -better intrusion identification -No evidence of scalability 

-No Effective benchmarking 

IV. RESEARCH GAP 
After reviewing the existing techniques and solutions 

offered by the researchers till date, it can be just inferred that 
existing techniques have both potentials and pitfalls. The 
potential beneficial factor of the existing techniques discussed 
in previous sections only shows they are more inclined to 
accomplish energy efficiency while implementing security 
protocols. However, sometimes the energy efficiency is 
obtained at the cost of overlooking security aspects in full 
dimensional of vulnerability. It was also observed that existing 
mechanism are too much symptomatic in nature on attacks. It 
will mean that solutions design for mitigating DoS attack is not 
even capable of identifying other forms of intrusion. It should 
be known that existing mechanism of routing and clustering in 
wireless sensor network involves mobility and dynamic 
topologies too which calls for multiple attacks with an 
uncertain or unpredictable pattern of intrusion. Hence, existing 
mechanism is not able to cater up to the first line of defense 
itself purely, which is just about identifying uncertain forms of 
attacks or hideous security breach. Moreover, existing 
solutions don't offer full fledge compliance towards integrity, 
privacy, anonymity, confidentiality, non-repudiation, 
availability, etc. 

Moreover, we have seen that there are few benchmarked 
works published in 2010-2016 about security in wireless sensor 
network. We also find that studies are more on cryptographic 
usage ignoring the fact that a sensor can only process 48 
kilobytes of physical memory. Existing optimization 
techniques are good attempt, but they are less practical in real-
world motes. Optimization techniques based game theory 
sound good in theory, but its formulation cannot be judged to 
be potential until and unless there is any benchmarked work or 
designed using experimental study of large-scale sensor 

deployment. The significant research gaps found after 
reviewing the existing system are briefed as follows: 

• Ignorance to Explore Best Secure Route: The existing 
standard secure routing protocols (e.g. Sec LEACH, Sec 
Rout, and HEED), etc. are developed over a similar 
network, which has less supportability of the multipath 
routing technique. It was also explored that existing 
security technique also could not address the research 
gap among reliable routing with energy and quality of 
service. In this regards, multipath routing is the only 
way to ensure a better level of tolerance against any 
critical fault owing to any physical attacks in wireless 
sensor network. It is also known that usage of multipath 
routing supports heterogeneous networks as well as it 
also invites a massive problem owing to the presence of 
Duplicated Routing Data (DRD). An adversary can 
compromise such DRD using malicious eavesdropping 
and can easily insert its malicious code that is its 
replicated version. Such codes can easily go without 
any validation. The consequences of intrusions through 
multipath propagation in wireless sensor network will 
be quite collateral in nature. The existing techniques are 
not found to solve such issues most recently. 

• Narrowed Scenario of implementation: Normally the 
wireless sensor network is always studied with respect 
to static nodes and mobility factor is concern only with 
the sink nodes. But there are many possibilities of 
upcoming applications where the sensors may go 
mobile. In such scenario, if a node in heterogeneous 
wireless sensor network go on mobile than there may be 
massive energy consumption owing to radio 
transmission. The scenario may turn more worst if there 
are selfish nodes as they will not be ready for spending 
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more energy in assisting other data packet forwarding. 
Such forms of scenario will easily welcome all sorts of 
routing attacks, replay attack, wormhole attack etc. 
Availability of an intermediate node is extremely 
important in heterogeneous network as compared to 
homogeneous networks. The allowance of such 
intrusion will further lead to a unstabilized network that 
may highly degrade the communication performance 
along with stealing of data. Hence, even after the 
knowledge of mobility factor, IoT, ubiquitous 
computing, the researchers have not considered broader 
spectrum of recent problems and its implementation 
requirements. 

• Resiliency against Potential Threats: In the area of 
healthcare or nuclear plant monitoring system, if the 
transmission line is not secured, it may cost the life of 
somebody. There are various hazardous and adverse 
condition of network deployment that results in 
unauthorized access to private details of sensor nodes. 
Although, with an aid of the model description in 
Section 2.2, we have seen that usage of cryptography 
can render further security. But the fact still remains 
unsolved are that “Is the system resistive enough 
against brute force attack?” The question is quite 
difficult to crack as brute force attack may lead to 
decryption of ciphered information using malicious 
code with infinite computing resources, which is highly 
possible. We have already seen that existing system are 
more inclined to achieve energy efficiency and there is 
a bit of imbalance between energy efficiency and 
security potential. 

V. FUTURE WORK 
Based on the research gap discussion in previous section, 

our future direction of the work will be focused towards cost 
effective security protocols in wireless sensor network. Our 
future work will be towards designing a mathematical 
modelling for analyzing an availability of best secure route. 
The work to be carried out in this regards are as follow: 

• Adversarial Model: The study considers essential 
physical attack (e.g. node capture attack) as an insider 
attack model. However, novelty is incorporated in this 
adversarial modelling, where we consider the facts of 
resource expenses too. Hence, adversarial node with 
less resource will perform different action compared to 
an adversarial node with high resource. We will also 
model for uncertain behaviour for the adversarial node. 

Novel Adversarial model

Design Heterogeneous 
Network Perform Clustering 

Duplication Check
Sensor Duplication

Route Duplication

Use Mathematical Modeling: 
Probability Theory

Positive / Negative 
Probability

Discard malicious node and 
its associated Routes

Response 
from CH

Minimize energy consumption

Multipath Propagation

 
Fig. 2. Tentative System Architecture 

• System Design: A simulation study of heterogeneous 
nodes with clustering process will be carried 
considering clusterhead and sensor node. The node 
distribution is carried out using random process. The 
novelty in the clustering process is that clustered area is 
not circular like in existing studies; they are more 
asymmetric in shape, which normally happens in real-
time implementation. The system checks for duplication 
for both sensors and routes over multihop propagation. 
The design of the mathematical modelling will be 
entirely carried out by probability model. The system 
also checks for the positive / negative probability of a 
node / route being a malicious. Hence, a novel 
distributed election mechanism will be developed that 
can identify the malicious nodes. The mechanism will 
be initiated by random selection of neighbor nodes 
located near to monitored node. This process is carried 
out by all the clusterhead, which after computation 
shares its response using pairwise key. When maximum 
response is found to be negative for monitored node, it 
will be considered as malicious and hence will be 
discarded from the routing process. However, the 
process is quite bulky and may consume more energy, 
therefore, we will not be using conventional radio-
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energy model and will chose to reformulate energy-
based modelling where energy will be computed for 
performing security operations and not for normal 
routing and clustering operations. The tentative 
architecture is showcased in Fig.2 

• Benefit: The benefits of the proposed system are as 
follows: i) the system doesn’t use any forms of 
cryptography, which ensures that there is no complex 
computation process involved within a node. ii) The 
system uses probability theory for formulating a model 
in order to identify the suspicious sensors and routes 
along with less usage of energy of a node. iii) The 
identification of the response generated from CH is 
scaled positive / negative along with check for 
reliability that makes the detection and avoidance of the 
attackers highly precise. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
A better version of security protocols calls for inclusion of 

privacy, integrity, non-repudiation, anonymity, confidentiality 
factors. However, till date there is no single security algorithm 
in wireless sensor network which has maintained all of them in 
its security deployment among the nodes. One reason for it is 
basically the types of the nodes which are less capable of 
computational processing and other reason is the flawed design 
of security protocols. It was also seen that adoption of 
cryptographic technique is much high compared to non-
cryptographic techniques. There is a benefit of using 
cryptographic technique which is robust authentication, but 
cryptographic implementation is generally recursive in nature 
and calls for multiple rounds of operation in order to perform 
encryption. Hence a good amount of memory and resource is 
required for this, which are the major pitfalls. Usage of non-
cryptographic techniques is carried out mainly using 
probability theory and statistics. However, success rate of such 
usage depends upon the mathematical modelling. Last 6 years 
has found few implementations in the form of mathematical 
modelling. Therefore, our future work is dedicated to develop 
such a mechanism that will use a mathematical modelling and 
whose entire operation will permit identification of uncertain 
nodes and is capable to address the most difficult forms of 
adversaries in sensor network. 
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Abstract—Researches confirmed that 70 thousand cases of 
death, which happen yearly in the world, were because of the 
misprescribing of the drug itself or its dose (overdose or lower 
dose). Choosing the wrong alternative drug inspired the 
professionals in the healthcare field to the importance of assigning 
the best technologies to decrease the percentages of the therapeutic 
methods in giving the drug to prevent mistakes in prescribing the 
suitable drug. A system based on Rete Algorithm is proposed where 
the best-chosen medicine is offered through the suggested system. 
Selection of Estimation Medicine for Diseases (EMD) System is 
introduced where the diagnosis is made basically according to the 
symptoms and the medical history of the patient. This research 
aims to acquire a good model using this algorithm to obtain more 
accurate choices of medicine. The system (EMD) is tested by the 
doctors in Iraqi hospitals and it has been found that there is no 
other systems that can be compared to EMD system. The accuracy 
of estimating the appropriate medicine for heart diseases is 
approximately (87.26%). 

Keywords—Diagnosis; Disease; Medicine; Rete Algorithm; 
Expert System; Intelligent System 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Many of the patients have some troubles when they visit the 

doctor for identifying the suitable treatment for them. After the 
diagnosis of the disease have been made by the doctor, another 
problem is appeared, the drug might be written in a nonspecific 
way. Since the choice of the drug depends on the disease history 
of the patient and whether he had any chronic diseases, 
consequently careful assessment should be done as the drug is 
given. 

The Estimation Medicine for Diseases (EMD) is an intelligent 
system (Expert System) to identify the suitable treatment to the 
patient by knowing the disease or the case and the disease history 
of the patient and the symptoms that the patient is suffering. This 
process may prevent the mistakes that effects the wrong 
prescription of the drug which might not cause a significant 
health damage to many thousands of the patients only but also 
might lead to death to some of them. 

What’s done in the proposed approach is a process to enter 
the information into the system which identifies the correct 
diagnosis and obtains the accurate diagnosis of patient's diseases 
as quickly as possible with less cost. In our system selection, the 
best medicine is proposed for the patient and the doctor. It helps 
in determining medicine by disease or conditions(symptoms) 
according to some concepts, rules, and algorithms which are 
expressed in the next sections 

As a comparative view between previous researches and that 
one; previous researches usually choose two or three side effects 
and then contrast them to reach drugs with less interference and 
are less risky for the patient. On the other hand, this research is 
tested by an expertise doctor in diagnosing the disease depending 
on the rules of choosing the right drug for the intended patient. 
Also to realize the side effects of each drug or medication in 
addition to the previous symptoms taken from the patient 
prohibits causing pharmacological interference. The system picks 
the selected medicine that takes less error ratio and higher 
priority of accuracy for the preferring drugs that have fewer side 
effects and less conflicts with other medicines. 

Collecting information about both diseases and medicines 
along with the side effects of each drug is made by the assistance 
of expert doctors from Iraqi hospitals and from reliable 
international resources in [1][2][3][4]. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
The side effects of the prescribed medications are a common 

occurrence in the medical history of patients. Jenna, M. R., et. al 
[5] presented the opportunity to identify new side effects 
efficiently through electronic healthcare databases. A 
confirmation of concept method is suggested. It learns common 
associations and uses this knowledge to automatically refine 
exposure-outcome associations (i.e. side effect signals). A novel 
measure is determined. It is named the confounding-adjusted risk 
value, an accurate absolute risk value of a patient. They show that 
signals filtering might be possible at a patient level according to 
association rules acquired by taking into account patients’ 
medical histories. 

Chen, Jie, et. al [6] developed an association classification 
algorithm in which rules discovered can be used to alert medical 
practitioners when prescribing drugs. They propose two kinds of 
probability trees that can present clearly the risk of specific 
adverse drug reactions to prescribers. 

Chen, Yu, et. al [7] used association rule mining approach to 
derive possible side effects due to exposure to multiple drugs at 
different durations of the pregnancy. They derived sequential 
temporal rules to discover new information that would not be 
detected by the traditional analysis method that is currently used 
by pharmacists. 

The optimizing drug dose is a major factor in improving the 
sustainability of health care. Daughton, C. G., and Ruhoy, I. S. 
[8] presents the first critical examination of the multi-faceted role 
of drug dose in reducing the ambient levels of active 
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pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) in the environment. 
Personalized adjustment of drug dose holds the potential for 
enhancing therapeutic outcomes while simultaneously lowering 
the incidence of adverse drug events and in lowering patient 
healthcare cost. 

III. EXPERT SYSTEM 
An expert system is an application that tries to react like a 

human expert on a special subject area. This system is used to 
advise non-experts in situations where a human expert is 
unavailable [9]. 

An expert system consists of three parts [9]: (see Figure 1) 

A user interface - that accepts a non-expert user and it asks 
questions of the expert system, and is conferred with advice. The 
interface should be a simple and easy to use [9]. 

A knowledge base - It is a group of facts and rules. It is built 
with information that is supplied by human experts [9]. 

An inference engine - this acts as a search engine, inspecting 
the knowledge base for a particular arrangement that matches the 
user's query [9]. 

 
Fig. 1. An Expert system works in block diagram [9] 

An example of expert systems is diseased diagnosis (the input 
would contain medical history information, the symptoms of the 
patient. Those might be the query, and the answer is a diagnose 
for the patient’s mental or physical pain). However, Nowadays, 
“conventional” computer programs may achieve some of the 
typical expert system functionalities. When using, expert systems 
problems are solved using heuristics or approximate methods 
which, unlike traditional applications, are not guaranteed to 
present an optimal solution [9]. 

IV. GENERAL DESCRIPTION FOR ESTIMATING THE BEST 
MEDICINE SYSTEM 

This section describes the proposed Estimation Medicine for 
Diseases (EMD) System framework, algorithms, and the applied 
rules. Figure (2) illustrates a block diagram for selection 
medicine for each patient's disease. 

 
Fig. 2. Block Diagram Estimation Medicine for each Patient's Disease 

The method used in the system makes use of dataset for heart 
diseases along with medicine dataset for medical data. The 
obtained medical data are utilized in the formation of the expert 
system. The system utilizes in a convenient way the concepts and 
algorithms introduced in the following subsections. 

A. Reliable rules for safer drug use 
This section explains how the doctor selects the best medicine 

for each patient's disease for conditions by some rules basing on 
safer drug use; these rules are expressed in [10]. 

Those rules were compiled for more dependable drug use (or 
nonuse). They were listed particularly from the World Health 
Organization’s General Prescribing Principles for the Elderly. 
Nevertheless, these rules might be applied to all ages. Doctors 
and patients involved in drug therapy should know them. The 
guiding principle is to use those rules as guidelines for patient 
treatment according to symptoms and patient’s medical history. 
Among those rules are [10]: 

• Additional drugs used may make the earlier drugs much 
more dangerous [10]. 

• The primary doctor ought to coordinate patient’s care and 
drug use [10]. 

• The patient should make sure that drug therapy is needed 
[10]. 
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• Important, believable, and adverse effects of the drug in 
addition to plausible drugs interactions should be 
foreseeable in advance [10]. 

• Any adverse drug reactions patient may have should be 
taken into consideration early [10]. 

B. Recognize-Act Cycle 
Since the production system is a formulation, that the expert 

system’s inference engine can process efficiently, they can be 
used to generate new information. The basic recognize-act cycle 
consists of four steps [11]: 

1) Recognize (get) matches. 
2) Choose a match. 
3) Act (perform the selected production). 
4) Return to step (1). 
It matches the premise patterns of the rules against elements 

in the working memory. If there is more than one rule that can be 
applied, use a conflict resolution strategy to choose one to apply. 
Early production systems spent over 90% of their time doing 
pattern matching, but there is now a solution to this efficiency 
problem which is the Rete algorithm [11]. 

C. Rete Algorithm 
The traditional approach for recognize-act cycle matches all 

Elements (E) in working memory along with all premises (P) in 
all rules (R). It then checks E×P×R possibilities in each cycle. 
Nevertheless, the rules have structural similarity, since parts of 
their conditions are common. Where the application of any 
similar rule changes the working memory slightly (temporal 
redundancy) [11]. 

Rete Algorithm uses these facts to improve efficiency (‘rete’ 
is Latin for ‘net’). First, the initial conflict set is generated 
through the matching algorithm by connecting the network for all 
condition parts. After that, only the changed elements in working 
memory are fed into the network to distinguish the changes in the 
conflict set [11]. 

D. Estimation Medicine for Diseases (EMD) algorithm 
The above concepts and foresight are consolidated into a 

single unified algorithm called Estimation Medicine for Diseases 
(EMD) which performs the main system functionality. 

Algorithm: Estimation Medicine for Diseases (EMD) 
Input: Diseases Table (D), Medicine Table (M), Disease 

Name for Doctor Diagnosis (DN). 

Output: Medicines Name (MsN), Error Ratio(ER). 

Begin: 

• Input patient's History and Symptoms (PHS). 

• For each (D)That has name (DN) 

• Find Diseases Symptoms (DS) 

• Find Similar Symptoms between(PHs) and (DS) and put it 
on new array (SS) 

• (If SS is found in M Then MsN( )→ Count +1)//Compare 
(SS) with (M) for (DN) 

• Sort MsN() 

• Select the minimum Error Ratio 

• If the value of MsN is equal, then select the high priority 
from (M) 

End 

V. MEDICAL DATASET (DISEASES, MEDICINE) 
The data was collected from an Iraqi hospital. Patients' files 

and information were extracted from the Statistics Division at Al-
Kindi Teaching Hospital. The data for each disease consists of 
medical history, symptoms, laboratory analysis, etc. Those have 
been entered into the database. Each disease has ten medicines 
that were fed into the system. (See Table I). In this table, each 
column represents a single disease with its well-known ten 
medicines. The following are some of the heart diseases: 

• High Blood Pressure (I10). 

• Angina pectoris (I20). 

• Myocardial Infarction (I21). 

• Atrial Fibrillation (I48). 

• Heart Failure (I50). 

Note that I10, I20, I21, I48, and I50 represent the statistical 
identifiers of the diseases. 

TABLE I. DISEASES AND MEDICINES 

ID 
I10(HighBl
ood 
Pressure) 

I20(Angina 
pectoris) 

I21(Myocar
dial 
Infarction) 

I48(Atrial 
Fibrillation) 

I50(Heart 
Failure) 

1 Diazoxide Glyceryl_trinit
rate Atenolol Digoxin Captopril 

2 Hydralazine Aspirin Metoprolol Dronedarone Cilazapril 

3 
Sodium 
Nitroprussid
e 

Clopidogrel Acebutolol Warfarin Enalapril 
maleate 

4 Methyldopa Prasugrel 
Propranolol 
Hydrochlorid
e 

Acenocoum
arol Lisinopril 

5 Captopril Heparin 
Labetalol 
Hydrochlorid
e 

Phenindione Valsartan 

6 Lisinopril Streptokinase Pindolol Diltiazem Telmisartan 

7 
Moexipril 
Hydrochlori
de 

Urokinase 
Sotalol 
Hydrochlorid
e 

Verapamil Olmesartan 
Medoxomil 

8 Fosinopril 
Sodium Tenecteplase Timolol 

maleate 
Propranolol 
Hydrochlori
de 

Losartan 
potassium 

9 Enalapril Propranolol 
Hydrochloride Carvedilol Acebutolol Irbesartan 

10 Cilazapril Atenolol Bisoprolol Atenolol Eprosartan 

A large amount of data is required to train the system since 
poor of data does not give high accuracy in diagnosis. Each 
represented disease has its specific table. Each table consists of 
some attributes. These attributes are different from one table to 
another. All data are taken from the patient's file, which was read 
by doctors, who helped me and taught me how to read and 
understand each patient's file. 

Training datasets consist of two groups: the first is made of 
five tables where a table is specified for each medical case in 
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which the patient data are taken from the patient files. These are 
the symptoms and patient medical history. While the second 
category contains five tables, where a table is designated for each 
disease. This table has ten drugs commonly identified with that 
disease, yet each drug has a set of side effects. The name of the 
medicine is the scientific name as it is an international standard. 

Most of the researches are different from this one because in 
these researches the acquisition of data is made from the internet 
and they are almost based on one disease. The results of these 
researches indicate that the disease may exist or not and they 
don't give the accurate medicine for the patient and as a result 
they cannot tell all the symptoms that the patient suffers from and 
hence they cannot prevent the misprescribing of drugs" 

VI. TYPICAL SYSTEM OPERATIONS 
One user interface of the system explained in this section is 

shown in Figure (3). This window is called as one of some sub-
windows. Learning in the system depends on the data stored in 
the system (training dataset) and data tested by the system. 

As an example, the system works to diagnose that the patient 
has heart diseases by using functional (EMS) strategies. The 
system deals with heart disease, which is diagnosed as the 
patient's disease. Doctor selects any heart disease, as shown in 
Figure (3) where the patient is suffering from one of them, but it 
is unknown for his doctor at this moment. 

A sample medical history data is (patient's age: more than 
fifty years (age), Increase of blood cholesterol (cholesterol), 
Hypertension (HT), Respiration Rate (RespRate) and Blood 
Pulse High (BPH)). The symptoms are (Shortness of Breath, 
Dizziness, Weakness, Rapid heartbeats, Palpitation, Headache 
and General malaise). 

The doctor in the hospital diagnosis that patient is suffering 
from High Blood Pressure and Myocardial Infarction. When his 
medical history and symptoms are entered into the system, the 
result would be selecting the best medicine for diagnosis to High 
Blood Pressure (I10) and Myocardial Infarction (I21). Hence, the 
doctor has selected medicine by the system (EMS) depending on 
all information and side effects of that medicine, symptoms, and 
history of this patient. 

 
Fig. 3. A heart disease diagnosis and selected medicine by (EMD) 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
This section illustrates the experimental results of the 

proposed approach described in the previous sections. 

A. Settings 
The experimental results also include Rete Algorithm for 

Medicine. The results are organized into a table for heart 
diseases. Brief descriptions and the diagnosis were given by the 
doctors and also by the proposed system—Estimation Medicine 
for Diseases (EMD) that offers selecting the best medicine for a 
given disease. 

These approaches are running on a laptop (running Core i5 
CPU@ 1.7MHz, RAM 4GHz on Windows 7 Home Basic), SQL 
Server 2012 for building Database and Visual Basic.NET 
2012,2013 (VB.NET) environment as the programming language 
used in the implementation. 

B. Results 
The proposed system deals with many types of heart diseases. 

System experiments on the applied fed data. Each stored table is 
used to test different disease cases. The system was configured 
over five categories representing the selected heart diseases. 
Table I demonstrate this training dataset. 

The system has been tested by entering symptoms and 
medical history of each patient. Data are entered into the built 
structure, then calculations of the probability of occurrences of 
the disease for each patient are made. This result is the likelihood 
of disease for each patient along with the selected medicine. The 
doctors can choose two of the top up possibilities of these 
medicines (i.e. the higher priority among them). The performance 
of the system is expressed in Table II. Where we can see twenty-
two patients for heart diseases. 

After that accuracy is calculated by (true (cases) / (true 
(cases) + false (cases))) to get the results for the system model of 
(EMD). The performance of the EMD can be seen for each 
disease. Hence, the accuracy rate of the given model of (EMD) is 
approximately (87.26%) in heart diseases. It can be deduced that 
the rate of accuracy of the system (EMD) is the best average 
results. These results are shown in table II while the running time 
is presented in Table III. 

TABLE II. EMD PERFORMANCE FOR THE SELECTED MEDICINE 

Disease 
code Disease name 

Number of 
patients used 
in testing 

The selected medicine for 
disease 

Accuracy (%) Error Ratio 
(%) 

I10 High Blood 
Pressure 22 81.8% 18.2% 

I20 Angina pectoris 22 86.36% 13.64% 

I21 Myocardial 
Infarction 22 90.9% 9.1% 

I48 Atrial 
Fibrillation 22 90.9% 9.1% 

I50 Heart Failure 22 86.36% 13.64% 
Average 87.26% 12.74% 
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TABLE III. TRAINING DATASET RUNNING TIME FOR HEAR T DISEASES AND 
MEDICINE DATASET 

Model for Heart Diseases Time (Sec) 
SBM 0.30 

Training dataset running time for heart diseases and medicine 
dataset is (0.30) sec because it is only a time to choose the best 
medicine in the system yet it is not for diagnosing the disease. 
The system is an assistant to the doctor, and it is a 
complementary tool for the medical diagnosis. 

Figure (4) demonstrates a chart indicating the Performance of 
(EMD) for Heart Diseases. Training datasets consist of two 
groups: the first is made of five tables where a table is specified 
for each medical case in which the patient data are taken from the 
patient files. These are the symptoms and patient medical history. 
While the second category contains five tables, where a table is 
designated for each disease. This table has ten drugs commonly 
identified with that disease, yet each drug has a set of side effects. 
The name of the medicine is the scientific name as it is an 
international standard. 

 
Fig. 4. The performance of (EMD) for Heart Diseases 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, an approach based on Rete Algorithm is used 

where the best-chosen medicine through the system (EMD) is 
suggested. We want to reach into the best model using the 
algorithm to obtain a more accurate selection for an optimal 
medicine for diagnosis. The doctor can select medicine by the 
system (EMD) depending on all information and side effects of 
that medicine, symptoms and medical history for a patient. The 
system (EMD) is tested by the doctors in Iraqi hospitals. The 
accuracy of selecting the medicine to heart diseases is 
approximately (87.26%). 

This accuracy is obtained because the principles of 
nominating drugs by a doctor for a given patient are based on two 
factors. The first factor is the symptoms experienced by the 
patient along with his medical history, while the second one is 
the chemical interactions that happen inside the patient's body. 
Our system depends on the first factor in which the selection of 
medicine is made to avoid the interfering with other medicaments 
for a certain disease. It doesn’t concentrate on more of other 
suspicious diseases but simply treats the current symptoms that 
are experienced by the patient. 
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Abstract—The growing of Web 2.0 has led to huge 
information is available. The analysis of this information can be 
very useful in various fields. In this regards, opinion mining and 
sentiment analysis are one of the most interesting task that many 
researchers have paid attention for two last decades. However, 
this task involves to some challenges that a very important 
challenge is the different polarity of words in various domain and 
context. Word polarity is an important feature in the 
determination of review polarity through sentiment analysis. 
Existing studies have proposed n-gram technique as a solution 
which allows the matching of the selected words to the lexicon. 
However, identification of word polarity using the standard n-
gram method poses limitation as it ignores the word placement 
and its effect according to the contextual domain. Therefore, this 
study proposes a linguistic-based model to extract the word 
adjacency patterns to determine the review polarity. The results 
reflect the superiority of the proposed model compared to other 
benchmarking approaches. 

Keywords—Opinion mining; Polarity patterns; Pattern 
matching; Context-sensitive; Politics domain 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the past, people tried very to acquire data and 

knowledge. Whereas the appearance of web, and especially 
Web 2.0, brings on huge information is generated by users. 
Although, this is not desire because too much information 
leads to confused. Therefore, analysis, summarization and 
other related tasks are very useful and applicable results 
present for users and researchers. In this regard, opinion 
mining and sentiment analysis are one of the most important 
and helpful task that has been defined from two last decades. 

Opinion mining is a field that its results can be used for 
different researches of various fields. In this regard, researchers 
have been attracted because of its application from the 
sociological and psychological analysis to the extraction of 
users’ opinion in business field such as about products and 
services, or political discussions. 

The first time, Wiebe was presented the most widely 
definition for subjectivity and opinion mining based on a 
linguist’s idea in 1994. Also, she defined as the linguistically 
expression of opinions, sentiment, emotions, evaluations, 
beliefs, and speculations ]1[ . Hence, the goal of subjectivity 
analysis is determining the subjective or objective sentences ]2[  
that Liu considered subjective and objective sentences against 
each other. In this respect, objective and subjective sentences 
define, respectively, as a fact information indicative about 
world and a person’s emotions or beliefs indicative ]3[ . 

Next and in lower level, Zhang and Liu define opinion 
mining or sentiment analysis as “the computational study of 
opinions, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions about entities such 
as products, services, organizations, persons, events, and their 
different aspects” ]4[ . Also, they focus on recognizing the 
orientation and strength of polarity in different level using 
various methods and settings. 

In this respect, various definitions in these years have 
caused to not be specific different between opinion mining and 
sentiment analysis and are used instead of each other. Of 
course, it is notable that some ones consider different levels for 
opinion and sentiment. 

Regards, researchers investigated the various sides of 
opinion mining. For this purpose, some issues are defined such 
as how polarity is expressed, which level polarity is measured, 
or the polarity of words is fix or not. 

Hence, primary researches on opinion mining determined 
the polarity as positive and negative ]5[ . However, Koppel and 
Schler proposed neural is also considered to be improved 
results ]6 ,7[ . In addition, opinion mining is defined as 
orientation (such as positive and negative) and strength (such 
as weak positive, middle positive, and strong positive) ]8[ . 

Meanwhile, researches have shown polarity is not fix and 
even changes in a domain ]9 ,10[ . Also, Ding expressed the 
polarity is fix only rather than a context ]11[ . 

scenario Give example to illustrate your idea. 
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What do you mean by ‘replacement of words is not 
considered for its statistical calculation’? do you mean the 
vector space model/bag of words? 

The change of polarity leads to context-sensitive opinion 
mining. For this purpose, some different solutions such as 
ontology are proposed for the context-sensitive problem. 
Although, the context-sensitive issue poses limitation to 
existing solution. For an example, the methods often consider 
the polarity of words as uni-gram. While words get together, 
they affect on the polarity of each other. 

In contrast, n-gram is not a suitable method because the 
replacement of words is not considered for its statistical 
calculation; As a result, n-gram leads to the sparseness in 
repeating adjacent same words and lack of generalizability. For 
an instance, “supporting of terrorism” and “supporting of 
spies” are two different n-gram that their value of language 
model is very low. While the generality of them in pattern 
“supporting of (Neg. Exp.)” occurs more. 

Thus, this paper proposes opinion mining is done using 
polarity pattern extraction based on language model helps to be 
possible words, which are synonym or have similar polarity, 
are replaced. 

The polarity patterns categorize expressions which their 
polarity is same. For example, “supporting of terrorism” is 
negative; however, “supporting” is positive and “terrorism” is 
negative, and bag of word method often recognize the term as 
neutral. While the polarity pattern of “supporting of (Neg. 
Exp.)” leads to a negative result. Consequently, the results of 
context-sensitive opinion mining using polarity pattern 
matching express the significant improvement of accuracy 
rather than other methods. 

In continue, section 2 presents a review on context-
sensitive opinion mining. Then, context-sensitive opinion 
mining using polarity pattern matching and evaluation are 
discussed, respectively. Finally, conclusion is expressed. 

II. A REVIEW ON CONTEXT-SENSITIVE OPINION MINING 
Although many researchers have paid attention to opinion 

mining and sentiment analysis, the field poses several room of 
improvements to solve issues in data mining, web mining, and 
information retrieval. Therefore, different challenges are 
observed in the field such as how the polarity is calculated for 
word groups. So, the polarity is calculated using different 
methods ]12[  such as deep sentiment analysis ]13[ , Markov 
logic ]14[ , Fuzzy ]15 ,16[ , LDA ]17[ , and language model ]18[ . 

The primary opinion mining researches prepared opinion 
lexicons and calculated the polarity based on the lexicons. 
However, growing researches indicated that opinion mining 
faces to a big challenge. In this regard, the challenge is the 
polarity of words sometimes changes in different texts. Thus, 
some topics were considered such as domain-specific opinion 
mining ]9 ,10 ,19 ,20[ , and context-sensitive opinion mining 

]21[ . 

Contextual opinion mining expresses the polarity of words 
can be changed in a text, and words may have different 
polarities even in a domain ]11[ . In the meanwhile, co-

occurrence and conjunctions ]22[ , top word collocations ]23[ , 
Emoticons ]24[ , opposite pairs ]25[ , an approach based on 
holistic lexicon prepared using WordNet ]11[ , and using 
features such as the characteristics of before and next words, 
modifiers, and dependency tree ]26[  are solutions for changing 
polarity in a text. 

In addition, lexicon adapting is another strategy that finds 
context-sensitive polarity using contextual semantics and 
updates orientation and strength using a primary polarity 
lexicon and rule-base adapting ]27[ . 

However, the effectiveness of adjacent words is a 
significant criterion that has not been explored by any existing 
methods. Although language model can find adjacent words, it 
is typically rigid. Even co-occurrence and synonym words are 
not considered in statistical calculations. As a result, this paper 
proposes a method which is based on n-grams to categorize 
expressions that have similar polarity. Then, some polarity 
patterns are extracted that indicate for polarity language model. 
Finally, the polarity patterns are used to context-sensitive 
opinion mining and sentiment is calculated based on them. 

III. CONTEXT-SENSITIVE OPINION MINING USING POLARITY 
PATTERN MATCHING 

Different studies have used patterns for determining 
polarity. Pattern recognition is a helpful step for opinion 
mining tasks that detects text relations. In this regard, Riloff 
and Wiebe ]28[  extracted patterns to detect subjective and 
objective sentences. The patterns were extracted based on some 
templates and using corpus investigating. 

Furthermore, the patterns for getting together words and 
language model are two another effective methods. Wiebe and 
others ]2[  reached to subjectivity language indicates adjacent 
words and language model accompanied with part of speech 
(PoS) patterns. Thereof, the aim of statistical language model is 
learning the probability function of word sequence. However, 
this problem needs many data that leads to sparseness. 
Therefore, words which operate same are considered as similar 
tokens and replaced to each other ]29 ,30[ . In the other hand, 
Tang and others ]31[  extracted possible bi-grams to calculate 
polarity. The determination of N in n-grams is another problem 
in opinion mining. 

As a result, this paper proposes a method for opinion 
mining using polarity patterns which are the replacement of n-
gram and solve its problems. 

A. Polarity Pattern Extraction 
Polarity pattern extraction proposed is based on n-gram 

method and creates a polarity language model for opinion 
mining. In according to the investigations of corpus, if X is the 
noun phrase of affect, three types of phrases, that can be shown 
as sub-sentences too, are effective on polarities: 

• X + A: for example, “دشمنی تروریسم” means “hostility of 
terrorism” is negative when a negative affect is done by 
a negative effective. 

• X + Conjunction + B: for example, “دشمنی با دین” means 
“hostility with religion” is negative when a negative 
affect is done rather than a positive affected. 
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• X + A + Conjunction + B: for example, “ دشمنی تروریسم با
 means “hostility of terrorism with religion” is ”دین
negative when a negative affect is done by a negative 
effective rather than a positive affected. 

X, A and B are sub-sections that can be positive or negative 
and led various phrases with different polarity. These three 
type of phrases are templates for finding polarity patterns. 
TABLE I is two examples of polarity of phrases. 

TABLE I. THE EXAMPLES OF POLARITY PATTERNS 

X 
A Conjunctio

n B Polarity of 
phrase Noun phrase 

of affect translate 

   of از  Supporting پشتیبانی
+ +  + + 
+ +  - - 
+ -  + - 
+ -  - - 
   with با  Hostility of دشمنی
- +  + - 
- +  - + 
- -  + - 
- -  - + 

For this purpose, a rule-based method is used and polarity 
patterns are extracted based on pre-defined templates which 
were mentioned before. The steps of proposed method are 
shown in “Fig. 1”. 

Firstly, natural language processing is done on corpus and 
tokens and their PoS are determined. Then, the corpus is parsed 
and its dependency trees are extracted. As follow, the 
dependency trees are adapted to templates; for each phrase 
group, if py  and qY  are the p th phrase group and q th 
desired phrase group, respectively, that will be obtained by (1). 

| p iq p DT TY y ==   (1) 

that pDT is the dependency tree of p th phrase group and 

iT  is different templates with 1, 2,3i = . Thus, the desired 
phrase groups will be selected if the dependency tree of p th 

phrase group is matched with one of templates iT . Also, the 

type of template, or i , which has been matched is determined. 

In the next step, the polarity of sub-sections is determined. 
The sub-section X is a noun which is done an affect but A and 
B can be from a noun to a noun phrase which are an effective 
and an affected, respectively. For every qY , an adapted 

template qAT is built based on matching among the desired 

phrase group, the polarity of sub-sections, and template iqT  in 
(2). 
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Fig. 1. The steps of proposed method for polarity pattern extraction 
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that q  index indicates q th phrase group. aqAT , bqAT  

and iqT  are the polarity of sub-sections A and B, and i th 

template, which correspond with qY . 

After that, the similar adapted templates are categorized 
using the polarity of each existing A or B sub-sections to be 
constructed primary polarity patterns. In meanwhile, every 
primary polarity pattern is an index for the set of adapted 
templates that their “A” and “B” have been replaced by 
polarity and their X are a set includes the noun phrase of affect. 
According to (3), 
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AT A
PP AT
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 ∈

=



= =
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  (3) 
that kPP  is the k th primary polarity pattern. Also, 

,h l∀ expresses only an adapted template is considered as 
PP  for replacing all adapted templates which the polarity of 
their sub-sections except X is same. 
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In the next step, the set of X of every primary polarity 
pattern is classified to positive and negative classes. The 
classification is done rather than the polarity of “X”s. Then, the 
classified primary polarity patterns and the final polarity of 
phrases are investigated to be extracted polarity patterns. For 
this purpose, final polarity patterns are provided based on the 
different states of “A” and “B” in similar primary polarity 
patterns which their polarity of “X” is same. If mP  is the m th 
extracted polarity pattern, that will be presented based on  (4) 

 

{ } { }( ) { }
{ } { }( ) { }

   

   -

k

m

k

if iX PP X X
P

X PP

s

f isX Xi

+

−

 + −=
−

+


+   (4) 
that { }X , { }X +  and { }X −  are the set of “X”s, and 

classified “X”s, respectively. According to the detected phrase 
groups in corpus, the corresponding polarity of every state is 
determined by experts, and as a result, the polarity patterns are 
prepared for opinion mining. 

For generalization of polarity patterns, the sets of “X” are 
extended using semantic similarity strategies, because similar 
words can be replaced each other. For this purpose, the 
synonyms, hypernyms, hyponyms, co-occurrences, and co-
locations of all sub-sets of “X”s are extracted. Then, every 
word would be added to its set of “X” if there was not. Finally, 
the extracted polarity patterns and the prepared sets of “X” are 
used for context-sensitive opinion mining. 

B. Opinion Mining Using Polarity Pattern Matching 
The goal of proposed method in this paper is to analyze the 

opinion of texts using polarity pattern matching. The main 
stages of context-sensitive opinion mining are indicated in 
“Fig. 2”. 

The first stage is the pre-processing for context-sensitive 
opinion mining, which involves normalization, tokenizing, 
sentence detection, and Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging. The 
dependency parser [32] is used for syntactic relations 
identification besides words and their POS. Following, the 
syntactic relations are used for polarity pattern matching. 

In the next stage, which is main stage for the proposed 
method, the polarity identification of sections, which are 
matched with the polarity patterns, is begun. Firstly, the words 
of sentence are compared with the sets of “X”. If each word is 
matched, its related phrases as sub-sections are extracted based 
on its corresponded polarity pattern and the dependency tree. 
Then, the polarity of sub-sections is measured as direct or 
recursive using polarity patterns. In meanwhile, the direct 
polarity of words are calculated using SentiFarsNet. Thus, the 
polarity of phrase is considered as the result of polarity pattern. 

Finally, opinion mining measures the polarity of every 
sentence. After that the polarity of all sections of sentence was 
calculated, the polarity of sentence would be determined 
dependent on the polarities of sections. 

IV. EVALUATION 
This paper implements the context-sensitive opinion 

mining using polarity pattern matching. For this purpose, the 
polarity patterns were extracted for politics domain. Also, the 

SentiFarsNet that is the translation of SentiWordNet based on 
Farsnet is applied to find prior opinion. 

A. Dataset 
For this paper, we gathered data by a crawler from the 

political news. The news are collected from Mar. 2013 to Dec. 
2015 on three news sites. Also, the crawled data contains 
208,000 political news. After that, we selected our corpus from 
gathered data. The corpus includes about 14,000 news between 
2KB and 10KB. Then, pre-processes were implemented on the 
corpus and dependency trees were obtained for opinion mining. 

Pre-processing

Polarity Pattern Matching

Opinion Mining
 

Fig. 2. The stages of context-sensitive opinion mining 

B. Results 
According to the proposed method of this paper, the 

polarity patterns are extracted that TABLE II is shown some 
samples. The investigation of corpus indicates 38% group 
nouns belong to the polarity patterns. 

TABLE II. THE EXAMPLES OF POLARITY PATTERNS 

X 
A Conjunction B Polarity 

of phrase Noun phrase 
of affect translate 

   of از  Supporting پشتیبانی
+ +  + + 
+ +  - - 
+ -  + - 
+ -  - - 
Other words of this polarity pattern 
   of بھ  Trust اعتماد
   of بھ  Confidence اطمینان
   against در مقابل  Resistance مقاومت

The first evaluation is calculating the exactness and 
completeness of polarity patterns. For this purpose, precision is 
defined as the fraction of obtained polarity patterns that are 
relevant to the content. In the other hand, recall is the fraction 
of the polarity patterns are relevant to the content that are 
successfully retrieved in documents. Finally, F-measure is an 
average of precision and recall that “Fig. 3” presents the 
quality of the extracted polarity patterns. Whereas the coverage 
of required polarity patterns for opinion mining is the most 
measurement, the value of precision, which is more than 90%, 
demonstrates the performance of the proposed method. 

Of course, the precision of n-gram is more and better than 
the proposed method but in contrast, the recall of proposed 
method is better. As a result, the polarity pattern method needs 
less calculations and has more f-measure than n-gram. 
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Fig. 3. The quality of the extracted polarity patterns and n-grams 

Also, the accuracy of proposed method is compared with a 
base method that this paper uses bag of words and their 
polarity. The results are observed in “Fig. 4”. As the results 
show, the determination of polarity based on the polarity 
patterns leads to increase accuracy in opinion mining. 

 
Fig. 4. The comparison of polarity patterns and bag of words usage 

V. CONCLUSION 
The growing of Web 2.0 has lead to extend interesting to 

opinion mining in research society. Whereas the aim of opinion 
mining is to recognize the positive or negative opinion of 
documents and opinionated sentences ]33[ , the polarity of 
words and expressions is the most important issue. In the 
meanwhile, researches have shown polarity is not fix and even 
changes in a domain. Also, Ding expressed the polarity is fix 
only rather than a context ]11[ . Therefore, context-sensitive 
opinion mining is presented and indicates the primary polarity 
does not determine correct polarity. 

Most methods often consider the polarity of words as uni-
gram, but how words are placed adjacent to each other is very 
useful for opinion mining. Also, n-gram is used only as 
features for machine learning algorithms. 

When words get together, they affect on the polarity of 
each other. In the other hand, n-gram is not a suitable method 
because the replacement of words is not considered for its 

statistical calculation; As a result, n-gram leads to sparseness 
and lack of generalizability. Thus, this paper proposes opinion 
mining is done using polarity pattern extraction based on 
language model helps to be possible words, which are 
synonym or have similar polarity, are replaced. 

The polarity patterns categorize expressions which their 
polarity is same. For example, “supporting of terrorism” is 
negative because “terrorism” is negative and the polarity 
pattern of “supporting of (Neg. Exp.)” leads to a negative 
result. Consequently, the results of context-sensitive opinion 
mining using polarity pattern matching show the significant 
improvement of accuracy the determination of polarity based 
on the polarity patterns rather than other methods. 
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Abstract—Cloud computing is a modern term refers to a 
model for emerging computing, where it is possible to use 
machines in large data centers for delivering services in a 
scalable manner, so corporations has become in need for large 
scale inexpensive computing. Recently, several governments have 
begun to utilize cloud computing architectures, applications and 
platforms for meeting the needs of their constituents and 
delivering services. Security occupies the first rank of obstacles 
that face cloud computing for governmental agencies and 
businesses. Cloud computing is surrounded by many risks that 
may have major effects on services and information supported 
via this technology. Also, Cloud Computing is one of the 
promising technology in which the scientific community has 
recently encountered. Cloud computing is related to other 
research areas such as distributed and grid computing, Service-
Oriented Architecture, and virtualization, as cloud computing 
inherited their limitations and advancements. It is possible to 
exploit new opportunities for security. This paper aim is to 
discuss and analyze how achieve mitigation for cloud computing 
security risks as a basic step towards obtaining secure and safe 
environment for cloud computing. The results showed that, Using 
a simple decision tree model Chaid algorithm security rating for 
classifying approach is a robust technique that enables the 
decision-maker to measure the extent of cloud securing, and the 
provided services. It was proved throughout this paper that 
policies, standards, and controls are critical in management 
process to safeguard and protect the systems as well as data. The 
management process should analyze and understand cloud 
computing risks for protecting systems and data from security 
exploits 

Keywords—Cloud computing; Cloud security issue; Data 
mining; Naive Bayes; multilayer percepton; Support vector 
machine; decision tree (C4.5); and Partial Tree (PART) 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Security is a basic requirement for cloud computing [1]. 

This view is shared by many distinct groups, such as business 
decision makers [4], academia researchers [2, 3], and 
government organizations [5, 6]. The several similarities in 
these opinions illustrate a high concern on crucial legal and 
security obstacles for cloud computing including availability 
of service, confidentiality in data, provider lock-in and status 

fate sharing [7]. The security is considered one of the major 
issues which reduces the growth of cloud computing and 
complications with data privacy and data protection continue 
to plague the market. The advent of an advanced model should 
not negotiate with the required functionalities and capabilities 
present in the current model. Cloud computing embraces 
cyber-infrastructure and builds on grid computing, utility 
computing, virtualization, distributed computing, networking, 
web and software services [11]. 

The illusion of infinite computing resources available on 
demand, the elimination of up-front commitments by cloud 
users, and the ability to pay for use of computing resources on 
a short-term basis are needed [3]. Cloud computing has been 
defined in many and diverse ways according to the point of 
view that deals with the cloud computing. One of these 
definition is adapted by [ 52] where cloud computing has been 
defined as a pool of highly scalable, abstracted, and managed 
infrastructure that is capable of hosting end-customer 
applications and billed by consumption. Another definition 
has been suggested by NIST [6], where cloud computing has 
been defined as a model for enabling on-demand network 
access to a shared pool of computing configurable resources in 
convenient way (e.g. servers networks, applications, storage, 
and services) that can be rapidly released  and provisioned 
with minimal service provider interaction  or management 
effort. 

According to [42], a cloud is a pool of virtualized 
resources across the Internet that follows a pay per-use model 
and can be dynamically reconfigured to satisfy user requests 
via on-the-fly. Also, Cloud computing is known as a method 
for increasing the capabilities or adding capacity in dynamic 
manner without investing in new training new personnel, 
infrastructure or licensing new software, accordingly it works 
towards extending the existing capabilities of Information 
Technology (IT) [8]. Recently, cloud computing has been 
converted from being a concept of promising business to one 
of the fast growing segments of the IT industry. It is possible 
to say that the more the spread of cloud computing, the more 
the concern about the security and safety of the cloud 
computing environment. The security problem can be 
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considered as a barrier against the deployment of cloud 
computing in business environment [9]. 

In cloud computing, security is considered a critical and 
important aspect, where security in cloud computing has many 
problems and issues related to it. Both the cloud service 
consumer and cloud service provider should be sure that the 
cloud is sufficiently safe from external threats in order to 
make the customer avoid any problem such as data theft or 
loss of data [10]. The penetration through a malicious user 
into the cloud can be occurred through impersonating a 
legitimate user, thus infecting many customers. 

The users of cloud service should understand the risks of 
data breaches in the new environment of cloud computing; as 
the architecture of cloud forms a threat to the existing 
technologies security when deploying such technologies in a 
cloud environment [11]. 

Data mining can be considered one of the most important 
for discovering the knowledge from large data. Different 
algorithms and techniques are available in data mining. For 
finding the mine rule, classification technique can be used in 
large data. In general decision tree technique can be utilized as 
efficient technique for classification; because it owns simple 
hierarchical structure for the decision making and user 
understanding. This paper evaluates and investigates the 
decision tree as data mining techniques and as an intrusion 
detection mechanism. 

This paper focus on a survey about the risks and threats 
that faces cloud computing followed by deep analysis of cloud 
security major issues such as: trust, encryption, multi-tenancy 
and compliance and finally utilizing the intelligent data 
mining and attack classification methodology in analyzing the 
cloud security.  

In the last few years, it was shown that Cloud Computing 
depends on gathering few new and many old concepts in 
several fields of research such as Service-Oriented 
Architectures (SOA), grid, and distributed computing as well 
as virtualization. This was a result of its high probability for 
substantiating advances in other technologies while presenting 
supreme advantage over the current under-utilized resources 
that are deployed at data centers [12]. 

It is possible to say that cloud computing can be 
understood as a new computing paradigm that give users the 
temporal ability to use computing infrastructure over the 
network, that is provided as a service by the cloud-provider at 
one or more than one of abstraction levels. Thus, several 
models of business are rapidly evolved to utilize this 
technology by introducing programming platforms, software 
applications, computing infrastructure, data-storage, and 
hardware as services. Their inter-relations have been 
ambiguous. The feasibility of enabling their inter-operability 
has been debatable while they refer to the core cloud 
computing services, taking into consideration that each cloud 
computing service has a unique interface and uses a different 
protocol of access [13-15]. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows the 
Literature Survey. Section 3 describes the Cloud environment 
layers, Service Models and Deployment Models. In section 4, 
we cover the gaps and security issues in service models, 
Denial-of-service attack classification, and Decision tree: C4.5 
as well as Performance evaluation. Finally, section 5 provides 
conclusions. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Nowadays, Small and Medium Business (SMB) 

organizations have been understood that simply by getting into 
the cloud computing, they can obtain fast access to best 
business applications or increasingly reinforce the resources of 
their infrastructure, all at negligible cost. Gartner [53] defined 
cloud computing as ‘‘a style of computing where massively 
scalable information technology- enabled capabilities are 
delivered ‘as a service’ to external clients using Internet 
technologies’’. [42] Mentioned that nowadays cloud providers 
obtain benefits from opportunity in the marketplace. The 
providers should ensure that they obtain the right security 
aspects; therefore they will bear the responsibility if things are 
wrong. 

The cloud offers many benefits such as pay-for- use, fast 
deployment, scalability, lower costs, rapid elasticity, rapid 
provisioning, ubiquitous network access, greater resiliency, 
low-cost disaster recovery and data storage solutions, 
hypervisor protection against network attacks, on-demand 
security controls, real time detection of system tampering, and 
rapid re-constitution of services. The unique attribute of the 
cloud computing, poses several new challenges from security 
point of view [44]. The posed challenges include virtualization 
vulnerabilities, accessibility vulnerabilities, web application 
vulnerabilities such as SQL (Structured Query Language) 
injection, cross-site scripting, privacy and control issues 
arising from third parties having physical control of data, 
physical access issues,  issues related to credential 
management, identity and issues related to data verification, 
tampering, integrity, data loss and theft, issues related to 
authentication of the respondent device or devices and IP 
spooling. 

III. CLOUD ENVIRONMENT LAYERS 
Cloud computing attracts many managers and 

organizations. There are many similar terminologies that are 
usually utilized for describing cloud computing, these terms 
such as: distributed, grid, cluster, virtualization, on-demand, 
utility, and software-as-a-service. In other words, cloud 
computing refers to end-users connecting with applications 
running on sets of shared servers, often hosted and virtualized, 
instead of a traditional dedicated server. 

For over thirty years client-server computing has provided 
applications that were assigned to specific hardware, often 
residing in on-premise data centers. On-demand cloud 
computing enables its end-users through allowing them using 
their selection of Internet-connected device, at any time [29]. 
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Fig. 1. Layers of cloud environment [19] 

From Figure 1, it is shown that the lower layer of the cloud 
computing layers represents the different models of 
deployment for the cloud as follows: community, private, 
public and hybrid cloud models of deployment. The second 
layer above the deployment layer represents the different 
models of delivery that are used within a certain model of 
deployment. These delivery models are the IaaS 
(Infrastructure as a Service) delivery, PaaS (Platform as a 
Service) and SaaS (Software as a Service) models. These 
delivery models represent the core of the cloud and they show 
certain features like multi-tenancy, on-demand self-service, 
ubiquitous network, measured service and rapid elasticity that 
are illustrated in the upper layer. These basic elements of the 
cloud computing require security that depends and varies with 
respect to the used deployment model, the method of delivery 
and the character it shows. Some of the basic security 
challenges can be summarized in data transmission security, 
data storage security, security related to third-party resources 
and application security [19]. 

A. Service Models 
It is possible to categorize cloud services into three 

categories namely: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Software 
as a Service (SaaS), and Platform as a Service (PaaS). 

• Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), usually called on-
demand software, is a software deployment and a 
model of subscription-pricing that gives an enterprise 
application as a managed service by a software vendor. 
The SaaS provider bears all responsibilities related to 
the implementation and maintenance of the system 
from the customer; this in turn, is useful when adding 
new hardware as it minimize the addition cost and 
complexity. One example of SaaS is the 
Salesforce.com CRM application. According to the 
Forrester study, ’’The State of Enterprise Software: 
2009,’’ security concerns are the most commonly cited 
reason why enterprises are not interested in SaaS. 
Consequently, addressing enterprise security concerns 
has emerged as the biggest challenge for the adoption 
of SaaS applications in the cloud [45]. 

• Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), usually called on-
demand infrastructure, it gives computing 
infrastructure as a utility service. IaaS users buy or rent 
software, servers, network equipment, data-center 
space etc. IaaS usually gives networking with immense 
possibility for extensibility, scale and raw storage. One 
example of (IaaS) is the Amazon web services [45]. 

• Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) can be defined as a rich 
ecosystem that is used for database development along 
with other applications, programmer communities, and 
application development, as a solution stack or service. 
One of the major advantages of PaaS is that it 
empowers developers of an application to build their 
own applications on top of the platform. PaaS usually 
overcome the gaps in functional holes within a SaaS 
solution. An example of (PaaS) would be Google Apps 
(Cloud Security Alliance, 2011) [4, 13, and 14]. 

All models of cloud service (IaaS, SaaS and PaaS) should 
be strongly well-defined service level agreements (SLAs) that 
are able to protect the cloud user. According to the CSA, 
“security, governance, service levels, compliance, and liability 
expectations of the service and provider should be stipulated 
from contracting point of view, enforced  and managed” 
(Cloud Security Alliance, 2011). 

B. Deployment Models 
The deployment models can be categorized into four 

categories namely Public cloud, Private cloud, Hybrid cloud 
and Community cloud [6]. These categories will be described 
in details as follows:- 

• Public Cloud, this model is owned by an organization 
for selling the cloud services and the design of 
infrastructure is made in order to be available for 
industries, organizations and businesses. 

• Private Cloud, this model is managed by the 
organization itself or by a third party. Private cloud 
may be either off or on premises. The major 
characteristic of this model is that the infrastructure of 
the cloud is private, in addition to its availability to a 
single organization. 

• Hybrid Cloud, this model is similar to the private 
cloud as it is managed by third party or by organization 
itself and may exist off or on premises. But the cloud 
infrastructure may combine two or more clouds 
(public, private or community). 

• Community Cloud, this model is similar to the 
previously mentioned private and hybrid cloud as 
the organization or third party are allowed to manage it 
and also exists off or on premises. But in community 
cloud, multiple organizations with common interests, 
requirements, or considerations share the 
infrastructure. 

The security of the cloud needs testing, it is important for 
organizations that want to ensure the optimal product before 
distributing it. The results are used in finding out security 
weakness points and to patch them before the occurrence of 
penetration. However organizations' lack of time and 
resources, computer related crime is usually on the rise. 
Consequently penetration investigators (testers) have to reduce 
the amount of resources. This motivates testers to widely 
adopt automatic tools, as it is demonstrated by the continuous 
release of platforms finalized to automate this process, 
discovering gaps in compliance, verifying secure 
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configurations, finding holes now before somebody else does, 
Report problems to management and testing new technology. 

IV. GAPS AND SECURITY ISSUES IN SERVICE MODELS 
Although cloud computing has huge promising future but 

unfortunately it had not been adopted in enthusiasm and pace 
manner by the customers. This may refer to the reality of the 
existing gaps.  The National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) [9] confirmed that security, portability 
and interoperability are the major barriers to wide adoption of 
cloud computing. Armbrust et al. [3] identified 10 major 
obstacles to cloud computing as follows: data lock-in, data 
confidentiality, availability of service, and audit ability, 
performance unpredictability, bugs in large distributed 
systems, data transfer bottlenecks, scalable storage, reputation 
fate sharing, scaling quickly, and software licensing. Ness [10] 
determined three major obstacles to cloud computing given 
by: first, cloud can break static networks; second, cloud is 
based on the new security approaches; and third, the 
criticalness of network automation. 

Leavitt [11] mentioned six barriers as follows: latency and 
reliability; control; performance; vendor lock-in and 
standards; related bandwidth costs; security and privacy; and 
transparency. There may be many methods for defining gaps, 
and many parties are also embedded other than customers and 
cloud providers and. But, practically, what real situation at the 
end is that it refers to the customer whether he/she or his/her 
company is desire to join the cloud. The reputation of a 
company and the type of services expectations one is going to 
receive from a certain provider are the basic elements in 
selecting a cloud provider. According to [3, 7–11], it is 
possible to define cloud computing gaps as follows: The 
factors that slow down joining cloud computing from the 
current system are defined as gaps of cloud computing. 

Fig 2 shows the gaps between expectations and perceived 
services by cloud customers’ based on our understanding [2–
5, 7–14]. Also a gap between customers’ expectations and 
deliverable services has been witnessed. In our opinion, many 
of the potential clients are aware of this gap and consequently, 
they are waiting on the sidelines. Convincing these customers 
(clients) that the cloud will meet their expectation will 
encourage them to join the cloud computing. [2, 7, 8]. 

 
Fig. 2. Cloud Computing Risks [55] 

According to the recent survey by Cloud Security Alliance 
(CSA) & IEEE, we can conclude that guaranteeing the 
security of corporate data in the ’’cloud’’ is difficult. There 
are different levels of security required by the different service 
models in cloud environment. IaaS represent the base of all 

cloud service, upon which the Paas is built and thus SaaS, in 
turn, is built upon the PaaS, this is shown in Figure 2.  
Tradeoffs should be taken into consideration for each model in 
terms of complexity and integrated features versus the security 
and extensibility. This means that the cloud service provider 
should take all aspects in account and should not concentrate 
only on security only at the lower part of the architecture of 
security as this may lead to make consumer more liable for 
managing and implementing the capabilities of securities [41, 
42]. 

Each service has its own security issues [43]. The SaaS 
model provides the customers with important benefits, such as 
efficiency, reduced costs and improved operational. But 
according to the Forrester study, ’’The State of Enterprise 
Software: 2009,’’ security concerns are the most commonly 
cited reason why enterprises are not interested in SaaS. Thus, 
enterprise security appears to the strongest challenge for 
adapting SaaS applications [45]. Regarding  the security of 
IaaS, the only basic security measures introduced by IaaS are 
(perimeter firewall, load balancing, etc.) but these measures 
are not enough as applications, that move into the cloud, need 
higher levels of security that are supplied by the hosts [43- 
45]. Despite the various advantage of the PaaS layer, it has 
key disadvantage represented in that, these advantages itself 
can be used by the hackers to expose the PaaS cloud 
infrastructure to malware control, command and going beyond 
IaaS applications [46- 48]. 

 
Fig. 3. Understanding cloud computing [8] 

A. Denial-of-service attack classification 
It is very important to understand and determine the most 

probable method used by attacker for attacking the application 
or a network [49, 50]. Determining the location of weakness 
points in network or application defenses is important as this 
will help in knowing how an attacker could use these 
weaknesses [38- 40], this is shown in Figure 4. 

Machine learning techniques can be used successfully for 
classification of any activity depending on predefined classes. 
Machine learning techniques are available from the 
computational intelligence community Figure 4. From the 
available list of algorithms in machine learning, we have 
selected Naive Bayes [32], multilayer percepton [33], support 
vector machine [34], decision tree (C4.5) [35] and Partial Tree 
(PART) [36] for classifying our data. Naïve Bayes is a 
probability-based technique, multilayer perceptron and 
support vector machine are function estimation based 
techniques, and decision tree and PART are rule-based 
machine learning techniques. All these techniques have been 
implemented in Weka [37], which is a Java-based popular 
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machine learning tool. Weka uses C4.5 [37] algorithm for 
decision tree implementation. 

1) Tree Augmented Naive Bayes. This algorithm can be 
mainly used for the classification processes. It efficiently 
creates a simple Bayesian network model. The model is an 
improvement over the naïve Bayes model as it allows for each 
predictor to depend on another predictor in addition to the 
target variable. The main advantages of this algorithm are the 
accuracy of its classification and efficient performance 
compared with general Bayesian network models. The major 
disadvantage of this algorithm can be summarized in that 
although its simplicity; it generates more restrictions on the 
uncovered dependency structure among its nodes [32]. 

2) Multilayer perceptrons. The neurons are arranged in 
layers in such networks. Typically, one layer is assigned as 
input layer for the neurons, on the other hand, one or more 
layers are assigned for internal processing units that represent 
the hidden layers, and another one layer is assigned for 
neurons output that represents the output layer. There are 
interconnection between the different layers, e.g., in a network 
with an input layer, a single hidden layer, and an output layer, 
each neuron in the input layer should be connected to all 
neurons in the hidden layer, and each neuron in the hidden 
layer is connected to each one in the output layer. The strength 
of influence one neuron has on another can be determined 
through giving weights for the connections between neurons. 
The prediction generation can be obtained through 
information flows from the input layer through the processing 
layer(s) to the output layer. Adjusting the weights of 
connection during training leads to cope predictions to target 
values for specific records, the network “learns” to generate 
better and better predictions [33]. 

3) The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a technique 
used for supervised learning that reproduces input-output 
functions for mapping from a group of training labeled data. 
The mapping function can be either a regression function or a 
classification function. For classification, nonlinear kernel 
functions are usually exploited to transform input data to a 
high-dimensional feature space in which the input data 
become more separable compared to the original input space 
[34]. 

4) Decision tree (C4.5); the voting for boosted C4.5 
classifiers' algorithm is as follows, For each record, each 
composite classifier (decision tree or rule set) assigns a    
confidence and a prediction. The sum of confidence figures 
for each output value is computed, and the value with the 
greatest confidence sum is selected as the final prediction [35]. 

5) Partial Tree (PART): This algorithm provides only a 
partial specification of the data. A model of executable data 
should always contain the binary type for each field so, that 
the output and input data can be marshaled in correct manner.  
The sufficiently input model that is specified to allow a peer to 
compute plan of execution is called executable for that peer 
[36]. 

 
Fig. 4. Attack detection and proactive resolution in single cloud 
environment Using machine learning (modified by the authors) [8] 

All the above algorithms have been implemented in Weka 
[37], which is a Java-based popular machine learning tool. 
C4.5 [37] algorithm has been used in Weka for 
implementation of decision tree [51].  At the beginning, some 
experimental tests have been carried out in order to determine 
the best-suited technique for classifying the attack.  However, 
we suggest using C4.5 algorithm “this algorithm needs further 
explanation” in the cloud system, because it is a comparatively 
established algorithm and is computationally cheaper than 
PART. The next selection for our task “what do you mean by 
this” is multilayer perceptron. 

TABLE I. CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF DENIAL-OF-SERVICE ATTACK 

 
Fig. 5. Classification accuracy 

At the beginning, we carried out some experimental tests 
to identify the best-suited technique for attack classification. 
The details of performances are available in Table 1. We 
primarily consider classification accuracy, number of 
unclassified instances and computational complexity. The 
classification accuracy calculated the percentage of activities 
that were classified correctly by the machine learning 
techniques. The number of unclassified instances basically 

 Naïve 
Bayes  

Multilayer 
perceptron  

Support 
vector 
machine 

part Decisio
n tree 

Classificati
on 
accuracy 
(%) 

75 92.0 92.45 93 94 

No .of 
unclassifie
d instances 

0 0 0 0 0 

Model 
building 
time (s) 

0.02 4.55 0.67 0.11 0.06 

Model 
testing 
time (s) 

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 
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measured the technique’s limitations, which means it failed to 
classify any attack as shown in Figure 5. We are also aware of 
the computational efficiency of the techniques and how well 
they learn because we are dealing with comparatively large 
data sets. Therefore, we observe the model building and 
testing time, which are listed in Table 2. 

On the basis of the classification accuracy, number of 
unclassified instances and computational complexity, we 
found decision tree C4.5 could be a preferred choice for DoS 
attack classification in the cloud computing area. The 
classification accuracy and number of unclassified instances 
essentially summaries the average performances of the 
techniques for our attack classification task. So we tried to 
observe the details of performance about the attack 
classification scenario. As a result, we employed confusion 
matrix [38] analysis to see the details of the techniques’ 
performance measures. 

B. C4.5 Decision Tree Algorithm 
Decision trees: Tree-shaped structures that represent sets 

of decisions. These decisions generate rules for the 
classification of a dataset. [35, 40] has developed C4.5 
algorithm. A large tree can be constructed by C4.5 taking into 
account all attribute values and finalizes the decision rule by 
pruning [38]. This algorithm uses a heuristic methodology for 
pruning, depending on the statistical significance of splits 
[39]. The process of tree construction essentially calculates 
information gain and the entropy to finalize the decision tree. 
Depending on this gain information, the C4.5 can determine 
the occurrence or non-occurrence of an attack. The expected 
information or entropy depends on the set partitioning process 
into subsets by the equation [1]:- 

E(S) = - )(log)( 2
1

jj ff s

n

j
s∑

=

                 (1) 

Where:- 

• E(S) is the subset information entropy (S); 

• n is the number of different values of the attribute in S 
(entropy is computed for  one selected attribute); 

• fS (j) is the frequency (proportion) of the value j in the 
subset S; and 

• Log 2 is the binary logarithm. Entropy of (0) defines a 
perfectly classified subset, whereas (1) indicates a 
completely random composition. Entropy is used for 
determining the next node to be split in the algorithm. 
This means that raising the entropy, leads to increase in 
the potential to improve the classification. 

The encoding information that would be gained by 
branching on A is given by the following:- 

• G(S, A) is the gain of the subset S after a split over the 
A attribute; 

• E(S) is the information entropy of the subset S; 

• M is the number of different values of the attribute A in 
S; 

• fS (Ai) is the items frequency that possess Ai as a value 
for A in S; 

• Ai is the ith possible value of A; and 

• SAi is a subset of S that contains all items, where the 
value of A is Ai. 

Gain quantifies the entropy improvement through splitting 
over an attribute: higher is better. For to constructing the final 
decision tree, the algorithm computes the information gain of 
each attribute [40]. 

                                                  
(2) 

 

We build a model based on data mining for evaluating the 
security state of cloud computing through simulating an attack 
from a malicious source. This process involves identification 
and utilization of vulnerabilities in real world scenario which 
may occur in the cloud due to improper configuration, known 
or unknown weaknesses in software systems, or hardware, 
operational weaknesses or loopholes in deployed safeguards. 

We will use how strategy of inferring and analyzing the 
data, searching for them in the cloud by one of the technology 
tools (data mining) this paper shows the vision of the 
insurance. and the general arrangement for extracting the 
required data, through the cloud , enabling  fighting terrorism  
to limit the  harms  in advance  by making  the  relief  
arrangements from the view of comprehensive  security  and 
through the analysis  of the results   for  the data survey. 

This process of assigning predictions to individual records 
is known as scoring. By scoring the same records used to 
estimate the model, we can evaluate how accurately it 
performs on the training data—the data for which we know 
the outcome. This example uses a decision tree model, which 
classifies records (and predicts a response) using a series of 
decision rules. 

C. Testing and verification of security and Integrity using a 
simple decision tree model 
Using a simple decision tree model Chaid algorithm 

security rating for classifying the data including the fields of 
entry or the variables, Decision tree is the structure of the tree 
on the shape of tree branches that represents sets of decisions. 
These decisions generate rules for classification of the set of 
the data. It includes limited forms for the branches of the 
branches, which includes the decision of classification, or 
decline, it includes the space of the automatic discovery of the 
mistakes. 

∑ =
=

N
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TABLE II. FIELD NAME DESCRIPTION 

Table 2. shows the Coding Input data (0, 1) and the 
independent variables [(𝑥1 ,𝑥2 ,𝑥3 ,𝑥4 ,𝑥5 ,) & Y] 

 
Fig. 6. Analyses of Decision Tree Model “by the authors" 

Results and discussion: Figure 6. shows the upper part of 
the first node of the tree in C4.5, it summarizes all the records 
in the set of the data. We can find the rate of secured data is 
48% that corresponds to 12 scores only in the cases of the set 
for the data sample representing the secured data (that has 
protection). While the rate of unsecured data is 52% that 
represents 13 scores for the data exposed to risk (unsecured), 
it needs to improve the performance for protection and 
security, it is exactly the first part of the analysis, so let us see 
if each tree can give us any evidence to what are the factors 
that may be responsible for the attack. Figure. 5 shows that the 
first division is according to the level of the input data. So, it 
will be possible to assign or to determine the scores on terms 
that the income level in allow class to (node 2) it is not 
surprising to see that this classification contains the highest 
rate  of the unsecured data, it is a clear indicator for the data  
of this class, to contain high risks and needs a solution thus  
the  rate of 52% for the data of this class represents a risk 
actually, if not supposedly, consequently, the prediction model 
practically cannot respond but that  the model must be good  
and allow us  to expect  and to respond  more likely  for each 
score  based on the available data by the same way . 
According to the analysis of node (2) shown in Figure 5, we 
can find that the vast majority (92.308%) appears unsecured 
that represents a risk and needs to set a new mechanism for 
security. So, the standards of security can be improved in this 
set of data to reduce the risk, accordingly we learned that each 
score is an indicator for this model. We will determine the 
points of weakness in the cloud through assigning particular 
node. The new predictions assignment (either good or bad), 
depending on the prevailing response for this node, this 
process is known for assigning the predictions of the 
individual scores as it is the aim, by recording the same scores 
that are used for assessing the model. According to the 
percentage, we can assess the extent of accuracy for the 

training data. This model is used for the decisions tree that 
classifies the scores. It's expected the response by using a 
group of rules for taking the decision. 

TABLE III. CASE PROCESSING SUMMARY 

Table 3. Shows the cloud needs to be improved and to 
enhance its sufficiency and taking the necessary arrangements 
to raise the efficiency of the security.  As the data is exposed 
for the occurrence of violations   at the rate of 48.0% is no 
secure. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
Although cloud computing is a new emerging technology 

that introduces a number of benefits to the users, but 
unfortunately it faces lot of security challenges. In this paper 
data security challenges and solutions are provided for these 
challenges in order to overcome the risk included in cloud 
computing.  In this paper, a review on cloud computing with 
the main focus on gaps that hinders cloud adoption has been 
undertaken, and at the same time, a review about threat 
remediation challenges has been mentioned. 

The paper presented the performance of machine learning 
techniques used in attack identification in a cloud computing 
environment. A statistical ranking approach has been used for 
the final selection of a learning technique for the task. C4.5 
technique's performance has been evaluated through different 
performance evaluation matrices that included the rigorous 
testing of 10-fold cross-validation, true positive rate, false 
positive rate, precision, recall, F-measure and the area of 
receiver operating characteristic. In another phase, we also 
counted computational complexity for our final selection. 

Our experimental results showed that, using a simple 
decision tree model Chaid algorithm security rating for 
classifying approach is a robust technique that enables the 
decision-maker to measure the extent of cloud securing, show 
that the cloud needs to be improved and to enhance its 
sufficiency and taking the necessary arrangements to raise the 
efficiency of the security indicated the fact that C4.5 gives a 
better performance and the level of performance has 
acceptable standard. It is found that rule-depending technique 
(C4.5) is efficient technique for solve the problem of security. 
However, on the basis of the computational performance, we 
suggest C4.5 as the better technique for real-time attack 
protection in a cloud environment. 

The paper presented some recommendation regarding the 
customers and vendors; however, to overcome the customer 
concerns about application and data security, vendors should 
deal with these issues head-on. In the future, concrete 
standards for cloud computing security should be improved.  
In the future, we will continue and follow up the study in this 
field through using search in data to be an active way in 

Data security N Marginal Percentage 

sec Y 13 52.0% 
No 12 48.0% 

variable 
X1 6 24.0% 
X2 11 44.0% 
X3 8 32.0% 

Valid 25 100.0% 
Missing 0  
total 25  
subpopulation 25(a)  
a. The dependent variable has only one value observed in 25(100.0%) 

Field name Description, 
Input  variable (𝑥1 ,𝑥2 ,𝑥3 ,𝑥4 ,𝑥5 ,)  &   Y 

Security rating 
Security rating :  
  0 = attack    
  1 = security 

Data  risk  Number of test range of security   
1 =  < 88.00      ,      0  > 88.00 
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decision making. It is expected that there will be several 
challenges related to operation and development of cloud 
computing system. The use of data mining techniques in cloud 
computing will be an effective tool that will help in securing 
the data. 
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Abstract—Green SLA (GSLA) is a formal agreement between 
service providers/vendors and users/customers incorporating all 
the traditional/basic commitments (Basic SLAs) as well as 
incorporating Ecological, Economical, and Ethical (3Es) aspects 
of sustainability. Recently, most of the IT (Information 
Technology) and ICT (Information and Communication 
Technology) industries are practicing sustainability under green 
computing domain through designing green services at their 
scope. However, most of these services only focused on power 
consumption, energy efficiency, and carbon emission. Moreover, 
the sustainability can not achieve without considering 3Es 
simultaneously. The recent development of sustainable GSLA are 
assisting to identify the missing green services under 3Es. This 
research attempts to design all missing green services for 
sustainability by using global informational model of Green SLA. 
All these newly identified green IT services could reside with 
other existing services in the industry. Additionally, the design 
and evaluation technique of these new green services could be 
used as a guideline for the ICT engineers and as well as other 
industries too. Moreover, the evaluation and monitoring of new 
green services are justified using general questionnaires design 
and analytical tools among the 20 startup ICT industries in 
Bangladesh and Japan. The proposed idea of designing new 
green services and their justification methods would be helpful 
for the ICT engineer to practice sustainability in their 
competitive businesses. 

Keywords—GSLA; Green Services; GaaS; Sustainability; 
Informational model 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Currently, cloud and grid computing and many data 

centers act as most promising service providers. These 
computing and communication industry provides different 
services in compare to traditional computing with some 
scalability benefits. At the same time, cloud services are 
offered at various levels: Infrastructure, Platform and Software 
as a Service [1, 2]. At each level, they maintain a SLA and or 
GSLA with their parties [2]. Therefore, this shows the growth 
rate of GSLA in recent time as well as the need of introducing 
green services for sustainability [3]. Presently, the revolution 
of ICT and IT in average daily life has also resulted in the 
increase of Green House Gas (GHG), due to a continual 
increase in “carbon footprint’’ [4]. If ICT has a negative 
impact on the environment, it can use for greening the other 
human activities (logistic, city, industry, etc.) in the society [4, 
5]. Indeed, the dimensions of Green Informatics contributions 
are: the reduction of energy consumption, the rise of 
environmental awareness, the effective communication of 
environmental issues and the environmental monitoring and 

surveillance systems, as a means to protect and restore natural 
ecosystems potential [6]. At the same time, many ICT 
companies or service providers need to think about their 
business scope in the light of green and sustainable 
perspective [7, 8]. The GSLA research assists to understand 
the sustainability achievement from customers/users and 
service providers side for upcoming sustainable society [3, 9]. 
According to Gartner (2015), green IT services refer to the 
development of green IT to enable organizations in creation, 
management, and optimization of or access to information in 
the business process [10]. However, develop a standard green 
IT services under sustainability domain is still a challenging 
task for the ICT engineer. Now it is timely to conduct another 
layer of Green IT as a services (GaaS)with their existing 
service infrastructure considering 3Es of sustainability (Fig.1). 
According to figure 1, the interaction of 3Es of sustainability 
makes it difficult to design new green services on top of it. All 
these new green indicators of GSLA under ecology, economy 
and ethics are already identified by the previous study [3,9]. 

 
Fig. 1. Overview of Green IT as a Service (GaaS) under sustainability 

This research identified new green services from a general 
model of sustainable GSLA [9] and GSLA is the only way to 
understand the importance of sustainable development in both 
sides (customers and providers). These identified seven new 
green services from the GSLA model [9] are shown in next 
Table 1. The table also depicts the cascading relationships 
(direct, indirect important and indirect small effects) between 
other parameters under 3Es of sustainable GSLA model [9]. 
All these newly identified green services are modeled using 
UML notation under GSLA hood, thereby interacting 3Es of 
sustainability. Moreover, this research attempts to justify 
“Total Recycling Services” using general questionnaires and 
their feedback analysis. The analytical results suggest that, 
new ICT industries are considering the green services for 
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achieving sustainability though there are still some interaction 
gaps with the proposed designed green services. 

TABLE I. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ALL SERVICES DEFINED FROM THE 
GSLA INFORMATIONAL MODEL[9] 

Identified 
new green 
services 

Relationships with other indicators under 3Es 

Direct Indirect 
Important Effects 

Indirect 
Small 
Effects 

 
 
Total 
Recycling 

ICT Product Life Cycle; 
eWastage; 
Earth Pollution; 
Energy Consumption; 
GHG Emission; 
Energy Cost; 
Dismantling ICT Product. 

ICT Radio Wave; 
ICT Toxic Material 
Usage; 
ICT Product Life 
Cost. 

Comfort 
Pollution 

 
Obsolescence 
Indication 

ICT Product Life Cycle; 
ICT Performance; 
ICT Product Life Cost. 

Pollution Level; 
Energy 
Consumption; 
GHG Emission 

Ethics Pillar 

 
 
 
GHG Emission 

Total Recycling; 
Air Pollution; 
Non-renewable Energy; 
Carbon Taxation; 
Dismantling ICT Product; 
Energy Consumption. 

Obsolescence 
Indication; 
ICT Toxic Material 
Usage 

Comfort 
Pollution 

 
 
Energy 
Consumption 

Total Recycling; 
ICT Product Life Cycle; 
ICT Product Life Cost; 
Energy Cost; 
Carbon Taxation; 
GHG Emission; 
Renewable Energy; 
ICT Radio Wave. 

Obsolescence 
Indication; 
Cooling Cost 

Civil 
Engineering 
Cost 

 
Pollution Level 

ICT Product Life Cycle; 
Total Recycling; 
ICT Radio Wave; 
GHG Emission; 
Energy Type. 

ICT Toxic Material; 
Obsolescence 
Indication; 
Energy 
Consumption. 

Ethics Pillar 

 
 
ICT Product 
Life Cycle 

Energy Consumption; 
ICT Product Life Cost; 
Pollution Level; 
Obsolescence Indication; 
Total Recycling; 
Energy Cost. 

GHG Emission  

Energy Cost 

ICT Product Life; 
ICT Product Cost; 
Carbon Taxation; 
Energy Consumption; 

Cooling Cost; 
Civil Engineering 
Cost; 

Total 
Recycling; 

The rest of the work is organized as follows- the next 
section elaborate the importance and designing of all newly 
identified green services under sustainability hoods. The 
evaluation and discussion section discovers the justification of 
proposed designed model of Total Recycling Services from 
various ICT startup industries from Bangladesh and Japan. In 
addition, this section also highlights the evaluation techniques 
of these non-technical green services. Finally, the conclusion 
gives a brief discussion about few challenges and plan of this 
green service designing and implementation in the industry. 

II. DESIGNING GREEN SERVICES FROM GSLA 
INFORMATIONAL MODEL 

The sustainable GSLA definition [3] and global 
informational model [9] helps to identify the complexity of 
managing all GSLA parameters by taking some of the 
important services from sustainability pillars and existing 
green computing practice. All these central entities have direct 
and indirect relationships for evaluating and assessing all 
existing performance parameters of the proposed global 
GSLA model [9]. Additionally, choosing central entities might 

also help the ICT designer to view and design new services for 
the users. Moreover, these new services actually cover all the 
dependencies and respect all other existing and new indicators 
under three pillars of sustainability (Table I) and traditional 
green computing practice in IT industry. The rest of the work 
organizes all these services showing its direct relationships 
and indirect important and small effects with other entities 
using a UML notation. Therefore, this research identifies 
following central entities as new services in the future 
sustainable industry, - Total Recycling, Obsolescence 
Indication, GHG Emission, Energy Consumption, Pollution 
level, ICT Product Life Cycle and Energy Cost. All these new 
services need to consider for achieving sustainability as these 
are the missing services proved from previous studies [3, 9]. 

A. Total Recycling Services 
Total Recycling has interrelationships with other existing 

and new indicators in the model (Fig.2). While recycling an 
item or ICT product, it could emit GHG directly into the 
atmosphere. Moreover, it has direct impact and relation with 
Earth Pollution entities (Air, water, and soil). For example, 
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) used in computer monitors could 
emit lead, barium, and other heavy metals into the ground 
water and release toxic phosphor into the air [11]. Again, 
computer and networking wires could also recycle for 
extracting copper using open burning and stripping method, 
which creates hydrocarbon ashes released into the air, water 
and soil in the environment [11]. The Air Pollution entity is 
directly related with GHG Emission in proposed model. 
Recycling has a direct relationship with the eWastage entity. 
Recycling helps to the reduce global magnitude of e-waste as 
metals, plastics, glass and other materials could be recovered 
from ICT product through recycling procedure. eWastage 
entity has direct impact on GHG Emission and Energy 
Consumption entity in this model. Moreover, to recycle a 
product or equipment, it needs to consume energy or power 
and cost of energy need to consider. Total Recycling has direct 
relations to calculate existing Energy Consumption, Energy 
Cost indicators. ICT Toxic Material Usage makes recycling 
indicator more complex. Most of the toxic materials used in 
ICT industry have important indirect effects to the Comfort 
Pollution entity because the dumping or recycling procedure 
might irritate people’s comfort through noise or visual 
pollution and also responsible for health hazards. For example, 
in fluorescent tubes, flat screen monitors, etc. mercury and its 
compound is used. This toxic material affects human health 
including sensory impairment, dermatitis, memory-loss, and 
muscle weakness [11]. Sulfur and lead are also commonly 
used in lead-acid batteries, might responsible for acute health 
problems such as liver, kidney, heart damage, behavioral 
disturbances, attention deficits and lower IQ [11]. Besides all 
these comfort level pollution, toxic material usages also have a 
direct relation with other earth pollution entity. Earth pollution 
of mercury and its substance affects plants, trees by reducing 
soil’s fertility rate and thus slower their growth and 
development [11]. Also, when Sulfur released, it could create 
Sulphur dioxide, which is responsible for acid rain [10].  ICT 
Radio Wave could measure and monitor through standard 
value of EMF (Electromagnetic Frequency) or SAR (Specific 
Absorption Rate) value for some specific domain such as 
network or the internet etc. SAR is a measure of the rate at 
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which energy is absorbed by the human body when exposed to 
radio frequency; SAR also defines as power absorbed per 

mass tissue and has units of Watts per kilogram (W/Kg) [12].

 
Fig. 2. Total Recycling Service 

Also, ICT Radio Wave have direct relation with Energy 
Consumption, as to reduce the power of wave, it also requires 
installing more antenna; which consumes more energy and 
thus more money for that consumed energy and at the same 
time, more antenna increases the problem of equipment 
recycling. Total Recycling service has impact on Economic 
Pillar of sustainability as the more product would be recycled, 
the more money could gain. However, the cost of energy and 
other necessary costs to recycle ICT product also need to 
consider here. The Dismantling entity from ICT Product Life 
Cycle has direct relations with recycle, reuse or refurbish 
entity [3]. Additionally, Manufacturing entity of ICT product 
life refines total recycling entity as recycling helps to avoid 
extracting new earth resources as well as minimizes 
production cost to some extents. Thus, it has relation with 
economic indicator- ICT Product Life Cost. The main 
challenges to define this new Total Recycling services are to 
gather all necessary information and monitoring their effect. 
Most of non-technical parameters under sustainability pillar in 
this service need some laws and directives to derive exact 
information for the users. There are some standards available 
for recycling services in the USA (Responsible Recycling (R2) 
Practices, e-Steward) and also some directives such as WEEE 
or D3E from the European Union. 

B. Obsolescence Indication Service 
Obsolescence Indication could be another green service 

under the ecological pillar of sustainability [3, 9]. Minimum 
optimum obsolescence could be calculated using some 
mathematical model design for an ICT product and for the raw 
materials to produce that product [13,14,15,16]. Additionally, 
Obsolescence Management could also be used to find out the 
optimum indication for a product to be obsolete [15,16]. 
However, obsolescence is relative information estimated from 
other useful existing criteria. It could calculate from cost of 
energy, carbon/GHG emission, ICT product life cycle 
assessment, and or pollution level. There is an interesting 
relation between obsolescence and people. Therefore, 

Obsolescence Indication entity has indirect relationship with 
Ethics Pillar entity of GSLA model [9]. There is an interesting 
relationship between existing User Satisfaction indicator with 
this entity. For example, people often change their mobile 
phone frequently because it might become old fashioned to 
use it. Moreover, to find out the optimum obsolescence of ICT 
equipment, the performance of that equipment should need to 
monitor and evaluate using classical/basic SLA parameters 
(availability, connectivity, bandwidth capacity, memory, 
uptime, and etc. for a switch). That’s why, obsolescence 
indication entity need to incorporate the ICT equipment basic 
performance metric. The next Fig.3 shows the graphical 
notation of obsolescence indication service. There is still no 
available standard to define obsolescence indication. 
Obsolescence management of an ICT product could define 
according to design some regulatory lever, education/training 
for user behaviors and recycling practice in the society. 

 
Fig. 3. Obsolescence Indication Service 
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C. GHG Emission Service: 
Currently, Green House Gas (GHG) emission parameter 

exists in some previously defined GSLA for ICT industry[8]. 
This global service has a direct impact on the environment 
under sustainability lens. Fig.4 gives the idea of 
interrelationships and dependency of GHG Emission service. 
Air Pollution entity from ecological pillar has direct 
relationship with GHG Emission in the proposed model as the 
more air is polluted; the more carbon is emitted into the 
atmosphere. Additionally, the air is polluted because of carbon 
emission and this emission related with energy consumption 
issues. 

 
Fig. 4. GHG Emission Service 

However, there are two types of energy currently used in 
most industries,- renewable energy and non-renewable energy. 
Non-renewable energy such as coal, oil, and natural gas is 
more responsible for producing GHG emission whereas 
renewable energy (Solar, Wind, Tidal, Nuclear, etc.) has 
negligible effects on GHG emission. Therefore, the GHG 
Emission entity has direct relationship with non-renewable 
energy type in the proposed model. The Comfort Pollution 
entity has an indirect small effect on GHG emission. The ICT 
product which is responsible for creating noise, light or visual 
pollution under comfort pollution level, might also emit carbon 
into the atmosphere. Moreover, GHG emission entity has 
direct relations with an economic entity in GSLA- Carbon 
taxation. Carbon Taxation usually derived after measuring 
total carbon emission and carbon factor in any 
facility/industry. Though carbon factor is varying according to 
different country’s government rules and regulation, it plays 
an important role to calculate total carbon tax. 

D. Energy Consumption Service: 
Fig.5 is demonstrating energy consumption service under 

green computing domain. This service has close relationships 
and dependencies to derive some existing indicators. For 
example, Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) derived as the 
ratio between total energy consumption and IT energy 
consumption [17] and to completely find out total energy 
consumption; the Energy Consumption service is relating to 
all other entities in the model. Moreover, ITEE, ITEU [18] and 
Green Energy Coefficient (GEC) [19] indicators help to find 
Data center Performance Per Energy (DPPE) [17, 19] in 
existing green SLAs. GEC calculated from renewable energy 
source entity in the proposed model. Additionally, ICT 
Product Life is an important entity for GSLA on energy 

consumption issues in the model. The manufacturing, 
transportation, usage and dismantling entity an ICT product 
requires energy in each stage. There are some EnergyWise 
standard ICT products from CISCO, which already used in 
many industries. The network engineer could easily monitor 
the real-time energy consumption of devices compatible with 
this EnergyWise [20] standard. Again, either for recycling, 
reusing or refurbishing procedure of an ICT product or 
equipment also needs energy. Therefore, ICT Product Life 
Cycle and Total Recycling services have direct and continuous 
dependencies for calculating energy consumption services. 
The more energy consumed; the more carbon emitted. The 
real-time energy consumption and carbon emission correlation 
observed during PERCCOM air quality project [20]. Thus, 
GHG Emission also has direct relationship with Energy 
Consumption entity. ICT Radio Wave has an important 
indirect effect because to reduce the power of radio, more 
antenna and other equipment are requires which also consume 
more energy. 

 
Fig. 5. Energy Consumption Service 

Moreover, Energy Cost and Carbon Taxation, both 
economic entities have a direct impact on energy consumption 
in IT industry. Civil Engineering Cost, ICT Product Life Cost, 
and Cooling Cost have important indirect effects on this 
entity. In each stage of building or infrastructure design, it 
requires energy/power and also for installing ICT product in 
any facility needs energy too. In addition, the cooling 
techniques demand more energy than their ICT equipment in 
some ICT industry. All these economic entities depend on the 
calculation of energy consumption first and then their 
measurement according to different countries energy/power 
regulations. In addition, the power measurement model [21] 
could also be helpful to refine energy consumption service. 
The general relation between energy and power consumption 
of an ICT device could be derived as [21], 

 
time

energyconsumption powerconsumption= ∫  

The main purpose of a power measurement model is to 
introduce a reference value for the power consumption of an 
ICT device during its life time. The model has relations with 
other entities, such as power measurement conditions, caliber, 
power/current type, and origin of power [21]. Here, in the 
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proposed energy consumption service, the integration of the 
power measurement model is not shown directly for 
simplicity. However, the model could be important for 
evaluating and assessing the total energy consumption of an 
ICT power enabled device. 

E. Pollution Level Service: 
Pollution level service is important from ecological aspects 

of sustainability. ICT Product Life Cycle, ICT Toxic Material 
Usage, Total Recycling, and GHG Emission have direct 
relationship with pollution level service whereas ICT Radio 
Wave and Obsolescence Indication entities have indirect 
important effects on both earth and comfort pollution. There is 
an interesting relationship between Comfort Pollution entities 
with ethics pillar in the GSLA model [9] as ethical pollution is 
mostly concerned with people’s comfort in their daily life.  
Noise Pollution, Light Pollution and Visual Pollution are the 
most three important comfort level pollution entities. Noise 
Pollution should need to calculate the standard level of noise 
in decibels (according to E-OSHA standard); Light Pollution 
might create Computer Vision Syndrome (CVS) [22, 23] on 
human health and this indicator should need some guideline 
and modeling to control CVS. Visual Pollution could monitor 
and control according to PAQ (Perception of Affective 
Quality) rating[24]. The earth pollution level entity is consists 
of three other entities, - Air, Water, and Soil Pollution and Air 
Pollution is directly responsible for GHG Emission in the 
atmosphere (Fig.2). Air, water, and soil pollution have direct 
relations with recycling, ICT toxic material usages and ICT 
radio wave entity. Pollution level central entity and its 
relationships are shown next Fig.6. Additionally, existing 
Carbon Usage Effectiveness (CUE) indicator is computed here 
as total carbon emission equivalent from the total energy 
consumption for any facility [19]. Therefore, this entity has 
relation to derive CUE using the formula, CUE=CEF x PUE; 
whereas CEF is the carbon emission factor, which could vary 
according to different countries government rules and 
regulation [20, 25]. 

 
Fig. 6. Pollution Level Service 

F. ICT Product Life Cycle Service: 
The whole life cycle of an ICT product consists of 

following entities, - manufacturing, transportation, usage and 
dismantling entities [3]. All these entities should directly 
connect to GSLA entity to respect global analysis of proposed 

model[3, 9]. The total GHG emission, total energy 
consumption and total costing of energy could not be 
estimated without considering all these product life cycles 
entities [26]. Therefore, GHG Emission, Energy Consumption, 
Pollution Level, Total Recycling entities of ecological pillar 
and Energy Cost of the economic pillar has direct relations 
with ICT Product Life Cycle service. Moreover, ICT Product 
Life Cost, which usually consider the production, usage level 
costs, and initial setup costing; have also an important indirect 
effect on life cycle’s entity. Fig.7 depicts this central service 
and shows its corresponding relationship with other entities. 

 
Fig. 7. ICT Product Life Cycle Service 

Again, there is also an interesting relation between the 
dismantling entity of ICT product life cycle and ICT Product 
Life Cost as dismantling could be refined either with 
recycling, reuse or refurbish entity and the production cost 
will be reduced. For example, gold could retrieve after reusing 
old ICT equipment, which helps to reduce the production cost 
of new ICT product and also there might be no need to explore 
more earth resources. Therefore, Dismantling entity in ICT 
product life cycle has a direct relationship with ICT Product 
Life Cost. The power consumption model [21] could be used 
to refine ICT Product Life Cycle for evaluating total energy 
consumption in product’s whole life time, which already 
depicts in Fig.5. 

G. Energy Cost Service: 
Fig.8 demonstrates the analysis of Energy Cost service. 

This service has direct relations with ICT Product Life Cycle, 
Energy Consumption, Carbon Taxation and Energy Type. 
There are two types of energy is considered in the model, 
renewable, and non-renewable energy. The costing of energy 
depends on the types of energy sources used in the ICT 
facility. However, different types of energy cost generally 
depend on different countries government rules and 
regulations and their economic conditions. Again, the carbon 
tax calculated after retrieving energy cost according to 
government rules and regulation. At each stage of the life 
cycle for an ICT product, it demands energy and thus costing 
of these energy need to consider. Recycling procedure also 
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requires energy and money but also money could gain after 
reusing a recycled material for further use. Therefore, Total 
Recycling service also has a direct relation with energy cost 
entity in the model. 

 
Fig. 8. Energy Cost Service 

Moreover, ICT Product Life Cost, Cooling Cost, and Civil 
Engineering Cost has important indirect effects on energy 
costing issues. In future, the cost of depollution should need to 
consider here. Cooling Cost entity has important and 
interesting relations with recycling and ICT product cost 
issues. Currently, a huge amount of money spent on data 
center cooling facility, which actually motivates from the 
work on temperature management [27]. In some case, the idea 
to reduce the cooling cost is to increase the threshold of 
temperature acceptable for a server in the data center. 
However, temperature threshold has negative impacts on 
server reliability and performance [27]. The consequence of 
this scenario is that, it needs to change the server and other 
equipment prematurely in any data center facility. Therefore, 
the cooling cost entity might have negative effects on ICT 
product cost entity of economic pillar as it needs more money 
to buy and install a new server. At the same time, prematurely 
damaged servers and other equipment could recycled for 
further use. Thus, cooling cost entity has direct relationships 
with the recycling service under the ecological pillar of 
sustainability [3, 9]. Additionally, the two types of cooling 
facility also need to consider for evaluating energy cost 
service in the model. For example, in the data center, natural 
cooling facility might more cost-effective and environment-
friendly than not a natural cooling facility. 

The above figures (Fig.2 to Fig.8) depict the complexity of 
managing all the performance indicators to define new green 
services for achieving sustainability in the industries. All these 
designed services have different levels of relationships and 
interactions with other entities belonging to three 
sustainability pillars (Table 1). The next section discovers the 
real fact of evaluating new green services under sustainable 
development. This research aims to consider only one green 
service “Total Recycling” in this regard due to simplicity. 

III. VALIDATION AND IMPLEMENTION OF GREEN SERVICES 
It is clearly evident, all newly identified services have a 

different level of interrelationships among them. It is 
important to mention that, all the relationships regarding 

newly identified services (Table 1) are important to respect 
sustainable achievement. 

 
Fig. 9. Questionnaires generation under GSLA environment for recycling 
services 

The ICT engineer should analyze their future green 
services by generating some questionnaires and then it’s 
possible to evaluate their designed green services from the 
customer side. This is a small step to the way of justification 
of proposed designed services. The questionnaire is generated 
using Java (Eclipse Tool), following the UML model of Total 
Recycling Service (Fig.2) under sustainable GSLA 
environment. The generation of automated questionnaires 
represents in Fig.9. These questionnaires sent to 20 different 
ICT companies and as well as other companies in Bangladesh 
and Japan, who respect recyclability and sustainability in their 
business scope. Most of these industries are varied in sizes, - 
Large, Medium, Small; and their response to the 
questionnaires were completely unbiased. Among the 20 
industries, 15 ICT based industries delivered their answers for 
further analysis. The feedback of these industries is then 
analyzed using SAS analytical tool (JMP 12.2.0) and 
represented in next fig. 10-11. 

The analysis revealed, most of this ICT-based industries 
taking consideration of recycling services while designing, 
developing, implementing or providing services/product to 
their customers. Fig.10 shows the feedback analysis of 15 
industries and among them 66% medium (red color) and large 
sized industries respect recycling services under sustainability. 
The small sized (green color) industries are usually using the 
slogan of sustainability but they are far behind of considering 
the proposed green services. In contrary, most of the large size 
industries (blue color) are practicing recyclability though they 
are not pretending to be a sustainable industry due to the lack 
of knowledge to design new green services in their scope. 
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Fig. 10. Analysis of recycling services in different sized industries 

 
Fig. 11. Analysis of all entities of recycling services 

However, these industries are unware of designing their 
recycling services with the proposed designed model (Fig.2). 
It is evident from the fig. 11 that, these companies are just 
consider the interaction of eWastage, energy consumption, 
energy cost, dismantling and GHG entities in their scope 
while ignoring Radio wave information, Toxic material, 
Comfort pollution entities. 

It is noticeable that, very few industries (only 01 company) 
are justifying all entities and their different levels of 
interactions (Table 1) in compare to the proposed designed 
Total Recycling Services (Fig.2). The interesting fact is that, 
most of these industries concentrate on earth pollution and 
product life costing while not considering recycling services in 
their business scope. It shows the importance and awareness 
of practicing sustainability in businesses to some extent. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
This research proposed new layer of green IT services on 

top of already existing services for the ICT industries to 
achieve sustainability. The identification and designation of all 
seven new green services (Fig.2 to Fig.8) derived from 

sustainable GSLA model. Therefore, these seven green 
services could be satisfied from both parties (users/customers 
and providers) of the businesses. The justification of recycling 
services (Fig.9 to Fig.11) could be used as a guideline for the 
ICT engineer or other industries to develop future green 
services in their scope. However, this research still has some 
challenges to face as the informational model of sustainable 
GSLA; green service infrastructure are needed to be 
standardized by proper authority, rules or directives. The 
standardization of green indicators and green services is one 
of the main issues as mentioned by ITU-T report (2012). Also, 
further research is necessary on monitoring and evaluating 
green services for a viable Green IT framework design. Most 
of the interactions and different level relationships in the 
proposed designed services are non-technical parameters. 
Moreover, some entities have interaction with human behavior 
in their evaluation and validation.  Thus, it might be the most 
challenging task of monitoring those newly designed services 
in future. The next steps of this research is to justify all green 
srvices with more feedbacks and develop a viable Green IT as 
a Service (GaaS) infrastucture under sustainbility hoods for 
the industires. 
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Abstract—In today's increasingly interconnected world, the 
deployment of an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is becoming 
very important for securing embedded systems from viruses, 
worms, attacks, etc. But IDSs face many challenges like 
computational resources and ubiquitous threats. Many of these 
challenges can be resolved by running the IDS in a cluster to 
allow tasks to be parallelly executed. In this paper, we propose to 
secure embedded systems by using a cluster of embedded cards 
that can run multiple instances of an IDS in a parallel way. This 
proposition is now possible with the availability of new low-
power single-board computers (Raspberry Pi, BeagleBoard, 
Cubieboard, Galileo, etc.). To test the feasibility of our proposed 
architecture, we run two instances of the Bro IDS on two 
Raspberry Pi. The results show that we can effectively run 
multiple instances of an IDS in a parallel way on a cluster of new 
low-power single-board computers to secure embedded systems. 

Keywords—cluster; intrusion detection system; embedded 
system; security; parallel system 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) were used for many 

years to protect networks and hosts. And since their design, 
they have not ceased to play a major role in the defense against 
intrusions and attacks. They allow analyzing and monitoring 
the activities on a network or a given machine to detect 
fraudulent use of resources, log, alert administrators and in 
some cases react and stop the threat to enforce the security 
policy. 

Despite the progress made in intrusion detection, IDS 
remain limited in the protection of embedded systems against 
sophisticated attacks. This limit has prompted us to propose a 
new architecture to enable IDS to remain among the pillars of 
security solutions, especially in embedded systems security. 
We opted for the use of a cluster that offers high performance 
and better scalability. 

A cluster is defined as a group of independent computers 
linked with a computational network and operating as a single 
computer [1]. In other words, a cluster is a collection of 
independent and cheap machines, used together as a 
supercomputer to provide a solution [1]. 

Using clusters has many advantages: 

• The computers that form a cluster are cheap. 

• You can add other nodes to the cluster as needed. 

• On clusters, you can use open source software to reduce 
software costs. 

• Clusters allow multiple computers to work together to 
solve several problems. 

In this paper, a background is presented in the second 
section. The third section gives a short view on related works. 
The fourth section shows the proposed architecture. In the fifth 
section, we describe the implementation. The sixth section 
shows the obtained results. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Embedded systems 
1) Definitions 
An embedded system is a microprocessor-based system 

that is built to control a function or range of functions and is 
not designed to be programmed by the end user in the same 
way that a PC is [2]. 

It’s also defined as a computing system which is designed 
for specific control functions and is embedded as part of the 
complete device which may include hardware and mechanical 
parts [3]. 

2) Reference model 
The reference model of embedded systems as illustrated in 

Figure 1 [4] shows the main components of an embedded 
system. The Hardware Layer contains the physical components 
of the embedded system. The System Software Layer and the 
Application Software Layer contain the software being 
processed by the embedded system. 

 
Fig. 1. Reference model of an embedded system 
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B. Intrusion Detection Systems 
1) Definitions 
An intrusion detection system is the intrusion alarm of the 

computer security field [5]. 

An intrusion detection system consists of an audit data 
collection agent that collects information about the observed 
system. This data is either stored or processed directly by the 
detector [5]. 

2) Classification 
There are two main approaches used by IDS to detect 

intrusions: 

• Signature-based approach: An IDS based on this 
approach monitors the packets in the network and 
compares them with a database of attributes or 
signatures of known vulnerabilities. This is similar to 
the way in which the antiviruses detect malwares. The 
problem with this approach is the time between the date 
of vulnerability discovery and the application of the 
signature associated with it. During this period, the IDS 
cannot discover attacks exploiting these vulnerabilities. 

• Anomaly-based approach: An IDS based on the 
behavioral approach monitors traffic and compares it to 
an established standard (Baseline). This standard 
identifies what is "normal" - bandwidth use, used 
protocols, ports and machines - and alert the 
administrator or cancel the connection in the case of an 
anomaly or a different use. 

C. Clusters 
1) Definitions 
A cluster is a single system comprised of interconnected 

computers that communicate with one another either via a 
message passing; or by direct, internode memory access using 
a single address space [6]. We can also define a cluster as a 
commonly found computing environment consisting of many 
PCs or workstations connected together by a local-area 
network [7]. 

2) Typical architecture 
The typical architecture of a cluster is shown in Figure 2 

[8]. A node of the cluster can be a single or multiprocessor 
system, such as a PC, workstation, or Symmetric 
MultiProcessor (SMP). The nodes must be connected via a 
Local Area Network (LAN) based on Ethernet, Myrinet or 
InfiniBand. The cluster middleware offers an illusion of a 
united system of the independent nodes. Parallel programming 
environments offer portable, efficient and easy-to-use tools for 
developing parallel applications. 

 
Fig. 2. Typical architecture of a cluster 

3) Types 
There are three varieties of clusters, each one offers 

different benefits for the user. These varieties are: 

• Load balancing clusters: used to provide a single 
interface for a set of resources that can grow arbitrarily. 
We can imagine a web server that redirects client 
requests to another node when it has reached its limit of 
load. This is called "load balancing". Only the node that 
handles the distribution is visible from the outside. 

• High performance clusters: they consist of a set of 
computers linked together to provide maximum power 
in solving a problem. The heart of these clusters is 
formed of compute nodes that will receive the code to 
execute. On smaller clusters we can count ten nodes, 
while the largest have more than 80 000. The network 
architecture used to communicate between nodes 
becomes very heavy, expensive and it limits its 
performance. You should know also that the ratio of the 
number of nodes and the performance of this type of 
clusters is not linear. It is necessary that the program 
executed is highly parallelizable and that it requires 
little communication between the computing units. 

• High availability clusters: the High Availability 
clusters are built to provide a secure and fault tolerant 
environment. The redundancy is the most used method. 
It consists on multiplying the material that could be 
subject to failure. Server applications are installed the 
same way on the cluster nodes. 

III. RELATED WORK 

A. NIDS Cluster 
"NIDS Cluster" [9] is a scalable solution based on a set of 

computers that analyze a traffic flow without sacrificing the 
detection accuracy. The nodes of this cluster run instances of 
Bro [10] [11] and share a low-level analysis state to compose a 
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comprehensive picture of the network activity. One of the main 
objectives of this solution is load balancing between the cluster 
nodes, one of the advantages of using a cluster of computers. 

"NIDS Cluster" is a solution that takes advantage of the 
load balancing provided by clusters but it does not exploit all 
the performance offered by cluster nodes. It’s also a solution 
for computer clusters and not for embedded systems. 

B. Gnort 
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) have become very 

powerful and researches have begun to draw power from their 
ability to do intense calculations for highly parallel operations 
including intrusion detection [12], and cryptography [13]. 
Gnort [14] is a high performance intrusion detection system 
pulling power of graphic processors to accelerate search for 
patterns in network packets. This work uses the Single 
Instruction on Multiple Data (SIMD) instructions to turn the 
Aho-Corassik algorithm which allows the string search in a 
text, to achieve a maximum bandwidth of 2.3 Gbit/s. This IDS 
has been implemented on a NVIDIA GeForce 8 Series, which 
offers many advantages through Compute Unified Device 
Architecture (CUDA) which is currently the most widely used 
GPU programming toolbox. It includes a compiler for GPU 
cores development in an extended C language dialect [15]. 

Gnort is a solution that takes advantage of the use of GPU 
but cannot achieve the performance of the use of a HPC cluster 
as Gnort uses a single NVIDIA GeForce 8 Series. It’s also a 
solution for GPU clusters and not for embedded systems. 

C. Distributed platform for intrusion detection based on 
multi-agents system 
As part of research conducted within the Equipe 

Architectures des Systèmes (EAS) team, a real-time distributed 
architecture for intrusion detection based on the multi-agent 
aspect was proposed in 2010 [16]. This architecture consists of 
two levels of analysis benefiting from agent’s reactive and 
cognitive capabilities. Several agents are distributed at different 
network points with different roles to detect attacks and 
intrusions. 

This solution takes advantage of using the multi-agent 
aspect capabilities, but it’s a solution for computer networks 
and not for embedded systems. 

IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 
The proposed hardware architecture as illustrated in Figure 

3 shows the different components of the cluster: 

• Device: the device to protect from intrusions and 
attacks, such us drones, satellites, mobile robots, etc. 

• Manager Card: the card which manages the other 
cards of the cluster using the network. The manager 
card can: 

 Start the other card’s work, 

 Stop the other card’s work, 

 Monitor the other cards, 

 Configure the other cards, 

 Update the other cards, 

 Share information with the other cards, 

 Receive logs from the other cards, 

 Store logs, 

 Organize logs, 

 Generate statistics. 

• Worker Cards: the cards running the IDS instances. 
The worker cards can: 

 Analyze the traffic on the secured interface (the 
interface being monitored), 

 Examining packets, 

 Send states to the manager card, 

 Send logs to the manager card. 

• Network Interfaces: the link between the cards and the 
network. They are the hardware that acts as a 
communication processor and which is responsible for 
transmitting and receiving packets of data between the 
cards of the cluster via a network switch. 

• Network: the Local Area Network (LAN) that connects 
the cluster nodes (cards). 

 
Fig. 3. Proposed hardware architecture 

Figure 4 shows the layers of the proposed software 
architecture: 

• IDS: the Intrusion Detection System parallelly run on 
the cards of the cluster and acting as a singular and 
cohesive entity. 

• Compiler: the necessaire compiler for running the code 
source of the chosen IDS. 

• OS: the Operating System allowing us to exploit the 
cards. 

• Drivers: the software allowing us to use the different 
components of the cards. 
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Fig. 4. Proposed software architecture 

Figure 5 illustrates the data flow between the different 
components of the proposed architecture. The manager card 
affects tasks to the worker cards (traffic analysis, examining 
packets, etc.). The worker cards send their states and logs to the 
manager card to be stored, organized and used to protect the 
device from intrusions and attacks. 

 
Fig. 5. Data flow in the proposed architecture 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 
We need at least two nodes if we want to talk about a real 

cluster. In our case, we built our cluster based on two 
Raspberry Pi 1 Model B [17]. This model of the Raspberry Pi 
is characterized by: 

• Processor: ARM1176JZF-S 700 MHz 

• RAM: 512MB 

• Power rating: 3.5W 

• Power source: 5V 

• Size: 85.6 mm x 56.5 mm 

• Weight: 45g 

Connectors and main components of the Raspberry Pi 1 
Model B are represented in Figure 6 [18]. 

 
Fig. 6. Raspberry Pi 1 Model B 

Figure 7 represents a description of our implementation. 
We installed the operating system Raspbian [19] on the two 
Raspberry Pi and we configured them to be on the same 
network segment. We used Bro [10] [11] as IDS. We installed 
Bro and its dependencies on the manager card but only Bro’s 
dependencies on the worker card. 

 
Fig. 7. Implementation 

We encountered some challenges while mounting our 
implementation, the main ones were the non-availability of a 
Bro pre-built binary package for the operating system Raspbian 
and the configuration of a password-less communication 
between the two Raspberry Pi. 

VI. RESULTS 
By using a display monitor, a keyboard and a mouse with 

the manager card, we started BroControl which is an 
interactive interface for managing Bro. We used the “broctl” 
script to start BroControl. Next, we started our Bro cluster by 
executing the “start” command on BroControl command-line 
([BroControl]). “status” is the command to execute to check 
that all nodes are running. Figure 8 shows the obtained results 
after the execution of these commands. 
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Fig. 8. Results 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The growing need for powerful, faster and cheaper 

computers in the world increases the use of clusters. Today, 
clusters are used in different areas (commercial, scientific, 
etc.). The field of embedded systems security, an area in large 
changes, also needs to exploit the advantages of the use of 
clusters. 

That is why we have proposed in this paper to use a cluster 
to secure and protect embedded systems from intrusions and 
attacks by running multiple instances of an Intrusion Detection 
System (IDS) on the different nodes of a cluster. 

As future work, we would like to carry out detailed 
performance evaluations and test the realized implementation 
with real-life cases. 
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Abstract—One of the most important Characteristics of the 
Arabic language is the exhaustive undertaking. Thus, analyzing 
Arabic sentences is difficult because of the length of sentences 
and the numerous structural complexities. This research aims at 
developing an Arabic parser and lexicon. A lexicon has been 
developed with the goal of analyzing and extracting the attributes 
of Arabic words. The parser was written by using a top–down 
algorithm parsing technique with recursive transition network. 
Then, the parser has been evaluated against real sentences and 
the outcomes were satisfactory. 

Keywords—Natural language processing; Arabic parser; 
lexicon; Transition Network 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Natural language processing (NLP), which is considered  a 

field of computer science, artificial intelligence, 
and computational linguistics, is dealing with the interactions 
between computers and  natural languages. Accordingly, NLP 
is related to the area of human–computer interaction. Many 
challenges in NLP involve natural language understanding, 
that is, enabling computers to derive meaning from human or 
natural language input. Other challenges involve natural 
language generation. The history of NLP generally started in 
the 1950s, although studies can be traced from periods earlier 
than that a decade. In 1950, Alan Turing published an article 
entitled “Intelligence, “which proposed what is now called 
the Turing test as a criterion of intelligence. Recent research 
has increasingly focused on unsupervised and semi-supervised 
learning algorithms. These algorithms are able to learn from 
data that have not been hand-annotated with the desired 
answers, or use a combination of annotated and non-annotated 
data. In general, this task is considerably more difficult 
than supervised learning and typically produces inaccurate 
results for a given amount of input data. However, an 
enormous amount of non-annotated data are available 
(including the entire World Wide Web content) often 
compensate the inferior results. Modern NLP algorithms are 
based on machine learning, particularly statistical machine 
learning. The machine learning paradigm is different from that 
of most prior attempts at language processing. Prior 
implementations of language-processing tasks typically 
involved the direct hand coding of large sets of rules. The 
machine-learning paradigm calls for using general learning 
algorithms, which are often grounded on statistical inference, 
to automatically learn such rules through the analysis of large 
corpora of typical real-world examples. A corpus (plural: 
corpora) is a set of documents (or individual sentences) that 
have been hand-annotated with the correct values to be 

learned. The goal of the NLP group is to design and develop 
software that will analyze, understand, and generate languages 
that humans can use to address a computer and addressing 
another person [1]. Information retrieval is one of the natural 
language processing applications that appears in these 
definitions. Information retrieval is a field which deals with 
the structure, analysis, organization, storage, searching, and 
retrieval of information [2]. Moreover, information retrieval is 
a selective process by which the desired information is 
extracted from a store of information called a database [3]. 

II. RELATED STUDIES 
Gilbert et al. [8] developed a bottom–up parsing strategy 

for summarizing an English text and integrated it with the 
Pruner and Redundancy Eliminator (PARE) system, replacing 
the old link grammar parser which was previously used. 
Constituency trees from our parser provide all parts-of-speech 
linkages as input to several other code modules in the PARE 
system. Our parser uses rules that are written in the Chomsky 
normal form, which is a specialization of a general context-
free grammar. Updating the PARE system leads to an increase 
in the efficiency of the text summarization process [8]. 

Shaalan et al. [10] developed an Arabic parser for modern 
scientific text. This parser is written in definite clause 
grammar and is targeted to be a component of a machine 
translation system. The development of the parser consisted of 
a two-step process. In the first step, we acquired the rules 
constituting the Arabic grammar that provided a precise 
account of what was considered a grammatical sentence. The 
grammar covered a text from the domain of the agricultural 
extension documents. The second step involved implementing 
the parser that assigns grammatical structure to the input 
sentence. An experiment on real extension document was 
performed, and the results observed were satisfactory. 

Khufuet al. [11] recommended a method for Arabic 
parsing based on supervised machine learning. They used the 
support vector machines algorithm to select the syntactic 
labels of the sentence. Furthermore, we evaluated their parser 
following the cross validation method by using the Penn 
Arabic Treebank. The obtained results were substantially 
encouraging. 

Al-Taani1 et al. [12] presented a top–down chart parser for 
parsing simple Arabic sentences, including nominal and verbal 
sentences within the specific Arabic grammar domain. We 
used context-free grammar (CFG) to represent the Arabic 
grammar. We first developed the Arabic grammar rules that 
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provided precise description of grammatical sentences. 
Thereafter, we implemented the parser that assigns 
grammatical structure to the input sentence. Experimental 
results showed the effectiveness of the proposed top–down 
chart parser for parsing modern standard Arabic sentences. 

PARSIG METHOD 
Parsing method involves revealing a structure in an input 

based on the external information about the elements of the 
input and their order. Generally speaking, external information 
comprises a lexicon, i.e., list of input words; and grammar to 
describe the structures that may be built from and 
implemented by the sequences of words [9]. Parsing has 
several definitions but most of them focus on the text 
structure. The common definitions of parsing are as follows. 
Parsing can be defined as the process of analyzing an input 
sequence in order to determine its grammatical structure 
regarding to a given formal grammar [5]. Parsing breaks a 
sentence down into its component parts of speech with an 
explanation of the form, function, and syntactical relationship 
of each part [6]. Parsing is also the process of converting text 
input into a data structure defining its syntactical structure and 
semantic meaning based upon a given formal grammar [8]. 
Parsing natural language is an attempt to discover a certain 
structure in a text (or textual representation) generated by a 
person [4]. A parser is a computational system that processes 
input sentences according to the productions of grammar, and 
builds one or more constituent structures that conformed 
grammatically. We consider grammar as a well-formed 
declarative specification, whereas a parser is a procedural 
interpretation of grammar. 

III. LEXICON 
Lexicography is the branch of applied linguistics 

concerned with the design and construction of lexica for 
practical use. Lexica can range from the paper lexica or 
encyclopedia designed for human use and shelf storage to the 
electronic lexica used in a variety of human language 
technology systems, such as word databases, word processors, 
and software for reading back (by speech synthesis in text-to-
speech systems) and dictation (by automatic speech 
recognition systems). At a considerably generic level, a 
lexicon may be a generic lexicographic knowledge base from 
which these different types of lexica can be derived 
automatically [71]. Meanwhile, lexicology is the branch of 
descriptive linguistics concerned with linguistic theory and 
methodology for describing lexical information, and often 
focuses specifically on issues of meaning. Traditionally, 
lexicology has been mainly concerned with lexical 
collocations and idiom, lexical semantics, as well as the 
structure of words,   meaning components and relationships 
between them. 

IV. TRANSITION NETWORK GRAMMARS 
Transition network grammar is considered as a formalism 

for representing grammars based on the concept of a transition 
network that comprises nodes and labeled arts. This formalism 
developed out from the transition network concept of a finite-
state automaton. It is equivalent to push-down automata 

because the arts, comprise the network of a transition network 
grammar and represent transcriptions of the rules of a context-
free grammar [7]. Sentences generated by the grammar are 
accepted by a transition network grammar through the process 
of traversing the network comprising of these arcs. 

Figure 1 shows the network called NP in which each art is 
labeled with a word category. Starting at a given node, one 
can traverse an art if the current word in the sentence is in the 
category on the art. If the art is followed, then the current 
word is updated to the next word. A phrase is a legal NP if a 
path from the node NP to a pop art accounts for every word in 
the phrase. 

 
Fig. 1. Transition Network 

V. SYSTEM EVALUATION 
The objective of our experiment was to test whether the 

parser is sufficient for application to real Arabic sentences. 
We selected an unrestricted Arabic sentence, which is from 
the Arabic students’ book. 

VI. RESULTS 
We discuss the experiment results whether the input 

sentence is parsable or not. Table (1) shows the results of the 
parser. These results are categorized into: parsable and 
unparsable sentences. 

The parsable sentence is divided into two subcategories as 
follows. 

1) Syntactically Correct: This subcategory led to a 
complete and successful parsing of the input sentence. 

2) Syntactically Incorrect: This subcategory led to a 
complete parsing of the input sentence but the result, as can be 
seen, is a syntactically incorrect structure. The source of this 
error does not match in terms of attributes (e.g., gender, 
number) between words of sentence. For example, the input 
sentence 

 یذھب الطالبة إلى المدرسة
is not parsed by our parser. The subject (الطالبة) takes the 

female feature gender. However, the prefix (ي) of the verb 
 of the sentence indicates that this feature value is for (یذھب)
male. The syntactically correct sentence would be as follows: 

 .تذھب الطالبة إلى المدرسة
The unparsable sentence can be divided into three 

subcategories: 

1) Lexical Problem: The parser does not find out the word 
in the lexicon. 

2) Incorrect Sentence: This subcategory has failed to 
parse because the input sentence is incorrect: 

 .یلعب یدرس الطالب النشیط  .

NP NP NP 
art Noun Pop 

adj 
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3) Failure: The sentence is not identified by linguists 
according to Arabic grammar rules. An example is the 
following input sentence: 

 .الطالب النشیط یدرس

TABLE I. RESULTS OF THE PARSER 

  
Number 
of 
Sentences 

Percentage 

Parsable 

Sentence 

Syntactically 

Correct 
77 87.1 % 

Syntactically 

Incorrect 
2 2.6 % 

Unparsable  

Sentence 

Lexical 

Problem 
4 4.8 % 

Incorrect 

Sentence 
2 2.4 % 

Failure 5 5.8 % 

Total  93 100 % 

The number of sentences used in the test was 93 and the 
length of each sentence was 6 words. The result shows that the 
number of successfully parsed sentences were 77 (87.1%) and 
2 sentences were syntactically incorrect (2.6%). The number 
of sentences that were not parsed (i.e., has lexical problem) 
were 4 (4.8%). The number of sentences that were not parsed 
(incorrect sentence) were 2 (approximately 2.4%). The 
number of sentences that were not parsed (i.e., not recognized 
by linguists according to Arabic grammar rules) were 5 
(approximately 5.8%). 

VII. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
1) Analysis of the Syntactically Incorrect Sentences 
Recall that the number of syntactically incorrect sentences 

were 2 sentences. The parser assigned the incorrect result to 
the input sentence. Hence, the parser completed the sentence 
parsing, but the result is incorrect. This result was due to an 
incomplete agreement between word attributes (e.g., gender, 
number). 

2) Analysis of the Unparsable Sentences 
Recalling that the number of unparsable sentences were 

11; the parser failed to identify any rule to the input sentence. 
These are classified into three categories as follows. 

a) Lexical Problem: The parser fails to recognize any 
rule to the input sentence and this is because certain parts of 
the sentences are unavailable in the lexicon. Thus, the parser 
does not obtain the attributes of these parts. 

b) Incorrect Sentence: The parser fails to produce a rule 
for the input sentence because of the incorrect syntactic form 
of the sentence. Hence, determining an equivalent role in the 
sentential form in the parser is impossible. 

c) Failure: The parser fails to produce a rule for the 

input sentence because the syntactic form of the sentence is 
excluded in the grammar. Thus, failure may result when the 
sentence structure is correct. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
Our contribution in this paper is to design, build and 

Evaluate system for parsing Arabic sentences and Determine 
if these sentences syntactically correct or not. In addition, the 
proposed system builds a lexicon for Arabic sentences. 

The Arabic language lacks parsing systems for analyzing 
Arabic sentences. Parsing systems are crucial in natural 
language processing because they are used as a first step in 
most natural language processing applications. Moreover, this 
system can be extensively used for educational purposes. 

In the natural Arabic language processing, predefined 
forms, exist for analyzing sentences, make parsing 
problematic. The Arabic sentence is complex and syntactically 
ambiguous because of the frequent usage of grammatical 
relationships, conjunctions, and other constructs. 

The methodology we adopted in this study based on 
analyzing the Arabic language grammar conforming to gender 
and number, formalization of rules using CFG, representation  
of the rules using transition networks, constructing   a lexicon 
of words that will be in the sentences structure, implementing   
the recursive transition network parser, and evaluating   the 
system using real Arabic sentences. Finally, the current 
analysis was effective and provided good results 
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Abstract—The flexible optical networks are the promising 
solution to the exponential increase of traffic generated by 
telecommunications networks. They combine flexibility with the 
finest granularity of optical resources. Therefore, the flexible 
optical networks position themselves as a better solution than 
conventional WDM network. In the operational phase, traffic of 
connections fluctuates. In fact, the user’s need is not the same 
during day periods. Such traffic may experiment evidence of 
rising working hours, end of months or years and decreases 
during the night or on holidays. This variation requires the 
expansion or contraction of the number of frequency slots 
allocated to a connection to match the exact needs of the 
moment. The expansion of the traffic around the reference 
frequency of connection may lead to blockage because it must 
share frequency slots with neighboring connections in 
compliance with the constraints of continuity, contiguity, and 
non-overlapping. In this study, we offer a technique for 
allocating frequency slots for time-varying traffic connections. 
We share out the additional traffic load on different spectrum 
paths by respecting the constraint of time synchronization 
related to the differential delay to reduce the blocking rate due to 
traffic fluctuation. 

Keywords—Spectrum band; Multi-spectrum bands; time-
varying traffic; elastic optical network 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The flexible optical network constitutes an efficient 

alternative facing the exponential rise of traffic. It 
compensates for the shortcomings of conventional WDM 
network which are the rigidity of the frequency spectrum and 
ressources waste. Based on the Optical-Orthogonal Frequency 
Division Multiplexing (O-OFDM) technology, it provides a 
finer granularity and allows the use of several parallel 
subcarriers or frequency slots for transmitting the traffic of a 
connection from a source node to a destination node on a 
definite physical path. The set defined by subcarriers and the 
physical path is the optical channel or spectrum path. The 
bandwidth of the optical channel is the sum of bandwidth of 
adjacent frequency slots that form it. Each frequency slot with 

a bandwidth typically set to 12.5GHz. The number of 
frequency slots allocated to a connection depends on the flow 
of its traffic and transmission distance [1]. The allocation of 
frequency slots is subject to constraints. The first is the 
contiguity constraint, according to which frequency slots 
allocated to the same connection must be adjacent. The second 
constraint is the continuity of the frequency slots allocated to 
each link of the optical path, i.e., the utilization of the same 
frequency slots on all links which compose optical path, based 
on the assumption that there is no conversion. The last 
constraint is the constraint of non-overlapping, i.e.two 
different connections cannot simultaneously use the same 
frequency slots. 

The management of these constraints and the multiplicity 
of frequency slots is a challenge in the determination of 
optimal spectrum path for a connection. That problem of 
optimal spectrum allocation is an Integer Linear Program 
(ILP) problem optimization. It includes two aspects that are 
the determination of physical path from the source to the 
destination of the connection and the determination of the 
frequency slots on that physical path which respects the 
constraints of flexible optical networks. Besides, this problem 
known as Routing and Spectrum Allocation (RSA) is 
reckoned as np-hard [2]. It is an extension of the well-known 
RWA problem in the conventional WDM networks [3]. The 
resolution of this problem is even more complex in the case of 
dynamic traffic variables in time. In fact, the fluctuating traffic 
of connection leads to resource sharing problems with 
neighboring connections.  One has to ensure that different 
connections do not simultaneously seek the same frequency 
slots because it can cause the rejection of the request. This 
paper aims to contribute at solving that problem by developing 
a spectrum allocation mechanism which takes into account the 
possibility of sharing out traffic over different optical paths to 
reduce the blocking rate when the traffic of a connection 
undergoes a fluctuation. This mechanism is the multi-
spectrum bands allocation; the frequency slots allocated to the 
connection are on different spectrum bands. A spectrum band 
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is a portion of the spectrum consisted of several contiguous 
frequency slots. So here we exploit the possibility of 
distribution traffic among several spectrum bands of the 
different path by respecting the differential delay constraint 
due to Group Velocity Delay (GVD), propagation delay and 
latency in the nodes. 

This study is structured as follows. Firstly Section II, we 
shall present the characteristics of flexible optical networks as 
well as solving approaches for time-varying traffic of slots at 
to varying dynamic traffic time base connection. Secondly, 
Section III is devoted to our contribution which is an approach 
based on multi-spectrum bands allocation. Thirdly in Section 
IV, we evaluate the performance of our proposal by 
comparing it to existent works. Then, we shall finish with a 
conclusion and provide perspectives for future works. 

II. SPECTRUM ALLOCATION FOR TIME-VARYING TRAFFIC 
IN  FLEXIBLE OPTICAL NETWORKS 

A. Feature of flexible optical networks 
According to the recommendation G.694.1 of ITU-T, in 

the flexible optical networks, optical spectrum is divided into 
subcarriers called also frequency slot. Each frequency slot has  
a central frequency  𝐹𝑐 (in THz) defined by 𝐹𝑐 = 191.3 × 𝑛 +
0.125; 𝑛 is relative numbers. Furthermore, the spectrum band 
assigned to a connection consists of several subcarriers which 
width is 𝑆𝐵 = 12.5 × 𝑚 [4] with 𝑚 the number of frequency 
slots. One of the advantages of flexible optical networks is its 
capability to adapt the bandwidth defined by the number of 
frequency slot to the flow of traffic and modulation format 
according to the transmission distance. The formula in (1)   
indicates the number of frequency slots required by a 
connection of capacity C in Gb/s. 

𝑚 = �
𝐶

𝑀 × 𝐹𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡
�                                                         (1) 

𝑀 × 𝐹𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡  represents the capacity of a frequency slot in 
Gb/ s.  𝑀 (𝑏 / 𝑠 / 𝐻𝑧 ) is the modulation level in bits per 
second and represents the efficiency of the selected 
modulation format. 𝐹𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡  is the bandwidth of a frequency slot 
in GHz. M can take the values 1, 2, 3 or 4 depends on the 
modulation format is BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM or 16-QAM [5]. 
The use of OFDM technology allows simultaneous 
transmission on parallel subcarriers. However, differential 
delays that have two sources in the flexible optical network 
must be taken into account[6]. The first source is the 
differential delay induced by Group Velocity Delay (GVD) 
which is related to the fact that the subcarriers of different 
frequencies have different transmission speeds, even when 
they are adjacent. That is to say; they form a monolithic 
block. Thus maximum differential delay caused by GVD 
related to B spectrum bands on a path length L is given by the 
formula in the equation (2.1). 

∆𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈ 𝐷(𝑓𝑐) × �(𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝐵

1=1

× 𝐿           (2.1) 

Where 𝐷(𝑓𝑐)is the fiber dispersion at the level of central 
frequency, and 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥  , 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛  represent respectively the 
maximum and minimum frequency of each spectrum 
band. Let’s also note that the fiber dispersion of an SMF 
(Single Mode Fiber) is 17𝑝𝑠/𝑛𝑚/𝑘𝑚. The second source is 
the differential delay due to propagation delay and latency in 
the nodes. The propagation delay of the signal per kilometer is 
r1 = 5µs/km  and maximum latency in a node  r2 = 25µs/
km. Thus the delay of transmission of traffic on a path P of 
distance L and having N links by adding the GVD is given by 
(2.2). 
𝐷𝑝 = 𝐿 × 𝑟1 + (𝑁 + 1) × 𝑟2 + ∆𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥              (2.2) 

And the formula (2.3) gives the transmission differential 
delay (DD) between two physical paths 𝑃𝑖  and  𝑃𝑗. 

𝐷𝐷 = �𝐷𝑃𝑖 − 𝐷𝑃𝑗�                                                    (2.3) 
According to ITU-G 709, the tolerable threshold of DD is 

250 µs. But there are commercial products that achieve a 
tolerable DD up to128 ms by adding the SDRAM memory 
Off-Chip [8, 9]. 

B. Spectrum allocation for time-varying traffic 
In the operational phase of the network, traffic is dynamic 

and fluctuates. There are essentially two types of dynamic 
traffic. There is in one hand, traffic of connections that have 
some finite amount of time, and their spectrum paths are 
released after this short time. The frequency slots belong to 
these spectrum paths become available for another 
connection. In the other hand, there is traffic of permanent 
connections whose traffic fluctuate. That kind of connections 
that corresponds more to reality, and we call them time-
varying traffic connections. The traffic fluctuation of these 
type of connections translates to an additional demand for 
frequency slots in the case of traffic expansion or release of 
some frequency slots in traffic contraction. The policy of 
dynamically adapt the required frequency slots of a connection 
to traffic fluctuation is called Spectrum Expansion/Contraction 
(SEC) policy [10]. 

In this study, we assume that the request of frequency slots 
for each connection occurs at a rate 𝜆 according to a Poisson 
process. Moreover, the duration follows an exponential 
distribution parameter 𝜇  equal to  1 . Therefore, the load of 
each connection under this fluctuation is 𝜆/𝜇.  Based on the 
calculation of 𝜆 in [11] with a fixed modulation format, the 
traffic load 𝜌 is obtained through the following:𝜌 =  𝜆 =  𝑀 ×  𝑚, 
where 𝑚  is the number of frequency slots and 𝑀  the 
modulation efficiency of each modulation format, according to 
principle of "half law" [5]. The values respectively taken by   
𝑀 can be 1, 2, 3 or 4 belong to BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM or 16-
QAM modulations. A time-varying traffic connection has a 
reference frequency  FR  and a number 𝑚𝑡𝑖of frequency slots 
allocated at time slot  𝑡𝑖 . This number of frequency slots 
allocated to connection 𝑅 at the time slot 𝑡𝑖  is composed by 
𝑚𝑡𝑖
𝐻  and 𝑚𝑡𝑖

𝐿  which are respectively a number of frequency 
slots used on the lower side and the upper side of the 
connection’s reference frequency. That number  𝑚𝑡𝑖 = 𝑚𝑡𝑖

𝐻  +
𝑚𝑡𝑖
𝐿   is assumed to be constant during each time slot 𝑡𝑖.  Figure 
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1 shows spectrum occupancy by connection  𝑅  and its 
neighboring connections. 

The spectrum allocation to time-varying traffic 
connections as indicated by several studies [10, 12] is an ILP 
optimization problem. It is also known to be np-hard when the 
network size increases. Heuristics are most common in 
resolving this problem.These heuristics method of frequency 
slots allocation to time-varying traffic connections can be 
classified into two categories as follows: the expansion/ 
contraction frequency slots within the constraints defined in 
[10] and the combining of expansion/contraction with 
defragmentation or reconfiguration policies. The first studies 
of spectrum resources allocation to time-varying traffic 
connections deals with the methods of expansion/contraction 
of frequency slots, based on the constraint that two adjacent 
connections must not use the same frequency 
slots simultaneously in the same time slot. In this way, the 
paper [12] provides three policies of spectrum 
expansion/contraction depending on the fluctuation in 
traffic. These policies differ from one to other by the 
limitations suffered by the reference frequency and the 
allocated spectrum band width. The first of these is the fixed 
allocation in which the reference frequency and allocated 
spectrum band width remain fixed and reserved. This 
spectrum band is exclusively allocated to a particular 
connection and cannot be used by another connection. Even if, 
the full width of the spectrum band has is unused. That leads 
to a waste in case of contraction and request blocking when 
the request of the connection resulting from the expansion 
goes beyond the width of the allocated spectrum band. The 
second policy of spectrum expansion/contraction taking into 
account is called semi-elastic allocation, in this case, the 
reference frequency is fixed and can not be moved from its 
initial position. But, the spectrum bandwidth is allowed to 
extend or contract according to the traffic fluctuation and the 
limits of frequency slots occupied by the adjacent connections 
for each time slot. Frequency slots can be shared out between 
adjacent connections in different time slots, based on changes 
in traffic of connections. The third one is the elastic allocation 
that gives the way to move the reference frequency and extend 
or restrict the frequency slot block according to traffic 
variations of the connection. The elastic allocation allows 
more flexibility in the spectrum managing than the others 
mentioning above. Three other methods of SEC policies are 
developed in [10]. There are Constant Spectrum Allocation 
(CSA), Dynamic High-Low Expansion Contraction (DHL) 
and Dynamic Alternate Direction (DAD). In the CSA, 
physical path and a reference frequency are allocated to 
every connection.The connection has exclusive use of 
spectrum band located between the reference frequency and 
the reference frequency of the adjacent connection located 
above. This method does not allow the sharing out of 
frequency slots with adjacent connections, even if there are 
available.  As for DHL, it enables the sharing out of frequency 
slots between adjacent connections. With DHL, a connection 
that needs to expand its flow first scans the frequency slots 
which are located on the higher side as its reference frequency 
to achieve frequency slots already used by the adjacent 
connection higher reference frequency. Then, if it needs 
additional frequency slots, it explores the frequency slots on 

the side below the reference frequency. Concerning to DAD, it 
also allows the sharing of frequency slots between 
connections. However, for the DAD, SEC takes place 
alternatively in both directions. These methods on-cited define 
the policy of expansion or contraction of the connections. 
According to fluctuations in traffic, the incease is limited by 
the constraint of non-overlapping. Formula (3) defines this 
constraint of non-overlapping that induces two inequalities. 

0 ≤ 𝑚𝑡𝑖
𝐻 ≤ min

𝑒
�𝐹𝑈𝑒 − 𝑚𝑈𝑒

𝐿 � − 𝐹𝑅 − 𝐺   , 𝑎𝑛𝑑  
 (3) 

0 ≤ 𝑚𝑡𝑖
𝐿 ≤ 𝐹𝑅 − max

𝑒
�𝐹𝐵𝑒 + 𝑚𝐵𝑒

𝐻 � − 𝐺            
𝑈𝑒  and 𝐵𝑒  represent the highest and, the lowest adjacent 

connections of connection  𝑅  on link 𝑒  that include in path 𝑝 
of the network represented by a graph (V, E). V is the set of 
nodes which can be bandwidth variable transponders (BVTs) 
or Optical Cross-connect (OXCs) and E is the set of fiber 
links. 𝐹𝐵𝑒  and 𝑚𝐵𝑒

𝐻  are respectively the reference frequency 
and the higher frequency slots used by connection 𝐵𝑒  on 
link  𝑒 .  𝐹𝑈𝑒  and 𝑚𝑈𝑒

𝐿  are also respectively the reference 
frequency and the lower frequency slots occupied by 
connection 𝑈𝑒  on link 𝑒. Figure 1 inspired by, thus, provides 
in [10] shows spectrum occupancy of this adjacent connection 
on links e and e’. 

 
Fig. 1. Spectrum occupancy of connection 𝑅 and its neighbor connections 𝑈𝑙  
and  𝐵𝑙 on two links e, e’ at time 𝑡𝑖 

The rise in transmission rate leads to the block of requests 
when the above SEC policies have been implemented. Even, if 
the sharing out of frequency slots among adjacent connections 
are allowed in the SEC policy, blocking will occur certainly 
when the connection, due to his traffic expansion has already 
used the available frequency slots in the both side of his 
reference frequency. In other words, when the equations (4.1) 
and (4.2) occur and the connection still needs additional 
frequency slots to satisfy traffic increase. 

𝑚𝑡𝑖
𝐻 = min𝑒�𝐹𝑈𝑒 − 𝑚𝑈𝑒

𝐿 � − 𝐹𝑅 − 𝐺         (4.1) 
𝑚𝑡𝑖
𝐿 = 𝐹𝑅 − max𝑒�𝐹𝐵𝑒 + 𝑚𝐵𝑒

𝐻 � − 𝐺                           (4.2) 
To cope with this blocking of connections, 

defragmentations policies are implemented. Defragmentation 
consist in reallocating or rerouting currunt running 
connections to make enough spectrum paths for a new one or 
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future arrival connections. These defragmentations policies 
explore other areas of the spectrum to release necesary 
contiguous and adjacent frequency slots required by traffic 
expansion [11]. The first one is the Shift Blocking Neighbors 
(SBN) which tries to reallocate the adjacent connections 
without touching the reference frequency. The second method 
of defragmentation is the Float Blocking neighbors (FBN), 
unlike the SBN provides the ability to move the reference 
frequency and connections, therefore, have the opportunity to 
float in the spectrum. When a new request arrives for a 
connection, in the absence of frequency slots in the expansion 
authorized area, the FBN tries to move the connections to 
have a maximum expansion zone. This tests initially to release 
the spectrum occupied by its neighbor connection in the 
direction that maximizes the minimum number of frequency 
slots available among all its neighbors. If this is not enough, 
so it tries to move the connection that is in the other direction. 
However, the approach based on defragmentation, even if it 
brings a significant reduction in the blocking rate is expensive 
for the operator because it can cause some interruption of 
existing connections or require the use of additional 
transponders. So, to avoid the reverse effects of 
defragmentation, we propose an allocation strategy based on 
the multi-spectrum bands. 

III. MULTI-SPECTRUM BANDS  ALLOCATION IN FLEXIBLE 
OPTICAL NETWORKS 

In this section, we propose an optimization model with the 
objective of minimization blocking rate. We introduce in this 
model the concept of multi-spectrum bands and constraint of 
différential delay, due to: GVD, propagation delay and node 
latency. We also take into account usually constraints in 
flexible optical network; those are contiguity, continuity and 
non-overlapping spectrum. As the model is np-hard; a 
heuristic method is proposed for solving it. 

A. Optimization model 
We address the problem of spectrum allocation to time-

varying traffic connections with the distribution of traffic load 
during a specific time slot on multiple paths. This allocation 
have a priority objective for reducing the blocking rate. The 
blocking rate is calculated by dividing the number of rejected 
requests by the total number of requests. It is true that traffic 
suffers fluctuations during a certain period composed of time 
slots. We assume that each time slot 𝑡  demand is constant. 
Here, is the mixed integer linear programming model. The 
model relies on the concept of spectrum path which is set of a 
specific physical path composed by fiber links and spectrum 
band. Spectrum band is some amount of adjacent frequency 
slots. Before the optimization model, we give the notations 
and variables (Table 1). 

TABLE I. NOTATIONS AND VARIABLES 

Objective function 

Minimize   

𝑃𝑏(𝑇) = �
𝑁𝑏(𝑡𝑖)
𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑡𝑖)𝑡𝑖∈𝑇

                                             (5.1) 

Equation (5.1) is the objective function of the overall block 
rate during the period T. 

the following contraints must be met at every slot time. 
Constraints 

𝑑 = �𝑑𝑖
𝑖

                                                             (5.2)  

Symbol   Description  

G(V,E) : A graph represents a flexible  optical network with 
nodes in set V and edges in set E. 

𝑒 : 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 : link of fiber  
𝑠𝑖 : A frequency slot with index 𝑖  
S  : Set of frequency slots  
𝑡𝑖 : Time slot of period  𝑇  
𝑃𝑏(𝑇)  : Blocking rate during period 𝑇 
𝑁𝑏(𝑡𝑖)  : The number of requests blocked during time slot 𝑡𝑖 
𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑡𝑖) : Total number of requests during time slot  𝑡𝑖. 
∆  : Set of all permanent connections in traffic fluctuates 
ℛ  : A particular connection of ∆ 

𝐷  : 
Set  of all requests resulting from changes in  
connections that belong to ∆ at time slot  𝑡𝑖. 
 

𝑑  : A particular  demand in  𝐷 
ℒ(𝑑)  : Set of allowable spectrum path of demand 𝑑 

ℒ(𝐷)  : Set of all allowable spectrum path 
 ℒ(𝐷) = ⋃ ℒ(𝑑)𝑑∈𝐷  

𝜁 : Number of allowable spectrum path in ℒ(𝑑)  
ℓ  : A particular spectrum path  in ℒ(𝑑)  

𝑑𝑖   : A split  of demand 𝑑 on particular allowable spectrum 
path ℓ  

𝑚𝑙   : Number of frequency slots allocated to sectrum path ℓ   
𝑝𝑙   : Physical path of spectrum path ℓ  
| 𝑝𝑙  |  : Number of link e in physical path 𝑝𝑙 
𝜂ℓℓ′  : Differential delay between spctrum path ℓ and ℓ′ 

𝑥𝑑𝑖𝑙   : Boolean, equal to 1 if 𝑑𝑖 use spectrum path ℓ, else it 
equals to 0 

𝑥𝑙,𝑙′ : Boolean variable  equals to 1 if physical paths 𝑝𝑙   and 
𝑝𝑙′ share at leat one edge,  else it is 0 

𝑥𝑙,𝑙′, 𝑒 : Boolean variable  equals to 1 if physical paths 𝑝𝑙   and 
𝑝𝑙′ share the same edge 𝑒,  else it is 0 

𝑥𝑙,𝑒 : Boolean variable equals to 1 if physical path 𝑝𝑙   used 
edge 𝑒, else it is 0 

𝑥𝑙,𝑖 : Boolean variable  equals to 1 if spectrum path  𝑙 use 
frequency slot 𝑠𝑖 share at leat one edge,  else it is 0 
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Equation (5.2) is a constraint on the distribution of the 
flow of traffic during the time slot. Indeed, traffic distribution 
on the different spectrum paths should equal the overall flow 
traffic requested by a connection. A traffic demand of 
particular existent connection is split in several 𝑑𝑖 flows. 

� � 𝑑𝑖
𝑙∈ℒ(𝑑) 

𝑙
𝑑𝑖

≤ 𝜁                                              (5.3)  

The constraint (5.3) indicates that the number of 
spectrum paths 𝑙  in which request 𝑑  is splitting must be 
lower or equal the spectrum path that respect the following 
differential delay constraint (5.4). 

∀  ℓ, ℓ′ ∈ ℒ(𝑑) : 𝜂ℓℓ′ ≤ 𝜏                                 (5.4) 

 ��𝑥𝑝𝑙,𝑒,𝑖
𝑖 𝑒∈𝑝𝑙

= |𝑝𝑙| ×  𝑚𝑙                                 (5.5) 

Equation (5.5) expresses the constraint of contiguity or 
adjacency on each link of spectrum path. In each link,  𝑚𝑙 
frequency slots forming the spectrum band must be 
contiguous. To ensure the continuity,   the contiguity 
constraint of the same 𝑚𝑙 frequency slots must be met in all 
the |𝑝𝑙|  links of the path  𝑝𝑙 . 

∀  ℓ, ℓ′ ∈ ℒ(𝐷), 𝑙 ≠ 𝑙′, 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸: 𝑥𝑙,𝑙′ ≤ �𝑥𝑙,𝑙′ ,𝑒
𝑒

             (5.6) 

∀  ℓ, ℓ′ ∈ ℒ(𝐷), 𝑙 ≠ 𝑙′, 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸: 𝑥𝑙,𝑙′ ,𝑒 ≤   𝑥𝑙,𝑒                   (5.7) 
∀  ℓ, ℓ′ ∈ ℒ(𝐷), 𝑙 ≠ 𝑙′, 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸: 𝑥𝑙,𝑙′,𝑒 ≤   𝑥𝑙′,𝑒                    (5.8) 
∀  ℓ, ℓ′ ∈ ℒ(𝐷), 𝑙 ≠ 𝑙′, 𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝑆: 𝑥𝑙,𝑖 + 𝑥𝑙′𝑖 + 𝑥𝑙,𝑙′ ≤  2   (5.9) 

Constraints (5.6), (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) ensure the non-
overlapping constraints.  One frequency slot can not be used 
simultaneously by two different spectrum paths that share at 
least one link. The variable 𝑥𝑙,𝑙′ is a boolean that takes value 1 
when spectrum paths 𝑙 and 𝑙’ share at least one link, otherwise 
it takes value 0. His value is determined by constraints (5.6), 
(5.7) and (5.8). As to the constraint (5.9), it ensures frequency 
slot 𝑠𝑖 can not be allocated to spectrum paths 𝑙 and  𝑙’, if they 
have a link sharing. If frequency slot 𝑠𝑖 is used simultaneously 
by spectrum paths 𝑙 and 𝑙’  then 𝑥𝑙,𝑖 + 𝑥𝑙′𝑖 + 𝑥𝑙,𝑙′ = 3 or that is 
impossible because whatever values, this constraint (5.9) must 
be less than or equal to 2. 

This problem output is the set of spectrum paths allocated 
to a set of demands when permanent connections traffics 
fluctuate. As in each time slot, the novel request of the 
spectrum is constant. We can say that this problem can be seen 
as offline routing and spectrum assignment in each time slot 
[13]. So, this problem   is np-hard. When the network size 
grows the time to find an optimal solution also grows 
exponentially as several studies have already shown it [2, 11, 
12]. In that condition, the suitable heuristic can be used to 
obtain near optimal solution within a reasonable time. With 
this end, in the following section, we shall propose a heuristic 
based on multi-spectrum bands concept in which it contributes 
to avoiding the worst effect when defragmentation or 
reconfiguration policies are used when blocking occur. 

B. Heuristic multi-spectrum bands allocation 
Our heuristic relies on the principle of combining the 

implementation of the DAD with the multi-spectrum band 
allocation. This concept of Multi-Spectrum Band Allocation 
(MSBA) means that traffic is progressively distributed over 
different spectrum paths. Each of these spectrum paths is 
formed by a physical path and a spectrum band so that the sum 
of all spectrum bands can support all traffic. After running the 
DAD, in the case of dissatisfaction of the entire request, 
another optical path is used to bear the remaining traffic and 
so on until there is no traffic. As regards the distribution of 
traffic on the spectrum bands, each spectrum band used to 
carry some traffic must have a minimum width. This 
precaution must be taken to avoid a proliferation of spectrum 
bands taken into account the transmission of traffic. Indeed, 
the proliferation of spectrum bands causes waste of frequency 
slots. It is necessary to associate a guard band to reduce 
interference between different adjacent spectrum paths. For 
the allocation spectrum band to traffic supplement after the 
DAD, we choose a spectrum path which allows allocating the 
entire traffic supplement. In the absence of such a path, we 
divide the traffic supplement on the k-shortest paths of the 
connection whose traffic fluctuates. We assumed that the k-
shortest paths of each connection are determined by Yen’s 
algorithm [14] and an initial path with a reference frequency is 
associated with each connection. The modulation format used 
is chosen according to the transmission distance and follow 
the “half-distance low”[5]. The heuristic can been reflected by 
the following steps: 

Step 1: Run the Dynamic Alternate Direction (DAD) as a 
policy of expansion/ contraction of the spectrum when the 
traffic of connection fluctuates. 

Step 2: In case of dissatisfaction, 

Select all the paths respecting differential delay 
constraints.If there is one which supports all the traffic, make 
the allocation on this path. 

Otherwise, go to step 3 

Step 3: Select the first path that offers the largest spectrum 
band 

Step 4: Make the allocation of traffic supplement, if not 
the entire satisfaction. Return to Step 3 to find another path to 
allocate the remaining traffic. Repeat this until there is no 
more traffic or no more path. 

The algorithm below presents the pseudo-code that reflects 
the MSBA heuristic. We assume that at the end of time slot 
𝑡𝑖  , traffic request for time slot 𝑡𝑖+1  is known. Here are the 
meaning of the variables of the pseudo-code: 

- 𝐶(𝑡𝑖+1, 𝑠, 𝑑): the flow of traffic required at time 𝑡𝑖+1  by 
the connection from the source 𝑠 to destination 𝑑. 

- 𝑆𝐴(𝑡𝑖+1, 𝑠,𝑑) : the allocation of frequency slots to a 
connection at time 𝑡𝑖+1 from source 𝑠  to destination 𝑑. 

- SD: number of frequency slots corresponding to traffic 
𝐶(𝑡𝑖+1, 𝑠,𝑑) after choosing an appropriate modulation 
format. 
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- SDAD: Number of frequency slots available around the 
reference frequency. 

- 𝐶𝑟(𝑡𝑖+1, 𝑠,𝑑) : Traffic flow remaining after execution of 
the Dynamic Alternative Direction. 

- SSUP: additional frequency slots corresponding to 
𝐶𝑟(𝑡𝑖+1, 𝑠,𝑑)   

- SDISP: frequency slots available on a particular path 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 
- DAD: Dynamic Alternative Direction 
- 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓: The subset of k-shortest path connecting that respect 

the differential delay. 
Algorithm of MSBA heuristic 
Input: Network G(V,E), Set  ∆ of connections 

SA(ti, s, d)  
𝐶(𝑡𝑖+1, 𝑠,𝑑)  

  
Output: SA(ti+1, s, d)  

 
BEGIN 
1: 𝑆𝐷 ← 𝐶(𝑡𝑖+1,𝑠,𝑑)

𝑀×𝐹𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡
  

2: Run dynamic alternative direction SEC policy  
3: 
 
4: 

𝐶𝑟(𝑡𝑖+1, 𝑠,𝑑) ← (𝑆𝐷 − 𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐷) × 𝑀 × 𝐹𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 
 
While (𝐶(𝑡𝑖+1, 𝑠,𝑑) ≠ 0  and 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 ≠ ∅ ) do 

5:  For all  path in 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 do  
6: 
7: 

 SSUP ← 𝐶𝑟(𝑡𝑖+1,𝑠,𝑑)
𝑀×𝐹𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡

  

If SSUP is available in current 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓  path then  
8: 
9: 

  Assign spectrum on this path to the 
connection 
Break  for  
 

10  Else 
11: 
 
12: 
13: 
 
14: 

  Select among the path in  𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 the one 
which have the highest  𝑆𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑃 
Assign spectrum with size 𝑆𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑃 on this 
path  
Extract this path from 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 set 
𝐶𝑟(𝑡𝑖+1, 𝑠,𝑑) ← (𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑃 − 𝑆𝐷𝐼𝑃) × 𝑀 × 𝐹𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡  
 

15:  End for  
 

16: End while  
17: 
18: 

If 𝐶𝑟(𝑡𝑖+1, 𝑠,𝑑) = 0 then spectrum assignment is 
accomplished 
Else  Spectrum assignment is blocked  

  END  

IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
The simulations to evaluate the performance of our 

proposal were carried out on two network topologies. The 
NSFNET network (14 knots, 22 links) well-known network is 
using to simulate most of the work in this area. The second 
network is the national Backbone of Ivory Cost from the will 
of the State of Ivory Cost to mesh all Ivorian territory with a 
fiber optical transport (28 nodes and 46 links) as shown in 
Figure 2. 

A guard band is G = 1 slot, and as regards the choice of 
modulation format, each path has a format according to the 
principle of "half distance law" [5]. Furthermore, we assume 
that each connection is associated with a reference frequency 
and 4-shortest paths determined by the Yen's algorithm [14]. It 
takes into account the initial path in which the connection is 
running before the fluctuation in traffic occurs. The 
differential delay is set at τ = 250μs as recommended by the 
ITUT.709. As for the distribution of traffic load, the minimum 
number of frequency slots corresponding to an eligible 
distribution is three frequency slots. It means the minimum 
width of spectrum band is three frequency slots.  As for the 
dynamic traffic, each connection frequency slots request 
follows the Poisson process with a transmission flow λ and 
duration which has an exponential distribution parameter μ = 
1 as described in (Section II.B). 

 
Fig. 2. Ivory Coast National Backbone Network 

The simulations carried out in Java on a PC with a Dual 
Core processor (2.16 GHz) and memory 4GB. The aim was to 
observe the impact of traffic load and spectrum available on 
the blocking rate. Dealing with the impact of the traffic load, 
we vary the load from 200 erlangs (E) to 1600 E by keeping 
the number of frequency slots per link at 100 frequency 
slots. Then, we evaluate its effect on the blocking rate. As for 
the impact of the number of frequency slots available by link, 
we vary the number of frequency slots from 100 to 240 
frequency slots maintaining the traffic load at 1000 E. 

The observed results are in the graphs of Figures 3 and 4. 
Figure 3(a) shows the performance of the Dynamic Alternate 
Direction policy (DAD), Float Blocking neighbors (FBN), and 
our Multi-Spectrum Band Allocation policy (MSBA) on the 
blocking rate depending on the network load for the 
topology NSFNET. 
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Figure 3(a) 

 
Figure 3(b) 

Fig. 3. (a) Blocking rate as a function of Traffic load in the NSFNET. (b) 
Blocking rate as function of Traffic load in the Ivorian National Backbone 

The number of frequency slots per fiber equal to δ = 100 
when the network load varies from 200 to 1600 E. The MSBA 
has better performance than the DAD from 400E. But, 
regarding the FBN, method based on defragmentation, gives 
the same rates of blockages like MSBA under 1000E. After 
reaching 1000E, slight improvement of the blocking rate is 
noted. 

 
Figure 4(a) 

 
Figure 4(b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Blocking rate as a function of available slots in the NSFNET. (b) 
Blocking rate as a function of available Fiber link of the Ivorian National 
Backbone 

Figure 3 (b) reproduces the same trends observed with the 
NSFENET topology on another national backbone topology 
Ivory Coast. In these simulations, it appears that MSBA 
reduces the blocking rate of about 16% by varying the traffic 
load than DAD method. Regarding the performance of MSBA 
compared to FBN, we remark a reduction in the blocking rate 
of about 3%. 
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Figure 4 (a) shows the performance of the Dynamic 
Alternate Direction (DAD), Float Blocking neighbors (FBN), 
and Multi-Spectrum Bands Allocation method (MSBA) on the 
block rate, based on the number of frequency slots with 
NSFNET topology. It sets the total traffic load to 1000 
Erlangs. The number of link frequency slots varies from 100 
to 240 frequency slots.  As expected, the blocking rate 
decreases   when the number of frequency slots increases. 
Also, compared to other methods MSBA provides a blocking 
rate significantly lower than the DAD. Nevertheless, beyond 
160 frequency slots. The MSBA and FBN have almost the 
same performance. We observe the same trends with the 
national Ivory Coast backbone topology. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this work, we have dealt with the problem of dynamic 

allocation of frequency slots in the flexible optical 
networks. The situation tackles the connections that have 
undergone fluctuation. We have offered   a heuristic based on 
the distribution of the additional traffic load on strips of 
different spectrum paths. This method has simulated on the 
NSFNET network and Ivorian National Backbone topologies, 
allows a far interesting reductions on blocking rate when the 
fluctuation of traffic demand leads to an additional frequency 
slots. MSBA heuristic exploits the advantages of flexibility of 
modulation offered by flexible optical networks. Moreover, it 
appears as an interesting policy of blocking reduction for 
time-varying traffic connections. By avoiding harmful effects 
related to defragmentation method that often bring about the 
interruption of existing connections. 

Our future reflections will focus on the recurring character 
of the traffic fluctuations, that has been observed in certain 
types of traffic, for instance Internet traffic; one can introduce 
predictions methods in spectrum allocation knowing the 
recurrence of traffic. 
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Abstract—The increased utilization of internet in sharing and 
dissemination of digital data makes it is very difficult to maintain 
copyright and ownership of data. Digital watermarking offers a 
method for authentication and copyright protection. Digital 
image watermarking is an important technique for the 
multimedia content authentication and copyright protection. 
This paper present a watermarking algorithm making a balance 
between imperceptibility and robustness based on fractional 
calculus and also a  domain has constructed using fractional Sinc 
function (FSc). The FSc model the signal as polynomial for 
watermark embedding. Watermark is embedded in all the 
coefficients of the image. Cross correlation method based on 
Neyman-Pearson is used for watermark detection. Moreover 
fraction rotation expression has constructed to achieve rotation.  
Experimental results confirmed the proposed technique has good 
robustness and outperformed another technique in 
imperceptibility. Furthermore the proposed method enables 
blind watermark detection where the original image is not 
required during the watermark detection and thus making it 
more practical than non-blind watermarking techniques. 

Keywords—Fractional Calculus; fractional Sinc; image 
Watermarking; robust 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Receiving and transmitting digital data has instigated its 

wide appearance and storage. The use of digital data on a 
broader scale has brought a lot of ease in different aspects, but 
it is not without side effects such as tempering and copyright 
protection issues.  With digital data so widely used, 
watermarking are mostly used to address these issues. 
Watermarking is a method to embed a message while 
stenography is the art of hidden communication. The purpose 
of watermarking is to keep the message secret whereas data 
hiding is general term and covers a vast range of problems 
related to making information confidential. 

In general watermarking techniques necessitates certain 
properties. These properties are required for all kinds of 
multimedia data such as audio, video and images. However, 
the significance of these properties varies with the purpose and 
application of watermarking. In case of copyright protection 
application the watermark should be robust enough to resist 
any attempt for its removal. While for the authentication 
applications, robustness is not required. The Fundamental 
watermarking system properties are: Imperceptibility and 
robustness. 

Watermarking schemes are usually based on special 
domain methods [1, 2, 3] as well as transformed domain 
techniques such as DCT, DFT, and wavelet, etc. Watermarking 
in spatial domain is straight forward and easy to implement as 
compared to watermarking in transformed [4, 5, 6] domain. 
Historically spatial domain watermarking was the first 
watermarking scheme the researcher had investigated upon. 
However, it has low robustness compared to transformation 
domain as the watermark easy be obliterated by lossy image 
compression techniques. Most common example of spatial 
domain method is Least significant bit (LSB). The watermark 
embedded in the least bit is least perceive by human eye. 
However the spatial domain methods are not robust i-e. They 
cannot survive various kinds of attacks as the least bit are 
usually removed or destroyed in these attacks. Transform 
domain methods embed the watermark into the transformed 
coefficients of the original image. Transform based methods 
are most popular as they are generally more robust to malicious 
attacks. In transform domain method the transformed 
coefficient of the original image is altered to embed watermark. 
Researchers have considered many image transformations. 
Most popular transform domains are discrete cosine 
transformation (DCT), discrete wavelet transforms (DWT), and 
discrete Fourier transforms (DFT).   Moreover, polynomial 
transformation based watermarking techniques are proposed by 
researchers to obtain improved imperceptibility and robustness. 
Researchers have also used polynomial based transformation 
for watermarking [7-9]. 

Most of the above mentioned techniques embed watermark 
in selected areas to get robust watermarking.  In the proposed 
technique watermark is embedded in the whole image while in 
order to achieve balance between imperceptibility and 
robustness new model based on Fractional order of Sinc is 
used. 

II. FRACTIONAL CALCULUS 
Fractional calculus is a mathematical discipline which deals 

with derivatives and integrals of arbitrary real or complex 
orders. The history of fractional calculus is 300 years old and 
genuine expansion and progression has seen in 19th  century. 
During the last decade fractional calculus has been applied to 
different fields most noticeable among them are physics, 
biology, science, engineering, image processing and other 
fields. Fractional Calculus generalized the ideas of integer 
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order differentiation and n-fold integration. Fractional order 
differentiators and integrators are example of fractional order 
systems. Fractional order systems are defined by fractional 
order differential equations. Fractional order differentiators and 
integrators are used to compute the fractional order time 
derivative and integral of the given signal [10-15]. Fractional 
derivatives introduce an excellent instrument for the 
description of general properties of various materials and 
processes such as signal processing and image processing [16].  
One of the advantages of fractional calculus is that it can be 
well thought-out as a super set of integer order calculus. Thus 
fractional calculus has the potential to realize what the integer 
order calculus cannot. One of these famous operators is the 
Riemann-Liouville operator (differential and integral), which 
defined in definition 2.1 

A. The Sinc function and its properties 
1. The limit of sinc: 
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3. Fourier analysis: The sinc function appears 

frequently in Fourier analysis. This appearance of 
sinc explains its occurrence in areas of engineering 
that rely on the analysis of signals such as 
communication theory.  Fourier analysis allow us to 
expand the function in a trigonometric series of the 
form: 

...........2sin2cossincos)( 22110 +++++= xbxaxbxaaxf
 
Where  ia and the ib are constants. 

4. Shannon entropy: for a function f , one can 
interpolate it as follows: 
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Where .,.........3,2,1,0 ±±±=n =0, and .0>h [17] 
5. Jordan’s inequality: 

.1)(sin ≤xc  

This lead to all the derivations of sinc(x) are also less 
than 1. 

6. sinc is an even function:  
).sin()(sin xxc =−  

7. Basic function: 
We call a function )(tnφ  basic functions of signal 
expansion: 

).()( tbt n
n
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Definition 2.1. The fractional (arbitrary) order integral of 
the function   of order α>0  is defined by 

 

Definition 2.2. The fractional (arbitrary) order derivative of 
the function of order  0<α<1  is defined by 

 

Remark 2.1. From Definition 2.1 and Definition 2.2, we 
have 

 

 

This paper investigate the utilization of the Sinc basis 
functions 

Definition 2.3.  The function Sinc(t) defined  by 

               (1) 

For fractional Sinc(t) of order α, (Scα), defined by [10]. 
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Where 
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is the gamma function, t is the variable and   (0,1)α ∈  is a 
constant. From Definition 2.3, the following coefficients are 
obtained 
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III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 
The watermarking domain used in this technique is 

transform domain based on FSc. The watermark embedding 
and extraction is performed in FSc domain. Further the 
watermarking technique used in this study is blind 
watermarking technique. In blind watermarking technique 
original image is not required for the watermark detection and 
is more practical than non-blind watermarking techniques. 

A. Balanced watermarking 
The basic requirement of a Watermarking technique is to 

achieve high imperceptibility and robustness. These two 
properties are inverse to each other. When the imperceptibility 
increase , robustness decrease and vice versa. A balance 
between imperceptibility and robustness is required for a 
watermarking technique. In this technique Fractional calculus 
transformation has been used to achieve the balance. 

B. Watermark embedding 
Let I (i, j) represent the original gray scale image of size 

M×N pixels and w (i, j) is the watermark pattern to be 
embedded using additive embedding technique. Generally, 
additive embedding is implemented by using I’= I+ k w, where 
I’ is the watermarked image, and k is the embedding strength. 
The size of the watermark w is equal to the size of the image 
selected for watermark embedding. The strength of watermark 
k is kept as a constant value. 

For the current implementation, the watermark signal 
consists of {+1,-1} bits. The watermark embedding process can 
be represented by the following equation: 

where S represents the watermark signal, s is the original 
signal (i.e. coefficients in our case),  wb is the watermark bit. 
The parameter ҡ  is a constant value. 

The proposed watermarking embedding technique includes 
the following steps: 

• Read the grayscale images of size 512×512. 

• Apply fractional  Scα transformation: 

a. Set the parameter α >0 . 
b. Fix the value of the variable t. 
c. Calculate the fractional order of Scα 

polynomial using Definition 2.3 
• Embed the watermark using the Eq. (3). 

• Calculate inverse fractional   Scα by taking transpose   
of the resultant image. 

• Perform above steps for each image. 

C. Watermark detection 
Watermark detection is in fact the reverse of the embedding 

processes. Watermarked image transformed using FSc. The 
correlation between the watermarked coefficient and the 
watermark to be tested for the existence is computed using the 
following expression: 

              (4) 

where  is the FSc coefficient and  

represents the watermark. is the size of the image. The 
computed value of  is then compared to the threshold value 

 calculated as follows: 

                   (5) 

where  represents the variance and 

                 (6) 

For the detailed derivation of these equations, please refer 
the interested readers  to [6]. The existence of the watermark 
will be confirmed when   ρ > Tp. 

The proposed technique watermark extraction steps are 
summarize in the following pseudo code: 

• Read the watermark/attacked image. 

• Apply FSc transformation on the image. 

• Compute and  using equation 4 and 5 
respectively. 

• Compare and , If ρ > then watermark is 
detected otherwise not. 

• Repeat above steps for all images. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTS ANALYSIS 
In this section, the performance of the proposed 

watermarking technique has evaluated by considering 
robustness and imperceptibility. Five standard test images from 
the USC-SIPI dataset [18], namely, Baboon, Cameraman, 
Lena, Peppers, and Sailboat, are considered for evaluation 
purposes. These images are each of dimensions 512×512. As a 
proof of concept, the algorithm is coded by using Matlab and 
checkmark software is deployed for testing the robustness 
against different set of attacks. The watermark signal is 
presented by the sequence of +1 or -1. 

TABLE I. PSNR, MSE AND SSIM VALUE OF SAMPLE TEST IMAGES IN 
THE PROPOSED FSC DOMAIN 

A. Imperceptibility 
The watermarked images obtained by using the proposed 

technique where total 262144 bits of watermark is embedded. 
By visual inspection, the watermarked images appear 
perceptually similar to their original counterparts. To quantify 
the transparency of the embedded watermark, the peak signal 
to noise ratio (PSNR) and structure similarity index measure 
(SSIM) are considered, which are commonly used by the 
watermarked community. The results are recorded in Table 1. 
It is observed that the PSNR and SSIM values range from 
41.37 to 42.52dB and 0.92 to 0.98, respectively. These 
readings suggest that the watermark image generated by the 
proposed method is of high perceptual quality. 

B. Robustness 
Fig 1(a-e) summaries the different set of attacks  performed 

for the evaluation of our proposed watermarking technique. 
Cross correlation method based on Neyman-Pearson is 
deployed to detect the embedded watermark and its formula is 
detailed in [6]. 

In our experiment, the watermarked images have gone 
various types of attack to investigate the robustness of the 
proposed technique. In particular, each watermarked image is 
distorted using different geometric and image processing 
attacks, namely: (1)  rescaling attack with scaling factor 
ranging  from 0.5 to 2; (2) JPEG compression with quality 
factor ranging from 50% to 90% with increment of 10; (3) row 
and column removal attack with the number of rows and 
column removal varying from 1 to 17; (4) change in aspect 
ratio in the x and y directions; (5) Gaussian filtering with 
kernel size of 3×3 and 4×4 pixels; (6) sharpening  attack. (7) 
Cropping attack with 10, 20 and 50% cropped relative to the 
size of image. Fig 3.(a- t) shows the result of applying these 
attacks. 

The cross correlation computation based on Neyman-
Pearson criterion   and the threshold value  are considered to 
test the presence of the embedded watermark. 
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Fig. 1. Robustness of Proposed Technique against different types of attacks. 
(a) Comparison of average correlation values of five standard images after 
JPEG compression attack with quality factors changes from 50 to 90, against 
dynamic threshold. (b) Comparison of average correlation values of five 
standard images after scaling attack of different scaling factors i-e from 0.5 to 
2, against dynamic threshold. (c) Aspect ratio attack of 2:7 in relation to x and 
y axis. (d) Row Column removal attack (17, 5). (e) Sharpening attack 

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)  
Fig. 2. (a-c) Original test images, (d-f) Attacked watermark images for 
different cropped size such as 10%, 20%, and 50% of the image size 
respectively 

 Lena Baboon Cameraman Sailboat 
Boat Peppers 

PSNR 42.02 41.80 42.52 41.54 41.37 
MSE 4.09 4.30 3.64 4.56 4.74 
SSIM 0.93 0.98 0.92 0.95 0.94 
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The scaling attack using various factors ranging from 0.5 to 
2.0,    remains well above the   (i.e., threshold) considered as 
suggested by Fig. 1(b). Robustness against JPEG compression 
with quality factor ranging from 50% to 90% are shown in Fig 
1(a). The presence of watermark is detected in all these cases, 
as the Correlation values lies quite above the threshold value. 
Moreover, common image processing operations such as, 
aspect ratio change Fig 1(c), row and column removal attack 
Fig 1(d), sharpening and Gaussian filtering Fig 1 (e) are also 
applied on the watermarked image. For all cases, the 
dynamically computed   value always stays above the threshold 
, i.e., 100% successful detection. Therefore, the results suggest 
that the proposed method is robust against the commonly 
considered watermarking distortion attacks. Fig 3 shows the 
images after the above mentioned different set of attacks. 

Fig 2. Represent cropping attack performed on the 
watermark image to test the robustness against different size of 
cropped attempt. Fig 2(a-c) represent original test images while 
Fig 2(d-f) represent the cropping using 10%, 20%, and 50% of 
image size. This shows that the proposed watermarking scheme 
is robust against the cropping attack. 

V. FRACTIONAL MATRIX EXPRESSION FOR ROTATION 
A new rotation expression has derived using fractional 

trigonometric functions. Fractional rotation is a special case of 
fractional sinc.  Now let us examine rotation of images by 
utilizing method based on the fractional derivative Dα of sin (t 
)  and cos (t).  The following result are obtained. 

(p) (q) (r) (s) (t)

(f) (g) (i) (j)(h)

(m)(l) (n) (o)(k)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

 
Fig. 3. Experimental results:(a) to (e) show the watermarked test images 
manipulated by using aspect ratio of 2:7 in relation to x and y axis; (f) to (j) 
represent watermarked images corrupted by using sharpening attack;(k) to (o) 
illustrate the watermarked images are compressed with JPEG compression 

attack with quality factor 50;(p) to (t) display the scaled down to 50% of the 
image size 

Lemma 5.1 Let   cos ( )tα  and  sin ( )tα  defined 
respectively by 

       (7) 

And 

         (8) 

The fractional rotation obtained are: 
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Proof.  By using Definition 2.2 together with Remark 2.1, 
we obtain that 

             (9) 

and 

           (10) 

A geometrical interpretation of the derivative relations in 
Eq 9 and Eq 10 can be found by imposing the matrix form 

                    (11) 

Collecting the coefficients of 
D

R α , the following  
fractional rotation matrix obtained: 

                 (12) 

By applying rotation (8) of different degrees such as 5, 10, 
15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 to the proposed scheme achieve 
fractional rotation. Result are shown in Fig 4. 

Remark 5.2 One can use the transpose of 
D

R α  to get good 
result as well. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d)  
Fig. 4. (a-d) Rotation achieved using fractional rotation expression having 
angle 15, 25, 30 and 45 respectively 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Digital image watermarking is an important technique for 

the multimedia content authentication and copyright protection. 
Some watermarking techniques are extremely robust but they 
suffer poor imperceptibility. This paper introduce a 
watermarking algorithm balanced between imperceptibility and 
robustness based on fractional calculus. A new domain has 
been constructed using fractional order of Sinc (FSc). 
Moreover  fraction rotation expression  has been designed to 
achieve rotation. The FSC model the signal as a fractional 
polynomial for watermark embedding. Watermark is 
embedded in all the coefficients of the image. Cross correlation 
method based on Neyman-Pearson is used for watermark 
detection. Experimental results confirmed the proposed 
technique is robust and imperceptible. 
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Abstract—Math search or mathematical expression retrieval 
has become a challenging task. Mathematical expressions are 
very complex, they are highly symbolic, and they have a semantic 
meaning that we should respect. In this paper, we propose a 
similarity search method for mathematical expression based on a 
multilevel representation of expressions and a multilevel search. 
We used the K-Nearest Neighbors with three types of distances to 
evaluate relevance between expressions. In the experimental level, 
the proposed system significantly outperforms statistical 
algorithms. 

Keywords—Mathematical expression; Retrieval information; 
MathML; Semantic similarity 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The fast expansion of information technology and the 

spread of digital libraries in different domains make search 
engines necessary to help users to share and to retrieve any 
information from the web or from numerical libraries. 

Now days, search engines can search all kinds of 
documents including text, image, audio and video. Therefore, 
documents containing special data such as mathematical 
expressions, tables, diagrams and drawings cannot be retrieved 
by classical search engines. 

As distinct from text retrieval, retrieving math expressions 
have been researched for several years. Now it’s still in the 
research stage. There are a few researches in the field of 
Mathematical Expressions Retrieval (MER) and a few number 
search engines dedicated to this subject, like MathFind [1], 
Active Math [2] Wolfram search, Wikipedia search formulas 
and MathWeb search. Most of these number search engines are 
based on text retrieval techniques. 

Mathematical expressions are highly symbolic and they 
have their own structures. For example [3]: 

• The order of elements in the mathematical expressions 
has semantic meaning, for example, ∑ sin (exp(𝑥)) and 
∑ exp (sin(𝑥))are two completely different expressions 
with the same elements but do not have the same 
orders. So it is important to respect the order of the 

elements in the mathematical search to retrieve the right 
expression. 

• if there are two math expressions (𝑎 + 𝑏) and  
�(𝑎 + 𝑏), the role of sub-expression (𝑎 + 𝑏) in each 
expression is different, and if the query is to find the 
square root of (𝑎 + 𝑏), the system must consider this 
particularity and all relevant expressions �(𝑎 + 𝑏)  
should be strongly ranked. 

•  Mathematical equations can be written with different 
notation but they can have the same semantic meaning 
for example (𝑎 + 𝑏)  and (𝑥 + 𝑦)  are the same 
expressions. 

Retrieving mathematical formulas with all these constraints 
requires a system based on semantic representations of the 
query math expressions. As examples of these representations, 
There are several common Mathematical Markup Languages: 
Latex [4] OpenMath [5], ASCII [6] and MathML[7]. 

MathML is an application of XML (Extensible Markup 
Language) for encoding notational and semantic structure of 
mathematical expressions. Actually, it is used by many systems 
for retrieving math expressions on the web [8, 9, 3]. 

In this paper, we propose an algorithm to extract features 
vectors of mathematical expressions represented on MathML 
and a multilevel search algorithm based on K-Nearest 
Neighbor’s. We are going to use a variety of distances 
measure, first to evaluate the efficiency of our system and to 
find the best one for our system. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Retrieving mathematical equations has attracted much 

attention from researchers in the past decade, and several 
related systems or methods on this task have been reported. 
Currently, several researches have been realized to develop and 
improve retrieving mathematical equations from the web or in 
digital library. 

The system proposed by Yokoi et al. [10] was a new 
similarity search scheme for mathematical expressions. They 
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started by introducing a similarity measure based on Subpath 
Set and proposed a MathML conversion that is apt for it. The 
aim of this method used is to return similar equations by 
measuring the similarity using tree matching techniques and by 
reforming the structure of content based MathML. Based on 
their First experiences, they believe that their proposed system 
has the potential to provide a flexible interface for searching 
mathematical expressions on the web. 

Tam T. Nguyen et al. [3] presented a lattice-based approach 
for mathematical search using Formal Concept Analysis (FCB) 
which is a powerful data analysis used for information retrieval 
[11]. This approach involves several phases. In the first time, 
they extract features from code MathML representation. These 
features are used to construct a mathematical lattice 
construction. At the query retrieval phase, the query expression 
is processed and inserted into math concept lattice, which 
matches with math expressions concept in the concept lattice to 
rank the relevant math expressions. The results have shown 
that the proposed approach has performed better than the 
conventional best match retrieval technique. Another important 
advantage of the proposed lattice-based approach lies in its 
support for the visualization and navigation of search results 
via a dynamic graph. 

In their work [12], S-Q Yang and X-D Tian tried to 
research and develop special retrieval method. They proposed a 
maintenance algorithm of mathematical expression index based 
on Formula Description Structure (FDS), which includes the 
index item searching, inserting and deleting operations. 
Moreover, S.Q Yang et al. designed a matching model of 
mathematical expressions based on Formula Description 
Structure (FDS) index [13]. For realizing exact matching, the 
math retrieval attributes were embedded an index in three 
query modes called global query mode, local query mode and 
operational query mode. 

L. Gao et al. [14] proposed a semantic enrichment 
technique to retrieve mathematical formulae from web pages 
and PDF documents with a novel query input interface, which 
allows users to copy formula queries directly from PDF 
documents without using formulas with Markup languages. 
They used a novel indexing and matching to search similar 
mathematical expressions based on both textual and spatial 
similarities. The proposed system achieves better performance 
compared with two representative mathematics retrieval 
systems. 

MathSearch [15] is a formula-based search engine for 
mathematical information on the internet. In this system, 
Mathematical formula Query Language (MQL) [16] was 
designed for expressing and processing query. MQL contains 
two forms: a character string form (MQLS) and XML form 
(MQLX). By MQLX and MQLS, semantics query wildcard 
and combination query can be accomplished in MathSearch. 

WikiMirs [17] is a tool to facilitate mathematical formula 
retrieval in Wikipedia. This system involves several phases. In 
the first phase, this system normalized Latex formulas of 
Wikipedia into a unified mode. Then terms were extracted 
from the normalized presentation tree. These terms reflect the 

features of the expression through series of processors such as 
presentation tree parser normalize and term extractor. These 
extracted terms used to establish an inverted index. In the last 
step, users query math expressions in latex form were 
processed with the above steps and retrieved. 

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

A. Processing of Mathematical  expressions 
The processing of mathematical expressions as uniform 

mathematical representation plays an important role in the area 
of math search systems and digital libraries. 

In this research, we use MathML for encoding notational 
and semantic structure of mathematical expressions (show 
examples 1&2). Currently, it is used by many systems for 
retrieving math expressions on the web [8, 9, 3], and by other 
applications like code MathML translator to Nemeth Braille 
code [18]. 

Example 1: Code MathML of math expression  𝑥 + 𝑦 = 2 

<math> 
<mrow> 
<mi>x</mi><mo>+</mo><mi>y</mi><mo>=</mo><mn>2<

/mn> 
</mrow> 
</math> 

Example 2: Code MathML of math expression  2𝑥2+√1+𝑥
𝑥

 

Tapez une équation ici.
 

<math> 
<mrow> 
<mfrac> 
<mrow> 
<mn>2</mn><msup> 
<mi>x</mi> 
<mn>2</mn> 
</msup> 
<mo>+</mo><msqrt> 
<mrow> 
<mn>1</mn><mo>+</mo><mi>x</mi></mrow> 
</msqrt> 
</mrow> 
<mi>x</mi> 
</mfrac> 
</mrow> 
</math> 

B. Extraction process 
To find a structural and semantic similarity between 

mathematical expressions in a big data base or on the web scale 
level we need a reduced and efficient representation that 
respects the structural and semantic specification of 
mathematical formula. First we choose to act with a simple 
algorithm that counts the number of occurrence of each 
operator and Math function. In the second algorithm we 
propose to use a multilevel representation of expressions. 
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1) Statistical algorithm 
It extracts through the MathML code the number of each 

operator (+,−,∗,/) , variables, constants, and functions 
(𝑙𝑜𝑔, 𝑠𝑖𝑛, 𝑐𝑜𝑠, 𝑒𝑥𝑝. ..) and stores them in a vector (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Example of extracted vectors applied to dataset examples, using 
algorithm 1 

The statistical approach is fast and reduced and in many 
cases it can detect real similarity between mathematical 
expressions.  On the other hand using just the number of 
occurrence of each expression can produce false similarity 
detection like the case in examples 1 and 2 in Fig. 2. 

Example 1: 1 + 𝑒𝑥(𝑥+1)  and  𝑥(𝑥 + 3) + 𝑒2 

Example 2: �𝑦 + 1           and  𝑥 +  √1 

Fig. 2. Example of false similarity obtained using statistical algorithm 

It’s clear that there is no semantic similarity in the two 
examples of Fig. 2. As a result we need an algorithm also fast 
and more efficient regarding semantic similarity. 

2) Proposed  method 
In order to define different levels for each math formula, 

we need to convert all mathematical equations into MathML 
code. 

The first level was established by searching all main 
operators (+, -, *, /) linking all brackets and functions 
(trigonometric, logarithmic and algebraic) which all 
expressions into brackets and arguments of functions were 
defined and replaced by the term “exp”. For example: 

√𝒙 + 𝟏 + 𝒙𝟐𝒍𝒏(𝒙𝟐 + 𝟏) Become  �𝒆𝒙𝒑 + 𝒆𝒙𝒑 𝒍𝒏(𝒆𝒙𝒑) 
The values of each “exp” are stored to be used in the 

second level. 

The vector of level 1 is the outcome of the statistical 
algorithm applied to the reduced expression. What gives:  one 
√, one 𝑙𝑛, and 3 exp. So the representative vector of level one 
becomes: 

(3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0) 
These features were extracted and stored in the vectors Vl1. 

In the 2nd level, we treated each “exp” by repeating the same 
procedure used in the first level and we stored the extracted 
features in the vectors Vl2. We continued applying this method 

until obtained all levels and all vectors Vli(Vl1, Vl2,...,Vln) for 
each equation. In practice we use only 3 levels. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3. (a) Code MathML of Math equation sin(x + 1) + 1  by levels, (b) 
Code MathML of Math expression √x + 1 + x2ln(x2 + 1) by Levels 

IV. RETRIEVING RESULTS 
The proposed method was based on the structural and 

semantic multilevel similarity between mathematical 
equations. The similarity degree was obtained based on all 
representation levels (Fig 3a, 3b). 

After defining the expression levels and vectors Vli, in the 
first time we retrieve all expressions that have similar vectors 
Vl1 to our math query. Then we move to the second level for 
only these equations already retrieved in the first level. The 
same procedure, used in the first level, was repeated to recover 
expressions that have similar vectors Vl2. We continue with the 
same procedure in level 3. 

The K-Nearest-Neighbor (KNN) algorithm was used in this 
phase to retrieve math equation. It is a non-parametric lazy 
learning algorithm [19] and is an instance-based learning 
algorithm that uses a distance function of pairs of observation. 
KNN was based on the measurement of the distance to search a 
similarity between the query math equation and those of 
database. This distance is calculated using one of the following 
measures: 

• Euclidean distance: 

d(Vlx, Vly) = �� (Vlxi − Vlyi)2
n

i=1
 

Where: Vlx and Vly are two features vectors of two 
mathematical equations; 

n is the number of attributes (vector size) 

• Minkowski distance: 
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d(Vlx, Vly) = (� |Vlxi − Vlyi|)
n

i=1

1
p
 

Euclidean distance is a special case for p=2 of Minkowsky 
distance 

• P=1 we obtain the Manhattan distance: 

d(Vlx, Vly) = � |Vlxi − Vlyi|
n

i=1
 

• P=∞ we obtain the Chebychev distance: 

d(Vlx, Vly) = max
i

|Vlxi − Vlyi| 
• Correlation distance: 

𝑑(𝑉𝑙𝑥,𝑉𝑙𝑦) = 1 −
∑ (𝑉𝑙𝑥𝑖 − 𝑉𝑙𝑥𝚤�����)(𝑉𝑙𝑦𝑖 − 𝑉𝑙𝑦𝚤�����)𝑛
𝑖=1

�∑ (𝑉𝑙𝑥𝑖 − 𝑉𝑙𝑥𝚤�����)2(𝑉𝑙𝑦𝑖 − 𝑉𝑙𝑦𝚤�����)2𝑛
𝑖=1

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed system we 

create a dataset of mathematical expression. The dataset is 
constructed using MathType. MathType is an interactive tool 
for authoring mathematical material, In the Microsoft Word or 
Power Point. There is MathType Ribbon Tab to facilitate 
editing, inserting and math equations creation. The dataset 
elements can be easily converted to MathML or Latex. In this 
set we have created 6925 mathematical expressions using 
symbols from five languages Latin, Arabic, Tifinagh [20,21], 
Hebrew and Japanese(Fig. 4 a, b, c, d, e). For each language, 
we have written 1385 different types of math expressions such 
as polynomial, algebraic, statistic, trigonometric and 
logarithmic. 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Fig. 4. (a) Math expressions in Latin; (b) Math expressions in Tifinagh; (c) 
Math expressions in Hebrew; (d)  Math expressions in Japanese; (e)  Math 
expression in Arabic 

In this subsection, we present the results of the proposed 
system using Euclidean distance, Minkowski distance and 
Correlation distance. We compared our results to the statistical 

approach. 

We found difficult to evaluate results using recall and 
precision evaluation using a similarity measure as proposed by 
T.T Nguyang et al. [3], in their paper the similarity measure 
between two expressions E1 and E2 represented by their 
attribute sets M(E1) and M(E2)is : 

                       𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐸1,𝐸2) = �𝑀(𝐸1)∩𝑀(𝐸2)
𝑀(𝐸1)∪𝑀(𝐸2)

� 
When our goal is to evaluate the semantic similarity, not 

only the number of similar components, we choose to evaluate 
manually different type of test queries by different level of 
similarity: 

i. Identical similarity, like: �𝑥 + 𝑦 and √𝑎 − 𝑏 
ii. Sub expression similarity:  2

√𝑥+𝑦
 and �𝑥 + 𝑦 

iii. Categorical similarity: 
∫ 𝑥2 𝑑𝑥 and ∫(𝑥 + 𝑥3)2 𝑑𝑥 are both Integrals with 
polynomial functions. 

We decide to give a score of tree points for identical 
similarity, two points for sub expression similarity and 
categorical similarity and zero for non-relevant expressions. 

Table I, shows the performance results of the proposed 
system using Euclidean distance, Minkowski distance, and 
Correlation distance compared to the statistical approach. The 
score is based on the top 10 results of 10 test queries. A perfect 
score is 120 points. 

TABLE I. PERFORMANCE RESULTS 

Approach PS 
(Euclidian) 

PS 
(Minkowski) 

PS 
(Correlation) 

Statistical 

Score/120 100 113 102 81 
Score (%) 0.83 0.94 0.85 0.68 

The experiments show that results obtained using the 
proposed system outperforms the statistical approach. Using 
Minkowski distance our system become more efficient (a score 
of 94%) Table II and III show test queries with their relevant 
expressions in the dataset using simultaneously the proposed 
system with Minkowski distance and the statistical approach. 

TABLE II. RELEVANT EXPRESSIONS OF EACH ONE OF THE TEST QUERIES 
USING THE PROPOSED SYSTEM WITH MINKOWSKI DISTANCE 

Query  Relevant expressions 

�𝒙𝟐 + 𝟏 𝒅𝒙 ∫𝒙𝟐 + 𝟏 𝒅𝒙∫𝝆𝟐 + 𝟐 𝒅𝝆 , ∫(𝒙 + 𝟑)𝟐𝒅𝒙 , ∫𝒙𝟑 +
𝟐𝒙𝟐 + 𝟐 𝒅𝒙,  ∫𝒙𝟑 + 𝟐𝒙𝟐 + 𝒙 + 𝟏𝒅𝒙 

−𝒃 + √𝒃𝟐 − 𝟒𝒂𝒄
𝟐𝒂

 −𝒃+�𝒃𝟐−𝟒𝒂𝒄
𝟐𝒂

,−𝒃−
�𝒃𝟐−𝟒𝒂𝒄
𝟐𝒂

 ,𝐱+
�𝒙𝟐−𝟐
𝐱−𝟐

, 
س�

𝟐
س−

س
, 𝟏−𝒙

𝟐

�𝒙𝟐−𝟐𝒙
 

√𝒙 + 𝟏 √𝒙 + س�  ,𝟏 + 𝟐,  𝟐√𝒂 + 𝒃, √𝒙 + 𝒙𝟐 + 𝟏, 

√𝒙 + 𝟏+ 𝟏 
𝐬𝐢𝐧𝒙 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟐𝒙 𝐬𝐢𝐧𝒙 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟐𝒙, 𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝒙

𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟐𝒙
𝐬𝐢𝐧𝒙 +  𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝒙,∫ 𝐬𝐢𝐧𝒙 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟐𝒙𝒅𝒙, 

𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟐𝒙+ 𝟏,  
𝒙𝟑 + 𝟐𝒙𝟐 + 𝟑 𝒙𝟑 + 𝟐𝒙𝟐 + س𝟐 ,𝟑

𝟑
+ س

𝟐
+ 𝟏, 𝒙𝟑 + 𝒙𝟐 + 𝒙 + 𝟏,  

(𝒙 + 𝟏)𝟑 + 𝒙, 𝒚𝟒 + 𝒚𝟑 − 𝒚𝟐 + 𝟏 
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TABLE III. RELEVANT EXPRESSIONS OF EACH ONE OF THE TEST QUERIES 
USING STATESTICAL APPROACH 

Query  Relevant expressions 

�𝒙𝟐 + 𝟏 𝒅𝒙 ∫𝒙𝟐 + 𝟏 𝒅𝒙∫𝝆𝟐 + 𝟐 𝒅𝝆 ,∫ 𝟏
𝒚𝟐

 𝐝𝐲,∫(𝒙 + 𝟑)𝟐𝒅𝒙 , 

∫𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝒙𝟐 + 𝟏),   
−𝒃 + √𝒃𝟐 − 𝟒𝒂𝒄

𝟐𝒂
 −𝒃+�𝒃𝟐−𝟒𝒂𝒄

𝟐𝒂
, −𝒃−

�𝒃𝟐−𝟒𝒂𝒄
𝟐𝒂

 ,𝐱+
�𝒙𝟐−𝟐
𝐱−𝟐

, 
س�

𝟐
س−

س
, 𝒙𝟐 − 𝟐𝒙𝒚+

�
𝒙
𝟐𝒚

 

√𝒙 + 𝟏 
√𝒙 + س�  ,𝟏 + 𝟐,,𝒙 + 𝟏 + √𝟐,√𝒙 + 𝟐,√𝒙 + 𝟏+ 𝟏 

𝐬𝐢𝐧𝒙 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟐𝒙 𝐬𝐢𝐧𝒙 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟐𝒙, 𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝒙
𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟐𝒙

,  
𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐 𝒙 +  𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝒙,∫ 𝐬𝐢𝐧𝒙 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟐𝒙𝒅𝒙, 𝒙𝟐 𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝒙 

𝒙𝟑 + 𝟐𝒙𝟐 + 𝟑 𝒙𝟑 + 𝟐𝒙𝟐 + س𝟑,𝟐
𝟑

+ س
𝟐

+ 𝟏,𝒙𝟑 + 𝒙𝟐 + 𝒙 + 𝟏, 
𝒙𝟑

𝒙𝟐+𝟏
 , 𝒚𝟒 + 𝒚𝟑 − 𝒚𝟐 + 𝟏 

Our system with Minkowski distance allows a better 
detection of categorical similarity. We notice that the most of 
relevant expressions returned by the proposed system exactly 
match the query. For the statistical approach the absence of a 
semantic input can generate wrong outputs like relevance 
between sin 𝑥 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝑥  with 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑥

𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝑥
 and √𝑥 + 1 with 𝑥 + 1 + √2. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we proposed a semantic approach to retrieve 

mathematical expressions. Based on MathML, we extract a 
multilevel representation for each mathematical expression. 
We used KNN with different types of distances to measure 
similarity between each representation level. In the light of our 
experiments we can conclude that the results are encouraging. 
Our system outperforms significantly the statistical approach 
and the implementation of Minkowski distance allows a better 
detection of categorical similarity. In our future work we have 
two goals, first to take into consideration more types of math 
expressions and second to evaluate our system on the web 
scale level. 
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Abstract—Hypernasality (HP) is observed across voiced 
phonemes uttered by Cleft-Palate (CP) speakers with defective 
velopharyngeal (VP) opening. HP assessment using signal 
processing technique is challenging due to the variability of 
acoustic features across various conditions such as speakers, 
speaking style, speaking rate, severity of HP etc. Most of the 
study for hypernasality (HP) assessment is based on isolated 
sustained vowels under laboratory conditions. We measure the 
variability of acoustic features and detect HP using vowel /i/, /a/ 
and /u/ in continuous read speech with gradually increasing 
severity of HP of CP speakers. Linear predictive coding (LPC) 
method is used for acoustic feature extraction.  In first part of 
our study, we observe the variation in acoustic parameters within 
and across vowel category with gradually increasing HP. We 
observe that inter-speaker variability in spectral features among 
CP subjects for vowel /i/ is 0.96, /a/ has 1.13 and vowel /u/ has 
2.05. The inter-speaker variability measurement suggests that 
high back vowel /u/ is mostly affected and has the highest 
variability. High front vowel /i/ is least affected and has the 
lowest variability with HP. In the second part, ratio of vowel 
space area (VSA) of hypernasal and normal speech is calculated 
and used as a measure for HP detection. We observe that VSA 
spanned by CP subjects is 0.65 times less than isolated uttered 
Bangla nasal VSA and 0.43 times less than read speech uttered 
English oral VSA. 

Keywords—Speech analysis; Acoustic feature; Hypernasality; 
Cleft palate; Velopharyngeal opening; Vowel space area; Read 
speech 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Speech is the acoustic end product of the thoughts which is 

originated in the brain. Disordered speech in which speech 
quality is reduced may hamper normal communication.  Due 
to physical or neurological impairment the speech quality may 
be reduced which is a challenge in professional and social 

activities [1].  A specific example of a vocal tract dysfunction 
that reduces the speech quality is defective VP mechanism [2] 
which can be caused by physical defects (CP) [3]. CP is an 
incomplete soft or hard palate formation that separates nasal 
and oral cavities, generating speech disorder such as HP and is 
the second most frequent congenital malformation worldwide 
[4].  HP is the most common pathology suffered by patients 
with CP. The research community is becoming more and more 
interested in the development of techniques for it’s detection 
and evaluation [5-8]. 

Voice pathologies are usually diagnosed by invasive 
techniques using different instruments which may bring 
discomfort to the patients. This is also not recommended by 
health physicians as they can produce psychological stress in 
patients. One of the non-invasive techniques for voice 
pathology is based on acoustic analysis of voice. Acoustic 
features contain information regarding voice source and vocal 
tract behavior. Any abnormality in speech arising from 
physical defect may be assessed appropriately using speech 
features of vocal tract or voice source. Fig.1 shows how the 
vocal tract transfer function varies for vowel /i/ and /i/ 
(normal oral, various degree of HP). Consequently, it is 
convenient to apply signal processing techniques in 
determining the effectiveness of speech features. The 
identification of severity of HP using speech processing 
techniques can be a useful contribution to the diagnosis of CP 
speakers which aids to decide the severity of HP and what 
support (surgery or speech therapy) is to be provided to the CP 
speakers by the physicians. Most of the study on HP 
assessment using acoustic features concentrates on sustained 
isolated vowel. This study explores the variation in acoustic 
parameters and HP assessment in read speech with gradually 
increasing VP opening of CP speakers. 
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Fig. 1. Vocal tract transfer function for /i/ and /i/for normal and CP 
speakers 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 

Section II presents a description of previous work. Section 
III describes about speech materials, Section IV discusses 
about used method and results obtained from experiments and 
the observations. Section V discusses about the analysis of the 
result. Section VI concludes the paper. 

II. ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS OF SPEECH 
Since 1970, researchers have studied abnormal changes in 

the acoustic features of voices. In 1971, Fujimura, et al. [9] 
made a detailed analysis of the variation in the voice tone. 
Fant [10] found that for a nasalized vowel, oral-nasal coupling 
introduces an additional pole-zero pair into the oral vowel. HP 
detection is performed by many researchers by analyzing the 
disordered speech, synthesized hypernasal speech, and 
nasalized vowels of normal speech. Signal processing based 
techniques for the assessment of HP is carried out by finding 
the deviation of the spectrum of hypernasal vowels from the 
non-nasalized vowels. 

Main features of nasalization are changes in the low-
frequency regions of the speech spectrum, where there is a 
very low-frequency peak with wide bandwidth along with the 
presence of a pole-zero pair due to the acoustic coupling was 
shown by Hawkins and Stevens [5] and Glass and Zue [7]. 
Chen [6] and Hawkins [5] showed that nasalization gives rise 
to changes in the spectrum in the high frequency region in 
addition to introduction of a new pole-zero pair in the first 
formant region. However, these changes are not as consistent 
across speakers and vowels as those in the low frequency 
region. Sensitivity of the Teager energy operator for 
multicomponent signals, to detect HP was used by Cairns et 
al. [11].  Presence of zeros in spectrum is used as a cue for the 
detection of HP by Rah et al [12].  From the literature, it is 
observed that the acoustic cues of hypernasal speech are 
additional formants, antiformants, formant bandwidth 
broadening. Study on perceptual analysis was carried out on 
the vowel sounds by adding nasal formants in spectrum [13-
14], showed that formant at 250 Hz plays important role in the 
nasalization of vowels. Group delay function was used 
successfully for hypernasality detection using acoustic 
features of speech in CP speakers [14-15]. 

VSA refers to the two-dimensional area bounded by lines 
connecting first and second formant frequency coordinates 
(F2/F1) of vowels [16].  VSA has been used for various 
purpose such as studying vowel identity, speaker 
characteristics, speech development, speech disorder, vowel 
distinctiveness and assess intelligibility that influences vowel 
production [17-19]. VSA computation is done by measuring 
F1/F2 values for several utterances for each of the three point 
vowels, /a, i, u/ for plotting vowel triangle. The mean F1/F2 
value for each of the corner vowels is then used to compute 
the area of the triangle formed by the corner vowels. As 
frequencies of the first and second formants is related to the 
size and shape of the cavities created by mouth opening (F1) 
and tongue position (F2), the VSA reflects the dynamics of the 
articulators.  In general, studies have shown that VSA is larger 
in speech that is clearer and more intelligible than speech 
associated with smaller VSAs.  This is because if the 
articulatory excursions are greater it results in more distinct 
acoustic vowel targets. Thus, the VSA related to vowel 
distinctiveness have been quite successful in the study of 
speaking style and languages. As abnormal vowel formant 
change (centralization) is a common feature of speech 
production deficiency, VSA estimations.  is used for 
characterizing speech motor control, including speech 
development, speech disorders. In a study with large database, 
automatic assessment of VSA was done and is reported to 
have good result than the traditional method of VSA 
measurement [20]. In another study it was found that 
psychological distress and depression reduces the VSA [21].  
Hypernasal vowel speech near a plosive of CP children were 
analyzed and proposed an objective measure. It was found that 
mean falling and rising slopes of the amplitude in the 
nasalized vowel are smaller than those of the oral vowel [22]. 

Most of the study on acoustic analysis of HP is based on 
isolated sustained vowel for HP. There has not been much 
contribution on variation in speech parameters with defective 
VP opening causing hypernasal speech in continuous read 
speech sentences which exhibit greater complexities with 
respect to speech intelligibility, which formed the motivation 
for this study. This study aims to investigate how useful the 
extracted speech parameter information from read speech 
rather than isolated sustained vowel to reflect the impact of the 
underlying movement disorder in terms of VSA for the 
assessment of HP. This report presents the study on the VP 
opening variability on speech features and the relationship 
between HP assessments using VSA in read speech. 

Nasality has similarity with hypernasality in production 
which is reflected in acoustic features. Most of the study is 
concerned with nasalization of vowels near a nasal consonant 
to make a comparison with HP. In this study Bangla nasal 
vowels are used to make a comparison of HP with nasality. In 
Bangla, all the seven vowels have their nasal counterpart. 
Bangla is a language in which nasality is phonemic. Thus to 
make a comparison between nasality and HP, VSA of Bangla 
oral-nasal vowels are taken into account. Previous work was 
carried out to explore vowel space of Bangla oral-nasal vowel 
pairs [23]. Acoustic categorization of Bangla oral-nasal vowel 
pair was done and was shown that VSA of nasal vowel 
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shrinked within the oral VSA. 

III. SPEECH MATERIALS 
HP is usually observed in vowels and voiced oral 

consonants. As vowels can be sustained for a relatively longer 
duration as opposed to consonants, only vowels are considered 
for the current study. Among all the vowels only the vowels 
/i/, /a/ and /u/, are considered to represent the three categories 
of vowels namely, front, mid, and back. The aim of this 
section is to describe how the speech samples are acquired. 

For the purpose of this study, a database is recorded by 
three male speakers, aged around 25-27 and native non-CP 
Bangladeshi Bangla speaking. For the acoustic analysis and 
detection of HP speech data are collected from 7 male 
speakers with CP and 4 normal non-CP. Three types of data 
used are: 

1) English vowels (/a/, /i/ and /u/) obtained from read 
speech of eight speakers from normal non-CP (EO) to 
gradually increasing severity of HP CP speakers 

2) Isolated Bangla oral (BO) (/i/, /a/, and /u/) and Bangla 
nasal (BN) vowels (/i/, /a/, /u/) obtained from three non-CP 
speakers. The best one is selected for the work. 

The experimental part consists of recording each of the 
isolated vowels at a normal speaking rate three times in a quiet 
room in a DAT tape at a sampling rate of 48 kHz and 16 bit 
value.  The best one of these three speakers sample data is 
used for the study. Speech data for three English vowels /i/, /a/ 
and /u/ of normal and CP speakers with gradually increasing 
severity of HP are obtained from read speech data of 
American Cleft Palate Craniofacial Association. A stable 
portion is cut from each of the selected vowel for the purpose 
of our work. These digitized speech sound are then 
downsampled to 22050Hz and normalized for the purpose of 
analysis.  Vowels uttered by non-CP speakers are used as 
reference. 

IV. ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS OF NORMAL AND HYPERNASAL 
SPEECH AND RESULTS 

In this section, preprocessing and the method which is 
chosen to extract the acoustic features from speech signal is 
discussed. 

A. Preprocessing of the Speech Signal 
Speech signal is non-stationary in nature, but it can be 

assumed to be stationary over short duration called frames by 
windowing for the purpose of analysis. Speech signal is 
analyzed frame-wise, with a frame-rate of 50-100 frames/sec, 
and for each frame the duration of speech segment is taken to 
be 20-30 msec. A new frame is obtained by shifting the 
Hamming windowing function by 10msec to a subsequent 
time. After normalization and windowing, the speech samples 
are ready to be used for analysis. 

B. LPC Analysis Technique 
LPC analysis decomposes digitized speech signal into it’s 

fundamental frequency (F0 and it’s amplitude i.e. loudness of 
the source) and the vocal tract is represented by all pole filters, 
which can be modeled by a number of coefficients known as 
LPC order. The vocal tract system is excited by an impulse 

train for voiced speech or a random noise sequence for 
unvoiced speech. Thus, the parameters of this model are: 
voiced/unvoiced classification, pitch period for voiced speech, 
gain parameter G, and the coefficients {ak} of the digital filter. 
Eq. 1 expresses the transfer function of the filter model in z-
domain, where V(z) is the vocal tract transfer function. G is 
the gain of the filter and {ak} is a set of autoregression 
coefficients called Linear Prediction Coefficients. The upper 
limit of summation, p, is the order of the all-pole filter. 

 
Fig. 2. Process of LPC analysis for speech parameter extraction 

𝑉(𝑧) =
𝐺

1 −∑ 𝑎𝑘𝑧−𝑘
𝑝
𝑘=1

                                    (1) 

C. Acoustic Analysis 
This paper examines the variability of CP speakers 

characteristics using LPC based acoustic features for HP 
assessment measured by VSA in read speech. The formant 
analysis is carried out for particular selected speech data. The 
utterances made by 2 normal subjects as explained in section 
III are analyzed and reference level is considered for each 
selected vowel phoneme. Fig. 3 shows the GUI used for 
acoustic feature extraction. The LPC spectrum is studied for 
formant analysis. The speech data is analyzed to check the 
disorders due to various VP opening. The acoustic analysis 
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(e.g., vocal tract parameters, voice source parameters, vowel 
triangle area) is conducted on speech data. 

 
Fig. 3. GUI of obtaining LPC spectrum from speech waveform for /i/ of CP 
Speaker 8 

If the prediction order is not chosen properly LP-based 
formant extraction technique may produce ambiguous result 
for the detection of HP. If the order of analysis of LP spectrum 
is too low then it fails to resolve two closely spaced formants 
and if the higher order LP analysis is chosen, it may introduce 
many spurious peaks in the resultant spectrum. Speech 
samples are analyzed by LPC method using LPC order 28. 
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of procedure of LPC analysis 
for procuring speech parameters. The selected speech samples 
are windowed using hamming window of 20ms at 10ms 
interval. Acoustic parameters (vocal tract parameters, voice 
source parameters) for the three types of selected speech data 
(non-CP Bangla oral-nasal vowels, non-CP English oral 
vowels, CP English hypernasal vowels) are calculated. 
Acoustic features are extracted from a stable portion of 
segmented vowels of read speech and a part of data is 
tabulated in Table 1. 

V. VARIABILITY OF ACOUSTIC FEATURES WITH 
INCREASING VP OPENING AND ASSESSMENT OF HP 

In order to study the variation of acoustic features with HP 
and assess HP within CP speakers, scatter plots and VSA 
(Isolated Bangla oral, read English, isolated Bangla nasal, read 
CP English) are plotted among the three types of speakers and 
language. Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the working 
procedure. As discussed in section II, VSA is the acoustic 
space area which contains information regarding diagnosis 
and treatment of defects of speech organs and it’s function. 
Simplest relationships between vocal tract configurations and 
formant frequencies take place for vowels which is utilized for 
this study. 

 
Fig. 4. Block diagram of working procedure for spectral variability and ratio 
of VSA calculation 

A. Variability of Acoustic Features 
Vocal tract transfer funtion for various degree of HP is 

plotted in Fig. 5. As the severity of hypernasality increases, it 
is reflected in the spectrum and changes are visible as 
compared to the oral vowel and nasal vowel spectrum. New 
spectral peaks are visible at near about F1 and F2 noticeably 
around 200Hz, 500Hz, 1kHz, 1.5kHz depending on the vowel. 

Fig. 6 plots the variation of F1, FN1 (first nasal formant in 
hypernasal /i/) and FN2 (second nasal formant in hypernasal 
/i/) against HP. It is observed that F1 has increasing tendency 
in vowel /i/. This indicates highness and frontness of this 
vowel reduces, as VP opening increases and more air flows 
into the nasal tract resulting in reduction. FN1 < FN (Nasal 
formant of BN vowel /i/ is located around 700 Hz) and FN1 
has a decreasing tendency as HP increases. As FN1< FN, FN1 
should increase with increasing HP. FN2 > 1100Hz>FN. As 
FN2>FN, FN2 should increase with increasing HP. FN lies 
between FN1 and FN2. 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Fig. 5. LPC spectrum for /i/ (a) Isolated Bangla oral (b) Isolated Bangla 
nasal (c) Isolated English oral (d) CP Speaker 5 (e) CP Speaker 8 

F1 and F2 values in Hz for each vowel for all speakers are 
converted to Bark scale which provides more appropriate 
frame of reference. Each vowel is represented by their F1 and 
F2 values displayed on scatter plots as shown in Fig. 7 for 
hypernasal speech. The scatter plot of F1 and F2 for vowels 
reflects the inter-speaker variation within vowel and across 
vowels making them useful for differentiation and 
identification of vowels.  Fig. 7 plots the individual and mean 
formant values (F1 and F2, in Bark) in vowel space for the 
vowels /i a u/ measured for all speakers in the selected speech 
data described in section II. Each point represents the mean of 
three formant measurements per speaker. 

TABLE I. VOCAL TRACT PARAMETERS (MEAN VALUES OF THREE 
OBSERVATION) FOR VOWEL /I/ FOR NON-CP SPEAKERS 
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Fig. 6. Variation of F1, FN1 and FN2 with VP opening 

 
Fig. 7. Scatter plot of F1 and F2 of /i/, /a/ and /u/ 
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In the considered utterance context, various degrees of 
inter-speaker variability is measured in terms of standard 
deviation about the mean. Variability of acoustic features 
among CP speakers are calculated to be different depending 
on the vowel. The inter-speaker variability among CP subjects 
for /i/ is 0.96 with mean  (4.9,13.82). For pronouncing normal 
/i/ articulator is characterized by semi-openness, and has the 
highest front position among the vowels. /i/ and /u/ has the 
lowest F1 among the vowels as observed from Fig. 6. Among 
vowels, /u/ has the highest back position. During the 
production of /u/, articulators are characterized by lip-
rounding, closeness, backness. Vowel /u/ shows the highest 
variability among speakers in the concerned speech data 
reflecting to differences in articulatory openness for some 
speakers.  The standard deviation of /u/ is given by 2.05 with 
mean (4.58,9.64). The amount of inter-speaker variability of 
CP speakers in the high front vowels /i/ is less than open 
vowel /a/ is 1.13 with mean (5.65,10.46)  and high back vowel 
/u/ which is 2.05. 

B. Variability of VSA and HP Assessment 
Fig. 8 (a) shows average VSA of all speakers spanned by 

mean values for the three repetitions for each of the three 
vowels. The differences between isolated oral VSA, isolated 
nasal VSA, read speech average VSA of CP speakers is 
investigated. Four types of VSA are obtained. VSA of isolated 
oral vowel marked by blue triangle has the highest area. 
Isolated nasal vowel VSA marked by red triangle has the 
second highest area. Read speech vowel of non-CP speakers 
marked by green triangle has the third highest area.  The 
lowest VSA marked by magenta triangle is obtained for 
average of CP speakers read speech. The results show that 

VSAisolated oral > VSAisolated nasal > VSAread oral >VSAHP 
Fig. 8(b) plots VSA against degree of HP graph for all 

speakers as well as average VSA of CP speakers concerned in 
this study. This graph shows that as the degree of HP increases 
VSA changes. Isolated uttered oral vowel has the highest 
VSA, read speech has the second highest, isolated uttered 
nasal VS is fronted, shrinks and has VSA smaller than isolated 
oral vowel which is according to the previous study [20]. As 
the VP opening of CP speakers increases gradually VSA 
changes, but no gradual change is observed. This may be 
partially due to particular vocal tract characteristics of 
individual. Ratio of vowel space (VSAind/VSAref) of 
individual’s VSA (VSAind) and the reference VSA (VSAref) is 
calculated to characterize how large the individual’s vowel 
space of CP speakers is to the reference (BN and EO) VSA. 
Fig. 9 shows the vowel space ratio obtained across various VP 
opening conditions by taking BN and EO as the reference. 
Highest vowel space ratio came out to be 0.65 and 0.43 while 
taking BN vowel and EO vowel as reference respectively. 
These measures may be used as threshold for determining HP. 
Therefore, VSA of CP subjects is at least 0.65 times less than 
isolated uttered BN VSA and 0.43 times less than read speech 
uttered EO VSA. The significant reduction in VSA 
appropriately reflects the effect of HP of CP speakers across 
various conditions of severity showing the centralization 
tendency of articulators while pronouncing the vowels leading 
to reduction of speech clarity.  Therefore as observed from 
this study, VSA of connected read speech of CP speakers is 

suitable for detecting HP of CP speakers across various 
conditions of severity. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 8. (a) F1 vs F2 plots for VSA measurement for various speakers (b) 
VSA in Bark2 versus type of speaker 

 
Fig. 9. Vowel space ratio across various VP opening conditions 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The study brings together the isolated Bangla oral-nasal 

vowels and read English vowel for normal and CP speakers. 
This leads to study the variations of extracted vocal tract 
features and their comparison in terms of VSA for 
determining the status of speech disorder of CP patients. The 
main objective of this work is to study the variation of 
acoustic features for CP speakers due to various VP opening 
and assessment of HP. For this purpose, an estimate of the 
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VSA for each of the 9 speakers utilizing the speech data per 
speaker are computed. The evolution of VSA with the 7 
degrees of hypernasal articulation is analyzed. This triangle 
consists of the three vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/ represented in the 
space of the two first formant frequencies F1 and F2. The first 
main conclusion is that interspeaker variability of HP among 
CP speakers is measured by calculating mean and standard 
deviation of the selected vowels and /u/ shows the most 
variability among speakers. Second main conclusion is the 
significant reduction of the vocalic space as speech becomes 
less articulated. As the articulatory boundaries are less 
marked, the resulting acoustic targets are less separated in the 
VSA. 

This study can be further be extended to make a 
comparison with sustained isolated hypernasal vowel data of 
CP speakers. Reduced intelligibility in hypernasal speech may 
partially be explained by this. Read speech of CP speakers is 
articulated differently from isolated vowel speech and reading 
proficiency might be a factor for which further investigations 
are required. 
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Abstract—The present study aims at recognizing the problem 

of dynamic virtual machine (VM) Consolidation using 
virtualization, live migration of VMs from underloaded and 
overloaded hosts and switching idle nodes to the sleep mode as a 
very effective approach for utilizing resources and accessing 
energy efficient cloud computing data centres. The challenge in 
the present study is to reduce energy consumption thus 
guarantee   Service Level Agreement (SLA) at its highest level. 
The proposed algorithm predicts CPU utilization in near future 
using Time-Series method as well as Simple Exponential 
Smoothing (SES) technique, and takes appropriate action based 
on the current and predicted CPU utilization and comparison of 
their values with the dynamic upper and lower thresholds. The 
four phases in this algorithm include identification of overloaded 
hosts, identification of underloaded hosts, selection of VMs for 
migration and identification of appropriate hosts as the 
migration destination. The study proposes solutions along with 
dynamic upper and lower thresholds in regard with the first two 
phases. By comparing current and predicted CPU utilizations 
with these thresholds, overloaded and underloaded hosts are 
accurately identified to let migration happen only from the hosts 
which are currently as well as in near future overloaded and 
underloaded. The authors have   used Maximum Correlation 
(MC) VM selection policy in the third phase, and attempted in 
phase four such that hosts with moderate loads, i.e. not 
overloaded hosts, liable to overloading and underloaded, are 
selected as the migration destination. The simulation results from 
the Clouds framework demonstrate an average reduction of 
83.25, 25.23 percent and 61.1 in the number of VM migrations, 
energy consumption and SLA violations (SLAV), respectively. 

Keywords—Cloud Computing; Dynamic Consolidation; Energy 
Consumption; Virtualization; Service Level Agreement 

I. INTRODUCTION 
According to the definition provided by NIST [1] "cloud 

computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-
demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 
computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, 

applications and services). It can be rapidly provisioned and 
released with minimal management effort or service provider 
interaction". Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is among the 
services provided by cloud computing that offers processing 
resources to users as services. The clients rent the equipment 
from infrastructure providers as a service and only pay for the 
amount of service they really consume [2, 3]. 

The ever-increasing growth and wide applications of cloud 
computing, as well as the extensive usage of cloud services in 
all scopes, have caused a growing trend in energy consumption 
of cloud computing data centres. Therefore, the operational 
costs in these centres are intensively increasing due to the 
electric energy used [4]. 

According to the reports published by Microsoft [5], the 
consumed energy used by physical resources can account for 
45 percent of the operational costs in a data centre. This 
amount has multiplied in the last five years [6]. Therefore, to 
maintain their business and to remain in the market 
competition, service providers need to minimize energy 
consumption to cut the excessive operational costs in a way 
that the integrity and quality of service remain intact [7]. 
Hence, two challenging tasks in IaaS are management and 
optimized allocation of resources, to the extent that the success 
of cloud services heavily relies on this issue. 

The present study recognizes the problem of dynamic 
virtual machine Consolidation using virtualization, live 
migration of VMs from underloaded and overloaded hosts and 
switching idle nodes to the sleep mode, as a very effective 
approach for utilizing resources and accessing energy efficient 
cloud computing data centres [8-11]. 

The challenges faced are the consolidation of VMs and 
their allocation and placement on physical service providers in 
a way that they minimized energy consumption in the entire 
data centre and the number of active hosts as well as SLA 
violation, which is a contract between the clients and the 
providers. Many studies [11-13] have reported that fully idle 
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hosts consume as much as 70 percent of the energy used in 
maximum utilization mode. Therefore, approaches should be 
taken to minimize the number of underloaded hosts; transfer 
hosted VMs to other hosts and switch idle hosts to the sleep 
mode to further decrease energy consumption. 

Live VM migration technique transfers a VM from one 
host to another without any interruptions with the minimum 
downtime [6, 14-16]. As authors have pointed out in [11, 15], 
every VM migration process can cause performance 
degradation, which can roughly be considered 10 percent of 
CPU utilization. This finding indicates that each VM migration 
can lead to SLA violation and unnecessary VM migrations 
may impose extra management costs and consequently extra 
energy consumption. Therefore, it is necessary to minimize the 
number of VM migrations and therefore minimize SLA 
violation and energy consumption as well. 

In most research studies conducted in this area [6, 8, 17-
21], the necessary decisions are made based on current 
utilization of hosts and VMs are immediately migrated from 
hosts which researchers currently identify them as overloaded 
[8, 15]. The proposed algorithm in the present work attempts to 
predict CPU utilization using Time-Series Method and SES 
technique and identifies a VM as overloaded or underloaded 
based on current and predicted utilization values and their 
comparison with dynamic upper and lower thresholds. The rest 
of the paper is structured as follows: it presents Related Work 
in Section 2 and explains the proposed algorithm in Section 3. 
Then it provides the results from simulating the proposed 
algorithm in Section 4, along with their analysis and 
evaluation. Ultimately, in Section 5, the paper discusses 
conclusions and suggestions for future works. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Beloglazov and Buyya [8] proposed Mean Absolute 

Deviation (MAD) and Interquartile Range (IQR) methods to 
determine the dynamic upper threshold. In their study, they 
considered a host as overloaded if the current utilization was 
greater than the upper threshold. They suggested LR and LRR 
methods to forecast future loads on the host. This approach 
recognizes a host as overloaded if its predicted utilization is 
100 percent or higher. 

To solve the consolidation problem, in addition to VMs 
energy consumption, authors in [21] also investigated energy 
consumption in intercommunication networks at data centres. 
The generated solutions using the genetic algorithm (GA) were 
significantly better than those of the first-fit decreasing 
algorithm. However, the computation time in GA was linearly 
proportional to the number of VMs and hosts. 

Gao et al. [18] used Multi-Objective Ant Colony 
Optimization (MOCO) algorithm for resource allocation with 
energy efficiency and resource wastage as the two objectives. 
They used a modification of ant colony algorithm (ACO) in 
which pheromone updates, definition and accumulation were 
modified to suit multi-objective problems better. Ultimately, 
the ACO-based method outperformed GA algorithm. 

By continuing the work in [21], authors presented a Hybrid 
GA (HGA) in [21] for solving the consolidation problem. They 

used an infeasible solution repairing procedure, in which by 
gradual resolving of constraint violations it converts an 
infeasible solution to a feasible one, along with a local 
optimization procedure which quickly improved the solutions. 
As compared with GA, HGA yielded more promising results 
and was able to find local optimums more efficiently in a new 
search space. However, the workload in HGA increased after 
implementing the two procedures. 

Singh and Shaw [15] employed a load forecast model to 
determine the necessity of migration and identify appropriate 
destination hosts. They utilized a dynamic upper threshold and 
incorporated Time-Series prediction method and Dynamic 
Exponential Smoothing (DES) and SES techniques. According 
to their algorithm, a host is considered overloaded if the values 
of current and predicted CPU utilizations exceed the upper 
threshold. 

In [6], authors presented a novel selection policy called 
MP, in which they used the dynamic upper and lower 
thresholds as well as a variable to determine the degree of 
resource satisfaction. They suggested a new placement policy 
called MCC, which relocates a migratable VM to a host with 
minimum correlation to the VM. 

Arianyan et al. [17] proposed a holistic resource 
management procedure and a heuristic intelligent technology 
method based on multi-criteria decision-making method to 
determine underloaded hosts for placement of migratable VMs. 
They presented a multi-criteria method known as Technique 
for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution 
(TOPSIS) by focusing their work on methods for determining 
the time to consider a host as underloaded and by finding a 
new location for placement of the VMs selected among 
underloaded and overloaded hosts. 

Joseph et al. [19] introduced a Parallel GA model known as 
Family GA (FGA) with the aim to generate an optimized 
mapping between the set of hosts and VMs. This model divides 
the entire population into a number of families on which it 
performs genetic operations to overcome the GA limitations. 
They used a self-adjusting mutation operator to prevent 
premature convergence of the individuals in the population, 
which makes the probability of mutation dynamic. 

In [22], the authors attempted to solve the consolidation 
problem by presenting a type of self-adjusting mutation 
operator as well as considering current and future resource 
demands and based on the k-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) 
regression/prediction model. They proposed the K-NN model 
in their previous study [23]. 

III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
Since the problem of dynamic consolidation of VMs in 

cloud computing data centres is wide extent, it is broken down 
into the four following phases [4]: 

• Phase 1: Identification of overloaded hosts. 

• Phase 2: Identification of underloaded hosts. 

• Phase 3: Selection of VMs to migrate from overloaded 
hosts. 
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• Phase 4: Determining appropriate destinations for 
migration. 

This study presents algorithms and approaches for each of 
the phases: 

A. Phase 1: Identification of Overloaded Hosts 
In this phase, similar to [15], the researchers identified a 

host as overloaded if it is currently and in near future 
overloaded; however, unlike [15], they used the Time-Series 
Prediction method as well as SES techniques to predict CPU 
utilization in near future. The reader may refer to [24-26] for 
further information on this topic. Moreover, the study proposed 
a more optimized, efficient equation for determining dynamic 
upper threshold. It is noteworthy that the study used DES 
method for obtaining the best results in [15], therefore, it 
compared our proposed algorithm with these best results from 
[15]. 

 
In the first phase of the proposed algorithm, a host is 

received as input, and depending on the status of the current 
and predicted CPU utilizations, the researchers categorized it in 
one of the three lists. Similar to [15], they used the two flags 
flagF and flagP. True values of flagF and FlagP for a host 

indicate an overload in near future and at the present, 
respectively. 

The basis of the decision-making in this phase is on the 
upper threshold. this paper proposed Equation (1) for 
Calculation of dynamic upper threshold. This Equation is 
inspired by the method presented in [8] and by employing 
Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) method [8]. 

 UpperThreshold=1 — MAD (1) 

If the current utilization is greater than the upper threshold, 
the researchers consider the host as overloaded and they set 
flagP to True (Step 6, Phase 1). [15] and [8] used 10 and 12 
data values from the CPU utilization history, respectively, to 
predict a host overload. Our study considered 12 history values 
according to our investigations. If this value is lower than 12 
and the value of flagP is True, we place the host in the 
OverUtilizedHosts list, and the algorithm terminates; 
otherwise, it continues operation (Step 7, Phase 1). 

As it was noted earlier, CPU utilization in near future is 
predicted and calculated using SES method (Step 8, Phase 1). 
Predicted values higher than the upper threshold mean a host 
overload in near future will occur; therefore, the researchers set 
flagF to True (Step 9, Phase 1). 

Similar to [15], the study considered three different 
categories for overloaded hosts. The first category includes 
currently overloaded hosts (True values for flagP), but are 
predicted not to remain overloaded in near future (False values 
for flagF). The researchers added such hosts to the current 
Over Utilized Hosts list. Since these hosts will not be overload 
in future and to decrease unnecessary migrations, VMs will not 
migrate from this category of hosts (Step 10, Phase 1). 

The second category includes hosts which are not currently 
overloaded (False values for flagP), but the study predicts that 
they will overload in near future (True values for flagF). The 
researchers will add such hosts to the predicted Over Utilized 
Hosts list. Since these hosts are not currently overloaded, VMs 
will not migrate from them (Step 11, Phase 1). Third category 
includes hosts which are currently and in near future 
overloaded (True values for both flagP and flagF). The 
researchers added such hosts to the over Utilized Hosts list, and 
some of their hosted VMs are selected and migrated to 
decrease their load (Step 12, Phase 1). 

Among the categories mentioned above, the VMs hosted on 
the third category are certainly considered overloaded, and 
some of them will migrate from the host to normalize its load. 

B. Phase 2: Identification of Underloaded Hosts 
In this phase, the following algorithm is presented to 

identify the underloaded hosts. In the second phase of the 
proposed algorithm, the researchers received a list of hosts as 
the input and a list of underloaded hosts is returned. Decision 
making in this phase is performed based on the lower 
threshold. If current CPU utilization of the host is below the 
lower threshold, the host is considered currently underloaded, 
and similarly, if the predicted CPU utilization of the host in 
near future is below the lower threshold, the host is known as 
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underloaded in near future. Inspired by the dynamic upper  

 
threshold method in [8] and using the MAD method, the study 
proposed an optimized equation for determining the dynamic 
lower threshold. The study requires at least 10 data values from 
CPU utilization history for predicting an underloaded host. 

In this Paper, With 10 or more data values, the dynamic 
lower threshold is calculated according to (2); otherwise, the 
lower threshold assumes a constant value of 0.25 (Step 6, 
Phase 2). 

 LowerThreshold = 0.25 + MAD (2) 

CPU utilization in near future is predicted and calculated 
using SES method (Step 8, Phase 2). Before identification of 
an underloaded host, the researchers investigated two 
conditions. First, CPU utilization of the host should be larger 
than zero, and second, no VMs should be in the process of 
migrating from and to the host (Step 9, Phase 2). If they met 
conditions, then they will do the investigation to find that if the 
data length of the host utilization history is lower than 10 and if 
the current CPU utilization of the host is below the lower 
threshold. If the conditions hold true, given that the sufficient 
data for prediction of CPU utilization are not available, and the 
host is currently underloaded, it is added to the list of 
underloaded hosts and program control flow makes a jump to 
Step 2 of Phase 2 (Step 10, Phase 2). 

If the condition in Step 10 is not met, Step 11 will evaluate 
current and predicted CPU utilizations of the respective host. If 
both values are below the lower threshold, the host is 
considered currently and in near future as underloaded and 
hence should be added the list of underloaded hosts. The 
control program flow then jumps to the beginning of the loop 
to check the conditions for the next host. 

C. Phase 3: Selection of  VMs to migrate from overloaded 
hosts 
In this phase, unlike [15], in which the proposed minimum 

utilization (MU) policy of [8] was used, our proposed 
algorithm employs maximum correlation (MC) policy 
introduced in [8] due to its superior performance. The main 
idea behind MC policy was presented by [27]. The basis of this 
fact is that the more the correlation between the resource 
consumptions by the running applications on the host, the 
higher the possibility of overloading. According to this theory, 
the researchers will select the VMs on a host which have the 
maximum correlation with other VMs in consumption of 
processing resources for migration [8]. 

D. Phase 4: Identification of appropriate destinations for 
migration 
In this phase, to identify the appropriate destinations of 

migration, the work in [15] is optimized by excluding 
underloaded hosts from the list of migration destinations. In 
[15], the researchers exclude only the three categories 
mentioned above including overloaded and prone to overload 
hosts from the list of appropriate hosts as destinations of 
migration, and efforts were made to select underloaded hosts 
and hosts with moderate loads as the destination of migration. 
In our study, in addition to excluding the overloaded and/or 
prone to overload hosts, underloaded hosts were also excluded 
from the list of appropriate destinations for migration. 
According to the made decisions, the effort was to select the 
VMs among those with moderate loads. This way, selection of 
destination hosts was optimized, the number VM migrations 
dropped significantly and they prevented from the underloaded 
machines to remain switched on, which could be turned off to 
significantly decrease energy consumption in the data centre. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ASSESSMENT OF THE 
PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

This section provides a simulation of the algorithm and its 
assessment. Then it compares proposed algorithm with MAD-
MU algorithm in [8] the proposed algorithm in [15] and the 
results were analyzed and examined. Clouds framework [28] 
was used to simulate the proposed algorithm. 

A. Experiment Settings 
In the present study, a data centre with 800 heterogeneous 

physical hosts was simulated using Clouds framework. Half of 
the hosts are HP ProLiant ML110 G4 (Intel Xeon 3040, two 
cores × 1860 MHz, 4 GB) and the other half are HP ProLiant 
ML110 G5 (Intel Xeon 3075, two cores × 2660 MHz, 4 GB). 
The data centre includes 4 types of single-core virtual 
machines: High-CPU Medium Instance: 2500 MIPS, 0.85 GB; 
Extra Large Instance: 2000 MIPS, 3.75 GB; Small Instance: 
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1000 MIPS, 1.7 GB and Micro Instance: 500 MIPS, 0.633 GB. 
The proposed algorithm aims to improve the proposed 
algorithms in [8, 15]. Therefore, to be able to carry out a 
performance comparison, settings similar to those of [8] and 
[15] were applied to our proposed algorithm. 

B. Workload Data 
Since most of the reviewed studies used the workload data 

from the CoMon project, which is a monitoring infrastructure 
associated with PlanetLab, we also used the same data in our 
study for assessing the proposed algorithm and for its 
omparison with its counterpart algorithms. For more realistic 
results, a CPU utilization dataset was used, the data of which 
were measured in 5-minute time intervals and were collected 
from more than thousands of operational VMs in over 500 
locations around the world. To carry out a reasonable and 
appropriate comparison, the researchers used a workload data 
collected from 10 days in March and April 2011. These data 
are available in the Clouds framework at the moment. 

C. Performance Metrics 
Six parameters were used to assess and compare the 

proposed algorithm with those of other studies. These metrics 
included the number of VM migrations from overloaded and 
underloaded hosts, the total energy consumption of physical 
resources, performance degradation due to VM Migration 
(PDM) [8], SLA Violation Time per Active Host (SLATAH) 
[8], which can be defined as the percentage of the period when 
the host experiences a CPU utilization of 100%, the researchers 
calculated the combined metric SLAV by multiplying PDM 
with SLATAH [8] and indicated the duration in which the 
allocated resources to the host is lower than the required 
amount, ESV combined metric which is calculated by 
multiplication of total energy consumption with SLA violation 
[8] and is used to measure the simultaneous improvements in 
both metrics and indicates the trade-off between them. 

D. Simulation Results 
Figs. 1 to 6 demonstrate simulation results of the compared 

algorithms in for different metrics, and a detailed discussion is 
presented for each metric as follows. From now on, the study 
will refer to the proposed MAD-MU algorithm in [8] and the 
proposed Shaw and Singh Algorithm in [15] as MM and SSA 
for brevity respectively. Since our proposed algorithm is a 
modification to optimize SSA, we will call it Optimized SSA, 
and refer to it as OSSA for brevity. 

Authors of [8] implemented MM which is currently in 
Clouds framework and it employs MAD technique to 
determine the upper threshold, and MU method to select the 
VMs for migration. SSA, which depends on MM to select VMs 
for migration as well as determining the upper threshold, used 
DES for its best CPU utilization prediction in future. Our 
proposed algorithm attempts to optimize SSA using the 
presented methods in Section III. 

A comparison between MM, SSA and OSSA is 
demonstrated in Fig. 1 regarding the number of VM 
migrations. OSSA achieved 86.83, and 79.65 percent decreases 
as compared with MM and SSA, respectively. Increased 
accuracy in calculation of the upper threshold and 
consequently increased accuracy in identification of 

overloaded hosts is among the reasons for the significant 
reduction in the number of migrations in OSSA algorithm as 
compared with the other two. Therefore, migrations only take 
place on the VMs which are more accurately identified as 
overloaded. Another reason for the reductions are the 
presentation of a new algorithm for identification of 
underloaded hosts. Through this, underloaded hosts are more 
accurately identified and the entire hosted VMs are more 
accurately migrated. As the third reason, by optimizing the 
procedure of finding appropriate destinations of migration, 
unnecessary VM migrations to inappropriate hosts are 
eliminated to a great extent. 

 
Fig. 1. Comparison of Number of VM Migrations metric against workload 

Fig. 2 demonstrates a comparison between MM, SSA and 
OSSA from the energy consumption perspective. OSSA 
achieved 32.25 and, 18.2 percent decreases as compared with 
MM and SSA, respectively. 

The main reason for these significant reductions is that 
OSSA uses a lower threshold for optimized selection of hosts 
with low utilization levels to prevent energy dissipation by 
switching them off. Another reason for this improvement is the 
use of an optimized upper threshold by OSSA which leads to 
more efficient and effective utilization of processing resources 
on the hosts by VMs. This improvement gives the opportunity 
to switch more hosts off to further decrease energy 
consumption. 

 
Fig. 2. Comparison of Energy Consumption metric against workload 

Fig. 3. Demonstrates a comparison between MM, SSA, and 
OSSA on PDM metric. OSSA achieved 71.37 and 61.83 
percent decreases as compared with MM and SSA, 
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respectively. The main reason for these significant reductions 
is the significant decrease in the number of migration in OSSA 
as compared with the other two algorithms. 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison of PDM metric against workload 

Fig. 4 shows a comparison between MM, SSA and OSSA 
from the SLATAH metric point of view. As can be seen from 
this figure, OSSA demonstrated a poor performance in most 
cases as compared with the other two algorithms. The main 
reason for the poor performance can be associated with the 
attempts made by OSSA to achieve maximum host utilizations. 
However, since SLAV metric is calculated by a multiplication 
of PDM with SLATAH metrics, poor SLATAH performances 
may be neglected against the good PDM performances. 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of SLATAH metric against workload 

A comparison between MM, SSA and OSSA with respect 
to SLAV metric is given in Fig. 5. OSSA achieved 68.06 and 
54.13 percent decreases as compared with MM and SSA. This 
significant improvement, which is a result of the significant 
decrease in PDM metric, confirms that the poor performance of 
SLATAH metric in OSSA could in effect be neglected. 

Fig. 6 demonstrates a comparison between MM, SSA and 
OSSA with respect to the combined ESV metric. OSSA 
achieved 77.49 and 60.47 percent decreases as compared with 
MM and SSA. Considering that ESV is calculated from 
multiplication of the two metrics of energy consumption and 
SLAV, therefore, the reason for this significant decrease is 
improvements in both mentioned metrics. There is a good 
trade-off between the two metrics in OSSA. 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of SLA Violation metric against workload 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
This study investigated 4 phases of dynamic virtual 

machine consolidation problem, and for each, presented proper 
solutions. Also proposed an optimized equation for calculating 
the dynamic upper threshold and utilized maximum CPU 
capacity. SLA violation was decreased by eliminating 
unnecessary migrations, since migrations only took place on 
actually overloaded hosts. Use of maximum host processing 
power while maintaining SLA violation in an acceptable level 
led to increased number of VMs on the hosts, which 
consequently resulted in better conditions for switching off idle 
hosts and for decreasing energy consumption. 

The study presented an optimized algorithm for 
identification of underloaded hosts and proposed an equation 
for calculation of the dynamic lower threshold. Using this 
threshold, VMs were migrated from underloaded hosts more 
accurately, allowing them to be switched off. This way, the 
researchers eliminated unnecessary migrations and decreased 
SLA violation, and on the other hand, optimized switch offs 
resulted in decreased energy consumption in the entire data 
centre. 

 
Fig. 6. Comparison of ESV metric against workload 

To determine appropriate hosts as the migration 
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near future overloaded, as well as underloaded hosts, were 
excluded from the list of migration destinations. The list helped 
to migrate VMs to destinations of higher quality, and by 
prevention of unnecessary migrations, SLA violation was 
decreased. By employing this policy, underloaded hosts were 
excluded from the list of appropriate destinations of migration, 
hence preventing VM migrations to this category of hosts. 
Therefore, opportunities to switch off hosts were protected, 
leading to further decreases in energy consumption. 

OSSA, as compared with MM and SSA, were able to 
respectively achieve 86.83 and 79.65 percent decreases in the 
metric of number of migrations. It also can achieve 32.25 and 
18.25 percent decreases in energy consumption metric, 71.37 
and 61.83 percent decreases in PDM metric, 68.06 and 54.13 
percent decreases in SLA violation metric, and 77.49 and 60.47 
percent decreases in ESV metric. It also achieved a good trade-
off between energy consumption and SLA violation. 

It is suggested for future works to further investigate the 
poor performance of the proposed algorithm in SLATAH 
metric, since achieving improved SLA metrics leads to 
increases in the quality of the proposed algorithm. The 
performance of the proposed algorithm in real infrastructures 
are yet to known. Therefore, for a real world performance 
evaluation, use of software packages such as OpenStack are 
suggested. 
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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) is a ubiquitous embedded 
ecosystem known for its capability to perform common 
application functions through coordinating resources distributed 
on-object or on-network domains. As new applications evolve, 
the challenge is in the analysis and implementation of multimodal 
data streamed by diverse kinds of sensors. This paper presents a 
new service-centric approach for data collection and retrieval, 
considering objects as highly decentralized, composite and cost-
sufficient services. Such services are constructed from objects 
located within close geographical proximity to retrieve 
spatiotemporal events from the gathered sensor data.  To achieve 
this, we advocate coordination languages and models to fuse 
multimodal, heterogeneous services through interfacing with 
every service to accomplish the network objective according to 
the data they gather and analyze.  In this paper we give an 
application scenario that illustrates the implementation of the 
coordination models to provision successful collaboration among 
IoT objects to retrieve information. The proposed solution 
reduced the communication delay before service composition by 
up to 43% and improved the target detection accuracy by up to 
70% while maintaining energy consumption 20% lower than its 
best rivals in the literature. 

Keywords—Internet of Things; wireless sensor networks; 
sensing services; information extraction; data mining 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The key function of the Internet of Things (IoT) is to offer 

users access to information of interest from the big data 
gathered by smart devices connected over the Internet.  
Mining IoT data is a multi-phase procedure during which end 
users apply a structured approach to discover and retrieve the 
information encapsulated in data [1]. The authors of [2] 
reviewed IoT data mining approaches and categorized them 
into three classes based on the elements that motivate 
information requests; these are event-driven, periodic, and 
request-response interaction. Based on extensive literature 
review and investigation, it is clear that implementing one of 
these above approaches as a tool for mining IoT data is 
impractical due to its limited ability to extract a full picture of 
the current state of the ecosystem [2]. Based on this limitation, 
there is a requirement for a hybrid data mining approach that 
integrates two or more of the above mentioned data mining 
classes. 

The heterogeneity of operating systems, hardware 
platforms, sensors and programming models in IoT devices 
makes data mining a challenging mission.  The data streaming 
nature of some devices further raises the difficulty of 

implementing an integrated data mining approach. Methods of 
IoT data mining are also categorized by [3] into three classes. 
Resource-centric methods are constraint-based aiming at 
optimizing the usage of the restricted resources at single IoT 
objects. Nevertheless, the decentralized kind of IoT data 
makes it hard to extract network-level information by resource 
centric methods. The second data mining scheme is the 
network-centric approach. Such methods, unlike the one 
proposed in [4] [27], are characterized by constrained 
knowledge of the semantics of the network topology and the 
application. The third approach is the data-centric that relies 
on data identifiers and pre-specified object locations.  The cost 
of obtaining data locations, particularly in large-scale 
applications, restricts the suitability of such approaches.  
Accordingly, there is a requirement for autonomous 
hybridization and optimization of data mining techniques for 
IoT applications. Particularly, there is a need for hybrid 
autonomous adaptation approach to provision inter-object 
coordination and communication among different data mining 
approaches. 

The amalgamation of methods from different data mining 
classes offers a comprehensive solution to optimize 
information retrieval to current user's needs and adaptations 
initiating from the aforementioned discussed concerns. This 
aim is not merely a network self-configuration challenge; the 
core problem here is the heterogeneity of the data mining 
approaches and the data extraction and analysis methods.  
From the perspective of an integrated system behavior, 
theoretically rudimentary tasks, e.g., data extraction, need 
multifaceted programming skills, particularly when working 
with constraint object and network resources.  For example, 
the data streamed by objects cannot be correctly analyzed, and 
the object cannot communicate with neighbors when the data 
mining model on each object is different. 

Additionally, the majority of the current hybrid data 
mining methods have intrinsic limitations that constrain their 
deployment including tailoring for particular applications [5]; 
have weak spatiotemporal data correlation abilities [5, 6]; 
utilize high bandwidth and drain power resources [7]; several 
approaches compromise the quality and amount of extracted 
information for energy consumption [8]; some approaches do 
not provide high-level interfaces to the user to configure 
thresholds and generate queries [5]; and the high dependency 
among particular data mining approaches -i.e., static 
composition - applications, protocol stack and hardware 
platforms preventing making code reuse [5, 6]. The 
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nonexistence of IoT data mining development platforms 
imposes handling information retrieval from the ground up for 
each new application. Such problems restrict the applicability 
of the implemented IoT hybrid data mining approaches, 
causing them to be complicated to use on anything other than 
the application developed for. 

There is an increasing interest to modify the way for using 
the limited resources and capabilities in IoT ecosystems, to 
abstract and simplify them, converting them into 
communicating services of the network rather than capabilities 
of individual objects. Commonly, many objects interconnect 
to respond to a user request, linking their sensing, memory, 
and processing together. A decentralized query processing 
approach combines these resources and allocates jobs and data 
to participating object, so that the effectiveness of the query 
handling and the quality of the extracted data to be 
maximized.  Consequently, different objects abilities together 
constitute the capability of the ecosystem as a whole. For 
instance, when an object equipped with sensors, memory, and 
processing resources is introduced to the ecosystem, it 
expands the data resources, on-board processing and memory 
capabilities to the ecosystem.  This object is likely to improve 
the overall accuracy of the extracted data and reduce 
information retrieval. Alternatively, if an object leaves the 
ecosystem, it strips the ecosystem of its data, processing and 
memory resources. 

This research addresses the development of a scalable, 
adaptive, and energy efficient hybrid IoT data mining 
approach, which integrates the strengths of three different data 
mining classes to increase the quality and amount of the 
extracted information, while reducing resource consumption. 
This approach embraces a service oriented view for the 
implementation of modular and adaptive applications. We 
introduce a service-oriented and semantics layer to the current 
network stack. The IoT is constructed at various layers of 
abstraction.  At every layer, a group of services is specified. 
This service-oriented approach implements heterogeneous 
data mining approaches as lightweight services.  To enable 
uniform associations between different services, located on the 
same or different objects, the desired technique utilizes 
"coordination" models [9].  Coordination models offer 
methods to combine heterogeneous services by interfacing 
with each service to achieve the application goals using the 
data they gather and analyze.  This integration platform 
provides the opportunity for quick and accurate information 
extraction as it allows parallel and asynchronous data 
processing. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
presents the related works focusing on their limitations. 
Section 3 gives the architectural components of the proposed 
service-oriented data mining approach.  Section 4 shows the 
service abstractions on individual objects. Section 5 presents a 
case study to show how to use coordination rules to compose a 
hybrid data mining service. Section 6 concludes the paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 
There has been continuous research into Service-Oriented 

Architecture (SOA) for highly decentralized systems, such as 
Internet of Things (IoT) over the last decade [10]. The authors 

of [12] proposed an SOA-based application development 
model, a standardized interface to retrieve network data, and a 
group of configurable service components to provision the 
implementation of applications and to manage the network 
behavior at runtime. Another SOA platform, called Atlas, with 
middle-ware designed around the theory of self-integrative 
and programmable ubiquitous space [11]. Atlas’s service 
utilities are run on a centralized control server, and power 
consumption is not a high priority. Blumenthal and 
Timmermann introduced the Resource Aware Service 
Architecture (RASA) [13], which structures software 
modifications by injecting services at runtime. The regular 
transmission of code results in high communication overhead. 

Recently, in [14], a vision of a future IoT system 
architecture, which is based on service discovery across each 
layer of IoT is presented. This architecture provides 
mechanisms for on-demand discovery and integration of 
devices, cloud storage and computing resources, as well as 
application integration services, which can be dynamically 
chosen and orchestrated to create IoT applications.  More 
recently, the authors of [15] an SOA to address the scalability 
issues leveraging the Path Computation Element (PCE) model. 
PCE proved to be an efficient technology to separate the 
control tasks from the sending objects, which has a great 
impact on scalability growth. For a broad and recent state-of-
the-art, we refer the interested to the reader to [16] and the 
references therein. 

The reviewed SOA approaches concentrated on 
developing architectures for the inter-object collaboration and 
communication, particularly, remote service access and 
service orchestration. Nevertheless, there has been little focus 
on object local service composition. 

III. THE SERVICE-CENTRIC FRAMEWORK DETAILS 

 
Fig. 1. Service stack of the proposed SOA collaborative platform 

In the design of our IoT service-oriented application 
platform, we build on notions from numerous SOA systems 
[3] in the domain of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) and 
current approaches for coordinating the functions of large 
numbers of parallel active objects [17].  In Figure 1, we give a 
component diagram that shows the service stack of the 
suggested collaborative platform. 
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The top layer, Application Layer, designates the 
application aims or the high-level business processes of the 
IoT ecosystem.  The goal of an IoT ecosystem specifies the 
information of interest from the user perspective and the kind 
of services required to retrieve it.  The application aims are 
what defines the nature of data to be extracted, its frequency, 
scope, QoS, amongst other service or aim specific metrics. 
Even though the desired platform attempts to minimize the 
cost of retrieving data, some applications require specific end-
to-end quality-of-service guarantees.  For instance, for objects 
that are part of and self-driving car, it is critical that they 
respond in real-time to ensure the safety of passengers and 
other road users. Consequently, the desired platform must 
provide mechanisms to satisfy various QoS needs to ensure 
suitable utilization of object resources to satisfy the 
application objectives.  The link between application aims and 
numerous layers and network components can be utilized to 
accomplish the required QoS.  Eventually, data visualization is 
an essential component to deliver information in a way that 
end users can easily use and understand.  It is also essential for 
applications to be able to show extracted information in 
various formats, e.g., maps or graphs, such that the format of 
information visualization strengthens its structure and content.  
Querying, executing, and responding to service requests 
between objects, potentially inter-zone communication. 
Finally, system managers utilize the profile-building interface 
as a tool to interact with the Profile services, i.e., to enter data 
mapping requests, configure coordination rules, and set other 
application configuration. 

The Inter-zone Layer hosts the semantics of macro 
programs to deliver decentralized data flow. It fundamentally 
offers multi-hop communication with optional QoS feedback 
and control.  Services at this layer utilize underlying protocols, 
which describe how services process and parse packets 
through description metadata instead of coding calls to each 
other in the source code. Communication protocols improve 
the interoperability among various services created by 
numerous providers by messages over specified message 
channels. This helps in reducing the complexity of the end 
application, hence, supporting application developers to 
concentrate on the application features.  Most IoT systems 
utilize programming models that are application dependent, 
in-network abstractions, which are utilized in data processing.  
The systems published in [18] and [19] are instances of 
neighborhood-based abstractions, which deal with many 
objects cooperatively and a group of operations on it to allow 
the programmer to retrieve information on the state of the 
zone.  Domain specific requirements, e.g., specific data 
semantic provision and data fusion, are held by the application 
layer to support the composition of application-specific 
information from raw data processing. Data fusion is a 
technique to enhance bandwidth utilization, power 
consumption, and information accuracy [20][21]. It integrates 
and merges inter-zone and multi-sourced data to produce 
comprehensive and higher accuracy information responses. To 
generate comprehensive information responses, the data 
fusion technique fuses data from different zones that are 
related to the same demand for information. 

The Zone Layer is an abstraction layer to permit 
programmers to handle sensor objects as a spatially distributed 
entity rather than single isolated objects.  This ultimately aims 
at reducing the amount of required processing and 
communication operations to retrieve the desired information.  
The cost of gathering raw data from the network is minimized 
by choosing a subgroup of sensor objects holding data related 
to the required information from a bigger group.  Discounting 
extraneous data from an information request handling is also 
expected to increase the precision of the retrieved information. 
The Watershed procedure autonomously clusters sensor 
objects into uniform network clusters based on their 
topological associations and their soft-state, i.e., sensing-
values. Clusters are then utilized as programming abstractions 
over which various information requests are processed.  An 
information query could end up in creating a group of 
information retrieval services; everyone involve all active 
sensor objects in its zone.  Such services are formed of a 
group of services, which fit in multiple zones.  Service 
associated activities are considered as autonomic.  At this 
layer, all zone semantic abstractions are given.  Such 
abstractions are identified as contract expressions. The 
advantages of design-by-contract are voiced equally in 
software engineering [23] and programming languages [22] 
literature. Contracts are transparent to the object’s operating 
system and are used on dataflow paths in a service 
composition.  Composing a complex information retrieval 
service is regarded as the amalgamation of two distinct 
operations, the real processing operations with several 
operations that are part of extracting data and the coordination 
operations for the collaboration and communication between 
operations. Consequently, coordination is utilized to 
distinguish between the processing tasks of asynchronous and 
decentralized information retrieval from the communication 
ones, permitting the incorporation of these two key operations.  
The data extraction element in the Zone Level offers 
semantics of the sensor data, whereas the data computation 
elements offer service oriented access to data retrieval 
services. 

A parametric orchestration, which incorporates a set of 
distinct services, is introduced to allow the system to adapt to 
various information requests.  Every service is autonomously 
activated by allocating parameters values to meet the required 
information.  For the desired system to function more 
effectively, a lower layer of access to physical devices is 
introduced. The lower level purpose is to stop the dependency 
of information extraction operations on the device operation 
and communication protocols.  Classical layered protocol 
stack method limits the network software modularity.  The 
majority of the current approaches comprise just the platform 
and application levels, leading to bounding the software to the 
attributes of the deployed platform. Therefore, sensor objects 
with different hardware/software platforms well as diverse 
methods for data sensing, storage, representations, filtering, 
processing, and routing cannot cooperate effortlessly.  
Eliminating the protocol layer helps to reduce the excessive 
overhead using its composite levels of abstraction and offers a 
simple method to alter and implement different software 
elements. 
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The Object Layer is concerned with the physical 
characteristics of sensor objects such as their OS, CPU power, 
memory size, power sources and wireless transceivers. It also 
includes the actual layout of sensors (physical topology) and 
network protocols. This layer is accountable for the 
interfacing with the operating systems and for the 
administration of resources of sensor objects. Moreover, this 
layer enables the coordination of physical resource allocation 
based on the application requirements as defined in the upper 
layers. Furthermore, services offered by the upper layers will 
potentially need some resource allocation provision.  This 
level contains many operations related to information retrieval 
services.  It specifies of three fundamental operations, i.e. 
trigger-based, periodic, and request-response service.   
Nevertheless, the overall performance, zone or inter-zone, 
which defines the organization of a hybrid information 
extraction services is platform-independent and is situated at 
higher layers of the defined stack.  This level provision 
probing various sensor objects based on the dynamic 
topological, physical location and logical relationships 
between the services engaged in the application.  The Profile 
service primary purpose is to log users of an information 
retrieval service.  Generally, the Profile service stores the 
configuration regarding the utilization of data in a cooperative 
sensing manner.  This configuration is essentially a set of 
coordination rules, which define the application business 
logic. Additionally, the Profile service stores other parameters, 
which are configured manually by system administrators to 
specify crucial and inherently static settings to help in the 
composition a complex-hybrid data retrieval service, which is 
suitable for a specific objective.  Such settings cover service 
clients details (e.g., ID, type), data retrieval configuration 
(e.g., types of sensed data, parameters of gathered data, time 
stamp), environmental events, thresholds, etc. In addition to 
sensing the environment, IoT commonly has task-driven 
necessities related to hybrid services integration. Services 
integration necessitates information on the network topology, 
the state of objects, their position, and density, amongst 
others.  All sensor objects host services to deliver such 
information. 

IV. TRANSFORMING THE SENSOR OBJECT TO A SERVICE 

 
Fig. 2. An abstract representation of a sensor object as service 

Semantic Layer: This is the core layer to transform the 
sensor object into a service that abstracts its capabilities, 
resources, hardware and software platform details. At the 

Semantic Layer, the object retrieves the configured 
coordination rules, interprets, analyze and apply the 
coordination constraints to build a complex-hybrid 
information retrieval services at the individual object scale.   
At the Zone level, this layer also governs the provisioning of 
inter-object service composition, i.e., services located on 
different objects.  Any object can advertise its services into 
one or more logical groups.  In practice, service composition 
is implemented via ports.  A port specifies events and 
commands offered by an object. This layer has parameters, 
which can be modified to change the behavior of the object.  
Furthermore, it applies non-blocking concurrency approaches 
that are investigated in [24].  To avoid any potential issues 
related to power consumption, clock distribution, and dense 
object distribution; the author implements asynchronous and 
asynchronous ports the local and inter-object exchange of 
information.  The asynchronous ports permit remote running 
of commands on networked objects without disturbing the 
execution of local object processes, which initiated the remote 
call. The synchronous ports communications interrupt the 
execution of local process and pause the process termination 
on the remote host.  The Orchestrator component provides a 
lightweight orchestration mechanism to provision the 
composition of services according to the defined coordination 
rules. Coordination rules define the resources to be assigned at 
the logical and physical levels and how to orchestrate them to 
ensure the desired service composition is achieved. The 
orchestration mechanism is designed to handle static-service-
composition because the system administrator manually enters 
the coordination rules. The Orchestrator utilizes the object-
defined services to discover the accessible resources at the 
local and inter-zone levels. 

Information Retrieval: A service encapsulates some 
function, such as producing data, validating a transaction, or 
providing simple analytical services.  The usability of any 
service is based on the functions offered through its interfaces, 
e.g. data extraction, logging, filtering, exchange, etc.  Service 
interfaces are the primary tool that enables services to interact 
with each other. An information retrieval service wraps a 
nested functionality, which utilizes an ordered approach to 
find unstructured data and identify particular patterns 
encapsulated in the gathered data.  In the presented solution, 
three types of information retrieval services, these are (1) 
Trigger-based: An object produces a notification message to 
report events, such as rising temperature or a moving object.  
At the basic level, a simple event is when a predefined 
threshold is exceeded. (2) Periodic: An object reports about 
the monitored environment on regular intervals. The system 
designer can set the reporting frequency, or it can adapt to 
application conditions.  (3) Request-response: System users 
issue requests for information using a suitable query langue 
and application interfaces.  Queries can be distributed to 
network zones that carry data that is relevant to the user query. 
The query can be issued at regular intervals to gather data in 
reactive mode about the monitored environment.  Queries can 
provide an effective solution to retrieve data from particular 
sections of the network. 

Object-level operations:  In the model advocated in this 
paper, an object is made up of a set of services, which offer 
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various functions including, an interaction service deals with 
the exchange of data messages, a fault-tolerance service 
attempts to heal software/hardware faults, a sensor calibration 
service to calibrate sensors, and a neighborhood service to 
discover neighbors and setup zones.  The majority of object-
based services offer applications and information retrieval 
services the capability to interact with the object hardware, 
namely sensors, actuators, battery level or the radio unit, by 
calling OS primitives. 

Data Resources:  The object Data Resources layer is a 
crucial layer of the object as a service stack. At this layer, the 
utilization of shared data resources is managed and tracked, a 
log and a register for available resources are upheld, and 
buffer pools are grouped.  Logs and reports are produced at 
this layer and offered to the whole system. The logs contain 
events read/write, in sequential order and specify the services 
which are detecting the event, and the notification messages 
presents detected events in a concise method to the whole 
system. IoT ecosystems are characterized by composite data 
structures because of the multimodal sensing and 
decentralized applications implemented on heterogeneous 
objects. To construct an effective service, this layer offers a 
data abstraction service, which interprets the imperfect data 
setting. Information abstraction advances the capability to 
influence data analysis, irrespective of its structure, because of 
logical and new schema’s, which is present in middleware. 
For instance, the field characteristics of sensing data generated 
by an object at this layer are ID, Object, Sensor Samples, 
Time Stamp and Status. 

V. APPLICATION SCENARIO OF COORDINATED 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

This section of the paper presents how the primitives of a 
rule-based grammar can be applied to provide effective 
coordination between IoT objects to retrieve information. 
Such primitives are the primary phase on the way to the 
incorporation of rule-based grammar in IoT objects 
information retrieval tasks. Moreover, it shows an application 
scenario, which demonstrates how various information 
retrieval services can be coordinated. Coordination languages 
offer means of integrating two or more information retrieval 
services through interfacing with every service to create a 
unified service, which can run on a highly decentralized large-
scale IoT ecosystem. The author addresses events, which are 
triggered by several units targets, e.g. a group of soldiers in a 
battlefield surveillance application.  In this IoT ecosystem, an 
event-based information retrieval service is utilized to notify 
the periodic-based information retrieval service-driven service 
to enhance the gathered data accuracy. Objects send their 
sensor samples periodically to the end user to specify the 
position of the soldiers. In addition to periodic transmission of 
data, some objects run a trigger-based service. Once an object 
senses an event in the form of movement in the monitored 
environment, it adjusts its periodic information extraction 
service to escalate the information frequency. Then, the object 
informs its neighbors in the same logical zone about the event 
in their region to adapt their periodic data collection services. 

In this scenario, the Coordination Language Facility (CLF) 
[25] is chosen as the coordination layer on top of the IoT 

ecosystem infrastructure. In CLF, the utilization of rules to 
manage the operation of different or single vendor services is 
established on a proactive approach. A CLF system 
dynamically attempts to effect its environment, instead of just 
replying to external activities. This characteristic compliments 
the autonomy of every active IoT object. An IoT object listens 
for activities to happen in the environment and creates new 
reports based on the defined rules and their interpretation by 
its rules engine. 
Listing 1: Integrating two information retrieval services using CLF 
 
1 waitForNext @ sample (Motion ) < >- send (Motion ) @ 

check_activity (Motion ) 
2 activity ( normal ) @ interval ( normal ) < >- #b 
3 activity ( normal ) @ i n t e r v a l ( high ) < >- adjust_interval ( normal 

) 
4 activity ( high ) < >- adjust_interval ( f a s t ) @ inform_neighbour 
5 (Motion , Position , Interval ) 
6 received (Motion , position , I n t e r v a l ) @ interval ( normal ) 
7 < >- sample (Motion ) @ 
8 send (Motion ) @ adjust_interval ( f a s t ) 
9 received (Motion , Position , Interval ) @interval ( high ) < >- #b 
 

When implementing the above described scenario, the 
coordination rules are located on and maintained by the 
individual IoT objects to enable several objects to collaborate 
autonomously, i.e., such rules apply to individual objects. The 
waitForNext primitive is a read-only token, which returns a 
value at the start of every sensing interval; it acts as a trigger 
to begin the search for an instance of the rule. The sample 
primitive stores the current motion readings from the motion 
sensor. The send primitive accepts the sensor sample and 
transmits it to the higher layer objects (e.g., cluster head or 
directly to the sink). The check_activity primitive examines the 
level of soldiers movement or activity within the object's 
sensing coverage area. If the level of activity, activity(normal), 
is within normal bounds and the transmission interval is also 
normal, interval(normal), then the object remains idle and 
continuous listening. Once the object's present level of activity 
is normal and the transmission interval is high, interval(high), 
the object sets the interval back to normal to save its energy, 
change_interval(normal). If the object detects a high activity 
within its area of coverage, then it sets its time-driven 
information retrieval service frequency to quick and sends a 
notification message to its neighbors informing them about the 
event in their region notify_neighbour(Motion; Location; Interval). 
The object includes in this notification message its sensor 
reading, position, and a new interval value. After an object 
receives a notification message, received(), it sets its periodic 
information retrieval service interval to quick and it sends its 
present sensor reading. 

This application scenario demonstrates that coordination 
rules offer a practical and intuitive approach for integrating 
services from hybrid information retrieval classes.  The 
coordination engine can manage the objects resources needed 
for composing a hybrid and distributed information retrieval 
service. What exactly is being coordinated, how the 
coordination is achieved, and what are the relevant grammar 
primitives that must be implemented and utilized, are all 
questions that we plan to address in the future. 
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VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
The application scenario described in the previous section 

has been implemented on a small-scale testbed.  The built 
testbed is used for testing and evaluating the efficiency of 
hybrid information retrieval service composition.  The testbed 
is made up of six Sun SPOT (Sun Small Programmable Object 
Technology) nodes and two base stations acting like gateways 
to the Internet. Sun SPOT is a wireless sensor node for a WSN 
application prototyping, which was developed by Sun 
Microsystems. This node uses the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol for 
its communication, and different from other available 
hardware platforms, it runs the Squawk Java Virtual Machine.  
Sun SPOT processor board has ARM architecture 32 bit CPU 
with ARM920T core running at 180 MHz. It has 512 KB 
RAM and 4 MB flash memory. A 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 
radio had an integrated antenna. The sensor board comes with 
an integrated a 3-axis accelerometer, light sensor and 
temperature.  An abstract representation of the testbed is given 
in Figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Testbed layout showing Sun SPOT devices distributions and two 
laptops connecting the base stations. The running soldier icons determines the 
location of activity to be captured by the deployed nodes 

Due to lack of resources to install motion sensors to detect 
the location of moving objects, the sensor devices were placed 
on students tests in a large lecture theater. To generate 
activity, the lights in the room were switched off and two 
students were asked to wander in the room using powerful 
LED torches. The light sensor readings were then used to 
indicate the presence of a target in the room. 

The goal of the experiment was to compose a hybrid 
service on the run time.  This service combines both periodic 
and event-driven information retrieval approaches.  Initially, 
sensor nodes were operating in the periodic mode with large 
sensing intervals, i.e., every 3 seconds.  When an object is 
detected, sensor nodes will switch the event driven service to 
continuously monitor the environment. The event driven 
service will check any sampled readings against preset 
thresholds, which were calculated based on the ambient light 
level in the room. 

We compare our proposed approach to EDSOA [26] from 
the literature as they both offer similar services for the 
development of service-oriented IoT applications.  EDSOA is 

an information-centric session approach to describe service 
behavior working upon distributed events, called event 
session.  We define two benchmarks service communication 
delay and sensing accuracy. Service communication delay is 
the communication time for two services running on different 
nodes before a composite service is built. 

 
Fig. 4. Communication delay before service composition 

Figure 4 shows the communication delay time comparison 
results.  The delay time starts from when an objected is 
detected by the first node up to the complete service 
composition.  Compared to EDSOA, the communication delay 
before a service is composed has been significantly reduced. 
This is mainly due to the fact that the composition rules have 
been predefined.  Even though these rules are static, their 
application is dynamic.  The implementation of the 
coordination rules was executed in parallel on multiple 
devices.  The devices that are in the same coordination state 
will be ready to collaborate with neighboring nodes without 
any delays. 

 
Fig. 5. Target detection accuracy 

Figure 5 shows the detection accuracy rate.  The 
coordination based approach has again performed significantly 
better than EDSOA due to the high levels of coordination 
between sensing objects.  The ability of the composite 
information retrieval service to switch from one sensing mode 
to another and dynamically adjust the sensing interval has also 
contributed to the reduction of target detection localization 
delay and consequently increases the accuracy of the returned 
information. 
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Fig. 6. Energy consumption in Joules 

Figure 6 shows the cost of the service composition in 
Joules.  The number of exchanged messages is significantly 
less than that of EDSOA due to the execution of the 
coordination rules independently on each device. The outcome 
of the coordination rules, which is based on the current 
environmental condition imposes that only the nodes that 
share knowledge about the target needs to communication and 
perform collaborative sensing.  Due to the nature of the sensed 
environment, such nodes are normally physically located close 
to each other. This reduces the bridging distance between 
devices and results in smaller energy consumption. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
This paper attempted to address the challenge of utilizing 

heterogeneous sensor data to allow collaboration and 
information extraction from a group of objects at various 
levels of abstractions.  In the presented approach, the logical 
grouping of objects is a crucial notion for service composition 
and coordination.  Coordination languages can provide a 
hardware/software platform independent solution for the 
development of run-time hybrid and effective information 
retrieval services.  We advocate adding a new level of 
abstraction to group objects with mutual mission restrictions.  
The proposed solution permits objects to collaborate and 
support network-level connectivity with a shared state of data 
and applications. 

The contributions of this paper are three folds. First, we 
present a service stack of the proposed SOA collaborative 
platform and detail its individual components. Second, we 
present a practical approach to transforming the IoT object to 
a service.  Finally, we demonstrated the applicability of such 
an approach using a scenario application implementation in 
the CLF coordination language.  We have shown that the 
coordination engine can manage the objects resources needed 
for composing a hybrid and distributed information retrieval 
service. What exactly is being coordinated, how the 
coordination is achieved, and what are the relevant grammar 
primitives that must be implemented and utilized, are all 
questions that we plan to address in the future. 
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Abstract—Data mining is the process of analyzing data from a 
different category. This data provide information and data 
mining will extracts a new knowledge from it and a new useful 
information is created. Decision tree learning is a method 
commonly used in data mining. The decision tree is a model of 
decision that looklike as a tree-like graph with nodes, branches 
and leaves. Each internal node denotes a test on an attribute and 
each branch represents the outcome of the test. The leaf node 
which is the last node will holds a class label. Decision tree 
classifies the instance and helps in making a prediction of the 
data used. This study focused on a J48 algorithm for classifying a 
gender by using fingerprint features. There are four types of 
features in the fingerprint that is used in this study, which is 
Ridge Count (RC), Ridge Density (RD), Ridge Thickness to 
Valley Thickness Ratio (RTVTR) and White Lines Count 
(WLC). Different cases have been determined to be executed with 
the J48 algorithm and a comparison of the knowledge gain from 
each test is shown. All the result of this experiment is running 
using Weka and the result achieve 96.28% for the classification 
rate. 

Keywords—fingerprint; gender classification; global features; 
Univariate Decision Tree; J48 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A decision tree is a graph that uses a branching method to 

illustrate every possible outcome of the decision. A decision 
tree consists decision nodes and leaf nodes, where the decision 
node specifies a test over one attribute and a leaf node 
represent the class value [1]. A decision tree is a most powerful 
approach in knowledge discovery and data mining [2]. It is a 
non-parametric supervised learning method which is used to 
learn a classification function. It creates a model that predicts 
the value of the target variables by learning a simple decision 
rule from the data features. 

Decision tree always be used with a complex bulk of data 
to enable a knowledge extraction in order to discover a useful 
pattern [2]. There are two approaches for decision tree [3] 
which is a univariate decision tree and multivariate decision 

tree. The univariate decision tree is a decision node which 
considers only one feature that leads to the axis splits while the 
multivariate decision tree is a decision nodes that divide the 
input space into two widths an arbitrary hyperplane and leading 
to an oblique splits [4]. A J48 algorithm is an extension of  an 
ID3 algorithm which is also from the  univariate decision trees. 
For this study, the J48 algorithm has been used a proposed 
technique as it has more accuracy rate [5] compared to the 
available univariate decision tree. 

Since 2006 until now, researchers keep finding the best 
classifier for gender classification problem. But until today 
there is no implementation of decision tree in gender 
classification based on the fingerprint. Badawi et al. [6] used 
three different types of classifier which are Neural Network 
(NN), Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) and Linear Discriminat Analysis 
(LDA) as a classifier for gender classification using the 
fingerprint. From his study, all three classifiers achieved above 
80% of classification rate and the best classifier are NN with 
88.5% of classification rate. 

Verma et al. [7] used Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a 
classifier for fingerprint-based gender classification problem. 
SVM is used to separate the two classes of gender, which is 
male and female. From the study, SVM is able to get 88.00% 
of classification rate. 

In the year of 2011, Arun et al. [8] used SVM to classify 
gender and they achieved 96.00% of classification rate using 
Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel SVM.  Early 2012, 
Gananasivam et al. [9] applied k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) on 
the same problem and they achieved 88.28% of classification 
rate at k=1. 

In the year of 2014, there are some researchers studies on 
gender classification problems to enhance and improve   
fingerprint-based gender classification problem. Gupta et al. 
[10] used the back propagation neural network as classifier to 
classify the gender and they achieved  92.67% of  the 
classification rate. Agrawal et al. [11] used multi-SVM as a 
classifier to classify gender based fingerprint and they achieved 
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81.00% of classification rate which is lower than Verma et al. 
[7] and Arun et. al [8] even though  they are applied the same 
classifier for the same problem. 

Abdullah et. al. [12][13] used several popular classifier for 
classification such as Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network 
(MLPNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Bayes Net and k-
Nearest Neighbor (kNN) in classifying gender using the 
fingerprint features. They achieved above 95% of overall 
classification rate using 10-fold cross validation test. But in the 
study, there is a problem with MLPNN and kNN which is the 
popular overfitting problem. In order to overcome this 
problem, the number of features needs to reduce or needs to do 
the feature selection process before the classification part. 

All the literature studies is shown in Table 1 below. From 
that, we can conclude that until now there is still a problem in 
the gender classification problem especially in terms of the 
accuracy rate. Thus, this study aims to see the performance of 
the J48 algorithm on fingerprint-based gender classification 
where J48 is commonly used in classification problem for the 
univariate decision trees. The performance of the J48 is 
compared with three different test cases, whereby each test 
case has a different number of fingerprint features selected. 

TABLE I. PREVIOUS STUDIES ON FINGERPRINT BASED GENDER 
CLASSIFICATION 

 Classifier Accuracy 

Badawi et. al.[6] 

Neural Network (NN) 
Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) 
Linear Discriminant Analysis 
(LDA) 

80.39% 
86.50% 
88.50% 

Verma et. al.[7] Support Vector Machine (SVM) 88.00% 
Arun et. al.[8] Support Vector Machine (SVM) 96.00% 
Gnanasivam et al. 
[9] k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) 88.28% 

Gupta et. al. [10] Back Propagation Neural 
Network 91.45% 

Agrawal et. al. [11] Support Vector Machine (SVM) 81.00% 
Abdullah et. al. 
[12] 

Multilayer Perceptron Neural 
Network (MLPNN) 97.25% 

Abdullah et. al. 
[13] 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
Bayes Net 
k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) 
Multilayer Perceptron Neural 
Network (MLPNN) 
 

96.62% 
 
96.28% 
95.27% 
 
95.95% 
 

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the 
methodology that has been done in this study, while the result 
analysis and discussion in Section III. Lastly, Section IV 
present the conclusion and future work. 

II. METHODOLOGY 
The sample of this study consist of four extracted features 

of 296 respondent which is Ridge Count (RC), Ridge Density 
(RD), Ridge Thickness to Valley Thickness Ratio (RTVTR) 
and White Lines Count (WLC). The database of the extracted 
fingerprint features are obtained from Abdullah et.al. [14]. The 
process of classification is done using Weka programme with a 
10-fold cross validation test. All features are arrange as shown 

in Figure 1 and save as a Comma Deliminated (CSV) file 
format. 

 
Fig. 1. The extracted features arrange in the database format 

The four extracted features are save into four different files. 
The first file contain two types of fingerprint features which are 
Ridge Density (RD) and Ridge Thickness to Valley Thickness 
Ratio (RTVTR), the second file contains of three types of 
fingerprint features, which are Ridge Density (RD), Ridge 
Thickness to Valley Thickness Ratio (RTVTR) and White 
Lines Count (WLC). The third files contains of three types of 
fingerprint features, which are Ridge Density (RD), Ridge 
Thickness to Valley Thickness Ratio (RTVTR) and Ridge 
Count (RC)  and the last file contain of all the features which 
are Ridge Count (RC), Ridge Density (RD), Ridge Thickness 
to Valley Thickness Ratio (RTVTR) and White Line Count 
(WLC). All these files are used to evaluate the performance of 
J48 algorithm in term of number of features involved in a test 
as shown in Figure 2. The result of this study is shown in a 
form of  accuracy and decision tree. 

 
Fig. 2. Different number of features used in J48 Classifier Test Case 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The result of each test case is given in Table II and the 

result is illustrated in a bar chart as shown in Figure 3. It can be 
seen that Test Case 3 gives a higher classification rate, which is 

J48 
Classifier 

Case 4 
1. RC, 
2. RD,  

3. RTVTR,  
4. WLC 

Case 3 
1. RC, 
2. RD,  

3. RTVTR 

Case 1 
1. RD, 

2. RTVTR 

Case 2 
1. RD, 

2. RTVTR, 
3. WLC 
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96.28% compared to Test Case 1,Test Case 2 and Test Case 3. 
The accuracy of Test Case 2 is 94.96%, which are the lowest 
classification rate for these 4 test cases. Each test case gives 
slightly different results in accuracy. 

TABLE II. ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT TEST CASE 

 Features Used Accuracy 
Case 1 RD & RTVTR 95.61% 
Case 2 RD, RTVTR & WLC 94.96% 
Case 3 RD, RTVTR & RC 95.61% 

Case 4 RC,RD,RTVTR & WLC 96.28% 

The accuracy of each case shown that there is slightly 
different of accuracy for each test case. As the higher number 
of features involved in a test case, the higher accuracy we get. 
But, there is a problem of Test Case 2, where 3 features 
involved in this test case give lower accuracy compared to the 
Test Case 1 which only involved two features. This is due to 
the additional features in Test Case 2, where White Lines 
Count (WLC) gives an impact to the classification rate. From 
this result, we can say that WLC are not reliable or suitable to 
be a feature for classifying gender of a person and this is 
proved by seeing the accuracy of the Test Case 3 which is Test 
Case 3 also involved 3 features which is Ridge Density (RD), 
Ridge Thickness to Valley Thickness Ratio (RTVTR) and 
Ridge Count (RC) gives a better accuracy compared to the Test 
Case 2. The other features like RD, RTVTR and RC is a good 
feature of this problem and this is supported by the T-test of 
each feature. t-Test is used to examine whether the fingerprint 
features of two classes which is male and female is statistically 
differ. 

 
Fig. 3. Accuracy of different test case 

Table III shows the result of the t-Test of the means of the  
four features which are RD, RTVTR, RC and WLC. It is 
shown that the female had a statistically significantly higher 
number of RD (0.654 ± 0.002 mm2), RTVTR (0.811 ± 0.034) 
and RC (16.34 ±1.242 per 25mm2) compared to a male which 
lower numbers of RD (0.470 ± 0.002 mm2), RTVTR (0.537 ± 
0.008) and RC (11.71 ±1.346 per 25mm2). As we can see from 
Table III, the value of the variance of female for the White 

Lines Count (WLC) is higher than the variance for male. We 
decided that the WLC feature is not  to be include as a reliable 
feature for the gender classification in this work. 

Table IV shows the number of respondents in term of 
correct classification, misclassification and the confusion 
matrix. For the Test Case 1, it is shown that 283 of 296 
respondents are correctly classified as a male and as a female 
while another 13 of that are incorrectly classified. While for  
Test Case 2, it is shown that 285 respondents are correctly 
classified as a male and as a female. For Test case 3, 281 of 
296 respondents are correctly classified as a male and as a 
female, while another 15 respondents are incorrectly classified 
as male and female. As we can see from the confusion matrix 
of test case 3, from 15 respondents who are incorrectly 
classified, nine of them are actually a female and six  of them 
are males. 

TABLE III. T-TEST OF THE MEANS OF THE FOUR FEATURES 

Feature Female Male 

Ridge 
Density 
(RD) 

Mean 0.654 Mean 0.470 

Variance 0.002 Variance 0.002 

P(T<=t) one-tail 8.3864E-102 

t Critical one-tail 1.650255746 

P(T<=t) two-tail 1.6773E-101 

t Critical two-tail 1.968381923 

Ridge 
Thickness to 
Valley 
Thickness 
Ratio 
(RTVTR) 

Mean 0.811 Mean 0.537 

Variance 0.034 Variance 0.008 

P(T<=t) one-tail 3.64613E-41 
t Critical one-tail 1.651564228 
P(T<=t) two-tail 7.29225E-41 
t Critical two-tail 1.970423195 

Ridge Count 
(RC) 

Mean 16.34 Mean 11.71 

Variance 1.242 Variance 1.346 

P(T<=t) one-tail 5.496E-106 
t Critical one-tail 1.650161656 
P(T<=t) two-tail 1.0992E-105 
t Critical two-tail 1.968235174 

White Lines 
Count 
(WLC) 

Mean 17.38 Mean 11.18 

Variance 5.099 Variance 2.138 

P(T<=t) one-tail 7.36677E-83 
t Critical one-tail 1.650559157 
P(T<=t) two-tail 1.47335E-82 
t Critical two-tail 1.968855173 

90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Accuracy vs Test Case 

Accuracy
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TABLE IV. NUMBER OF CORRECT  CLASSIFICATION, MIS-CLASSIFICATION 
AND CONFUSION MATRIX FOR EACH DIFFERENT TEST CASE 

 Correct 
Classification 

Mis-
Classification Confusion Matrix 

 
Case 1 

 
283 

 
13 

    M      F    
  ------------ 
  150     6   |  M 
    7     133 |  F 

 
Case 2 

 
285 

 
11 

    M      F    
   -----------   
     151   5  |  M 
      6   134 |  F 

 
Case 3 
 

283 13 

       M    F   
    -----------  
     150   6  |  M 
       7  133 |   F 

 
Case 4 

 
281 

 
15 

       M    F   
    -----------  
     147   9  |  M 
       6  134 |   F 

Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows the tree 
visualization of the univariate decision tree generated by 
WEKA for each test cases. For Test Case 1, the total number of 
leaves in the generated tree is four and the size of the tree is 
seven. 

For Test Case 2, the total number of leaves in the generated 
tree are nine and the size of the tree is 17. For Test Case 3, the 
total number of leaves in the generated tree are four and the 
size of the tree is 7 while for Test Case 4, the total number of 
leaves in the generated tree are seven and the size of the tree is 
13. The number of leaves in the generated tree and size of tree 
from Test Case 2 is higher than Test Case 3, Test 4 and Test 
Case 1. 

The decision tree has many benefits to classification 
process, where it can handle a variety input data which is 
nominal, numeric and text data. Decision tree also is able to 
handle effectively the missing values and had a high 
performance when tested with a small number of efforts. On 
the other hand, the J48 algorithm is still having a problem 
where it will slows down the process of generate a tree 
especially if the data sets used are large and not clean. 

 
Fig. 4. Decision tree for Test Case 1 

 
Fig. 5. Decision tree for Test Case 4 

 
Fig. 6. Decision tree for Test Case 3 

 
Fig. 7. Decision tree for Test Case 2 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, this paper used J48 decision tree in 

fingerprint gender classification problem, and the accuracy of 
the approach is approximately 96.28% for the four fingerprint 
features used. Using WEKA tool, the decision tree is generated 
and we got the higher correctly classified male and female 
which is 285 from 296 respondents. In this study, we can state 
that we can use J48 decision tree as a classifier for fingerprint 
based gender classification. 
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Abstract—Wireless sensor network (WSN) is widely used in 

environmental conditions where the systems depend on sensing 

and monitoring approach. Water pollution monitoring system 

depends on a network of wireless sensing nodes which 

communicate together depending on a specific topological order. 

The nodes distributed in a harsh environment to detect the 

polluted zones within the WSN range based on the sensed data.  

WSN exposes several malicious attacks as a consequence of its 

presence in such open environment, so additional techniques are 

needed alongside with the existing cryptography approach. In 

this paper an enhanced trust model based on the use of radial 

base artificial neural network (RBANN) is presented to predict 

the future behavior of each node based on its weighted direct and 

indirect behaviors, in order to provide a comprehensive trust 

model that helps to detect and eliminate malicious nodes within 

the WSN. The proposed model considered the limited power, 

storage and processing capabilities of the system. 

Keywords—Wireless sensor network; security; Artificial neural 

network; trust rate; malicious node; trust model; threat 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor network is a distributed system that 
contains a collection of autonomous spatially distributed nodes 
cooperating together to produce a globally useful information 
from its local raw sensed data. WSN introduced significant 
advantages upon traditional communication technologies in 
many fields such as healthcare applications which could be 
wearable or even implemented in the patient body, 
transportation, military operations and environmental 
conditions monitoring like fire and natural disaster detection. 

WSN node contains a set of components; one sensor or 
more to sense the environmental conditions as the 
concentration of a specific chemical element in our case, a 
small processing unit, storage and a power supply (battery). 
Each of these components have to be used in a rational way 
since the resources of the node are limited and it is difficult or 
even impossible to fed or replace it [1] [2]. 

Wireless sensor network may contain tens, hundreds or 
even thousands of autonomous nodes equipped with sensors. It 
is essential to choose a suitable network topology that enables 
the communication between several nodes, and the 
transmission of sensed data. The main driving factor in 
selecting which topology should be used is the limited power 
supply within WSN nodes, and also the need to reduce the 
price as much as possible because hundreds of nodes should be 
connected and interact. It is possible to use the bus topology, 

ring, star, mesh, tree or hybrid topology. A hybrid topology 
that combines star, mesh and ring topologies together is 
proposed to provide a reliable, fault tolerant and power 
efficient communication and data transmission [3]. 

Using WSN in water pollution monitoring requires the 
existence of sensing nodes in a harsh and changeable 
environment, that makes it exposed to several security threats 
and dangers. A sensing node could be damaged due to 
environmental changes and conditions, also it may be a target 
for an opponent party and simply be replaced or even modified 
in such a way that facilitates a passive or active attack by the 
opponent. As a result preserving the system security is an 
important and essential issue to prevent any unauthorized 
access to its components. Several techniques are used such as 
symmetric encryption, it depends on the use of a single key in 
both sides sender node and receiver one, but such methodology 
is not enough and we need an additional strategy that 
distinguish a malicious node even if it somehow obtained the 
key. Building trust between the different nodes is the intended 
approach [4]. 

Building trust between system nodes requires the use of a 
trust model to provide trust ratings for WSN sensor nodes 
depending on their performance and sensed data, higher the 
trust ratings for a specific node higher its effectiveness, while 
lower the trust rate means higher probability to remove it from 
the system especially when it becomes lower than a specific 
threshold [5]. 

Several trust schemes had been used to discover the 
malicious nodes in WSN, all of them are based on two 
essential characteristics in terms of WSN resources limitations; 
in one hand they are lightweight and need less power, 
processing and communications, in the other hand  they are 
powerful and capable of managing trust between various 
heterogeneous nodes [6].The proposed trust model aims to 
enhance the use of artificial neural network(ANN) in WSN 
using radial basis function benefiting from its simplicity in 
implementation to provide a comprehensive trust model that 
supports system security and rationalizes resources 
consumption. 

The rest of the paper is ordered as the following; in section 
II a literature review that lists the state-of-the-art security 
approaches and trust models, while section III proposes a 
comprehensive architecture for the WSN system including 
system components and the network topology. In section IV 
securing the WSN is discussed, while section V focuses on 
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how to build trust between several nodes in WSN using ANN, 
VI includes a proposed enhanced trust model. Finally section 
VII concludes with the future work. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The raised popularity of WSN had been facing several 
security threats and permutations. Developing corresponding 
countermeasure mechanisms suffered from challenges 
represented by the sensors size, processing power and memory 
limitations. Data within a water pollution monitoring system 
should be protected from any unauthorized party since water is 
the basic resource of life for all countries, so security 
mechanisms are essential to perceive confidentiality, 
availability and integrity of the WSN components including 
hardware devices, software, networking equipments and 
collected data [7]. 

Attacks in WSN are categorized to two main approaches; 
either attacks against the employed security mechanism or 
attacks against the routing mechanism. An attack that aims to 
hack the security mechanism by exploiting its weaknesses 
depends on the mechanism characteristics while the last 
depends on hacking the routing algorithms within the network 
[8] [12]. 

Denial of service attack (DoS) prevents the normal use of 
the communication facilities within the network by exhausting 
its resources with extra transmitted packets; it aims to flood the 
network with useless data and may eventually disrupt the 
whole network [5]. Sybil attack is another threat in which a 
node claims numerous identities so it behalf and interact as a 
set of legitimate nodes, data integrity and resource utilization 
degrades and as a result network protocols may be disrupted 
[11]. In black whole attack a malicious node attempts to track 
and attract the traffic in the network, once the opponent can 
access, communicate and participate in the network the entire 
readings could be affected especially in the hierarchal network 
topologies where data is transmitted passing through several 
nodes. Hello flood attack is incorporated by a foreign 
adversary who can flood hello request to any legitimate node in 
the network and break the security mechanism, while in 
wormhole attack the attacker record the packets and forward to 
another location, one or more fake nodes are used with a route 
between them, once the malicious node starts its work a fake 
route is used to provide a path that is shorter than the original 
one, and as a result the data is tunneled within the undesirable 
route [9]. 

Basically WSN defensive line depends on the use of 
conventional key approaches for intrusion detection and 
prevention, symmetric encryption techniques help to hide the 
content of transmitted packets through the network such that no 
malicious node can make use of encrypted data even if it get 
the ciphered packets, and this is distinguished by its reduced 
overhead compared with public encryption algorithms. The 
network is still facing the previous types of attacks but 
although the available resources within the network are limited 
additional techniques are needed beside cryptography to ensure 
the system security [10]. 

Several Approaches including steganography, physical 
layer secure access, data aggregation schemes, multilayer 

approaches and trust building are used integrally to provide a 
comprehensive defense line for the WSN. While cryptography 
aims to hide the content of transmitted packets steganography 
mechanism is capable of hiding the existence of the transmitted 
packets entirely, confusing the adversary who expects to get 
readings transmitted through the network [7]. Physical layer 
secure access strengthens the system security through 
frequency hopping in WSN, mainly by transmitting signals and 
quickly switching a carrier between several frequency 
channels. The effectiveness of this technique is lies in the 
efficient design for hopping order which is modified in less 
time compared to required time for discovery [9]. 

Multilayer defense approaches aims to guarantee WSN 
security in layers of protocols stack, providing a strong 
combination of malicious behavior prevention by employing a 
set of mechanisms at various layers within the OSI protocol. 
The main drawback of such approach is that the attack could be 
detected by several mechanisms causing in redundant detection 
and high power consumption [10]. 

Modeling trust in WSN is widely used for the early 
detection of malicious nodes and its subsequent effect 
prevention. Sensor nodes need to ensure the trust of the next 
node within the routing path to forward data packets, also the 
node needs to trust other neighbors to check anomalous 
readings. Several schemes had been proposed for trust 
modeling in WSN. 

A. Trust management for resilient geographic routing (TM-

RGR) 

An algorithm is used to prevent attacks on geographic 
routing of data. The idea here is to reward a good behaving 
node and giving it additional confidence and trust raise every 
time it forwards a data packet successfully while punishing 
illegal node that lie about its location. Honest node remains 
longer time in the set of packet forwarding. After establishing a 
routing table for a specific node; it monitors the behavior of its 
next neighbor using snooping technique. TM-RGR is very 
simple and updating trust value does not take a lot of time, but 
in the other hand the accuracy is modest and the opportunity of 
false positives and false negatives is raised [13]. 

B. Hybrid Trust and Reputation Management (HTRM) 

This scheme combines both behavior based approaches and 
certificate based approaches to update a node trust, behavioral 
based approaches depends on both direct and indirect 
behavioral information collected by the surrounding nodes. 
Trust of a node is calculated after gathering enough number of 
evidences from a certificate authority or any other trusted 
neighbor; in case where negative evidences are obtained the 
certificate is revoked immediately. As a result of the 
combination between certificates, direct and indirect behavior  
more power consumption is required for evaluating node trust 
which is not available within a single node [12]. 

C. Group Based Trust Management Scheme (GBTMS) 

In this model instead evaluating the trust for a single sensor 
node, a light weight algorithm is used to evaluate the trust for a 
group of nodes within the WSN. A cluster head is capable of 
evaluating trust for sensor nodes within its cluster, and other 
cluster heads depending on both direct and indirect behaviors. 
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Memory consumption in GBTMS is minimized since trust of a 
group of nodes is evaluated and information is stored at the 
cluster head, but the amount of resources needed are more 
since the trust is calculated based on the previous behaviors 
[13]. 

D. Weighted Trust Algorithm (WTA) 

WTA is used to detect the malicious nodes by observing its 
reported data to associate a weight for each node in the 
network. All sensing node are initialized with the same weight 
value. The a node weight is updated every cycle if it sends a 
report  that differs from the reports of other sensing nodes. If a 
sensor node sends its report inconsistent with the final decision 
which is based on the reported data from others nodes its 
weight would be decreased and if it became lower than a 
specific threshold, the corresponding node will be identified as 
a malicious one. Weights are updated dynamically, but there is 
a high opportunity for false positive and false negative 
probabilities [14]. 

E. Behavior Trust based on Geometric Mean Approach 

(BTGMA) 

BTGMA is a distributed trust scheme in which trust 
management is spread over the whole WSN; every node within 
the network is responsible for evaluating its trust based on 
direct and indirect behavior. Direct behavior is obtained by 
calculating the geometric mean of the quality of service (QoS) 
characteristics for a specific node, such as amount of consumed 
power, transmitted data rate, and reliability. Larger number of 
QoS characteristics employed larger the amount of consumed 
energy, and this is not consistent with the WSN limitations [13] 
[18]. 

F. Lightweight and Dependable Trust management Scheme 

(LDTS) 

A light weight scheme is used for trust management in 
clustered WSN. Evaluating trust for a node is calculated 
depending on indirect evidences where indirect behavior is 
obtained using the feedback reported by cluster head node. 
LDTS improves system efficiency because it works even in 
cases where direct behavior is not accessible or insufficient, but 
the main drawback is its complete dependency on the cluster 
head, any unexpected damage in the CH disrupts the whole 
approach [8] [13]. 

G. Swarm intelligence based method. 

Swarm intelligence approach is used to find the most 
reputable path in the network; nodes within this path are 
considered as trustworthy nodes and in result obtain a higher 
trust evaluation. Ant colony is a good example for swarm 
intelligence, searcher ants leave a pheromone in the path  of 
food resource, where higher concentration of the pheromone 
higher attraction for collector ants to that path. Finding the 
shortest path between the source and destination node is 
computed easily using an algorithm such as Dijkstra's 
algorithm [8]. 

H. Artificial neural network method. 

Neural networks have the ability to mimic the human brain 
behavior using a set of crude and simple approximations of the 
human neurons which is used to learn and generalize from 

training data. ANN consists of two main phases; training stage 
and generalization. In training phase weights of the input 
patterns are learned until a specific error is reached or after a 
specific number of iterations, so that the network learn the 
decision boundaries from the training patterns. Generalization 
phase includes using untrained inputs to find the output using 
the trained ANN, i.e. this phase is essential to classify 
untrained data correctly. ANN has many features that 
encourage its usage in WSN such as its   parallelism, efficiency 
and noise tolerance which is very important in such harsh 
environment [15]. 

The existing ANN trust models based on calculating the 
trust rate of each node depending on its direct and indirect 
behavior which is obtained from the current and previous 
readings of its neighbors either in a cluster based network or  
any other topological WSN. The obtained reading which is 
called the expected reading is then compared with the actual 
one and trust rate is updated according to the convergence 
between both. The main drawback in the state-of-the-art ANN 
based trust models is the method for calculating node behavior. 
Nodes readings are treated equally without concerning about 
the spatial and temporal dimensions of these readings [16]. 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Providing a comprehensive WSN architecture that satisfies 
the robustness, availability and reduced power consumption is 
a challenging role. The current WSN architectures try to 
guarantee rationalized data delivery using star topology which 
reduces the consumed power by reducing the nodes within the 
transmission route.  Several routing techniques are employed to 
minimize the wasted power by controlling the route for the 
transmitted data from sensing node to sink node. Concentrating 
on rationalizing the data transmission power consumption 
indicates that it consumes the largest portion of the available 
resources [17]. 

A. WSN components 

WSN for water pollution monitoring system consists of 
several nodes equipped with sensors to get the concentration of 
water components in the surrounding environment, these nodes 
are collaborating together and linked via a wireless data link to 
the main node (sink node) that aggregates the collected 
readings from individuals, preprocesses and sends it to a main 
station to be processed and stored as shown in fig.1 

 

Fig. 1. WSN node components 

microprocessor is the brain in each node, it is responsible for 
the basic processing of collected data via the sensing units, 
controlling the work of   other node's components and 
managing the overall power consumption since each node has a 
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limited power resource, the main power consumption refers to 
the transmission of data which is the transceiver responsibility 
[17]. 

Water as a vital resource of life is polluted due to either 
chemical or natural changes. Natural water pollution includes 
the alteration of water natural properties due to increased 
salinity and temperature variation; so we need a sensor to 
measure water temperature and salt concentration. In the other 
hand chemical pollution implies water exposure to dangerous 
chemicals such as petroleum, arsenic and insecticides, these 
components change the properties of water and can affect the 
water potability. Sensing unit contains sensors to detect 
dangerous chemicals alongside with sensors that sense natural 
water pollution resources. 

B. Networking topology 

In WSN we proposed a cluster based WSN architecture that 
uses a hybrid network topology which combines star, mesh and 
ring topologies together. The three topologies are used to 
enhance the reliability of the system while taking in to account 
the available resources as following: 

 a collection of the sensing nodes are connected to a 
central node cluster head(CH)  that has an additional 
capabilities and resources among other nodes using star 
topology, as a result a set of clusters are obtained. Star 
topology has many advantages compares with other 
topologies including its scalability and power usage 
reduction; if a cluster head fail other nodes within the 
same cluster can reconfigure the topology and elect a 
new CH. 

 Clusters heads are connected together as a mesh to 
provide a reliable communications, clusters heads had 
additional resources that facilitate the use of such 
topology. To access a specific cluster head the sink 
node needs an algorithm to detect the shortest path to 
that head to reduce consumed power as much as 
possible. All clusters heads are connected directly to the 
sink node which acts as a gateway to the outside world. 

 Data collected through sensors in each node could be 
aggregated and sent to the base station by passing 
through the cluster head and sink node, if a node fail 
then the network will reconfigure itself around the other 
nodes, even if the radio link from a sensing node to its 
cluster head gone down due to interference for example 
then the access to that head would be done through an 
alternative ring connection, the ring path is chosen 
depending on the shortest path from the cluster head 
passing by the sensing node and returning to the head 
again. Fig.2 clarifies the overall architecture of WSN 
using hybrid network topology. 

Cluster head aggregates the corresponding sensing nodes 
readings to be delivered to the base station via the sink node. 
Data delivery model decides when the collected data should be 
sent to the sink node, there are four main models for data 
delivery: continuous delivery, query driven, event driven and 
hybrid delivery models. Continuous delivery model sends the 
data periodically to the sink node while query driven models 
depend on the sink query for the data, event driven model 

depends on sending data when an event occurs. The proposed 
WSN system uses a hybrid data delivery model that enhances 
effective monitoring and enables the responsible party to take 
decisions accurately. 

 
Fig. 2. System architecture 

IV. SECURITY IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK 

Building Underground Water pollution monitoring system 
is a challenging task since several environmental conditions 
and changes may affect the WSN and cause in suspicious 
measurements as a result. For example a node could be 
disrupted due to environmental conditions or battery leakage, 
and that affects the availability of the system which is one of 
the main security goals for the WSN. A malicious node may 
enter the network and provide wrong data, change data or even 
transmit data about the validity and quality of the monitored 
water supply to another party; and this threatens the 
confidentiality and integrity of our system. 

Generally, as any wireless sensor network built in a harsh 
environment the proposed system is exposed to security attacks 
such as DOS, wormhole, Sybil attack, hello flood and node-
capturing attacks. The use of cryptographic algorithms alone 
cannot encounter and cope with the various types of attacks, so 
building trust between several nodes within the network is 
important to distinguish legitimate nodes from malicious ones 
[6]. 

V. BEHAVIOR PREDICTION IN WSN USING RBANN 

Due to scalability, expandability and openness features of 
the WSN as a distributed system, additional new nodes can 
enter the system at different times; this exposes the network to 
several types of attacks and requires a strategy to distinguish 
legitimate nodes from foreign ones. Building trust is essential 
to assure the legitimacy of several nodes and protect the system 
so that no harmful node can masquerade or pretend to be a 
good one [9]. 

Different trust models have been proposed to provide an 
ultimate mechanism for detecting malicious nodes within 
WSN. All of the proposed trust models based on calculating 

Figure 3:  Time seriese prediction using artificial neural network 
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trust rate for every node within the system depending on its 
behavior which is captured by either direct or indirect fashion, 
depending on these rates the controller or director decide to 
consider a node as legitimate node and in result raise its trust 
rate or it could be a layer and punished by reducing its trust 
rate, if the rate decreased below a specific threshold the node 
may be discarded or monitored to be treated later [6]. 

ANN is widely used in real world approaches that build 
efficient systems to solve real world problems such as time 
series prediction. Employing ANN in Time series prediction 
applications is done by transferring the problem into a simple 
function that maps inputs to output using activations [16]. As 
shown in fig.3 predicting the reading of a sensor within the 
WSN is done depending on the previous n readings of the 
sensor as an input to the neural network, to accomplish the 
prediction based on both direct and indirect behaviors the 
network is expanded to include additional neighbors readings 
history. 

Radial Base Artificial Neural Network uses three layers 
feed forward neural network; input layer, output layer and one 
hidden layer [19]. To predict the behavior of a node within the 
network the network works as following: 

 

Fig. 3. Time Series Prediction using artificial neural network 

 Input layer contains a set of readings (patterns) as input 
for nodes used in the direct behavioral prediction, but 
for indirect behavioral prediction the previous readings 
of other surrounding nodes are considered as a part of 
the input patterns. 

 Single hidden layer that contains a set of radial bases 
functions (Gaussian functions) as an activation function 
to train the network from the available labeled readings. 
The training of ANN is essential to enable its ability to 
predict future readings of unlabeled patterns, the 
process can be described as preparing the network to be 
equipped for data it didn’t see before and provide right 
predictions. 

 Output layer implements a linear weighted sum 
function that calculates the predicted reading for a 
specific node. 

Fig.4 shows how a RBFNN is used to predict the future 
reading of a sensing node based on its direct and indirect 
behavior. To find the activation function Φ(x) equation 1 is 

used [15]. The input to hidden basis function parameters {, 

} can be set using any number of unsupervised learning 

techniques. 

 
Where j is a hidden neuron. 

The output at output layer is calculated using both Φ(x) and 
weights from hidden to output layer as in equation 2. 

 
Where x- is the input value,  j- is the hidden neuron; k is the 

output neuron, Wkj the weight from neuron k in hidden layer to 
neuron j in output layer. 

Weights are trained and updated so that the sum-square 
output error is minimized; when the error is minimized to a 
specific threshold training is stopped and the network becomes 
ready for the generalization phase which is essential to assure 
the ability of the network to generalize from trained data and 
predict a correct reading for untrained samples, as a result the 
RBANN is capable of providing an expected reading for every 
node in the WSN for water pollution monitoring system. [15]. 

 
Fig. 4. Radial base neural network 

VI. PROPOSED TRUST MODEL 

The proposed approach is to enhance the use of neural 
network for malicious nodes detection in WSN taking in to 
account the power supply and computational restrictions in 
such systems. A RBANN is used to find the expected reading 
of a node using a set of direct and indirect behaviors , the 
output is compared with the real reading of that node and the 
trust rate is then determined according to the convergence or 
divergence  between both readings. Two main sequential stages 
are included in the proposed trust model: 

(1) 

(2) 
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A. Clusters heads trust rating. 

To assure that a cluster head is not a malicious node and 
prevent it from distorting and changing sensed readings 
captured by sensing nodes within the same cluster, RBANN is 
used to calculate the expected behavior for that cluster head. 
Inputs of the ANN training are the n previous readings of the 
intended cluster head, current reading and previous n readings 
of other surrounding cluster heads, other clusters heads are 
given weight that determine the ratio with which each one 
affect the intended cluster head depending on the distance 
between both; shorter the distance larger the contribution in 
determining the expected behavior. 

B. Sensing nodes trust rating. 

RBANN is used to calculate the expected output and 
reading of each sensing node within each cluster using the 
previous and current readings of the remaining sensing nodes 
in the same cluster in addition to the previous n readings of the 
intended node. Each sensing node within the cluster affect the 
intended one with a specific ratio depending on the distance 
between both, also previous n readings for a node varies in its 
contribution based on the temporal differences between them, 
older the reading less its contribution in calculating a specific 
node expected reading. 

Cluster heads passes the actual readings of all nodes to base 
station through the sink node. ANN resides in the base station 
where we have unlimited power and computational 
capabilities, that helps to avoid resources limitations in WSN. 
The expected readings obtained from the ANN is compared 
with the actual ones in database, if both are convergent trust 
rate is raised, otherwise trust rate is minimized. Generally trust 
rating for each sensing node is maintained according to the 
comparison between both actual and expected behavior. 

As shown in fig.5 the proposed algorithm is constituted by 
the following steps which are applied periodically every time a 
sink node asks for sensed data: 

1) Basically when the WSN system is constructed all 

nodes are initialized with equally trust rate such as 1. 

2) The expected trust rate of each cluster head CHi is 

calculated based on the previous n readings of that head, 

current reading and previous n readings of all other cluster 

heads selected depending on the distance between each one of 

them and the CHi. Each cluster head affects the trust rate of 

CHi with R ratio depending on the distance between both and 

even previous n readings of a specific head have different 

proportions in calculating the cluster head expected reading 

depending on its time, older reading has less effect. 

3) RBANN is calculates the  expected output, if it 

converges to the current actual reading for that head then it is 

considered as trusted head and trust is raised; otherwise trust is 

minimized with respect to the variance between actual and 

expected reading as shown in fig.6. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Proposed algorithm for trust rate calculation 

 

Fig. 6. WSN node trust rate calculation 
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4) If trust rate for a specific cluster head became less than 

a specific threshold Ω cluster head is eliminated and another 

new one from the same cluster is elected, the winner is the 

richer node which has abundant available resources compared 

to other cluster nodes. 

5) After ensuring the trust of a cluster head, 

corresponding sensing nodes trust within the same cluster 

need to be checked. As in fig.6 trust rating for each sensing 

node is done by comparing its actual reading passed to the 

base station by a trusted cluster head and the corresponding 

expected one obtained using the ANN. The inputs to ANN are 

the n previous readings of the intended node, current and n 

previous readings for all sensing nodes within the same 

cluster. Each sensing node contributes in calculating the 

expected trust rate depending on its distance from the intended 

one, closer the distance larger the influence in calculations. 

6) If the trust rate is raised, sensing node is considered a 

trusted one and its gathered data is considered as a valuable 

data, otherwise trust rate degrades and after it becomes smaller 

than Ω the node is considered a suspicious one and its reading 

is discarded for t of time while its behavior under monitoring, 

if the node behavior didn’t improve then it is considered a 

malicious one and its collected data discarded, otherwise trust 

rating improves and became more than Ω so the node is 

reconsidered trustful and its readings are taken in to account. 
Since cluster head has larger influence, permissions and 

effect on the system as a whole in more comprehensive 
fashion, a suspicious cluster head will be eliminated directly 
without any other considerations because it is capable of  
influencing  and harming the entire system by either changing 
the collected data sent from sensing nodes within the same 
cluster or even by providing a misleading trust rate evaluation 
of other cluster heads. 

Employing the proposed algorithm provides the 
administrator at the base station with a mean to track the trust 
of all network nodes and eliminate malicious or damaged ones. 
The implementation of the algorithm in two sequential 
hierarchical stages helps to reduce the consumed power for 
strangers' detection and also reduces the wasted efforts in case 
where a cluster head masquerades or forges nodes within the 
same cluster, exactly as any hierarchal arrangement the higher 
branch always affects all other sub-branches so credibility of a 
cluster head is checked to trust what it passes to the base 
station. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

WSN used for Water pollution monitoring system requires 
a powerful defense line against threats and changes in the 
surrounding, taking in to account resources challenges in such 
system. Enhanced ANN based trust model is proposed to 
overcome the weaknesses in the existing WSN trust models. 
By using a modified radial base ANN we improve the way in 
which ANN is used to predict the expected readings of network 
nodes, and calculate their trust rate based on spatial and 
temporal weighting of both sensing nodes, and clusters heads. 
In addition we adapted a dependable, fault tolerant hybrid 
architecture that combines mesh, star and ring topologies in 

order to provide a comprehensive robust WSN that consumes 
less resources compared with the existing WSN. In the future 
work we aim to improve RBANN accuracy using additional 
inputs to represent the direct behavior for the node being 
evaluated depending on the geometric mean of its quality of 
service (QoS) characteristics. 
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Abstract—Recent years have witnessed a widespread 
availability of electronic healthcare data record (EHR) systems. 
Vast amounts of health data were generated in the process of 
treatment in medical centers such hospitals, clinics, or other 
institutions. To improve the quality of healthcare service, EHRs 
could be potentially shared by a variety of users. This results in 
significant privacy issues that should be addressed to make the 
use of EHR practical. In fact, despite the recent research in 
designing standards and regulations directives concerning 
security and privacy in EHR systems, it is still, however, not 
completely settled out the privacy challenges. In this paper, a 
systematic literature review was conducted concerning the 
privacy issues in electronic healthcare systems. More than 50 
original articles were selected to study the existing security 
approaches and figure out the used security models. Also, a novel 
Context-aware Access Control Security Model (CARE) is 
proposed to capture the scenario of data interoperability and 
support the security fundamentals of healthcare systems along 
with the capability of providing fine-grained access control. 

Keywords—Electronic health records; Systematic review; 
Privacy; Security regulations; Interoperability 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The widespread availability of ubiquitous medical 

wearable devices such as smart medical sensors and the using 
of medical management software systems led the revolution of 
collecting healthcare data. In this context, sensors and medical 
systems can be operated by very diverse organizations to 
continuously sensing patient data during the medical process. 
However, only authorized users such as medical stuff should 
have access to the collected health data as it almost always 
contains confidential and sensitive data. 

In fact, several pieces of regulations and standards have 
been proposed to protect individual privacy. One can consider, 
the HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act of 1996) that provides data privacy for personal health 
care information, the European Data Protection Directive 
95/46/EC, the GLBA (Gramm-LeachBliley Act, the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act, and the EUs Safe Harbour Law [1]. These laws 
usually require strict security measures for sharing and 
exchanging health data, and failure to comply with them is 
strongly sanctioned, with severe penalties being imposed. 

In this context, electronic healthcare systems (EHRs) 
employee such rules and thus were categorized as security 
critical systems [2]. These systems are differentiated in one 
important aspect to other systems: The balancing between 
confidentiality and availability. The tension between these 
goals is clear: while all the patient’s data should be available 
to be shared and monitored to deliver professional healthcare 
services; for security reasons, part of the data may be 
considered confidential and must not be accessible. Clearly, 
reconciling between the pair goals should be achieved to 
provide the best possible care for patients. 

Indeed, EHRs are real-time, patient-centered systems that 
make data available and managed by authorized providers in a 
digital format. In fact, EHR was built upon the standards of 
collecting data from patients and is composed of three main 
components: A set of intelligent physiological sensors with a 
personal server to gather the vital signs, a heterogeneous 
network, and a remote health care server. In EHRs, users may 
be a health data owner (i.e., patients) or a requester (i.e., 
doctors or pharmacists), servers, in turn could be local or 
cloud servers that store, process and analyze the gathered 
health data [3,4]. Networks, on the other hand, act as the 
bridge connecting between patients and the medical staff to 
support the transmitting and sharing of data [4]. Fig.1 
illustrates the typical architecture of EHR system. 

Although of many benefits provided by healthcare 
systems, nevertheless, there are vulnerable to a wide range of 
security threats because of their portability and design [10]. 
Specifically, threats were emerged at each level of the system, 
for instance: At data collection level [5-10], At transmission 
level [11-14], and At storage level [15-19]. These threats were 
described in Section III. In addition to the aforementioned 
threats, some patients worry while using healthcare systems 
applications. So, it is necessary to ensure patients feel fully 
confident to use the system and have their own privacy control 
over it [11]. To this end, in this paper, we conduct an in-depth 
survey study to analyze the healthcare system’s security and 
privacy threats. Then, we propose a novel security model that 
captures the scenario of data interoperability and supports the 
security fundamental of EHR along with the capability of 
providing fine-grained access control [20]. 
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Fig. 1. The architecture of Healthcare Monitoring System 

The remainder of the paper was organized as follows. In 
Section II, we discuss the privacy requirements of healthcare 
systems; its security attacks were then presented in detail in 
Section III. Section IV presents a set of exiting security 
models.   The proposed model was discussed in Section V. 
Final conclusions, and the future work was offered in Section 
VI. 

II. PRIVACY REQUIREMENTS IN HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS 
Several general security and privacy requirements should 

be satisfied to provide the appropriate level of privacy in EHR 
system. Authors defined more than twenty security 
requirements that were found on surveys such as [3, 15-18, 
21-26]. Due to space limitations, we list the most important 
requirements: 

1) Access control is the ability to limit and control the 
access to resources by authorized users [3,21].  It makes use of 
three different security and privacy requirements: 
identification, authentication, and authorization.  Identification 
is not an original security issue in itself, but its purpose is to 
identify users. Thus, it is used to affect the way a user can be 
authenticated [22,23,24]. Authentication, in turn, provides 
assurance that the requesting data access is authentic and valid 
[3] and has the identity claims before accessing [21]. It also 
ensures that the communication is with an authorized party on 
the other side [22]. Finally, the authorization process 
determines which part of data can be restricted to an external 
requester upon the security policy. It is important to mention 
that a proper access control mechanism should ensure patient 
privacy and also provide a good balance between availability 
and confidentiality [15, 23] security goals. 

2) Availability is the property of a system and resource 
being accessible, usable and available upon demand by 
authorized users [15,18,21] anytime anywhere in the 
healthcare system [25]. Ensuring availability also involves 
preventing service disruptions due to hardware failures, power 
outages, and system upgrade [16,22]. 

3) Dependability guarantees easily retrievable of medical 
data at any time even if there are some threats caused by the 
network dynamic or failure node [18,26]. Usually in most 
medical cases, unable to retrieve accurate data is due to threats 
caused by the network dynamics, threaten the patient's life. 
Fault tolerance is a necessary requisite for dependability. 

4) Flexibility is to enable unauthorized participant who is 
not on the permissible list to access specific data in an 
emergency case to save the patient's life. Inability or 
prevention the access rules may threaten a patient’s life [18]. 

III. SECURITY ATTACKS IN HEALTHCARE SYSTEM 
Healthcare systems are vulnerable to penetration by 

malicious attacks or intentionally from users for profit. This 
damages the effectiveness or deterioration the performance of 
healthcare systems [4,27,28]. Specifically, insulin pump 
sensors, hospital networks, or the personal health data can be 
hacked or stolen by malicious users [19, 26]. 

1) Attacks at data collection level 
These attacks may cause several threats to data collection 

level such as altering information, dropping some important 
data, or resending data messages. 

Jamming Attack: refers to interference attacker's radio 
signal with frequencies of the BAN (Body Area Networks). 
Resulting in isolating and preventing sensor node within the 
range of the attacker signals for giving or receiving any 
message among the affected nodes and other sender nodes as 
long as the jamming signal continues [5, 7]. 

Data Collision Attack: takes place when two or more 
nodes attempt to transmit simultaneously. Also, it refers to 
jamming attacks when a foe may strategically generate extra 
collisions by sending repeated messages on the channel [6, 7]. 
When the frame header is changed due to a collision, the error 
checking mechanism at the receiving end detects that as an 
error and rejects received data. Thus, a change in the data 
frame header is a threat to data availability in the BAN [5]. 

Data Flooding Attack:  the attacker repeatedly broadcast 
many requests to the victim node for connection until using all 
the power of its resources reach a maximum limit, causing a 
flooding attack [8]. 

Desynchronization Attack: in this type of attack, the 
attacker's tampers messages between sensor nodes by copy it 
many times using a fake sequence number to one or both 
endpoints of an active connection, which leads the WBAN to 
an infinite cycle, resulting in causing the sensor nodes 
transmits massages again and wastes their energy [6, 8]. 

Spoofing Attack: where the attacker targets the routing 
information to perform several disruptions such as spoofing, 
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altering, or replay the routing information, leading to 
complicate the network by creating routing loops [9]. 

Selective Forwarding Attack:  it takes place when the 
attacker malicious node in a data flow path forwards selected 
messages and drops the others. The damage becomes serious 
when these malicious nodes were located proximity to the 
base station [13]. 

Sybil Attacks: in Sybil, the attacker malicious node 
represents more than one identity in the network [6]. It has 
important effect in geographic routing protocols. Where the 
location information is required to be exchanged between the 
nodes and their neighbors to route the geographically 
addressed packets efficiently [6, 13]. Unfortunately, detecting 
Sybil attackers are not easily captured due to the unpredictable 
paths and high mobility they use [4, 27]. 

2) Attacks at transmission level 
These attacks may cause several threats to transmission 

level such as spying, altering information, interrupting 
communication, sending extra signals to block the base station 
and networking traffic. 

Eavesdropping of Patient’s Medical Information:  
Monitoring system will record patient's health data from 
BANs to be transmitted to the healthcare providers. 
Unprincipled developers can easily build systems with the 
ability to spy on the patient's data through wireless 
technology. Thus the developer needs to apply controlling 
authority whenever they develop a system, which protects the 
patient's information against eavesdroppers and reduces the 
number of people who try to take and breach the patient’s 
privacy [8, 11]. 

Man in the Middle Attacks: the attacker intercepts a 
communication between the end points and exchange 
messages between them. The communication is completely 
controlled by the attacker enable him being able to read, insert 
and modify the data in the intercepted communication [5, 12]. 

Data Tampering Attack:  where a tampering attacker may 
damage and replace encrypted data by authorized network 
nodes [6, 13]. 

Scrambling Attacks:  is a kind of jamming attack on radio 
frequency for short intervals of time during transmission of 
control or management information WiMAX frames to affect 
the normal operation of the network. It interrupts the 
communication that can prevent the patient’s smartphone from 
sending data causing availability issue [5]. 

Signaling Attacks: Before patient’s smartphone starts 
transmitting data, there is some preliminary signaling 
operation need to be performed with the serving base station. 
Signaling operations contain authentication, key management, 
registration, and IP-based connection establishment. The 
attacker can initiate a signaling attack on the serving base 
station by actuating extra state signals that block the base 
station. Thus, the excessive load on the base station results in 
DoS attacks, and the patient’s smartphone cannot send data 
due to base station unavailability [5]. 

Unfairness in allocation:  it lacks the network performance 
by interrupting the Medium Access Control (MAC) priority 
schemes [13, 14]. 

Message Modification Attack: In this type of attack, the 
attacker can capture the patient wireless channels and extract 
the patient medical data to be tampered later, which can  
mislead the involved users (doctor, nurse, family) [8]. 

Hello Flood Attack:  these types of attacks are used to fool 
the network. Where the attacker sends a hello message with a 
high powered radio transmission to the network to convince 
all nodes to choose the attacker for routing their messages [6, 
13]. 

Data Interception Attack: this type of attack can take place 
via interception the patient’s information by the attacker 
during exchanging them between computers of healthcare 
system through hospital LAN [5]. 

Wormhole Attack:  this type of attack known as a silent 
and severe type of attack because it copies the packet at one 
location and replays them at another location or within the 
same network without any changes in the content. It aimed to 
damage the network topology and traffic flow through 
creating a tunnel between the two attackers to be used for 
transmitting between them [10,13]. 

3) Attacks at storage level 
These attacks may cause several threats to storage level 

such as modifying patient medical information or changing the 
configuration of system monitoring servers. 

Inference Patient's Information: Attackers try to combine 
authorized information and combine them with other available 
data, which leads them to identify sensitive patient data such 
as diseases [8, 11, 17].  Thus, patient’s data should be 
anonymous to cover their identities or data before 
publishing/posting the data [3]. 

Unauthorized access of Patient Medical Information: this 
type of attack can take place by unauthorized Individual 
without valid authentication, so patient’s data will be accessed 
then it might cause problems such as damaging significant 
data [18]. Thus, it is necessary to protect patient privacy 
against breaching, capturing, and misusing by unauthorized 
users [11, 16]. 

Malware Attack is a malicious software program designed 
to perform harmful actions [19]. This type of attacks has the 
ability to infect and propagate to the whole hospital server that 
can cause unavailability and disruption. Whereas, Changing 
and updating in software configuration of patient monitoring 
servers making system configuration unstable, resulting in 
system malfunctioning and communication interruption [5, 
12]. 

Social Engineering Attacks: in this type of attack, a third 
party attacker can gain access to the system by fooling either 
the patient or authorized user to access the information. Here, 
authorized users can also disclose patient’s data to concerned 
parties such as Health Insurance Company for unethical 
personal intends [5, 12]. 
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Removable Distribution Media Attack: In this type of 
attacks it is possible to theft or loss computer or data storage 
medium, such as a USB flash drives, can be used to steal 
information and to propagate viruses in a healthcare 
monitoring system [5]. 

Others issues: several hardware and software issues can 
cause an interruption in the healthcare system. Hackers may 
develop new techniques or discover new software 
vulnerabilities. It is possible also that the system can be 
exposed to various types of software attacks such as viruses, 
worms, Trojans, and spyware attacks [19]. 

IV. E-HEALCARE SECURITY MODELS 
To improve the quality of healthcare delivery, patient's 

data could be shared across a variety of users, which may lead 
to privacy disclosure. So, e-Health systems need to be 
protected through convenient security models to ensure proper 
access controls [29,49,50,51]. In fact, encryption is the 
traditional solution used. Although it provides a simple access 
control, it is not applicable for complex EHR systems that 
require various access requirements. That is, keeping the e-
Health data secured is a big challenge due to two main 
reasons: the significant computational overhead when 
encryption techniques were used, and the sensitivity of 
personal medical information from changing when 
modification techniques are employed [30]. In this section, a 
detailed description of a set of security models, along with 
their corresponding levels, are presented. 

1) Security Models for Data Collection Level 
O. G. Morchon and K.  Wehrle in [31] present a modular 

access control system for pervasive healthcare applications. 
The system extends the traditional RBAC model for two main 
issues:  Firstly, to assign and distribute access control policies 
to sensor nodes. Secondly, to store the current medical context 
(location, time, health information) that influences access 
control decisions upon patient’s medical situation (critical, 
emergency or normal situation). The modular design makes 
the system’s configuration more effective and simplifies the 
composition of policies to deploy safer and more secure 
medical sensor networks. However, when a critical or 
emergency case raised, the medical stuff can override the 
restrictions to access sensitive data that was restricted in 
normal condition. One of the limitations of this model is that 
there is no detection mechanism for unauthorized access when 
critical situations occur. 

S. Amini et al. [32] examined a set of security protocols 
such as TinySec, MiniSec, LLSP, and RC4-based along with 
different ciphers algorithms (Skipjack, AES, and RC4) to 
proposed an approach to design a lightweight security model. 
To this end, authors combined different types of attacks (data 
loss, spoofing of sensors, and eavesdropping and replay) and 
applied the ciphers algorithms. They found that RC4 and 
Skipjack cipher algorithms are the most efficient to fulfill 
confidentiality regarding of RAM, ROM, and clock cycles per 
byte (CPB).  Despite the advantages of such study, they did 
not consider other types of security threats. 

H. A. Maw et al. [33] proposed an Adaptive Access 
Control model that provides fine-grained access control for 

medical data in BSNs and WSNs. The model considers 
privilege overriding and behavior, so users might be able to 
override a denial of access when unexpected events occur. 
Here, there is no need for a human effort to pay pass 
authorizations and policies since users initialize their sessions 
in behavior trust model based on users, location, time, and 
action. However, the main limitation of this model is that there 
is no prevention or detection mechanism to check user’s data 
access when the critical situation occurs. 

Authors of [34] and [35] proposed a three-tier security 
framework based on pairwise key pre-distribution schema. 
The framework has two separate key pools: one for the mobile 
sink to access the network, and the second for pairwise key 
establishment between the sensors. To further improve the 
network resilience and reduce the damages caused by 
stationary access node replication attacks, they have 
strengthened the authentication technique between the sensor 
and the stationary access node in the proposed framework. 
However, in basic key predistribution schemes, an attacker 
can gain a number of keys by catching a small fraction of 
nodes, and hence, can gain control of the network by 
deploying a replicated mobile sink preloaded with some 
compromised keys. 

S. N. Ramlil et al. [36] proposed a biometric-based 
security framework for data authentication within WBAN. In 
particular, signals like sender's Electrocardiogram (ECG) 
feature can be utilized as a key to ensuring that patients’ data 
will not be mixed since each patient has his/her own specific 
biometrics, which results in reducing computational 
complexity and improving the efficiency over the using of 
cryptographic key distribution. Thus, it saves resources while 
convenient security measures are employed. The main 
limitation of this work is that the authentication process was 
based on the sensors themselves, which restricts the process 
with their limited resources. 

M. Kun and L. Li. [37] proposed an efficient key 
management scheme for WSNs group-based key pre-
distribution scheme. The proposed scheme consists of three 
phases which are initialization phase; share-key discover 
phase and path-key establishment phase. Here, every sensor 
node has a given security level (high to low), where a low-
security level node cannot access the collected data for a 
higher-level security sensor. Thus, a compromised sensor 
node (e.g., with a low-security) cannot disclose the key 
information in the sensor node (with high-security). The 
analysis of their proposed scheme offers a stronger resilience 
against node capture attack. 

2) Security Models for Data Transmission Level 
A. Boonyarattaphan et al. [30] proposed a secure 

framework for authentication and data transmission using 
Encryption techniques for implementing two mechanisms: 
Data and Channel security. The channel security was provided 
by utilizing the SSL on the HTTP layer, while the data 
security is provided on the SOAP layer constructed above the 
HTTP. They emphasized that RBAC should be used along 
with multi-factor authentication to guarantee proper 
authorization and authentication. Depend on the roles of 
stakeholders and data sensitivity; communication was divided 
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into different layers where different authentication and 
encryption settings can be adapted. The only limitation here is 
that it is dealt only with the web-based eHealth services. 

N. Kahani et al. [38] proposed a new and secure scheme 
that supports both secure authentication and scalable fine-
grained data access control. The scheme is based on a zero-
knowledge protocol to verify and maintain the anonymity of 
the user’s identity. This approach uses combination of a 
system public key and a secret session key generated by 
Derive Unique Key Per-Transaction (DUKPT) scheme to 
establish secure communication between different interacting 
entities. The access control mechanism was implemented in 
two phases: the first one utilizes a static authorization method 
to determine the highest access rights of users. And, the 
second one grants the user the minimum access permissions 
on the required data according to the user’s intention of access 
and the maximum rights determined by the first phase.  To 
keep user’s data confidential against malicious users and to 
decrease computational and communication overhead on data 
owners, data were stored in encrypted format in the cloud. 
However, by storing patient’s health data in the cloud, patients 
loss the control over their data. Moreover, because of using 
encryption technique, it is difficult to achieve fine-grained 
access control to patient’s data in a scalable and well-
organized way. 

Z. Guan et al. [39] considered the data security and privacy 
for cloud-integrated body sensor networks. They proposed a 
novel encryption outsourcing scheme named Mask-Certificate 
Attribute-Based Encryption (MC-ABE) by combining seven 
encryption algorithms. In this schema, data owner (patient) 
encrypts the outsourcing data to mask the row data before 
storing it securely in storage service provider (cloud servers). 
Furthermore, to achieve more effective access control, a 
unique authentication certificate is introduced for each user, 
which was verified before accessing data. Experimental results 
showed that the proposed scheme has less computation cost 
and storage cost compared with other common models. 
However, because of using encryption technique, it is difficult 
to achieve fine-grained access control, and still it requires 
some degree of computational overhead. 

M. A. Simplicio et al. [40] proposed SecureHealth 
lightweight security framework based on very lightweight 
mechanisms such as (TLS/SSL) for securing the data 
exchanged with the server without needing an extra security 
layer. SecureHealth provides security services for both stored 
and transmitted data. Moreover, it includes many security 
features such as user authentication, data confidentiality, and 
the lack of connectivity. This framework depends on Even the 
SecureHealth was designed to prevent an outsider from 
illegally accessing or tampering with the system’s data; it also 
gives managers the ability to identify misbehavior from 
insiders. 

3) Security Models for Data Storage and Access Level 
Lili Sun and Hua Wang [29] considered the notion of 

purpose to design a comprehensive usage access control 
model. Specifically, purpose notation was used for specifying 
privacy policies and giving the privilege to access private data. 
The proposed model consists of eight core components which 

are, subject attributes, objects, object attributes, rights, 
authorizations, obligations, and conditions. Whereas, 
authorizations, obligations, and conditions are components of 
usage control decisions used to determine whether a subject is 
allowed to access an object. The existence of obligations and 
conditions helped in solving certain shortcomings that have 
been common in access controls. That being said, the main 
limitation of this model is that it represents only a first step for 
authorization model in purpose data with usage control. 

M. Barna et al. [1] proposed a security scheme based on 
different privacy levels. In short, the access control process 
was done in the centralized infrastructures. Here, the attribute-
based encryption (ABE) was used rather standard way; 
privileges were mapped into roles and roles into ABE access 
structures. The data then is moved to the cloud-based storage, 
which enables the e-Health care service providers to decrease 
the overall maintaining cost of data and allows data to be 
online anytime and anywhere. However, because the data was 
stored in a centralized server, it becomes like a bottleneck 
when data requests were issued from different users. 

To solve the aforementioned problem, L. Guo et al. [41] 
took into account the distributed nature of eHealth system 
when designing a privacy-preserving authentication system. In 
this system, instead of letting centralized infrastructures take 
care of authentication, the two end users (patients and 
physicians) do the authentication process. In particular, users 
are allowed to authenticate each other without disclosing their 
attributes and identities, which solves the problem of 
maintaining privacy and variability of each user’s attributes. 

R. Gajanayake et al. [42] proposed a privacy oriented 
access control model for satisfying eHealth’s requirements. 
The model was designed by combining three existing access 
control models (DAC, MAC, and RBAC) into a novel module 
that enables patients and healthcare professionals to determine 
and setting the access privileges. The module has been tested 
to demonstrate different scenarios of policy settings and data 
access. It proves that it can be used as a standalone security 
model to achieve HER requirements. 

M. Barua et al. [43] Proposed a secure patient-centric 
personal health information schema for sharing and providing 
access control in cloud computing based on Proxy Re-
encryption Protocol. The proposed schema has five main 
phases: transmitting patient’s data to the Health-Service 
Provider, defining access policy, storing patient’s data at 
cloud, validating data-access requester, and finally auditing 
the stored encrypted data. Their schema exploits attribute-
based encryption to ensure patient-centric access control. The 
performance analysis shows that the proposed schema is 
extremely efficient to resist several possible attacks and 
malicious behaviors. 

In  the same vein, M. R. Kumar et al. [44] suggest a new 
patient-centric framework based on the same encryption 
technique (ABE).  Here, the users were categorized into two 
main domains namely: public and personal domains to face 
the key management complexity.  In the public domain, users 
utilize multi-authority ABE (MA-ABE) to improve the fine-
grained security countermeasures. While, in the personal 
domain, an owner is permitted to access/encrypt the data 
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under his attributes. The limitations of this model is that  
integration ABE into large scale PHR system, required 
significant issues such as key management scalability, 
efficient on demand revocation, and lively policy updates 
which are nontrivial to resolve and remains up-to-date. 

H. Zhu et al. [45] also proposed a secure and efficient 
personal scheme based on the attribute-based encryption 
(ABE) and re-encryption under the attribute group keys using 
RSA-Based proxy encryption. The proxy encryption 
technology is used to introduce an efficient privilege 
separation mechanism to ensure the validity of patients’ data.  
Here, the write privilege keys were distributed to professional 
people and the read privilege keys to patients, so that the data 
is not only fully controlled by the patient to authorize access, 
but also have the great validity. As a result, the computational 
overhead was reduced, and the key escrow problem was 
solved by employing re-encryption under the attribute group 
keys. Thus, the health provider could be prevented from 
obtaining the read keys without multiple-authority ABE. 

V. Sunagar and C. Biradar [46] proposed a secured 
framework based on advanced encryption standard (AES) 
algorithm to encrypt every patient’s data according to the 
security policy. AES enables the users to maintain data in a 
secured cloud environment. Ultimately, the framework 
consists of three modules: PHR Owner/patient module, Data 
confidentiality module, and Cloud Server module, which 
provides a high level of security. 

Finally, W. Liu et al. [47] proposed a generic framework 
that depends on hierarchical identity-based encryption (HIBE) 
schema and the role-based access control (RBAC). While the 
HIBE is used to encrypt patients’ data before outsourcing 
them to the storage server, the RBAC facilitates forwarding 
users’ privileges.  The experimental results of this model show 
that it is a practical solution to keeping data secure and 
confidential. However, the framework does not provide 
accurate access control requirements, as in some specific 
situations, patients might not have access to their own 
sensitive data (e.g., psychotherapy notes) without proper 
authorization according to HIPAA regulations. Such 
approaches suffer from the well-known encryption drawbacks 
[48]. 

V. CARE SECURITY MODEL 
The Context-aware Access Control Security Model 

(CARE) architecture is based on the scenario of data 
interoperability and supports the security fundamentals of 
healthcare systems along with the capability of providing fine-
grained access control. Specifically, the CARE model could 
be located on the healthcare server, which serves as an access 
point for users’ requests. Fig.2 depicts the architecture of 
CARE. 

 
Fig. 2. CARE Model architecture 

In CARE, policies were defined by using the User 
Interface Module (UIM), which could be a website or a mobile 
application. Patients and physician define the policies together 
to save patients privacy. All the defined policies are then 
parsed into its components (e.g., constraints) and stored in a 
centralized security database, which is represented using an 
Extended-RBAC model. The ERBAC consists of roles, 
permissions, and users. Roles were created for various job 
functions, with permissions for specific operations. Users are 
assigned particular roles, and through those role assignments 
acquire permissions to perform certain operations. The 
consolidation of access control for many users into a single 
role entry allows for much easier management of the overall 
system and much more effective verification of security 
policies. Three different types of context-data were considered 
in this model. The Environmental context refers to location or 
time, the Personal information context regarding age, status, 
or medical record and finally, the current medical data such as 
Heart rate or blood pressure [31]. 

Upon a user’s request data, a session was established 
between the requester and the server side by the Session 
Handler Module (SHM). The requester’s credentials (e.g., 
digital certificate, or user-name/password) were then extracted 
to be verified against a list of valid user accounts stored in the 
security database. The established session may involve more 
than one message, and are secured since secured transmission 
protocols were employed in all communications. It is 
important to mention here that session’s information were 
saved to be able to communicate later. To this end, the 
Auditing Session Manger (ASM) takes this responsibility and 
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states all the established sessions that could be used to retrieve 
multiple data for the subsequent access requests. This is 
opposed to stateless communication where it consists of 
independent requests (needs multiple authentications). 

After establishing the session, the Users Verifier Module 
(CAV) verifies the requester credentials and then determines if 
the user is allowed to access the requested data or not. This is 
done by contacting the security database and retrieving the 
applicable policies and requester’s assigned roles. CAV also 
classifies the request’s cases as critical, emergency, or normal 
depending on the context-aware information and then adjusts 
the final access decision. In particular, when the patient’s life 
is in danger the security settings are adapted by removing the 
need for user authentication to access the data. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Patient’s data should be kept securely in medical provider 

servers so that physicians can provide proper treatments. To 
ensure secure storage and access management, in this paper, 
we argue the security attacks in healthcare system along with 
the proposed security models that aim to prevent such attacks. 
Specifically, threats were categorized into three types 
depending on the its emerged level of the healthcare system, 
for instance: at data collection level; at transmission level; and 
at storage level. These attacks may cause several threats such 
as altering information, dropping some important data, 
interrupting communication, or sending extra signals to block 
the base station and increasing networking traffic. 

After that, we briefly discussed a novel context-aware 
access control security model that supports the security 
fundamentals of healthcare systems and providing fine-
grained access control. The model consists of multiple 
modules, each of which is in charge of taking a different type 
of task. This modular design aims at simple and efficient 
access control decision depending on the patient’s situation 
and the requester’s assigned roles. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we present an approach to estimate 
mobile sound source trajectory. An artificially created sound 
source signal is used in this work. The main aim of this paper is 
to estimate the mobile object trajectory via sound processing 
methods. The performance of generalized cross correlation 
techniques is compared with that of noise reduction filters for the 
success of trajectory estimation. The azimuth angle between the 
sound source and receiver is calculated during the whole 
movement. The parameter of Interaural Time Difference (ITD) is 
utilized for determining azimuth angle. The success of estimated 
delay is compared with different types of Generalized Cross 
Correlation (GCC) algorithms. In this study, an approach for 
sound localization and trajectory estimation on 2D space is 
proposed. Besides, different types of pre-filter method are tried 
for removing the noise and signal smoothing of recorded sound 
signals. Some basic parameters of sound localization process are 
also explained. Moreover, the calculation error of average 
azimuth angle is compared with different GCC and pre-filtered 
methods. To conclude, it is observed that estimation of location 
and trajectory information of a mobile object from a stereo 
sound recording is realized successfully. 

Keywords—Sound processing; sound source localization; 
azimuth angle estimation; generalized cross-correlation; interaural 
time difference; interaural level difference 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The general definition of sound is pressure change versus 

time which is examined by microphone or microphone arrays. 
Also, these differences are used for sound recognition, 
localization, and classification, etc. The sound localization is 
implemented by using this information. Generally, Sound 
localization process is inspired from the human hearing system 
[1-2]. There are several areas of research for sound processing 
[3]. One of the most important areas is sound localization [4]. 
In parallel to technological improvement, sound localization is 
used in very different areas [5-6] such as security systems, cell 
phone, voice command application, and conference system, 
etc. The term of sound localization is determining the 
coordinates of sound source in 2D or 3D Space [7-8]. The 2D 
coordinate information is adequate for some of the basic 
applications [9-10]. Besides, the information of 3D coordinates 
is necessary for complex sound processing applications. In this 
study, we obtain 2D coordinates information for moving 
person via stereo sound recording [11]. A sound dataset which 
is created artificially is used for this work [12-14]. 

In this paper, Section II explains sound localization. In 
Section III, 2D sound localization via microphone pair is 
described. Estimations of sound delay and sound source 

trajectory are carried out in Section IV and V, respectively. 
Finally, conclusions are given in the last section. 

II. SOUND LOCALIZATION 
The term of sound localization is determining of the 

coordinates of sound sources by using some of the signal 
processing methods. Generally, the users must have least three 
microphones or sensors for localization. 

We propose a different approach for sound localization in 
this paper. In contrast to the other studies, the locations of 
sound sources are taken by only two microphones. 
Furthermore, two common terms for sound localization process 
which are ITD and Interaural Level Differences (ILD) are used 
[15-16]. The parameters of ITD and ILD are time and 
amplitude difference between signals received by microphones 
or sensors [17]. The parameter of ITD is used generally for 
determining azimuth angle [18-19]. ITD and ILD are illustrated 
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Interaural Time Difference (ITD) 
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Fig. 2. Interaural Level Difference (ILD) 

The parameter of ITD is much more reliable compared to 
that of ILD. The ITD is easily calculated by cross-correlation 
methods. The result of ITD is sample difference between 
received signals. The azimuth angle is also calculated by this 
parameter and sampling frequency is taken as 𝑓𝑠 = 44100 𝐻𝑧 
in this study. The calculation of azimuth angle is shown in Fig. 
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3. The speed of sound is very sensitive to environmental 
conditions such as especially ambient humidity and 
temperature [20]. 

The calculation of the speed of sound depended on ambient 
temperature and azimuth angle is shown in (1) and (2), 
respectively [21]. 

𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 = 20.05�273.15 + 𝐶𝑡 (1) 
(1) 

 

𝛼 = arcsin (
𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑇𝑑

𝑑
) (2) 

where 𝐶𝑡, 𝑑, 𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 , and 𝑇𝑑 are the ambient temperature 
(°C), the distance between sound receivers (meter), speed of 
sound (m/sec), and time differences between received signals 
(sec), respectively. 

 
Fig. 3. Azimuth angle determination 

The sound localization process is given in Fig. 4. The 
angles and distances between points are taken as (β=γ=δ=600) 
and (𝑑𝑥 = 𝑑𝑦 = 𝑑𝑧), respectively. 𝑉𝑚 is movement speed of 
the sound source. 

 
Fig. 4. Illustration of test environment 

III. 2D SOUND LOCALIZATION VIA MICROPHONE PAIR 
In this section, 2D localization via microphone pair is 

explained in detail. The sound localization problem is solved 
by three or more microphones and the researchers use Time 
Difference of Arrival (TDOA) between microphone pairs [22-
23]. The advantage of this approach is that the user can 
determine x and y coordinates via only one microphone pair. 
However, the users have to obtain not only the parameter of 
ITD but also ILD parameter of sound signals [24]. In this 

approach, the inverse square law of energy propagation is used 
for sound localization. The received sound signals are defined 
as 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 [21]. 𝑛𝑖(𝑡) represents to the white noise on 
environment. 

The energy received from microphone is 

 𝐸𝑖 = ∫ 𝑥𝑖2(𝑡)𝑑𝑡𝑊
0          i=1,2,…,n 

(3)  
𝐸𝑖 =

1
𝑑2
� 𝑠2
𝑤

0
(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 + � 𝑛𝑖2

𝑤

0
(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 

where w, 𝐸𝑖 , and d are the screen size of the observation, 
the energy of sound signal xi, and the distance between sound 
source and receiver, respectively. 

The relationship between the energies and distances can be 
obtained by using these equations 

𝐸1𝑑1
2 = 𝐸2𝑑2

2 + 𝜂    (4) 
where 𝜂 = ∫ [𝑑12𝑛12(𝑡) − 𝑑22𝑛22(𝑡)]𝑑𝑡𝑊

0  is error term and (xi, 
yi) and (xs, ys) are the coordinates of an i-th microphone and the 
sound source, respectively. 

𝑑𝑖 = �(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑠)2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑠)2         (5) 
Since the signals acquired by each microphone can be 

assumed as delayed replicas of the source signal, localizing a 
source is to estimate time delay estimation (TDE) between the 
signals of two microphones. 𝜏𝑖  is time delay and di is ignored 
in TDE model. When time delay is measured, hyperbolic 
equation can be satisfied by Cartesian coordinate. 

    �(𝑥1 − 𝑥𝑠)2 + (𝑦1 − 𝑦𝑠)2 − �(𝑥2 − 𝑥𝑠)2 + (𝑦2 − 𝑦𝑠)2 = 𝑐𝜏12     (6) 
where c and 𝜏12 are sound speed and  TDOA of mic1 and 

mic2, respectively. By using (4) and (5), (7) can be obtained by 

     (𝑥1 − 𝑥𝑠)2 + (𝑦1 − 𝑦𝑠)2 = 1
 𝛾2

[(𝑥2 − 𝑥𝑠)2 + (𝑦2 − 𝑦𝑠)2] + 𝜂
𝐸1

    (7) 

where 𝛾=�𝐸1/𝐸2. The noise term 𝜂/𝐸1 can be ignored in a 
high Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) environment. According to 
this, (7) can be inserted into (6) and following equations are 
obtained as 

                 (𝑥𝑠 − 𝑥1)2 + (𝑦𝑠 − 𝑦1)2 = �𝑐𝜏12  
1−𝛾

�
2
      (8) 

                 (𝑥𝑠 − 𝑥2)2 + (𝑦𝑠 − 𝑦2)2 = �𝑐𝜏12𝛾  
1−𝛾

�
2
      (9) 

The exact source position can be found by composing (8) 
and (9). The existence of solution is defined by 

                    �𝑐𝜏12
1−𝛾

� |1 − 𝛾| ≤ 𝑑 ≤ �𝑐𝜏12
1−𝛾

(1 + 𝛾)�       (10) 

where d is the distance between two circle centers. When 
𝜏12 is greater than zero, it means that source reaches mic1 later 
than mic2 and 𝛾 is also less than one. Thus, 𝜏12 and (1- 𝛾) are 
positive or negative. In case of E1≠E2, it can be determined by 

𝑐|𝜏12| ≤ 𝑑 ≤ 𝑐|𝜏12| 1+𝛾
|1−𝛾|

   (11) 

In the case of E1=E2, it means that there will not be an 
intersection to determine source position. To solve this 
problem, (8) and (9) are used again as follows 
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        (𝑥𝑠 − 𝑥1)2 + (𝑦𝑠 − 𝑦1)2 = �𝑐𝜏12  
1−𝛾

�
2

= 𝜏12      (12) 

        (𝑥𝑠 − 𝑥2)2 + (𝑦𝑠 − 𝑦2)2 = �𝑐𝜏12𝛾  
1−𝛾

�
2

= 𝜏22    (13) 

According to this, the equations are obtained as follows 

       𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑠 + 𝑦𝑖𝑦𝑠 = 1
2
�𝐾𝑖 − 𝑟𝑖2+𝑅𝑠2�;    𝑖 = 1, 2      (14) 

where 

𝐾𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖2 + 𝑦𝑖2;      (𝑖 = 1,2 ) 
                                  𝑅𝑠 = �𝑥𝑠2 + 𝑦𝑠2                          (15) 

Matrix form is defined by following equations 

          �
𝑥1 𝑦1
𝑥2 𝑦2� �

𝑥𝑠
𝑦𝑠� = 1

2
�𝑅𝑠2 �

1
1�+ �𝐾1 − 𝑟12

𝐾2 − 𝑟22
��     (16) 

          �
𝑥𝑠
𝑦𝑠� = �

𝑥1 𝑦1
𝑥2 𝑦2�

−1 1
2
�𝑅𝑠2 �

1
1�+ �𝐾1 − 𝑟12

𝐾2 − 𝑟22
�� (17) 

a=�
𝑎1
𝑎2�=

1
2
�
𝑥1 𝑦1
𝑥2 𝑦2�

−1
�11�   (18) 

   b=�𝑏1𝑏2
�=1

2
�
𝑥1 𝑦1
𝑥2 𝑦2�

−1
�𝐾1 − 𝑟12

𝐾2 − 𝑟22
�   (19) 

x=�
𝑥𝑠
𝑦𝑠�=�

𝑏1 𝑎1𝑅𝑠2

𝑏2 𝑎2𝑅𝑠2
�   (20) 

where Rs is the source coordinate. 

Equation (21) is obtained by inserting (20) into (15) 

(𝑎1
2 + 𝑎22)𝑅𝑠4 + 2(𝑎1𝑏1 + 𝑎2𝑏2-1)𝑅𝑠2 + 𝑏12 + 𝑏22 = 0  (21) 

The solution to Rs
2 is 

                                𝑅𝑠2 = 𝑐𝑏±𝑐𝑐
𝑐𝑎

     (22) 

where 

𝑐𝑎 = 𝑎12 + 𝑎22 
𝑐𝑏 = 1 − 𝑎1𝑏1 + 𝑎2𝑏2 

  𝑐𝑐 = �(1 − 𝑎1𝑏1 + 𝑎2𝑏2)2 − (𝑎12 + 𝑎22)(𝑏12 + 𝑏22)      (23) 

Positive root means the square of the distance from the 
source to an origin. The final source coordinate can be found 
by using Rs calculation in (20). 

IV. SOUND DELAY ESTIMATION 

 
Fig. 5. Sound signals 

In this section, trajectory estimation of sound sources and 
determination of the coordinates are explained. The dual-

microphone source location method is used in 2-D space. This 
method is realized by database created artificially. The ambient 
temperature is selected as 20 𝐶0 for this work. Stereo sound 
recording is shown in Fig. 5. 

The sliding window techniques are used for energy and 
delay estimation of sound channels. The width of sliding 
window and step size are selected as 1024 sample and 10, 
respectively. Delays between sound channels are calculated by 
GCC algorithms [25]. Two different types of GCC algorithms 
which are basic GCC and Generalized Cross Correlation with 
Phase Transform (GCC-PHAT) are used in this paper [26-27]. 
The GCC of the signals recorded by two microphones is given 
by 

      𝑅(τ) = 1
2𝜋 ∫ 𝜓𝑖𝑗(𝑤)𝑋1

+∞
−∞ (𝑤)𝑋2(𝑤)𝑒𝑗𝑤τ𝑑𝑤  (24) 

where 𝑋1(𝑤) and 𝑋2(𝑤) are the signals recorded by one 
and two microphones in Fourier domain and w is angular 
frequency. The weighting function 𝜓𝑖𝑗(𝑤) is designed to 
optimize the given performance criteria. Many different types 
of weighting function are used in the literature. The most 
common one is Phase Transform (PHAT) which is defined in 
(25). 

𝜓𝑖𝑗(𝑤) =
1

|𝑋1(𝑤)𝑋2∗(𝑤)| =
1

|𝑋1(𝑤)||𝑋2(𝑤)| (25) 

Three different types of signal smoothing filter such as the 
moving average filter are utilized for increasing the success of 
delay estimation in this study. The moving average filter is 
shown in (26). The parameters including 𝑥[𝑖], 𝑦[𝑖], and 𝑀 refer 
to the input signal, the output signal, and the number of points 
used in the moving average filter, respectively [28]. The 
weighted moving average filter is also given in (27). 

𝑦[𝑖] =
1
𝑀
� 𝑥[𝑖 + 𝑗]
𝑀−1

𝑗=0

 (26) 

𝑦[𝑖] =
1
𝑀
� 𝑤𝑖𝑥[𝑖 + 𝑗]        �𝑤𝑖

𝑀

𝑖=1

= 1
𝑀−1

𝑗=0

 (27) 

V. ESTIMATION OF SOUND SOURCE TRAJECTORY 

 
Fig. 6. Calculated delays 

The estimation of sound trajectory is mentioned in this 
section. The implementation of our approach consists of 
several steps. Firstly, noise removal filters are applied to raw 
sound recordings. After that, the estimation of delays between 
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sound channels is realized by sliding windows. The estimated 
delays are converted to the angle by using (2). First order 
polynomial is fitted to determine the angle of linear movement 
of sound source versus time. The calculated delays and 
azimuth angle of the sound signal are shown in Fig. 6 and 7, 
respectively. 

 
Fig. 7. Azimuth angle of movement 

The first order polynomial interpolation result of azimuth 
angle is illustrated in Fig. 8. 

 
Fig. 8. Comparison of real and estimated azimuth angle 

By using dual-microphone source location method, the 
estimation and curve fitting change of X and Y coordinate 
values versus time are shown in Fig. 9 and 10, respectively. 

 
Fig. 9. X coordinate change versus time 

 
Fig. 10. Y coordinate change versus time 

The 2D coordinate map of sound source motion is shown in 
Fig. 11. As seen in the figure, the estimated motion of sound 
source is from A to B by using 2D sound source localization 
approach. 

 
Fig. 11. Direction of motion on coordinate map 

The mean calculation error of azimuth angle versus 
different algorithms is shown in Table I. The order of filters is 
selected as N=5 for the whole process. 

TABLE I. CALCULATION OF MEAN ERROR OF THE AZIMUTH ANGLE 

GCC 
Method/Filter 

Moving 
Average 

Moving Weighted 
Window 

Median 
Filter 

Unfiltered 
Correlation 0.053 0.0372 0.0257 

PHAT Filter 0.1763 0.7568 0.0641 

As shown in Table I, the best combinations of GCC method 
and pre-filter are generic GCC and Median filter. The mean 
difference between the estimated and values of the real 
coordinates is 8.544 cm. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we propose a different approach for sound 

source localization which is 2D sound localization microphone 
pair in contrast to common approaches. Some basic parameters 
of sound signal processing are explained and they give an idea 
about sound signal localization, azimuth angle determination 
and exact localization of sound sources. This method is related 
not only delay between sound channels but also the energy 
ratio between recording sound signals. The 2D sound 
localization using microphone pair approach is implemented 
for sound signal created artificially. The result of calculated 
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azimuth angle is compared with different GCC and noise 
removing filters methods. Mobile sound source trajectory 
depended on the time is also calculated. Furthermore, curve 
fitting method is applied for estimation of the sound source 
motion. The energy and delay parameter are also used for 
calculating the coordinates of the sound source. The optimal 
combination of methods is examined for sound source 
localization. The coordinates of mobile sound source are 
calculated very precisely and successfully depending on the 
time. It is seen that the azimuth angle for linear motion of 
sound sources is calculated in a minor error. In future work, 
real time sound localization application with similar approach 
will be performed by embedded systems such as Raspberry Pi. 
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Abstract—Using right to left languages (RLL) in software 
programming requires switching the direction of many 
components in the interface. Preserving the original interface 
layout and only changing the language may result in different 
semantics or interpretations of the content. However, this aspect 
is often dismissing in the field. This research, therefore, proposes 
a Bilingual Model (BL) to check and correct the directions in 
social media applications. Moreover, test-driven development 
(TDD) For RLL, such as Arabic, is considered in the testing 
methodologies. Similarly, the bilingual analysis has to follow both 
the TDD and BL models. 

Keywords—software; testing; languages; right to left; 
development; application; bilingual; social media 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Test-driven development (TDD) comprises the major 

component of the values of the Agile Manifesto and the agile 
development drives from Extreme Programming (XP). 
However, TDD is not original. In fact, TDD was mention in 
the NASA Project Mercury, which was launch in the 1960s [1]. 
Some encouraging properties are reported to be attainable with 
the use of TDD. Moreover, while it is often considered a 
testing method, TDD is also design and development method 
where in tests already written before the code to ensure an 
error-free code. 

In TDD, tests are added to the code. Then, this is 
restructured to achieve better internal structure as soon as the 
test is successfully passed. Usually, this process is iterated 
several times until all functions are fully verified to be well 
implementing. 

Any software development process encompasses the 
following main activities: 

1) problem analysis (specification), 
2) Software design, 
3) Software implementation, 
4) Software testing, 
5) Software maintenance, and 
6) Software operation. 
The TDD consists of the following six basic steps: 

1) Writing a test meant for a part of functionality, 
2) Running the tests to check whether the output of the 

new test would fail, 
3) Writing codes aims to pass the tests, 

4) Running the test to check whether they pass or not,  
5) Code rewriting, and  
6) Running the tests to check if the rewriting did not alter 

the external behavior [2]. 
The first step is known as test writing, and it includes 

writing a code for the purpose of testing the function or 
functionality of the tasks. The second stage is performed to 
confirm whether the test is working correctly (this means that 
the test should not fail at this point as functionality has yet to 
be implemented). When the test passes at this phase, the test is 
incorrect and it needs rewriting and validation. The third step 
involves writing the code into short segments so that it can 
effectively pass the test. Finally, all the tests must be run to 
confirm whether any desired functionality has been 
implemented. The internal structure of the code should be 
further improved through rewriting when all tests pass [3]. 

At this point, researchers perform the TDD test first. To 
answer the question as to why this must be done first, one 
should consider the key benefits behind adopting this model. 
The advantages of the TDD test are listed below. 

1) TDD test can capture the intent of the developer or 
domain expert (e.g., about RTL languages) 

2) It allows thinking about program design. 
3) It ensures that the tests are written (and real) 
4) It provides a higher quality code and runs faster 

because it has fewer integration problems. 
5) The Ping Pong Pair Programming-style TDD leads to 

better distribution of knowledge in the team and reduces the 
“truck factor” (worst case scenario). 

 
Fig. 1. Test-driven development cycle diagram [4] 
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TDDs are mostly coded for left to right languages with no 
consideration for other languages’ directions, such as a right to 
left languages (RLL) or top-down languages, to name a few. In 
this work, researchers establish the many issues to be used 
when developing software for RLL applications. 

As mentioned earlier, TDD is a software development 
procedure consisting of short development cycles that are 
repeated. At first, the developer creates an (initially failing) 
automated test case, which delineates a targeted improvement 
(or a new function). Then, the developer creates the minimal 
number of codes to pass that test. Finally, the new code is 
refractor to acceptable standards [4]. 

Software testing is an activity that assesses the features of a 
code and guarantees that the resulting code meets the essential 
output. Accurately finding all the errors (semantic or syntaxes) 
in the program is a difficult task. The choice of a correct 
approach at the right time will result in an efficient and 
effective software testing procedure [5]. 

“Software testing” refers to a process of the running code 
with the goal of finding errors. This method adapts test case 
designs into execution steps that are well-planned. This leads to 
the design and creation of successful software. The goal of 
software testing is to uncover the possible errors that may be 
present in the software. Thus, the main goal of a test case is to 
generate a set of tests with the highest likely hood of 
uncovering the errors. Also, software testing ensures that the 
computer code does what it must do. This is similar to a 
destructive process of identifying errors. The purposes of 
software testing may include reliability estimation, validation, 
quality assurance, or verification [6]. 

Software testing also assesses codes with the purpose of 
checking out errors within it, Software testing is a method that 
aims to evaluate a capability or attribute of a code or product 
and determine whether it satisfies quality requirements. 
Software testing is similarly employed to test the code for other 
factors use to assess software quality, such as usability, 
reliability, maintainability, integrity, capability, efficiency, 
security, portability, compatibility, and so on [7]. 

Software production includes developing codes according 
to assured requirements. Software testing is performed to 
validate and verify whether the code has been designed to 
satisfy these specifications [8]. Software testing for RLL apps 
has yet to be completely investigated by researchers in this 
field. Hence, this paper tries to establish a software testing 
approach for RT languages. 

In the next sections the paper clarified the problem 
statement in details such as why bidirectional is important, and 
why the developers need to test their applications before pilot 
any developed software. Also, the research described test cases 
from software Facebook and Bocketcode. In the last section the 
Proposed Bilingual Model (BL Model) where discussed in 
detail. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
All the TDDs are mostly coded for a left to right languages 

with no consideration for other language directions, such as 

RLL or top-down languages, to name a few. In this study, the 
work team will focus in TDD for RTL such as Arabic, Hebrew, 
Farsi, Urdu, and more. Right to left (RTL) text is supported in 
widespread consumer software. Often, this support is explicitly 
enabled. Thus, mixing RTL with the left to right (bidirectional) 
text is necessary. 

There are many user interfaces (UI) points to consider in 
dealing with RTL languages. These components involve the 
following: 

• Arrow direction 

• Forms 

• Text fields 

• Dropdown fields (list/menu/jump menu) 

• Scrollbars 

• Data entry fields 

• Checkbox fields 

• Radio buttons 

• Bulleted and numbered lists 

• Buttons 

• Labels 

• Pocket Code: Bricks and formulas 

• Facebook (direction of the post, i.e., arrow) 

A. Why perform tests for RTL features? 
Several reasons exist as to why tests must be executed for 

RTL features. These reasons are listed below. 

• Developers often have little knowledge about how RTL 
languages are rendered. 

• Later changes in the source code (i.e., refactoring) can 
result in layout problems in other languages, especially 
RTL, that are already solved in earlier versions. 

• Tests are important in documenting coding decisions 
relevant to these other languages. 

• Automatic tests allow quick locating problems and also 
hedging against reoccurring bugs (i.e., regression tests). 

III. AN EXPERIENCE REPORT (POCKET CODE, FACEBOOK, 
AND SCRATCH) 

Pocket Code is a software use to create applications and 
games especially for students dealing with school works 
through their smart phones, Figure 2 Snapshot from Pocket 
code with the bidirectional feature. 

Interface for mathematical operation in Pocket Code where 
the places of x and y are in the left of the interface but should 
be in the right position as in Figure 3 Interface and direction of 
the text. User interface for Pocket Code with mathematical 
sin() function and the places of x and y are on the left of the 
interface but should be in the right position figure 4. 
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Fig. 2. Snapshot from Pocket code with bidirectional feature 

 
Fig. 3. Interface and direction of the text 

 
Place at: 
X:                     Y: 

 

 ضع في:

 ص:س:

It should be like 

Pocket Code 
Draft 
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Fig. 4. Interface with mathematical operation 

In Figure 5, Pocket Code accepts the equation as it appears 
in the snapshot from the Pocket Code where there is just one 
parenthesis opened, and the number of closed ones is three; the 
places of x and y are on the left of the interface but should be 
in the right position. 

 
Fig. 5. Pocket Code equation 

In figure 6, we can see that the direction of the arrow is 
wrong for RTL languages, and the position of the photo for the 
left snapshot should be on the right of the post. 

 
Fig. 6. Snapshots from Facebook 

 

 
 

 

 
Place at: 

 X  

sin(2*sin(0)) 
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IV. PROPOSED BILINGUAL MODEL (BL MODEL) 
In the previous section, the study discussed the RTL 

problem, which is one of the strongest problems faced by 
researchers in this area. As shown in Figure 7, the problems 
appear in the directions of the profile image, sender and 
receiver information, and the publishing space for users. All 
these problems come from using different languages that also 
have different directions. Accordingly, researchers tried to 
construct a new model to solve this problem. Figure 8 clarifies 
the main components and steps or sequences of the processes 
that reduce the bidirectional problems in social media. 

 
Fig. 7. Users posts in Social Media applications before applying the BL 
Model 

The new model consists of nine phases as shown in Figure 
8. The first and second phases are related to the language for 
both applications and user input so it is important to determine 
whether the languages used in this input, are compatible with 
the application language. In turn, this can help determine the 
correctness of the direction of the post. Accordingly, the test of 
the language compatibility will be conducted in the next phase. 
If the test succeeds, then no change is required, and the code is 
clean; otherwise, if the test fails, then there is a problem that 
must be investigated. 

 
Fig. 8. Proposed Bilingual Model (BL) for social media applications 

If a problem appears in the compatibility of the languages, 
the model must obtain the current location of the profile image 
and its details. In this stage, the model will retrieve the 
following information: Division width (DW), image width 
(IW), offset top (X), and offset left (Y) (see Figure 9). The 
model checks the validity of the position of the profile image 

according to the retrieved information. In case the location of 
the image is incorrect, the model will apply two different 
scripts: the first points the new location and the second changes 
the direction of the post area according to the user input 
language. Also, the model will proceed to apply the second 
script directly if the test succeeds. In the end, the interfaces of 
social media applications are supposed to appear, as shown in 
Figure 9, 10, after applying the proposed BL Model. 

 
Fig. 9. Profile image details in social media applications 

 
Fig. 10. User posts in social media applications after applying the BL Model 

V. FUTURE WORKS 
Researchers and software developers in general do not 

consider testing for RLL applications. This work established 
new issues concerning RLL applications, which should be 
considered when testing the newly developed applications. 
This research work also presents the proposed BL model, 
which requires more testing and validation. Our future goal is 
to examine these issues to develop additional techniques to test 
the RTL or bidirectional language applications. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The goal of this research is to establish and consider TDD 

issues related to RLL apps. Researchers have also shown that 
there are many points that should be considered when 
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developing software for RTL or bidirectional languages. In this 
work, we discuss cases from real working software, such as 
Pocket Code and Facebook, in which research considered 
forms, text fields, drop-down fields (list/menu/jump menu), 
scrollbars, arrow direction, data entry fields, checkbox fields, 
radio buttons, bulleted and numbered lists, buttons, photo 
positions, labels, and places of all objects in the interface. 
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Abstract—IPv6 is being the new replacement for its 
predecessor IPv4, IPv6 has been used by most Internet services 
and adopted by most internet architecture these days. Existing 
protocol IPv4 reveals critical issues such as approaching 
exhaustion of its address space, continuous growth of the internet 
and rising new technologies lead to increasing the complexity of 
the configuration, etc. To healing from the limitations of IPv4 
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) developed the next 
generation IP called IPv6. Jordan, like many other countries, is 
endeavoring to adapt and transit from IPv4 to in an efficient way 
that will provide an excellent level of service as coveted by its 
citizens. In this study, the author tried to navigate IPv6 concept 
from the literature and review the thoughts, steps, and challenges 
that the Jordanian government pursued in transiting from IPv4 
to IPv6. 

Keywords—IP networks; IPv6 protocol; IPv6 road map; ipv6 
transition; IPv6 adoption 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Since 1999, the IPv6 is a fact, it isn't a theory anymore. 

IPv6 forum has appeared as a result of joint efforts of more 
than 65 companies/organizations worldwide. The main 
objective of the IPv6 forum is to promote the IPv6 protocol and 
to educate the market on its benefits and advantages and to 
deploy its use worldwide. The appearance of IPv6 protocol 
coincided with the emergence of the document that outlined the 
IPv6 specification, but unfortunately, even with the exhaustion 
of IPv4 looming, the extent of IPv6 adoption remains low [1]. 

Now is the right time for deploying the IPv6 globally, 
because the IPv4 addresses are becoming rare. There are a lot 
of efforts around the world to increase broadband penetration; 
the greater number of smart phones and network-ready devices 
are entering the market, and the number of Internet users is 
growing steadily. It is necessary to supply larger number of 
global IP addresses than the IPv4 pool can to maintain the 
sustainable, long-term development of an extensive and open 
Internet. 

Worldwide deployment of the IPv6 is vital to the 
continuous growth and stability of the Internet. Government, 
business, and technical fields have been cooperating and 
getting ready to adopt IPv6 since it fulfills the growth of 
addressing requirements. 

Many countries in North America, Caribbean, Latin 
America, European Union, Middle East, Asia Pacific, and 
Africa have committed to IPv6 deployment within prescribed 

timelines, and many of them have established Task Forces, 
bringing together stakeholders from the public and private 
sectors [2]. 

In this paper, the author’s aim is to define IPV6, its stages, 
identifies its benefits, challenges, Jordan’s position compared it  
other countries in their Internet Protocol usage, as well as the 
challenges facing the roll out of IPv6 in Jordan. 

The author attempt to investigate the status of spreading 
and using IPv6 in Jordan from telecommunication perspective 
and customer’s intention. Three main hypotheses are 
formulated and addressed based on three main factors that 
could have an impact on spreading and moving to IPv6 (i.e., 
educational qualification, gender, and place of residence). 

The study is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates the 
readiness of IPv6 in Jordan. Section 3 provides the preliminary 
investigation which was performed to survey the research area, 
hypotheses and sampling study. Result and discussion are 
presented in section 4. The study is concluded in section 5. 

II. IPV6 READINESS IN JORDAN 
There are many studies in the literature that offer valuable 

data on the IPv6 adoption process from various perspectives. 
Jakub Czyz et al. [3] divided the stakeholders into three types: 
Internet content providers, service providers, and content 
consumers. They mentioned that these three categories 
encapsulate the key perspectives should be considered to 
realistically assess deployment. They found that the regional 
adoption is not uniform compared to IPv4. Moreover, it was 
clear that over the last three years, the nature of IPv6 
utilization—in terms of traffic, content, reliance on transition 
technology, and performance—has shifted dramatically from 
prior findings, indicating a maturing of the protocol into 
production mode. 

One of the important issues must be explored is the 
migration from IPv4 to IPv6 in Jordan. IPv4 is installed in 
almost all the companies Internet infrastructures. Therefore, the 
transition process from IPv4 to IPv6 is challenging and 
expensive. 

Even though several techniques were introduced to avoid 
the transition or even to postpone it like CIDR, dual stack, 
tunneling and NAT, the pool of IPv4 addresses is depleting and 
the only solution is to move towards IPv6 [4]. 

The collaborative applications on Internet protocol version 
4 faced many problems. For instance, there were many 
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difficulties in MSN Messenger implementation to get it 
operates with NAT or other IPv6 alternative solutions. Due to 
this fact, IPv6 has been designed to support both real-time and 
multimedia applications. Another example of such applications 
is collaborative gaming which needs a good QoS, because they 
require the use of audio and video. Some of Microsoft Window 
versions support IPv6 with the intention of developing 
complex real-time multiplayer games, VoIP, and IP television 
[5]. 

Organizations have to decide whether is it the right time to 
change or not now. The change is associated with cost and 
time. If hardware infrastructure does not support the IPv6 then 
it will have to be replaced. Also, it is necessary to upgrade the 
software. So, such change requires a transition plan. However, 
this study looks at the issues that are relevant to a decision to 
be made towards IPv6 adoption in Jordan. 

Figure 1 shows the cumulative IPv6 and assignments in 
Jordan. It can be seen how the number of new assignments is 
getting lower in comparison for 2013 and 2014. 

 
Fig. 1. IPv6 assignments in Jordan 2015 [6] 

According to IPv6 test [9] report on August 2015, there is 
25 internet service providers for IPv6 in Jordan. They expect a 
slow growth towards 50% IPv4 / 50% IPv6. The report shows 
the percentage of browsers that default to IPv6 vs. IPv4 when 
visiting the ipv6-test connection test. Based on the resulted 
percentage, hopefully, in the distant future, the IPv6 part will 
grow taller than the IPv4 one. Finally, the report reveals the 
percentage of browsers that default to IPv6 vs. IPv4 for users 
that have both v4 and v6 connectivity. Usually, a system will 
default to v6 when it's available, but in some cases with 
tunneled connections, v4 stays the default. 

III. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION 
To the best of my knowledge, this investigation never been 

carried out in Jordan. The study intended to explore the 
perception of Jordanians toward major issues related to IPv6 by 
exploring the attitudes of diverse group: IT and 
telecommunication universities student, telecommunication 
firms and computer centers employees and developers. The 
main objectives of the study are: 

1) To address the level of the existing knowledge about 
IPv6 within the Jordanian society. 

2) To explore whether Jordanians are aware of the 
benefits and the challenges of utilizing IPv6. 

3) To navigate the impact of three main factors that could 
influence recognizing and moving to IPv6 (gender, 
educational qualification, and place of residence). 

B. Research Hypotheses 
For the purpose of addressing to which extends the 

knowledge, usage of the IPv6 exists in Jordan, three main 
Hypotheses are formulated. 

1) There are statistically significant differences from the 
gender perspective in the level of knowledge and usage of 
IPv6 in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. 

2) There are statistically significant differences from 
educational qualification perspective in the level of knowledge 
and usage of IPv6 in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. 

3) There are statistically significant differences from the 
place of residence perspective in the level of knowledge and 
usage of IPv6 in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. 

C. Sampling description and Designed Survey 
The population of this research study is Jordanian Internet 

specialist users and developers to control the bias of internet 
knowledgeable and not knowledgeable users. The study 
utilized a systematic random sampling of internet specialist 
users from three institutions: the Jordanian Ministry of 
Information and Communication Technology (MOICT), 
National Information Technology Center (NITC), Yarmouk 
University, Hashemite University, and Albalqa Applied 
University. 

The purpose of using several institutes from different 
places is to control the main three factors the study is 
addressing (i.e., gender, educational qualification, and place of 
residence). The surveys distribution and collection were 
administered by graduate students at Yatmouk University. As a 
total of 320 surveys were distributed among the above 
mentioned institutions. The participation in this study was 
voluntary, a total number of complete surveys is 300. 
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Participants were asked to complete 3 pages survey on their 
experience and knowledge about IPv6. Likert 5-point scale was 
employed in this study to determine the participants answers of 
questions (i.e. Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral, Do not agree, 
and Strongly not agree). Table 1 summarizes the participants in 
the study. The participants are divided into three categories 
based on the three studied factors. 

TABLE I. PARTICIPANT SUMMARIZATION 

Factors Category Number 

 
Gender 

Male 48 
Female 52 
Total 100 

Place of residence 
City 54 
Village 46 
Total 100 

 
Educational 

Diploma 15 
Bachelor 45 
Master 40 
Total 100 

As shown in Table 1 the percentage of male participants is 
52%, while the percentage of female participants is 48%. The 
city participant’s percentage was 8% higher than the village 
percentage. Finally, it seems most of the participants have 
bachelor degree. 

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
In order to judge the reliability of the used scales of the   

questionnaire, Cronbach's alpha methodology was employed 
[7] to calculate a coefficient of internal consistency. Reliability 
Coefficients for Current Situation of using the IPv6 in the 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is 7.089.0 ≥=α , which is a 
high and acceptable value for the purpose of this study. 

To answer the main question of this study, to which extend 
IPv6 is known and used in Jordan; the arithmetic means and 
standard deviations were used for all questions that measure 
the level of using IPv6 in Jordan. 

The study adopt the following thresholds to judge the 
degree of the estimate arithmetic average: 

• Arithmetic average (less than 2.33) degrees estimate 
low. 

• Arithmetic average (2.34-6.66) degrees estimate 
medium. 

• Arithmetic average (less than 3.67) degrees estimate 
high. 

Table 2 (in Appendix) summarizes the arithmetic mean of 
the vertebrae, which measure the level of use of IPv6 in the 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan which ranged between 2.70 and 
3.80. The employed questionnaire in this study composed of 30 
questions. 

TABLE II. RESEARCH QUESTIONAIRE 

Grade class 
The 
standard 
deviation 

SMA Question Number 

Medium 14 1.49 3.42 Do you know what is the IPv6 1)  
High 3 0.96 3.70 Do you think we need to move to IPv6 2)  
Medium 7 1.01 3.61 Do you think the IPv6 enables you to perform actions/functionalities not offered by IPv4? 3)  
Medium 24 1.10 3.16 Do you think by moving to IPv6, IPv4 will be obsolete? 4)  
Medium 10 0.95 3.48 Are you ready to start using IPv6? 5)  

Medium 33 1.01 2.73 Is Kingdom of Jordan starts establishing the required infrastructure and architecture for 
launching the IPv6? 6)  

Medium 31 2.89 2.89 Do you believe that Kingdom of Jordan has already IPv6? 7)  
Medium 22 3.29 3.29 Do you prefer establishing a test-bed for IPv6? 8)  
Medium 18 0.94 3.39 Do you have the necessary skill to develop applications/ sites work on IPv6? 9)  
Medium 11 0.83 3.46 Do you believe that IPv6 will cost more that IPv4? 10)  
Medium 20 0.89 3.32 Do you think Kingdom of Jordan does not provide IPv6 to ISPs 11)  
High 2 0.93 3.73 Do you think ISPs play essential roles in not disseminating Ipv6 in Kingdom of Jordan 12)  

High 5 0.93 3.68 Do you thing ISPs in Kingdom of Jordan do not move to IPv6, because the benefit that they 
gain from using IPv4 13)  

Medium 28 1.04 3.07 Can you deploy and use websites on IPv6 without ISPs intervention? 14)  
Medium 23 0.92 3.20 Do you believe that ISPs in Jordan already have IPv6 and it is working? 15)  
Medium 19 0.97 3.38 Do you believe that ISPs in Jordan already have IPv6 but they don’t activate it 16)  

Medium 34 0.93 2.70 Do you know any institute/s use IPv6? 17)  

High 11 1.15 3.80 Do you have the willingness to participate in any IPv6 workshops in Kingdom of Jordan? 18)  
Medium 27 0.85 3.10 Can you conduct new services on IPv6 while you are still keep using IPv4 19)  

Medium 16 1.00 3.41 Do you think the main reason behind not moving to IPv6 yet  is  the reluctance of Jordanian 
firms as it needs a lot of works 20)  

Medium 11 0.98 3.46 Do you think the main reason behind not moving to IPv6 yet  is  the reluctance of Jordanian 
firms as it needs a lot cost 21)  

Medium 25 1.02 3.15 Can you collaborate and communicate with the glob if we don’t activate the IPv6 in Kingdom 
of Jordan? 22)  
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Most notably, Question number (18), which states " Do you 
have the willingness to participate in any IPv6 workshops in 
Kingdom of Jordan?" got the highest arithmetic mean and high 
degree.  Then, Question number (12) got the second place 
which achieves a mean (3.73) and high degree, which states: 
“Do you think ISPs play essential roles in not disseminating 
Ipv6 in Kingdom of Jordan?". The lowest arithmetic mean was 
for Question number (17), which states, "Are you aware of 
companies use Ipv6? ", the arithmetic mean was (2.70) with 
moderate degree. 

In order to check the hypotheses, the average and standard 
deviations of using IPv6 in Jordan were used by taking into 
account the three main factors (gender, educational 
qualification, and place of residence,). The analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) was utilized in this study to compare the means of 
responses given by male and female, city, etc. respondents in 
order to explore differences [8]. 

TABLE III. AVERAGES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF USING OF IPV6 
UPON THREE STUDIED FACTORS 

Variable Category SMA The standard 
deviation 

Gender 
Male 3.39 0.53 
Female 3.26 0.42 

Place of 
residence 

City 3.27 0.49 
Village 3.49 0.38 

education 
Diploma 3.28 0.44 
Bachelor 3.32 0.55 
Master 3.36 0.35 

As shown in table 3 and 4, there were no statistically 
significant differences at the level of significance (α ≤0.05) in 
the level of using the IPv6 in the Hashemite Kingdom of 
Jordan in corresponding with gender and  educational 
qualification factors ( i.e.,  F value doesn’t reach to the level of 
statistical significance (0.05). Therefore, hypotheses 1 and 2 
are rejected. 

From table 3 and 4, there were statistically significant 
differences at the level of significance (α ≤0.05) in the level of 
using the IPv6 in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan in 
corresponding with place of residence factor. Village 
arithmetic mean was 3.49, while the arithmetic mean for city 
factor was 3.27.  The value of (f) for Place of residence factor 
was 4.605 at the level of statistical significance (0.03), which is 
less than 0.05. Therefore hypothesis number 3 is accepted. 

TABLE IV. STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANT COMPARISON IN TERMS OF THREE 
FACTORS 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
The IPv6 as a protocol and technologies starts to march out 

across the world because of its exaggerated addressing space. 
Therefore, Internet addresses with IPv6 will meet the internet 
demand for the expected future, unlike the existing and 
exhausted IPv4 address space. As a result, the world has 
already start adopting IPv6 addresses, for instance Google and 
Facebook officially adopted IPv6 since 2012. Organizations 
worldwide are tirelessly planning for the migration. However, 
some organizations are slower than others to make the switch. 
Even though, many private and government bodies are moving 
to IPv6 and all major modern organizations have made the 
switch, still few challenges has to be addressed in order for 
governments to move forward towards IPv6 adoption. In this 
study, there is emphasizes on the need to migrate from IPv4 to 
IPv6 and investigate the factors that are slowing the migration 
process in Jordan. The conducted study reveals that Jordan 
people who live in villages are not very aware of the new 
internet protocol advantages compared to those lived in cities. 
This clearly indicates that the awareness programs for IPv6 
among Jordanian people are targeted programs for certain 
sectors from the industry such as the telecommunication 
players who in turns keeping the granted IPv6 blocks until their 
allocated IPv4 addresses are sold out. 
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Abstract—Computers and artificial intelligence have 
penetrated in the food industry since last decade, for intellectual 
automatic processing and packaging in general, and in assisting 
for quality inspection of the food itself in particular. The food 
quality assessment task becomes more challenging when it is 
about harmless internal examination of the ingredient, and even 
more when its size is also minute. In this article, a method for 
automatic detection, extraction and classification of raw food item 
is presented using x-ray image data of pine nuts. Image processing 
techniques are employed in developing an efficient method for 
automatic detection and then extraction of individual ingredient, 
from the source x-ray image which comprises bunch of nuts in a 
single frame. For data representation, statistical texture analysis is 
carried out and attributes are calculated from each of the sample 
image on the global level as features. In addition co-occurrence 
matrices are computed from images with four different offsets, 
and hence more features are extracted by using them. To find 
fewer meaningful characteristics, all the calculated features are 
organized in several combinations and then tested. Seventy 
percent of image data is used for training and 15% each for cross-
validation and test purposes. Binary classification is performed 
using two state-of-the-art non-linear classifiers: Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machines (SVM). 
Performance is evaluated in terms of classification accuracy, 
specificity and sensitivity. ANN classifier showed 87.6% accuracy 
with correct recognition rate of healthy nuts and unhealthy nuts 
as 94% and 62% respectively. SVM classifier produced the 
similar accuracy achieving 86.3% specificity and 89.2% sensitivity 
rate. The results obtained are unique itself in terms of ingredient 
and promising relatively. It is also found that feature set size can 
be reduced up to 57% by compromising 3.5% accuracy, in 
combination with any of the tested classifiers. 

Keywords—pine nuts; Image processing; neural networks; 
feature extraction; classification 

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
In recent times, automatic inspection of product good as 

well as raw ingredients has gained more attention in food 
industry. Efforts have been made for non-destructive 
investigation of key ingredients in agriculture and food 
business. In this context, x-ray imaging has been a preferred 
technique which lets one examine the ingredient internally 
without causing any damage to the ingredient itself. It reveals 
the internal details which allow the presence of worm damage 
and other defects to be determined in a safe way [1-3]. In nuts 
selection, the key objective is to reduce the amount of nuts with 
navel orange worm damage passed to the consumer. For 
inspection of the ingredient, image processing is a potential 

tool for unveiling the hidden damage present inside the 
ingredient, and to highlight the concealed facts. Work has been 
carried out in processing the images of food ingredients for 
identifying the damage present in it [1-4]. However, the efforts 
made to demonstrate the extraction of individual nutmeats - 
Regions of Interest (ROI) - are limited, in particular, where an 
ample image is captured of a large number of ingredients by 
the x-ray source. In a real time scenario, it is unlikely to 
activate x-ray source for each individual ingredient, instead, a 
batch of ingredients can be captured. We demonstrate 
development of an image processing method which is capable 
of identifying and extracting image samples of each individual 
ingredient that passes under the x-ray source, while discarding 
any external object simultaneously. 

Afterward, converting image samples into significant 
features which hold discriminative properties of the target class 
is also a vital task. Extensive work has been carried out for 
classification of agriculture products as well as food 
ingredients by the use of several kinds of features extracted 
from their images. Keagy et al. [4] made use of statistical and 
histogram features for damage detection in pistachio nuts. 
Guyer et al. [5] used spectral imaging for defect detection in 
cherries. Park et al. [6] proposed content-based image 
classification using texture properties and diagonal moment. In 
extracting significant features for quality inspection of 
ingredients related to food and agriculture industry, more 
attention has paid towards texture analysis of images. 
Considering nuts as food ingredient for quality assessment and 
sorting, pistachio has been widely used in previous studies [7-
11]. Hazelnuts and almonds are also studied; however, pine 
nuts are rarely reported. One of the reasons is its high cost 
around the globe which leads to its limited consumption in the 
food industry. In addition, its size is small which limits it to be 
graded efficiently and autonomously. We used pine nuts as raw 
food ingredient to develop a machine vision system for its 
automated quality inspection using x-ray imaging. 

In a classification task, the success rate highly depends 
upon the suitable selection classifier as well. A classifier 
identifies objects as one of the target classes by using the 
features extracted from them. Many classification techniques 
have been used for quality assessment of goods in food and 
agriculture industry. Among them, Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN) has shown potential for resolving problems in 
estimating a mathematical relationship where some inputs and 
their corresponding target outputs are known [12-14]. 
Extensive work has been carried out employing this technique 
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by using several kinds of features including statistical, spectral, 
texture and color features [15-23]. Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) is another state of the art technique, used in binary 
classification problems [24-25]. It has the capability to separate 
the linear as well as non-linear data by estimating a hyper plane 
between classes. SVM classifier has been employed in several 
different applications [26-30]. 

In this work, the aim of the study is to propose a machine 
vision system which is initially capable of the extracting image 
of each unit ingredient (from source image which encompasses 
the large number of ingredient), and then classify it as healthy 
or unhealthy (damaged/diseased). We used raw pine nuts for 
Quality inspection. The technical goals of the study include 
developing a method for real-time extraction of unit ingredient 
(individual nut image) by processing the captured image by an 
x-ray scanner which is possibly mounted above the feeding belt 
containing non-overlapped nuts in a serial manner. Then 
estimation of fewer meaningful features to be extracted from 
each image sample which show a significant contribution to 
classification, and propose an appropriate classifier model to 
efficiently grade the sample ingredient as one of the target 
class. Figure 1 shows the in-line inspection scenario for quality 
classification of raw pine nuts. 

The rest of the paper is scheduled as: Section 2 describes 
the image acquisition and the method for individual ingredient 
extraction. Section 3 includes the features choice and their 
combinations for classification. Classifiers' detail is presented 
in section 4. The parameters of performance evaluation and the 
results are discussed in sections 5 and 6 respectively. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. X-ray Imaging 
Raw pine nuts (Unprocessed) are obtained as samples. For 

the x-ray imaging, we considered an x-ray image reader 
machine: FCR (Fuji Computed Radiography) PRIMA (Model: 
CR-IR 391RU) of FUJIFILM Corporation [31]. It is the 
Computed Radiography Machine primarily used for medical 
imaging. With the intension of developing an extraction 

method (extraction of invidual nutmeats from the captured x-
ray image) only, and due to the limited resources; this imaging 
solution is adopted on an experimental basis. The reading 
capability of the device is 10 pixels /mm and processing 
capacity is up to 29 IPs (Imaging Plates) per hour. The imaging 
plate of type ST-VI is used with dimension 35×35 cm. A 24 
bit, 1760×1760 output image in JPEG (Joint Photographic 
Experts Group) format is generated using the FCR PRIMA 
Console workstation. A sample output image with pine raw 
nuts laid on the image plate is shown in Fig. 2. Later, each 
sample was carefully marked, manually internally examined 
and then labeled as healthy or unhealthy. 

B. Pre-processing 
The x-ray output image is a wider image containing a large 

number of raw pine nuts. In the Fig. 1, It is apparent that the 
background intensity is not constant rather there are vertical 
background stripes in the image with higher light intensity. The 
problem occurs due to crude environmental illumination 
conditions. We obtained such an image due to limited 
resources, however, it is assumed that for a practical scenario, 
non-overlapped nuts are laid on the feeding belt, and an X-ray 
source is mounted on top which captures the image of a batch 
of nuts (see Fig. 1). For pre-processing and independent 
nutmeat region extraction from the captured image, few useful 
image processing techniques are employed discussed in the 
following. 

The obtained digital x-ray image (Fig. 1) is a 24 bit RGB 
image. It is converted to grayscale image by eradicating the 
hue and saturation information, while holding the luminance 
[32]. Considering the real-time setup with proper source as 
indicated in Fig. 1, we show the sample image with few 
ingredients as shown in Fig. 3a. Figure 3b represents the 
inverted intensity version. Next, to separate regions of interest 
from background, the grayscale image is converted to binary 
image with white color (pixel intensity~255) as the region and 
black (pixel intensity~0) as background pixel based on global 
thresholding, where the threshold was selected by trial and 
error for the current database (see Fig. 3c).

 
Fig. 1. Proposed schematic setup for selection of nuts with the aid of in-line quality assessment system 
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Fig. 2. Sample digital x-ray output image of an image plate containing pine 
nuts 

For all the detected regions in Fig. 3c, the centroids, and the 
bounding boxes are calculated [32]. Bounding box contains the 
global coordinates of the top left corner of the region and the 
rectangular size of the region. These rectangular dimensions 
are estimated by using the binary image (fig. 3c) with the help 
of edge detection along the horizontal as well as the vertical 
axes. Centroids (global coordinates of central pixel of the 
region) are estimated for each region by calculating the mean 
of global coordinates of pixels belonging to the region along 
the horizontal and the vertical axes. Figure 3d shows all the 
detected regions with their corresponding centroids marked on 

them. There are many tiny regions detected which are not our 
ROIs. To skip them, a median filter mask of size 5×5 is 
applied. These false regions act as salt and pepper noise, and so 
many of them were disappeared after applying the median 
filter. As an additional benefit of this filter, the boundaries of 
true regions became sharper as shown in Fig. 3e. 

C. True Nutmeat Region Estimation and Extraction 
Finally, to detect the correct nutmeat regions only, we 

approximated the size of a single average pine nut image. So 
an area-based threshold is used; A=An±15%, where An is the 
estimated normal nut image area. A region was marked as the 
true region if it satisfies the threshold criteria or otherwise 
discarded. The resultant regions with their corresponding 
centroids can be seen in Fig. 3f. 

Figure 3g shows the true nutmeat regions with both 
corresponding centroids and the bounding boxes. Since the 
bounding boxes represent the global rectangular measurement 
of the region, each ingredient is extracted (cropped) from the 
original image (Fig. 3a) with the help of its corresponding 
bounding box information. Finally, each individually extracted 
pine nut sample is shown in Fig. 3 (at the bottom). It is worth 
mentioning here that each ingredient image is the part of 
original source x-ray image, and not of the processed image. 
The processing was done for detection of only real ingredient, 
and the efficient estimation of their size for successful 
cropping. 

As mentioned earlier, the individual ingredients were 
manually inspected and labeled as binary label; 0 for healthy, 
and 1 for unhealthy. Figure 4 shows few image samples 
representing each of target categories. 

 
Fig. 3. Image processing steps: from captured collective image to individual nut sample image (a) A sample sub-image (b) negative transformed image (c) binary 
image after the region of interest based thresholding (d) region detection with marked centroids (e) Regions detection after applying a 5×5 median filter mask (f) 
Regions detection after applying area threshold (g) True nutmeat region extraction (by cropping) from source image by using respective bounding boxes
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Fig. 4. X-ray image samples of Healthy and Unhealthy pine nuts 

III. FEATURE SELECTION 
Depending on the nature of task, attention has been paid in 

mining the meaningful and significant information from the 
images. The aim is to estimate and compute the properties 
which hold the discriminating characteristics of the image 
sample representing the target category. 

Regarding quality inspection using images, texture analysis 
have been extensively exercised as discussed in the 
introduction section. For this quality assessment task, we chose 
the features providing the multilevel statistical and texture 
statistical properties of the sample images. 

A. Global statistical features 
We calculated a set of statistical features on the global level 

from each of the sample image. For an image I with highest 
pixel intensity N, these features are calculated by using the 
mathematical expressions summarized in Tab. 1. Minimum, 
maximum, and median are the first order features and represent 
the corresponding pixel intensities in the image. Mean 
represents the average pixel intensity and the standard 
deviation is the measure of average contrast. Variance is 
calculated as the square of standard deviation. These features 
are mathematically represented in Tab. 1. 

B. Texture statistical features on global level 
Next, four characteristics are calculated on global level 

which represents the texture statistical analysis of image 
presented in Tab. 2. Smoothness represents the measure of 
relative softness of the intensity in a region, ranging between 0 
and 1. A constant intensity image corresponds to zero 
smoothness. Third moment determines the skewness of 
histogram of the image. Uniformity is the measure opposite to 
smoothness; hence a constant intensity image corresponds to 
maximum uniformity. Entropy is the statistical measure of 
randomness. Mathematical expressions for calculation of these 
features are represented in Tab. 1. 

C. Texture statistical features from co-occurrence matrices 
In addition to global level characteristics, we extracted 

features from Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrices (GLCMs). 
A Co-occurrence matrix is largely used to measure the texture 
of an image [33]. The size of this matrix depends on the 
number of gray levels present in the image. The elements in the 
GLCM depend on the position operator, which is described by 
a vector containing direction and distance parameters (also 
called offset). We calculated four GLCMs from each of sample 
images using four position operators shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Position operator to calculate Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix 
(GLCM) with angles and offsets 

A GLCM for an image I of size m×n is calculated as 
follows 
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where Δx and Δy represent the horizontal and vertical 

distances. 

From each ingredient image sample, four GLCMs are 
calculated. Next using each GLCM, following four features: 
contrast, correlation, energy, and homogeneity, are calculated 
respectively as; 
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Where i and j represent pixel intensities and cij is their 
count of co-occurrences according to the specified position 
operator. 

D. Features Organization 
Concretely, from each image sample, we calculated global 

statistical features, and statistical texture features on global 
level as well as from co-occurrence matrices. To assess the 
significance of different features in classifying the unseen data, 
we organized these features into six different combinations. 
These combinations of features are shown in Tab. 2. 

Figure 6 shows the flow chart of the entire system 
including image processing, feature extraction, and 
classification phases. 

IV. CLASSIFIER CHOICE 
As discussed earlier in the introduction section, the 

selection of appropriate classifier for a particular task is a vital 
part. ANN has become a state of the art choice as nonlinear 
classifier in recent times due to available improved computing 
and parallel processing capabilities. We opted two state-of-the-
art non-linear classifiers: ANN and SVM for this classification 
task. The specifications and application details for each of the 
classifiers are described in the following subsections. 

A. Artificial Neural Network 
Artificial neural networks are the computing systems, 

composed of large number of highly inter-connected units 
(called neurons) that emulate the structure and operation of 
biological nervous system. There are many types and 
architectures of neural networks, fundamentally depending on 
their learning mechanisms. Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs), 
also called Multilayer Feed Forward Neural network (MFNN) 
has an architecture comprised of an input layer, one or more 
hidden layers and an output layer. Typically, a MFNN with one 
hidden layer is sufficient to map any kind of linear or non-
linear approximation. An example of three-layer neural 
network architecture is shown in Fig. 7. An MLP operates in 
two phases: learning and recall. For the learning of MLP,

TABLE II. STATISTICAL AND TEXTURE STATISTICAL FEATURE EXTRACTED FROM X-RAY IMAGE SAMPLES ON GLOBAL LEVEL 

 Properties Feature Set 1 Feature 
Set 2 Feature Set 3 Feature Set 4 Feature Set 5 Feature Set 6 

Global 
Statistical 
Features 

Minimum   ×  ×  
Maximum   ×  ×  
Median   ×  ×  
Variance   ×  ×  
Mean ×  × × ×  
Standard Deviation ×  × × ×  

Global 
Texture 
Statistical 
Features 

Smoothness ×   × × × 
Third Moment ×   × × × 
Uniformity ×   × × × 
Entropy ×   × × × 

Textures 
Statistical 
Features 
from 
GLCMs 

Features from GLCM 
(calculated at 0°)  × × × × × 

Features from GLCM 
(calculated at 45°)  × × × × × 

Features from GLCM 
(calculated at 90°)  × × × ×  

Features from GLCM 
(calculated at 135°)  × × × ×  

 Total Features 06 16 22 22 26 12 

 Feature Set Characteristics 
Global texture 
statistical 
features 

GLCM 
texture 
features 

Global statistical 
and GLCM 
texture features 

All Texture 
statistical 
features 

Global and 
GLCM Statistical 
& texture features 

Fewer Texture 
statistical 
features 
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Fig. 6. Flow chart of proposed quality inspection system 

special training algorithms have developed based on the 
learning rules similar to learning mechanisms of biological 
systems. By using the training data having inputs and 
corresponding targets, the weights of the classifier associated 
with the inputs are updated iteratively by the learning 
algorithm to approximate the target behavior. Back 
Propagation (BP) algorithm is typically used to update the 
weights, by minimizing the error function [12]. There are many 
types of BP algorithm available, and it is desired to select one 
which best fit the data. We employed the Levenberg-Marquardt 
(LM) algorithm for the learning [34]. It was designed to come 
up to second order training speed without computing the 

Hessian matrix. The Hessian matrix can be calculated as 
H=JTJ, and the gradient can be computed as G=JTe. Where J is 
the Jacobian matrix, which contains the first derivatives of 
network error, and e is the network errors vector. 

The iterative update in the weights incorporated by the LM 
algorithm is calculated as 

1 I

T

j j T

J ew w
J J α+ = −

+    (6) 
Where w represents the network weights, α is the learning 

parameter and I  is the identity matrix. A large value of α 
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corresponds to smaller step size in gradient descent 
approximation and vice versa. It was fixed as 0.9. 

For the network training, the above procedure is followed. 
We selected an MLP with one hidden layer. To estimate the 
optimized number of hidden layer neurons, we used the cross-
validation data. For each of organized feature set as described 
in Tab. 2, the size of hidden layer is varied, and network 
performance is repeatedly observed against cross-validation 
error. The network configuration with the best cross-validation 
outcome is selected for classification of test data. Table 3 
represents the estimated MLP architectures for different feature 
sets. The number of epochs for training was limited to 100. It 
was approximated after performing several training sessions. 

B. Support Vector Machines 
Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a widely used 

technique which involves supervised learning for binary 
classification. In this technique, a learning algorithm estimates 
a plane which separates the data between different classes. 
SVM have been employed both for linear and non-linear 
classification problems. It is worth repeating basic concepts of 
SVM classifier here. For the training data (x1, y1), (x2, y2), 
……,(xn, yn) with xi as feature vector of ith sample and yi as the 
corresponding target class, a linear SVM hyper plane fulfills 
the following conditions; 

1 1
1 1

i i

i i

x w b for y
x w b for y

⋅ + ≥ = +
⋅ + ≤− = −

  (7) 

Where w represents the weight vector associated with xi 
and b represents the bias value. 

In the case of two classes which are linearly non-separable, 
a suitable function (kernel) is used to transform the input 
feature space X into another feature space L (L = ƒ{X}), where 
it is possible to separate the classes linearly. Figure 8a shows 
linearly separable data with the hyper planes separating the 
classes with different margins. Non-separable data can be 
mapped by a mapping function to higher feature space, and can 
be separated by a linear hyper plane as shown in Fig. 8b [35]. 

For the purpose of visualization, we applied Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) [36]. PCA is primarily used for 
data representation in a lower dimension. The first principal 
component holds maximum variance among features. The 
second principal component holds the second highest variance 
and so on. We used first two principal components to produce 
the features representing data samples (holds ~70 % of the 
variance of original data). It was observed that the data is not 
separable in original feature space (the data plots can be seen in 
figures referred in results section). To classify the data with 
SVM, we transformed the input feature space to another 
feature space using Gaussian kernel function given as: 

2

2( , ) exp
2

i
i

x xK x x
σ

 −
= − 

 

 

       (8) 
Where σ is the scaling factor in kernel function 

 
Fig. 7. A typical three layered artificial neural network architecture 

Training data is used to train the SVM classifier. After 
training, the classifier is optimized by using the cross 
validation data. Two variables were selected to optimize the 
classifier's performance on cross-validation data: scaling factor 
of the kernel function "σ", and "C" to control the soft margin 
between classes and the hyper plane. We geometrically varied 
the values for these parameters such that each value for σ is 
tested in combination with each value of C. Following is the 
batch represents the options to select the value of these 
parameters; 

Batch = {.01 .02 .05 .08 .1 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 1.2 1.5 1.8 2 5 10 15 20 
30 40 50 70 80 100}          (9) 

The classifier is optimized by using the cross-validation 
data, in the following three ways independently: 

TABLE III. OPTIMIZED ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURES 
ESTIMATED FOR DIFFERENT SET OF FEATURES 

 Artificial Neural Network Architectures 

Feature set Input layer – Hidden layer – Output layer 

1 6–9–1 

2 16–12-1 

3 22-15-1 

4 22-15-1 

5 26-20-1 

6 12-14-1 
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Fig. 8. (a) Left: Example of a linear discriminant analysis using SVM 
algorithm. Three hyperplanes are shown: π1 does not separate the two classes, 
π2 separates the two classes with a small margin and π3 corresponds to the best 
separating hyperplane. Right: Illustration of canonical hyperplanes (black 
dashed lines), the support vectors in magenta color and the distance between 
support vectors and best separating hyperplane ξ. (b) Left: Samples which are 
not linearly separable. Right: Non-linear data mapped to another feature space 
using the function Ф where linear separation is achievable 

• Achieving overall best classification accuracy 
regardless of individual class accuracy 

• Achieving the maximum sensitivity regardless of 
specificity or classification accuracy 

• Achieving best trade-off between specificity and 
sensitivity while prioritizing the sensitivity 

Later with each of the optimized classifier's model, test data 
is classified and results are recorded. The parameters accuracy, 
sensitivity and specificity are defined in the following section. 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
Since this is a binary classification task: the data is labeled 

as one of two categories: image sample of healthy nut (referred 
as Negative example) and image sample of unhealthy nut 
(referred as Positive examples). 77 percent of the database is 
composed of negative examples (631 samples), while the rest 
23% (187 samples) of images belong to positive examples. To 
be used with the classifier, the data of each class is divided as: 
70% for training purpose, 15% for cross validation and 15% 
for test purpose. Training data is used to train the classifier, 
cross validation data is dedicated to optimize the classifier, and 
results are calculated on test (unseen) data. To ensure the 
generalized performance of classifiers, they were trained using 
randomly selected data. For each set of input features, we 
rotated the data five times in all three divisions: training, 
validation and test data. Finally an average of five outcomes of 
test data is calculated and presented as classification results. 

The performance is evaluated regarding parameters defined 
as; 

Accuracy: the proportion of true results (both true positives 
and true negatives) in the total samples. 

Specificity: (or true negative ratio) probability of ingredient 
recognized as healthy, given that the ingredient was healthy 

Sensitivity: (or true positive ratio) probability of ingredient 
recognized as unhealthy, given that the ingredient was 
unhealthy 

These are calculated as: 

100%TP TNAccuracy
TP TN FP FN

+
= ×

+ + +   (10) 

100%TPSpecificity
TP FN

= ×
+    (11) 

100%TNSensitivity
TN FP

= ×
+   (12) 

Where 

TP is equal to total number of true positives: the sample is 
an Unhealthy nut AND the classifier correctly classifies it as 
Unhealthy 

FN is the total number of false negatives: the sample is an 
Unhealthy nut BUT the classifier incorrectly classifies it as 
Healthy nut 

TN is the total number of true negatives: the sample is a 
Healthy nut AND the classifier correctly classifies it as Healthy 
nut 

FP is the total number of false positives: the sample is a 
Healthy nut BUT the classifier correctly classifies it as 
Unhealthy nut 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The two classifiers after being optimized by using the cross 

validation data were used to classify the test data. Their 
performance is evaluated and discussed in the following 
section. 

A. Artificial Neural Network 
Initially, ANN classifier is used for performance evaluation 

by using each of the organized set of features. At first, global 
texture statistical features (set 1) are fed to ANN, and results 
are produced. On average, the network demonstrated 81.8% 
classification accuracy, with 94.26% correct recognition of 
healthy nuts. However, the sensitivity rate was less than 50%, 
which is insufficient. Next, feature set 2 is fed at input layer of 
its corresponding estimated ANN architecture. The network 
showed a slight improvement in accuracy, less than 1%. On the 
contrary, recognition of unhealthy nuts is improved by 13.4%, 
and so the accuracy was compromised by comparatively lower 
specificity rate of 89.9%. Texture features from GLCMs (set 2) 
showed improved performance in recognizing unhealthy nuts, 
which is desired, but at the same time the size of this feature set 
- 2.6 times larger than set 1 - is noticeable. Next, the 
combination of global statistical features and texture features 
from GLCMs (set 3) is used in order to seek improved network 
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performance. The network with these features showed 
enhanced performance than previous outcomes. It showed 
59.8% and 92% specificity and sensitivity rate respectively. 
Hence this combination of features has increased the 
classification accuracy - 83.7% - but still unsuccessful in 
achieving a significantly good recognition rate for bad nuts. 
Feature set 4, which primarily projects the texture statistical 
characteristics of images and sounds a comprehensively 
superior choice of features, is then used with ANN. As a result, 
overall 84.5% accuracy is achieved and 93.28% healthy nuts 
were correctly identified. Unexpectedly, the sensitivity rate is 
even lower than the last outcome (since texture statistical 
features (set 1) seem having more significant information than 
simple statistical properties (set 3)). Next, we selected feature 
set 5 (contains all kinds of features extracted from test data) 
and fed to its corresponding estimated (trained and optimized) 
ANN architecture. The classification accuracy produced by the 
network using all the features was 87.6%, with 94.46% correct 
recognition of healthy nuts. 62% of unhealthy nuts were 
correctly recognized which was the highest percentage of its 
kind so far. Hence using feature set 5, the network 
outperformed all previous outcomes on each evaluation 
parameter. 

The key task in such a binary classification problems is to 
achieve the good recognition rate for unhealthy nuts while a 
minor rejection rate of healthy nuts is acceptable. It can be 
noticed by and large that taking into account the enlarging in 
feature set on size and information, the progress in 
classification accuracy is relatively not promising. Keeping this 
in mind, we tried to estimate a smaller feature set which yet is 
capable of providing the comparable results as obtained earlier 
with improved computational efficiency. It can be fairly 
expected that a small number of significant features may reflect 
comparable classification results. For this purpose, we selected 
eight texture statistical features from GLCMs calculated at an 
angle of 0° and 45°, and, also, four on the global level. These 
are combined and formed as the feature set 6, which is then fed 
to the network of its corresponding estimated architecture (see 
Tab. 3), and results are calculated. The network demonstrated 
the classification accuracy of 83.9%, as 3.74% less than 
reported using feature set 5. 90.7 percent specificity rate is 

achieved which is 3.72% Less than that of obtained by set 5. 
On the contrary, the true positive rate (sensitivity) is closer, 
with a difference of 1.32%. 

In general, ANN classifier showed good recognition rate 
for healthy nuts, but the overall accuracy is poor due to meager 
performance of the network toward identifying the unhealthy 
nuts. It is observed that the classifier showed comparable 
results by feature sets 5 and 6. Hence a trade is perceivable 
between accuracy and the computational pace. Consequently 
by using feature set 6 (having less than 50% of information as 
compared to set 5), the computational efficiency can doubled 
in terms of feature extraction, and as a whole resulting in more 
computationally efficient network with small architecture. In 
this case, less than 2% sensitivity, 3.7% of specificity rate and 
overall 3.7% accuracy is compromised. Region Operative 
Characteristic (ROC) curves plotted for test data and total data 
with different choice of feature sets are shown in Fig. 9. 

B. Support Vector Machine 
Next we present the performance evaluation of SVM 

classifier by using different features (as given in Tab. 2) on the 
test data. As mentioned in section 4.2, the classifier was 
optimized on cross-validation data in three ways: for best 
classification accuracy, for best sensitivity, and for best trade-
off between Specificity and sensitivity. Note that the SVM 
classifier was trained using training data, optimized on 
validation data with the appropriate choice of σ (the scaling 
factor in Gaussian radial basis function kernel) and C (estimate 
of the soft margin between the classes), and later tested by 
using the test data. During optimization process using cross-
validation data, it was first optimized for overall accuracy so as 
to estimate the General performance of the classifier. Secondly, 
it was optimized to achieve highest sensitivity rate (considering 
the fact that recognition rate for the unhealthy nut is most 
important). Finally, it was optimized to achieve maximum 
sensitivity rate while maintaining a possibly fair specificity 
rate. These three-way optimizations were achieved by varying 
the parameters σ and C. The vector having choices of each of 
these parameters is given in (9). Individually, we employed the 
feature combinations (sets) given in Tab. 2, and calculated the 
results by using the test data as well as total data. 

 
Fig. 9. Receiver Operative Characteristic (ROC) curves produced by artificial neural network classifier for test data as well as total data using different feature sets 
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TABLE IV. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF TEST DATA PRODUCED BY DIFFERENT MODELS OF SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE CLASSIFIER, ESTIMATED AND 
OPTIMIZED USING CROSS-VALIDATION DATA FOR ACHIEVING (A) BEST ACCURACY (B) HIGHEST SENSITIVITY RATE (C) BEST TRADE-OFF BETWEEN SPECIFICITY 

AND SENSITIVITY 

 Support Vector Machines 
A B C 

Feature 
Set 

Acc. 
(%) 

Spec. 
(%) 

Sens. 
(%) 

Acc. 
(%) 

Spec. 
(%) 

Sens. 
(%) 

Acc. 
(%) 

Spec. 
(%) 

Sen. 
(%) 

1 75.6 83.7 58.7 45.5 32.6 89.3 77.4 80.3 71.4 
2 78.2 85.3 63.2 50.4 36.8 96.4 78.8 81.1 73.8 
3 82.5 87.1 72.6 53.6 40 100 81.9 82.3 80.1 
4 85.1 89.6 75.5 56.1 43.1 100 83.7 84.2 82.1 
5 88.9 94.3 77.6 54.5 41 100 87 86.3 89.3 
6 84.1 88.8 74.1 57.7 45.3 100 83.7 83.2 85.7 

As stated in section 4.2, to visualize the data separation 
performed by the classifier hyper plane, we applied PCA to 
each of feature sets. From each of feature sets, after applying 
PCA, first two principal components were used as features to 
represent each example. These features were then used with 
their corresponding optimized SVM classifier model. The 
hyperplanes separating the classes, estimated by the classifier 
optimized for overall best accuracy, are shown in Fig. 10 for 
different choice of features sets. Similarly, Fig. 11 represents 
the data separation with hyperplanes created by the classifier 
optimized for achieving maximum sensitivity rate. The 
classifier optimized for achieving best trade-off between 
recognition rate for healthy and unhealthy nuts, separated the 
data by the hyperplanes shown in Fig. 12 for different feature 
sets. The results produced by SVM classifier for the test data 
are summarized in Tab. 4. Considering all-purpose 
performance, the classifier produced best results with the 
choice of feature set 5. The classification accuracy equal to 
88.9% is achieved having 94.3% and 77.6% correct recognition 
rate for healthy and unhealthy nuts respectively. On the 
contrary, if the focus is dedicated towards achieving highest 
sensitivity rate i.e. by using the optimized classifier for 
achieving maximum sensitivity, 100% unhealthy nuts can be 
identified. However, with this model more than 50% of healthy 
nuts are discarded, which are a huge figure and not a choice. 
Hence, it is necessary to optimize the classifier fair enough for 
both the target classes, while being generous towards achieving 
sensitivity rate. So the best result of SVM classifier considering 
both the true negative and the true positive rate is achieved 
when it is optimized for estimating best trade-off between 
specificity and sensitivity. Using feature set 5, 89.28% 
Unhealthy nuts were correctly identified while 86.3% healthy 
nuts were correctly spotted. Figure 13 presents the test data 
results calculated by three-way optimized classifier. 

Comparing the two classifiers regarding individual 
evaluation parameters, ANN showed good performance in 
recognizing healthy nuts while SVM demonstrated the true 
positive ratio relatively better than that of produced by ANN. 
The finest performance was achieved with the choice of all 

extracted features (set 5) for both the classifiers. The relative 
improvement in accuracy was higher in the SVM case while 
choosing different features sets. The feature set 6 was 
estimated containing fewer significant features, to estimate a 
computationally efficient classifier. SVM proved to be the 
better choice as a classifier with this set showing 25% higher 
accuracy for recognizing unhealthy nuts, although the overall 
accuracy is similar for both classifiers. The comparative results 
for ANN and SVM with the best trade-off model is given in 
Tab. 5. 

As discussed in the introduction section, pine nuts are 
rarely reported as the ingredient for quality inspection task. In 
contrast, pistachio is generally used in studies where nuts are 
used as ingredients for the quality assessment task. A 
comparison of results from studies where nuts are inspected as 
the ingredient is presented in Tab. 6. The table also presents the 
results of our previous study with pine nuts where a similar but 
much smaller database of x-ray images was used [37]. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
In this article, binary classification of pine nuts using x-ray 

Images were presented. X-ray images were obtained by using a 
commercial x-ray machine on an experimental basis, and later 
each nut image was labeled by careful manual inspection. 
Image processing techniques were employed to develop a 
method which is capable to individually identify and extract 
the nuts when captured while moving on feeding belt. For 
features, statistical texture properties were calculated from 
image samples on the global level as well from co-occurrence 
matrices. Features were organized in different combinations to 
estimate their effectiveness for classification. Two state of the 
art non-linear classifier: ANN and SVM were used for 
classification. Classifiers were trained on training data, and 
optimized using cross validation data. The results were 
calculated on test data in different scenarios with different 
variants of features. On the whole, SVM performed better by 
achieving higher recognition rate for unhealthy nuts, while 
showing similar level of overall accuracy as demonstrated by 
ANN classifier. 
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Fig. 10. Classification results of test set data as well as total data by using different feature sets, produced by Support Vector Machine (SVM) model, (trained using 
training data and) optimized by achieving highest accuracy on cross validation data, C = 2, σ = 2 
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Fig. 11. Classification results of test set data as well as total data by using different feature sets, produced by Support Vector Machine model (trained using training 
data and) optimized by achieving highest sensitivity rate on cross validation data, C = 0.1, σ = 1 
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Fig. 12. Classification results of test set data as well as total data by using different feature sets, produced by Support Vector Machine model (trained using training 
data and) optimized by achieving best trade-off between specificity and sensitivity rate on cross validation data, C = 25, σ = 10 
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Fig. 13. Comparative test data results produced by SVM models optimized on cross validation data for best accuracy, best sensitivity, and best trade-off. 

TABLE V. TEST SET RESULTS OBTAINED USING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK AND SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (WITH BEST TRADE-OFF OPTIMIZATION) 

 Artificial Neural Network Support Vector Machine 

Feature Set Accuracy (%) Specificity (%) Sensitivity (%) Accuracy (%) Specificity (%) Sensitivity (%) 

1 81.8 94.3 42.2 77.4 80.3 71.4 

2 82.1 89.9 55.6 78.8 81.2 73.8 

3 83.8 92.2 59.8 81.9 82.3 80.1 

4 84.5 93.3 51.4 83.7 84.2 82.1 

5 87.6 94.5 62.2 87 86.3 89.3 

6 83.9 90.7 60.8 83.7 83.2 85.7 

TABLE VI. RELATIVE COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH OTHER INGREDIENT STUDIES 

Study Ingredient Features Classifier Accuracy (%) Specificity (%) Sensitivity (%) 

[4] Pistachio nuts 
Statistical 
features from 
Histogram 

-- 89 99 50 

[7] Pistachio nuts 
Histograms and 
global statistical 
features 

Neural network 88 85.4 90.4 

[8] Pistachio nuts Statistical  
features 

Distance 
measure 86 92 80 

[37] 

Pine nuts 
(smaller 
database < 100 
samples) 

Histogram and 
Texture 
statistical 
features 

Logistic 
regression 98.3 99.1 97.6 

Our  
results 

Pine nuts 
(818 samples) 

Texture and 
statistical 
features 

ANN 87.6 94.5 62.2 

SVM 87 86.3 89.3 
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Abstract—Two models have been developed for simulating 
CO2 emissions from wheat farms: (1) an artificial neural network 
(ANN) model; and (2) a multiple linear regression model (MLR). 
Data were collected from 40 wheat farms in the Canterbury 
region of New Zealand. Investigation of more than 140 various 
factors enabled the selection of eight factors to be employed as 
the independent variables for final the ANN model. The results 
showed the final ANN developed can forecast CO2 emissions 
from wheat production areas under different conditions 
(proportion of wheat cultivated land on the farm, numbers of 
irrigation applications and numbers of cows), the condition of 
machinery (tractor power index (hp/ha) and age of fertilizer 
spreader) and N, P and insecticide inputs on the farms with an 
accuracy of ±11% (± 113 kg CO2/ha). The total CO2 emissions 
from farm inputs were estimated as 1032 kg CO2/ha for wheat 
production. On average, fertilizer use of 52% and fuel use of 
around 20% have the highest CO2 emissions for wheat 
cultivation. The results confirmed the ANN model forecast CO2 
emissions much better than MLR model. 

Keywords—Artificial neural networks; modelling; CO2 
emissions; wheat cultivation 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Around the world wheat is used as one of the main food 

sources to provide a large proportion of the calories and 
protein needed by human beings [1]. The world wheat 
production forecasted for 2020 varied depending on the 
prediction method used:  746 Mt [2], 840 Mt [3] and 1050 Mt 
[4]. To meet the target 2020 wheat production, the current 
average wheat yield of 2.7 t/ha needed to be increased by 40% 
[5]. The three options available to lift wheat production to 
meet the 2020 target include: expansion of cultivated land, 
intensification of cultivated land and  increases in production 
per ha [6]. 

The use of plant genetics, new pest control methods, and 
more efficient fertilizers have increased farm production over 
the last 30 years [7]. At a global level, it would be too difficult 
to find additional areas for agriculture as most cultivable area 
is already under use. Intensification of the area currently 

cultivated involves adopting more rigorous farm operation 
systems and the application of more chemical inputs 
(pesticides, fertilizers and fuel). It was expected that the 
newly-developed seed varieties would have improved yields 
over the last few decades; but, in many areas, due to the use of 
traditional farming methods by farmers and other technical 
limitations, yields are still lower than the desired production 
[4, 8]. 

Overall, New Zealand agriculture is dominated by high 
farm inputs [9, 10]. Agricultural production is a victim of, and 
contributor to, global warming [10-13]. CO2 contributes 
significantly to greenhouse gases (GHG) [14]. The link among 
production, energy consumption and CO2 emissions in 
agricultural activities is well understood [10, 15-18]. CO2 is 
emitted during different farming activities, such as land use 
changes, application of fertilizers and pesticides, the ignition 
of fossil fuels and plant waste, decay of organic matter and 
microorganisms in the soil [12, 19, 20]. GHGs could change 
the current environmental conditions that have uncontrolled 
impacts on agricultural production. To monitor CO2 emission 
reduction targets, the effects of direct and indirect factors on 
CO2 emissions should be investigated. 

MLR models have been used widely in agricultural 
projects more than other prediction techniques [21, 22]. A 
simple model with a high r2 can be developed through the use 
of sufficient numbers of samples and independent variables. 
Input variables are always maintained in the best model if the  
actual and predicted data are correlated with  a p value of 0.05 
[23]. In the first step, corroboration between CO2 emission 
and each input variable is verified with simple MLR using r2 
as the decision criterion. A MLR model is then established to 
predict CO2 emissions as: 

Y=a0+a1V1+a2V2+ . . . +anVn+ є           [1] 

where a0-an = coefficients of regression, V1-Vn = the 
input variables and є = the error.  The linear model represents 
the links between the independent (input) variables and the 
dependent (output) variable. 
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Artificial neural networks (ANN) have been used recently 
for investigating the connections between input and output 
parameters [24, 25]. Based on an analysis of the already-
entered data, neural networks can find a link among the input 
and outputs, as well as the controlled and uncontrolled 
parameters [26]. To develop an effective ANN model, the 
number and accuracy of the data sampled are key issues, as 
ANNs require enough data to develop suitable connections, 
ANNs cannot develop the correct connections by themselves.  
ANN models are simple applications that can predict or 
classify different data to give with robust results. ANNs can 
estimate nonlinear input-output applications with high 
accuracy, so can play a vital role in simulating complex 
systems [27]. 

The feed-forward multi-layered perception (MLP) 
paradigm is the most common ANN structure used in 
modelling studies. The feed-forward MLP paradigm consists 
of independent variables, hidden layers and an output layer 
trained by the back propagation (BP) learning method. MLPs 
trained by BP are capable of modelling any function, so they 
are widely used for prediction models [28-30]. The neurons 
associated with the first hidden layer analysis, the weighted 
independent variables, use a transfer function to lead to the 
results. The most commonly used transfer functions include: 
logistic, linear, sine, Gaussian and hyperbolic-tangent. The 
results from the first hidden layer are then directed to the 
second hidden layer via weighted connections. Summation of 
the weighted inputs is processed by the neurons in the hidden 
layer using their transfer functions. The neuron outputs 
associated with the output layer are termed called the 
predicted output [22, 25]. 

The mean square error (MSE) between the predicted 
results and the measured data is minimized by adjusting the 
weights. The following relation is used for estimating the 
mean square error for a basic network having one output 

neuron:   
2)(
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where zi = predicted outputs associated with the ith 
training pattern, ti = the actual outputs associated with the ith 
training pattern and N = the sample size of the training 
patterns [25]. Furthermore, the root mean square error 
(RMSE) is used to show the errors in the units of the actual 
and predicted data. 

Models with a minimum of input variables are preferable 
for problem solving. Therefore, data reduction is useful if the 
number of input variables is  high and the available sample 
size is limited [25]. 

II. METHOD 
The experiments were conducted on irrigated and dry land 

arable farms totalling 35,300 ha in Canterbury, New Zealand. 

Canterbury is the dominant wheat production region in the 
country and shares almost 90% of wheat cultivation farms and 
wheat yield in New Zealand  [31].  CO2 emissions from wheat 
farms were investigated by considering different energy 
sources such as: fertilizers, pesticides, electricity, fuel and 
machinery. The following relationship was used to calculate 
total CO2 emissions (E). 

E = Σ(Ai Ci)                                                         [2] 

where Σ = summation, Ai = input factor and Ci =  the CO2 
emission conversion coefficient for each factor. 

Different conversion coefficients were used to convert 
farm inputs into CO2 emissions. Selecting accurate conversion 
coefficients was the key point of this study. Apart from farm 
inputs, the impact of around 140 factors comprising both 
technical and social aspects such as the farmers’ social status, 
the properties of tractors and equipment, farm conditions and 
yield, were investigated. 

Except for fuel burning, where carbon dioxide was 
released directly, CO2 was also released indirectly from 
farming activities. The use of most inputs associated with 
agriculture were converted into energy coefficients to obtain 
kg CO2/MJ. Three different sources of data collection were 
included: a survey, a literature review and field measurements. 
This study was based on an analysis called the ‘cradle-to-gate 
analysis’, which meant that the transport and waste disposal 
components of the products’ life cycles were not involved 
after they left the farm gate. 

A limited number of independent variables were selected 
to ensure a practical model. The input variables were reduced 
by applying pre-processing based on correlation analysis, 
followed by principle component analysis (PCA). Analysis of 
various variables associated with the components of PCA led 
to the identification of a cumulative variance with eigenvalues 
greater than 1. Around 140 input variables were applied in the 
final ANN model. The analysis consisted of two steps. In the 
first step (pre-processing), input variables, which had no little 
correlation with each other but had a significant impact on 
CO2 emissions, were selected. In the second step, 16 variables 
that demonstrated high links with CO2 production were 
selected, and included: area of wheat cultivation (ha), 
percentage of wheat cultivation area on farms, number of 
cows, annual rainfall, age of farmers, educational background 
of farmers, irrigation frequency, capacity of tractors (hp), farm 
size (ha), inputs such as N, P, fungicides, and insecticides, age 
of fertilizer spreader,   number of plough passes, number of 
sprayer passes, and age of sprayer.  The PCA process was 
guided to select eight independent variables to be applied as 
independent variables in the ANN model. The eight 
independent variables selected included plough passage 
numbers, the proportion of wheat area on farms, irrigation 
frequency, number of cows, age of fertilizer spreader and farm 
inputs, nitrogen input (kg), insecticide input (kg), phosphate 
input (kg), age of sprayer and tractor power index (hp/ha). The 
selected eight independent variables had a threshold 
cumulative variance of around 72.3%. 

Data were collected from 40 wheat farms. For training 
purposes 30 farms were selected randomly and the remaining 
10 farms were used for model validation. 

A limited number of hidden neurons were enough to 
describe simple nonlinear problems. In contrast, to solve the 
very nonlinear problems associated with large amounts of 
input variables large numbers of neurons were essential to 
predict an output variable with a low margin of error. 
Currently, neuron numbers were selected based mostly on trial 
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and error rather than science [32]. For the purpose of this 
study, the different aspects of the ANN model were optimised 
by using a genetic algorithm-based optimisation to determine 
a satisfactory model structure. A number of trials led to the 
selection of a modular neural network with two hidden layers 
containing two sub-networks (Figure 1). 

For function approximation, the optimised model was 
trained. In the training process, the weight change followed by 
subsequent batch processing was controlled by the learning 
rate. A training process with a higher learning rate would be 
quicker; but the weights may oscillate around the lowest level 
of error, but never reach it [25]. Subsequently, this study used 
a learning rate of 0.01 (low). The learning method adopted 
(Quick Prop) was very fast in reducing flaws when finding 
promising results. Quick Prop adjusted weights by indirectly 
using the second derivative of error. In each trial of Quick 
Prop, weights were revised using following relationship: 
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where Δwm = the existing weight, dm = the average 
derivative of the error for the current epoch (batch) m; and 
∂E/∂wm = the current error gradient for a particular input 
vector [25]. 

This study examined different functions, that included the 
logistic sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent (tanh), sine, Gaussian and 
linear functions. To propose the final model, the hyperbolic 
tangent function was selected for the input layer and the first 
hidden layer; the logistic function was applied for the second 
hidden layer; and the linear function was selected for the 
output layer (Figure 3). These functions can be written as: 
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where tanh (u) = the hyperbolic tangent function, L(u) = 
the logistic function, and u = weighted sum of inputs into a 
neuron [25]. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. CO2 Emissions 
The study revealed that an average of 1032 kg CO2/ha, 

was released from each wheat cultivation farm. To achieve a 
wider perspective, farm inputs were divided into five 
categories: electricity, fertilizers, agrichemicals, machinery 
and fuel. As shown in Table 1, fertilizer (mostly nitrogen) was 
ranked highest on the farms studied, with 52% of total CO2 
emissions. 

TABLE I. TOTAL CO2 PRODUCTION FROM DIFFERENT AGRICULTURAL 
INPUTS APPLIED ON WHEAT CULTIVATION FARM (KG CO2/HA) 

 Fertilizer Agrichemicals Electricity Machinery Fuel Total 

Total  539 (52%) 55 (5%) 86 (8%) 149 (14%) 203 
20%) 1032  

B. Model Development 
MLR and ANN models were developed for forecasting 

CO2 emissions from the wheat cultivation farms. 

1) Multiple Linear Regression Model 
MLR demonstrates the linear relationships between the 

input and output variables. In this study the MLR model was 
compared with an ANN for which data from 25% randomly-
selected samples were used for model validation and the 
remaining 75% data were used for model training. The MLR 
model developed was used to estimate, the validation data. 
The MLR model was able to be fitted to the CO2 emission 
data and accounted for around 35% and 70% of the variance 
in the validation and training data, respectively. Figures 1 and 
2 demonstrate the relationships between the forecasted and 
measured CO2 emissions, respectively, for the training and 
validation data. The MSE and RMSE estimated for validation 
data were 6977 and 84 kg CO2/ha, respectively. 

 
Fig. 1. Relationships between the field measurements and model-predicted CO2 emissions (training) based on the MLR model 
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Fig. 2. Relationships between the field measurements and model-predicted CO2 emissions (validation) based on the MLR model 

2) Artificial Neural Network Model 
After trialling different neuron activation functions, 

learning algorithms and network structures, a modular 
network with two hidden layers was developed (Figure 3). 
After the input layer, the modular network was divided into 

two parts. There were 20 neurons in the input layer with two 
and 12 neurons, respectively, for the first and second parts of 
the modular network. The final output (CO2 emissions) was 
produced by combining the results in the output layer. 

 
Fig. 3. Structure of the modular network and the number of neurons in each layer 

Trials (1500) led to the production of the most satisfactory 
ANN model with a scaled MSE of 2.3×10-2 (with inputs and 
outputs ranged between -1 and +1). Compared to MLR, the 
ANN model predicted CO2 emissions effectively 
and accounted for almost 90% of the variance (Figure 5) in the 

validation data. Figures 4 and 5 show the relationship between 
the actual and predicted data for the training and validation of 
the ANN model. The r2 was estimated at 0.82 and 0.89, 
respectively, for training and validation of the ANN model.

 
Fig. 4. Relationships between the field measurements and model-predicted CO2 emissions (training) based on the ANN model 
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Fig. 5. Relationships between the field measurements and model-predicted CO2 emissions (validation) based on the ANN model 

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the ANN predictions for the 
training and validation data, respectively. The four lines in 
each picture represent the desired output, network output, and 
the high and low boundaries of the confidence intervals. The 
region within which the correct answer was within the 95% 

confidence level, as indicated by the grey area. As Figure 7 
shows, the final model can predict CO2 emissions up to ±113 
kg CO2/ha within the 95% confidence level. The results 
indicated the chance that the predicted errors would be more 
than ±113 kg CO2 /ha was only 5%. 

 
Fig. 6. Predicted, observed and 95% confidence interval for CO2 emissions based on the ANN model (training data) 

 
Fig. 7. Predicted, observed and 95% confidence interval for CO2 emissions based on the ANN model (validation data) 

For the training and validation data, the link between the 
measured and forecasted CO2 emissions for the ANN model 
was much greater compared to that of the MLR model. 

Compared to MLR, the ANN model had a noticeably lower 
RMSE for the validation data (Table 2). 
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TABLE II. MSE AND RMSE OF THE MLR AND ANN MODELS 

 Linear ANN 

 Training Validation Training Validation 
MSE 5635 6977 3641 3307 
RMSE 75 83 60 57 

There were a number of uncontrolled parameters that 
could affect CO2 emissions in agricultural farms, and they 
made the results of these experiments quite interesting. The 
proposed model can predict CO2 emissions in wheat farms 
within tolerable margins of error. There were some fixed 
independent parameters in the proposed model that could not 
be changed: such as farm conditions. Some of the independent 
variables, such as the farmer’s education, would also influence 
the CO2 emission indirectly. This calls for future studies to 
investigate the detailed links between the input parameters and 
CO2 emissions from agricultural farms. 

The ANN model can predict CO2 emissions from farm 
inputs. The model can help farmers   identify the factors with 
more potential to minimise CO2 emissions on their farms. In 
addition, scientists and decision makers can evaluate CO2 
emissions in Canterbury. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study an ANN model was developed to forecast 

CO2 emissions from farm inputs using direct and indirect 
factors to predict CO2 emissions from wheat farms. The 
proposed ANN model could forecast CO2 emissions from 
farm inputs depending on each farm’s conditions, such as the 
proportion of wheat cultivation area on farms, frequency of 
irrigation and number of cows, the condition of machinery 
(tractor power index (hp/ha) and age of fertilizer spreader) and 
inputs on the farm (N, P and insecticide use) in Canterbury 
agricultural farms with a margin of error of ±11% (±113 kg 
CO2/ha). As there were numbers of uncontrolled factors in 
agricultural production, the size of error was acceptable. In 
addition, the results showed that the ANN model using 
heterogeneous data can better forecast CO2 emissions than the 
MLR model (Table 2). Using dissimilar inputs, such as farm 
conditions and social factors, would help the relevant agencies 
view the problem from various angles. 

The finding from these experiments indicated the 
capability of an ANN model for forecasting CO2 emissions 
from agricultural inputs by adopting indirect factors. This 
improved model can support decision makers by providing 
information on predicted CO2 emissions from a wide range of 
farm products. Analysis of the results made it clear that it was 
not possible to change some input parameters in the short 
term. However, for the scientific community and decision 
makers, the model would provide useful information to judge 
the best directions for CO2 emission reductions in the future. 

Testing the results for at least five years with larger sample 
sizes would lead a more accurate model for forecasting the 
trend of CO2 emissions in agricultural farms under various 
situations. The outcomes of this research can be recognised as 
a first effort to propose methods appropriate for estimating 
CO2 emissions by considering geographical, social and 
technical parameters together. This proposed approach can be 

replicated to other farm production systems and cropping 
areas. 
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Abstract—Electronic learning (e-learning) has gained 
reasonable acceptance from educational institutions at all levels. 
There are various studies conducted by researchers considering 
different aspects of e-learning to investigate how we can benefit 
in imparting quality education. However, there is a requirement 
to find out how researchers consider different sectors of 
secondary and higher education (HE) sectors. In this paper, we 
carefully select published research article of past six years and 
study how the research was conducted and which research 
methods are applied to attain results. We also investigate how 
case studies are presented for evaluating results. We finally 
present our findings from conducting this study of e-learning 
research at secondary and the higher education levels. 

Keywords—Distributed learning environments; elementary 
education; improving classroom teaching; intelligent tutoring 
systems; interactive learning environments; media in education; 
post-secondary education; secondary education; simulations 

I. INTRODUCTION 
E-learning is a learner-centered instructional strategy which 

provides students with the opportunity for an in-depth 
investigation of a given topic. With the advent of information 
technology and its growing use in education sector, a 
transformation is seen in traditional and conventional teaching 
methods that are used in schools. There is an increase in the 
competency requirement within pedagogical professions such 
that the modern-day teachers require improving their skill level 
through effective use of e-learning initiatives. The use of e-
learning has a two-fold impact on the students’ learning, i.e., 
we are able to provide a uniform system of education and, 
secondly, the students learning pattern can be recorded. E-
learning is successfully used for augmenting students’ learning 
in education sector. It has been noticed that e-learning is more 
effective in teaching subjects such as Mathematics, Science 
and English and impact of e-learning is more evident where 
tools specific to teachers’ everyday use were utilized Cox and 
Britain (2003). In order to conduct an in-depth study of the 
impact of e-learning initiatives, it is important to classify 
different studies and published research into intermediate and 
HE levels. Our interest is in the classification of selected 
research papers according to different education levels. 

The paper is organized as follows. We present our 
evaluation criteria in Section 1 and our finding from secondary 
and HE levels in Section 2 and Section 3. Finally, we conclude 

our findings in Section 5. 

II. OUR EVALUATION CRITERIA 
We study related research papers of last six years, i.e., 2007 

onwards and classify them according to the education sector 
forming the research focus. We consider two sectors of 
education, i.e. secondary and higher education. The secondary 
sector covers students of Grade-6 to Grade-10 where HE sector 
consists of college and university levels. We develop a 
classification so that selected papers may be distinguished on 
the basis of their main research focus to classify research 
presented in reviewed papers. We present this classification in 
Table 1 where each classification is given a tag or name and a 
short description to explain its meaning. 

TABLE I. CLASSIFICATION OF MAIN FOCUS 

S/N Classification Description 
1. Adaptability Possible uses of e-learning methods for 

imparting quality education 
2. Tools Tools to support e-learning 
3. Challenges Challenges related to implementation of e-

learning 
4. Impact Analysis Analysis of impact after implementation of e-

learning 
5. Environment Present environment related experience 

(computer-based learning/Mobile based 
learning) 

We present our findings according to our evaluation criteria 
based on the paper, main focus and effect of their focus area. 
Finally, we discuss selected research papers to provide the 
reader an overview of research in each educational sector. We 
do not include papers that do not fit in our evaluation criteria. 
Examples of such papers include research by Journell (2010) 
which is based on investigating perception of e-learning from 
students and teachers perspective, research published by 
Kalinga (2008) who developed an interactive Learning 
Management System (LMS) to support teachers and students 
for sharing learning materials across different Tanzanian 
schools. We also do not consider game based learning e.g., 
Krunoslav Bedi (2011), Nalin Warnajith et al. (2012) etc. 

III. SECONDARY LEVEL 
We devote this section to papers related to secondary level 

of education. We present our findings considering our 
evaluation scheme as shown in Table 1. 
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A. Adaptability 
Kiilu Redempta (2012) examined Kenyan schools to find 

out if schools were ready and if they showed a positive attitude 
towards the adoption of e-learning. He conducted a desktop 
review supported by Current Situation Analysis (CSA). He 
concludes that less than 10% of Kenyan schools offer computer 
science as a subject in the curriculum, The current educational 
practices neglect e-readiness. Mildred A. Ayere (2010) 
presented a case study of New Partnership for Africa’s 
Development (NEPAD) schools of Kenya. These schools were 
developed to integrate ICT and they are compared with the 
ones that are not implementing NEPAD. We call them Non-
NEPAD schools. Twelve schools participated in the research 
where six NEPAD and remaining Non-NEPAD schools are 
selected. The researchers select NEPAD schools through 
saturated sampling whereas they select Non-NEPAD schools 
through random sampling. The research is a combination of 
exploratory approach using descriptive survey and ex-post-
facto design with questionnaire as the main data collection 
instrument along with interviews involving students, principals 
and heads of departments. The authors use descriptive and 
inferential statistics for data analysis and do a comparison of 
both types of schools concluding that teachers should be fully 
facilitated and their roles should be strengthen in schools which 
offer ICT education. Glushkova (2012) used Sharable Content 
Object Reference Model (SCORM) standard templates and 
modified them to create e-lessons. The underlying approach in 
SCORM is a combination of stereotypical and overlay models 
which not only benefited students in terms of providing better 
guidance and distance learning but also helped special students. 

Neyland (2011) investigated factors associated with 
integration of online learning in Sydney high schools. The 
research is carried out by conducting interviews and 
questionnaires in New South Wales secondary schools. The 
authors conclude that school support and the micro factors such 
as teacher capabilities are important. 

B. Tools 
Hsien-Sheng Hsiao, Lin, and Lin (2012) proposed a self-

regulated web quest learning method for Chinese secondary 
schools with the aim of examining correlation between 
students’ self-regulated behavior and their achievements. The 
proposed web quest learning was based on self-regulated 
learning assisted functions and traditional web quest learning. 

The experiment was conducted on sixth grade students and 
results were analyzed by observing their self-regulated 
behavior as well as system records collected during in the 
learning process. The results showed that the presented system 
assisted students in learning and helped teachers in monitoring 
students’ performance. Wei-wei Feng (2010) targeted Chinese 
secondary schools in Hong Kong and analyzed benefits of e-
learning in teachers’ training and emphasized importance of e-
portfolio as a learning and assessment tool for teachers 
training. According to the authors, use of e-learning could 
make in-service training more easy and learning process could 
be made more transparent and innovative by applying e-
portfolio. 

C. Challenges 
Micheuz (2007) focused on Austrian secondary academic 

schools to investigate how far e-learning technologies are 
established at this educational level. The research was carried 
out with the help of online questionnaires and the authors 
evaluated whether e-learning helped in learning and concluded 
that it is still an unanswerable question since it faces many 
obstacles like budget, teachers’ adoption, etc. 

D. Impact Analysis 
Huan-Ming Chuang (2008) examined the impact of 

Knowledge Sharing Blog (KSB) among three groups of 
secondary students. Authors divided students in groups such 
that one of the groups used e-learning with KSB, second used 
e-learning without KSB and the third group comprised of those 
who studied in the traditional classroom environment. The 
results concluded that students of the first group showed 
significant improvement in their learning as compared to the 
other two groups. 

E. Environment 
Chiu-Pin Lin et al. (2010) studied learning of social studies 

and involved 6th-grade students to find out the impact of 
collaborative concept learning by having a comparative 
analysis of two different learning environments. In the first 
environment, each student used a computer system for learning 
purpose while in the second scenario; multiple students shared 
a single computer system. Analysis through questionnaires and 
interviews showed that students belonging to the first scenario 
demonstrated better performance as compared to the second 
one. We summarize our findings for e-learning research at 
secondary education level in Table 2. 
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TABLE II. E-LEARNING AT SECONDARY EDUCATION LEVEL 

Paper Main Focus Effect 
Kiilu Redempta 
(2012) e-learning adoption Current educational practices often neglect e-readiness 

Mildred A. Ayere 
(2010) e-learning in schools e-learning implementation improved teaching and learning 

Glushkova (2012) Use of Sharable Content Object Reference Model and 
creation of e-lessons 

better guidance and distance 
learning 

Neyland (2011) factors associated with integration of online learning better educational outcomes achieved through online 
learning 

Hsien-Sheng 
Hsiao, Lin, and Lin (2012) 

self-regulated web quest learning method, correlation between 
students self-regulated behavior & their achievements 

improved students’ learning and assisted teachers in 
monitoring students performance 

Weiwei Feng 
(2010) 

benefits of e-learning in teachers’ training and e-portfolio as a 
learning and assessment tool for teachers training 

e-portfolio made learning process more transparent and 
innovative 

Micheuz (2007) establishment of e-learning technologies availability of subjects’ courses hasn't been achieved yet 
Huan Ming 
Chuang (2008) impact of Knowledge-sharing Blog (KSB) improvement in students’ learning 

Chiu-Pin Lin 
et al. (2010) 

impact of collaborative concept learning and comparative 
analysis of two different learning environments 

better performance of students working in collaborative 
concept learning environment 

IV. SECONDARY EDUCATION LEVEL 
We classified the research papers of HE level on the same 

criteria used for secondary level of education. Here, we did not 
consider papers such as Nicole Wagner (2008) since they do 
not fit our classification and the purpose of this contribution. 
Nicole Wagner (2008) discussed stakeholder’s point of view 
and discussed their role in successful implementation of e-
learning in HE. Other such examples are Nikolaos Tselios and 
Papadopoulou (2011), Ksenija Klasnic and Seljan (2010), 
Oystein Sorebo, Gulli, and Kritiansen (2009), etc. The 
following is a careful selection of papers as per our 
classification discussed in Section 2. 

A. Adaptability 
Bradford S.Bell (2013) inspected the use of e-learning at 

post-secondary education in three different aspects. They 
investigated e-learning effectiveness in comparison with other 
traditional teaching methods; listed key features influencing e-
learning effectiveness and discussed obstacles in adoption of e-
learning. Meta-analysis, study and research review were used 
as research tools. While resolving first issue, the researchers 
found that e-learning is as effective as other delivery methods 
when used in similar instructional conditions. 

Fageeh (2011) conducted in-depth-interviews along with 
literature review to find the attitude of undergraduate students 
of a Saudi Arabian university towards adoption of e-learning. 
A similar type of study was conducted by Nikolaos Tselios and 
Papadopoulou (2011). Shintaro Okazaki (2012) proposed the 
use of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) to find out 
effects of gender on adoption of e-learning in Brazil. The study 
was carried out with the help of questionnaires from three 
Brazilian Universities. The results concluded that male 
students showed more flexibility towards e-learning adoption 
as compared to the female students. Liaw (2008) examined 
reasons that despite popularity of e-learning at university level, 
some students are uncomfortable while accepting it. The author 
claims that such problems can be handled effectively by 
individuals since using an e-learning system depends on self-
efficiency and flexibility of the learner. 

Adnan Riaz (2011) explored factors of successful 
acceptance of e-learning among university students. Teachers 

and e-learning tools were found as the main factors. Ndume, 
F.N.Tilya, and H.Twaakyondo (2008) designed a tool for 
helping disabled students of Tanzanian institutions. 
Documentary review, structured questionnaires and interviews 
were used as data collection tools. Another feature of this 
research was analysis of challenges in e-learning acceptance 
which included management support, methodology, 
technology, resource accessibility and availability, etc. Toshie 
Ninomiya et al. (2007) developed a learning management 
system named WebClass RAPSODY for university students. 
Its purpose was to support personalized adaptability by 
improving LMS in lectures at university level. The learning 
mode of this system was able to monitor and analyze learners 
learning status and unit for contents to search and analyze 
contents status. After learning a content, this system indicated 
next suitable content, with data mining of learners status and 
contents status by genetic algorithm (GA). This function was 
able to support learner to sustain e-learning with understanding 
of contents and highly-motivation to learning. Mubarak M 
Alkharang (2013) explored challenges and barriers which 
influenced acceptance of e-learning in Kuwaitian HE 
institutions. Semi-structured interviews were used to gather 
data and it was found out that there are obstacles such as 
technological and language barriers, lack of management 
awareness and support in implementing e-learning in Kuwait 
HE system. 

B. Tools 
Colin Beard (2007) introduced media based material (files 

on CD-ROM) to provide e-learning support to post graduate 
students. The students were provided with a model that was a 
combination of film and text. The feedback about the model 
was received from the students in the form of questionnaires, 
interviews and reflective writing. The authors found that this 
concept was highly appreciated by distant learners and on-
campus students which indicated that proposed model could be 
used as a diagnostic tool for design of learning experiences. 
Ann Heirdsfield, Tambyah, and Beutel (2011) designed an 
online survey to get response from faculty, staff and students 
about use of an online learning environment (Blackboard). The 
aim of this study was to help teaching staff in getting students 
perceptions and experience about online learning. 
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Schiaffino, Garcia, and Amandi (2008) designed a tool (e-
Teacher) to assist e-learners. This tool created students’ 
profiles by observing their behavior during the course. 
Student’s profiles were reflection of their performance which 
showed learning style. Bayesian networks were used to 
automatically detect the students actions. Student was able to 
improve his performance by getting a continuous feedback on 
his learning behavior. Chin-Yeh Wang et al. (2010) built a 
humorous learning system to develop the interest of students in 
learning. This system provided an interactive learning 
environment so that students may not feel bored during 
lectures. After testing this software on different college 
students, it was concluded that students learning process could 
be made interesting by interacting with them through empathic 
activities. Regueras et al. (2009) presented a case study of the 
effects of competitive learning on the satisfaction and academic 
achievements of telecommunication students and a tool, 
QUEST, for active and competitive learning was used in an 
undergraduate course named Communication Networks. The 
data was collected through survey and tool was analyzed by 
using T-Test for students outcomes and results showed that 
overall students were satisfied with QUEST tool. 

Ivana Simonova (2013) found out if better results of 
increased knowledge could be achieved by tailoring the ICT 
supported process of instruction to students individual learning 
style. The query was resolved by designing an e-application 
(plug-in) and considering a case study of the University of 
Hradec Kralove, Czech Republic. Assessment questionnaire 
was filled by 105 students of the university which clearly 
showed that 93% of them were fully satisfied with provided 
application. K. Koistinen (2009) studied various social media 
using concepts of virtual and mirror worlds. He evaluated them 
based on different parameters such as usefulness of media in 
teaching photogrammetry, pedagogical aspects etc. The author 
presented a case study of how Helsinki University of 
Technology (TKK) utilized various e-learning methods in 
eTKK project including administrative course information 
system, study and teaching portal, learning management 
system (LMS), etc. He proposed how to use new e-learning 
tools like Google Earth, Geocarching, innovation exercise, etc. 
The purpose of this research is to encourage innovative trials 
with new e-learning tools. 

C. Challenges 
Milan Puvaca (2010) studied Croatian institutions to 

investigate possible challenges faced in the adoption of e-
learning. Suggestions are made to implement e-learning in 
different universities at common ground. Obstacles in 
implementing e-learning are identified such as resistance 
provided by faculty or students depending on their abilities and 
perception and the conservative nature of the organization to 
avoid change are discussed. Ndume, F.N. Tilya, and H. 
Twaakyondo (2008) designed a tool for helping physically 
challenged students of Tanzanian institutions. The researchers 
used documentary review, structured questionnaires and 
interviews as data collection tools. Analysis of challenges in e-
learning acceptance was a feature of this research. 

A. S. Sife and Sanga (2007) presented examples from 
Tanzanian institutions to discuss challenges faced by 
developing countries in HE while implementing new teaching 

and learning technologies. Some of important issues found 
included lack of administrative and technical support, 
inadequate funds, staff development, etc. Mubarak M 
Alkharang (2013) explored those challenges and barriers which 
influenced acceptance of e-learning in Kuwaitian higher 
educational institutions. Semi-structured interviews were used 
to gather data and it was found out that there are obstacles such 
as technological and language barriers, lack of management 
awareness and support in implementing e-learning in Kuwait 
HE system. Paredes J. et al. (2008) covered 11 Spanish 
universities to analyze the problems, uses and effects of using 
platforms in European Space for Higher Education (ESHE). 
Data gathering was done through questionnaires and the 
findings revealed that there was a lack of institutional culture. 
It was also suggested that uses of distance learning platforms 
can be improved with student participation, mentoring, 
assessments, etc. 

D. Impact Analysis 
Olojo Oludare Jethro (2012) examined effects and benefits 

of e-learning in HE and discussed use of technology more 
efficiently. The research gathered data by performing empirical 
study from 1996 to 2008. He concluded that the National 
Assessment of Educational Progress in mathematics students 
who were using computers at home more frequently was more 
useful in at higher level in mathematics. The authors concluded 
that e-learning tools are more effective when computers and 
fast internet connection, improved software and reliable 
electricity is available. 

Rodgers (2008) explained the role of e-learning in 
improving students’ grades. The author used a fusion of e-
learning methods and lectures. The research showed that 
students could excel in HE with the help of e-learning methods. 
Islam (2013) proposed a model to examine usefulness and role 
played by e-learning in improving students academic 
performance. Data collection was done by testing the model on 
university students and was analyzed with the help of Partial 
Least Squares (PLS). The results revealed that proper 
utilization of e-learning could be predicted by students' 
perceived academic performance. Ahmad Al-Adwan (2012) 
discovered factors having the effect on the implementation of 
e-learning in Jordanian HE. The researchers conducted study in 
two universities of Jordan involving staff and students. The 
researcher used Questionnaires and focus groups for data 
collection. Results suggested that e-learning facilities improve 
technological skills of faculty and students. 

Shopova (2011) explained the role of e-learning in 
European HE. The author presented a case study of Bulgarian 
university and concluded that successful learning process and 
high quality results could only be achieved with the proper 
utilization of e-learning at HE. Michael Zastrocky (2008) 
conducted a survey considering timescale of ten years (1999 - 
2008) to find maturity level of e-learning at HE. Fan Liu et al. 
(2010) presented a hypothesis to show whether an extension of 
TAM could be helpful in predicting that users will adopt online 
learning. The extension comprised of different variables like 
online course design, user-interface design, perceived 
interaction, etc. Questionnaires were used as a data collection 
tool and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) was applied for 
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data analysis. This research has added new variables to the 
already existing TAM. 

Gurmeet Singh (2009) chose the University of South 
Pacific as a case study to find out how far e-learning has been 
successful in improving the quality of learning at HE. The 
authors concluded that e-learning approaches are capable of 
improving learning process quality however the developing 
countries are unable to recognize key areas of e-learning due to 
which these are suffering in terms of development. Haverila 
(2011) carried out a study on a Finnish university to investigate 
the impact of e-learning experience on students perceived 
learning outcomes. Results recommended that some prior 
knowledge of e-learning experience such as collaborative and 
situated learning experience, construction of knowledge 
experience, etc. can help students in improving their learning 
ability. Lai (2011) explained how digital technologies can 
support teaching and learning practices. He surveyed literature 
to find the changing needs and expectations of today’s 
students. The author also emphasized that students must be 
aware of their learning characteristics and they should be 
prepared for future as innovative knowledge creators by using 
formal and informal strategies. 

Jamal F. Kakbra (2013) focused on Kurdistan (Iraq) to 
determine the effect e-learning and analyzed if it should be 
redesigned and implemented through MOODLE which is an 
LMS. There was lack of LMS due to which students and 
teachers were facing difficulties in the university under 
consideration. Sorebo and Sorebo (2009) conducted a study to 
investigate level of satisfaction experienced by Norwegian 
university teachers in using e-learning methodologies on the 
basis of their expectations, perceived usefulness and perceived 
competence. It was concluded that teachers’ perceived 
usefulness seemed to be the best indicator of their satisfaction. 
Paul Lam (2011) research was based on analysis of issues 
related to perception of undergraduate students towards e-
learning usage in teaching and learning and the affect of their 
previous e-learning knowledge on their perception of the value 
of e-learning. Cradduck (2012) discussed future of e-learning 
and interdependency between internet and e-learning in 
Australian institutions. It was concluded that e-learning cannot 
be utilized effectively without having required skills and proper 
internet access. Laura Asandului (2008) used mixed mode 
research methods to examine level of distribution of e-learning 
in Romanian HE. It was concluded that male students spent 
more time on computer as compared to the females. While 
comparing e-learning with traditional methods, students 
appreciated e-learning methods in terms of updating content, 
efficiency, and amount of knowledge while intelligibility was 
rated low. 

Ainhoa Alvarez et al (2009) proved that inclusion of a 
recommendation system based on courses to study and 
contents of each course, the students can be provided 

assistance in strengthening their own study process. The 
recommendation system allowed flow of information between 
online and off-line environments. Regueras et al. (2009) 
presented a case study analyzing effects of competitive 
learning on satisfaction and academic achievements of 
telecommunication students and a tool, QUEST, for active and 
competitive learning was used in an undergraduate course 
named Communication Networks. The data was collected 
through survey and tool was analyzed by using T-Test for 
students’ outcomes and results showed that overall students 
were satisfied with QUEST tool. Xiaofei Chen (2010) 
presented characteristics, functions and investment benefits of 
e-Learning technology. Some important functions of e-
Learning were found to be improving teaching and learning 
model, and the quality of teaching, enhancing college teaching 
efficiency, etc. Ivana Simonova (2013) designed an e-
application (plug-in) and considering a case study of the 
University of Hradec Kralove, Czech Republic. Assessment 
questionnaire was filled by 105 students of the university 
which clearly showed that 93% of them were fully satisfied 
with provided application. 

E. Environment 
Graham Attwell (2007) research was based on Personal 

Learning Environments (PLEs) to investigate why PLEs are 
helpful in learning and how these can be developed with 
different services such as ubiquitous computing and 
development of social software. It was concluded that PLEs are 
a new approach which not only support learners to develop and 
share their ideas but this approach also bridges the gap between 
educational institutions and the outside worlds. YUE Jun, 
Yanqing, and Zetian (2009) offered a semantic retrieval 
approach that was based on semantic layer, semantic similarity 
and semantic mapping. The keywords could be analyzed by 
using semantic layer, semantic similarity is calculated to catch 
the users retrieval intention and proper semantic mapping from 
keywords to concepts in knowledge base was realized. Rafaela 
Lunardi Comarella, Silveira, and Catapan (2012) designed 
educational Linux for Brazilian high schools students. The 
benefit of using educational Linux was to provide Virtual 
Learning Environment (VLE) platform and availability of 
online practical activities on a virtual lab. The author presented 
findings on the basis of usage experiences of students. 
Donghuai Gao, Ning, and Zhang (2011) identified the issues of 
current e-learning environments [ELE] which were found in 
non-excellent environment structure, fragile support service 
and improper promotion policies. The authors discussed a four-
layered ELE comprising of information infrastructure, 
application platform, information resource and support service 
to overcome these issues. In order to conduct the experiment, a 
system was designed for providing comprehensive information 
service to the teachers as well as the students in Fourth Military 
Medical University. 
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TABLE III. E-LEARNING AT HIGHER EDUCATION LEVEL-ADAPTABILITY 

Paper Main Focus Effect 
Bradford S. Bell 
(2013) 

Comparison of e-learning effectiveness and features 
influencing e-learning obstacles in the adoption of e-learning 

Fageeh (2011) Attitude of under graduate students in a university 
and adoption of e-learning students’ acceptance for e-learning initiatives 

Shintaro Okazaki 
(2012) 

Use of TAM and effects of gender on adoption of e-
learning in Brazil male students showed more flexibility towards e-learning 

Liaw (2008) students’ (dis)comfort for e-learning acceptance learners’ behavior positively affected by perceived satisfaction 
/ usefulness 

Adnan Riaz 
(2011) factors of successful acceptance of e-learning 

students’ commitment towards 
e-learning and characteristics as 
well as use of technology and resources 

Ndume, 
F.N.Tilya, and 
H.Twaakyondo 
(2008) 

tool for helping disabled students of Tanzanian 
institutions challenges in e-learning acceptance 

Toshio Ninomiya 
et al. (2007) 

development of a LMS WebClass RHAPSODY and 
support personalized adaptability 

well-understanding of contents, 
highly-motivation to learning 

Mubarak 
M Alkharang 
(2013) 

challenges and barriers which influenced acceptance 
of e-learning 

Kuwaitian higher educational 
Institutions 

TABLE IV. E-LEARNING AT HIGHER EDUCATION LEVEL-TOOLS 

Paper  Main Focus  Effect 
Colin Beard 
(2007) 

media based material (files on CDROM) to support 
e-learning  

Model used as diagnostic tool for the design of learning 
experiences 

Ann Heirdsfield, 
Tambyah, and 
Beutel (2011) 

use of an online learning environment (Blackboard) help in teaching staff in getting students perceptions and 
experience about online learning 

Schiaffino, Garcia, and Amandi 
(2008) 

designing of tool (eTeacher) improve students’ performance 

Chin-Yeh Wang et al. (2010) Develop interest of students in learning learning process made interesting by interaction through empathic 
activities 

Regueras et al. 
(2009) 

effects of competitive learning on satisfaction and 
academic achievements 

overall students were satisfied 
with QUEST tool 

Ivana Simonova 
(2013) 

Tailoring ICT supported process of instruction to 
students individual learning style 

93% students fully satisfied with provided application 

K.Koistinen 
(2009) 

Usefulness of media in teaching photo-grammetry, 
pedagogical aspects  

Encourage innovative trials with new e-learning tools 

TABLE V. E-LEARNING AT HIGHER EDUCATION LEVEL-CHALLENGES 

Paper  Main Focus Effect 

Bradford S. Bell (2013) comparison of e-learning effectiveness with other 
traditional teaching methods 

key features which influence the e-learning effectiveness and the 
obstacles in the adoption of e-learning 

Milan Puvaca (2010) 
possible challenges faced in adoption of e-learning 
and suggestions to implement e-learning in different 
universities at common ground 

Facilitation to teachers in achieving easier communication with 
students 

Ndume, F. N. Tilya, and 
H. Twaakyondo 
(2008) 

tool for helping disabled students of Tanzanian 
institutions helped in developing trust 

A. S. Sife and 
Sanga (2007) 

Challenges faced by developing countries in HE 
while implementing new teaching and learning 
technologies 

ICT adoption in teaching and learning can be effected by 
pedagogical, technical and cost issues 

Mubarak 
M Alkharang 
(2013) 

barriers which influenced acceptance of e-learning 
in Kuwaitian higher educational institutions 

different hardware and software used by various departments 
result in e-learning adoption & implementation difficulties 

Paredes J. et al. 
(2008) 

problems, uses and effects of using platforms in 
European Space for Higher Education (ESHE) 

uses of distance learning platforms 
show improvements 
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TABLE VI. HIGHER EDUCATION LEVEL-IMPACT ANALYSIS 

Paper  Main Focus Effect 
Olojo Oludare 
Jethro (2012) 

effects and benefits of e-learning in HE and efficient 
use of technology 

students using computers at 
home performed better in mathematics 

Rodgers (2008) role of e-learning in improving students’ grades students could excel in HE with 
e-learning methods 

Islam (2013) Usefulness of e-learning in improving students 
academic performance 

students academic performance 
predicted through e-learning 
tools 

Ahmad Al-Adwan (2012) Factors having effect on implementation of e-
learning in Jordanian HE 

students’ lack of interest in e-learning and showing resistance in 
adoption 

Shopova (2011) role of e-learning in European HE successful 
learning process Quality and proper utilization of e-learning at HE 

Michael Zastrocky (2008) Maturity level of e-learning at HE in ten years (1999 
- 2008) drastic increase in implementation rate of e-learning 

Fan Liu et al. 
(2010) 

How TAM helpful in predicting users’ adaptation of 
online learning added new variables to the already existing TAM 

Gurmeet Singh (2009) Use e-learning in improving the quality of learning 
at HE 

e-learning approaches capable of 
improving learning process quality 

Haverila (2011) Impact of e-learning students perceived learning 
outcomes Prior knowledge of e-learning experience helpful in learning 

Lai (2011) How digital technologies can support teaching and 
learning practices 

help students in being prepared 
for future as innovative knowledge creators 

Jamal F. Kakbra (2013) Effect of ICT and e-learning through MOODLE Positive response of teachers and students towards ICT and e-
learning methodologies 

Sorebo and 
Sorebo (2009) 

Norwegian university teachers satisfaction in using 
e-learning methodologies 

achieved teachers perceived usefulness as the best indicator of 
satisfaction 

Paul Lam (2011) Undergraduate students perception towards e-
learning 

students with previous experience of e-learning were more 
adamant in adoption 

Dr. Laura Asandului 
(2008) 

E-learning in Romanian HE and comparison of e-
learning with traditional methods 

students appreciation for e-learning 
methods  

Ainhoa Alvarez et al.  (2009) recommendation system based on courses to study 
and contents of each course 

allowed the flow of information 
between online and off-line environments 

Regueras et al. 
(2009) 

Satisfaction and academic achievements of telecom 
students and QUEST tool  

overall students were satisfied 
with QUEST tool 

Xiaofei Chen 
(2010) 

Characteristic and functions of e-Learning 
technology 

improving teaching and learning 
model and quality of teaching 

Ivana Simonova (2013) Increased knowledge by tailoring process of 
instruction to students individual learning 

93% students fully satisfied with 
provided application 

TABLE VII. E-LEARNING AT HIGHER EDUCATION LEVEL-ENVIRONMENT 

Paper  Main Focus Effect 

Toshie Ninomiya et al. (2007) 

Development of learning management system named 
for university students and support of a personalized 
adaptability by improving LMS in lectures at 
university level 

learners get support to sustain e-learning with well understanding 
of contents and highly-motivation to learning 

Graham Attwell 
(2007) 

investigation of reasons why PLEs are helpful in 
learning and how PLEs can be developed with 
different services 

learners develop and share their ideas and bridge gaps between 
educational institutions and the outside worlds 

YUE Jun, Yanqing, and Zetian 
(2009) 

semantic retrieval approach that was based on 
semantic layer, semantic similarity and semantic 
mapping 

helped in analyzing retrieving 
intention 

Rafaela Lunardi 
Comarella et al (2012) 

Educational Linux for Brazilian high schools students 
and usage experiences of students students’ progress can be monitored 

Donghuai Gao et al (2011) issues of current ELE and design of four layers model Benefits to students and teachers using  comprehensive 
information system 

V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Our research assisted in getting a real picture of what has 

been done so far in the educational sectors with respect to e-
learning. This paper clearly shows that a lot more work has 
been done in higher education as compared to the secondary 
education. While particularly discussing the secondary section, 
more attention has been paid to the adoption of e-learning. 

Some researchers focused on the development of e-learning 
tools, few have emphasized on its impact and challenges faced 
in its adoption, and a small number of researchers have worked 
on the designing of suitable environment in support of e-
learning. Following graphs, shown in Figure 1 provide 
statistical picture of research performed on e-learning in 
various fields of secondary and higher level during the course 
of this study. 
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Fig. 1. Comparative analysis 

On the other side, we find e-learning at higher education to 
be of great importance from the researchers’ point of view and 
much work has been done at this level. In contrast to secondary 
education, we found most of the research on impact analysis of 
e-learning at the higher level. Other areas of interest are its 
adoption and designing of various e-learning tools; some 
researchers examined the challenges in its adoption, and few 
have paid attention to the development of e-learning supporting 
environment. 

At the higher level, we conclude that use of various e-
learning tools and methodologies plays a significant role to 
make the learning process more effective. However, it is 
important to dig out all the related aspects in order to get the 
maximum benefits of e-learning. We also conclude that most 
of the emphasis is on the learning process from students’ 
perspective. It is pertinent to mention here that teachers’ role is 
of pivotal importance as students and teachers share equal role 
in the successful learning process. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Concluding our findings at the secondary and the higher 

levels of education, we found a mixed kind of research where 
most of the work has been performed on the adoption of e-
learning. Different tools are developed and some of the authors 
have focused the challenges faced in implementing e-learning. 
Being the highest education level, this field has almost covered 
all e-learning aspects in terms of research with the main 
contribution in the development of tools and the impact of e-
learning on the higher institutions and the stake holders. Not 
only this, the researchers have also explored the challenges and 
investigated the rate of adoption of e-learning and its related 
experience. The researchers have also discussed risks and 
shared proposals related to designing e-schools, e-colleges and 
e-universities. According to our study, important part of the 
theories and proposal of models related research was found 
generic in nature like e-learning usage, its role in effective 
learning, maturity level of e-learning in HE system, etc. Novel 
and innovative learning environments and systems have also 
been developed either for the HE level or secondary level. 
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Abstract—Before the evolution of the Wireless Sensor 
Networks (WSN) technology, many production wells in the oil 
and gas industry were suffering from the gas hydration 
formation process, as most of them are remotely located away 
from the host location. By taking the advantage of the WSN 
technology, it is possible now to monitor and predict the critical 
conditions at which hydration will form by using any 
computerized model. In fact, most of the developed models are 
based on two well-known hand calculation methods which are 
the Specific gravity and K-Factor methods. In this research, the 
proposed work is divided into two phases; first, the development 
of a three prediction models using the Neural Network algorithm 
(ANN) based on the specific gravity charts, the K-Factor method 
and the production rates of the flowing gas mixture in the 
process pipelines. While in the second phase, two WSN prototype 
models are designed and implemented using National 
Instruments WSN hardware devices. Power analysis is carried 
out on the designed prototypes and regression models are 
developed to give a relation between the sensing nodes (SN) 
consumed current, Node-to-Gateway distance and the operating 
link quality. The prototypes controller is interfaced with a GSM 
module and connected to a web server to be monitored via 
mobile and internet networks. 

Keywords—WSN; Sensing Node; K-Factor; ANN; Link Quality 
Indicator; Hydrate Formation Temperature; Received Signal 
Strength Indicator 

I. INTRODUCTION 
WSN technology has proven a great potential in the field 

of data monitoring systems. Their simple device design and 
enhanced energy consumption gave them the opportunity to 
contribute in a wide range of applications such as the military, 
Environmental, Health and industrial applications [1]. In the 
field of process monitoring, various parameters such as the 
operating pressure, temperature, flow and specific gravity are 
collected and transferred wirelessly to the host location for 
operation and management [2]. Wireless sensor networks are 
mainly consists of three main elements which are the sensing 
elements, sensor nodes & sink node. The sink node can be 
either the gateway or the router node, while the sensor node 
are usually connected to a single or a group of sensors from 
which data is collected and transmitted to the gateway sink 
node. They are commonly structured of a microcontroller, 
energy source and a wireless transceiver [3].  One of the base 

WSN applications in the oil and gas industry is monitoring the 
gas hydration formation process for remote production wells.  

The Gas hydration is a well-known problem specifically in 
the oil and gas industry which costs millions of dollars due to 
production losses. They are ice-like crystalline solid 
compounds formed from water and molecular non-polar or 
slightly polar molecules (usually gasses) under low 
temperature [4]. At a defined temperatures & pressures, the 
production and transmission pipelines are blocked with what 
looked like to be ice. 

The key for gas hydration prevention, is by using 
prediction systems that can give a random estimation of how 
far is the current operating conditions from the critical 
hydration values so that operator could take the necessary 
actions to shift the operating conditions away from the critical 
predicted values. 

Most of the developed models depend on two methods; the 
first method is the specific gas gravity method [5], while the 
second method is the K-Factor method [6]. In fact, both of 
them are hand calculation methods that depend on some 
interpolations from data charts. 

It is intended in this research to design a WSN prototype 
system capable of predicting the critical temperatures at which 
hydration will form based on the Artificial Neural Network 
algorithm. The research work developed three prediction 
models for determining the hydrate formation temperature. 

For the input parameters, the first ANN model is based on 
the operating gas specific gravity values, the second model is 
based on the mole fraction of the flowing gas mixture 
components, while the input parameters for the third ANN 
model is the the Gas, Oil and Water production rates. The 
developed models are trained with data records taken from a 
live petroleum company history logs. 

On the other side, two WSN prototypes are designed and 
implemented with different hardware devices arrangements 
and power analysis is carried out for their wirelessly operated 
sensing nodes. The research work in this phase aims to 
develop mathematical correlations to emphasis the relation 
between the sensing node consumed current, Node-to-
Gateway distance and the operating link quality value. They 
can be used for real time estimation of the remaining 
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conserved battery power in the WSN nodes and also for the 
power efficient node localization. 

The designed prototypes are interfaced with a GSM 
module to be able to send the predicted data wirelessly 
through mobile networks via SMS. In addition to the GSM 
module, the collected data is also uploaded to a web server by 
means of a designed web program, so that data can be 
accessed through internet networks. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Wireless Sensor Networks 
The increasing demand for the automated monitoring 

systems make WSN technology a target of research for many 
Researchers during the last decade.  Although WSN is 
considered as a promising technology, there still many open 
research contributions needed to overcome the current 
challenges so that it can fulfill the industrial needs. 

One of the challenges that WSN technology faces is 
energy conservation of battery-powered nodes. This topic has 
attracted many researchers during the last years to develop 
new techniques that could prolong the battery life time. Some 
developed techniques went through designing an adaptive 
control system that controls the transmission power related to 
the operating link quality to save power loss during high link 
quality conditions. 

In [7], “M. Tahir et al” proposed an Energy-efficient 
Adaptive Scheme for Transmission in WSNs. The scheme 
uses an open loop for link quality estimation and 
compensation due to temperature variations. While in [20], 
“Jang-Ping Sheu1 el al.” proposed a distributed transmission 
power control algorithm that is based on investigating the 
impact of utilizing different transmission power on the link 
quality values. The Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) 
and the Link Quality Indicator (LQI) parameters are used to 
determine the appropriate transmission power. 

“Shan Lin et al.” [8] and “Yong Fu et al.” [9] also have 
designed an Adaptive Transmission Power Control (ATPC) 
algorithm using a feedback-based transmission power control 
algorithm that gives an indication of the operating link quality 
values over the time to estimate the amount of the 
transmission power needed. 

“C. Behrens el al.” [10] addressed the energy conservation 
topic from the different point of view. They studied the effect 
of temperature on batteries life time and developed a 
computationally linear model which is capable of calculating 
the residual energy as a function of temperature directly on the 
sensing node. 

In [11], Eric Alberto de Mello Fagotto et al.” used the 
“Received Signal Strength Indicator” to develop a 
mathematical model that can predict the power depletion at 
the sensing nodes. The model should be able to monitor the 
charge consumption process, giving the possibility for 
predicting the batteries behavior and choosing the right time to 
replace them. 

B. Gas Hydrate Formation prediction Models 
Prediction of the critical conditions at which hydration is 

formed requires a quite understanding of how hydration is 
formed, and finding out the relationship between the hydrate 
formers such as the Methane and carbon dioxide from one side 
and the pressure and temperature measurements from the other 
side. 

Several studies have been carried out on the measurement 
and prediction of hydrate formation temperature (HFT) for 
various gas mixtures. These studies can be classified as 
follows: 

a) Hand Calculation Methods 
K-VALUE METHOD 

The K-Value method was developed by “Wilcox et al” in 
1941 [6], it utilizes the vapor-solid equilibrium constants for 
prediction. The hydrate forming conditions are predicted from 
empirically estimated Vapor-solid equilibrium constants given 
by: 

𝐾 =  𝑦𝑖
𝑥𝑖

  (1) 
Where,  𝑦𝑖 is the mole fraction of the  𝑖𝑡ℎ hydrocarbon 

component in the gas phase on a water-free basis and 𝑥𝑖 is the 
mole fraction of the same component in the solid phase on a 
water-free basis. For any given pressure, the value of each gas 
component 𝑥𝑖 can be interpolated at any given  𝑦𝑖  value. The 
hydrate formation conditions should satisfy the equation: 

∑ 𝑦𝑖
𝑥𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 = 1 (2) 

Using this method requires applying the following steps: 

1. First a random value for the critical temperature should 
be assumed. 

2. Using the assumed temperature with the given current 
pressure and  𝑦𝑖 value, 𝑥𝑖  can be interpolated for each 
gas composition. 

3. K =  yi
xi

   

4.  is calculated for each gas composition. 
5. ∑ yi

xi
n
i=1 = 1  

6.  is calculated, if the summation result: 
• < 1 or > 1, all the previous steps should be repeated 

again by assuming new value for the critical 
temperature  Tc. 

• = 1 then the assumed temperature is the exact critical 
value at which hydration will starts to form. 

In fact, this method is not commonly used due to the large 
number of interpolations needed to figure out the exact critical 
temperature at each given pressure values, which as a result 
impacts negatively on the generated error. 

GAS GRAVITY METHOD 
The gas gravity method was developed by “Katz” [5]. The 

chart shown in Figure 1 is a plot of the pressure, temperature 
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and the specific gravity of the flowing gas mixture. For any 
gas gravity in addition to the current operating pressure, 𝑇𝑐 
can be calculated. In fact, as this method is not considered to 
be accurate, yet it is frequently used in the industry as it gives 
a random estimation of the critical temperatures with the 
minimum input data. 

 
Fig. 1. Gas-gravity chart (Association, 1972) 

TABLE I. THEORY AND TRAINING PARAMETERS OF THE DEVELOPED 
MODELS 

 
b) Neural Network models 

“Ehsan Khamehchi et al“[12] used 356 data records to 
train an ANN with a back propagation learning algorithm that 
is capable of determining the HFT at variuos system 
conditions, the training data used were gathered from the gas 
specific gravity chart and valid for the ranges between: 31.95 - 
78.8 F, 50.98 - 3874.1 psi and   0.6-1 for the temperature, 
pressure and the specific gravity respectively. While ”Amir 
Heydari et al” [13] developed a Neural Network model for 
estimation of temperature for gas hydrate formation using a 
training data of 167 input records ranging  between 32-74 F , 
50-4200 psia and 0.554-1 for temperature, pressure and 
specific gravity, respectively. Results in “Ehsan Khamehchi et 
al“ [12] and Amir Heydari et al” [13] research work shows 
that that the proposed ANN models can be used successfully 
for the prediction of hydrate formation in natural gas within 

their mentioned boundaries. 

In [14] presented by “Jalal Foroozesh el al“, an 
investigation was formed for the relation-ship between growth 
rate of methane hydrate with temperature and pressure using 
Artificial Neural Network and Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy 
Inference System (ANFIS). The results have shown that 
ANIFS is a more potential tool in predication relationship of 
kinetics of hydrate formation with temperature and pressure in 
comparison of ANN. The training data used in the mentioned 
paper was gathered from the experimental data of Chang Feng 
[15] and Chang Yu [16]. 

c) Data Regression models 
Sharareh Ameripour [17] developed two correlations for 

calculating the hydrate-formation pressure or temperature for 
single components or gas mixtures. They are based on over 
1,100 published data points of gas-hydrate formation 
temperatures and pressures and are valid for many hydrate 
formers such as methane, ethane, propane, carbon dioxide and 
hydrogen sulfide. Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) was 
used to find the best correlations among the input variables. 
They are applicable to temperatures up to 90ºF and pressures 
up to 12,000 psi. The results have shown excellent agreement 
with the experimental data. 

In [18], “A. Bahadori” used the Katz gas-gravity chart for 
developing a new correlation between pressure, temperature & 
molecular weights. It proves reliablity for pressures between 
1200 to 40000 kPa and temperatures between 265 K and 298 
K, as well as the gas molecular weight within the range 16 to 
29. While “Javanmardi et al.“ [19] employed approaches for 
predicting the hydrate equilibrium based on the vdWP  (Van 
der Waals and Platteeuw) hydrate equation. They cover the 
hydrate formers: ethane, carbon dioxide, xenon, and nitrogen. 

III. AIM OF THE RESEARCH 
Most of the developed hand calculation methods used for 

determining the hydrate formation temperature gives 
inaccurate results as they depend on some kind of 
interpolation. In addition to this, real-time protection for the 
Oil and Gas production wells from the hydrate formation 
process requires an effective online monitoring system based 
on an accurate computerized model which hand calculation 
methods cannot provide. 

The first phase in this research work is minimizing the 
hand calculation error due to the interpolations by developing 
an accurate three computerized prediction models based on the 
neural network algorithm to accurately predict the critical 
hydrate temperature at which hydration will form. The 
intellectual contribution in this phase is developing a new 
computerized prediction model that is based on the Well 
production quantities of Oil, Gas and Water. Also two other 
models are developed based on the gas specific gravity and the 
K-Factor charts. 

While the aim of the second phase, is developing a 
mathematical correlation between the sensing nodes consumed 
current, Node-to-Gateway distance and the operating link 
quality for modeling the remaining conserved power in the 
battery-operated nodes and for their better localization. 

No Theory 
background Training parameters 

Model 
1 

Specific gravity 
method 

Specific gas gravity and the operating 
pressure 

Model 
2 K-Factor method Gas Compositions and the operating 

pressure 

Model 
3 

N/A Production rates (Oil, Gas, Water) and 
the operating pressure 
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Experiment will run in this phase on two designed WSN 
prototypes implemented with National Instruments hardware 
devices. All the designed WSN prototypes uses ANN model 1. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
All the proposed ANN models in this research work are 

trained by the "trainlm." training function where the "trainlm" 
function updates the weights and biases according to the 
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization. During the training 
process, the ANN model starts to divide the input data records 
into three subsets according to the set division function. There 
are four types of them used in the ANN models which are the 
Dividerand, divideblock, divideint and the divideind function. 
For the proposed model the Dividerand default function is 
used to divide the data randomly into the Training, Validation 
and Testing subsets. 

The training data set is used for training and updating the 
weight and biases of the proposed network, while the 
validation set is then used to tune up the developed network 
by comparing the model results to the validation data set, 
when the validation error is computed, the network is retrained 
by adjusting its weights again with the training data set. 

Certain parameters are used to monitor the learning 
process of the developed network such as the min_grad, 
max_fail, mu, mu_dec, mu_inc and the mu_max parameters. 
For every successful step (validation error decreased) the mu 
parameter is multiplied by the mu_dec factor, while in case 
the validation error increases, the mu parameter is multiplied 
with the mu_inc factor. The training will stop when the 
validation error is kept constant for a certain number of steps 
determined by the max_fail parameter which means no further 
improvement in the network training process. Also the 
training stops when the mu parameter reaches either it’s 
minimum or maximum values according to the min_grad and 
mu_max parameters respectively. 

PHASE 1 

A. ANN prediction model 1 
• Architecture 

 
Fig. 2. ANN Model 1 architecture 

• Regression curve 

In this method, the regression curves in Figure 1 shows 
that the correlation coefficient is 1, 0.99998 and 1 for the 
training, validation and test sets respectively with a total 
average of 0.99997. 

• Error 

According to the model test results in Table II, the 
maximum error of 0.161088% was found between the ANN 
model output and the experimental test data. 

TABLE II. MODEL 1 OUTPUT DATA RESULTS 

Record Experimental data ANN model Error % 

1 62.312 62.308 0.005 

2 62.221 62.251 0.049 

3 60.554 60.527 0.042 

4 49.465 49.483 0.036 

5 62.613 62.625 0.020 

6 61.621 61.621 5.17E-05 

7 54.430 54.471 0.075 

8 58.331 58.316 0.024 

9 56.834 56.830 0.006 

10 38.524 38.586 0.161 

 
Fig. 3. Regression curves for Model 1 

B. ANN prediction model 2 
• Architecture 
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Fig. 4. ANN Model 1 architecture 

• Regression curve 

In this method, the regression curves shows that the 
correlation coefficient is 0.99713, 0.99225 and 0.96628 for the 
training, validation and test sets respectively with a total 
average of 0.99279. 

• Error 

According to the model test results in Table  III, it is shown 
that a maximum error of 0.10684% was found between the 
ANN model output and the experimental test data. 

TABLE III. MODEL 2 OUTPUT DATA RESULTS 

Record Experimental data ANN model Error % 

1 62.312 62.311 0.045 

2 60.693 60.694 0.001 

3 60.171 60.171 0.106 

4 57.823 57.823 0.001 

5 61.494 61.493 0.003 

6 60.434 60.434 0.002 

7 57.731 57.730 0.004 

8 49.897 49.896 0.041 

9 57.185 57.184 0.003 

10 56.911 56.910 0.059 

 
Fig. 5. Regression curves for Model 2 

C. ANN prediction model 3 
• Architecture 

 
Fig. 6.  ANN Model 1 architecture 

• Regression curve 

In the proposed model, the correlation coefficient for the 
training, validation and test curves shows high linearity 
between the model output and the target data. By plotting the 
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regression curves as shown in Figure 7, the correlation 
coefficient value was 0.99713, 0.99225 and 0.96628 for the 
training, validation and test sets respectively with a total 
average of 0.99279. 

• Error 

A maximum error of 1.8 % was found between the ANN 
output data and the experimental test data. The output data 
results of the ANN model are shown in Table  IV. 

TABLE IV. MODEL 3 OUTPUT DATA RESULTS 

Record Experimental 
test data ANN model Error % 

1 62.312 62.280 0.050 

2 61.140 60.963 0.288 

3 59.324 59.774 0.758 

4 59.666 59.968 0.506 

5 57.920 58.144 0.387 

6 49.947 49.938 0.017 

7 60.980 61.195 0.352 

8 58.521 58.971 0.770 

9 38.649 39.038 1.007 

10 54.927 53.935 1.804 

 
Fig. 7. Regression curves for Model 3 

PHASE 2 

A. Prototype Model 1 
a) Hardware 

All the hardware devices used in this prototype model can 
be used in the industrial environments except for the Sensors 

and the TP-Link router. Table V shows the hardware devices 
used in this prototype. 

TABLE V.  PROTOTYPE MODEL 1 HARDWARE DEVICES 

Name Description 
Wireless sensor node 1  NI WSN 3212 
Wireless sensor node 2  NI WSN 3202 
GSM Module SEA 9703 
Controller Compact Rio 9075 
Pressure sensor Adjustable knobs for simulation  
Specific gravity sensor Adjustable knobs for simulation  
Temperature sensor Nonindustrial J type thermocouple 
Gateway NI 9791 

Internet communication TP-link router MR 3020 with 
Vodafone internet card  

b) Distance Vs. Link quality analysis for both Nodes 
The ambient temperature of the experiment is 20 Celsius 

to find out the effect of distance variation between the sensing 
nodes and the Gateway sink node on the link quality 
measurements. As shown in  Figure 8, various line of sight 
test points as are selected at different distance points captured 
by Google Earth. The experiment results are shown in Table 
VI. 

  
Fig. 8. Localization of node test points 

TABLE VI. DISTANCE VS. LINK QUALITY RESULTS 

POINT No. DISTANCE (m) LINK QUALITY 

1 23 78 

2 46 65 

3 94 57 

4 138 45 

5 173 36 

6 202 27 

7 240 22 

8 278 17 

From the given results mentioned Table VI, Microsoft data 
regression tool developed a mathematical correlation Equation 
3 between the Node-to-Gateway distance and the link quality 
values for better localization of the sensor nodes based on the 
current consumption rates. 

𝐿 = 2.7745 × 10−12 ∗ 𝑑6 −  3.3372 × 10−9∗𝑑5 +  1.5452 ×
10−6 ∗ 𝑑4 − 0.000345 ∗ 𝑑3 + 0.038303 ∗ 𝑑2 − 2.17667 ∗

𝑑 + 111.550 (3) 
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c) Power analysis 
The power consumption analysis in this research work 

concerning the battery powered sensor nodes uses the NI 
power quality tool kit, while the power calculations for the 
solar powered hardware devices refers to the manufacturer’s 
datasheet. 

For the sensor node power analysis, the sensor node-link 
quality indicator is used to monitor the transmission efficiency 
between the sensor node and the gateway node, while the NI 
9227 current input module of the NI power quality tool kit is 
used to measure the consumed current from the sensor nodes 
side at every monitored link quality value. Measurements are 
carried out at full battery voltage with one sample interval per 
second. 

All the consumed current calculations are measured in 
terms of the Root Mean Square value (RMS) by the LabVIEW 
RMS function in the electrical power suite software kit, while 
the graphical representation used for simulation is 
programmed by the LabVIEW graphical functions. 

NODE 1 
• Current consumption vs. Link quality 

This experiment was done for each node to investigate the 
relation between the sensing node consumed current at 
different link quality values.  The link quality points selected 
for this node were taken randomly at values of 96, 87, 64, 44, 
30, 23 and 11. The minimum and maximum current 
consumptions were found 13.31 RMS at link quality of 96 and 
16.69 RMS at 11. 

TABLE VII. POWER ANALYSIS FOR NI WSN 3202 AT DIFFERENT LINK 
QUALITY VALUES 

Link 
quality 

Voltage 
(v) 

Current RMS 
(mA) 

Power 
(w) 

96 6.2 13.31 0.833 

87 6.2 13.81 0.845 

64 6.2 13.878 0.860 

44 6.2 14.41 0.868 

30 6.2 15.86 1.002 

23 6.2 16.11 1.012 
11 6.2 16.69 1.034 

A chart representation for the generated results in Table 
VII is shown in Figure 9. 

 
Fig. 9. NI Node 3202 consumed current at different link quality values 

• Regression Equation 

The regression Equation 4 is developed based on the 
generated results in Table VII from the node power analysis. 
Microsoft Excel regression tool is used to develop the 
regression equation with a total number of 7 input data points. 
Where 𝐼 is the node consumed current while  xL  is the link 
quality value. 

Regression results show a polynomial Equation 5-3 of the 
fourth-degree that gives a quite relation between the consumed 
current and different link quality values. The equation is valid 
at link quality values ranging between 11 and 96. 

𝐼 =  −6.663 ∗ 10−7𝑥𝐿4  + 0.000142𝑥𝐿3  −  0.009454𝑥𝐿2 +
0.17204𝑥𝐿  + 15.7496 (4) 

NODE 2 
• Current consumption vs. Link quality 

The randomly selected quality link points for this node are 
at values of 99, 95, 87, 67, 54, 41, 31, 22, 17 and 11. Results 
shown in Table VIII shows that the maximum current 
consumption was 10.98 mA at a link quality of 98 while, the 
minimum current consumption was 13.926 mA at link quality 
11. 

TABLE VIII. POWER ANALYSIS FOR NI WSN 3202 AT DIFFERENT LINK 
QUALITY VALUES 

Link 
quality 

Voltage 
(v) 

Average Current 
RMS 
(ma) 

Power 
(w) 

99 6.3 10.98 0.691 

95 6.3 11.054 0.696 

87 6.3 11.07 0.697 

67 6.3 11.246 0.708 

57 6.3 11.12 0.700 

41 6.3 11.057 0.696 

31 6.3 13.167 0.829 

22 6.3 13.873 0.874 

17 6.3 13.896 0.875 

11 6.3 13.926 0.877 

A chart representation for the generated results in Table 
VIII is shown in Figure 10. 

 
Fig. 10. NI Node 3212 consumed current at different link quality values 
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• Regression Equation 

The regression Equation 5 is developed based on the 
generated results in Table VIII from the node power analysis, 
where (I) is the node consumed current while (x) is the link 
quality value. 

 𝐼 = 2.69 ∗ 10−8𝑥𝐿5 −  8.14 ∗ 10−6𝑥𝐿4  +  0.00091𝑥𝐿3  −  0.04477𝑥𝐿2  +
 0.861𝑥𝐿  +  8.654 (5) 

B. Prototype Model 2 
This prototype is designed to test the indoor hardware 

devices operation with the developed ANN model. A mobile 
workstation laptop is used instead of using the CompactRio 
controller, while the EFCOM GSM module is used instead of 
the SEA 9707 GSM communication module. 

a) Software 
In this prototype, the mobile workstation laptop is used as 

the host controller to interface with the gateway and the 
EFCOM GSM modules through the Ethernet and serial ports 
respectively. As shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12, the 
designed LabVIEW program is almost the same as what was 
in prototype 1 except for using the MATLAB script function 
in loop1. The main advantage of using the MATLAB script 
function is giving the opportunity for the LabVIEW software 
to execute the previously developed ANN model 1 through the 
MATLAB software directly. 

In the second loop, the EFCOM GSM module is initialized 
and programmed by the AT commands using the LabVIEW 
block functions. At program execution, the module is 
initialized and enters into a while loop waiting for a Ring 
signal from the host cell phone. Once the module receives the 
ring signal, it cancels the host phone call and starts to collect 
the predicted data from the first loop to send it directly to the 
preconfigured host number. The time taken between receiving 
the ring signal and sending the predicted data via SMS was 
found to be with an average value of 10 seconds 

 
Fig. 11. Loop 1 LabVIEW program 

 
Fig. 12. Loop 2 LabVIEW program 

b) Hardware 
Most of the hardware devices used in this prototype model 

shown in Table IX are for indoor applications only except the 
WSN nodes and the NI 9791 Gateway. 

TABLE IX. PROTOTYPE MODEL 2 HARDWARE DEVICES 

Name Description 

Wireless sensor node 1 NI WSN 3212 

Wireless sensor node 2 NI WSN 3202 

GSM Module EFCOM module 

Controller Dell M4800 Mobile Workstation 
Laptop 

Pressure sensor Adjustable knobs for simulation  

Specific gravity sensor Adjustable knobs for simulation  

Temperature sensor Non industrial J type thermocouple 

Gateway NI 9791 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Designing wireless monitoring systems capable of 

predicting the hydrate formation temperatures is highly 
concerned by many industrial domains. The remotely located 
production wells, in the Oil and Gas industry make the 
wireless monitoring systems the ideal solution for the HFT 
prediction. The designing process in this research work is 
divided into two phases. In the first phase, three Artificial 
Neural Network models have been developed for Hydrate 
formation prediction with different input parameters. The 
developed models have been trained and tested with an input 
data of more than 700 data records collected from the history 
logs of a working Petroleum Company. The test results for all 
the developed models have shown correlation coefficient 
values nearly equals to one which indicates the high linearity 
between the models output and the target data records. ANN 
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model 1 test results confirmed the observations presented in 
the previous work giving the best results with a maximum 
correlation coefficient (R) of 0.9999 while ANN model 2 is  
0.99721. A third model was proposed in this research work 
based on new input parameters that are not commonly known 
in HFT prediction systems. The model has shown acceptable 
results with a correlation coefficient of 0.9921. All the 
developed models are valid to use in computerized systems 
within the mentioned training data ranges. 

While in the second one, two WSN prototypes have been 
designed and implemented with National Instruments 
hardware devices. Different analyses were carried out on the 
wireless nodes and two mathematical correlations have been 
developed. The developed correlations gave a quite 
understanding of the relation between the WS consumed 
current, Node-to-Gateway distance and the link quality 
parameters. 

WSN is considered as one of the promising technologies in 
the field of monitoring and control, yet there still some 
barriers that prevent their fuller adoption in various industrial 
applications. Nodes power efficiency is considered as one of 
the existing challenges that are concerned by many researchers 
during the last decades. The remotely located nodes in most 
cases are powered up by internal batteries that have a specified 
life time. Different techniques have been developed for battery 
power conservation such as: the duty cycle based operation 
and the automatic transmission power control, while other 
techniques are used for maximizing the amount of the 
conserved power such as Energy harvesting from wind, 
mechanical vibration, temperature variation and the solar 
power sources. For the future work, it is intended to explore 
the opportunities and challenges of using the Energy 
Harvesting techniques combined with the rechargeable 
batteries and super capacitors for the energy storage. 
Developing the harvesting techniques enables the wireless 
sensor nodes to last potentially more than what it typically 
lasts by normal batteries. 
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Abstract—Digital image processing is employed in numerous 
areas of biology to identify and analyse problems. This approach 
aims to use image processing techniques for citrus canker disease 
detection through leaf inspection. Citrus canker is a severe 
bacterium-based citrus plant disease. The symptoms of citrus 
canker disease typically occur in the leaves, branches, fruits and 
thorns. The leaf images show the health status of the plant and 
facilitate the observation and detection of the disease level at an 
early stage. The leaf image analysis is an essential step for the 
detection of numerous plant diseases. 

The proposed approach consists of two stages to improve the 
clarity and quality of leaf images. The primary stage uses 
Recursively Separated Weighted Histogram Equalization 
(RSWHE), which improves the contrast level. The second stage 
removes the unwanted noise using a Median filter. This proposed 
approach uses these methods to improve the clarity of the images 
and implements these methods in lemon citrus canker disease 
detection. 

Keywords—Lemon tree; Citrus Canker; Recursively Separated 
Weighted Histogram Equalization; Median Filter; Image 
Enhancement; Disease detection 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In India, various citrus plants are cultivated in every state. 

However, the geographic areas of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, 
Punjab, Assam and TamilNadu are the leading citrus-growing 
states. The foremost important species and varieties of citrus 
grown in India are the loose-jacket oranges or santras, sweet 
oranges or tight jacket oranges, Sathgudl oranges, musambi 
oranges, acid limes or Kaghzi limes, and lemon. Several 
species of citrus might be affected by diseases like fungi, 
bacteria and viruses. In recent years, the foremost severe and 
customary disease is citrus canker, and it is considered a 
serious problem where lemon is mature on a large-scale. 
Citrus canker is seen on leaves, twigs, branches, fruit stalks, 
fruits and thorns and may lead to tree death and loss of yield. 
Citrus canker appears as yellowish spots or halos on leaves 
that gradually enlarge to 2 – 4 mm dark brown pustules. 
Canker on the fruit does not have the yellow halo seen on 
leaves. This proposed approach considers lemon leaves for 
detection of citrus canker disease and uses two major 
techniques to obtain clear, high quality images. The high 
quality images will facilitate easy disease identification. 
Within the past decade, various histogram equalisation and 
filtering techniques have been used to increase image quality 
in several applications such as eye and plant diseases. The 

proposed approach collects or captures unhealthy leaf images 
from outside and uses RSWHE and a Median filter to get high 
quality images. These high quality images are necessary for 
leaf disease detection. The following figures show various 
stages of citrus canker on the leaves. 

 
Fig. 1. Initial stage of Citrus Canker 

 
Fig. 2. Maturity stage of Citrus Canker 

II. EVALUATION OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 
Researchers have implemented various techniques to 

enhance the images utilised in plant disease detection. 
A.Camargo and J.S.Smith[2009][1] utilised histogram 
equalization to distribute the intensities of an image and 
improve the image quality and visual appearance of the plant 
leaf images. Anjali Naik[2010][2] used histogram equalisation 
in dental disease detection to obtain high contrast images and 
better views of bone structure in radiographic images. 
T.Jintasuttisak and S. Intajag [2014][3] developed a technique 
called Rayleigh Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram 
Equalization. Using this technique, the image contrast and 
overall appearance of images used to discover vision-related 
diseases was improved. Mary Kim and Min Gyo Chung 
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[2013][4] proposed another method, Recursively Separated and 
Weighted Histogram Equalization (RSWHE), to enhance the 
image contrast and brightness preservation. RSWHE offered 
higher leads in comparison to earlier methods in all aspects. 
With RSWHE, the input histogram was segmented into more 
than two sub-histograms recursively using mean or median 
values and a weighting process was applied to modify each 
sub-histogram and perform histogram equalization 
independently. Omprakash Patel, Yogendra.P and S.Maravi 
and Sanjeev Sharma[2013][5]reviewed many extensions of 
histogram equalization. Their analysis found that RSWHE 
produced less mean brightness error and a high peak signal to 
noise ratio. This method offers higher brightness preservation 
and contrast enhancement that conjointly offers scalable 
brightness preservation owing to its recursive nature. 
Samuel Oporto-Díaz, Rolando, Terashima-Marín [2005][6] 
proposed a method, sequential difference of Gaussian (DoG) 
filters, to detect microcalcification  clusters in mammograms. 
DoG removes unwanted noise and classifies regions. G. Kale 
Vaishanw[2014][9] highlighted the uses of varied filtering 
techniques like Gaussian, Laplacian and Median filters. He 
emphasised the importance of image enhancement in X-ray 
lung images. He maintained that the filtering technique 
selection is based on both the application and process image 
enhancement. M.A. Shaikh and Dr. S.B.Sayyad[2014][10]used 
colour image enhancement in the agricultural domain. They 
implemented histogram equalization for contrast enhancement 
and compared linear (Wiener) filters and nonlinear(Median) 
filters. They observed that the Median filter was better at noise 
reduction and removed the blurred effect of the image. J.M. 
Durge, Prof. N.P. Bobade and Dr N.N. Mhala[2015][8] 
proposed to detect early stage lung cancer. They used the 
Median filter to enhance the image and suppress noise and 
other fluctuations of lung images. 

Based on our literature review, we carried out our image 
enhancement using two different methods: histogram and 
filtering. Our proposed approach uses histogram equalization 
for contrast enhancement and filtering for unwanted noise 
removal. 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 
The proposed methods play an important role in citrus 

canker disease detection by improving image quality with 
greater clarity. Here, we have developed two strategies to 
enhance the contrast and quality of the lemon leaf images: 
RSWHE increases the contrast of the image, and the Median 
filter removes the noise. 

A. Mathematical Model 
1) Recursively separated and Weighted Histogram 

Equalization (RSWHE) 
RSWHE increases the contrast of an image in the 

following three stages: 

a. Histogram segmentation: Consider the image X and 
calculate the histogram H(X). H(X) is then divided into 
the number of sub-histograms. 

b. Histogram weighting: Change the sub-histograms 
using normalized power law.  

c. Histogram equalization: Equalize the weighted sub-
histograms independently over the changed sub-
histograms. 

a) Histogram Segmentation: This divides the histogram 
H(X) using the recursion level r and creates 2r sub-histograms 
based on the mean value. Consider a sub-histogram Ht(X) 
over a range [Xl, Xu] at a recursion level t (0 ≤ t < r). The sub-
histogram Ht(X) mean value (i.e., Xt

m) is computed using the 
formula: Xt

m = ∑ụ
ẖ = 1 ḵ. p(k) / ∑ụ

ḵ=1 p(k). 
Ht(X) divides into Ht + 1

L(X) and Ht + 1
U(X) based on [Xt

m]. 
Here, Ht + 1

L(X) and Ht + 1 
U(X) over [Xl, Xt

m] and [Xt
m +1, Xu], 

respectively. 

b) Histogram Weighting: The histogram segmentation 
creates 2r sub-histograms Hi

r(X) (0 < i <= 2r _ 1). For r = 2, the 
histogram weighting changes the Probability Density Function 
p(k) of Hi

r(X) as follows: 
i) Calculate the maximum and minimum probability (pmax 

and pmin) using the equations:  pmax = max0 < = k <= L - p(x) 
and pmin  = min 0 <= k <= L - 1 p(x). 

ii) Calculate a cumulative probability αi using αi = ∑ụ
ḵ=1 

p(k) for Hi
r (X). 

iii) Change the p(k) into weighted p(k) using the following 
formula: 

pw(k) = pmax (p (k) - pmin / pmax - pmin) αi + β (l <= k <= u) 

Here, β adjusts the brightness and contrast of the image 
and β >= 0. The pw(k) is normalized using pwn(k) = pw(k) / ∑L-

1
k=0 p(k) and forwarded to the next module. 

c) Histogram Equalization: The pwn(k) contains 2r 
curves and bounds by the range [Xl, Xu] of  Hi

r(X). This 
module equalizes all 2r sub-histograms and combines all 
resultant images. It provides high quality images as its output. 

 
Fig. 3. A model of RSWHE 

2) Median Filter 
We can get the higher end in conserving, removing noise 

and isolating noise spikes using the Median filter. The median 
m could be a group of numbers in this group if half the 
numbers are less than m and half are greater. The median m 
could be a midpoint pixel value that is drawn from the 
neighbourhood sorted distribution values. It does not produce 
a new, unrealistic pixel value. The median operator arranges 
the values within the pixel element neighbourhood at each 
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pixel element location. This reduces edge blurring and loss of 
image detail. 

Algorithm: 

Step 1: Select a 3 × 3 size two-dimensional centre window 
p(x, y) from the input image. 

Step 2: Rank the pixel values p(x, y) within the selected 
window in ascending order and find the median, maximum 
and minimum pixel values (Pm, Pmax and Pmin). 

Step 3: If the pixel value p(x, y)has the limit Pmin <  P(x, 
y) <  Pmax, Pmin  > 0 and Pmax < 255, p(x, y) is taken into 
account as uncorrupted. Otherwise, p(x, y) is taken into 
account as corrupted. 

Step 4: The corrupted p(x, y) has two categories: 

Category 1: If Pmin  < Pm < Pmax and 0 < Pm < 255, 
replace the corrupted p(x, y) with Pm. 

Category2: Pmin considered a noisy pixel. Here, calculate 
the difference between each adjacent pixel across the ranked 
values, find the maximum difference and mark it as the next 
processed pixel. 

Step 5: Apply steps 1 to 4 to the entire image until the 
process is complete. 

Neighborhood Values: 

126,127,133,115,119, 135,118,120,150 

Max: 135 

Min: 115 

TABLE I. MEDIAN FILTER-NEIGHBORHOOD VALUES SELECTION 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
Image enhancement methods have been applied to various 

lemon citrus canker diseased leaf images using MATLAB. 
RSWHE has been used to increase the brightness of images, 
while the Median filter has been used for de-noising corrupt 
images. 

Here, we have taken sample citrus canker diseased leaves 
images and applied RSWHE and Median filter and got high 
quality citrus canker diseased images. 

 

Fig. 4. Original image 

 
Fig. 5. Original Image Histogram 

 
Fig. 6. Equalized Image 

 
Fig. 7. Equalized Image Histogram 

 
Fig. 8. Filtering process 

V. CONCLUSION 
Compared to the predominant strategies, our proposed 

approach has produced better image enhancement. This 
approach applies RSWHE and a Median filter to enhance 

130 140 123 125 126 
134 126 120 118 122 
124 127 150 135 118 
119 133 115 119 123 
120 110 116 111 130 
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citrus canker diseased leaf images. Using this method, we tend 
to get clear, high quality leaf images for further processing. 
This approach highlights the results of the enhancement 
process in citrus canker disease detection, showing that the 
visual illustration of diseased leaf images is improved. 

In the future, enhanced citrus canker images will be taken 
and applied segmentation method which is used to extract the 
diseased portion. They may be utilised for citrus canker 
disease detection and the identification of disease level. 
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Abstract—We explore combined effect of spatial correlation 

and mutual coupling matrix, and its subsequent effects on 

performance of multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems 

After the decoupling process.  We will also look at a correlation 

based stochastic channel model with the linear antenna arrays as 

the signal source. For the purpose of understanding, it is assumed 

that fading is correlated at both transmitter and receiver sides, in 

spite of the fact that the decoupling network enhances isolation 

between Receiving antenna array. In this paper, we model the 

transmit the antenna array in CST Microwave Studio, as a 

uniform linear Array with monopoles as antenna elements. On 

the receiving side, the scattering parameters of the coupled and 

decoupled monopole Array are measured in an anechoic 

chamber. The theoretical analysis and simulation results show 

the joint dependency of the system capacity on an angle of arrival 

(AoA) and antenna element spacing, with enhanced system 

performance at reduced AoAs with Increased antenna element 

separation. Consequently, essential benefits of MIMO system 

performance can be achieved with an efficient decoupling 

network while boosting the signal sources by adding further 

antenna elements. 

Keywords—Angle of arrival (AoA); channel correlation; 

decoupling network; mutual coupling; MIMO 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the challenges of MIMO antenna design is the task 
of enhancing the isolation between ports nearly located within 
restricted space in the mobile handset. This is because of the 
way the array elements have to be contained in a reduced 
volume, which brings about substantial pattern/spatial 
correlation and Strong mutual coupling effect between the 
elements. It is the common conclusion that mutual coupling 
influences the performance of antenna arrays, as the increase 
in correlation Restricts the channel capacity. Moreover, if 
mutual coupling is solid, a massive portion of the power fed 
into one port will be coupled to the other port rather than 
radiating to free space; consequently diminishing the signal-
to-noise ratio, radiation Sufficiency and channel capacity. 
Some of works have investigated the effect of mutual coupling 
on the performance of communication system [1]-[10]. For 

this reason, building a successful decoupling technique to 
balance the performance degradation in MIMO antennas by 
mutual coupling effects has attracted the attention of the 
academic society recently. 

In [11] researchers separates decoupling strategies into 
four classes: 1) Eigen-mode Decomposition Scheme: Its 
guideline is to diagonalize the scattering matrix of a compact 

array using 90 and or 180  [12]-[16]. 2). The Inserted 

Component Scheme: It works on the concept of inserting a 
section of transmission-line between the coupled antenna ports 
[17]-[21]. 3). Artificial Structure Decoupling Scheme: This 
method uses sub-wavelength EM structures such as 
electromagnetic band gap (EBG) structure [22], defected 
ground structures (DGS) [23], and magnetic meta-materials 
[24], [25]. 4). Coupled Resonator Decoupling Scheme: This 
method was proposed for the first time in 2014, and has the 
concept of decoupling pair of coupled elements using coupled 
resonators [11] and [26]-[29]. 

Various works have examined the impact of spatial 
correlation on the performance of communication systems by 
means of experimentation [30], [31], modeling [32], [33] and 
theoretical analysis [34]-[40]. Numerous works have 
characterized the effect of channel correlation in the 
performance and capacity of the wireless channels by 
mathematical analysis [34], [35], further focusing on linear 
receivers [36], [37], [40] using mainly random matrix theory 
[41], [42], [43]. In [33] and [44]-[48] precoder designs 
Specifically tailored for correlated channels are derived. An 
interesting channel model with transmitting correlation, based 
on the angular spread of the transmits antenna elements 
emission, was shown by the authors of [33], [49]. 

The above discussions focus on studying the influence of 
antenna separation on a set number of antennas and effects on 
The communication performance. The purpose of 
compensation or decoupling network, however, is to enhance 
the isolation between ports jointly located within restricted 
space in mobile handset. It is, therefore, reasonable to 
investigate the combined effect of spatial correlation and 
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mutual coupling matrix on correlation-based stochastic 
channel coefficients, and subsequent effects on system 
capacity and transmit diversity After the decoupling process. 
To recognize user equipment (UE) channels and enhance 
channel estimation, the correlation channel model introduces 
angle of arrivals (AoAs). 

For this reason, we investigate the system performance of 
a user equipment (UE) channels at different orientations for 
the uniform linear antenna arrays at diverse antenna 
separations, while increasing the signal sources by adding the 
further antenna elements. For the purpose of demonstrating 
the effectiveness of the research, we utilized a prototype of 
two-element compensation network with insertion losses 
between input and Output ports better than 11dB. Using the 
spatial correlation model [33] and incorporating the effects of 
mutual coupling matrix before and after the decoupling 
process, the results reveal different system performances for 
the user equipment (UE) channels at reduced AoAs and 
antenna physical separation while adding more elements. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the 
formulation of operating matrix and the design of the 
compensation network. Part III focuses on the system model. 
Analytical results and discussions are presented in Section IV. 
Finally, we give concluding remarks in Section V. 

II. OPERATING MATRIX AND DESIGN OF COMPENSATION 

NETWORK 

The Operating pattern for two-element receiving array for 
the remittance network is expressed as [54] 

12 12
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2 221 21
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Where 
1

V  and 
2

V  are the coupled voltages and the inputs to 

the network from the monopole terminals and the output 

voltages are 
1

U  and 
2

U , also known as the compensation 

voltages. The compensation network is designed using a 
power divider of unequal power-dividing ratio with no active 
circuit elements to minimize extra circuit noise and two rat-
race couplers. The power divider has three transmission lines (

A
Z ,

B
Z  and

C
Z ), each having impedance of 2

o
Z , where 

o
Z  is 

the system’s characteristic impedance, but unequal electrical 

Lengths  ,  and   [55]. The electrical length   can be 

defined as  1

cos
LMZ Z



 , whereas  and  are 90 and 

 90   respectively and 
MZ  representing the mutual 

impedance. We fabricate the circuit by using the substrate FR4 
with dielectric constant 4.8 at operating frequency of 2.4 GHz 
as shown in Figure 1. The measured insertion losses between 
input and output ports of the decoupling network are shown in 
Figure 2. 

III. SYSTEM MODEL 

In this paper, we examine the theoretical performance of 
MIMO system in the correlation-based stochastic channel 
Models with the decoupling network. It has been accounted 
for in [50] that the correlation-based stochastic channel 
models could be applied to cases that the user equipment (UE) 
with multiple antennas work at millimeter wave, in any case, 
we experiment the performance of the MIMO systems at 2.4 
GHz. For the purpose of understanding, it is assumed fading is 
correlated at both transmitter and receiver sides, in spite of the 
fact that, the decoupling network enhances isolation between 
antenna arrays at the user equipment (UE). When the linear 

the antenna array is assumed, the steering matrix kR  is 

expressed as [50], [51] 
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Fig. 1. Photograph of the fabricated inserted decoupling network 

Where d  is the distance between the adjacent antennas, 

  is the carrier wavelength and N  the number of elements. 

Incorporating mutual coupling the channel vector UE can be 
written as follows 

                        , 1,2,...,k k kh ZR v k k                       (4) 

Where, 
N N

Z


M represents the mutual coupling matrix, 

k
N D

k
R



M  denotes the steering matrix containing 
k

D  

steering vectors of the receiver array, ~ (0, )
K

k D
v IM . 

The mutual coupling matrix is defined as [51], [52] 
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Where, , ,
A L mz z z are the antenna impedance, load 

impedance and mutual impedance respectively. For theoretical 

approximation of bilateral coupling (4) we assume that 
A

Z

and 
Lz  have a value of 50   each. 

mz  is calculated using 

the EMF method [7] using .d  

A. S-parameter Based Mutual Coupling 

Regarding scattering parameters the mutual coupling the 
Matrix in (5) of the linear array is expressed as [53] 

                    
1( )( )t t t oZ I S I S Z                        (7) 

Where 
o

Z  represent the reference antenna impedance, and 

N N

t
S



M  is the S-parameter matrix of the antenna 

array. The voltage and current on the m the  antenna element 

are given as  

     ( )m o m mv Z a b   and 

0

1
( )m m mi a b

Z
    (8) 

Where vectors a and b, are the complex envelopes of the 

inward-propagating and outward-propagating waves from the 

antenna elements respectively. In this paper, we model the 

transmit antenna array in CST Microwave Studio, as a 

uniform linear array with monopoles as antenna elements. For 

the receiving antenna array, the scattering parameters of the 

coupled and decoupled monopole array are measured in an 

anechoic chamber.

 
Fig. 2. Measured insertion losses between input and output ports of the                   

Decoupling Network 

IV. NUMERICAL   RESULTS 

This section illustrates the analytical performance and 
results according to the modeling of mutual coupling matrix at 
the Receiving side. The simulation assumes a uniform linear 
array With monopoles as antenna elements at the source. The 
compact antenna array consists of two parallel monopoles 
operating at 2.4 GHz and placed on a metallic ground. The 
monopoles have the length of 30 mm, a radius of 0.5 mm and 

fixed element separation of / 8 . The S-parameters for the 

receiving array are determined in two different conditions. 
Firstly, the scattering parameters of the coupled monopole 
array are measured in order to determine the coupled voltages 

(
1

V and 
2

V ) and coupling matrix. Secondly, the monopole 

antennas in the array are connected to the decoupling network 
through equivalent length coaxial links, and scattering 
parameters of the output ports of the decoupling network are 
measured to determine the coupling matrix for the 

compensated voltages (
1

U and 
2

U ). 

The simulated channel is according to the channel model 

(1)-(6) and the angle of arrival is between 0 and 360.  For the 

purpose of demonstrating the effectiveness of the decoupling 
network, there are three different types of voltages listed in 
Table I. The last row in Table I is a ratio of the voltage 
obtained with monopole B to the voltage achieved with 
monopole A. It can be seen that the ratio of the compensated 
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voltage is very close to the uncoupled voltages, demonstrating 
that the compensated voltages have successfully taken off 
from the coupling effect. 

A. Fixed Number of Antennas- Traditional View 

We investigate the effect of antenna spacing on 
performance according to coupling matrix model at the 
receiving side. For reasons of reference, first, we analyze the 
performance of the uncorrelated channel when the receiving 
antenna array are closely spaced with a separation of / 8.  

We do this for an angle of arrival at the receiving end as 360  

for SNR of 10 dB, to illustrate the behavior of system 
performance regarding dependency between antenna spacing 
and average capacity. Figure 3 reveals that capacity of the 
decoupled receiving array is statistically better than that of the 
coupled receiving array. In order words, the results 
demonstrate the promising potentials of an efficient 
decoupling scheme in a correlated-based stochastic channel. 
However, system performance is restricted to antenna element 
spacing. With the decoupling network at the receiving end, 
therefore, results show the performance benefits that can be 
achieved by increasing the separation between antenna 
elements. 

 

Fig. 3. Average capacity vs. antenna spacing d with SNR=10 dB, AoA= 

360  

B. Effects of AoA on System Performance 

We now move forward to investigate the behavior of 
channel capacity with different AoAs at various antenna 
Elements separations at the transmitter. In Figure 4 we 

compare the performances for 2 2  systems for AoAs of 60

and 360  at element separation of at / 8, / 4, / 2dt    . We 

repeat the process with increasing number of transmit 

antennas for AoAs Of 90 and 120  in figure 5 for 4 2  

MIMO system. The graphs reveal that system performance at 
reduced AoAs with the increase antenna element separation 
outperformed that with increased AoA and reduced antenna 
separation. The results also demonstrate the dependency of 
channel capacity on an antenna separation. We note that 
reducing the distance between antenna elements affect system 
performance, however, the larger number of antenna elements 

at the signal source improves system performance. It is 
interesting to observe in Figure 5 that even though the channel 
is modeled with spatial correlation and mutual coupling at 

both ends, the performance for AoA of 60  at / 2 a 

uncorrelated Mutual coupling at SNR=10 dB. The result 
demonstrates the advantage of decoupling system in a 
correlated channel with reduced AoA 

C. Transmit Diversity 

For larger performance gain of almost 20 dB at error rate 

of
2

10


 figure 6 indicates no match between decoupled and 

coupled receive arrays for AoA = 360 . However, a close 

observation in Figure 7 reveals an improvement in the BPSK 
performance. In spite of the fact that there was little change in 
the QPSK performance, we take note of that after an increase 
of 10 dB, the performance for coupled array with both 
modulations remains Nearly the same. In general, our analysis 
indicates a close match between QPSK and BPSK diversity 
performances under both conditions. We include theoretical 
performance based on the EMF method which outperformed 
the simulation results. 

 

Fig. 4. Capacity vs. SNR for decoupling array for 2 2  MIMO at different 

AoAs (degrees) and antenna separation 

 

Fig. 5. Capacity vs. SNR for decoupling array for 4 2  MIMO at different 

AoAs and antenna element separation 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have analytically explored the 
performance of decoupling network in the correlation-based 
stochastic model With uniform linear array at the transmitter. 
Performance evaluation indicates the joint dependency of 
system capacity on the angle, angle of arrival and antenna 
separation. Results show that an important benefit of system 
performance can be achieved for reduced AoA with increase 
antenna element separation at the transmitter.  Our analysis 
demonstrates the promising potentials when mutual coupling 
matrix is modeled with efficient Decoupling network for a 
compact antenna array. Further work can be carried out 
towards investigating the performance the behavior of 
rectangular and circular arrays with decoupling network for 
MIMO spatially correlated transmitters. 

 

Fig. 6. Transmit diversity for decoupled and coupled array in correlated based 
stochastic model with linear array 

TABLE I. DIFFERENT MEASURED VOLTAGES 

 

Uncoupled 

Voltages 
(reference) 

Coupled 

voltages 

Compensated 

voltages 

M
o
n
o

p
o
le

 A
 

mag 

(mV) 
16.64 12.4 11.55 

angle  

( ) 
-160.64 -166.67 34.967 

M
o
n
o

p
o
le

 B
 

mag 

(mV) 
16.54 15.42 12.30 

angle  

( ) 
-139.56 -141.46 55.16 

B/A 

mag 
(mV) 

0.9939 1.2199 1.065 

angle  

( ) 
21.08 25.208 20.193 

 
Fig. 7. Transmit diversity for decoupled and coupled array in correlated-

based stochastic model with the linear array 
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Abstract—This paper presents the application of differential 
evolution algorithm to obtain optimal switching angles for a 
single-phase seven-level to improve AC voltage quality. The 
proposed inverter in this article is composed of two H-bridge 
cells with non-equal DC voltage sources in order to generate 
multiple voltage levels. Selective harmonic elimination pulse 
width modulation (SHPWM) strategy is used to improve the AC 
output voltage waveform generated by the proposed inverter. 
The differential evolution (DE) optimization algorithm is used to 
solve non-linear transcendental equations necessary for the 
(SHPWM). Computational results obtained from computer 
simulations presented a good agreement with the theoretical 
predictions. A laboratory prototype based on STM32F407 
microcontroller was built in order to validate the simulation 
results. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the 
proposed modulation method. 

Keywords—selective harmonic elimination; multi-level 
inverters; differential evolution; cascade H-bridge inverters; 
optimization 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The direct current to alternative current (DC/AC) multi-

level conversion systems have been drawing a lot of attention 
in the last few years especially for high voltage and renewable 
energy applications. The usage of power converters in high 
power applications have led to the development of various 
families and architectures such as Neutral Point Clamped 
(NPC)[1] Diode-clamped [2], and cascade multilevel inverters 
(CMLIs)[3]. 

The cascade multilevel inverters (CMLIs) have received a 
lot of attention due to their modular structure and simplicity of 
control; they offer a lot of advantages such as low switching 
losses [4], better electromagnetic compatibility [5] and low 
voltage stress on the switching devices [6]. The architecture 
can be formed by associating several individual H-bridge cells 
in series, and by adding more cells, the output voltage 
waveform become close to a sinusoidal waveform. 

Several modulation strategies have been proposed and 
studied for the control of multilevel inverters such as 
Sinusoidal Pulse width modulation (SPWM)[7] and space 
vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM)[8]. A more efficient 
method called selective harmonic elimination pulse width 
modulation (SHE-PWM) is also used; the method offers a lot 
of advantages such as operating the inverters switching devices 
at a low frequency which extends the lifetime of the switching 
devices. The main disadvantage of this method is that a set of 

non-linear equations must be solved to obtain the optimal 
switching angles to apply this strategy. 

Multiple computational methods have been used to 
calculate the optimal switching angles such as Newton-
Raphson (N-R)[9], this method dependents on  initial guess of 
the angle values in such a way that they are sufficiently close to 
the global minimum(desired solution). And if the chosen initial 
values are far from the global minimum, non-convergence can 
occur. 

Selecting a good initial angle, especially for a large number 
of switching angles can be very difficult. Another approach is 
to use optimization algorithms such as genetic algorithm (GA) 
[10], firefly algorithm (FFA) [11] and particle swarm 
optimization (PSO)[12]. The main advantage of these methods 
is that they are free from the requirement of good initial guess. 

The differential evolution (DE) is one of the most powerful 
optimization algorithms. Since its introduction in 1997 [13], 
the algorithm has drawn the attention of many scientists over 
the world, resulting in multiple variants derived from the 
original basic algorithm, with improved performance. The DE 
is a simple yet powerful algorithm; it is composed of three 
main operations mutation, crossover and selection [14]. The 
algorithm uses the difference of solution vectors to create new 
candidate solutions using the above-mentioned operators. This 
work investigates the use of (DE) as an optimization tool to 
implement the (SHEPWM) for a seven level inverter. 

In [15] the author proposed the application of differential 
evolution for selective harmonic elimination in a three phase 
two level inverter with multiple switching angles in quarter of 
period to eliminate multiple low order harmonics, the main 
disadvantage of this work is that the proposed inverter cannot 
be used in high power application due to voltage stress 
exercised on the switching devices. This paper presents a 
simple and fast optimal solution of harmonic elimination of a 
seven level inverter with non-equal DC sources using the 
differential evolution algorithm. The algorithm is used to solve 
a system of non-linear equations that describes the waveform 
of the output voltage in order to obtain the optimal switching 
angles, to improve the output voltage quality. 

This paper is organized as follows: the next section 
explains briefly the structure of the proposed multilevel 
inverter and its control, the third section covers the application 
of the differential evolution algorithm for the selective 
harmonic elimination, this section details the procedures to 
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obtain the optimal switching angles and the formulation of the 
objective function, the fourth section presents the simulation 
results obtained from the mathematical model of the system 
and the optimization method. The effectiveness of the selective 
harmonic elimination using DE is verified using a small scale 
laboratory seven level inverter based on STM32F407 
Microcontroller unit, the section also presents and discusses the 
hardware implementation and the experimental results in 
details. The conclusion is presented in the last section. 

II. TOPOLOGY 
As mentioned before there are three main families of 

multilevel inverters. And those families are the diode clamped 
inverters, flying capacitor inverters and the cascade multilevel 
inverters. The multilevel cascaded configuration is a popular 
choice in high power applications, in addition to advantages 
mentioned before, this configuration does not require a large 
number of components and does not need clamping diodes or 
balancing capacitors [16-17], the modular structure of this 
topology allows easier maintenance. 

Cascaded Multilevel Inverter topology rely on a simple 
principle based on the summation of voltages generated by 
each individual cell (H-bridge) to obtain a staircase output 
voltage waveform. Fig.2 illustrates the voltage waveform of a 
seven level inverter in a quarter of period. Fig.1 demonstrates 
the proposed single phase seven level asymmetrical inverter. It 
is formed by two H-bridges connected in series each bridge is 
powered by electrically isolated power supplies to generate the 
desired waveform. 

Each H-bridge module is connected to its respective 
isolated DC source; each module can generate three voltage 
levels +V which is the positive voltage of the DC source ,0V  
and –V which is the negative voltage of the DC source , and as 
it can be observed in Fig.1 in order to obtain seven levels at the 
output of the inverter, the DC voltage source connected to the 
lower cell has to be twice the value of the DC source connected 
to the upper cell (Vdc2=2×Vdc1). 

S1 S3

S2 S4

S5 S7

S6 S8

Load

Vdc

2×Vdc

 
Fig. 1. Structure of the proposed multilevel inverter 

The valid switching states for all possible combination of 
input voltage sources are given in Table.1. It can be seen that in 
order to generate a voltage level at least four switching devices 
have to be switched on. 

TABLE I.  SWITCHING STATES OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES FOR 7-
LEVEL INVERTER 

 Switches state 
Voltage 
levels (P.U) S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 

3 on Off off on on Off off on 
2 off On off on on Off off on 
1 on Off off on off On off on 
0 off On off on off On off on 
-1 off On on off off On off on 
-2 off On off on off On on off 
-3 off On on off off On on off 

III. SELECTIVE HARMONIC ELIMINATION USING 
DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION 

The number of voltage levels that can be generated by 
CMLIs is generally presented by 2P+1 where P represents the 
number of voltage levels or switching angles in a quarter 
waveform of the signal, and P-1 is the number of undesired 
harmonics that can be eliminated from the generated 
waveform. In a seven level inverter, the number of voltage 
levels in quarter waveform is three which means the number of 
harmonics that can be eliminated is two. 

In order to eliminate the undesired harmonics, the 
switching angles θ1, θ2 and θ3 represented in Fig.2 must be 
computed. 

θ1 θ2 θ3 π/2

Voltage (per unit)

1

2

3

ωt

 
Fig. 2. quarter waveform of a seven-level inverter 

For the staircase output voltage waveform of multilevel 
inverter as shown in Fig.2 there are 3 voltage levels (in quarter 
waveform) and 2 undesired harmonics. 

To control the peak value of the output voltage to be V1 and 
eliminate the 3rd and 5th harmonics the resulting equations and 
since the voltage waveform has quarter and half wave 
symmetry characteristics, the Fourier series expansion is given 
as: 

𝑉(𝜔𝑡) = ∑ �4𝑉𝑑𝑐
𝑛𝜋

∑ cos(𝑛𝜃𝑖)
𝑝
𝑖=1 �∞

𝑛=1,3,5,… sin(𝑛𝜔𝑡)       (1) 

Where n is rank of harmonics, 𝑛 = 1,3,5, … ,and p =(N-1)/2 
is the number of  switching angles per quarter waveform., and 
θi is the ith switching angle, and N is the  number of voltage 
levels per half waveform. The optimal switching angles θ1, θ2 
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and θ3 can be determined by solving the following system of 
non-linear equations: 

�
𝐻1 = cos(𝜃1) + cos(𝜃2) + cos(𝜃3) = 𝑀

𝐻3 = cos(3𝜃1) + cos(3𝜃2) + cos(3𝜃3) = 0
𝐻5 = cos(5𝜃1) + cos(5𝜃2) + cos(5𝜃3) = 0

     (2) 

Where   𝑀 = (((𝑁 − 1)/2)𝑟/4) , r is the modulation 
index. 

The obtained solutions must satisfy the following 
constraint: 

0 < 𝜃1 < ⋯ < 𝜃𝑝 < 𝜋/2                   (3) 

 An objective function is necessary to perform the 
optimization operation, the function must be chosen in such 
way that allows the elimination of low order harmonics while 
maintaining the amplitude of the fundamental component at a 
desired value Therefore the objective function is defined as: 

𝐹�𝜃1𝜃2 …𝜃𝑝� =

�∑ cos(𝜃𝑛 ) −𝑀𝑝
𝑛=1 �2 + �∑ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑝

𝑛=1 (3𝜃𝑛)�
2

+

�∑ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑝
𝑛=1 (5𝜃𝑛)�

2
                                             (4) 

The optimal switching angles are obtained by minimizing 
Eq (4) subject to the constraint Eq(3).The main problem is the 
non-linearity of the transcendental set of Eq(2), the differential 
algorithm is used to overcome this problem. 

Start program

Setup  method and 
problem parametrs

Evaluation of the 
first best vector

Mutation

Crossover

Selection

 Stopping criteria
 is satisfied

End program
 

Fig. 3. Flowchart of DE algorithm 

The differential evolution algorithm (DE) is an 
optimization method is composed of three main steps 
initialization, mutation and crossover. The general structure of 
a DE program is shown in Fig.3. The algorithm perturbs the 
population of vectors by employing the mutation, whereas its 
diversity is controlled by the cross-over process [18]. 

In the case of SHPWM, differential evolution algorithm is 
used as an optimization tool to perform a random search for the 
global minima, which is forcing the objective function (4) 
towards an allowable error value. 

The optimization process starts by initializing the necessary 
parameters of the algorithm, such as the population size (NP), 
crossover probability (CP), upper and lower bounds (𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 
𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) and the maximum number of iterations. It should be 
noted that the boundaries must satisfy equation (3). The next 
step is to randomly generate an initial population of switching 
angles in this process the algorithm creates 

𝜃𝑖𝑗
(0) = 𝜃min 𝑖𝑗 + 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖(𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 − 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑗)              (5) 

With i=1,2,…,NP  and  j=1,2,…,N 

Where 𝜃𝑖𝑗
(0) is the initial population, i presents the 

population size in this study NP=50, j is the number of 
decision variables which represents the number of switching 
angles, in case of a seven level inverter N=3. After the 
initialization process, the generated population is evaluated, the 
evaluation of the fitness of each individual is carried out by 
using (4). 

The mutation process creates a mutant 𝑣𝑖𝑗  vector based on 
the initial population; this process is described by the following 
expression 

𝑣𝑖𝑗 = 𝑋𝑟1 + 𝐹(𝑋𝑟2 − 𝑋𝑟3)                         (6) 

Xr1, Xr2 and Xr3 are vectors randomly sampled from the 
generated population, Xr = [θi1, θi2, … , θiN], the indices r1, r2 
and r3 are integers randomly chosen from the range [1 NP], 
they are also chosen to be different from the index i, the 
parameter F is the mutation constant which controls the 
amplification of the differential variation  (𝑋𝑟2 − 𝑋𝑟3) , the 
value of this parameter is randomly generated from the range 
[0 1], it should be noted that multiple mutation methods were 
reported in[19]. 

To improve the diversity of the population, the crossover 
operation comes into play, after generating the mutant vector 
𝑣𝑖𝑗 through mutation, this operation assures the production of 
fitter individuals, the result of this process is a vector u 
obtained by mixing the components of  𝑣𝑖𝑗and 𝑋𝑖 the process 
can be expressed as: 

𝑢 = �𝑣𝑖𝑗  𝑖𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 ≤ 𝐶𝑃 𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 𝑗𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝑋𝑖                               𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

                (7) 

Where rand is a random number in the range of [0 1], CP is 
the crossover probability constant, it controls the diversity of 
the population and it has a value between 0 and 1 [20], jrand is 
randomly chosen index. Once the crossover process is 
completed, the selection process comes into play to decide 
whether the 𝑢𝑖  or  𝑋𝑖  vector survives for the next generation, 
this process is carried out to choose the fittest individual. The 
selection process can be expressed mathematically as: 

𝑋𝑖𝐺+1 = � 𝑢𝑖
𝐺+1 𝑖𝑓 𝑓(𝑢𝑖𝐺+1) < 𝑓(𝑋𝑖𝐺)

𝑋𝑖𝐺                            𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
                (8) 
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Where 𝑓(𝑋) is the objective function to be minimized, and 
G is the generation count. Once the selection operation is 
completed, the algorithm loop is repeated until the stopping 
criteria is satisfied, in this study the DE algorithm is limited by 
maximum number of iterations Nitr=1000 . 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In order to prove the theoretical predictions and to test the 

effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, the control method 
and the proposed inverter were developed and simulated using 
MATLAB/SIMULINK scientific programming environment; 
the optimization program was executed on a computer with 
Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU@ 2.13GHz Processor and 4GB of 
RAM, the optimization algorithm takes 1274.463 seconds to 
complete the computation process. 

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, total 
harmonic distortion (THD) is used as a performance indicator 
to evaluate the quality of output AC voltage waveform 
generated from the multilevel inverter, the THD is defined as 
the total amount of harmonics related to the fundamental, it can 
be calculated using the following formula: 

𝑇𝐻𝐷% =
�∑ 𝐻𝑛219

𝑛=3

𝐻1
× 100                         (9) 

The differential evolution algorithm is used to find the 
switching angles for each value of modulation index r; the total 
harmonic distortion is computed also for each r, Fig.4 
illustrates optimal switching angles (in degrees) versus 
modulation index r with 𝑟 ∈ [0.2 0.95] , the angles are 
computed with a fine step-size of 0.01, and it can be seen that 
in some ranges of the modulation index, the obtained solutions 
exceeded the 90 degrees limit, those solutions are not going to 
be taken in consideration . Fig.5 shows the variation of the total 
harmonic distortion versus the modulation index, these results 
are obtained by using equation (9) and (2). 

 
Fig. 4. Switching angles versus modulation index 

To confirm the validity of the proposed algorithm, angles 
extracted from the obtained switching angles were applied to a 
mathematical model of a seven-level inverter. The fundamental 
frequency used in this simulation is 50Hz, the input voltages of 
the first bridge (upper cell) and the second bridge (lower cell) 
are respectively Vdc1=25V, Vdc2=50V the switching angles to 
be applied (in degrees) are: θ1= 16.87º,  θ2= 31.57º and θ3= 
78.82º  which correspond to the modulation index r= 0.85. 

Fig.6 and Fig.7 show the voltage waveforms generated 
respectively by the upper and the lower cell. From those two 
figures it can be seen that each bridge is responsible of 
generating three voltage levels. The summation of two voltages 
will generate the desired seven-level staircase waveform. 

 
Fig. 5. THD versus modulation index 

 
Fig. 6. Output voltage of the upper cell 

 
Fig. 7. Output voltage of the lower cell 

Fig.8 shows the output voltage obtained from the multilevel 
inverter for r=0.85 .Fig.9 shows its spectra of the output 
voltage. As expected, the selected harmonics (3rd and 5th) are 
successfully eliminated, the total harmonic distortion 
THD=16.97%. Fig.10 demonstrates the gating signals for the 
semiconductor switches from S1 to S8. 
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Fig. 8. Output voltage generated by the inverter 

 
Fig. 9. FFT of 7-level inverter voltage output 

 
Fig. 10. Fig. Gating signals 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The proposed method was validated by building a small 

scale laboratory prototype, IRF640(200V,18A) MOSFETs 
were used as switching devices SDS1000  
oscilloscope100MHz 500Ms/s  was used to capture the voltage 
waveforms, an STM32F407 microcontroller was used to 
generate control signals for the switching devices, the FFT 
analysis was performed by computer connected to the 
oscilloscope trough USB. 

Fig.11 presents the block diagram of the laboratory 
prototype of the seven level inverter that is implemented as 

mentioned before with eight IRF 640 Metal Oxide 
Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MOSFET), it should 
be noted that those switching devices are also equipped with 
freewheeling diodes. TLP250 photocouplers are used to 
provide electrical isolation between the MCU and the power 
circuits, and also to provide proper and conditioned gate signals 
to the MOSFETs. The switching angles are calculated using 
differential evolution algorithm by a computer, once the 
switching angles are obtained, the switching patterns for each 
switching device will be stored inside the memory of the MCU 
as a look-up table. 
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Fig. 11. Block diagram of the hardware setup 

The single phase seven level voltage pattern obtained in 
simulation shown in Fig.8 is experimentally validated and the 
result is shown in Fig.14 the voltage waveforms generated by 
the upper and lower cell obtained in simulation presented in 
Fig.6 and Fig.7 respectively , are also experimentally validated, 
the results are presented in Fig.12 and Fig.13. 

Fig.19 illustrates the FFT analysis of the experimentally 
obtained voltage waveform; it can be clearly seen that the 3rd 
and the 5th harmonics were successfully eliminated. This result 
matches perfectly the simulation result presented in Fig.9. The 
total harmonic distortion of the experimental voltage waveform 
is 15.85% which is very close to the simulation result. 

Fig.15, Fig.16 Fig.17and Fig.18 illustrates the gating 
signals generated by the STM32F407 microcontroller unit 
(MCU) for the switching devices; these figures validate the 
simulation results presented in Fig.10. 

 
Fig. 12. Output voltage waveform generated by the upper cell 

 
Fig. 13. Output voltage waveform generated by the upper cell 

 
Fig. 14. Output voltage waveform generated the proposed multilevel inverter 

 
Fig. 15. Control signals generated by the MCU for S1 (yellow trace) and S2 
(Blue trace) 

 
Fig. 16. Control signals generated by the MCU for S3 (yellow trace) and S4 
(Blue trace) 
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Fig. 17. Control signals generated by the MCU for S5 (yellow trace) and S6 
(Blue trace) 

 
Fig. 18. Control signals generated by the MCU for S7 (yellow trace) and S8 
(Blue trace) 

 
Fig. 19. FFT of  7-level inverter experimental voltage output 

VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper illustrates the use of differential evolution 

algorithm in selective harmonic elimination for a single phase 
seven level voltage source inverter to improve the harmonic 
quality of the generated output voltage. The proposed multi-
level inverter with non-equal DC sources has the advantage of 
generating multiple voltage levels with less switching 
components. The differential evolution algorithm is used to 
solve a set of non-linear equations in order to obtain the 
optimal switching angles to perform the (SHE) modulation 
strategy. Optimal switching angles are investigated over the 
range 𝑟 ∈ [0.2 0.95]. The total harmonic distortion (THD) was 
chosen as a performance indicator in order to examine the 
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The validity of the 

method has been proven by computer simulation using 
Matlab/Simulink scientific programming environment and 
verified by experimental hardware set-up based on 
STM32F407 microcontroller. The obtained results from the 
simulation and hardware show a good agreement with the 
theoretical prediction. 
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Abstract—The paper presents a precise scheme for the 
development of a human face classification system based human 
emotion using the genetic algorithm (GA). The main focus is to 
detect the human face and its facial features and classify the 
human face based on emotion, but not the interest of face 
recognition. This research proposed to combine the genetic 
algorithm and neural network (GANN) for classification 
approach. There are two way for combining genetic algorithm 
and neural networks, such as supportive approach and 
collaborative approach. This research proposed the supportive 
approach to developing an emotion-based classification system. 
The proposed system received frontal face image of human as 
input pattern and detected face and its facial feature regions, 
such as, mouth (or lip), nose, and eyes. By the analysis of human 
face, it is seen that most of the emotional changes of the face 
occurs on eyes and lip. Therefore, two facial feature regions (such 
as lip and eyes) have been used for emotion-based classification. 
The GA has been used to optimize the facial features and finally 
the neural network has been used to classify facial features. To 
justify the effectiveness of the system, several images were tested. 
The achievement of this research is higher accuracy rate (about 
96.42%) for human frontal face classification based on emotion. 

Keywords—Face Detection; Facial Feature Extraction; Genetic 
Algorithm; Neural Network 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The human face plays a central role in social interaction; 

hence it is not surprising that automatic facial information 
processing is an important and highly active subfield of 
pattern recognition research [1]. In the vision technology area, 
researchers have started to investigate and develop human face 
processing systems. Due to the complexity of face recognition, 
detecting a human face and its facial features and classify the 
human face base on emotion without identifying the person is 
of interest [2]. In recent years, there has been a growing 
interest in improving all aspects of the interaction between 
humans and computers especially in the area of human 

emotion recognition by observing facial expressions. The 
universally accepted categories of emotion, as applied in 
human-computer interaction are Sad, Anger, Joy, Fear, 
Disgust (or Dislike) and Surprise [3]. Emotions related to 
facial expressions. Hence , the features based on the position 
of the face. Hence, several methods have been proposed to 
classify emotions. Mase proposed emotion recognition 
systems that use directions of facial muscles. Muscle 
movements were extracted use of optical flow with 11 
windows method place in the face [4]. For classification, K-
nearest neighbor rule was uses with an accuracy of 80% with 
happy, anger, disgust, surprise emotions [5].Yacoob proposed 
the same method instead of muscle action, he uses the edge of 
mouth, eyes and eyebrows, into a frame, mid-level 
representation, classify the emotions [6]. Black et al. proposed 
a parametric model. In this model to extract the shape and 
movement of eyes, mouth, eyebrows, into a mid and high-
level representation of facial expression with 80% of accuracy 
[6]. Ekman proposed a geometric model in which to extract 
shape and appearance of a lip, nasolabial furrow and wrinkles 
with 82% accuracy [7]. M. Karthigayan, M. Rizon, R. 
Nagarajan and Sazali Yaacob proposed a method of Genetic 
Algorithm and Neural Network for Face Emotion Recognition 
[3].This research focus on finding, segmenting and classifying 
human faces, actually includes three parts: human face 
detection, facial feature segmentations and classification. The 
goal is to find the face region of a person in an image that is 
dominated by the upper half of the body, and to segment this 
face region into four parts: the face region, eyes region, mouth 
region and nose region. From Segmenting it optimizes the 
feature value using Genetic algorithm. Then classify face 
image base on Emotion by Neural Network. 

II. METHODOLOGY 
As shown in Figure 1, methodological steps for combining 

genetic algorithm and neural network to classify the facial 
features based human emotion. 

 
Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the Proposed GANN Classifier 
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A. Face Image Acquisition 
The process of getting the image from any source, 

especially hardware is called as image acquisition. For image 
acquisition use a digital camera. In the image processing it is 
impossible without image receiving/acquisition. The sweetest 
Acquisition process is a digital camera into various formats 
such as Bitmap, JPEG, GIF and TIFF etc. and collects image 
from Google Image. 

B. Image Preprocessing 
The image preprocessing includes smoothing or filtering 

and gray-scale conversion. The purpose of smoothing is to 
reduce noise and improve the visual quality of the image 
often; smoothing is referred to as filtering. For this purpose of 
filtering we have used Gaussian Filter. The equation – 1 
expresss Gaussian function. If the image is not noisy it is not 
necessary to filtering. 
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Filtering is not suitable for all images. Then convert RGB 
image into Gray Scale image. 

C. Face Detection and Feature Extraction 
Feature is very significant to any object detection 

algorithm. The computer vision object detector of Matlab 
2013 has been used in this research. The Viola Jones 
algorithm used for selecting the facial features [8]. There are a 

lot of features, such as eyes, nose, the topology of eye and 
nose, can be used for face detection. In Viola Jones face 
detection, a very simple and straightforward feature has been 
used. Each feature obtained by subtracting white areas from 
the black areas. The area means the summation of all the 
pixels gray value within the rectangle. A special 
representation of image, named integral image, has been used 
for calculating these features. At first, the facial region will 
detect then other parts of the face. This research identifies the 
human facial feature regions such as face, nose, eyes and lip. 
It also computes the boundary box value which performs 
multi-scale object detection on the input image and returns M-
by-4 matrix. 

D. Cropping and Segmentation 
From detecting feature, cropping the Eyes and lip region 

according to the BBOX value. Image segmentation is typically 
used to identify objects or other relevant information in digital 
images. Edge detection of an image which converts in a binary 
image. For image segmentation and edge detection has been 
used Sobel operator of Gradient Based Method[9]. 

E. GANN Face Classification 
In this research, eyes and lip are used for human face 

classification. After detecting the human face, it cropped and 
segmented the eyes and mouth part as individual segments by 
using edge detection and then combining the genetic algorithm 
and neural network (GANN) for classification. The overall 
process is shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Flow Chart of GANN Based Face Classification 

The height and width of the mouth and eyes white pixel 
are calculated; so, it is measured from the top and bottom 
row though the X coordinate and also measure the left and 
right columns. After segmentation, the shape of eyes and 
mouth region are looked like an ellipse. The ellipse has two 
axes such as, the major axis and minor axis. This task is 
done by using the equations given below: 

a = (ymax-ymin)/2;  [ymax- ymin=  mouth width and      a= 
major axis] 

b = (xmax-xmin)/2;   [xmax-xmin= mouth height and b= 
minor axis] 

The research proposed to combine genetic algorithm and 
neural network (GANN) for classification. In this research, 
the supportive approach for GANN has been used. 

1) GA Optimization 
GA is better than conventional AI. It is more robust. GA 

is a heuristic Search algorithm. They do not break easily 
even if the inputs changed slightly, or in the presence of 
reasonable noise. A genetic algorithm may offer significant 
benefits over more typical search of optimization techniques 
(linear programming, heuristic, depth-first, breath-first, and 
praxis) [10]. The region of eyes and lip consider as irregular 
ellipse. The region of eyes and lip are calculated by ellipse 
area equations. GA uses ellipse area calculation equation as 
a fitness function and this equation is given below: 

Area=3.1416* a* b 
GA takes this irregular ellipse`s major axis and minor 

axis as input. GA Optimizes the major axis and minor axis 
of the irregular ellipse and provides a regular ellipse major 
axis and minor axis value, as shown in Figure 3. 
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For GA optimization, it uses another function called the 
condition function where the optimize area is less than or 
equal to actual area. GA individually optimizes the left eyes, 
right eyes and mouth major axis and minor axis. The GA 
optimization uses the mean value of eyes and the ratio of 
eyes and mouth. 

TABLE I. GA PARAMETER 

The mean value of eyes and the ratio of eyes and mouth 
are calculated using the following measurement equation 
(2), (3) , (4), (5): 

Mean Eyes Major Axis = (right eye major axis + left eyes major axis)/2………………..(2) 
Mean Eyes Minor Axis = (right eye minor axis + left eyes minor axis)/2…………………….(3) 
Eyes ratio=( Mean Eyes Major Axis/ Mean Eyes Minor Axis)………………………………….(4) 
Mouth ratio=( Major Axis/ Major Axis)……………………………………………………………(5) 

 
Fig. 3. Converting an irregular ellipse into a regular ellipse 

2) Neural Network Classifier 
This research uses the ratio value of eyes and mouth for 

classification of the human face. The proposed system 
classifies the facial images into six categories based on these 
values such as normal face, smile face, astonished face, angry 
face and sad face. The images that do not match in these five 
classes belong to other class. Therefore, the measurement 
includes five input pattern and five target pattern. The feed 
forward neural network with gradient decent adaptive learning 
algorithm is used for training the input pattern. The network 
has five input, two hidden and five output layers of twenty 
five neurons. The tangent sigmoid (tansig) is used as a layer 
transfer function. 

There are several stopping criteria of the network, like as, 
maximum epochs required, performance goal meet, minimum 
gradient reach, validation check etc. 

III. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 
Table 3 shows the measured ratio and GA optimized ratio 

value of mouth and eyes. Total 15 images are tested to 
measure the performance of the classification system. The 

developed system achieved the better result in face 
classification. Table 4 shows the performance of the system 
based on GA. 

 
Fig. 4. 5×25×25×5 Neural Network Structure Block Diagram 
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TABLE II. DETAILS ABOUT NEURAL NETWORK 

TABLE III. MEAN AND GA OPTIMIZED VALUE OF EYES AND MOUTH AND THEIR CLASS OF EMOTION

 For eyes For mouth  

Image 
file 

Mean 
Eyes 
Major 
Axis 

Mean 
Eyes 
Minor 
Axis 

Mean  
Eyes 
Ratio 

GA 
optim-
ized 
Eyes 
Ratio 

Mouth 
Major 
Axis 

Mouth 
Minor 
Axis 

Mouth  
Ratio 

GA Optimized 
Mouth Ratio Class 

n1 20 7 2.8571 3.0800 42.5000 17.5000 2.4286 4.4268 Normal 
n2 5.5000 5 1.1000 1.6885 39 13.5000 2.8889 3.4962 Normal 
n3 19.5000 7 2.7857 2.8992 38.5000 18 2.1389 3.2521 Normal 
s1 5.5000 4 1.3750 2.0435 25.5000 15.5000 1.6452 2.4533 Smile 
s2 24 11 2.1818 2.1860 39 19 2.0526 2.3428 Smile 
s3 10 4 2.5000 2.0526 27.5000 18 1.5278 2.6598 Smile 
s4 102 56 1.8214 2.4591 161.500 97 1.6649 2.7444 Smile 
w1 15.5000 16 0.9688 1.4465 30.5000 23 1.3261 1.4367 Astonished 
w2 12 4 3 2.8684 28 17.5000 1.6000 1.7460 Astonished 
an1 19 6 3.1667 4.1110 31 23 1.3478 1.3232 Angry 
an2 30 9 2.36 3.33 50 22.50 2.22 1.90 Angry 
sad1 29 13.500 2.1481 3.1691 49.5000 27 1.8333 2.9662 Sad 
sad2 11.5000 3.5000 3.2857 3.2487 27.5000 16.5000 1.6667 2.5187 Sad 
sad3 19.5 7 2.78 3.25 55.5000 27.5000 2.0182 3.0317 Sad 

TABLE IV. PERFORMANCE TABLE 

NN Structure NN Type Maximum Epoch  Training Algorithm Transfer function  

5×25×25×5 Feed Forward        1500 
Gradient Decent with  
adaptive learning rate 
(traingda) 

Tangent sigmoid  
(tansig) 

Image 
File Belong Class Number of Test 

Number of Proper 
Classification 

Number of the Wrong 
Classification Accuracy (%) 

n1 Normal 10 9 1 90% 

n2 Normal 10 10 0 100% 

n3 Normal 10 10 0 100% 

s1 Smile 10 10 0 100% 

s2 Smile 10 10 0 100% 

s3 Smile 10 10 0 100% 

s4 Smile 10 10 0 100% 

w1 Astonished 10 10 0 100% 

w2 Astonished 10 9 1 90% 

an1 Angry 10 10 0 100% 

an2 Angry 10 7 3 70% 

sad1 Sad 10 10 0 100% 

sad2 Sad 10 10 0 100% 

sad3 Sad 10 10 0 100% 

Total 140 135 5 96.42% 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
The developed system classified the frontal face of 

human based on human emotion, like normal, smile, anger, 
sad and astonished. The achievement of this research is 
higher accuracy rate for human frontal face classification 
based on emotion. This research proposed a new fitness 
function of genetic algorithm and made a ratio based 
classification of the human face. The developed system 
achieved the classification performance rate is 96.42%.This 
system works only frontal face of single image and it’s not 
work by side view of Image. Sometimes it is overlapped 
when one class is very much close to another class. 
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Abstract—This paper proposes an example-based super-
resolution algorithm for multi-spectral remote sensing images. 
The underlying idea of this algorithm is to learn a matrix-based 
implicit prior from a set of high-resolution training examples to 
model the relation between LR and HR images. The matrix-
based implicit prior is learned as a regression operator using 
conjugate decent method. The direct relation between LR and 
HR image is obtained from the regression operator and it is used 
to super-resolve low-resolution multi-spectral remote sensing 
images. A detailed performance evaluation is carried out to 
validate the strength of the proposed algorithm. 

Keywords—Remote sensing Super-resolution; Image-pair 
analysis; Regression operators 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Remote sensing is vital for various application such as 

decision support for disaster management, weather monitoring 
and surveillance of land [1]. The data provided by Geo 
Information System (GIS) is significant for remote sensing. In 
recent years, sophisticated imaging devices and state-of-the-art 
technologies have been continuously deployed in the Earth 
observation system to provide precise data for remote sensing. 
The need to have a high spatial resolution for satellite images is 
twofold: apart from the improvement in visual inspection of a 
larger dataset precisely, it also plays a vital role in the post-
processing steps such as feature extraction and segmentation of 
objects from the image. However, despite using sophisticated 
high-resolution (HR) imaging devices for satellite imagery, the 
captured images will inherit a poor spatial resolution due to the 
larger distance between the sensors and the sensed object.  
cartosat series of satellites are used to regularly monitor earth 
for disaster management.. These satellites have evolved over 
past few decades and currently the Cartosat-3 with the 
advanced imaging device is in existence. The panchromatic 
(PAN) and multi-spectral (MS) imaging devices are deployed 
in these satellites to provide progressive imaging. The PAN 
images have high spatial and low spectral resolution whereas 
MS images have high spectral but low spatial resolution. The 

spatial resolution of an MS image captured by cartosat-2 series 
satellite will be approximately 2.5 meters/pixel. 

The modern image sensor element used in MS imaging 
device is typically a charge-coupled device (CCD) or a 
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) active-
pixel sensor. The image signals are captured by the sensor 
elements that are typically arranged in a two-dimensional 
array. The size of sensor element or the number of sensor 
element present in a unit area determines the spatial resolution 
of an image. The spatial resolution of MS image is 
significantly less due to the limited dynamic range of CCD 
sensors. An imaging device with deficient sensor elements will 
generate low-resolution (LR) images with blocky and 
displeasing visual artifacts due to aliasing effect. However, 
deploying more sensor elements to increase spatial resolution 
will incur additional cost. 

Moreover, the limitation to deploy high precision optics in 
imaging device is diploid. In addition to the cost incurred due 
to the increase in sensor elements, the ceaseless demand to 
improve the spatial resolution cannot be catered by the state-of-
the-art camera technologies. For instance, reducing the pixel 
will increase the spatial resolution but will introduce shot noise 
[2]. Similarly increasing the number of pixels in a unit area by 
increasing the chip size can increase the spatial resolution. 
However, increasing the chip size will increase the capacitance 
which results in undesired artifacts [3].   Due to the 
inherited limitations, the spatial resolution of MS images will 
be poor. Anyhow, in many applications including disaster 
management, rescue operations, resource surveying, etc. 
precise geo spatial information is required. Henceforth, it is 
significant to use an effective post-process technique such as 
image super-resolution (SR) approach to improve the spatial 
resolution of MS images. The need to improve the spatial 
resolution of remote sensing imagery have garnered special 
interest by researchers and have witnessed diverse SR 
algorithms [4-12]. 
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Spurred by the need to improve the spatial resolution of 
Landsat images, Tsai et al. presented a conventional multi- 
image SR algorithm in frequency domain [4]. Classical SR 
algorithm requires multiple frames of the same scene with 
exact registration to super-resolve a LR image [4-7]. To 
overcome this, a wide variety of learning-based single image 
SR algorithm have been proposed [8-12]. SR from single LR 
satellite image is a challenging task as the problem is severely 
ill-posed. However, learning-based SR algorithms can 
effectively handle the ill-posed problem by learning an 
efficient prior to model the relation between low and HR 
training image patches. The prior required to handle the ill-
posed problem can be either explicit or implicit. Explicit priors 
use a mathematical energy functional of an image class such as 
primal sketches, Field of Experts (FoE) [13], Gradient profile 
[14] etc. to model the relation between LR images with its HR 
counterpart. In contrary, implicit priors are learned from the 
training image pairs and give rise to a family of SR algorithms 
called as Example-based SR algorithms [15]. It requires a 
collection high-quality example images and synthetically 
generated LR images to learn the image-pair prior information. 
The correspondence between LR images with its corresponding 
HR image is learned as an implicit prior. 

The implicit prior can be learned either by a direct mapping 
approach or an indirect mapping approach depending on the 
patch reconstruction strategy used. The indirect mapping 
approaches employ nearest neighbor embedding algorithm 
[16,17], which requires an exhaustive search to find the nearest 
neighbor which makes it computationally expensive for 
practical applications like satellite remote sensing. Direct 
mapping approaches will learn the relation between LR and 
HR image as a regression function, thereby computationally it 
will be efficient to super-resolve remote sensing images [18].  
Despite, most of the conventional regression based SR 
algorithms vectorizes the image patches which results in loss of 
image-level information while learning the implicit prior. To 
address this recently a few matrix-based implicit priors have 
been reported [19] [20], which avoids the vectorization step 
and learn the implicit priors as a matrix-based regression 
operator.  The regression operator establishes a direct mapping 
between the training image patches and can be effectively used 
to reconstruct the HR image. 

In this paper, we propose an example-based SR algorithm 
to super-resolve spatially under-sampled cartosat-2 series MS 
images by learning an efficient matrix-based implicit prior 
from a set of HR-MS images. The proposed matrix-based 
implicit prior will preserve the structural similarities in the 
image thereby will not introduce any unpleasant artifacts. 

The reminder of this paper is as follows. A brief discussion 
on implicit prior is presented in section 2. In section 3, the 
methodology of the proposed example-based SR algorithm for 
MS remote sensing image is presented. The performance of the 
proposed algorithm is evaluated and the results are reported in 
section 4 and finally, section 5 concludes the paper. 

II. A BRIEF DESCRIPTION ON IMPLICIT PRIORS 
The fine details that are explicitly missed during the 

degradation process are estimated by an example-based SR 
algorithm. Fig. 1 illustrates the process of example-based SR 
algorithm. 

 
Fig. 1. An overview of Example-based SR Algorithm 

Though the problem is severely ill-posed, efficient priors 
are used for regularizing the solution. For an example-based 
SR algorithms, the prior will be learned from a set of training 
examples itself and hence they are named as implicit priors.  
Training examples will be a collection of HR images and its 
corresponding synthetically generated LR images. An implicit 
prior which models the relation between LR image patches to 
its corresponding HR image patches can be learned as a 
regression function. In most of the state-of-the-art SR 
approaches, the regression function will be learned by 
vectorizing the training image patch-pairs. 
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Fig. 2. An overview of the proposed example-based super-resolution algorithm for multi-spectral remote sensing images 

In vector-based implicit priors, the correspondence between 
LR-HR image pair is learned from the feature vectors and 
hence instead of learning the image-level correspondence; 
feature-level correspondence is learned. In matrix-based 
implicit prior, the image patches will be preserved as matrix 
itself and therefore the image-level structural information will 
be preserved in the image. It is vital to preserve the structural 
information in an MS remote sensing image as it will possess a 
lot of HF details. In literature, quite a few matrix-based implicit 
prior have been reported. In these methods, the correspondence 
between LR and HR image patches will be learned as linear 
matrix-based regression operator.  

A. Matrix-based Implicit Prior 
The matrix-based implicit prior is learned as regression 

operator as follows. Let a set of training example patch-pair be 
denoted as𝑃𝑃 = (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ,𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖)𝑖𝑖=1𝑛𝑛  such that 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 are the LR and HR 
patches of size 𝑚 × 𝑚  respectively. A linear matrix-based 
regression operator 𝑅𝑅:∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑚  serves as an implicit prior, 
such that for an image patch-pair (𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) 

                              𝑦𝑦 = 𝑅𝑅. 𝑥𝑥                                         (1) 
If the image patches are assumed to be full rank, then the 

regression operator can be defined as 

                                𝑅𝑅 = 𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥−1                                      (2) 
However, as the regression operator will be learned from a 

collection of LR-HR patch-pairs, it is required to find a suitable 
optimal regression operator by solving a least square regression 
problem. The optimal regression operator can serve as an 
implicit prior to learn the correspondence between LR and HR 
image patches. 

III. METHODOLOGY OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
The overview of the proposed SR methodology is shown in 

Fig. 2. The example-based SR algorithm to super-resolve MS 
images captured by cartosat-2 series satellite will typically 
have two phases, viz. training and reconstruction phase. In 
training phase, the required prior information is learned as a 
matrix-based implicit prior which is performed offline. In the 

reconstruction phase, the learned implicit prior is used to 
reconstruct the HR image. 

A. Training Phase 
In the training phase, high-quality MS images are collected 

from a remote sensing database (For instance, to super-resolve 
existing cartosat 2 series MS images with a spatial resolution of 
2 meters, cartosat-3 images with a spatial resolution of 1 meter 
is collected). These HR images are synthetically degraded to 
obtain the LR images. The degradation process includes a blur 
operator which is modeled by the movement of sensor element 
and a decimation operator, which corresponds to the 
insufficient sensor elements. Also, atmospheric noises can 
degrade the quality of satellite images. A set of HR image and 
its corresponding LR image form the training examples. Let 
the set of training examples is given by 

                                        𝑇𝑇 = {𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ,𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖}𝑖𝑖=1𝑛𝑛                            (3) 
Where 𝑋𝑋  and 𝑌𝑌  represents the LR and HR training 

examples respectively. Let 𝐾  patches of size 𝑚 × 𝑚  are 
extracted from the training examples from the same location 
such that a set of patch-pairs is represented as 

                                       𝑃𝑃 = {𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ,𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖}𝑖𝑖=1𝑛𝑛                                (4) 
Algorithm 1: Learning the regression Operator 

 

                                  𝑃𝑃 = {𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ,𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖}𝑖𝑖=1𝑛𝑛  

𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗 = ��𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗−1�𝑗𝑗≠𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 

     𝑅𝑅∗ = argmin
𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗

�𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖�
𝐹𝐹

2 + 𝑔𝑔�𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗 − 𝑅𝑅𝚥𝚥� �𝐹𝐹
2

 

Input:Training sample set,   𝑇𝑇 = {𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ,𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖}𝑖𝑖=1𝑛𝑛  
Output:   Optimal regression operator, R*         
Step (1):  Obtain the patch pairs, 

Step(2):    Calculate the initial estimate, 

Step(3): Calculate the optimal regression operator 

Output:   Optimal regression operator, R*         
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As the patch-pairs are extracted from the same location, the 
linear regression model can be adopted to relate the LR and HR 
patch-pairs. Therefore 

                                 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥                                            (5) 
The matrix-based implicit prior is learned from the training 

patch-pairs by solving a least square regression as follows.The 
objective function to learn the optimal regression operator is 
given by 

                          𝑅𝑅∗ = argmin𝑅𝑅‖𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖‖𝐹𝐹2                      (6) 
In the above equation, let the initial estimate of the 

regression operator is obtained by taking the inverse of 𝑥𝑥, such 
that 

                                𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗 = �𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗−1�𝑗𝑗≠𝑖𝑖                            (7) 
Let the global constraint to estimate the regression operator 

is given by  

     𝑅𝑅∗ = argmin𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗�𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖�𝐹𝐹
2 + 𝑔𝑔�𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗 − 𝑅𝑅𝚥𝚥� �𝐹𝐹

2
             (8) 

The above optimization problem to find the optimal 
regression operator is solved by conjugate gradient decent 
method. The term 𝑔𝑔�𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗 − 𝑅𝑅𝚥𝚥� �𝐹𝐹

2
 is the priori for the 

optimization problem. This is an iterative approach and the 
update equation for the iteration is given by [21], 

             𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖+1 = 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀�𝑆𝑇 .𝐸𝑡 + 𝑔𝑔�𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗 − 𝑅𝑅𝚥𝚥� ��                  (9) 
Where 𝐸𝑡 = 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖   is the error due to the 𝑖𝑡ℎ  iteration 

and 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 is the learned regression operator after 𝑖𝑡ℎ iteration. The 
optimal regression operator is used to reconstruct the HR 
image. Algorithm 1 summarizes the steps involved to learn the 
optimal regression operator. 

B. Reconstruction Phase 
In the reconstruction phase, the LR MS cartosat images are 

super-resolved using the matrix-based implicit prior which is 
learned as a regression operator given by Eq. (6). The test LR 
MS image is up-scaled by an interpolator by a scale-factor 𝑠. 
Non-overlapping patches of size 𝑚 × 𝑚 are extracted from the 
interpolated image. The collection of the extracted patches is 
represented as a set𝑇𝑇 = �𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 �𝑖𝑖=1

𝑛𝑛
. All the test LR patches are 

super-resolved using the matrix-based regression operator, 
given by 

                                     𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑙𝑙 = 𝑅𝑅∗𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙                                      (10) 

 

The super-resolved patches are merged to obtain the super-
resolved HR image 𝐻𝐻.  The steps to super-resolve a LR MS 
image is summarized in Algorithm 2. 

Algorithm 2: SR Reconstruction 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The effectiveness of the proposed SR algorithm to super-

resolve LR multi-spectral image is evaluated on a set of remote 
sensing images captured by cartosat-1 satellite as shown in Fig. 
3. All the experiments are simulated in MATLAB using a 
personal computer with Intel core-i5-2400 @ 2.7 GHz 
processor with 4 GB RAM. To generate training examples, HR 
multi-spectral images captured by COMSAT-1 are collected. 
Sample training images are shown in Fig.4. These HR images 
are downgraded with a scale-factor 𝑠  using bi-cubic 
interpolation to synthetically generate the LR images. In all the 
experiments, the patch-size is 11 × 11 and the LR images are 
super-resolved by a scaling factor of 2 and 4.  The test images 
are shown in Fig. 3 are super-resolved by various state-of-the-
art SR algorithms such as Yang et al.’s sparse representation 
based approach [22], and Dong et al.’s non-local 
autoregressive modeling (NARM) [23]. The results of the 
above algorithms are obtained using the source code available 
on the author’s webpage. 

 
Fig. 3. Low-resolution multi-spectral test images (a) MS-1 (b) MS-2 (c) MS-
3 

 
Fig. 4. Sample training example images 

The performance of the algorithm is examined by the 
experimental results obtained by the proposed algorithm. The 
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is a measure of visual 
experience obtained from the reconstructed image. The 
reconstructed image is evaluated both qualitatively and 
quantitatively to assess its effectiveness. 

𝑇𝑇 = �𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 �𝑖𝑖=1
𝑛𝑛

 

𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑙𝑙 = 𝑅𝑅∗𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙  

𝐻𝐻 = �𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 �𝑖𝑖=1
𝑛𝑛

 

Input: Optimal regression operator𝑅𝑅∗, LR Test set, 𝑇𝑇 
Output:   Super-resolved HR image, H 
Step (1):  Merge the LR test patches, 

Step (2): Obtain the HR patches using regression 
operator obtained from Algorithm-1, 

Step(3): Merge the super-resolved test patches, 

Output: Super-resolved HR image,H 
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Qualitative evaluation of SR depends on a few attributes of 
the reconstructed SR image. The image is visually inspected 
for its naturalness and sharpness to assess the quality of the 
reconstructed image. The sharpness of an image is assessed 
based on the high-frequency details present in it. It is desired 
that the SR algorithm should not introduce any counterfeit HF 
details. Similarly, image naturalness is attributed to the 
distortions and artifacts present in the image. If the fine-details 
in the image are not preserved, it will introduce jaggy and 
ringing and staircase artifacts. These artifacts will severely 
affect the quality of the image. These attributes in the images 
can be evaluated by visual comparison of the images. 

Fig. 5 depicts a visual comparison for three multi-spectral 
images with other state-of-the-art SR approach. It can be seen 
from the super-resolved results for the three test multispectral 
images MS-1, MS-2 and MS-3 in Fig. 5, the results of the 
proposed algorithm is better in terms of visual fidelity. The 
proposed algorithm reconstructs an SR image with minimal 
jaggy and ringing artifacts compared with other approaches 
depicted in Fig. 5 (b & c). 

 
Fig. 5. Visual comparison for three multi-spectral images with state-of-the-art 
SR approaches (a) LR image (b-d) reconstructed SR image by Yang et al.’s 
method, Dong et al.’s method and proposed method respectively 

The quantitative measure to evaluate the quality of the 
reconstructed image is figured by the PSNR (peak signal-to-
noise ratio) and SSIM (structural similarity index measure).A 
high PSNR score indicates that the magnified image is free 
from distortions and is more likely to carry HF details. SSIM 
value [24] (typically close to 1) indicates the similarity 
structure between the reconstructed image and its ground truth. 

The PSNR of an image is defined by, 

                               𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑅 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑔10 � 2552

𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑥𝑦
� 

Where   𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑥,𝑦 = ‖𝑥−𝑦‖2

𝑊∗𝐻
,  𝑊  is the width of the image 

patches 𝑥𝑥  and 𝑦𝑦, 𝐻𝐻 is height of both the image patches. 

The SSIM of the reconstructed image is obtained using 

𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) =  
�2µ𝑥µ𝑦 +  𝑐1�(2𝜎𝑥𝑦 + 𝑐2)

�µ𝑥2 + µ𝑦2 + 𝑐1�(𝜎𝑥2 + 𝜎𝑦2 + 𝑐2)
 

Where, 

µ𝑥 =  
1

𝑊 ∗ 𝐻𝐻∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑊∗𝐻
𝑖𝑖=1

 ;  µ𝑦 =  
1

𝑊 ∗𝐻𝐻∑ 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑊∗𝐻
𝑖𝑖=1

 

 𝜎𝑥 =  
1

𝑊 ∗ 𝐻𝐻 − 1∑ ((𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑊∗𝐻
𝑖𝑖=1 − µ𝑥)2)

1
2

 

𝜎𝑦 =  
1

𝑊 ∗ 𝐻𝐻 − 1∑ ((𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑊∗𝐻
𝑖𝑖=1 − µ𝑦)2)

1
2

 

𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are constants. 

TABLE I. A SUMMARY OF QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION (PSNR/SSIM) 
FOR MULTI-SPECTRAL IMAGES 

Table I summarizes the quantitative comparison of the 
proposed method with various SR algorithms on multispectral 
LR images. The results tabulated in Table-1 shows that the 
proposed SR algorithm has the highest quantitative measures 
compared with other state-of-the-art algorithm. From Table-1, 
it is evident from the PSNR index that the proposed algorithm 
reconstructs the HR image with minimum distortions and the 
high SSIM index validates that the image-level information is 
preserved by the proposed matrix-based implicit prior. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, an example-based SR algorithm to super-

resolve multi-spectral remote sensing image is presented. The 
proposed SR algorithm will learn a matrix-based implicit prior 
to map the correspondence between LR and HR images. The 
implicit prior is learned as a regression operator using the 
conjugate decent method. The learned matrix-based implicit 
prior is effectively used to super-resolve clean LR multi-
spectral remote sensing images. In the future, the proposed 
algorithm will be extended to super-resolve noisy MS remote 
sensing images. The proposed algorithm is evaluated on clean 
images.  Qualitative and quantitative experiments on various 
remote sensing images validates the efficacy of the proposed 
algorithm. 
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Abstract—Differential Evolution (DE) is a simple, powerful 

and easy to use global optimization algorithm. DE has been 

studied in detail by many researchers in the past years. In DE 

algorithm trial vector generation strategies have a significant 

influence on its performance. This research studies that whether 

performance of DE algorithm can be improved by incorporating 

selection advancement in effective trial vector generation 

strategies. A novel advancement in DE trial vector generation 

strategies is proposed in this research to speeds up the 

convergence speed of DE algorithm. The proposed fitness 

proportion based random vector selection DE (FPRVDE) is 

based on the proportion of individual fitness mechanism. 

FPRVDE reduces the role of poor performing individuals to 

enhance it performance capability of DE algorithm. To form a 

trial vector using FPRVDE, individual based on the proportion 

of their fitness are selected. FPRVDE mechanism is applied to 

most commonly used set of DE variants. A comprehensive set of 

multidimensional function optimization problems is used to 

access the performance of FPRVDE. Experimental result shows 

that proposed approach accelerates DE algorithm. 

Keywords—Differential Evolution; Fitness Proportion; Trial 

vector generation; Mutation; Optimization 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Differential evolution (DE), proposed by Storn and Price 
[1] is a stochastic population based evolutionary algorithm. 
The advantage of DE over other evolutionary algorithms is 
that it is simple, easy to use, speedy and greater probability of 
finding the global optima for function optimization [2] [3]. DE 
has been successfully used in various real life fields like 
Electrical power systems [4], electromagnetism [5], control 
systems [6],  Bioinformatics [7], chemical engineering [8], 
image processing [9], artificial neural networks [10], signal 
processing [11] etc. 

DE is a population based algorithm where a population of 
potential solutions is randomly initialized within an n-
dimensional search space. All potential solutions are equally 
likely to be selected as parent in DE algorithm. The candidate 
solutions evolve themselves by exploring the entire search 
space over time to locate the optima of the objective function 
[12]. New vector is generated by adding the weighted 
difference between two population vectors to a third vector at 
each generation of DE algorithm [13]. Many algorithms are 
used for numerical benchmark optimization but DE has shown 
better performance than Genetic Algorithm and Particle 
Swarm Optimization for such problems [14] [15]. There are 

many parameters in DE algorithm like Population ‘NP’, 
mutation probability ‘F’ and Crossover ‘CR’. The DE 
algorithm mutation variants are formed by the linear 
combination of existing population members. The trial vector 
and target vector forms the mutant vector in DE. Throughout 

this paper ix denotes the target vector (or current vector), iu

represents the trial vector and iv  as a mutant vector. In DE 

algorithm, different mutation schemes are used to create the 
trial vector by using any combination of current, best and 
random vectors. The behavior of DE algorithm is influenced 
by the selection of mutation strategy and crossover scheme 
along with their control parameters: mutation probability ‘F’ 
and Crossover rate ‘CR’ [16] [17]. DE mutation strategies can 
be formed by the combinations of current vector, random 
vector (s), better vector and best vector. In any mutation 
strategy the order, number and name of vector(s) are very 

important. Throughout the following analysis kr

gx states the   

kr
th

 random vector for g
th

 generation, 
i

gv will refer to i
th

 

component of donor vector at g
th

 generation, 
best

gx  states the 

best vector at g
th

 generation, 
i

gx refer to current vector at g
th

 

generation. The most commonly used DE variants given in 
table-1 have been used by many researchers in their research 
work [18] [19]. 

TABLE I. COMMONLY USED DE VARIANTS 

S.No Name Equation 

V1 DE/rand/1/bin 
1 2 3( )i r r r

g g g gv x F x x    

V2 DE/best/1/bin 
1 2( )i best r r

g g g gv x F x x    

V3 DE/rand/2/bin 
1 2 3 4 5( ) ( )i r r r r r

g g g g g gv x F x x F x x      

V4 DE/best/2/bin 
1 2 3 4( ) ( )i best r r r r

g g g g g gv x F x x F x x      

V5 DE/rand to best/1/bin 
1 2( ) ( )i i best i r r

g g g g g gv x F x x F x x      

V6 DE/rand/1/exp 
1 2 3( )i r r r

g g g gv x F x x    

V7 DE/best/1/ exp 
1 2( )i best r r

g g g gv x F x x    
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V8 DE/rand/2/ exp 
1 2 3 4 5( ) ( )i r r r r r

g g g g g gv x F x x F x x      

V9 DE/best/2/ exp 
1 2 3 4( ) ( )i best r r r r

g g g g g gv x F x x F x x      

V10 DE/rand to best/1/ exp 
1 2( ) ( )i i best i r r

g g g g g gv x F x x F x x      

Qin et al. [20] have introduce self adaptive version of DE 
algorithm in their research work. They have control parameter 
self adaption as well as strategy self adaption in their paper. 
The memory concept based on finite learning period is used 
for self adaption. A strategy pool consisting of four commonly 
used mutation strategies “DE/rand/1/bin”, “DE/rand/2/bin”, 
“DE/rand-to-best/2/bin” and “DE/current-to-rand/1”  is 
created for strategy self adaption. Zaharie [21] has introduced 
a parameter adaption scheme in this research that focuses on 
the choice of parameters by maintaining the diversity in the 

population. He has used  0,1  as a coefficient of convex 

combination between random selected population and the best 
population member. Variance at component level for each 
population individual is calculated to maintain diversity in the 
population and population evolution is controlled by the 
evolution of variance. Liu and Lampinen [22] has introduced 
very famous parameter adaption method in their research 
work. Their parameter adaption scheme is based on the fuzzy 
controller designed for adaption of F and CR control 
parameters of DE algorithm. They have used two fuzzy logic 
controllers (FLC) to implement to adaptive the values of F and 
CR control parameters based on fuzzy control actions. Brest et 
al. [23] have introduced the idea of self adaption to choose the 
suitable values of DE control parameters F and CR. They have 
evolved both control parameters at individual level so that 
better individuals may survive and propagate to next 
generation. The evolution of F and CR is based on two 

predefined probabilities 
1 =0.1, 

2 =0.1respectively. Zhang 

and Sanderson [24] have proposed adaptive differential 
evolution with optional external archive (JADE) parameter 
adaption based algorithm in their research work. They have 
used new strategy “DE/current to pbest/1” that is based on the 
conventional “DE/current to best/1” strategy. They generate 
new population with the union of current population and 
external archive containing inferior fit population members. 
They have adopted control parameter F by using Cauchy 
distribution and CR by using the normal distribution. They 
have also used two variants of JADE with name rand-JADE 
and nonaJADE. In rand-JADE instead of DE/current-to-pbest,  
DE/rand/1 is implemented & variant nona-JADE does not 
adopt adaptive parameter control instead it set values of both 
parameters to 0.5. Mallipeddi et al. [25] have introduced an 
ensemble of control parameter and mutations, crossover 
strategies in DE algorithm. A set of predefined values of F and 
CR control parameter values in used to form parameter pool 
and binomial, exponential versions of “DE/current-to-
rand/1/bin” & JADE mutation strategies are used to form a 
strategy pool in their research work. A trial vector in EPSDE 
is generated based on assigned mutation strategy and assigned 
control parameter value from their corresponding pools. 
Wang, Cai and Zhand [26] have introduced a composite trial 
vector generation scheme in DE algorithm. They have use 
three various combination of F and CR [F= 1.0,Cr= 0.1], [F= 

1.0,Cr= 0.9] and [F= 0.8,Cr= 0.2] that forms a strategy pool 
in composite DE (CoDE). Strategy pool in CoDE is formed by 
using four commonly used mutation strategies “rand/1/bin”, 
“current-to-rand/1” and “rand/2/bin”. A combination of 
control parameter values pool and a strategy from the strategy 
pool is selected to generate a trial vector against each target 
vector in the current population. Gong et al. [27] have 
introduced enhanced DE in their research work that is based 
on the strategy adaption mechanism (SaM). Further they 
ensembled SaM with JADE to form a strategy pool that is 
based on the convention mutation strategies of DE algorithm. 
DE/rand-to-pbest” with archive, “DE/current-to-pbest” 
without archive , “DE/current-to-pbest” with archive, 
“DE/rand-to-pbest” without archive are used to form a 
strategy pool in enhanced DE. Das et al. [28] have proposed a 
neighbourhood base mutation strategy in their research work. 
They have used family of variants of “DE/target-to-best/1/bin” 
conventional mutation strategy based on the neighbourhood 
mechanism. A local and global neighbourhood scheme brings 
equilibrium in the exploration and exploitation without any 
extra load of other parameters. To generate a donor vector   

and   are used as a scaling factors for local and global 

neighbor respectively. Their proposed version has significant 
performance when compared with other DE variants. 
MinhazulIslam et al. [29] have introduced a novel crossover 
and mutation strategies in their research work.  They have 
used a new mutation strategy “DE/current-to-gr_best/1” that 
utilizes q% of best population members and is based on the 
conventional strategy “DE/current-to-best/1”. The new 
crossover scheme in their research work is pbest crossover 
that utlizes p-top-ranked individual components. The third 
important aspect in their research is statistical distribution 
based adaption in DE control parameters F and CR. 

DE mutation strategies are generated by using combination 
of random and/or best vector(s). In random selection best and 
worst members have same probability of selection as a parent. 
The worst parent may lead to worst child. A novel variant of 
DE is proposed in this research that will be helpful in avoiding 
the selection of bad performing individuals. The proposed 
variant will select those individuals having at least some level 
of fitness that will be helpful in enhancing the convergence 
speed and searching capability of DE algorithm. It is 
important to mention that fitter parent does not mean best 
parent fitter means better than worst performing members. 
This proposed variant will prove to be a significant addition in 
DE algorithm. The residue of the paper consist of the DE 
algorithm that is discussed in section-II, various crossover 
schemes are given in section-III of the paper, section-IV 
contains the proposed DE variant, the detail of benchmark 
functions is given in section-V of this paper and section-VI 
contains the results and discussion. 

II. DE ALGORITHM 

DE is a population based algorithm that consists of NP 
members where each population member is a point in a D-
dimensional continuous hyperspace. D-dimensional real-
valued parameter vectors in DE algorithm are initialized 

randomly in search of optimal solution. Vector 
,i Gx  represents 

a population member at G
th 

generation where i =1, 2, 3 ,……., 
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NP. In DE algorithm various operators like mutation, selection 
and crossover are used to create offspring population. 

Mutation: In mutation a donor vector 
, 1i Gv 

is generated 

against each target vector 
,i Gx for i

th
 population member at 

each g
th

 iteration of DE algorithm. According to conventional 
DE mutation strategy DE/rand/1 generates mutant vector 

, 1i Gv 
by using the following equation 

, 1 1, 2, 3,( )i G r G r G r Gv x F x x     ……………….….(1) 

Where 
1,r Gx ,

2,r Gx  and
3,r Gx are randomly  chosen 

population members such that 1 2 3i r r r    and F is a 

difference vector scaling factor. 

Crossover: In DE crossover operation the dimensions of 

target vector 
,i Gx  and a donor vector , 1i Gv   are swapped that 

is controlled by crossover control parameter CR. Crossover is 
used to enhance diversity in the DE population members. 
Binomial and exponential are two main crossover schemes of 
DE algorithm [16] [30] [31] that differ from each other in the 
way of number of mutation vector components distribution. 
Binomial vector generates the trial vector 

, ,1, ,2, , ,( , ,........, )i G i g i g i D gu u u u  by using following 

equation 

, ,

,

,

( (0,1) )i j G rand

i G

i j

v if randj CR or j j
u

x otherwise

 
 


 

Where randj  is a random selected dimension from [1, D], 

, ,i j Gv is the mutant vector;
 
and (0,1)randj a random value 

between 0 and 1, Control parameter CR takes value from (0, 
1]. Whereas Exponential crossover scheme generates the trial 

vector 
,i Gu

 
by using following equation 

 

 

Where modulo function is represented as
 D   with 

modulus D;
 

1,2,3...i NP and 1,2,3....j D .  A random 

number L is generated from[1, ]D and to represent a starting 

index l  is chosen randomly from[1, ]D . 

Selection: In selection operation it is decided that whether 

target vector 
,i Gx  target vector or trial vector 

,i Gu  survives 

into next generation.  The selection is done by using greedy 
selection based on the fitness of trial vector and target vector. 
The equation of selection operation is DE is given as follows 

, 1 , 1 ,

, 1

,

( ( ) ( )))i G i G i G

i G

i G

u if f u f x
x

x otherwise

 




 


 

Where , 1( )i Gf u  is the fitness value of trial vector ,i Gu

and ,( )i Gf x
 is the fitness value of target vector ,i Gx

 

III. PROPOSED FITNESS PROPORTIONATE RANDOM VECTOR 

SELECTION BASED DE ALGORITHM (FPRVDE) 

The Proposed DE variant is based on the fitness 
proportionate random vector selection method that is used to 
select members from the parent population to generate the 
offspring population. Trial vector in FPRVDE is generated by 
selecting random individuals using fitness proportionate 
selection criteria. Fitness proportionate selection mechanism 
allocates the region to each individual according to its fitness 
value. To apply this method fitness of all individuals in the 
current population is calculated. Then population members are 
sorted based on the calculated fitness by maintaining 
population index of each target vector. After sorting 
population members, cumulative proportion C of each 
population member i is calculated. Then we iterate sorted 
population cumulative proportion that is greater than or equal 
to a random value r generated in the interval (0,1) to select as 
a fitness proportionate random vector.  Then these fitness 
proportionate random vectors (FPRV’S) are used to form a 
trial vector against each target vector in the population. The 
fitness proportionate criteria will ensue that selected 
population members have some fitness level and are not the 
bad individuals of the current population. Fitness 
proportionate selection method helps in ignoring the poor 
performing population individuals as poor performing 
candidates may lead towards poor offspring’s. The exceptional 
fit and inferior fit candidates will have equal chance of 
selection in FPRVDE version that will incorporate plenty of 
diversity in the population.  The poor performing population 
members can generate poor offspring that might increase the 
convergence speed of DE algorithms while better performing 
population members will generate healthy offspring that might 
be helpful in improving the convergence speed of DE 
algorithm. The proposed variant maintains randomness in 
selecting the individuals since randomness is the important 
property in EC algorithm. FPRVDE ignores the worst 
performing members having about no fitness level and for 
other population member including weak, average and best 
performing population members have equal chance of 
selection in forming trial vector. If generated number is close 
to zero then less fitter population member be selected and if 
the random value is close to 1 then one of the best performing 
individual will be selected that incorporates reasonable 
randomness in FPRVDE version. 

………….(2) 

, ,

,

,

1 .......... 1i j G D D D

i G

i j

v for j l l l L
u

x otherwise

            
 


………….(3) 

………….(4) 
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1. Generate the initial population 

 G 1,G NP,GP X , X    for generation G=0 and 

randomly initialize each population member

 1

i,G , ,X x ..........xD

i G i G  where i = 1…………NP  

 

2.  FOR i = 1 to NP 

Calculate fitness 
,( )i Gf X  for each population 

member
i,GX   

     END FOR 

 

3. WHILE the stopping criterion is not true 

 

   Step 3.1 Mutation Step 

        /* Start of FPRVDE vectors selection */  

   Step 3.1.1 FPRVDE vectors selection  

Sort calculated fitness in ascending order by 

maintaining the index of each target vector ,Xi G  

FOR i = 1 to NP 

Calculate the cumulative fitness proportion C of 

each target vector ,Xi G   

END FOR 

 

FOR i = 1 to number of FPRVDE vectors 

o Generate a random number r in the interval 

(0,1) 

 

o Select population member i by iterating 

through sorted population until we reach at 

C that is greater than or equal to r  

 

o Return i
th

 member index to be used as one 

of FPRVDE vectors in mutation strategy 

 

END FOR 

        /* End of FPRVDE vectors selection */ 

 

FOR i = 1 to NP 

For the i
th

 target vector ,Xi G  generate a 

donor vector  1

, , ,....... D

i G i G i GV v v with the 

specified mutation strategy (Any Strategy 

from table-II) with FPRVDE vectors 

END FOR  

      Step 3.2 Crossover Step 

FOR i = 1 to NP 

For the i
th

 target vector ,Xi G  generate a trial 

vector  1

, , ,....... D

i G i G i GU u u  with the 

specified crossover scheme (Equation-2 or 

Equation-3) 

END FOR 

 

    Step 3.3 Selection Step 

    FOR i=1 to NP 

     Evaluate the trial vector 
,i GU

 
against the  

     target vector
,Xi G

with fitness function f 

IF  , ,( i G i Gf U f X , THEN

, 1 ,i G i GX U  ,  , ,( )i G i Gf X f U  

IF  , ,( i G best Gf U f X , THEN

, 1 ,best G i GX U  , 

 , ,( )best G i Gf X f U  

   END IF 

  END IF 

 END FOR 

 

    Step # 3.4 increment generation number G=G+1 

 

Step 4. END WHILE 

 

Fig. 1. Pseudocode of FPRVDE Algorithm 

TABLE II. FPRVDE VERSIONS OF COMMONLY USED DE VARIANTS 

S.No Name Equation 

FPRVDE1 
FPRVDE 

/rand/1/bin 
31 2( )

fprvfprv fprvi

g g g gv x F x x    

FPRVDE2 
FPRVDE 

/best/1/bin 
1 2( )fprv fprvi best

g g g gv x F x x    

FPRVDE3 
FPRVDE 

/rand/2/bin 
3 51 2 4( ) ( )

fprv fprvfprv fprv fprvi

g g g g g gv x F x x F x x      

FPRVDE4 
FPRVDE 

/best/2/bin 
31 2 4( ) ( )

fprvfprv fprv fprvi best

g g g g g gv x F x x F x x      

FPRVDE5 
FPRVDE /rand to 

best/1/bin 
1 2( ) ( )fprv fprvi i best i

g g g g g gv x F x x F x x      

FPRVDE6 
FPRVDE 

/rand/1/exp 
31 2( )

fprvfprv fprvi

g g g gv x F x x    

FPRVDE7 
FPRVDE /best/1/ 
exp 

1 2( )fprv fprvi best

g g g gv x F x x    

FPRVDE8 
FPRVDE /rand/2/ 

exp 
3 51 2 4( ) ( )

fprv fprvfprv fprv fprvi

g g g g g gv x F x x F x x      

FPRVDE9 
FPRVDE /best/2/ 
exp 

31 2 4( ) ( )
fprvfprv fprv fprvi best

g g g g g gv x F x x F x x      

FPRVDE10 
FPRVDE /rand to 

best/1/ exp 
1 2( ) ( )fprv fprvi i best i

g g g g g gv x F x x F x x      

The mutation strategies given in table-II are FPRVDE 
mutation strategy versions corresponding to each commonly 
used DE mutation strategy given in table-I. Mutation 
strategies given in table-II used FPRVDE method to select 
each random vector in the current population. 
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IV. TEST FUNCTIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A comprehensive set of 37 N-dimensional benchmark 
functions is used to evaluate the performance of proposed 
FPRVDE and commonly used set of DE variants. These 
benchmark functions are commonly used multidimensional 
global optimization problems. The necessary detail of these 
functions is given in table-III (a, b). The convergence speed of 
DE algorithm and the proposed variation are measured by 
using one of the most commonly used performance metric that 
is number of function calls (NFC) [32]. The acceleration rate 
is also calculated. Acceleration rate (AR) that is based on NFC 
is used to compare convergence speed of algorithm. Here AR 
for DE algorithm and proposed FPRVDE variation is defined 
by the following formula 

DE

FPRVDE

NFC
AR

NFC
 ……………………..………(5) 

1AR   means that FPRVDE is faster than DE, 1AR   

means that FPRVDE is slower than DE and 1AR  will 
shows that DE and FPRVDE have same convergence speed. 
Further the average acceleration rate and is calculated using 
equation (6) for the suit of functions used in this research.  
Average acceleration rate 

A.A.R=
1

1 n

ave i

i

AR AR
n 

  …………………… (6) 

Experimental results reported in this section are generated 
for number of functions calls over a test suit of N-dimensional 
functions. NFC is the most common performance metric used 
in evolutionary algorithms [19] [33]. The results are generated 
using Exponential and binomial crossover schemes over 30 
independent trials. NFC experimental results are reported in 
tables (II-VII) with best values as boldfaces. Convergence 
graphs of some functions are contained in Figure-2 and 
Figure-3 for DE and FPRVDE. Commonly used DE variants 
given in table-I as DE1-DE10 are corresponding AFPRVDE 
variants are reported in table-II as FPRVDE1- FPRVDE10. 
Experimental results are generated by using control parameter

pN (Population Size) with value 30 and dimensions are taken 

as 10D, 20D and 30D.. Control parameter F and CR values 
used are F=0.5, CR=0.9 [16] [30] [34]. Number of function 
calls value is calculated by taking 30 trials for both DE and 
FPRVDE for maximum NFC 10

4 
*DIM [35]. To find out NFC, 

VTR value is set to 0.0001 and Max-NFC values are 100,000; 
200,000 and 300,000 for 10D, 20D and 30D respectively for 
both DE and FPRVDE in all functions. 

TABLE III. (a)TEST BENCHMARK FUNCTION 

Function Name of Function (type)  Equation Search Space Optima 

f1 
Sphere model 

(Separable, Multimodal) 
  2

0

n

i

i

f x x



 

-5.12 ix  5.12 0 

f2 
Axis parallel hyperellipsoid 

(Separable, Unimodal) 
  2

0

n

i

i

f x i x


 
 

-5.12 ix  5.12 0 

f3 
Schwefel’s problem 1.2 

(Non-Separable, Unimodal) 
 

2

0 0

n n

j

i j

f x x
 

 
  

 
 

 

 

-65 jx  65 
0 

f4 
Rosenbrock’s valley 

(Non-Separable, Unimodal) 
 

1
2 2 2

1

1

[100( ) (1 ) ]
n

i i i

i

f x x x x






   
 

-30 ix  30 0 

f5 
Rastrigin’s function 

(Separable, Multimodal) 
  2

1

10 ( 10cos(2 ))
n

i i

i

f x n x x


    
-5.12 ix  5.12 0 

f6 
Griewangk’s function 

(Non-Separable, Multimodal) 
 

2

(
4000

ix
f x 

1 1

( ) 1
nn

i

i i

x
cos

i 

  
 

-600 ix  600 0 

f7 
Sum of different power 

(Non-Separable, Multimodal) 
 

 1

1

n
i

i

i

f x x




  
-1 ix  1 0 

f8 
Ackley’s path function 

(Non-Separable, Multimodal) 
 

2

1

(2

20exp 0.2 exp 20

n n

i i

i i i

x Cos x

f x e
n n


 

   
   
        
   
   

  

   

-32 ix  32 0 

f9 
Levy function 

(Separable, Multimodal) 
           

1
22 2 2

1

1

0.1 sin 3 1 1 sin 3 1 1 1 sin 2
n

i i n n

i

x x x x x  




 
        

 


 

-10 ix  10 0 

f10 
Zakharov function 

(Non-Separable, Multimodal) 
 

2 4

2

1

0.5 0.5
n n n

i i i

i i i i i

f x x ix ix
  

   
     

   
    

-5 ix  10 0 

f11 
Schwefel’s problem 2.22 

(Non-Separable, Unimodal) 
 

1 1

nn

i i

i i

f x x x
 

  
 

-10 ix  10 0 
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f12 
Step function 
(Separable, Unimodal)    

2

1

0.5
n

i

i

f x x


     -100 ix  100 0 

f13 
Quartic function, i.e., noise 

(Separable, Unimodal) 
   4

1

0,1
n

i

i

f x ix random


 
 

-1.28 ix  1.28 0 

f14 
De Jong’s function 4 (no noise) 

(Separable, Unimodal) 
  4

1

n

i

i

f x ix



 

-1.28 ix  1.28 0 

f15 
Alpine function 

(Separable, Multimodal) 
   

1

sin 0.1
n

i i i

i

f x x x x


   
-10 ix  10 0 

f16 

Pathological function 

(Non-Separable, Multimodal) 

 

 
 

 

2 2 2
1

1

2
2 2

1
1 1

sin 100 0.5
0.5

1 0.001 2

n
i i

i
i i i i

x x
f x

x x x x





 

  
  
 
   
 


 

-100 ix  100 0 

f17 
Inverted cosine wave function 

(Non-Separable, Multimodal) 
 

 
 

2 2
1

1 1 2 2

1 1

1

0.5
exp cos 4 0.5

8

n
i i i i

i i i i

i

x x x x
f x x x x x


 

 



    
      

  
  


 

-5 ix  5
 

n +1 

TABLE III. (b)TEST BENCHMARK FUNCTION 

f18 
Exponential problem 

(Non-Separable, Multimodal) 
  2

1

exp 0.5
n

i

i

f x x


 
   

 


 
-1 ix  1

 
-1 

 

f19 

Levy and Montalvo Problem 

(Separable, Multimodal) 

         
1

2 22

1 1

1

10sin 1 1 10sin 2 1
n

i i n

i

f x y y y y
n


 







  
         

  


 where

 

-10 ix  10 

 

0 

 
f20 

Neumaier 2 Problem 
(Separable, Unimodal) 

     
2

1

1 2

1
n n

i i i

i i

f x x x x 

 

   
 

-n2 ix  n2

 
0 

 
f21 

Salomon Problem 
(Non-Separable, Multimodal)    1 cos 2 0.1f x x x    where   

 

-100 ix  100
 

0 
 

f22 
Cosine Mixture 

(Separable, Multimodal) 

2

1 1

( ) 0.1 cos(5 )
n n

i i

i i

f x x x
 

   
 

1 1ix  
 

-0.1x(n) 

f23 
Cigar 
(Separable, Multimodal) 

2 2

1

1

( ) 100000
n

i

i

f x x x


  
 

10 10ix  
 

0 

f24 
Function ‘15’ 

(Separable, Multimodal) 

1
2 2

1

( ) 0.2 0.1 sin(2 )
n

i i i

i

f x x x x




   
 

10 10ix  
 

0 

f25 
Dixon Price 

(Non-Separable, Unimodal) 

2 2 2

1 1

2

( ) ( 1) .(2 )
n

i i

i

f x x i x x 



   
 

10 10ix  
 

0 

f26 
Ellipse Function 

(Separable, Unimodal) 

1
6( )

21

1

( ) (10 . )
in

n
i

i

f x x







 

100 100ix  
 

0 

f27 
Tablet Function 

(Separable, Unimodal) 

4 2 2

1

2

( ) 10
n

i

i

f x x x


 
 

100 100ix  
 

0 

f28 
Schewel 

(Separable, Multimodal) 

2 2 2

1

1

( ) (( ) ( 1) )
n

i i

i

f x x x x


   
 

32 32ix  
 

0 

f29 
Deflected Corrugated Spring 
(Separable, Multimodal) 

2 2

1 1

( ) 0.1 ( ) cos (( ) )
n n

i i

i i

f x x K x 
 

  
     

  
  

 
 

 

0 

f30 
Mishra 1 global optimization problem 

(Non-Separable, Multimodal)  ( ) 1 nx

nf x x   where 

 

0 1ix 
 

2 

f31 
Mishra 2 global optimization problem 

(Non-Separable, Multimodal)  ( ) 1 nx

nf x x   where

 

0 1ix 
 

2 

0 10ix  5K 
5  [0,2 ]ix 

1

1

n

n i

i

x n x




 

 1
1

1 2

n
i i

n

i

x x
x n







 

 
1

1 1
4

i iy x  

2

1

n

i

i

x x
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f32 
MultiModal global optimization problem 

(Separable, Multimodal) 
1 1

( )
nn

i i

i i

f x x x
 

  
   
  
 

 

10 10ix  
 

0 

f33 
Plateau global optimization problem 

(Separable, Multimodal) 
1

( ) 30
n

i

i

f x x


    
 

5.12 5.12ix  
 

30 

f34 
Quintic global optimization problem 

(Separable, Multimodal) 

5 4 3 2

1

( ) 3 4 2 10 4
n

i i i i i

i

f x x x x x x


     
 

10 10ix  
 

-1 

f35 
Stochastic global optimization problem 
(Separable, Multimodal) 

1

1
( )

n

i i

i

f x x
i




 
 

5 5ix  
 

0 

f36 
Stretched V global optimization problem 
(Non-Separable, Multimodal)    

21
1/4 0.1

1

( ) sin 50 1
n

i

f x t t




  
  where 

 

10 10ix  
 

0 

f37 
XinSheYang 
(Non-Separable, Multimodal)   2

1

1

sin

( ) n

i

i

n

i

i

x

x

f x

e 



 
 
 





 

 

2 2ix   
 

0 

TABLE IV. 10D-NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS CALLS (NFC) AND ACCELERATION RATE (AR) OF DE AND FPRVDE VARIANTS 

Function 
rand/1/bin best/1/bin rand-to-best/1/bin rand/2/bin best/2/bin 

DE1 FPRVDE1 A.R DE2 FPRVDE2 A.R DE3 FPRVDE3 A.R DE4 FPRVDE4 A.R DE5 FPRVDE5 A.R 

f1 217.03 177.20 1.22 104.83 91.57 1.14 439.70 344.13 1.28 273.07 224.27 1.22 102.70 88.10 1.17 

f2 206.97 169.67 1.22 103.97 89.23 1.17 400.77 321.87 1.25 254.87 207.20 1.23 103.07 87.47 1.18 

f3 1284.50 896.50 1.43 454.63 344.73 1.32 2973.07 2083.50 1.43 1668.87 1172.60 1.42 422.20 297.93 1.42 

f4 3078.30 2895.93 1.06 1305.44 1188.86 1.10 6460.33 4813.97 1.34 3665.60 2736.50 1.34 2827.29 1272.43 2.22 

f5 1427.69 605.80 2.36 - - - 5974.03 2277.79 2.62 2326.00 - - 19333.00 13036.60 1.48 

f6 1955.07 693.13 2.82 356.50 - - 12929.19 4091.82 3.16 1988.00 - - 2964.86 1111.50 2.67 

f7 113.00 89.30 1.27 57.43 47.00 1.22 228.33 174.20 1.31 144.93 118.23 1.23 55.93 48.47 1.15 

f8 1928.69 573.50 3.36 - - - 7251.46 2819.07 2.57 3313.00 889.50 3.72 23812.33 18253.50 1.30 

f9 460.03 250.80 1.83 227.80 131.97 1.73 908.70 632.73 1.44 600.93 469.13 1.28 224.23 156.23 1.44 

f10 925.10 663.47 1.39 363.03 258.18 1.41 2052.00 1449.60 1.42 1167.30 826.13 1.41 338.43 226.40 1.49 

f11 397.23 320.23 1.24 195.30 200.89 0.97 819.43 639.13 1.28 520.43 398.20 1.31 200.33 164.83 1.22 

f12 148.43 106.93 1.39 71.17 57.24 1.24 304.10 196.30 1.55 187.43 131.10 1.43 69.17 57.32 1.21 

f13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f14 93.43 71.70 1.30 45.60 34.83 1.31 177.90 130.87 1.36 113.30 83.70 1.35 45.50 34.43 1.32 

f15 18182.10 5376.40 3.38 16026.50 - - 30839.63 15202.65 2.03 23863.37 8666.27 2.75 19874.47 17748.30 1.12 

f16 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f17 3766.47 889.50 4.23 490.00 - - 21796.43 6421.33 3.39 10837.17 1260.00 8.60 9887.10 14297.04 0.69 

f18 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f19 221.87 169.17 1.31 101.83 84.57 1.20 478.30 363.40 1.32 290.40 221.63 1.31 111.17 92.73 1.20 

f20 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f21 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f22 219.20 177.23 1.24 105.93 90.39 1.17 481.80 364.67 1.32 292.33 232.43 1.26 105.23 89.73 1.17 

f23 407.60 330.70 1.23 193.27 169.20 1.14 844.73 651.33 1.30 511.90 416.37 1.23 189.97 160.73 1.18 

f24 216.53 173.00 1.25 103.60 88.90 1.17 439.60 342.00 1.29 268.57 221.20 1.21 100.80 84.77 1.19 

f25 - - - 203.00 - - - - - - - - 234.00 15373.25 - 

f26 306.97 248.80 1.23 145.20 126.60 1.15 633.60 488.97 1.30 383.97 312.57 1.23 143.57 122.17 1.18 

f27 320.83 258.69 1.24 154.23 131.69 1.17 654.10 507.77 1.29 406.87 316.04 1.29 154.27 126.63 1.22 

f28 383.97 301.90 1.27 169.70 137.45 1.23 829.17 617.83 1.34 492.37 374.27 1.32 164.53 141.30 1.16 

f29 1537.37 849.27 1.81 1031.77 482.54 2.14 2632.30 2113.17 1.25 2133.60 1394.90 1.53 950.33 725.07 1.31 

f30 194.40 192.14 1.01 85.70 82.86 1.03 282.70 267.43 1.06 143.53 131.00 1.10 114.27 109.27 1.05 

f31 211.20 208.17 1.01 91.33 88.63 1.03 319.07 298.23 1.07 156.93 144.27 1.09 121.73 120.33 1.01 

f32 41.47 19.53 2.12 26.47 12.47 2.12 88.40 21.80 4.06 64.20 11.63 5.52 28.43 12.47 2.28 

f33 5.40 5.27 1.03 3.20 2.77 1.16 6.40 5.60 1.14 3.77 3.23 1.16 4.03 3.47 1.16 

f34 773.57 548.87 1.41 262.67 204.83 1.28 3417.97 1687.70 2.03 1008.60 644.93 1.56 624.57 1336.86 0.47 

f35 2017.40 902.47 2.24 400.50 453.00 0.88 - - - 24284.62 2791.10 8.70 413.83 445.68 0.93 

f36 31.60 23.20 1.36 26.00 6.14 4.23 46.97 31.00 1.52 38.13 22.95 1.66 32.70 25.53 1.28 

f37 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

2 2

1i it x x 
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TABLE V. 10D-NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS CALLS (NFC) AND ACCELERATION RATE (AR) OF DE AND FPRVDE VARIANTS 

Function 
rand/1/exp best/1/exp rand-to-best/1/exp rand/2/exp best/2/exp 

DE6 FPRVDE6 A.R DE7 FPRVDE7 A.R DE8 FPRVDE8 A.R DE9 FPRVDE9 A.R DE10 FPRVDE10 A.R 

f1 195.63 184.57 1.06 140.73 134.20 1.05 266.77 247.83 1.08 216.20 207.03 1.04 145.77 136.97 1.06 

f2 199.53 186.67 1.07 144.00 131.00 1.10 272.13 257.50 1.06 226.00 209.77 1.08 152.47 137.90 1.11 

f3 1450.60 1248.77 1.16 808.47 663.65 1.22 2261.67 1968.10 1.15 1657.70 1412.10 1.17 765.83 594.90 1.29 

f4 4457.47 4462.95 1.00 2813.57 1804.00 1.56 12168.87 6357.00 1.91 6153.20 3775.80 1.63 4416.00 2824.20 1.56 

f5 389.14 345.07 1.13 261.53 225.00 1.16 587.17 537.03 1.09 469.00 426.00 1.10 1689.00 1597.00 1.06 

f6 806.63 611.93 1.32 457.50 - - 1736.17 1367.93 1.27 1137.37 818.40 1.39 904.08 1052.44 0.86 

f7 122.60 115.30 1.06 88.47 75.30 1.17 163.13 146.03 1.12 134.87 122.10 1.10 95.93 83.83 1.14 

f8 516.76 448.08 1.15 343.58 - - 766.59 722.63 1.06 609.00 554.43 1.10 2055.00 2150.50 0.96 

f9 140.03 118.97 1.18 108.77 98.97 1.10 196.67 164.10 1.20 160.57 155.50 1.03 117.97 108.43 1.09 

f10 2040.73 1741.89 1.17 1163.27 858.67 1.35 3158.57 2738.23 1.15 2276.43 1694.73 1.34 1170.00 1044.23 1.12 

f11 362.70 337.37 1.08 264.17 293.80 0.90 499.93 463.20 1.08 411.03 376.46 1.09 279.17 258.57 1.08 

f12 129.07 118.70 1.09 95.47 87.37 1.09 174.27 161.40 1.08 147.87 130.77 1.13 99.50 88.10 1.13 

f13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f14 82.17 70.30 1.17 61.20 52.37 1.17 108.60 93.60 1.16 90.10 75.10 1.20 61.73 51.03 1.21 

f15 8878.67 4080.68 2.18 6114.27 1666.29 3.67 7031.57 7788.83 0.90 7241.00 5948.28 1.22 6573.27 8645.10 0.76 

f16 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f17 1026.23 804.15 1.28 501.27 416.50 1.20 2546.67 1811.28 1.41 1576.90 1072.00 1.47 2044.37 1781.07 1.15 

f18 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f19 181.13 166.03 1.09 129.17 118.93 1.09 248.47 233.57 1.06 208.60 193.67 1.08 148.33 126.54 1.17 

f20 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f21 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f22 191.27 178.67 1.07 136.53 128.17 1.07 268.03 253.20 1.06 221.50 207.23 1.07 147.93 137.60 1.08 

f23 360.00 338.60 1.06 265.10 241.83 1.10 496.73 465.80 1.07 412.33 383.87 1.07 271.40 249.63 1.09 

f24 191.37 180.23 1.06 138.43 130.93 1.06 259.43 247.63 1.05 217.30 200.87 1.08 145.07 134.30 1.08 

f25 4753.55 3579.67 - 443.83 295.00 - 13984.04 8131.43 - 4080.56 2929.33 - 659.00 1738.25 - 

f26 274.80 255.53 1.08 197.47 181.57 1.09 368.93 351.57 1.05 304.13 292.03 1.04 205.93 187.43 1.10 

f27 293.07 290.00 1.01 211.70 191.80 1.10 405.17 356.03 1.14 329.60 286.18 1.15 221.27 190.43 1.16 

f28 437.73 396.00 1.11 272.67 235.76 1.16 646.23 566.73 1.14 495.80 418.31 1.19 281.37 244.57 1.15 

f29 248.10 213.90 1.16 202.67 206.17 0.98 352.57 305.67 1.15 240.20 272.57 0.88 174.40 198.70 0.88 

f30 237.83 241.70 0.98 160.40 156.43 1.03 302.57 293.17 1.03 221.43 213.53 1.04 214.33 209.23 1.02 

f31 250.33 252.23 0.99 170.90 166.18 1.03 314.57 312.30 1.01 237.07 225.87 1.05 224.83 222.73 1.01 

f32 39.00 26.90 1.45 32.60 18.80 1.73 49.33 28.63 1.72 44.00 21.03 2.09 33.80 22.33 1.51 

f33 6.73 5.93 1.13 4.90 4.70 1.04 7.30 6.67 1.10 5.47 5.27 1.04 5.93 5.50 1.08 

f34 595.07 491.72 1.21 354.93 305.33 1.16 1101.90 873.30 1.26 660.27 567.66 1.16 985.30 1649.53 0.60 

f35 5082.63 2678.23 1.90 819.12 713.54 1.15 - - - - 9189.07 - 889.03 798.93 1.11 

f36 102.37 57.96 1.77 72.37 26.25 2.76 61.07 82.25 0.74 88.93 45.00 1.98 90.60 60.93 1.49 

f37 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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TABLE VI. 20D-NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS CALLS (NFC) AND ACCELERATION RATE (AR) OF DE AND FPRVDE VARIANTS 

Function 
rand/1/bin best/1/bin rand-to-best/1/bin rand/2/bin best/2/bin 

DE1 FPRVDE1 A.R DE2 FPRVDE2 A.R DE3 FPRVDE3 A.R DE4 FPRVDE4 A.R DE5 FPRVDE5 A.R 

f1 621.73 377.93 1.65 217.83 183.33 1.19 2189.40 1095.57 2.00 1042.77 654.30 1.59 201.07 159.97 1.26 

f2 632.63 407.80 1.55 235.27 199.77 1.18 2103.73 1133.80 1.86 1031.43 679.50 1.52 212.30 175.70 1.21 

f3 19967.33 6367.70 3.14 3036.20 1869.57 1.62 105853.73 31443.03 3.37 37375.10 14276.20 2.62 2350.90 1338.07 1.76 

f4 9581.83 7559.90 1.27 3168.92 2730.91 1.16 37431.93 17153.43 2.18 16060.03 9343.85 1.72 3243.67 3148.86 1.03 

f5 20874.18 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f6 1323.57 632.20 2.09 330.46 270.11 1.22 11182.82 2834.08 3.95 2365.38 1143.36 2.07 519.19 536.38 0.97 

f7 261.57 132.67 1.97 94.33 66.82 1.41 883.63 383.20 2.31 438.83 240.27 1.83 80.20 63.90 1.26 

f8 26503.47 - - - - - - - - 120792.00 - - - - - 

f9 590.90 413.20 1.43 248.53 228.27 1.09 2223.93 1000.23 2.22 1070.60 614.67 1.74 312.53 187.63 1.67 

f10 7023.60 3550.40 1.98 1922.50 1421.86 1.35 26725.13 12014.97 2.22 11749.37 6397.53 1.84 1611.03 1028.97 1.57 

f11 1093.77 662.45 1.65 403.03 - - 3791.53 1968.19 1.93 1916.67 1123.67 1.71 388.37 293.23 1.32 

f12 416.40 217.83 1.91 151.25 106.33 1.42 1494.87 558.60 2.68 739.93 349.64 2.12 144.47 96.38 1.50 

f13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f14 342.57 192.37 1.78 118.47 96.43 1.23 1188.87 536.67 2.22 557.57 325.80 1.71 104.77 83.10 1.26 

f15 31342.53 27903.97 1.12 20916.47 12814.90 1.63 35370.63 29618.83 1.19 48597.90 34810.60 1.40 30609.34 13474.37 2.27 

f16 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f17 110766.40 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f18 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f19 629.50 356.67 1.76 208.14 164.64 1.26 2488.83 1107.17 2.25 1158.63 653.80 1.77 202.43 170.22 1.19 

f20 70111.12 82374.67 - 46788.86 40745.32 - 66372.56 69646.32 - 84393.60 84237.05 - 42102.07 33848.90 - 

f21 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f22 644.30 376.87 1.71 219.83 176.73 1.24 2518.40 1180.20 2.13 1171.70 690.83 1.70 211.59 167.62 1.26 

f23 1114.40 692.57 1.61 393.40 329.90 1.19 3969.23 2029.77 1.96 1890.80 1188.63 1.59 357.00 293.37 1.22 

f24 606.67 373.00 1.63 216.03 178.10 1.21 2117.20 1085.00 1.95 1028.23 643.60 1.60 194.13 158.27 1.23 

f25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f26 841.20 527.07 1.60 298.67 249.77 1.20 3000.63 1539.57 1.95 1428.30 900.00 1.59 270.07 220.90 1.22 

f27 862.27 535.55 1.61 309.83 251.53 1.23 3020.43 1544.30 1.96 1458.93 893.54 1.63 280.20 226.37 1.24 

f28 1094.80 726.00 1.51 364.67 314.93 1.16 4289.73 1937.90 2.21 1927.87 1084.20 1.78 340.40 343.23 0.99 

f29 2406.07 2429.43 0.99 1968.70 1011.03 1.95 8503.43 4641.87 1.83 5674.47 2957.97 1.92 1643.43 1320.17 1.24 

f30 403.57 386.44 1.04 159.87 155.08 1.03 769.40 663.36 1.16 332.50 284.81 1.17 211.13 208.57 1.01 

f31 426.53 404.00 1.06 166.97 161.53 1.03 839.37 702.86 1.19 347.87 300.78 1.16 220.23 216.17 1.02 

f32 84.40 24.03 3.51 40.47 8.39 4.82 209.33 24.90 8.41 139.43 9.93 14.04 53.07 11.90 4.46 

f33 2.17 2.00 1.08 1.90 1.70 1.12 2.10 2.20 0.95 2.43 1.53 1.59 1.77 1.80 0.98 

f34 3095.53 1101.33 2.81 538.87 403.82 1.33 42457.20 5154.20 8.24 5264.00 1862.53 2.83 893.77 539.40 1.66 

f35 - 4099.13 - 921.00 - - - - - - - - 1618.00 - - 

f36 20.10 27.40 0.73 33.37 11.07 3.02 34.30 27.41 1.25 30.90 18.85 1.64 31.37 32.27 0.97 

f37 108.13 20.43 5.29 74.80 8.50 8.80 99.37 50.00 1.99 146.70 12.60 11.64 93.50 62.50 1.50 
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TABLE VII. 20D-NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS CALLS (NFC) AND ACCELERATION RATE (AR) OF DE AND FPRVDE VARIANTS 

Function 
rand/1/exp best/1/exp rand-to-best/1/exp rand/2/exp best/2/exp 

DE6 FPRVDE6 A.R DE7 FPRVDE7 A.R DE8 FPRVDE8 A.R DE9 FPRVDE9 A.R DE10 FPRVDE10 A.R 

f1 422.57 397.20 1.06 331.80 318.97 1.04 576.47 546.63 1.05 498.23 477.47 1.04 332.07 318.37 1.04 

f2 466.00 432.90 1.08 364.50 345.47 1.06 633.27 596.87 1.06 547.50 524.37 1.04 369.37 347.60 1.06 

f3 6577.87 5523.23 1.19 3841.90 3335.84 1.15 10667.17 9143.73 1.17 7775.13 6758.10 1.15 3347.33 2803.83 1.19 

f4 22255.50 20637.14 1.08 18310.23 16057.75 1.14 36948.63 31304.63 1.18 54445.10 52531.39 1.04 19624.30 9034.67 2.17 

f5 808.17 717.82 1.13 629.45 567.00 1.11 1238.53 1131.90 1.09 1046.12 986.28 1.06 - - - 

f6 1048.63 863.56 1.21 598.09 540.42 1.11 1987.50 1543.14 1.29 1344.82 954.78 1.41 807.17 712.77 1.13 

f7 237.93 226.77 1.05 170.77 141.72 1.20 316.47 290.40 1.09 260.57 238.67 1.09 184.03 164.13 1.12 

f8 1052.27 906.88 1.16 798.50 - - 1573.57 1479.97 1.06 1333.45 1221.15 1.09 - - - 

f9 232.47 214.07 1.09 191.37 182.07 1.05 319.90 298.07 1.07 278.43 259.77 1.07 192.20 184.43 1.04 

f10 53471.30 72995.09 0.73 48702.13 - - 66895.20 70378.48 0.95 59634.30 54576.00 1.09 47413.70 64533.50 0.73 

f11 763.83 708.14 1.08 607.00 567.00 1.07 1057.77 976.50 1.08 914.37 844.47 1.08 621.53 585.00 1.06 

f12 279.33 256.10 1.09 223.57 210.77 1.06 377.53 343.90 1.10 334.47 311.57 1.07 225.00 210.50 1.07 

f13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f14 204.50 178.23 1.15 162.13 150.63 1.08 273.47 242.47 1.13 242.90 212.53 1.14 160.40 140.33 1.14 

f15 5473.67 4826.07 1.13 7207.83 8564.00 0.84 5199.23 8918.20 0.58 4477.77 5936.53 0.75 7005.37 5273.17 1.33 

f16 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f17 2373.00 - - 1286.42 - - 5219.20 - - 3647.53 - - 7633.33 - - 

f18 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f19 365.27 335.53 1.09 291.53 270.13 1.08 504.70 469.83 1.07 434.03 408.70 1.06 314.13 273.89 1.15 

f20 5309.73 6038.67 - 4429.33 8324.33 - 7208.03 7188.70 - 7141.77 6977.07 - 6038.87 3666.87 - 

f21 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f22 412.00 386.07 1.07 326.30 312.60 1.04 571.30 543.03 1.05 499.27 472.70 1.06 338.67 318.30 1.06 

f23 747.50 711.13 1.05 593.77 567.20 1.05 1036.50 977.50 1.06 891.60 847.07 1.05 596.17 566.10 1.05 

f24 412.27 389.80 1.06 326.70 312.97 1.04 564.40 539.97 1.05 491.03 465.33 1.06 327.40 307.23 1.07 

f25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f26 575.77 541.83 1.06 450.43 434.10 1.04 791.07 746.73 1.06 678.53 651.40 1.04 455.30 433.17 1.05 

f27 593.97 588.81 1.01 471.80 434.90 1.08 820.90 738.20 1.11 709.23 648.07 1.09 477.10 429.67 1.11 

f28 1289.80 1243.29 1.04 727.70 626.69 1.16 2204.03 2060.70 1.07 1595.73 1295.64 1.23 741.50 662.37 1.12 

f29 291.67 240.73 1.21 208.37 215.87 0.97 396.60 312.10 1.27 355.60 285.80 1.24 229.53 187.27 1.23 

f30 524.37 524.61 1.00 405.23 402.53 1.01 666.47 653.39 1.02 541.47 514.61 1.05 524.57 528.87 0.99 

f31 536.57 542.73 0.99 415.37 408.18 1.02 680.97 661.90 1.03 555.87 531.04 1.05 540.00 542.50 1.00 

f32 69.87 45.13 1.55 52.73 29.80 1.77 75.00 43.67 1.72 73.07 28.93 2.53 56.03 33.57 1.67 

f33 3.23 2.13 1.52 2.13 1.93 1.10 1.93 2.03 0.95 2.23 2.47 0.91 2.63 2.07 1.27 

f34 1262.93 1087.59 1.16 818.10 722.00 1.13 2230.93 1848.17 1.21 1493.03 1317.50 1.13 2706.10 2832.20 0.96 

f35 - 837.33 - 3407.56 2860.25 1.19 - - - - - - 4525.07 5111.53 0.89 

f36 205.87 131.76 1.56 217.87 33.45 6.51 147.87 152.07 0.97 138.63 116.21 1.19 197.33 111.23 1.77 

f37 11.23 8.20 1.37 10.57 3.27 3.23 14.13 7.57 1.87 10.83 4.27 2.54 10.87 8.30 1.31 
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TABLE VIII. 30D-NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS CALLS (NFC) AND ACCELERATION RATE (AR) OF DE AND FPRVDE VARIANTS 

Function 
rand/1/bin best/1/bin rand-to-best/1/bin rand/2/bin best/2/bin 

DE1 FPRVDE1 A.R DE2 FPRVDE2 A.R DE3 FPRVDE3 A.R DE4 FPRVDE4 A.R DE5 FPRVDE5 A.R 

f1 1280.50 573.77 2.23 341.60 279.37 1.22 7559.47 2118.40 3.57 2631.80 1209.93 2.18 291.17 237.93 1.22 

f2 1361.63 640.70 2.13 378.13 309.50 1.22 7553.47 2294.87 3.29 2761.40 1326.23 2.08 325.77 264.37 1.23 

f3 181964.47 20298.43 8.96 9644.17 5503.69 1.75 - 140235.53 - - 61517.93 - 6959.47 3422.93 2.03 

f4 21064.43 13081.17 1.61 5721.52 4751.62 1.20 154358.63 34695.17 4.45 42251.63 18119.76 2.33 4869.52 4828.53 1.01 

f5 152395.82 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f6 2089.50 828.86 2.52 481.21 391.60 1.23 19376.46 3412.00 5.68 4366.75 1782.19 2.45 520.71 345.57 1.51 

f7 519.67 160.53 3.24 124.47 90.50 1.38 2704.80 546.63 4.95 1005.13 364.30 2.76 103.00 72.30 1.42 

f8 196031.86 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f9 993.10 520.27 1.91 306.21 235.78 1.30 5285.90 1567.47 3.37 2164.73 1072.07 2.02 297.67 197.20 1.51 

f10 25485.97 8829.60 2.89 5023.00 3570.09 1.41 165938.20 37317.07 4.45 51840.63 19882.03 2.61 3920.97 2483.30 1.58 

f11 2217.33 981.00 2.26 615.20 379.07 1.62 12663.63 3693.00 3.43 4731.63 1944.93 2.43 568.30 402.70 1.41 

f12 873.60 317.77 2.75 235.33 - - 5559.50 1012.47 5.49 1925.33 626.35 3.07 207.00 - - 

f13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f14 831.00 315.40 2.63 200.23 167.00 1.20 5180.97 1129.93 4.59 1699.23 684.27 2.48 171.50 147.33 1.16 

f15 38066.27 30367.10 1.25 18757.17 15014.47 1.25 45907.17 44991.87 1.02 56486.73 40908.67 1.38 30295.93 26086.03 1.16 

f16 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f17 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f18 770.03 146.73 - 33.17 26.90 - 3933.87 804.00 - 575.70 152.27 - 65.83 55.83 - 

f19 1334.93 520.17 2.57 321.34 255.84 1.26 9707.03 2109.23 4.60 3025.37 1221.10 2.48 293.00 263.24 1.11 

f20 113110.00 125993.48 - 100333.25 96550.33 - 121766.11 153223.33 - 104572.71 120941.94 - 105852.37 61268.83 - 

f21 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f22 1375.87 575.20 2.39 351.93 274.50 1.28 9378.57 2254.67 4.16 3062.33 1266.47 2.42 311.77 238.42 1.31 

f23 2312.27 1027.77 2.25 602.13 493.23 1.22 13693.33 3813.50 3.59 4765.67 2161.47 2.20 521.67 417.93 1.25 

f24 1252.67 559.70 2.24 332.97 273.33 1.22 7435.80 2092.00 3.55 2592.93 1199.77 2.16 289.33 234.97 1.23 

f25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f26 1735.97 781.40 2.22 460.63 380.93 1.21 10468.83 2874.80 3.64 3585.30 1667.67 2.15 400.03 325.77 1.23 

f27 1767.03 789.43 2.24 475.27 384.70 1.24 10449.20 2889.17 3.62 3638.47 1675.37 2.17 410.67 327.63 1.25 

f28 2370.10 1207.93 1.96 606.70 564.70 1.07 15999.60 3732.33 4.29 4986.23 2046.57 2.44 580.53 577.83 1.00 

f29 3831.17 3826.07 1.00 2841.30 1220.33 2.33 26153.20 7957.40 3.29 11228.73 7069.67 1.59 2530.53 1245.53 2.03 

f30 639.27 583.45 1.10 226.73 - - 1572.60 1173.90 1.34 574.27 - - 297.10 - - 

f31 666.53 607.88 1.10 230.70 - - 1649.27 1246.65 1.32 601.47 8271.75 0.07 302.87 - - 

f32 146.47 30.00 4.88 53.17 9.93 5.35 557.23 28.47 19.57 344.60 3.57 96.62 53.70 10.27 5.23 

f33 1.73 2.23 0.78 1.57 1.57 1.00 1.77 1.80 0.98 2.10 1.77 1.19 1.60 1.53 1.04 

f34 7678.30 1600.07 4.80 809.90 600.46 1.35 270693.67 8136.90 33.27 15289.67 3204.57 4.77 1079.87 604.57 1.79 

f35 - 10549.60 - - - - - - - - - - 9549.81 - - 

f36 34.63 21.26 1.63 18.57 9.00 2.06 28.40 19.38 1.47 26.07 30.50 0.85 40.53 30.50 1.33 

f37 11.43 13.03 0.88 12.40 12.83 0.97 12.67 12.27 1.03 14.40 12.20 1.18 13.60 16.60 0.82 
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TABLE IX. 30D-NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS CALLS (NFC) AND ACCELERATION RATE (AR) OF DE AND FPRVDE VARIANTS 

Function 
rand/1/exp best/1/exp rand-to-best/1/exp rand/2/exp best/2/exp 

DE6 FPRVDE6 A.R DE7 FPRVDE7 A.R DE8 FPRVDE8 A.R DE9 FPRVDE9 A.R DE10 FPRVDE10 A.R 

f1 652.70 615.13 1.06 536.53 524.47 1.02 889.40 852.87 1.04 793.97 764.50 1.04 535.17 510.37 1.05 

f2 741.70 701.00 1.06 606.80 588.00 1.03 1015.70 970.93 1.05 892.90 865.57 1.03 600.33 575.13 1.04 

f3 14352.63 12284.50 1.17 8940.07 8221.74 1.09 23114.43 20119.90 1.15 17615.53 15490.23 1.14 7457.13 6480.43 1.15 

f4 42169.90 29721.00 1.42 52822.07 77288.78 0.68 71640.67 67045.45 1.07 123743.13 121478.96 1.02 81340.60 - - 

f5 1248.69 - - 1021.88 - - 1881.83 - - 1669.85 - - - - - 

f6 1188.27 1259.54 0.94 828.50 762.11 1.09 2602.27 1994.13 1.30 1691.17 1291.81 1.31 895.03 912.73 0.98 

f7 373.83 328.97 1.14 250.73 215.61 1.16 480.73 462.17 1.04 395.23 366.57 1.08 273.33 236.90 1.15 

f8 1590.63 1393.92 1.14 1305.67 - - 2371.17 2220.00 1.07 2077.05 1955.88 1.06 - - - 

f9 343.00 327.03 1.05 289.07 282.03 1.02 469.43 441.50 1.06 420.43 389.93 1.08 286.70 282.80 1.01 

f10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f11 1179.90 1092.79 1.08 972.90 868.76 1.12 1641.87 1517.75 1.08 1451.77 1347.72 1.08 992.50 925.97 1.07 

f12 434.67 400.60 1.09 363.10 341.10 1.06 588.00 539.17 1.09 538.10 487.53 1.10 360.93 340.17 1.06 

f13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f14 336.03 299.97 1.12 280.37 261.50 1.07 460.10 403.20 1.14 403.10 368.90 1.09 271.40 245.60 1.11 

f15 3847.77 4484.40 0.86 6088.57 4451.20 1.37 5945.83 5311.87 1.12 4496.60 5532.27 0.81 4770.70 4713.03 1.01 

f16 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f17 3591.03 2610.68 1.38 2260.57 1512.00 1.50 8373.57 6694.38 1.25 5792.07 4362.94 1.33 26192.61 37701.14 0.69 

f18 104.00 100.10 - 88.03 79.87 - 112.67 109.43 - 104.50 103.07 - 126.70 127.73 - 

f19 548.77 511.40 1.07 452.00 433.77 1.04 762.90 716.20 1.07 672.50 642.83 1.05 472.07 438.79 1.08 

f20 10754.00 12386.73 - 11588.73 17553.27 - 12538.70 7911.57 - 12754.63 16314.73 - 7084.37 7028.27 - 

f21 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f22 637.87 603.60 1.06 527.13 511.50 1.03 893.37 852.40 1.05 796.03 758.27 1.05 536.90 513.23 1.05 

f23 1154.83 1089.77 1.06 947.80 915.33 1.04 1586.70 1509.67 1.05 1404.73 1346.47 1.04 941.67 904.53 1.04 

f24 643.83 609.87 1.06 531.10 512.57 1.04 876.60 836.90 1.05 778.30 744.43 1.05 525.00 502.00 1.05 

f25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f26 882.70 837.10 1.05 724.60 705.10 1.03 1214.77 1155.73 1.05 1079.67 1032.33 1.05 718.00 694.30 1.03 

f27 906.47 816.67 1.11 748.13 707.42 1.06 1244.70 1124.53 1.11 1099.50 1022.73 1.08 744.20 687.00 1.08 

f28 2318.87 2299.57 1.01 1400.00 1145.25 1.22 3705.17 5384.86 0.69 3282.33 7086.22 0.46 1353.97 1293.57 1.05 

f29 295.77 317.23 0.93 330.00 247.27 1.33 435.47 368.10 1.18 404.60 350.20 1.16 222.00 187.43 1.18 

f30 819.83 830.43 0.99 662.03 - - 1038.23 1015.00 1.02 878.27 - - 857.30 - - 

f31 832.13 840.67 0.99 674.37 - - 1056.53 1027.76 1.03 887.87 - - 874.43 1617.12 0.54 

f32 85.77 870.33 0.10 73.33 18.40 3.99 100.23 256.57 0.39 94.97 17.70 5.37 74.40 43.70 1.70 

f33 2.20 1.93 1.14 1.70 1.67 1.02 1.70 1.83 0.93 1.60 1.33 1.20 1.30 1.50 0.87 

f34 1901.30 1674.28 1.14 1317.20 1209.78 1.09 3374.67 2895.40 1.17 2437.50 2149.50 1.13 4528.57 6533.87 0.69 

f35 16811.78 - - - - - - - - - - - 16593.92 9860.13 1.68 

f36 320.90 148.04 2.17 192.10 74.50 2.58 267.70 256.50 1.04 226.70 99.67 2.27 246.37 215.17 1.15 

f37 11.43 13.03 - 12.40 12.83 - 12.67 12.27 - 14.40 12.20 - 13.60 16.60 - 
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Experimental results given in tables (IV-IX) are obtained 
using the parameter settings given in section-IV of this paper. 
Results of number of function calls and acceleration rate 
performance parameters of each DE strategy and FPRVDE 
strategy are reported.  For easy analysis, results of 10D, 20D 
and 30D are reported in separate tables. Tables IV-V contains 
10-Dimensions results, tables VI-VII contains 20D results and 
tables VIII-IX contains 30D performance results of 
benchmark functions for each DE strategy in table-I and its 
corresponding FPRVDE strategy given in table-II. The best 
result of the NFC’s for each function and each strategy pair 
(DE/FPRVDE) are highlighted in boldface and summary is 
reported in table-X. Few entries in the tables (IV, IX) are 
filled with dash symbol where variants fails to find any 
solution like none of the variant of DE or FPRVDE find any 
solution of function f16 and vice versa. For simple analysis the 
detailed summary of research results is presented in table-X.   
Table-IX contains the best values of NFC and average 
acceleration rate (A.A.R) for each DE and its corresponding 
FPRVDE mutation strategy. It is obvious from the research 
result that FPRVDE1 has better convergence speed in most of 
the cases for 10D, 20D and 30D results. The average of 
average acceleration rate of FPRVDE mutation strategies than 
DE mutation strategies is 1.75. 

The performances of all FPRVDE (FPRVDE1…. 
FPRVDE10) mutation strategies dominate over all DE 
(DE1….. DE10) strategies for all variables (dimensions) for 
Separable functions f1, f2, f9, f19, f22, f23, f24, f26, f27; non-
Separable functions f3, f4, f7, f14; unimodal functions; unimodal 
functions f2, f3, f4, f14, f26, f27 and multimodal functions f1, f7, f9, 
f19, f22, f23, f24. For other separable/non-separable and 
unimodal/multimodal functions FPRVDE mutation strategies 
are better than DE strategies in most of the cases and DE 
strategies are better in few cases only. 

None of the DE/FPRVDE variant reaches to VTR using 
the current parameter setting for separable & unimodal 
function f13 and for non-separable & multimodal functions f16, 
f21. For functions f20, f37, none of the algorithm reaches to VTR 
with few variables (10D) but converges to VTR with more 
variables (20D, 30D). A non-separable and multimodal 
function f18 converges to VTR only for more variables (30D). 

Now we discuss the cases where the performance of DE 
mutation strategies is better than FPRVDE strategies. DE1 is 
better than FPRVDE1 for functions f5, f8, f17, f29, f36 (for 10 
variables) and functions f5,  f8,  f33,  f37 (for 20 variables); DE2 is 
better than FPRVDE2 for functions f11, f15, f17, f25, f35 (for 10 

variables), functions f11, f33,  f35 (for 20 variables) and functions 
f30, f31,  f37 (for 30 variables); DE3 is better than FPRVDE3 for a 
separable & multimodal function f33 (for 30 variables); DE4 is 
better than FPRVDE4 for function f5 (for 10 variables), 
function f8 (for 20 variables) and functions f30, f31, f36(for 30 
variables); DE5 is better than FPRVDE5 for functions f17, f34, 
f35, f36 (for 10 variables), functions f6, f28, f33, f35, f36 (for 20 
variables) and functions f12, f30, f31, f35, f37(for 30 variables); 
DE6 is better than FPRVDE6 for functions f30, f31 (for 10 
variables), functions f10, f17, f31 (for 20 variables) and functions 
f5, f15, f29, f30, f31, f32, f35 (for 30 variables); DE7 is better than 
FPRVDE7 for functions f6,  f8, f11, f29 (for 10 variables), 
functions f8, f10, f15, f17, f29 (for 20 variables) and functions f4, 
f5, f8, f30, f31(for 30 variables); DE8 is better than FPRVDE8 for 
functions f15,  f36 (for 10 variables), functions f10, f15, f17, f33, f36 

(for 20 variables) and functions f5, f28, f32, f33(for 30 variables); 
DE9 is better than FPRVDE9 for functions f29 (for 10 
variables), functions f15, f17, f33 (for 20 variables) and functions 
f5, f15, f29, f30, f31 (for 30 variables); DE10 is better than 
FPRVDE10 for functions f6, f8 , f15 , f25 , f29 , f34 (for 10 
variables), functions f10, f17, f30, f34, f35 (for 20 variables) and 
functions f6, f17, f30, f31, f33, f34, f37 (for 30 variables); 

It can be summarized from number of functions calls 
parameter that in few cases FPRVDE is significantly worse 
and in most of the cases the performance of FPRVDE is better 
than DE algorithm variants for 10D, 20D and 30D 
respectively. Considering the acceleration rate parameter 
FPRVDE variants are faster as compared to DE variants in 
most of the cases while in few cases FPRVDE variants has 
significantly worst performance than  DE variants. 

Convergence graph are shown in Figure-2 and Figure -3 
that contains average of best values of population members 
obtained at specific iterations during the evolutionary process. 
Convergence graph contains the fitness value against iteration 
in each sub-graph in Figure-2 and Figure-3 for 5000 iterations 
and 10 dimensions. From convergence graphs it can be 
observed that FPRVDE variants performs better than DE 
variants in most of the cases; in few cases FPRVDE  has 
comparable performance while in some cases DE performance 
is better than FPRVDE. Convergence graph of few functions 
f15 (a1-j1), f17 (a2-j2), f35 (a3-j3), f37 (a4-j4) are given for 10 DE 
mutation strategies (DE1….DE10) and their corresponding 
FPRVDE (FPRVDE1…… FPRVDE10) mutation strategies. 
Convergence graphs of DE mutation strategies and its 
corresponding FPRVDE strategies are given in each sub-graph 
(ai…..ji) in Figure-2 and Figure-3. 
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Fig. 2. DE and FPRVDE variants 10D Convergence graphs for function f15 (a1-j1), f17 (a2-j2) 
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Fig. 3. DE and FPRVDE 10D Convergence graphs for function f35 (a3-j3), f37 (a4-j4) 
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TABLE XI. SUMMARY OF RESULtS NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS CALLS (NFC) 

BEST AND AVERAGE ACCELERATION RATE (A.A.R) 

10D 20D 30D 

Variant Best A.A.R Variant Best A.A.R Variant Best A.A.R 

DE1 0 
1.68 

DE1 5 
1.83 

DE1 2 
2.48 

FPRVDE1 31 FPRVDE1 24 FPRVDE1 28 

DE2 6 
1.39 

DE2 2 
1.77 

DE2 3 
1.61 

FPRVDE2 23 FPRVDE2 25 FPRVDE2 23 

DE3 0 
1.68 

DE3 0 
2.50 

DE3 0 
5.19 

FPRVDE3 29 FPRVDE3 28 FPRVDE3 29 

DE4 2 
2.12 

DE4 1 
2.57 

DE4 3 
5.98 

FPRVDE4 28 FPRVDE4 27 FPRVDE4 25 

DE5 3 
1.30 

DE5 5 
1.42 

DE5 4 
1.52 

FPRVDE5 28 FPRVDE5 23 FPRVDE5 22 

DE6 2 
1.21 

DE6 3 
1.13 

DE6 8 
1.08 

FPRVDE6 29 FPRVDE6 28 FPRVDE6 22 

DE7 4 
1.30 

DE7 5 
1.31 

DE7 5 
1.17 

FPRVDE7 25 FPRVDE7 24 FPRVDE7 22 

DE8 2 
1.15 

DE8 5 
1.10 

DE8 4 
1.05 

FPRVDE8 28 FPRVDE8 25 FPRVDE8 26 

DE9 1 
1.21 

DE9 2 
1.14 

DE9 5 
1.28 

FPRVDE9 30 FPRVDE9 28 FPRVDE9 23 

DE10 5 
1.10 

DE10 5 
1.16 

DE10 7 
1.05 

FPRVDE10 26 FPRVDE10 24 FPRVDE10 21 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Trial vector has a key role in generating offspring/child 
population in DE algorithm. Different vectors like random, 
best and current are commonly used vectors to generate child 
population. Although random vector selection method is less 
biased and generates the more diverse population but has slow 
convergence to reach to a specific value VTR or optimal 
value. In this research a novel fitness proportionate based 
selection in random selecting random vectors used in DE 
(FPRVDE) mutation strategy is introduced. FPRVDE 
advancement is applied on most commonly used DE mutation 
strategies given in table-I. FPRVDE approach selects parent 
vectors by generating a random vector following the approach 
of fitness proportionate selection criteria. Performance of 
FPRVDE is accessed by taking a comprehensive set of 
multidimensional function optimization problems given in 
appendix section of this paper. Research result shows that 
FPRVDE variation approach enhances convergence speed of 
DE algorithm by maintaining appropriate altitude of diversity. 
The proposed approach ignores the poor performing 
individuals in generating the trial vector. NFC and AR 
performance parameters are used compare the performance of 
commonly used DE mutation strategies and FPRVDE 
approach. Research results shows that the convergence speed 
of FPRVDE approach is better than DE approach. NFC of 
FPRVDE mutation strategies is better than DE mutation 
strategies for most functions and various dimensions. 
Acceleration rate of FPRVDE mutation strategies for various 
functions and various mutation strategies is better than DE 
mutation strategies. In this research an effort is made to work 
in other directions of DE algorithm that will prove to a 
significant addition in DE research work. The future 
challenges of this research work can be the deep insight of 
FPRVDE along with its parameter settings and to explore the 
proposed approach in the other dimensions of research. 
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Abstract—Agriculture sector is evolving with the advent of 
the information and communication technology. Efforts are 
being made to enhance the productivity and reduce losses by 
using the state of the art technology and equipment. As most of 
the farmers are unaware of the technology and latest practices, 
many expert systems have been developed in the world to 
facilitate the farmers. However, these expert systems rely on the 
stored knowledge base. We propose an expert system based on 
the Internet of Things (IoT) that will use the input data collected 
in real time. It will help to take proactive and preventive actions 
to minimize the losses due to diseases and insects/pests. 

Keywords—Internet of Things; Smart Agriculture; Cotton; 
Plant Diseases; Wireless Sensor Network 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Internet of Things (IoT) is a broad term that describes the 

interconnection of different daily life objects through the 
internet.  In the concept of IoT every object is connected with 
each other through a unique identifier so that it can transfer 
data over the network without a human to the human 
interaction [1, 2]. IoT has referred as a network of everyday 
objects having ubiquitous computing. The ubiquity of the 
objects has increased by integrating every object with 
embedded system for interaction [21]. It connects human and 
devices through a highly distributed network. IoT is basically 
the world wide interconnection of devices. The aim of IoT is to 
connect every person and every object through the internet. In 
IoT ,every object is assigned a unique identifier, so that every 
object is accessible through the internet [22][23]. 

Every object in the IoT has the following three capabilities: 
awareness, representation, and interaction. Awareness is the 
ability of the smart objects to understand and sense other 
objects. Representation is the ability of the objects to present, 
according to the programming concept. Interaction is the 
ability to communicate with each other 

The IoT is evolving, growing and becoming popular day by 
day; in the today’s world, around 5 billion objects have 
connected through the internet. In 2020, it has estimated that 
near about 50 billion objects will be connected to the internet 
[24]. IoT is providing tremendous opportunities for novel 

applications, which is now widely used in many aspects of life 
such as intelligent home monitoring system, products supply 
chain management, precision agriculture and much more. 

Every object in IoT is addressable, recognizable, readable 
and locatable through the internet by using RFID (Radio 
Frequency Identification), Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) or 
other means. The concept of IoT is using many in different 
domains such as; precision agriculture [1, 2], products supply 
chain management [3], Smart Grid [4] , environmental 
monitoring [5], cloud computing [6] and many more. IoT is 
gaining much importance these days as every object in the 
network will become a computer [7]. The idea of IoT has 
become successful due to the invention of recent technologies 
like sensors, RFID and WSN. 

Pakistan is an agricultural country. Although the industry 
and services sector has transformed Pakistan into a diversified 
country, still a major part of GDP is contributed by the 
agriculture sector. The foreign exchange of Pakistan has 
depended on agricultural products. More than half of the 
population of Pakistan lives in rural areas and major source of 
earnings of this population has based on agriculture. Most of 
the industry in Pakistan is also dependent on agriculture like 
textile industry, sugar industry, flour industry, juice industry, 
furniture industry, dairy industry, etc. [2]. 

Farmers in Pakistan are not aware of the technology and 
lack agricultural knowledge. They rely on traditional methods 
and practices. However, the agriculture field in the advanced 
world has evolved a lot due to the advances in technology and 
equipment. Pakistan faces huge losses in agriculture due to the 
following factors. 

• Delayed sowing and poor seed quality. 

• Environmental hazards. 

• Insect and disease attacks. 

• Unplanned irrigation and water losses. 

• Untimely harvesting. 

• Misuse of fertilizer and insecticides. 
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• Lack of machinery and equipment. 

• Mishandling of ripened crops. 

Cash crops have a major share in the economy of Pakistan 
and cotton crop is very important among them. It is also called 
as ‘white gold’. Heavy losses occur every year due to poor 
farming practices, attack of pests at different stages and attack 
of diseases. According to a survey [8], 38 percent loss of cotton 
crop occurred due to the attack of insects in 2013. According to 
another survey, due to viral attack ,15 percent loss of cotton 
crop occurs every year. Cotton crop is affected by some of 
bacterial and fungal diseases as well as pests and insects. 
Temperature and humidity requirements for the cotton crop are 
different from other crops before and after sowing. The timing 
of spray of insecticides, pesticides, and application of fertilizer 
also affects the crop growth. So, the continuous monitoring is 
required to keep the crop healthy. 

Most of the farmers in Pakistan are illiterate, and they are 
unaware of the latest research in the field of agriculture. The 
farmers normally take guidance from agriculture experts and 
other experienced farmers. However, the experts are not 
always available every time and everywhere [9]. So, expert 
systems have been developed for different crops, fruits and 
vegetables in the world. Basically an expert system (ES) is a 
computer program which solves the problems as human being 
solves the problem. It is a tool which generates output using its 
knowledge base, so it replicates the behavior of the human. 
The ES can pinpoint the problems as well as figure out the 
solutions. It combines the same domain knowledge of different 
experts. In the ES accumulation of knowledge from different 
sources is a very important factor. 

The ES can provide output whenever it has given input. It 
means it should be easily available to the farmers. In this paper, 
we present an Expert System based on the concept of Internet 
of Things. Sensors will collect data and automatically send it to 
the ES. The ES will process the information and send the 
results or decisions to the farmer’s mobile phone. In this way, 
crops can continuously monitor ,and timely decisions can be 
taken. It will help to minimize the losses due to sudden disease 
and pest attacks through timely proactive and preventive 
actions. The proposed ES is initially developed for the Cotton 
crop and evaluated by the farmer community. 

The proposed system can be used for. 

• Efficient Crop Management. Irrigation Control. 

• Environment Warnings and Guidance. 

• Optimal usage of fertilizers, insecticides and pesticides 

The rest of the paper has organized as follow , in section 2, 
we discuss the related work. In section 3 we describe proposed 
ES based on IoT, Section 4 we describe implementation and 
evaluation of proposed ES based on IoT, In section 5 we 
describe the results , In section 6, we elaborate the validity of 
proposed solution and , In section 7, we conclude the whole 
work and describe future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Fan TongKe [10] proposed the smart agriculture based on 

cloud computing. The author presented the architecture for the 
smart agriculture based upon the concept of the IoT and cloud 
computing. Agriculture information cloud was combined with 
Internet of Things to achieve the dynamic distribution of 
resources and balance of the load. 

Ji-Chun Zhao et al. [7] studied the applications of IoT in 
agriculture. The authors proposed a monitoring system based 
on internet and wireless sensor networks. An information 
management system was designed to provide the data for 
research in agriculture. The authors developed software for 
monitoring of the fields like data acquisition about the fields, 
data processing models, and system configuration module. The 
developed application provides accurate control for the 
monitoring of the green house. 

Agrawal and Lal Das [2] discussed the possible future 
applications and challenges faced by the IoT technology. They 
presented some key challenges in IoT applications such as: 
standards, privacy, security, authentication and identification, 
trust and ownership, integration, coordination, and regulation. 
They stated that the use of RFID (Radio Frequency 
Identification), Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and mobile 
communication technologies would reduce the gap between 
theoretical and practical implementations of IoT applications. 

Chen and Jin [11] proposed the ‘Digital Agriculture’ based 
upon IoT. The working of the digital agriculture is divided into 
two steps: in the first phase, the information about the 
temperature, the wind, the soil contents, etc. is collected by 
different sensors. In the second phase, ZigBee transfers 
information. The agricultural products has labeled with EPC 
code. The EPC code reader reads the code of the products. 

Li Li et al. [4] discussed the application of smart and Wi-Fi 
based Wireless Sensor Network in IoT. The authors discussed 
the applications of IoT-based upon Wi-Fi, WSN and smart 
grid. Smart grid provides the intelligent data collection 
application, improving reliability of data collection and 
providing accurate information. IoT provides the intelligent 
environment monitoring application; water data and air data 
collected through sensors and sent to server for further 
processing. They proposed the concept of the precision 
agriculture. The authors stated that new WSN technology is 
better as compared to ZigBee. 

Hussain et al. [12] proposed the application of Internet of 
Things (IoT) technology in animal stock chain management. 
By using the RFID technology, anyone can be tracked or 
monitored. They discussed some operational principle of IoT. 
RFID technology is used for the unique identification of 
objects; each object in the RFID is labeled with EPC code. The 
authors proposed the use of this technology for maintaining all 
records for livestock management. 

Kosmatos et al. [13] proposed the architecture based on the 
RFID and smart objects. RFID objects will perform the 
primitive functionality in the proposed architecture while the 
smart objects will perform the complex functionality. The 
architecture was proposed based on the integration of RFID 
and smart objects. RFID tags have widely used for the 
identification of objects. So the RFID is used in the proposed 
architecture for tracking of the objects. The authors used 
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service oriented architecture and semantic model-driven 
approach in the proposed architecture. 

Carvin et al. [14] proposed the ubiquitous cognitive 
management system based on IoT and ubiquitous computing. 
They presented the problems as well solutions of  problems. 
The basic idea was to use ambient intelligence provided by 
smart objects to serve the human, improving communication 
by context information. 

Zhou and Zhou [15] proposed a management model based 
on IoT for visualization and traceability of agricultural 
products. The aim was to ensure food safety and promote 
sustainable development of modern agriculture. The authors 
used the products logistic information along with Internet of 
Things for effective products supply chain management. 

Prasad et al. [16] proposed an expert system for the 
diagnosis of pests, diseases, and disorders in mango. The 
system had developed in ESTA (Expert System Shell for Text 
Animation). In the proposed system, the first step is the 
knowledge acquisition; the second step is the diagnosis of 
disease based on the input. They briefly described the type of 
mango diseases and recommendations for the disease control 
on the basis by visual symptoms. 

Sarma et al. [17] proposed an expert system for diagnosis 
of disease in rice plant in India. The purpose of the expert 
system is to assist farmers in solving the problems. The first 
step is the development of the knowledge base in the form of 
condition rules. The proposed system is easy to use and will be 
useful to those people who are unable to get the assistance of 
some agriculture expert. 

Kaliuday et al. [18] proposed rule based expert system for 
the prevention of pest diseases in rice and wheat crops. They 
built an expert system (ES) called AgPest for the diagnosis of 
pest disease in wheat and rice. They developed AgPest in 
CLIPS. It consists of the IF then else rule for finding the 
disease. They formulated the rules about the diseases of wheat 
and rice from different online sources. 

Negied [19] proposed the expert system for the protection 
of the wheat yield in Egypt. The proposed system is developed 
using following steps; the first step is the problem 
identification of the domain, the second step is information . 
They developed the system in MATLAB. The proposed system 
is helpful for improving the yield of wheat crop and for 
providing assistance to the farmers in the remote areas. 

Kaur et al. [20] proposed the expert system for the 
detection and diagnosis of the leaf diseases in cereals. It is 
quite difficult for the farmers to identify the leaf diseases 
without the assistance of the experts. For the identification of 
the diseases, they proposed image comparison techniques in 
JAVA. They used techniques like affine transformation and 
edge detection for this purpose. It is web based expert system 
so that it can be accessible from any web-enabled system 

A. Expert System in Agriculture 
Expert system (ES) is the branch of artificial intelligence 

that deals with the development of computer programs which 
can solve the problems as the human beings solve the problems 
[25]. The application of expert system in agriculture is 

increasing widely since many years. A number of expert 
systems have been developed in the field of agriculture such as 

• AMRAPALIKA is the ES for the diagnosis of disease, 
pest and disorders in Indian mango [16] 

• An expert system for diagnosis of disease in Indian rice 
plant[4]. 

• CITEX: An expert system for citrus crop 
management[26]. 

• CUPTEX: An expert system proposed for the 
management of cucumber[27]. 

• An expert system for the olive crop diseases and weed 
identification in Spain[9]. 

• LIMEX: An expert system for the management of lime 
crop[28]. 

• CALEX: An expert for the diagnosis of peach and 
nectarine disorders[29]. 

• CITPATH: An expert system for the diagnosis of 
fungal disease in citrus fruit[30]. 

The first step in the development of any ES is the problem 
identification. For example, if we are developing the ES for 
cotton crop then symptoms are identified. The description of 
the diseases can be textual or in the form of images. After that 
rules are formulated based on the concept of if then else 
structure. 

Most of the farmers in the remote areas are illiterate not 
having proper knowledge of dealing with diseases. Some 
diseases of the crops are difficult to distinguish because two or 
more diseases have the same symptoms. So, it creates problems 
for the farmers. This problem can overcome with the help of 
ES by combining the knowledge of different experts in one 
application. Most of the researchers are trying to develop the 
ES for fulfilling the needs of the farmers. If farmers. The 
farmer gets the assistance in time, the productivity rate of the 
crops will increase 

III. IOT BASED EXPERT SYSTEM 
For overcoming the problems of agriculture, we develop an 

initial framework based on IoT. The proposed solution consists 
of three main components the first component is the 
deployment of sensors in the field; we deploy soil sensors, 
humidity sensors, and temperature and leaf wetness sensors in 
the fields. Sensors collect the data and send it to sever, on the 
serve side we deploy the expert system, which processes the 
data and send the recommendations to the farmers about crops. 

A. Deployment of Sensors 
The sensors have deployed in the fields for the collection of 

data about the environment, humidity, soil moisture and leaf 
wetness. For the collection of data waspmote agriculture sensor 
board is used because it is specially designed for handling 
agriculture activities. The sensor board consists of AT mega 
1281 microprocessor and 2GB micro SD –card. Every sensor 
board consists of four different types of sensors, the soil sensor, 
humidity sensor, temperature sensor and leaf wetness sensors. 
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We use three soil sensors, temperature sensors, humidity 
sensors and leaf wetness receptively for a precise and accurate 
measure of soil contents, environmental temperature, the 
humidity level in the environment and leaf wetness at the same 
time. The communication module XBee-802.15.4 is present in 
wasp-mote agriculture board. It can communicate with 
microcontroller at the rate of 38400 bps. The range of 
transmission is near about 500 meters. The gateway is the 
bridge between sensor nodes and server. It can communicate 
wirelessly with the sensor and through USB port with a 
computer. We conducted this experiment under controlled 
environmental conditions. The overall architecture of sensors 
communication has described in Fig 1 

 
Fig. 1. Communication of Sensors Data in IoT Based ES 

B. IoT- Based Expert System for Cotton Crop 
IoT-based Expert System is different from traditional 

Expert Systems regarding inputs. It uses real-time input data 
gathered with the help of sensors. The sensor nodes send data 
to the gateway after the defined interval of time. The server 
receives data through the USB port. For storing and copying 
the cool term software, is used. The expert system deploys in 
the server process the data and sends the recommendation to 
the farmer cell phone. For solving this problem, the expert 
system based on the concept of IoT has proposed in Fig 2. 

 
Fig. 2. IoT Based Expert System 

The rest of the working of the proposed ES is similar to the 
traditional Expert Systems. It is implemented using CLIPS (C 
Language Integrated Production System) developed by NASA 
[31]. CLIPS is a C based instead of LISP and supports three 
programming approaches: rule-based, object oriented and 
procedural. It is portable, extendable, can be easily integrated 
and supports interactive development. It also has features for 
verification and validation of expert systems. The proposed 
expert system consists of the following main components. 

• Knowledge Base 

• Inference Engine Agenda 

• Working Memory 

• Explanation Facility 

• User Interface 

The structure of the expert system has shown in Fig 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Expert System in CLIP 

The first step in the development of expert system is the 
knowledge acquisition of the domain. The most important 
thing in the knowledge acquisition is what type of knowledge 
we require for the expert system. In the proposed system, we 
need data about pests, insects, diseases, weeds and growth 
environment required for cotton crops. The knowledge 
acquisition can have accomplished in three ways. 

• Experts of the domain are interviewed. 
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• Research articles about the domain are reviewed. 

• Information is obtained by field observations. 

Field observation may not be much stronger, as being 
computer scientist we are unaware about the diseases. Another 
thing which makes the field observation weak is that, all types 
of diseases, pests, weeds and insects are not spotted on the 
cotton crop at the same time. We gather the majority of the 
information by conducting interviews with experts. We get 
information about the type of diseases, causes of diseases, 
symptoms of diseases, the insects which attack on the cotton 
crop, the weeds which destroy the cotton crop, and the insects 
which spread the disease from one plant to another. 

Different sensors collect the data, soil sensors collect the 
data about soil condition, soil moisture and soil content, while 
weather sensors collect the data about humidity and 
temperature. Sensors send the data to the server, the server 
decides about the diseases on the basis of the fact list which is 
used for the training. In CLIPS, fact list, rule list, and agenda 
with the activation list kept in memory. All the facts have 
based on simple if then else logic. The sensors collect data and 
send to the server, on the server side, we deploy the expert 
system which processes the data and analyzes the data and 
send the recommendation to the farmer about crops. 

C. Server Send Recommendation to Farmer 
The server processes the sensor data, after processing it 

send the recommendation to the farmer cell phone. So, for 
farmer convenience, we develop an android app for farmers. 
Farmers install the android app on their phone. The server 
sends the recommendation to the farmer cell phone. The server 
sends the recommendation in English; farmer can can covert 
the recommendation to the Urdu or Punjab in his convenient 
language. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 
This section describes the implementation and evaluation 

of the expert system for SA. The sensors collect the real-time 
data and send to the server. On the server side, ES have 
deployed for extracting the information from sensor data. 

A. Expert System for CLIPS 
In this section, we implement different fact list of insect 

diagnosis, pest diagnosis, weeds diagnosis and irrigation 
scheduling. 

Table 1 describes the different fact lists of insects, pest 
symptoms and recommendation for the attack of insect pest. 

Table 2 describes the different fact lists of weed symptoms 
and recommendations for the attack of weeds. 

Table 3 describes the different fact lists of sucking insects 
and recommendation for the attack of sucking insects. 

The irrigation of crops depends on several factors like soil 
moisture, soil type, depth of root zone and the environment. 
Every soil has different physical properties and textures like 
coarse soil, medium texture, soil and heavy fine textured soil. 
The water capacity of every soul is different, so the amount of 
irrigation also varies according to the texture of the soil. 
Environmental fluctuations are also important factors for 
scheduling of irrigation. The cotton crop has a specific limit of 
water depletion, if the water gets depleted more than the 
specified threshold limit, then irrigation should be applied. To 
calculate the minimum flow of irrigation q (in cubic meters per 
hour), we used Equation 1. In this equation, Dg is gross 
application dose, A is  an area, I is interval of day, T is 
operating hour per day and 10 is a constant for hectare. In 
equation 1 we are presenting a formula for calculating the 
irrigation dose. 

q=10𝐴𝐴∗𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔/𝐼𝐼+𝑇𝑇…………………………..(1) 
Table 4 describes the irrigation scheduling in the cotton 

crops. 

V. RESULTS 
We conduct this experiment in the cotton fields Sahiwal 

from June 2015 to December 2015. The server processes the 
data and sends the recommendation to the farmer. The 
proposed ES provide diagnose diseases, attack of weeds and 
attack of pests, it provides the pesticide recommendation for 
weeds, diseases, and pests. It provides predication of diseases 
based on sensor data. It provides irrigation scheduling based on 
temperature and soil contents; it can also provide the dose of 
irrigation. 

After that sensors send data to the server, on the server side, 
we deploy the expert system which processes the sensor data 
and sends the recommendation to the farmers. 

Table 5 describes the comparison of the expert system, 
which has presented during different eras. In the previous 
expert system, the user manually inputs the symbol of diseases, 
and they use web-based, ontology based and expert system tool 
for the development of expert systems. In previous literature, 
they did not use the concept of IoT for the collection of data. In 
our proposed solution, we develop an expert system based on 
the concept of IoT. Different kind of sensors is deployed in the 
fields which monitor the crops, and send the data to the server, 
server process the data and send a recommendation to the 
farmer. 

Fig 4 represents the relationship between temperature and 
humidity sensor data, temperature, and humidity, inversely 
proportional to each other. If temperature increase then 
humidity level decrease. We are just representing the 117 
recording of sensor data. By taking these sensor data, we are 
scheduling the automatic irrigation. 
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TABLE I. INSECT SYMPTOMS AND INSECTICIDES RECOMMENDATION 

  Insects Symptoms  Insect Diagnosed Insecticides Recommendation 
   
If  location=underside  of  leaves  and  body IF ?insectpest= Whitefly Then 
color=yellowish  and  wing  color=white  then  (?insecticides= Polo500SC ˄ ?dose= 250ml) ˄ 
insectpest diagnosed.    (?insecticides= Confidor200SL˄ ?dose= 250ml)˄ 
      (?insecticides= Mospilan200SP ˄ ?dose= 5gm) ˄ 
      (?insecticides= Danitol30EC ˄ ?dose= 200ml 
      And Use Neem Leaf Extract 
If temp=warm  and  shape=spindle shaped  and IF ?insectpest=Thrips Then 
wings=elongated then Thrips diagnosed.   (?insecticides= Confidor200SL ˄ ?dose= 80ml) ˄ 
      (?insecticides= Confidor70WS ˄ ?dose= 5gm/kg seed) ˄ 
      (?insecticides= Mospilan 20SP ˄ ?dose= 5gm)˄ 
      (?insecticides= Thiodan 35EC ˄ ?dose= 600ml) 
If leaves curl downward=yes and IF ?insectpest=Jassid Then 
color=yellowish then Jassid diagnosed   (?insecticides= Baythroid TM 525EC ˄ ?dose= 100ml) ˄ 
      (?insecticides= Nurelle D 505EC ˄ ?dose= 500ml) 

TABLE II. WEEDS SYMPTOMS AND PESTICIDES RECOMMENDATION 

Weeds Symptoms  Weeds Diagnosed Herbicide Recommendation 
If stem type=slender and structure=smooth If ?weeds= sedges Then    
and height=24 inch   ?herbicide=Stomp 330EC    
and   ?dose= 1000ml -50ml    
leafcolor=yellowgreenandleaf   ?time = In drilling method    
structure=flat then sedge weed diagnosed       

TABLE III. WORMS SYMPTOMS AND INSECTICIDES RECOMMENDAITON 

Worms Symptoms Worms Diagnosed Insecticides Recommendation  
If symptoms =chewed holes and 
caterpillars=white and larvae= yellow 
then Cotton bollworm diagnosed. 
 
 
 
 

If ?insect=American 
BollWorm 

Then 
(?insecticides= Procalim 019EC ˄?dose= 200ml) ˄ 
(?insecticides= Larvin 80DF  ˄?dose= 450 gm) ˄ 
(?insecticides= Tracer 240SC   ˄ ?dose= 80ml) ˄ 
(?insecticides= Shogan1.8EC  ˄ ?dose= 250ml) ˄ 
(?insecticides= Deltaphos 360EC  ˄?dose= 700 ml) 
(?insecticides= Match 050EC ˄?dose= 800 ml) 

If color= light brown and rain in 
August= Yes and Rain in September= 
Yes rhen Pink BollWorm diagnosed.  

If ?insect=Pink BollWorm 
Then 
(?insecticides= Deltaphos 360EC  ˄ ?dose= 600ml) ˄2.5EC  
˄ ?dose= 400ml) ˄ 
(?insecticides= Talstar10 EC  ˄ ?dose= 250ml) 
(?insecticides= Karate   

if rainfall= high and time >=July and 
time <=September and wings= four and 
streak =one white then Spotted Boll 
Worms Diagnosed. 

If ?insect=Spotted bollworms 

Then 
(?insecticides= Deltaphos 36EC  ˄ ?dose= 600ml) ˄ 
(?insecticides= Karate 2.5EC  ˄      ?dose=  400ml) ˄ 
(?insecticides= Match 50EC  ˄       ?dose= 800ml) ˄ 
(?insecticides= Talstar 10EC  ˄       ?dose= 250ml) ˄ 
(?insecticides= Sumi Alpha 110EC  ˄  ?dose= 200ml) 

TABLE IV. IRRGATION SCHEDULING IN COTTON CROP BASED ON EXPERT SYSTEM 

 Fact Regarding Scheduling Irrigation Scheduling 

1 
If crop=cotton and area=1.5ha and growing season > 
=August and growing season <= December and Soil 
Texture=99mm/m Then 

Then 
Irrigation method= Pressured piped surface method 

2 If month=August and Time=beginning of August and pre 
sowing irrigation=0.6m 

Then 
Irrigation After=2 days and irrigation=crop establishment 

3 If month=August and Time=8 August  
 

Then 
Irrigation After=2 days and irrigation=425m3 

4 If month=August and Time=16 August  Then 
Irrigation After=2 days and irrigation=425m3 

5  If month=August and Time=24 August  Then 
Irrigation After=2 days and irrigation=425m3 

6  If month= September and Time=1 September  Then 
Irrigation After=5days and irrigation=891m3 

7 If month= September and Time=1 September Then 
Irrigation After=5days and irrigation=891m3 

8 If month= September and Time=11 September Then 
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Irrigation After=5days and irrigation=891m3 

9 If month= September and Time=22 September Then 
Irrigation After=5days and irrigation=891m3 

10 If month= October and Time=2 October Then 
Irrigation After=5days and irrigation=75m3 

11 If month= October and Time=11 October Then 
Irrigation After=5days and irrigation=75m3 

12 If month= October and Time=21 October Then 
Irrigation After=5days and irrigation=75m3 

13 If month= October and Time=31 October Then 
Irrigation After=5days and irrigation=75m3 

14 If month= November and Time=13 November Then 
Irrigation After=5days and irrigation=75m3 

15 If month= November and Time=26 November Then 
Irrigation After=5days and irrigation=75m3 

TABLE V. COMPARISON OF PROPOSED IOT BASED EXPERT SYSTEM WITH OTHER ES 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Temperarture Sensor and Humidity Sensors Data 

Fig 5 represents the relationship between soil moisture and 
leaf wetness data; these are directly proportional to each other. 
If the soil moisture increases then leaf wetness will increase 
automatically. 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of Soil Moisture Sensor and Leaf Wetness Sensor Data 

VI. VALIDITY OF PROPOSED SOLUTION 
Our proposed solution is not so much costly as one may 

think due to the costly deployments of the sensors and 
actuators in the field. It is a fact that farmers invest heavily on 
electricity, fertilizers, insecticides, and pesticides. They are 
using these resources efficiently because they are unaware of 
the actual needs of the cotton crop. This investment can 
minimized by one-time investment on sensors. The sensors and 
cameras can monitor the cotton crop 24/7 and provide input for 
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proactive actions and optimal use of resources like water, 
fertilizer, insecticides and pesticides. Before deploying the IoT- 
based ES, we conduct the survey from users either they are 
willing to accept the IoT-based ES for agriculture. In our 
survey 100 different respondents like farmers, experts of 
agriculture participate in it. Farmers in Pakistan are illiterate, 
so we conduct surveys to ensure framework feasibility of its 
implementation, to evaluate the need of the system, after 
effects and their tradeoff while using IoT-based ES. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have presented an ES for Cotton crop 

based on the concept of IoT. We tried to develop and initial 
frame for IoT-based agriculture. We developed an IoT-based 
ES. It's based ES consists of three modules; the first part 
consists of the deployment of WSN in the cotton fields. WSN 
has used for the monitoring of the cotton crop condition. The 
Waspmote agriculture sensor board has used for the monitoring 
of the cotton crop condition. It consists of temperature sensors, 
humidity sensors, leaf wetness sensors and soil sensors. 

In the concept of the IoT, the server should send the 
commands to the actuators of the fields, so the actuators of 
fields can take appropriate decisions. The sever should be 
intelligent enough to take decisions appropriately. For this 
purpose, we deploy an ES so that it can make decisions 
automatically. In Table 5 describes that different ES developed 
during a different era, but in this paper, we combine the IoT 
and ES. The sensors send the data to the server on the server 
side; we deployed the ES, which process and analyzes the 
sensor data. The data is fed to the ES that analyses it using the 
knowledge base and produces findings and recommendations. 
The ES consists of user interface, knowledge base and 
inference engine. On the server side, we deploy the concept of 
smart irrigation. Sensors monitor the soil moisture, leaf 
wetness, temperature, and humidity level in the environment 
and send the recommendation to the farmer about the irrigation 
in the cotton crop. In this paper, we ES for identification of 
different weeds, pests and different insects which attack on the 
cotton crop. These findings are sent to the farmer’s mobile 
phone for taking necessary actions in the field. We proposed an 
initial framework for the working of Smart Agriculture (SA). 

Before developing the concept of SA we conduct the 
survey and ask form user either the proposed system will be 
accepted by users or not. In this survey, we also ask from 
farmers and experts the flaws of the current system and 
whether they are satisfied the working of current agriculture or 
not. After that proposed system was evaluated by 100 different 
users like farmers and experts of Agri domain and 65 percent 
of respondents are satisfied with the working of SA and they 
are willing to accept the concept of SA. As we know farmers 
are illiterate in Pakistan so that we get 65 percent results. By 
deploying the IoT-based ES the productivity rate of the cash 
crops can be increased and problem of farmers also be reduced 
The proposed system was evaluated by 100 experts from the 
field and was found helpful for the farmers. 

VIII. FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we present an initial framework for the 

diagnosis weeds, insects and different pests in cotton crop. We 

also deployed the concept of Smart Irrigation in cotton crop. 
For this purpose, we deploy the ES. 

In the future we will try to deploy the actuators in the fields 
and we enhance the functionality of server by deploying 
genetic algorithm, artificial neural network and digital image 
processing techniques on the server. We can diagnose the 
diseases in a better way if we deploy the cameras in the fields. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss project scheduling with 
conflicting activity-resources. Several project activities require 
same resources but, may be scheduled with the certain lapse of 
time resulting in repeatedly using the same kind of resources for 
executing dissimilar activities. Due to the frequent usage of same 
resources multiple times, expenditure become more expensive 
and project duration extends. The problem is to find out such 
kind of activities which are developing implicit relations amid 
them.  , we proposed a solution by introducing TVs (Transparent 
view of Scheduling) model. First, we analyze and enlists activities 
according to required resources, categorize them and then we 
segregate dependent and independent activities by indicating a 
value. Performing Dependency test on activities by using 
Pearson's Correlation Coefficient (PCC) to calculate the rate of 
relations among the ordered activities for similar resources. By 
using this model we can reschedule activities to avoid confusion 
and disordering of resources without consumption of time and 
capital. 

Keywords—TVS; Transparent; Dependency; PCC; Activity; 
Resource; Schedule; Project Introduction 

I. INTRODUCTION (MOTIVATION) 
With the development of project management system in 

order to direct the project schedules along with the activities 
and various resources, project scheduling becomes the helpful 
tool for standardizing and ordering activities as well resources 
according to specifications [19, 20]. However, project 
schedules returned by popular, methods are not satisfactory 
.Sometimes much of the resources are linked with the activities 
which have nothing to do with them .It is a remarkable part for 
the developers to pick resources in order to get an appropriate 
activity. As we have experience in using project schedules 
every day, the result set returned by estimation of  activity 
resource set is really too big and mostly and merely useless. 
The relationship between the activities is obvious to users or 
managers, while it is not for the project schedules [21]. 

Late delivery of software projects results in huge loss of 
manpower, industrial efforts and money which discouraged our 
software industry less or more for accepting challenges for 
successful projects in recent years[1].Developers, Engineers, 
and researchers gave a thought of planning all parameters of 
software management in an organized manner so that the 
modules of the project become transparent with due time. This 
outcome called as Project scheduling which minimizes the 
failure of projects and encourages workers morale[1][2]. For 
Complex projects mostly engineering tasks take place in 

parallel so one work may be interdependent in another work or 
task. These interdependencies can be understood by schedules 
only. 

An activity – Must have a clear start and a clear stop – 
Must have a duration that can be forecasted – May require the 
completion of other activities before it begins – should have 
some ‘deliverables’ for ease of monitoring. 

Resources- they are used to accomplish 
the project activities. Resources are classified in vast areas such 
as manpower, finance, and budgeting, inventories, maintenance 
and services are required for the completion of the task in 
limited time. 

In order to show where the problem is we input the 
following activity and resources: Activity1”Questionnaire: 
Public” Activity2 “Demonstrating new software: Public 
Resources: Vehicles, Chauffer, Maps, Locations. 

TABLE I. EXAMPLE OF ACTIVITY RESOURCE SCHEDULING 

We can exemplify from above(table1:) that as both the 
activities requires some common resources for example 
Vehicles, Chauffer, Maps, and Locations which set both the 
activities having invisible relation. Let’s analyze the aforesaid 
activities. We want resources in order to accomplish activity1” 
Questionnaire: Public” which requires “Vehicles, Chauffer, 
Maps, Locations” and activity2 “Demonstrating new software: 
Public” requires the same kind of resources as activity1 as 
mention above. However, both the activities are totally 
different. 

Colliding resources with more than one activity leads an 
invisible relation among activities. Colliding resources is the 
key to the whole problem in prioritizing the activities. 

Nothing in this boundless universe exists independently. 
All objects are related to other activities in various means. We 
comprehend this activity from the way it relates to other 

S.No Activity Resources Dependents 
1 Questionnaire 

Public 
Location,Vehical,Chauffer,
Map 

Yes 

2 Demonstrating New 
Software Public 

Location,Vehical,Chauffer,
Map 

Yes 

3 System 
Configuration 

Software and Hardware No 
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activities. Regard activity1 ”Questionnaire” and activity2 
”Demonstration” one of the relations between them are 
resources “Vehicles, Chauffer, Maps, Locations” in this 
context. For better understanding the relationships between 
activities have to be defining before the developers, a tester 
understands the semantic of each other. In the project 
management system, schedules are presented by the activity 
estimation of resources for example “System Configuration” an 
activity presented by “IT block” resources they dealt with 
activity resource combinations. However, it is not always 
necessary that all activities must be related to each other or 
with any other kind of activities. Activities which carry out in 
an individual manner are called isolated activities. 

II. RELATED WORK 
After the text edit has been completed, the paper is ready 

for the template. Duplicate the template file by using the Save 
As command, and use the naming convention prescribed by 
your conference for the name of your paper. In this newly 
created file, highlight all of the contents and import your 
prepared text file. You are now ready to style your paper; use 
the scroll down window on the left of the MS Word Formatting 
toolbar. 

With the development of Project Scheduling, hundreds of 
methods, ways established algorithms. Project scheduling in 
the recent years observed along heuristics, constraint-resources, 
metaheuristics, and resource-based constraints, consistency 
tests are furnished[4,14,18]. E.L. Demeulemeester and W.S. 
Herroelen study and display depth knowledge of project 
scheduling by several algorithms and classify them accordingly 
for better practical examples are computed [24]. 

J.Alcaraz focused Genetic Algorithm counting resource 
allocations[10].Dale.F.Cooper suggested project scheduling a 
problem with multiple constrained resources with an 
experimental investigation with a set of the project their 
characteristics is scheduled by each of these heuristics with a 
variety of priority rule[8,17]. J-H-Cho and Y-D Kim emerges 
with another simulated annealing algorithm for resource 
constrained project scheduling proble[9].Christian Artigues 
presented the flow network model for static and dynamic 
resource-constrained project scheduling[13,15].Peter Brucker 
encompasses notations, classifications, models and methods of 
project scheduling problems[11,12,16]. And R.Kolisch 
compiled a survey on deterministic project scheduling 
remarking net present value maximization and make span 
minimization[7].The search algorithm for the resource 
constrained project scheduling problem with an interval is 
defined with a solution by representing resource flows 
extending the disjunctive graph model for shop scheduling 
problems by Poppenborg and Kust in 2016. 

Execution of task by generalizing precedence relationships 
and assigning resources for completion of the task in given 
deadline is deliberated by Bianco et al. for defining a problem 
of leveling resources[25].To decrease the resource 
consumption a method is introduced by author Naffaf et 

al.(2016) which consist of  three mixed-integer mathematical 
programs and an adapted satisfiability test for the cumulative 
constraint. 

Pearson correlation coefficient is a formula designated in a 
statistical test between two variables to determine how strong 
that relationship is. The value “0” indicates no linear 
relationship and value “1” indicates a positive linear 
relationship and “-1” indicates a negative relationship. R 
denotes Pearson correlation coefficient value [22 , 23]. 

 
      (1) 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The main issue address in this paper is how to identify the 

relations between the various activities which carried out in 
project scheduling later in project development. The resources 
are viewed as independent or interdependent. Currently, a 
challenge is to know when prioritizing resources using an 
activity, how many activities are implicitly interconnected to 
each other which should be recognized to identify the 
dependent activities. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
In this paper, we concentrate on the framework of activities 

along with computation and manipulation in order to identify, 
sort as well categorize dependent and independent activities. 

A. Paper Organization 
In the paper Section IV will introduce the  system of 

“Transparent view of scheduling”TVS , depicts its various 
classification and its formal model.Section V & VI  
implements TVs and manipulates results via Pearson 
correlation coefficient. 

Schedule’s point of view can be understood by TVS Model 
which is able to provide a transparent view of interdependent 
and independent tasks. TVS provides a computational 
framework for network activities. TVS abandons complication 
at the workplace. Thus in TVS everything (activity) belongs to 
some or the other category which separates various activities 
from to be get confused or left behind. As we are using 
mathematical computation to be more focused on points 

With each task efforts and duration of time are allocated 
and thus a task is a part of a network that aware the software 
team to meet the product delivery deadline. 

Fig.1 proper scheduling is essential for the project which an 
experienced team can do [1] and must include 

a) Tasks must be created inside the network as shown 
in. 

b) Efforts and timings are allocated to each task 
c) Interdependencies between tasks must be transparent 
d) Resources must be allocated for the targeted work 
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Fig. 1. Activity Network 

Work done for both optimistic and pessimistic scheduling 
in order to get more realistic parameters for the project to 
proceed. 

Fig.2 Transparent view of scheduling enables specification 
viewers as well as programmers and clients to instantly 
associate their activity in concerning categories to carry out 
process interdependently or independently according to   the  
requirements and resources. 

TVS includes 

a) Outsource Activities-Those activities which include 
all external resources,external components,external behavior  
and resources other than usual which are or will affect our 
activities in near or far future.For Example:Power-
shortage,Politics,Rate ofInflamation etc 

b) Insider-Activities which can be completed within 
organization including manpower, resources, and 
Coordination.(internal resources) 

c) Dependent-Some insider and outsource activities 
cannot be completed without each other. These are the 
proportional activities which change with the variance of each 
other. 

For example:-Detail Marketing Plans sales tax,               
Bond   insurance etc 

For example:Clients,Distributors,advertisement etc. 

 
Fig. 2. Transparent view of scheduling 

V. MODALITIES WITH EXAMPLE 

A. As we already know that we have TVS classes as 
Inside,Outsider,Dependent which we abbreviated for our 
convenience in the following way. 
• Inside-In, 

• OutSource-Os, 

• Dependent-De 

B. Formal Model 
Figure.3 portrays how the activities are implicitly 

dependent on each other for resources. 

 
Fig. 3. Resource-Activity Relationship Model 

Definition 1: A keyword ‘Is’ is a set of activities which 
Include internal resources. 

Definition 2: A concept of activities C in a given schedule 
is Presented by a square vertex of the graph. 

Definition 3: A relation collection in a given domain R is a 
Set of related activities. It represented by arch of the graph. 

Definition 4: A graph of an activity relation G is a set of 
Vectors of the form (A, R) where A is activity Set and is a 
relation. 

Definition 5: An activity relation subgraph Gp is a 
subgraph of G. 

Definition 6: Keyword ‘Os’ is a set of activities belongs to 
outside resources. 

Definition 7: An activity-resource pair set RksetIsOs   is a 
set of activities of the form(Kis,Kos,Risos ) where Kis and Kos 
where Kis refers to Insider,Kos-Outsource Rqisos-is a relation 
between Ki and Ko. 

Definition 8:An activity-resource pair candidate set 
CRksetp is a set an activity-resource pair set and every Rqisos 
presents an arc of Gp . 

Definition 9:A result set U(Kis,Kos,Rqisos is the returned 
Dependency value when we correlate an the activity of 
CRksetp into TVS. 

C. Demonstration 
We are going to demonstrate how to classify activities and 

to get a correlation coefficient of ‘In’ and ‘Os’.In figure 3, 

TASKS 

WORKERS 

RISKS AMOUNT OF 
WORK 

DEADLINE 
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Activity classification below some of the activities is given 
which are analyzed and given 1 and 0 

1-For being an activity in particular category 

0-For non-existence of activity, in particular, category 

If both In and Os have 1s then the activity meant to be a 
Dependent activity. 

For example we can see in table 2‘Perform survey’is an 
Outsider activity so 1 appear in it while ‘Draft Design 
Documents ‘is an Insider activity so 1 appear in that column 
,even in ‘Create initial bill of materials’ is an In as well Os so it 
must be a De(dependent) activity related to each other with 
resources.A handful experience is needed in order to sort out 
and classify the activities. 

TABLE II. ACTIVITY CLASSIFICATION 

Activity Classification 
S.NO Name Of Activity Insider Outsider Dependent 
1 Activity In Os De 

2 Identify Focus group 
target 1 0 0 

3 Prepare Focus  Group 
Objectives 1 0 0 

4 Perform Focus Group 1 0 0 
5 Perform Survey 0 1 0 
6 Perform Analysis 1 0 0 

7 Create Market Research 
Finding 1 1 0 

8 Review Market 
Research Findings 1 0 0 

9 Develop Design 
Options 1 0 0 

10 Present Design Option 1 0 0 
11 Draft Design Option 1 0 0 

12 Design Document 
Reviews 1 0 0 

13 Final Design Document 1 0 0 

14 Develop Concept 
Model 1 0 0 

15 Reviews Concept 1 1 1 

16 Create Initial Bill Of 
Materials 1 0 0 

17 Develop Initial 
Prototype 1 0 0 

18 Revise Initial Prototype 1 0 0 
19 Test Prototype 1 0 0 

20 design Production 
Process 1 0 0 

21 Design Production 
Testing Process 1 0 0 

22 Design Quality 
Assurance Test 1 0 0 

23 Develop Market 
strategies 1 0 0 

24 Develop Initial 
Marketing Plan 1 0 0 

25 Final Marketing Plan 1 0 0 
26 Create Broacher’s 1 1 1 
27 Create Ads 1 1 1 
28 Create Commercials 1 0 0 

29 Production Plan Sign 
off 1 1 1 

30 Production 
Development Sign Off 1 1 1 

31 Project Management 
Activities 1 1 1 

VI. TESTING AND PERFORMANCE 

A. Pearson's Correlation Coefficient (PCC) 
It is a measure of the linear correlation (dependence) 

between two variables[3][5] Is and Os, giving a value between 
+1 and −1 inclusive, where 1 is total positive correlation, 0 is 
no correlation, and −1 is total negative correlations shown in 
Table 2 .PCC is useful in giving feasible, valid correlation 
value of In and Os. 

TABLE III. PEARSON CORRELATION TABLE 

Pearson Correlation Table 

Deviation Scores Deviation Squared Product of Deviation 
Scores 

Is-MI 
OS-
MO (Is-MI)2 (OS-MI)2 (Is-MI)-( Os-Mo) 

0.067 0.800 0.004 0.640 0.053 
0.067 0.800 0.004 0.640 0.053 
0.067 0.800 0.004 0.640 0.053 
0.067 0.800 0.004 0.640 0.053 
0.067 0.800 0.004 0.640 0.053 
0.067 0.800 0.004 0.640 0.053 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 

0.067 -
0.200 0.004 0.040 -0.013 
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-0.933 -
0.200 0.871 0.040 0.187 

-0.933 -
0.200 0.871 0.040 0.187 

MX: 
-0.933 

MY: 
-
0.200 

SUM: 
1.867 

SUM: 
4.800 

SUM: 
0.400 

B. Key 
a) Is: Is Values 
b) Os: Os Values 
c) MI: Mean of Is Values 
d) MO: Mean of Os Values 
e) Is – MI & Os – Mo: Deviation scores 
f) (Is – MI)2 & (Os – Mo)2: Deviation Squared 
g) (Is – MI)(Os – Mo): Product of Deviation Scores 

C. Result Details & Calculation 
Is Values 

∑ = 28 

Mean = 0.933 

∑(Is – MI)2 = SSI = 1.867 

Os Values 

∑ = 6 

Mean = 0.2 

∑(Os – Mo)2 = SSO = 4.8 

Is and Os Combined 

N = 30 

∑(Is – MI)(Os – MO) = 0.4 

R Calculation 

r = ∑((Is – MI)(Os – Mo)) / √((SSI)(SSO)) 

r = 0.4 / √((1.867)(4.8)) = 0.1336 

Meta Numeric (cross-check) 

r = 0.1336 

 
Depicting Correlation Graph 

Result clarifies that insider is not dependent on outsource 
And vice-versa. 

The value of R is 0.1336. Although technically a 
positive correlation, the relationship between variables is 
weak (nb. the nearer the value is to zero, the weaker the 
relationship).The value of R2, the coefficient of 
determination, is 0.0178. 

D. Performance Analysis 
a) First, the five text boxes represent the calculations 

that would be required if you were to calculate the R value in 
stages. 

b) Second, there is more than one way to calculate the R 
value, but these are all mathematically equivalent. 

c) Third, in the "Result Details & Calculations" box, 
you'll find what we've called a cross-check value, which is the 
R value calculated using an algorithm supplied by the Meta 
Numeric statistical library. This should be identical to the 
value that we've calculated. 

d) Forth, In the graph  Depicting Correlation also we 
showed you that as the result is zero means the Dependability 
between Insider and Outsider activities is not proved hence no 
correlation. 

e) Hence this experiment proved that how we can 
weight our activities as well classify them as dependent or 
independent 

VII. APPLICATION 
The concept can be useful to accurately correlate activities 

according to their nature which gives perfect 
scheduling/sequence to carry out in an organization.as well 
activities can be assigned independently or dependently to the 
team or individuals according to the requirements. 

PCC Result directly classifies the existence of activities  
correlation by computing  values  positive , negative and 
neutral.PCC result is represented in  graphical view  for 
enhanced perceptive of determining  dependent or independent 
activities. 

TVs model is efficient in communication among team 
leaders who are responsible for project modules .This also 
helps in controlling cost as usage of resources is clearly 
defined.The concept is useful in managing changes in 
schedules which become an easy job and it can adjust 
according to the environment, requirements and time.Project 
Schedule ,module’s responsibilities are simply assigned and 
allotted with a time limit for carrying out the project on time. 
TVs serves as a virtual model to track progress according to 
plan , measure  quality , cost control in real-time schedules. 
Project schedules can be structured in a hierarchical form 
which enables in easily identifying the relationship among   
activities. The  model portrays  flow of activities  and resources 
simultaneously  which assist in debugging errors. 

VIII. SUMMARY & CONTRIBUTION 
In the project scheduling, estimation of activity-resource is 

recorded and prioritize. We call the activity defining the 
resource and its relations among various activities.Here  the 
question arises is how to define the activity resource? Whether 
the relation should be activity -activity- resource? The answer 
is no. 

The paper proposes “TVS” activity-resource-activity 
correlation base scheduling since it takes an  advantage of 
activity-resource estimation and achieves whole correlation 
value of activities. Defining schedule of activity resource can 
be standardized by correlating them and weighing them. 
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Initially, we explore and procure activities according to 
essential resources, sort out and segregate Insider (dependent) 
and outsource(independent)activities by denoting with a value 
0 for existence and 1 for non-existence. 

Performing Dependency test on activities by using 
Pearson's Correlation Coefficient (PCC) to calculate the rate of  
relations among the ordered activities for similar resources. 

The Key idea in Project scheduling is the sequence of 
events according to their category Insider(Is),Outsider(Os) and 
Dependent(De).This paper presents a close view of complex, 
time-taking Project Scheduling activities , an approach through 
which many activities can be weighed accordingly and we can 
easily correlate the dependency. 

IX. FURTHER FUTURE WORK 
Project development, scheduling and various accurate 

operations can be improve and manipulate in future work. The 
transparent view of scheduling can lead to an era of automatic 
generalizing events and sequences of Project scheduling 
engrave with computations for accuracy. 
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Abstract—In this paper we present the advantages of the 
elliptic curve cryptography for the implementations of the 
electronic signature algorithms “elliptic curve digital signature 
algorithm, ECDSA”, compared with “the digital signature 
algorithm, DSA”, for the signing and authentication of H.264 
compressed videos. Also, we compared the strength and add-time 
of these algorithms on a database containing several videos 
sequences. 

Keywords—Elliptic curve cryptography; H.264; DSA (Digital 
signature algorithm); ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature 
Algorithm); Implementation 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The media industry has witnessed a phenomenal and 

unprecedented explosion in the recent decade. 
Communication, technology and media have transcended all 
boundaries, and the entire global community seems to have 
been brought together into one unified whole. Therefore in 
this era of evolving communication, different types of 
business related to media such as IPTV, Voice IP and 
videoconferencing, have also found solid grounds, these must 
be secured to protect privacy and to prevent from hackers [1]. 

Certain implementation security aspects of video are 
authentication, data integrity and confidentiality. 

Authentication is the act of verifying a claim of identity. 

Data integrity in information security means maintaining 
and assuring the accuracy and completeness of data over its 
entire life-cycle. This means that data cannot be modified in an 
unauthorized or undetected manner. 

Confidentiality is the property, that information is not 
made available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals, 
entities, or processes [2]. 

The multimedia information including video data has some 
special characteristics like high capacity, redundancy and high 
correlation among pixels which leads us to choose the type of 
video encoding on which we will work. This brings us to use 
H.264 given the advantage that provides this type as size 
standpoint and video quality [3]. 

In this paper we focus our work in the authentication 
aspect which is verified using the signature algorithms. We 
compare the implementation of the most known two signature 
algorithms DSA, digital signature algorithm, and ECDSA, 
elliptic curve digital signature algorithm [4]-[5]. 

As this type of data requires memory space, the process of 
electronic signature is not used directly on the video but rather 
on what we call the hash of this one. A hash function known 
also a one-way function is a cryptographic tool which produce 
a fixed size fingerprint regardless of the size of the input [4]. 

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Sect. 2, we recall properties and give some example of hash 
functions. In section 3 and 4, we describe the signature 
algorithms DSA and ECDSA. H.264 encoding is briefly 
described in section 5. Performance evaluation and 
comparative results of our implementation are given in detail 
in Sect. 6. Finally, some conclusions are made. 

II. HASH FUNCTION 
Cryptographic hash function plays an important role in the 

world of cryptography. They are employed in many 
applications for digital signatures, data integrity, message 
authentication, and key derivation. Secure Hash Algorithm 
(SHA-1) specifies which generates condensed of message 
called message digest. Hash functions takes a message of 
variable length as input and produce a fixed length string as 
output referred to as hash code or simply hash of the input 
message. The basic idea of cryptographic hash function is use 
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of hash code as compact and non ambiguous image of 
message from which latter cannot be deduced. The term non 
ambiguous refers to the fact that the hash code can be as it was 
uniquely identifiable with the source message. For this reason 
it is also called as digital finger print of the message. The hash 
functions [4]- [6] are classified into keyed and unkeyed hash 
function; the keyed hash functions are used in the Message 
Authentication Code (MAC) whose specification are dictates 
two distinct inputs a message and a secret key. The unkeyed 
hash function have there categories hash function based on 
block ciphers, modular arithmetic and customized hash 
function. The hash functions have one-way property; given n 
and an input M, computing H (M) =n, must be easy and given 
n, it is hard to compute M such that H(M)=n. The type of 
attacks are the collision attack (find two message M=M’ with 
H(M)=H(M’), the preimage attacks (given a random value  y , 
find a message  M  with  H(M)=y ) and the second preimage 
attack (given a message  M , find a message  M=M’  with  
H(M)=H(M’) [7]. 

The most common used family of hash functions are SHA 
and MD families. The SHA-1 is required for use with the 
digital signature algorithm as specified in Digital Signature 
Standard (DSS) and whenever a secure hash algorithm is 
required. Both the transmitter and intended receiver of a 
message in computing and verifying a digital signature uses 
the SHA-1 [7]-[8]. It is necessary to ensure the security of 
digital signature algorithm, when a message of any length is 
input, the SHA produces m bits output called Message Digest 
(MD). The MD is then used in the digital signature algorithm. 
Signing the MD using the private key rather than the message 
often improved efficiency of the process because the MD is 
usually much smaller than the message. The same MD should 
be obtained by the verifier using the user public key when the 
received version of the message is used as input to SHA. 

In the recent years much progress has been made in the 
design of practical one-way hashing algorithms which is 
efficient for implementation by both hardware and software. 
Noteworthy work includes the MD family which consist of 
three algorithms MD2, MD4, MD5 [9]-[10]-[11]-[12]. In our 
work we are interested of MD5 [11]-[12], which is the most 
adapted hash function in the authentication and signature of 
video data. Let begin by a brief description of MD5 which is 
developed by Ron Rivest, a much more detailed description 
can be found in RFC 1321 [11]. MD5 works by first padding 
the message until it is a multiple of 512 bits long. Padding is 
done as follows: 

1) Append a '1' bit to the message. 
2) Append '0' bits until the message is 64 bits shorter than a 

multiple of 512 bits. 
3) Append a 64-bit representation of the message's original 

length. 
The state of MD5 is kept in four 32-bit words, A, B, C, 

and D, all of which are initialized to magic constant values. 
MD5 processes the message in 512-bit blocks. As we process 
the ith block of message, we update Ai-1, Bi-1, Ci-1, and Di-1 
to Ai, Bi, Ci, and Di. The output of MD5, a 128 bit value, is 
the final state of A, B, C, and D concatenated. For each block 
of message, we have four rounds of updates. Each round 

updates one of the four 32-bit words A, B, C, or D four times. 
(For a total of sixteen updates per block of message.) Initially 
on each round, AiAi1, Bi Bi1, etc. Each of the updates is 
something similar to Ai Bi+(Ai+F (Bi; Ci; Di)+Mi+Ti <<< 
s), where F is a function, Mi is the ith block of the message, 
and Ti and s are magic constants. (The symbol <<< means 
\rotate left".) At the end of each round, we finish by updating 
all of the values one last time, namely: Ai Ai + Ai-1, Bi 
Bi + Bi-1, etc. 

The maximum security depends on the length of message 
digest generated by the hash functions which is limited by the 
size of input to the algorithm. It also shows how the 
modification is done with satisfying the properties like 
compression, preimage resistance, and collision resistance. 
The simulation results show that proposed scheme provides 
better security than the existing one, in figure 1 we illustrate 
the diagram of a general hash function. 

 
Fig. 1. Diagram of the hash function 

III. DIGITAL SIGNATURE ALGORITHM 
Digital signature is a mechanism by which a message is 

authenticated which means proving that a message is 
effectively coming from a given sender, much like a physical 
signature on a paper document. For instance, let suppose that 
Alice wants to digitally sign a message to Bob. To do so, she 
uses her private-key to encrypt the message; she then sends 
the message along with her public-key (typically, the public 
key is attached to the signed message). Since Alice’s public-
key is the only key that can decrypt that message, a successful 
decryption constitutes a Digital Signature Verification, and 
meaning that there is no doubt that it is Alice’s private key 
that encrypted the message [13]. 

The DSA was proposed in August 1991 by the U.S. 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and 
became a U.S. Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS 
186) in 1993. The FIPS 186 standard is also referred to as the 
Digital Signature Standard (DSS). The DSA was the first 
digital signature scheme accepted as legally binding by a 
government. The algorithm is a variant of the ElGamal 
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signature scheme. It exploits small subgroups in  ℤ𝑝∗  in order 
to decrease the size of signatures. The key generation, 
signature generation, and signature verification procedures for 
DSA are given next. 

DSA key generation. Each entity A does the following: 

1. Select a prime q such that 2159 <q< 2160.  
2. a 1024-bit  prime number  p  with the property that  q | 

p-1.  (The DSS mandates that  p  be a prime such that  
2^{511+64t} < p < 2^{512+64t}  where 0 ≤ t ≤ 8 then  
I  is a  I  prime.) 

3. Select an element ℎ ∈  ℤ𝑝∗  and compute  𝑔 =
ℎ𝑝−1|𝑞 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝  repeat until g ≥ 1.  ( g  is a generator of 
the unique cyclic group of order q  ∈   ℤ𝑝∗ ) 

4. Select a random integer x  in the interval  [1; q-1].  
5. Compute  y =  gxmod p 
6. The public key is (p; q; g; y); And the private key is x. 

DSA signature generation. To sign a message 

 m,   A  does the following: 

1. Select a random integer k in the interval [1; q-1].  
2. Compute r =  �gkmod p�mod q 
3. Compute  𝑘−1mod q 
4. Compute s =  k−1 {h(m) +  xr} mod q where h is the 

Hashed message. 
5. If s = 0 then go to step 1. (If s = 0, then 𝑠−1 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞 does 

not exist; 𝑠−1 is required in step 3 of signature 
verification.) 

6. The signature for the message m is the pair of integers 
(r; s).  

DSA signature verification. To verify A's signature 

 (r; s)  on  m , B should: 

1. Obtain an authentic copy of A's public key (p; q; g; y). 
2. Verify that r and s are integers in the interval [1; q-1]. 
3. Compute 𝑠−1 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞 and h (m). 
4. Compute 𝑢1 = ℎ(𝑚)𝑤 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞 and  𝑢2 = 𝑟𝑤 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞 
5. Compute v =  �g{u1} g{u2} mod p�mod q. 
6. Accept the signature if and only if v = r. 
Since r and s are each integers less than q, DSA signatures 

are 320 bits in size. The security of the DSA relies on two 
distinct but related discrete logarithm problems. One is the 
discrete logarithm problem in ℤ𝑝∗  where the number field sieve 
algorithm [4] applies; this algorithm has a sub exponential 
running time. More precisely, the running time of the 
algorithm is O(exp (c + o(1))(ln p)1/3(ln (ln p))2/3) , 
where𝑐 ≅ 1,923 , and ln (n) denotes the natural logarithm 
function. If p is a 1024-bit prime, then the precedent 
expression represents an infeasible amount of computation; 
thus the DSA is currently not vulnerable to this attack. The 
second discrete logarithm problem works to the base g given 
p, q, g, and y, find x such that 𝑦 ≡ 𝑔𝑥 (𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝). For large p 
(e.g., 1024-bits), the best algorithm known for this problem is 
the Pollard rho-method [4]-[6], and takes about  �𝜋 𝑞/2    (2) 
steps. If  𝑞 ≈ 2160,  then the expression (2) represents an 
infeasible amount of computation; thus the DSA is not 

vulnerable to this attack. How- ever, note that there are two 
primary security parameters for DSA, the size of  p and the 
size of q.  Increasing one without a corresponding increase in 
the other will not result in an effective increase in security. In 
figure 2, we illustrate the digital signature process. 

 
Fig. 2. Digital signature process 

IV. ELLIPTIC CURVE DIGITAL SIGNATURE ALGORITHM 

A. Elliptic Curve Cryptography 
The theory of elliptic curves is deep and an enormous 

amount of research has been done on elliptic curve 
cryptography during the past twenty years or so. Therefore, it 
is impossible to present an extensive review of the field here 
and only subjects which are the most relevant are discussed in 
the following. Interested readers are referred to [14], for 
example, for further information. 

All elliptic curve cryptosystems are based on an operation 
called elliptic curve point multiplication which is defined as Q 
= kP   where k  is an integer and  Q  and P are points on an 
elliptic curve. A point is represented with two coordinates as 
(x, y). The reason why elliptic curve point multiplication is 
used in cryptosystem is that it is relatively easy to compute but 
its inverse operation called elliptic curve discrete logarithm 
problem, that is finding k if P and Q are known, is considered 
impossible to solve with present computational resources if 
parameters are chosen correctly. Thus, elliptic curve discrete 
logarithm problem can be compared, for example, to integer 
factorization problem which is used in the popular RSA 
cryptosystems [4]. There is, however, a notable difference 
because sub-exponential algorithms for solving elliptic curve 
discrete logarithm problem are not known and, therefore, key 
lengths can be shorter than in RSA. Elliptic curve point 
multiplication is computed by using two principal operations; 
namely, point addition and point doubling. Point addition is 
the operation  𝑃3 = 𝑃1 + 𝑃2 where 𝑃𝑖   are points on an elliptic 
curve. Point doubling is the operation 𝑃3  =  2P1 . In this 
design, point multiplication is computed with the so-called 
Montgomery’s ladder. Elliptic curves used in cryptosystems 
are defined over finite fields denoted by 

GF(q) where q is the number of elements in the field. It is 
commonly preferred especially in hardware implementations 
to use binary field 𝐺𝐹(2𝑚)s where an element of the field is 
presented with m bits. In this design, the field  𝐺𝐹(2163)   is 
used and it is constructed by using normal basis. Arithmetic 
operations are computed as follows: 

• Addition a + b is computed with a bitwise exclusive-or 
(XOR). 
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• Multiplication a × b  is computed as presented by 
Wang et al. in [15]. This multiplier structure is referred 
to as Massey-Omura multiplier in the paper [16]. 

• Squaring 𝑎2   is simply a cyclical rotation of the bit 
vector representing a. 

• Finding an inverse element 𝑎−1   such that 𝑎−1𝑎 = 1 is 
performed as suggested by Itoh and Tsujii in [17] and it 
is called henceforth Itoh-Tsujii inversion. One Itoh-
Tsujii inversion requires 9 multiplications and 162 
squarings if m = 163. 

Point representation with two coordinates as (x, y) is 
referred to as the affine coordinate representation. When 
points are represented in affine coordinates, both point 
addition and point doubling require inversion in 𝐺𝐹(2𝑚) . 
Inversion is by far the most expensive operation and, thus, it is 
advantageous to trade inversions for multiplications. This can 
be done by representing points with projective coordinates as 
(X, Y, Z); that is, with three coordinates. Mappings between 
these two representations are performed as (x, y, 1) and (X/Z, Y 
/Z). As can be seen, the mapping from affine to projective 
coordinates does not require any operations but the mapping 
from projective to affine coordinates requires two 
multiplications and one inversion. Using projective 
coordinates is very advantageous because point additions and 
point doublings can be performed without inversions and the 
total number of inversions in elliptic curve point 
multiplication is therefore one. A very efficient algorithm for 
computing (1) on elliptic curves over 𝐺𝐹(2𝑚) was presented 
in [18] by Julio Lopez and Ricardo Dahab. The authors of [18] 
shows that it suffices to consider only the x-coordinate and the 
y-coordinate can be recovered in the end [18]. This leads to a 
very efficient algorithm with projective coordinates. Point 
addition (𝑋3,𝑍3) = (𝑋1,𝑍1) + (𝑋2,𝑍2)  can be computed as 
follows: 

𝑍3 = (𝑋1𝑍2 + 𝑋2𝑍1)2,𝑋3 = 𝑥𝑍3 + 𝑋1𝑍2𝑋2𝑍1           (2) 
where x is the x-coordinate of the base point P. The cost of 

point addition is four multiplications, two additions and one 
squaring. Point doubling  (X3, Z3)  = 2(X1, Z1)   is even 
simpler 

𝑋3 = 𝑋14 + 𝑎6𝑍14, 𝑍3=𝑋12𝑍12                                      (3) 
where 𝑎 6 is a fixed curve parameter. Thus, point doubling 

costs two multiplications, four squarings and one addition. 
The y-coordinate is recovered in the end by 

computing  𝑥1 = 𝑋1/𝑍1   and  𝑥2 = 𝑋2/𝑍2  and then by 
using the formula: 

𝑦1 =
(𝑥1 + 𝑥)((𝑥1 + 𝑥)(𝑥2 + 𝑥) + 𝑥2 + 𝑦)

𝑥
+ 𝑦    (4) 

where (x, y) is the base point P. This can be computed with 
one inversion, ten multiplications, six additions and one 
squaring. 

B. ECDSA 
ECDSA is a standard of ANSI, IEEE, and NIST, among 

others. The following description is based on Johnson and 
others’ presentation in [19]. The algorithm operates so that 
first the user, who is commonly called Alice or A for short, 

generates two keys, private and public, by performing a key 
pair generation procedure. Then, she publishes her public key. 
Alice signs a message by performing a signature generation 
procedure after which she sends both the message and the 
attached signature to the receiver who is called Bob, or B for 
short. Bob can verify the signature on the message by first 
getting Alice’s public key and then by performing the 
signature verification procedure. Key pair generation, 
signature generation and signature verification are consider in 
the following sections. 

Key Pair Generation. 

Private and public key for an identity A is generated as 
follows: 

𝑑 ∈𝑅 [1, n −  1] Q = dG                (5) 
Where 𝑑 ∈𝑅 [1, n −  1] means that d is an integer selected 

at random from the interval [1, n −  1]. The integer d is A’s 
private key and Q  is A’s public key. The computation of (5) 
requires generation of one random integer and computation of 
one elliptic curve point multiplication. 

Signature Generation. 

In order to generate a signature for a message M  the 
identity A computes 

           𝑘 ∈𝑅 [1, n −  1] r  = [kG]x  (mod n)e  
                                        = H(M)s 
                                        =  𝑘−1 (e + dr) (mod n)        (6) 

A’s signature on M is (r, s). The notation [kG]x denotes the 
x-coordinate of the result point of  kG . Notice that A uses 
his/her private key d in the signature generation. Thus, other 
identities cannot produce the same signature without knowing 
d. Signing a message requires generation of one random 
integer, computation of one elliptic curve point multiplication 
and one hashing. In addition, modular inversion, addition and 
multiplication are required. 

Signature Verification. 

Identity B verifies A’s signature  (r, s)  on the message  M  
by computing 

e = H(M)w  
  = 𝑠−1(𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛)𝑢1 
  = ew (mod n) 𝑢2 
  = rw (mod n) v 
  = [𝑢1𝐺 +  𝑢2𝑄]𝑥 (mod n)              (7) 

where Q  is A’s public key and thus known by B. If  v = r, 
B accepts the signature, otherwise (s)he rejects it. Verification 
requires one hashing and two elliptic curve point 
multiplications which are combined with a single elliptic 
curve point addition. Modular inversion and two 
multiplications are needed, as well. 

V. H.264/AVC COMPRESSED VIDEO 
An H.264 video encoder is mainly comprised of motion 

estimation, motion compensation, intra frame prediction, 
discrete cosine transformation, quantization and entropy 
encoding [20]. Figure 3 shown block diagram of H.264 
Encoder. The brief overview of H.264 block is as follows. 
Encoder has intra prediction mode, which removes spatial 
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redundancy from the frame. The feedback path of the decoder 
module is an access point, which is used to decode intra 
predicted frame correctly. It works on different intra mode to 
remove spatial redundant data from the reference frame. 

 
Fig. 3. Diagram block of H.264 encoder 

Depending on the H.264 profile, different types of frames 
such as I-frames, P-frames and B-frames, may be used by an 
encoder. An I-frame, or intra frame, is a self-contained frame 
that can be independently decoded without any reference to 
other images. The first image in a video sequence is always an 
I-frame. I-frames are needed as starting points for new viewers 
or resynchronization points if the transmitted bit stream is 
damaged. I-frames can be used to implement fast-forward, 
rewind and other random access functions. An encoder will 
automatically insert I-frames at regular intervals or on demand 
if new clients are expected to join in viewing a stream. The 
drawback of I-frames is that they consume much more bits, 
but on the other hand, they do not generate many artifacts. A 
P-frame, which stands for predictive inter frame, makes 
references to parts of earlier I and/or P frame(s) to code the 
frame. P-frames usually require fewer bits than I-frames, but a 
drawback is that they are very sensitive to transmission errors 
because of the complex dependency on earlier P and I 
reference frames. A B-frame, or bi-predictive inter frame, is a 
frame that makes references to both an earlier reference frame 
and a future frame. 

In the figure.4, we give a sequence example of I, B and P 
frames. 

 
Fig. 4. Sequence of I, B and P frames 

An H.264 encoder generated up to 50% fewer bits per 
second for a sample video sequence than an MPEG-4 encoder 
with motion compensation. In figure 5 the H.264 encoder was 
at least three times more efficient than an MPEG-4 encoder 
with no motion compensation and at least six times more 
efficient than Motion JPEG. 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of Bit rate of different encoders 

VI. EXPERIMENTALS RESULTS 
In this section we give the results of the comparison we do 

between DSA and ECDSA used for the signing of large 
number of H.264 video. We use MATLAB on a 64-bit Intel 
Core I7-4500U CPU 2.4 GHz, 6 G RAM machine to 
implement DSA and ECDSA signatures generation scheme 
and to test their performances. Our results are given below. 
Experimental results are given in this section to demonstrate 
the benefit of using the ECDSA based on the elliptic curve 
cryptography. These benefits can being seen in the gain of the 
time and the smallest size of the key in the implementation.  
We used DSA and ECDSA  to sign the hashing output of 
some H.264 videos. Here below we give some results of our 
experimental results. 

A. Comparison of the speed of hash function 
We start by selecting the appropriate hash function to use 

for the videos signing. For this purpose we have compared the 
speed of the implementation of the most commonly used hash 
functions. There are several techniques in which are based the 
construction of hash functions. For example include the SHA-
1 function. The choice of the hash function for the signature 
depends on the nature of the document to be signed. In the 
figure.6 we compare the speed of the main existant hash 
functions. For the rest and for signing the videos with real 
time constraint we used the MD5 function view the advantage 
that provides this function with respect to speed. 

 
Fig. 6. Speed of secure hash functions 
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B. DSA vs ECDSA 
In the table I below given by NIST, we give a comparison 

of the key size between DSA and ECDSA for a given level of 
security. We can see that the key size is very small in the case 
of ECDSA over DSA which can be an advantage in 
applications where we have real-time and memory constraints. 

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF THE KEY SIZE 

Security 
(bit) DSA –Size of the key  

ECDSA-Size of the key 

80 
 
112 
 
128 
 
192 
 
256 

1024 
 
2048 
 
3072 
 
7680 
 
15360 

160 
 
224 
 
256 
 
384 
 
512 

   

In the figure 7 we illustrate the time to break DSA and 
ECDSA depending on the size of the key. 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of time to break DSA and ECDSA 

We also compare the speed and space that requires the 
hardware implementation of both electronic signing protocols 
in figure 8 below we can see the advantage of using ECDSA. 
If we implement our algorithms using VLSI cores, whether in 
relation to the space used in number of gates or speed, 
ECDSA differs greatly from its rival DSA. 

 
Fig. 8. Hardware comparison of space and time of DSA and ECDSA 

Also in the figures 9, 10, 11 and 12, below we show the 
difference in the shape of histograms in the case of two H.264 
videos using in the first two figure fig.9 and fig.10 the DSA 
protocol and the other two figures fig.11 and fig.12 the 
protocol ECDSA. We can notice the difference in scope 
between the two cases of the presented histograms which is 
due to reduced key size. 

 
Fig. 9. Histogram of hashing and signed video 1 with DSA 

 
Fig. 10. Histogram of hashing and signed video 2 with DSA 

 
Fig. 11. Histogram of hashing and signed video 1 with ECDSA 
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Fig. 12. Histogram of hashing and signed video 2 with ECDSA 

We also compared the time of the signature process in 
second of these two algorithms depending on the size for a 
library containing a large number of H.264 videos. The speed 
of ECDSA over DSA is clearly denoted in figure 13 despite 
the growth in the size of the videos. 

 
Fig. 13. Comparison of timing signing scheme- DSA vs ECDSA 

VII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we compare the performance of two famous 

methods for electronic signing DSA and ECDSA in order to 
sign H.264 videos. We studied their speed, the number of 
gates used in the hardware implementation and the 
histograms’ distribution of the some signed and hashed videos 
by MD5 function in the cases of these two algorithms. 
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Abstract—Most of the information retrieval (IR) models rank 

the documents by computing a score using only the 

lexicographical query terms or frequency information of the 

query terms in the document. These models have a limitation as 

they does not consider the terms proximity in the document or 

the term-mismatch or both of the two. The terms proximity 

information is an important factor that determines the 

relatedness of the document to the query. The ranking functions 

of the Spectral-Based Information Retrieval Model (SBIRM) 

consider the query terms frequency and proximity in the 

document by comparing the signals of the query terms in the 

spectral domain instead of the spatial domain using Discrete 

Wavelet Transform (DWT). The query expansion (QE) 

approaches are used to overcome the word-mismatch problem by 

adding terms to query, which have related meaning with the 

query. The QE approaches are divided to statistical approach 

Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) and semantic approach P-

WNET that uses WordNet. These approaches enhance the 

performance. Based on the foregoing considerations, the 

objective of this research is to build an efficient QESBIRM that 

combines QE and proximity SBIRM by implementing the 

SBIRM using the DWT and KLD or P-WNET. The experiments 

conducted to test and evaluate the QESBIRM using Text 

Retrieval Conference (TREC) dataset. The result shows that the 

SBIRM with the KLD or P-WNET model outperform the 

SBIRM model in precision (P@), R-precision, Geometric Mean 

Average Precision (GMAP) and Mean Average Precision (MAP).  

Keywords—Information Retrieval; Discrete Wavelet 

Transform; Query Expansion; Term Signal; Spectral Based 

Retrieval Method 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many ranking functions or similar functions such as Cosine 
and Okapi do not take into consideration the query terms 
proximity. proximity-base ranking functions based on the 
supposition, when the query terms closeness to each other, the 
document becomes more relevant to the query [1].The 
document that contains the query terms in one sentence or 
paragraph is more related than the document, which includes 
the query terms that far from each other. In a document, the 
closeness of the query terms is a significant factor as much as 
their frequency that must not ignore in the information retrieval 
(IR) model. 

The Spectral-Based Information Retrieval Model (SBIRM) 
ranks the documents according to document scores that 
combine the frequency and proximity of the query terms [2].  It 
compares the terms of the query in the spectral domain instead 

of the spatial domain to take proximity in consideration 
without computing many comparisons. It creates a signal for a 
term, which maps the term frequency and position into the 
frequency domain and time domain respectively. To score the 
documents in SBIRM, compare the query terms spectrum that 
obtained by performing a mathematical transform such as 
Fourier Transform (FT) [3], Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 
[4] or Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [5]. 

The conventional IR model lexicographic matches the 
query terms with the documents collection. In natural 
language, two terms can be lexicographically different 
although they are semantically similar. Therefore, directly 
matching the user query, which can include terms that are not 
present in documents leads to failure to retrieve the related 
documents that have other words with the same meaning. The 
query expansion (QE)  approaches overcome vocabulary 
mismatch issues and enhance the performance of the retrieval 
by expanding the query with additional relevant terms without 
users' intervention. The query is expanded by subjoining either 
statistically related terms to the terms of the original query or 
semantically related terms chosen from some lexical database. 
Some statistical QE approaches in [6, 7, 8, 9] and semantic QE 
approaches in [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] expand a query 
outperform IR model that ignores the proximity. 

This research aims to design a QESBIRM that can retrieve 
the document relevant to the query terms using a proximity 
base IR model and QE techniques. This model combines two 
models: first, the SBIRM model using the DWT  [5] that takes 
the proximity factor in its ranking function, and second, the 
statistical QE and semantic QE which overcomes vocabulary 
mismatch. With this merging, one can benefit from proximity 
ranking function and extend the query with more informative 
terms to enhance the performance of the IR model. 

A thorough literature review will be presented along with a 
discussion of the proposed model in section two of this paper. 
The experiment is described in section three followed by 
results analysis. The conclusions and suggestions for future 
work will are outlined at the end of the paper. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Proximity-Base Information Retrieval Model 

The proximity-base Model assumption is based on the fact 
that the document is extremely relevant to the query when the 
query terms occur near to each other. It uses spatial location 
information as a new factor to compute the document score in 
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information retrieval rather than touching the surface of the 
document by counting the query terms. The shortest substring 
retrieval model is one of the proximity-base Model proposed 
by Clarke in [18]. In this model, the document scores based on 
the shortest substring of text in the document that matches the 
query. This is done by creating a data structure called a 
Generalized Concordance List (GCL). These GCLs contain the 
query terms position in the document. This model does not 
consider term frequency in the documents when computing the 
document score although it is an important factor. It also takes 
long query time to create GCL and do not compute the score to 
the document that contains one term. 

In the fuzzy proximity model [19], the document score is 
computed using the fuzzy proximity degree of the query terms 
appearance.  The drawbacks of this model are that all the query 
terms have to occur in the document. If one query term does 
not occur or query terms are away from each other more than 
closeness parameter, the document score becomes zero. In 
addition, the model does not consider the frequency of the 
query term in the document. 

Some research combines the proximity information to 
frequency scoring function [20, 21, 22]. The proximity IR 
model [20, 21] does not improve the performance significantly 
while the BM25P model [22] improves the performance but it 
is sensitive to the window size. 

The Markov Random Field model considers Full 
Independence, Sequential Dependence, and Full Dependence 
between query terms but it is also sensitive to the window size 
[23]. 

In the proximity model, each query term positions is 
compared with the other query terms to calculate the document 
score. Subsequently, the comparisons number grows 
combinatorially if the query terms number grows [24, 25, 26]. 
This problem was overcome in SBIRM [2] by comparing the 
terms of the query in the domain of the spectral. In addition, 
the previous proximity models measure the proximity of the 
query terms only in specific region or window while SBIRM 
measures the proximity of the query terms in the whole 
document. 

Briefly, the SBIRM steps are: first, the term signal is 
created. Then, the term signals transform into term spectra by 
using a spectral transform. After that, all terms spectral signal 
in is stored in each document. Next, the query terms signal is 
retrieved for every document. Finally, the document score is 
obtained by combing the spectra of the query terms. In the 
spectral domain, the query term frequency and position are 
represented by magnitude and phase values. 

Park et al. [3] used the FT in SBIRM model. This model 
called Fourier Domain Scoring (FDS). Unfortunately, the FDS 
has a large index storage space [27]. To overcome this 
problem, the SBIRM use the DCT to perform document 
ranking [4] .The SBRM high precision still achieved by this 
model. The frequency information is extracted from the signal 
as a whole using the FT and DCT transforms. 

Many data mining problems use the Wavelets transform as 
efficient and effective solutions [28] because it has properties 
[29] such as multiresolution decomposition structure. 

Therefore, Park and others used the DWT in SBIRM [5]. The 
DWT in document ranking is able to concentrate at different 
resolutions on the signal portions [5].The signal is break into 
wavelets of different scales and positions, so that it can analyze 
the patterns of the terms in the document at various resolutions 
(whole, halves, quarters, or eighths). 

Using the signal concept as representation model with 
DWT led to improvement in the performance of text mining 
tasks like document clustering [30], document classification 
[31, 32, 33] and recommender system on Twitter [34]. 

B. Automatic Query Expansion Approaches 

In respect of information retrieval application, there is a 
long history for the QE. The experimental and scientific 
reached by this application reached to maturity especially in 
laboratory settings like Text Retrieval Conference (TREC). 
The QE is a process of broadening the query terms using words 
that share statistical relationships or meaning with query terms. 
Usually, the queries consist of two or three terms, which are 
sometimes not enough to understand the expectations of the 
end user and fail to express topic of search. Various approaches 
used to expand the query over IR model that ignore the 
proximity information.  Some of this approaches use an 
external resource or use target corpus or both. 

The target corpus approaches is classified to local and 
global. The global approaches analyze the whole corpus to 
explore terms that co-occurred. When the terms co-occurs 
frequently with query term, they are consider as related terms. 
One of the global approaches constructs automatically in the 
indexing stage and named as co-occurrence thesaurus. On the 
other hand, the local approaches use the top relevant 
documents of the initial search results. The global approaches 
are less effective than local because they relies on the 
collection frequency features but are irrelevant with the terms 
of the query [10]. 

The latent semantic indexing (LSI) is classified as global 
approach [35]. It computes the singular value decomposition of 
the term-document matrix to replace the document features 
with smaller new features set. This new generated features are 
then used to expand the query. The Rocchio’s is one of the 
sample Local approaches [36]. It expands the query with the 
top relevant documents terms that re-weights by sum weights 
of that term in all top relevant documents. Rivas and other are 
well known to enhance the performance of the IR using 
Rocchio’s with the biomedical dataset  [37]. The limitation of 
this approach is the term weight that reflects the significance of 
that term to the entire collection instead of its usefulness to the 
user query. Local approaches based on distribution analysis, 
which distinguishes between useful expansion terms and bad 
expansion terms by comparing  the appearance in relevant 
documents with the query with that in all documents. In other 
words, the score of the appropriate expansion term becomes 
high when its frequency is high in relevant documents 
compared with the collection. One of this statistical 
comparative analysis approach uses a chi-square variant to 
select the pertinent terms [8]. On the other hand, The 
Robertson Selection Value approach Uses Swets theory [7]. 
Carpineto et al. [6] proposed an effective approach that 
depends on the terms probability distributions in the related 
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documents and in the corpus. In average, the Kullback-Leibler 
divergence (KLD)  performance outperforms the previous 
expansion approaches based on distribution analysis when 
applied to selecting and weighting expansion terms [6]. Amati 
[9], calculates the divergence between the distributions of the 
terms using Bose-Einstein statistics (Bo1) and the KLD. In a 
different study [39], the KLD gave a good performance 
compared with the Bo1. 

The Local context analysis (LCA) [38] is a local approach 
base on co-occurrence analysis. It computes term co-
occurrence degree with whole query terms using co-occurrence 
information of the top-ranked documents. Pal and Mandar [39] 
proposed newLCA that tries to improve LCA [39]. The 
Relevance Models (RM1) is another co-occurrence approach 
[40]. The LCA, newLCA and RM1 sometimes do not  perform 
at the expected level. 

The external resource approaches use esources such as 
Dictionaries, Thesaurus, WordNet, Ontology and other 
semantic resources [10]. Many of the works have concentrated 
on the use of WordNet to improve the IR performance. Many 
studies extended the query using all synonyms contained in a 
synset which contains query terms [11, 41, 42].The rest of 
other approaches set all synonyms of the synset, which contain 
query terms as CET. They then use the word sense 
disambiguate (WSD) approach to determine the right sense 
synsets. Finally, they consider the synonyms of the right sense 
synsets as expansion terms. Giannis and others use the most 
common sense WSD approach [12]. Recently, Meili et al. [14] 
used the synonym of the synsets that has the same parts-of-
speech with query term to extend each query terms. Fang [15] 
used the Jaccard coefficient to expand the query using 
synonyms of the synset that contain query terms and have high 
overlap between its glosses and the query terms glosses. Tyar 
and Then [16] proposed considering the glosses of the 
Synonyms, Hypernyms and Hyponyms synsets in the Gloss 
overlap WSD that using Jaccard coefficient. The drawback of 
these approaches are usually sensitive to WSD and the 
expansion terms independently of the content of the corpus and 
query [10]. 

The target corpus and external resource approaches first, 
use corpus as a source of candidate expansion terms (CET). 
Then, compute semantic similarity score of this CET with 
query terms using WordNet.  Finally, it add the terms, which 
have a high score to the query. The semantic similarity 
measure in [17] using edge base counting approaches while in 
[13], the gloss overlap approach is used. The drawback of edge 
base counting approach is that it measures semantic similarity 
between two terms only if they have the same part of speech. 

C. Query Expansion and Proximity-Based Information 

Retrieval Model 

Park [3] expands the query using the Rocchio approach 
over the FDS model. The precision of the expanded query over 
the FDS model is less than the FDS without expansion [2]. 
Audeh [43] studied the effect of the QE on the proximity base 
IR. He uses LSI and WordNet synonyms to extend the query 
over fuzzy proximity model. The experiment showed an 
inadequate performance of the QE approaches over the fuzzy 
proximity model. The WordNet synonyms low performance 

can be improved by taking only the right sense instead of all 
query terms synonyms while the LSI can be improved by 
considering enough number of pseudo-documents. The fuzzy 
proximity model is high selectivity model. For some queries; it 
got less than five documents. Unlike these papers, the current 
study use better proximity base IR model and good 
performance query expansion approach. Over the BM25P He 
et al. [22] expanded the query using KLD QE approach that 
sometimes leads to a degraded performance. The performance 
of the MRF model improves by expanding the query using 
RM1 approach [44]. Unlike these papers, the current work uses 
better proximity base IR model and good performance query 
expansion approach. 

III. ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED MODEL 

The QESBIRM used in this work retrieves more relevant 
documents to the query by using good performance proximity 
model (SBIRM) and expands it with semantic relevant terms 
that overcome the mismatch problem. This is achieved by 
finding semantic similar term using on average the best 
distribution approach (KLD), the best target corpus and 
external resource approaches (P-WNET), and finally 
combining these approaches. 

The proposed model is composed of two stages: text 
preprocessing and indexing stage; and processing query stage. 
The text preprocessing and indexing stage consist the 
following steps: 

Text preprocessing, create term signals, apply weighting 
scheme on the term signal, apply wavelet transform on the 
signal and create an inverted index. It is all done in offline 
mode. The processing query stage steps are as follow: first, 
preprocessing the query. Second, apply weighting scheme on 
the query term. Third, retrieve query terms transformed signal. 
After that, compute the documents Scores. Then, the retrieved 
top ranking documents are sent to automatic query expansion 
model to extract the related terms as expansion features. 
Finally, the new query is sent to the spectral-based retrieval 
model to retrieve the final rank documents. The model 
architecture is shown in Fig. 1. In the following paragraphs 
more details on each model steps is provided. 

D. Text Preprocessing 

The text preprocessing is an essential part of any text 
mining application. At this stage, a combination of four 
common text-preprocessing methods were used: tokenization, 
case folding, stop word removal and stemming [2, 31]. First, 
the tokenization step, which is the task of converting a raw text 
file into a stream of individual tokens (words) by using spaces 
and line breaks and removing all punctuation marks, brackets, 
number and symbols [31]. 

Next, the case folding step which involves converting the 
case of every letter in the tokens to a common case. Usually, 
the lower case is the common case [2]. The following Stop 
Word Removal step ignores many terms that are not useful 
such as and, a, and the, in the English language because they 
are very common. If they are used in a query, nearly all of the 
documents in the set would return because every document 
would contain these words. If they are included in the index, 
the term weight would be very low. 
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Fig. 1. General Architecture of a proposed model 

Therefore, these terms are ignored. By doing this the terms 
number contained in the document set lexicon is reduced. 
Therefore, the amount of processing done by the indexer also 
reduces [2]. Finally, the Stemming step converts each term to 
its stem by removing all of a term's prefixes and suffixes [2]. 
The information retrieval model applies a stemming process in 
text preprocessing because it makes the tasks less dependent on  
particular forms of words. It also reduces the size of the 
vocabulary, which might otherwise have to contain all possible 
word forms [31]. In general, porter2  is the best overall 
stemming algorithm [45]. 

E. Term signals 

Rather than mapping a document to a vector that contains 
the count of each word, the SBIRM maps each document into a 
collection of term signals.  

The term signal, introduced by [3], it is a vector 
representation that displays the spread of the term throughout 
the document. It shows the term occurrences number in 
specific partitions or bins within the document. 

  To create the signal of the term first, divide the document 
into an equal number of bins. Then, represent the term t signal 
in document d using (1): 

 ̃   = [ ̃        ̃     ...  ̃       ] (1)

where  ̃      is the number of times term t occurred in bin b 

in document d. 

For example, document d is divided into eight bins (B=8) 
and they contain two terms "computer" and "data".  
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Fig. 2. shows how the term signal creates for the terms 
"computer" and "data". As shown in Fig. 2, "computer" two 
times occurs in    , one time in      , and two times in      ; 
"data" occurs one time in      , one time in     , three times 
in     . The term signals for "computer" and "data " are shown 
in (2). 

 ̃          = [0,0,0,2,0,1,0,2]   ̃       = [1,0,1,0,0,3,0,0]     (2)

F. Weighting Scheme 

In the index stage, once the term signal created for each 
term in the corpus, the weighting scheme should apply to 
minimize the impact of highly common terms or high 
frequency terms in documents [4]. The BD-ACI-BCA 
weighting scheme was chosen as document weighting scheme 
in this experiments, which is shown to be one of the best 
methods [46]. In term signals, to apply this weighting scheme, 
the need to modify it to weigh the term signal instead of 
weighing the term in the document like Vector Space Model. 
In this work, it is applied to each signal component considering 
each bin as separate document [4]. 

       =
           

  
 (3)

Where        and        is the weight of term t and 

occurrence number of term t in bin b in document d 
respectively. 

   =(1-s)+s.
   

        
        (4) 

Where s is the slope parameter (0.7),     is the document 
vector norm and          is the average of the documents 
vector norm in the collection. 

     =1+        (5)

Where      is the term t occurrence number in document d   

In query stage, the following BD-ACI-BCA scheme using to 
weighting the query term [5]: 

      = (1 + log (    )) log (1 +    /   ) (6)

Where      and      are the weight and the frequency of the 

term t in query q, respectively,    is the documents number, 
which term t occurrence in,    is the large value of   for all t. 

G. Signal Transform 

Different signal levels resolution provide by DWT. The 
DWT is a sequence of high-pass and low-pass filters. The 
HWT can be described by high-pass filter (wavelet 

coefficients) is [  √       √ ] . While the low-pass filter 

(scaling function) is [  √      √ ] as appears in Fig. 3[5, 47]. 

For example, let  ̃   = [3, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0] is the term t 

signal in document d when perform HWT. The Signal 

Transform will be W. ̃   =[ 
 

√ 
, 

 

√ 
, 

 

√ 
, 

 

√ 
, 

 

√ 
, 
  

√ 
, 

 

√ 
, 0]. 

The terms positions at many resolutions appear in the 
transformed signal. Each transformed signal component 
provides term occurrences information in the specific location. 
In the first component, (5/√8) show that there are five term 
appears. The term occurrence three times in the signal first half 
more than the second half as in the second component. There is 
two more term appearance in the first quarter than the second 
quarter. As the fourth component appears, there is one more 
term appearance in the third quarter than in the fourth quarter. 
The signal eighths compare in the next four components. 

H. Inverted index 

An inverted index can created to store the word vectors. In 
this model, the words in each document were represented as: 

              (7)

Where y is the non-zero bins component,   is the bin 
number and   is the spectral value of bin    [3]. 

I. The Document Score 

 
Fig. 2. Haar wavelet transform 

The SBRM [2], [5] compute the document score by using 
the phase and magnitude information of the query terms 
transform signal. The phase describes the proximity 
information while the magnitude value of the component 
describes the term frequency. To compute the score of the 
document, let the transformed signal of the query term t in the 

document d where a number of components B is  ̃    

[                         ] . First, for every spectral component,  

the magnitude and phase, defined by equation (8) and (9) are 
respectively calculated. 

         |       |                                                    (8) 

and the phase which defined as 

For each weighted term signal x in each 

document d 
Repeat 

     n ← number of elements in x 

     Compute half of x as n/2 

     Initialize i to 0 

     Initialize j to 0 

     Set temp to empty list  

     Set result to empty list  

     While j < n–3  

            temp[i] = (x[j] + x[j+1]) / √  

             temp[i+half] = (x[j] – x[j+1]) / √   

             i ← i + 1 

             j ← j + 2  

       temp[i] = (x[n–2] + x[n–1]) / √    

       temp[i+half] = (x[n–2] – x[n–1]) / √   

       result ← second have of temp 

       x ← first have of temp  

   Until number of elements in x = 1 
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                                                               (9) 

Then, for each component the zero phase precision is 
calculated using equation (10) 

  ̅    |
                        

  
| (10)

where q is the query terms and #(q) is the number of the 
query tokens. The components phases that have zero 

magnitudes ignores in the zero phase precision ( ̅   ) because 

these phase values mean nothing. After that, the score is 
computed using equation (11): 

        ̅               (11) 

Finally, the components scores are combined to obtain the 
document score: 

    ‖ ̃ ‖  (12) 

where  ̃  [                    ] and ‖ ̃ ‖  is the    norm 

compute by: 

 ‖ ̃ ‖   |     |
    

    (13) 

J. Kullback-Leibler divergence Query Expansion Approach 

Carpineto et al. [6] proposed interesting query expansion 
approaches based on term distribution analysis. They used the 
KLD concept [48]. The distributions variance between the 
terms in the top relevant documents collection that is obtained 
from the first pass retrieval using the query and entire 
document collection is the base of the scoring function. The 
query expands with high probability terms in the top related 
document compared with low probability in the whole set. The 
KLD score of term in the CET are computed using the 
equation: 

    ( )    ( )     
  ( )

  ( )
 (14)

Where   ( ) is the term t probability in the top relevant 
documents R, and   ( ) is the term t probability in the corpus 
C, given by the following equations: 

   ( )  
        

            
 (15)

   ( )  
        

            
 (16)

Where     is the term t frequency in document d. 

K. P-WNET Query Expansion approach 

The scoring function of the P-WNET approach considers 
three parameter [13]. First, the semantic similarity between t 
and   using WordNet gloss overlap. Second, the t’s rareness in 
the corpus. Finally, the similarity score of the top relevant 
document that contains t. 

        
=

     

      
      

   (17) 

Where     
is the number of common term between t and    

definitions and    is the number of terms in t definitions. 

      =max(0.0001,      
        

      
)  (18)

                   s(t,  )=        
         (

   (   )

          (    )
)     (19) 

 S(t)= 
 (    )

   (    )
     (20) 

L. Reweight scheme 

After adding the expansion terms to the authentic query 
term, the new query must be reweighed. One of the best 
reweighing schemes is the scheme that is derived from KLD or 
P-WNET. The weight of the new query is computed using the 
following equation [13]: 

     ( )    
     ( )

           ( )
   

      ( )

            ( )
 (21) 

 

Fig. 3. The example of create the term signals 
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Fig. 4. The text preprocessing and indexing stage steps 

Where w_orig (t) is the weight of the term t in the original 
query that normalized using the maximum query terms weight. 
The Score(t) is the KLD score or P-WNET score of the term t 
that also normalized using the maximum the terms score in the 
top document. The steps that are used in the Text preprocessing 
and indexing stage and the query processing stage appear in 
Fig. 4 and 5 respectively. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

In this work, python language is used to program the 
proposed information retrieval model. The TREC dataset was 
used for the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) in 
Philadelphia, USA. The documents set is the Associated Press 
disk 2 and Wall Street Journal disk 2 (AP2WSJ2 ) which 
consist of 154,443 documents. The query set is the queries 
number from 51 to 200 from TREC 1, 2, and 3. Queries, which 
also called ‘topics’ in TREC, have special SGML mark-up tags 
such as narr, desc and title.  

Only the queries title field used contain in average 2.3 word 
length. Relevance judgments are also part of the TREC 
collection. In fact, the relevance judgment is marked each 
document in the documents set as either irrelevant or relevant 
with every query. 

To examine the performance of the QESBIRM, two 
experiments were conducted using the data set. The first 
experiment was for SBIRM model, and the second experiment 
was for QESBIRM that used KLD, P-WNET expansion 
approach. 

The retrieval performance of the QE approach is affected 
by two parameters. One of the parameter is the top ranked 
documents number that known as pseudo-relevance set. The 
second is the informative expansion terms number that, add to 
the query. The parameters set to D=10 and T=20, 40, 60 
respectively, which perform a good improvement base on the 
studies in [6, 10, 13]. 

V. RESULTS 

As see in Fig.6 and 7 and Table 1, the SBIRM using KLD 
or P-WNET improve the performance of the SBIRM. Main 
reasons behind this are the mismatch issues. It is concluded 
that the hybrid approach used in this work, i.e. SBIRM using 
KLD and P-WNET produces high performance in retrieve 
more relevant document by considering the proximity and 
expand the query. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This research studies the impact of extending the query by 
adding statistical and semantic related terms to the original 
query terms on proximity base IR model. This is done by 
combining the SBIRM model with KLD or P-WNET. The 
QESBIRM using KLD, P-WNET were tested and evaluated. 
The experiment results show that the QESBIRM using KLD 
and P-WNET approach outperformed the SBIRM in precision, 
GMAP and MAP metric. 

Recommended future work is to investigate the impact of 
the other QE approaches and combine KLD and P-WordNet in 
the SBIRM proximity base IR. It is also of interest to evaluate 
the model developed with samples written in other languages 
like Arabic. Another possible research direction is to discover 
the performance of other proximity base retrieval models with 
extending the query using QE approaches. Finally, the 
semantic features can use in text mining models such as text 
classification and clustering that consider the proximity. 

TABLE I. THE PERFORMANCE RESULTS OF THE SBIRM AND QESBIRM 

 

Approach 
P@10 P@15 P@20 

Map 

 

G-

MAP 

R-

precion 

SBIRM  0.439 0.421 0.406 0.232 0.111 0.270 

SBIRM with 

KLD 
(D=10,T=60) 

0.465 0.447 0.421 0.244 0.113 0.271 

SBIRM with 

KLD 
(D=10,T=40) 

0.469 0.448 0.430 0.249 0.115 0.277 

SBIRM with 

KLD 
(D=10,T=20) 
 

0.467 0.438 0.422 0.252 0.114 0.281 

SBIRM with 

P-WNET 

(D=10,T=60) 

0.459 0.436 0.422 0.251 0.119 0.284 

SBIRM with 

P-WNET 

(D=10,T=40) 

0.472 0.444 0.422 0.245 0.117 0.277 

SBIRM with 

P-WNET 

(D=10,T=20) 

0.467 0.44 0.423 0.942 0.119 0.281 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For every d document in the data set 

      For each term t in document d  

 create term signal 𝑓𝑑 𝑡 

 weight the signal ω 𝑑 𝑡 

 Transform the signal (ζ 𝑑 𝑡) =Spectral 

Transform (ω 𝑑 𝑡) 

 Stored the Transformed signals in an 

inverted index. 
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1) For each query term t   Q 

 Retrieve inverted list 𝐼𝑡 containing Transforming term signals {ζ   𝑡, ζ   𝑡, ..., ζ 𝑑 𝑡} 

2) Compute the score for each d document in set using Transform signal (
𝑑 𝑡

). 

a) For each magnitudes of the spectral component 
𝑑 𝑡 𝑏

   ζ 𝑑 𝑡 

i. Calculate the magnitudes of the signal component using (8) 

ii. Calculate the unit phase of the signal component  using (9) 

iii. In the spectra of the word signal , For each b component  

A. Calculate the Zero phase precision using (10) 

B. Compute the score of the component as (11) 

𝑠𝑑 𝑏 = ᶲ𝑑 𝑏  𝑤𝑞 𝑡𝐻𝑑 𝑡 𝑏𝑡  𝑄  

b) Combine component score to obtain document score using (12) 

3) Sort the document base on the document score. 

4) Select top D retrieved documents. 

5) CET list that contains all unique terms of top k retrieved documents. 

6) Compute the KLD or P-WNET score for each term in CET equation using (14, 20) respectively. 

7) Select T top score terms expansion terms from CET. 

8) Add expansion terms to the original query to formulate the new query. 

9) Re-weight the new query. 

 Repeat step 1, 2 and 3 with the new query. 

Fig. 5. The query processing stage steps 

Fig. 6. Comparison of the SBIRM and KLD over the SBIRM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison of the SBIRM and P-WNET over the SBIRM 
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Abstract—This paper proposes a hybrid steganographic ap-
proach using the least significant bit (LSB) technique for
grayscale images. The proposed approach uses both LSB match-
ing (LSB-M) and LSB replacement to hide the secret data
in images. Using hybrid LSB techniques increase the level of
security. Thus, attackers cannot easily, if not impossible, extract
the secret data. The proposed approach stores two bits in a
pixel. The embedding rate can reach up to 1.6 bit per pixel. The
proposed approach is evaluated and subjected to various kinds
of image processing attacks. The performance of the proposed
algorithm is compared with two other relevant techniques; pixel-
value differencing (PVD) and Complexity Based LSB-M (CBL).
Experimental results indicate that the proposed algorithm out-
performs PVD in terms of imperceptibility. Also, it significantly
outperforms CBL in two main features; higher embedding rate
(ER), and more robust to most common image processing attacks
such as median filtering, histogram equalization, and rotation.

Keywords—Steganography; LSB matching; LSB replacement;
Embedding capacity; Imperceptibility

I. INTRODUCTION

These days data transmission on the digital communica-
tions via the internet confronts a wide range of security is-
sues [1], [2], [3]. Consequently, powerful digital techniques are
needed to protect data during its transmission on the internet.
One of the great interest solutions used to protect data is
steganography [4], [5], [6]. Steganography is the art of invisible
communication by hiding a secret message in a digital cover
media such as images [7], [8], text [9], audio [10], video [11]
and network traffic [12], without being dubious [13], [14].
Because digital images have a great deal of redundant data,
there has been an increased interest in utilizing them as cover
media for steganographic purposes [15], [16].

Image steganographic algorithms can be classified in terms
of the embedding domain into two main classes: spatial domain
and frequency domain-based algorithms [17], [18]. Spatial
domain-based algorithms conceal secret message straightfor-
wardly in the intensity of pixels of an image, while in
frequency domain-based algorithms, the image is firstly trans-
formed into its frequency domain and secret message is then
concealed in the transform coefficients [19], [20].

LSB replacement is one of the most well-known methods
in the spatial domain [21]. In this method, a secret data is em-
bedded into a cover image by replacing the LSBs of the cover
image pixels with secret data bits to get the stego image [22],
[23]. For a cover image, LSB replacement increases the even
pixels by one or abandons them unaltered, while it decreases

the odd pixels by one or leaves them unchanged [24]. Due to
the feeble sensibility of the human visual system (HVS), the
presence of the embedded secret data cannot be perceptible.
The quality of the stego image presented by LSB replacement
may not be tolerable if a large amount of LSB is to be
used in the embedding process. As a case, a stego image can
accomplish as low as 31.78 dB of the PSNR by utilizing LSB-4
replacement [25]. Numerous credible steganographic methods
have been devised for LSB replacement method [26].

LSB matching (LSB-M) method was proposed in [27],
which is also called ±1 embedding [28]. In this scheme,
the pixel value of the cover image is increased or decreased
randomly by one when the secret bit is not equal to the
LSB of the cover image pixel [5]. The LSB-M changes
both the histogram of an image and the correlation between
adjacent pixels and this helps steganalysis methods to attack
this method [29].

In [18], the authors proposed a method called Complexity
Based LSB-M (CBL). The method employs the strategy of
adaptivity and the use of LSB-M in order to increase the se-
curity against attacks. CBL uses a local neighborhood analysis
for determination of secure locations of an image and then it
uses LSB-M for the embedding purpose.

In this paper, a hybrid approach using both LSB-M and
LSB replacement methods is proposed. The approach is an
improvement over the CBL method in order to increase both
the embedding capacity and the robustness. The proposed
approach stores two bits of the secret bits in a pixel. One bit
is stored in the seventh bit using LSB-M technique; the other
bit is stored in the eighth bit using LSB replacement tech-
nique. Thus, the maximum embedding capacity is increased to
double (1.6) bits per pixel (bpp) compared to CBL maximum
embedding capacity (0.8). This approach does not produce
any distortions to be suspected by unauthorized observers
and yields lower computational costs in its embedding and
extraction processes. Moreover, it provides more robustness
against most image processing attacks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section II a number of LSB-M based algorithms are repre-
sented. In Section III the embedding and extracting procedures
for the proposed algorithm are presented. Experimental results
and comparisons between the algorithm and other related
algorithms are presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions
and future directions are given in Section V.
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II. RELATED WORKS

The literature is worth of the contributions in the field of
LSB steganography. The work in [30] proposed pixel-value
differencing (PVD) method. The main idea behind PVD is to
use the difference of two consecutive pixels of a grayscale
image to hide data. In their method, a pixel-value differencing
is used to distinguish between edge areas and smooth areas.
Consequently, the capacity of embedded data in edge areas
is higher than that of smooth areas. Recently, to enlarge the
embedding efficiency on PVD method, a lot of methods were
proposed by combining PVD and LSB replacement methods,
such as [31], [32], [33]. With a slight alteration to the original
PVD technique, the side match technique which is based
on the correlation of a pixel with its neighboring pixels has
additionally been evolved. In [34], the authors presented 2, 3
and 4-sided side match methods by using the correlation of a
target pixel with its 2, 3, and 4 neighboring pixels.

Dissimilar to LSB replacement and LSB-M, LSB matching
revisited (LSB-MR) uses a pair of pixels as hidden unit
instead of one pixel [21]. This method uses grayscale cover
images. The embedding process is performed on a cover pixel
pair (gi, gi+1) at a time to embed a secret bit pair (bi,
bi+1). The corresponding stego pixel pair (g′i, g′i+1) can be
obtained by keeping gi and gi+1 unaltered, or by increasing
or decreasing them by one. The method used the function
y = f(gi, gi+1) = LSB(bgi/2c + gi+1) to evaluate whether
or not the pixel values gi and gi+1 need alteration. However,
on average, the embedding rate (bpp) for both LSB-M and
LSB-MR is about 1 bpp, which is poor. A generalized LSB-
M scheme (G-LSB-M) was proposed in [35] to generalize the
method in [21]. To enhance the level of security of both LSB-
M and G-LSB-M, a content adaptive method was proposed
in [36]. In this method, if the secret bit does not match the LSB
of corresponding cover image pixel, the decision of alteration
direction is not arbitrary and is attempted to have the best
correlation with the neighboring pixels. In [37], an approach
called (ALSBMR) used LSB-MR with adaptive embedding.

In [18], the authors proposed LSB-M adaptive steganogra-
phy algorithm called Complexity Based LSB-M (CBL). They
used an 8-neighborhood of a pixel to determine the complexity
region for embedding data in that region. They used LSB-M
to embed data. The drawback of CBL algorithm is the low
embedding capacity where it can not embed more than one bit
in a pixel. This drawback is overcome in the proposed work
by using LSB-M and LSB replacement techniques to increase
the embedding capacity.

In [38], the authors proposed a data hiding algorithm based
on interpolation, LSB substitution, and histogram shifting. In
this work interpolation is used to adjust embedding capacity
with low image distortion, the embedding process is then
applied using LSB substitution and histogram shifting meth-
ods. In [39], the LSB substitution is improved by using a bit
inversion technique. In this work secret data is hidden after
compressing smooth areas of the image losslessly, resulting in
fewer number of modified cover image pixels. A bit inversion
technique is then applied where certain LSBs of pixels are
modified if they occur in a particular pattern. In [40], a semi-
reversible data hiding method which employs interpolation and
LSB substitution is proposed. Interpolation is first used to scale
up and down the cover image before hiding secret data to

achieve high embedding capacity with low image distortion.
Then, embedding is done using the LSB substitution method.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Embedding capacity, visual quality of stego image (im-
perceptibility), efficiency regarding execution time and the
security level (robustness) are four primary criteria that are
utilized to evaluate the performance of the steganographic
scheme. The proposed algorithm uses both LSB-M and LSB
replacement to address these criteria. An adaptive algorithm
that is a modification to CBL approach [18] is proposed.
Details of embedding and extraction phases are presented in
the next lines.

A. Embedding phase

In the embedding phase, the algorithm embeds two bits
in the pixels that have complexity value equal or more than
a threshold value. One bit is embedded using LSB-M in the
seventh bit from the left; another bit is embedded using LSB
replacement in the least significant bit. The embedding phase
is illustrated in the diagram shown in Fig. 1.

Start 

Initialize PRNG 

seed, CI and CCI 

Create a seven-bit secondary 

image  

Calculate the complexity 

Compute the threshold value T 

Embedding procedure using both 

LSB-M and LSB replacement 
Secret data 

End 

Stego image SI

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the embedding phase

The proposed embedding algorithm is based on CBL algo-
rithm [18]. Step 2 and step 5 in CBL algorithm were modified
to achieve more capacity. In step 2, the least significant bit
is removed and only the first seven bits are used to create the
secondary image. In step 5, both LSB-M and LSB replacement
are used to embed two bits of the secret data in the selected
pixels. The proposed embedding algorithm is described in the
following steps.
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Step 1. Initialization: In this step, number of variables are
initialized as follows:

Set PRNG seed
CI ← cover image
CCI ← copy of cover image
[M,N ] ← dimensions of cover image

where PRNG is a pseudo random number generator, PRNG
is initialized by a seed, which is a number that have to be
selected and shared between the sender and the receiver.

Step 2. Secondary image formation: In this step, the least
significant bit of each pixel in CI is removed and only the
first seven bits are used to create the secondary image. This
image will be used to compute the complexity values of
pixels in the next step. Using the secondary image helps the
receiver to get the same complexity value [18]. The following
routine creates this image.

for each pixel CI(x, y) do
r ← random number ∈ [0, 1]
CI(x, y) = bitshift(CI(x, y),−1)
if CI(x, y) is odd then

if r ≤ 0.5 then
CI(x, y)← CI(x, y) + 1

else
CI(x, y)← CI(x, y)− 1

end if
end if

end for

where bitshift function will shift the pixel bits to the right,
so it will remove the least significant bit. For example, if the
pixel value is (215)10 = (11010111)2, then the pixel value
after the shifting process will be (1101011)2 = (107)10.

Step 3. Pixel complexity computation: The complexity
of each pixel is computed by adding absolute values of
differences of the pixel with its neighbors as follows [18]

Complexity(x, y) =
1∑

i=−1

1∑
j=−1

|CI(x, y)−CI(x+ i, y + j)|

(1)

Figure 2 shows the neighborhood of pixel CI(x, y). The
complexity value is an indication of the type of region that the
pixel belongs to; edge or smooth region. Where more data can
be embedded in edge regions without creating any suspicion.
A high complexity value indicates the pixel is located in an
edge region, while a low value indicates the pixel is located in a
smooth region. Examples of cover images and their complexity
values are illustrated in Fig. 3.

)1,1( −− yxCI
!

),1( yxCI −
!

)1,1( +− yxCI
!

)1,( −yxCI
!

),( yxCI
!

)1,( +yxCI
!

)1,1( −+ yxCI
!

),1( yxCI +
!

)1,1( ++ yxCI
!

Fig. 2. 8-neighbors of pixel CI(x, y)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 3. Cover images (left) and their octonary-complexity values (right)

Step 4. Threshold computation: Complexity values of
pixels are compared with a threshold; values greater than or
equal to threshold indicate an edge region, and smooth region
otherwise. To calculate threshold value, the number of pixels
to be embedded (NP ) must be computed using NP = SB/2,
where SB refers to the total number of embedded secret bits.
The threshold value T is chosen to make sure that at least
NP of the pixels are complex. The following routine shows
how T is computed.

t◦ ← 127
n← 0
L:
for each pixel Complexity(x, y) do

if t◦ ≥ Complexity(x, y) then
n← n+ 1

end if
end for
if n < NP AND t◦ 6= 0 then

t◦ = t◦ − 1
go to L

else
T = t◦

end if

where t◦ is a temporary value of threshold, which starts with
the maximum value of the seven-bit pixel.

Step 5. Embedding: In this step, the secret data are embed-
ded using LSB-M and LSB replacement techniques. Two bits
are embedded in each selected pixel; the first one is embedded
using LSB-M as in CBL but in the seventh bit, the second bit
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is embedded in the least significant bit using LSB replacement.

The following pseudocode presents the embedding proce-
dure, where s is the string of message bits and SI is the stego
image.

The last four lines of the algorithm present the proposed
modification on this step. The selected pixel value of the
secondary image is converted to seven bits binary by using
dec2bin function and stored in conca. One of the secret bits
is concatenated to the seven bits in conca by using strcat
function and stored in emb. Finally, the eight bits in emb are
converted to decimal value by using bin2dec function and the
resulting value is stored in SI .

set PRNG
n← 0
for each pixel CI(x, y) do

r ← random number ∈ [0, 1]
if CI(x, y) = 0 OR Complexity(x, y) < T then

SI(x, y)← CCI(x, y)
else

if CI(x, y) mod 2 6= s(n) then
if r ≤ 0.5 then

SI(x, y)← CI(x, y)− 1
else

SI(x, y)← CI(x, y) + 1
end if

end if
n← n+ 1
conca← dec2bin(SI(x, y), 7)
emb← strcat(conca, s(n))
SI(x, y)← bin2dec(emb)
n← n+ 1

end if
end for

B. Extraction phase

The extraction phase is the same as embedding in the first
four steps, except that the stego image SI is used instead of
the cover image to create the secondary image and compute
the complexity, and a copy of stego image CSI is created to
be used in the extraction step. Figure 4 shows the flow diagram
of the extracting phase.

After the first four steps are done, the extraction step
works by extracting the two least significant bits of each pixel
that is labeled as complex. The following pseudocode presents
the extraction routine, where mod 4 is used to extract the
two least significant bits as a decimal number, the dec2bin
function is used to convert the decimal number back to two
binary bits, which are stored in s.

n← 0
for each pixel SI(x, y) do

if SI(x, y) 6= 0 AND Complexity(x, y) ≥ T then
sec← CSI(x, y) mod 4
s(n : n+ 1)← dec2bin(sec)
n← n+ 2

end if
end for

Start 

Initialize PRNG 

seed, SI and CSI 

Create a seven-bit secondary 

image  

Calculate the complexity 

Compute the threshold value T 

Extracting procedure Extracted data 

End 

Fig. 4. Flow diagram of the extraction phase

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

Here, experimental results are presented to demonstrate the
performance of the proposed algorithm. Several grayscale test
images of size 512 × 512 were used from [41], [42]. Sample
of these images is shown in Fig. 5.

Generally, the steganographic algorithms can be evaluated
by two benchmarks; the embedding rate and the impercepti-
bility (or the quality of the stego image). The embedding rate
(ER) is defined as the number of secret data bits that can be
embedded per pixel, it can be calculated as [43], [44]

ER =
SB

M ×N
(bpp) (2)

where SB refers to the total number of embedded secret
bits, M and N are the width and height of the cover image,
respectively. To gauge the imperceptibility or the quality of the
stego image, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is used. A
high PSNR value indicates a high similarity between the stego
and cover images, while a low value demonstrates the opposite.
PSNR can be computed as [30], [45]

PSNR = 10 log10
MAX2

MSE
(dB) (3)

where MAX is the maximum value of the pixel intensity,
e.g., MAX = 255 for 8-bit grayscale images. MSE is the
mean square error, defined as

MSE =
1

M ×N

M−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

(CI(i, j)− SI(i, j))
2 (4)

Figure 6 shows stego images for five cover images using the
proposed algorithm. The PSNR values range between 47.77dB
and 48.13dB when the embedding rate is 0.8 bpp, and between
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(a) Airplane (b) Boat (c) Goldhill (d) Jet (e) Lena

(f) Mandrill (g) Peppers (h) Splash (i) Tank (j) Zelda

Fig. 5. Sample test images used in the experiments

44.93dB and 45.09dB when the embedding rate is 1.6 bpp.
However, in all cases, there is no distortion to be aware of by
the human eye.

To evaluate the proposed approach, a comparison was
conducted with other approaches: PVD [30] and CBL [18].
Table I presents this comparison, where four embedding rates
(0.3, 0.5, 0.8 and 1.6 bpp) were used for each method, and the
PSNR average is calculated for the 10 test images.

TABLE I. IMPERCEPTIBILITY AND ER COMPARISON BETWEEN THE
PROPOSED APPROACH AGAINST PVD [30] AND CBL [18]

Approach ER (bpp) PSNR average (dB)

PVD

0.3 49.72
0.5 47.30
0.8 44.81
1.6 41.83

CBL

0.3 56.16
0.5 53.95
0.8 51.94
1.6 –

Proposed

0.3 52.24
0.5 50.00
0.8 47.97
1.6 45.06

Since CBL cannot embed 1.6 bpp, the corresponding PSNR
value is left as (–). It is noticeable that the proposed algorithm
in all test images and embedding rates provides better imper-
ceptibility values than PVD. Moreover, compared to CBL, the
approach provides double embedding rate. However, average
PSNR values are less; this is because CBL only embeds one
bit per pixel, while the approach embeds two bits.

To further evaluate the proposed approach, the stego images
were subjected to different kinds of image processing attacks,
namely JPEG 2000 lossy, sharpening, Gaussian noise, median
filter, contrast enhancement, Gaussian filter, histogram equal-
ization, and rotation. Table II shows the average bit correct rate
(BCR) [46] of the watermarks after applying these attacks at
embedding rate 0.8 bpp. It is worth mentioning that the BCR

can be computed using

BCR =
L−

∑L
i=1 OB ⊕ EB

L
(5)

where OB is the original bit and EB is the extracted bit of
the watermark. L is the length of the watermark.

The obtained results show that the proposed algorithm
is more robust than CBL against median filtering, histogram
equalization and rotation attacks. BCR values after applying
JPEG 2000 lossy, sharpening, Gaussian noise and contrast
enhancement were similar. All BCR values are low (between
0.48 and 0.63) because the attacks change the secondary image
of stego image.

TABLE II. AVERAGE BCR COMPARISON AFTER IMAGE ATTACKS
BETWEEN THE PROPOSED APPROACH AND CBL [18]

Attack CBL Proposed

JPEG 2000 lossy 0.50 0.50
Sharpening 3× 3 0.50 0.50
Gaussian noise (0,0.001) 0.50 0.50
Median filter 3× 3 0.52 0.63
Contrast Enhancement 0.50 0.50
Gaussian filter 3× 3 0.50 0.48
Histogram equalization 0.50 0.54
Rotation 35◦ 0.53 0.58
Rotation 75◦ w/auto-crop 0.53 0.58

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, by considering the significance of the em-
bedding efficiency of steganographic algorithms, a hybrid
approach is proposed for data hiding with high capacity and
robustness. The proposed approach is a modification to CBL
to achieve more embedding capacity. The proposed approach
uses both LSB-M and LSB replacement techniques to conceal
secret data in the least significant two bits of the pixel values.
Thus, the proposed approach can achieve more embedding
capacity than CBL, which only embeds secret data in the least
significant bit of pixel values.

The maximum embedding rate achieved by the proposed
approach is 1.6 bpp, which is double of the capacity achieved
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(a) Lena (b) PSNR=47.93 (c) PSNR=44.98

(d) Peppers (e) PSNR=47.94 (f) PSNR=45.06

(g) Mandrill (h) PSNR=48.13 (i) PSNR=45.09

(j) Splash (k) PSNR=47.77 (l) PSNR=44.93

(m) Zelda (n) PSNR=47.83 (o) PSNR=45.02

Fig. 6. Cover images (left), stego images with ER=0.8 bpp (middle), and
ER=1.6 bpp (right)

by CBL. By comparing the proposed approach to PVD and
CBL, the imperceptibility over PVD is improved, embedding
capacity is also improved over CBL, without distorting the
stego images. The watermarks in the approach are more robust
than CBL when subjected to some common attacks.

Since the approach is based on CBL algorithm, future
plans include proposing a new algorithm that achieves a higher
embedding rate than what is accomplished (1.6 bpp), and
improve the imperceptibility.
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel high speed clustering
scheme for high-dimensional data stream. Data stream clustering
has gained importance in different applications, for example,
network monitoring, intrusion detection, and real-time sensing.
High dimensional stream data is inherently more complex when
used for clustering because the evolving nature of the stream data
and high dimensionality make it non-trivial. In order to tackle
this problem, projected subspace within the high dimensions and
limited window sized data per unit of time are used for clustering
purpose. We propose a High Speed and Dimensions data stream
clustering scheme (HSDStream) which employs exponential mov-
ing averages to reduce the size of the memory and speed up
the processing of projected subspace data stream. It works in
three steps: i) initialization, ii) real-time maintenance of core and
outlier micro-clusters, and iii) on-demand offline generation of
the final clusters. The proposed algorithm is tested against high
dimensional density-based projected clustering (HDDStream) for
cluster purity, memory usage, and the cluster sensitivity. Experi-
mental results are obtained for corrected KDD intrusion detection
dataset. These results show that HSDStream outperforms the
HDDStream in all performance metrics, especially, the memory
usage and the processing speed.

Keywords—Evolving data stream; high dimensionality; pro-
jected clustering; density-based clustering; micro-clustering

I. I NTRODUCTION

The exponential growth in data mining and clustering is
an apparent result of the Internet penetration and the use of
the network applications. Network applications have become
an integral part of our daily life, whether it is related to the
academic, research, health care, finance, business, or public
service domains.
Data sources are monotonically increasing from past few
decades. Additionally, the technological developments in data
sensing systems (sensor networks) have resulted in a real-time
data with large number of attributes. The large volume of the
data together with its high dimensionality has motivated the
research in the area of high dimensional data mining and explo-
ration. Data stream is a form of data that continuously evolves
reflecting the real-time variation in volume, dimensionality,
and correlation. In recent years, a large amount of streaming
data, such as network flows, wireless sensor networks data and
the multimedia streams have been generated. Analyzing and
mining of real-time streaming data have become a hot research
topic [1], [2], [3]. Discovery of the patterns hidden in the
streaming data imposes great challenges for cluster formation,
especially in high dimensional data. By definition, a cluster

is a collection of objects which are similar between them
and are dissimilar to the objects belonging to other clusters.
Data stream clustering algorithms are used to get important
information from these streams in real-time. These algorithms
search for the clusters that contain streaming objects with
a certain degree of similarity across all dimensions. Stream
clustering algorithms have special challenges that do not face
most other clustering techniques. Storage and time limits are
critical for clustering algorithms to perform a fast single-
pass over that stream data. In addition to this, the evolving
nature of the stream, requires the clustering algorithm to be
highly adaptive to the new patterns. Generally, there are two
types of stream clustering algorithms: full dimensional and
projected or preferred dimension streaming algorithms. Clus-
tering applications in various domains often have very high-
dimensional data; the dimension of the data being in the tens,
hundreds or thousands, for example, in network streaming, web
mining and bioinformatics, respectively. It is often require to
focus on a certain subset of dimensions rather than the full
dimension space because it requires less memory and render
fast processing. In addition to the high dimensionality, real-
time high-speed evolution makes it more intractable. Clustering
such high-dimensional high-speed datasets is a contemporary
challenge. Clustering algorithms must avoid the curse of
dimensionality but at the same time should be computationally
efficient. Some applications that generate data streams include:
telecommunication (call records), network operation centers
(log information from network entities), financial market (stock
exchange), and day to day business (credit card, automated
teller machine (ATM) transactions, etc). In a high dimensional
dataset, among many features some attributes can be expected
to be irrelevant for any given object of interest. Irrelevant
attributes can obscure clusters that are clearly visible when we
consider only the relevant subspace of the dataset. Therefore,
clusters may be meaningfully defined by some of the available
attributes only. The irrelevant attributes interfere with the
efforts to find targeted clusters. This problem is become more
intensive in streaming data, because it requires a single scan of
the data to find the useful attributes for describing a potential
cluster for the current object. Moreover, streams are impulsive
and the discovered clusters might also evolve over time. High
dimensional streaming data clustering is more challenging than
the high density or high dimensional data. Among various
challenges in clustering high dimensional streaming data [4],
following two are the focuses of this paper:
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• Processing speed: Data streams arrive continuously,
which requires fast and real-time response. The clus-
tering algorithm needs to have processing speed
(which comes from low complexity) such that it can
handle the speed of data streams in the limited time.

• Memory usage: Large data streams are generated
rapidly which need an unlimited memory. Therefore,
the clustering algorithm must be optimized for realistic
memory constraints.

In this paper, we introduce a novel tuple structure to summarize
the high speed high dimensional data stream. This structure not
only speed up the process but also requires less memory. Our
clustering technique also modifies weights in some definitions
of HDDStream, namely, the micro-cluster variance, projected
dimensionality, projected distance, and projected radius. In
terms of experimental results, we compare our scheme with
HDDStream for cluster purity, memory usage, and cluster’s
sensitivity.
Notations:
Vectors and matrices are represented by bold letters, other
notations are explained below:
R Set of real numbers
N Set of natural numbers
C Dataset
N Window size
ǫ Radius threshold
D Dataset used in initialization phases
α Exponential weighted average constant
β Outlier threshold
µ Number of points threshold
ξ Variance threshold
ψj jth preferred dimension
π Projected dimensionality threshold

II. RELATED WORK

In the last few years many research works have been done
on high-dimensional data clustering and evolving data streams
clustering. There are extensive research works on clustering
algorithms for static datasets [5], [6], [4] where some of them
have been further extended for evolving data streams. The
clusters are formed based on a Euclidean distance function
like k-means algorithm [7].k-mean clustering splits then d-
dimensional points intok cluster (k < n). One of the well-
known extensions ofk-means on data streams is presented
by Aggarwal et al. [8]. They propose an algorithm called
CluStream based onk-means for clustering evolving data
streams. CluStream introduces an online-offline method for
clustering data streams. CluStream clustering idea is adopted
in the majority of data stream clustering algorithms. Aggarwal
et al. extended their work in HPStream [9], which intro-
duces the projected clustering to data streams. In projected
clustering high dimensional stream data is partitioned based
on the preferred dimensions instead of full the dimensional
space. Cao et al. [10] use the density-based clustering without
projected dimensions in DenStream algorithm. For streaming
data, although a considerable research has tackled the full-
space clustering, relatively limited work deals with the sub-
space clustering. These few researches include [9] HPStream,
[11] HDDStream, and [12] SubCMM. A more comprehen-
sive review and classifications are given in survey [13]. In

[11], authors propose a density-based projected clustering
scheme for high dimensional data streams called HDDStream.
HDDStream works in three phases; an initial phase, in which
initial set of core micro-clusters is formed, then online core
and outlier clusters’ maintenance with projected clustering, and
finally, an on-demand offline clustering phase. Compared with
the HPStream which requires the fixed number of clusters, the
number of clusters in HDDStream is variably adjusted over
time, and the clusters can be of arbitrary shape. SubCMM
suggests a different way for evaluating stream subspace clus-
tering algorithms by making use of available offline subspace
clustering algorithms with the streaming environment to handle
the errors caused by emerging, moving, or splitting subspace
clusters. A recent, similarity-based Data Stream Classifier
(SimC)[14] introduces an insertion/removal policy that adapts
evolving data tendency and maintains a representative, small
set of clusters. It uses instance based learning techniques to
form adaptive clustering algorithm. In [1] clustering method
based on a multi-agent system that uses a decentralized
bottom-up self-organizing strategy to group similar data points
is presented. It uses bio-inspired flocking model to eliminate
the need of offline clustering. In [15], authors present a cluster-
ing algorithm for stream data with uncertain attributes has been
presented in . This scheme works only for low dimensional
streaming data. Liu [16] develop HSWStream algorithm. It
is a data stream clustering algorithm based on exponential
histogram over sliding windows with projected dimensions.
Another density-based algorithm D-Stream [17] maps each
input data into a grid, computes the density of each grid, and
forms the clusters using these grids. In [18], authors propose a
scalable algorithm to trace clusters in a high-dimensional data
stream. The proposed scheme transforms the problem of multi-
dimensional clustering into that of one-dimensional clustering
along with a frequent item-set mining technique. This scheme
achieves the scalability on the number of dimensions while
sacrificing the accuracy of identified clusters. Bellas et al.
[19] present an online variant of mixture of probabilistic
principal component analyzers (MPPCA) to model and cluster
the high dimensional high speed data. But to do so, it is
necessary to add a classification step at the end of the online
MPPCA algorithm to provide the expected clustering. MuDi-
Stream [20] is a hybrid grid-based multi-density clustering
algorithm with online-offline phases. In the online phase, it
keeps summary information of evolving multi-density data
stream in the form of core micro-clusters. The offline phase
generates the final clusters using an adapted density-based
clustering algorithm. The grid-based method is used as an
outlier buffer to handle both noises and multi-density data in
order to reduce the merging time of clustering. MuDi-Stream
is not suitable for high-dimensional data since the number
of empty grids increases which requires longer processing
time. SE-Stream [21] is a standard-deviation based projected
clustering method to support high dimensional data streams. It
forms clusters within subgroups of dimensions and can detect
change in the clustering structure during the progression of
data streams. SED-Stream [22] is an extension of SE-Stream,
in which some selected dimensions are used to represent the
clusters to increase the quality of the output clustering. SED-
Stream projects any cluster to its discriminative dimensions
that are highly relevant to the cluster itself but distinguished
from the other clusters. SED-Stream is better than its previous
version, SE-Stream, in terms of purity and f-measure. Both SE-
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Streamand SED-Stream use fading cluster structure (5−tuple)
of the form similar to in section III definition0 with two extra
elements.
This paper presents High Speed and Dimensions data stream
clustering scheme (HSDStream) which introduces a novel
tuple structure to summarize the high speed high dimensional
data stream. This structure not only speed up the process
but also requires less memory. Our clustering technique also
modifies weights in some definitions of HDDStream, namely,
the micro-cluster variance, projected dimensionality, projected
distance, and projected radius. In terms of experimental results,
we compare our scheme with HDDStream for cluster purity,
memory usage, and cluster’s sensitivity.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In general, data stream is modeled as an infinite se-
ries of points {p1,p2, ...,pi, ...} arriving at discrete time
{t1, t2, ...ti, ...}. Each pointpi is a vector of dimensiond such
thatpi = {pi,1, pi,2, ..., pi,d}.

An important characteristic of data streams is that we
cannot store all data points. A usual way to overcome this
problem is to summarize the data through an appropriate
summary structure, often called micro-cluster. A micro-cluster
summarizes the time and dimensionality limited stream data in
the form of a tuple. When aging is also under consideration, the
temporal extension of micro clusters [9] is employed. Recent
research works [9], [11] use the following definition of micro-
cluster:
Definition 0. (Micro-clustermc)
A micro-cluster at timet for a set of d-dimensional data
points C = {p0,p1, ...,pN−1} arriving at discrete time
t0, t1, ..., tN−1, is summarized as (2d+ 1) size tuplemc(t) =
{CF1(t),CF2(t),W (t)}, whereCF1(t) andCF2(t) ared
dimensional vectors, defined as:

• CF1(t) is the d-dimensional vector of weighted
sum of points{p1,p2, ...,pi, ...} along each dimen-
sion, such that for dimensionj we haveCF1j =
∑N−1

i=0 pi,jf(t − ti), where N is the size of time
window, pi,j is the ith point in time window and
f(t− ti) is the weight of theith point.

• CF2(t) is the d-dimensional vector of weighted sum
of the squares of the points{p1,p2, ...,pi, ...} along
each dimension, such that for dimensionj we have
CF2j =

∑N−1
i=0 p2i,jf(t− ti), whereN is the size of

time window,pi,j is theith point in time window and
f(t− ti) is the weight of theith point.

• W (t) is the sum of the weights of data points, math-
ematically,W (t) =

∑N−1
i=0 f(t− ti).

In data streams, since we are more interested in the data
within a certain recent time window instead of all historical
data, an aging effect has been used for weighted function
W (t). Recent works [9], [11] have used conventional expo-
nential fading functionf(t) = 2−λt, whereλ is the decay
rate. By using fading functionf(t) we need to maintain a
memory buffer of time window size for each cluster, because,
whenever a new point arrives we need to shift the previous data
in the buffer of fixed size. We want to highlight an important

p0,j p1,j p2,j pN 1,j

2
(0)

2
(1)

2
(2)

2
(N 1)

×

Time

Data

stream

pi,j

CF1j(t)

Fig. 1. Practical approach to update micro-cluster tuple

point here that the online update of the tuples [9], [11] of
the form mc(t) = {CF1(t) + p,CF2(t) + p2,W (t) + 1}
is not practically feasible because it leads to monotonically
increasing weighted sum data. A practical approach for up-
dating the tuple is shown in Fig. 1. It is obvious that for a
fixed size memory shift register, when a new point arrives the
old point is discarded. The correct mathematical expression for
online update, then, becomes,mc(t) = {CF1(t)−CF1N−1+
p,CF2(t) −CF2N−1 + p2,W (t) − f(t− tN−1) + 1}, such
that for dimensionj we haveCF1N−1,j = pN−1,jf(t−tN−1)
andCF2N−1,j = p2N−1,jf(t− tN−1).

We define micro-cluster as follows:

Definition 1. (Micro-clustermc) We redefine the micro-cluster
as a set of pointsC = {p0,p1, ...,pN−1} arriving at discrete
time pointst0, t1, ..., tN−1. Themc is summarized as (2d+1)
size tuplemc(t) = {EA1(t),EA2(t),W (t)}, whereEA1(t)
andEA2(t) ared dimensional vectors, defined as:

• EA1(t) is the d-dimensional vector of exponential
weighted moving average of points{p1,p2, ...,pi, ...}
along each dimension, such that for dimensionj we
haveEA1j(t) = αpj(t)+(1−α)EA1j(t−1), where
α = 2/(1 + N) is a smoothing factor controlled by
the size of time window; andpj(t) is the latest point
in time window.

• EA2(t) is the d-dimensional vector of exponential
weighted average of points{p1,p2, ...,pi, ...} along
each dimension, such that for dimensionj we have
EA2j(t) = αp2j(t) + (1 − α)EA2j(t− 1).

• W (t) is the sum of the of data points at timet.

In order to formalize aging effect of data we introduce
exponential moving average of data stream within a specified
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Fig. 2. Exponential moving average based update of micro-cluster tuple

time window. We use exponential weighted moving average in
the tuple as decreasing exponential function. Note that, now the
calculation ofEA1(t) or EA2(t) does not require storage of
past values, and only one addition and two multiplications with
one memory register (of the size of dimensionj) are required
to update the tuple at any time instance. Design implementation
of our micro-cluster update is shown in Fig. 2.

Data stream contains high dimensional data where each
dimension has its own importance. In order to collate the
similar points in data stream we use variance along each
dimension. The lower the variance the higher the correlation
among the points in particular dimension. We use variance
as a metric to limit the number of dimensions to preferred
dimensions only.

Definition 2. (Preferred Dimension) A dimensionj is said to
be a preferred dimension ifV arj(mc) < ξ, whereξ is the
variance threshold andV arj(mc) is the variance ofmc along
dimensionj, defined as:

V arj(mc) = EA2j(t)− (EA1j(t))
2 (1)

The preferred dimension helps gather the data points which
have preferred dimensions less than a pre-defined threshold.
Intuitively, it indicates the similarity across dimensions con-
trolled by the variance threshold (ξ). In conjunction with
preferred dimension, we define the preferred dimension vector.

Definition 3. (Preferred Dimension Vector) Every micro-
cluster has a preferred dimension vector defined as:

Ψ(mc) = {ψ1, ψ2, ..., ψd} (2)

with

ψj =

{

̺, V arj(mc) < ξ;
1, otherwise. (3)

whereξ ∈ R, and̺ ∈ R is a constant̺ ≫ 1. The number
of elements in preferred dimension vector gives the projected
dimensionality of the micro-cluster. The term ’projected’ dif-
ferentiates the micro-cluster defined over s projected subspace
of the feature space instead of the whole feature space.

Definition 4. (Projected Dimensionality) Letp ∈ C andξ ∈ R.
The number of dimensionsj with V arj(mc) < ξ is called
projected dimensionality ofmc and denoted by PDIM(mc).

Weighting the dimensions inversely proportional to their
variance is not useful because we are only interested in
distinguishing between dimensions with low variance and all

other dimensions. Therefore, we use only two-valued weight
vector. It can be easily determined from the preferred dimen-
sion vector by counting the number of dimensions with the
normalization factor̺ . The intuition of calculating projected
dimensionality is to find projected core micro-cluster, i.e.,
the clusters with some subspace of dimensions instead of all
dimensions.

Definition 5. (Projected Radius) Letmc be a micro-cluster,
ξ ∈ R, and̺ ∈ R is a constant̺ ≫ 1. The projected radius
of mc is given by:

rΨ(mc) =

√

√

√

√

d
∑

j=1

ψj

̺
(EA2j(t)− (EA1j(t))2) (4)

where̺ normalizes the variance along each dimension. This
is the projected radius that takes into account the preferred
dimensions of the micro-cluster.

Definition 6. (Projected Distance) Letp ∈ D and mc be
a projected micro-cluster with dimension preference vector
Ψ(mc). The projected distance betweenp andmc is given
by:

distproj(p,mc) =

√

√

√

√

d
∑

j=1

ψj

ξ
(pj − centermc

j )2 (5)

wherecentermc is the center of micro-clustermc and is given
by centermc = EA1(t).

Now we introduce the notion of core-projectedmc which
is an essential component of density based clustering. A core-
projectedmc is amc that contains at leastµ number of points
within a projected radius ofǫ with projected dimensionality
less than a thresholdπ.

Definition 7. (Core Projected Micro-cluster) Letǫ, ξ ∈ R and
π, µ ∈ N. A micro-clustermc is called a core projectedmc
if the preference dimensionality ofmc is at mostπ and it
contains at leastµ points within its projected radiusǫ, formally:

COREproj(mc) ⇐⇒

(rΨ(mc) < ǫ) ∧ (W (t) > µ) ∧ (PDIM < π). (6)

In other words, a micro-clustermc is a core projectedmc iff :

(1) rΨ(mc) < ǫ

(2) W (t) > µ

(3) PDIM < π

There might be micro-clusters that do not fulfill the above
constraints either because their associated number of points
is smaller thanµ or because their projected dimensionality
exceedsπ. These micro-clusters are treated as outliers.

Definition 8. (Outlier Micro-cluster) Letǫ, ξ ∈ R andπ, µ ∈
N. A micro-clustermc is called a outliermc, if its projected
dimensionality is at leastπ and its projected radius andǫ-
Neighbors are at mostǫ andµ, respectively, formally:

outlier(mc) ⇐⇒

(PDIM > π) ∧ (rΨ(mc) < ǫ) ∧ (W (t) < µ). (7)
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In order to keep update the micro-clusters, i.e., to check
for possible conversion of core micro-cluster to outlier micro-
cluster and vice versa, we introduce an outlier threshold (0 <
β < 1) such that an outlier micro-cluster becomes a potential
core micro-cluster ifW > βµ in addition to the conditions in
(6) . Similarly, a core micro-cluster becomes a potential outlier
micro-cluster ifW < βµ in addition to the conditions in (7).
The micro-cluster can be easily maintained online when a new
point arrives in a cluster and othermc need time degradation.

Remark. (Online maintenance) The micro-clustermc defined
in definition 1 holds simple additive property that facilitates
the online maintenance.

• If a point p arrives at timet, then the updated tuple is
given bymc(t) = {αp + (1 − α)EA1(t − 1), αp2 +
(1 − α)EA2(t− 1),W (t− 1) + 1}.

• If no point adds in a micro-cluster at timet, then the
updated tuple is given bymc(t) = {(1− α)EA1(t−
1), (1− α)EA2(t − 1),W (t− 1)}.

IV. T HE HSDSTREAM ALGORITHM

HSDStream algorithm can be divided into three parts: 1)
initialization to produce a set of representative core micro-
cluster (core-mc) from an initial chunk of data points, 2) online
maintenance of core-mc and outlier micro-cluster (outlier-mc),
and, 3) the on-demand offline generation of the final clusters.

A. Initialization

In order to get initial set of micro-clusters from a fixed
size of data points, we apply density-based projected clustering
algorithm, a variant of PreDeCon algorithm [23], which is
designed to work for fixed size of high dimensional data.
Let D be a set of initial chunk of d-dimensional data points
(D ⊆ R

d). For each pointp ∈ D, we find a set ofǫ−neighbors
Nǫ(p), whereǫ is the radius threshold. In addition to this, we
find the neighbors ofp with projected distance equal to or less
than theǫ, namely,NΨ(p)

ǫ (p).

Definition 9. (Projected Distance of a Point) Letp, q ∈ D.
The projected distance of a pointp with any pointq is given
by:

distp(p, q) =

√

√

√

√

d
∑

i=1

ψi(p)

̺
(di(p)− di(q))

2 (8)

where di(p) is the ith dimension of pointp. Note that, in
generaldistp(p, q) 6= distp(q, p) because of the projected
dimension vectors of pointp andq. In order to get symmetrical
distance betweenp andq we use maximum ofdistp(p, q) and
distp(q, p).

A projected core pointo ∈ D can be defined with the same
intuition of projected micro-cluster in definition 7.

COREproj(o) ⇐⇒ PDIM (Nǫ(o)) ≤ π∧|NΨ(p)
ǫ (o)| ≥ µ (9)

The initialization function in algorithm 1 line 5 runs the
algorithm for the creation of initial set ofmc. It starts by
inserting all points in the setNǫ(o) into a queue. For each
point in the queue, it computes all directly projected weighted
reachable points and inserts those points into the queue which

Cluster

If p is

core
Projected weighted

neighbors of p

Filter out all

points already

in cluster or in

core queue

Core queue

All points in projected weighted neighbors of o

Yes

If No: then this is a

border point of

cluster

If Yes: then it goes

to cluster and its

neighbor undergo

further processing

Yes/No

Fig. 3. Generation of initial set of micro-clusters

are still unclassified. This process repeats until the queue
is empty and the cluster is computed. The flow chart of
algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. Remove all those points belong
to calculated cluster from datasetD and repeat the process for
another core point. This process remains continue till all the
core points are exhausted.

B. Real-time Maintenance of Micro-clusters

In order to find out the clusters in an evolving real-time
data stream, we maintain two groups of micro-clusters, namely,
core-mc and outlier-mc in real-time. All the micro-clusters are
maintained in a separate memory space. A new point might be
assigned to core-mc, outlier-mc, or it may start new outlier-mc
depends upon various factor. Sequential process of merging a
new pointp is described below:

1) When a new point arrives, it first becomes the candidate
of core-mc (algorithm 1, line 13). The projected dimen-
sionality of each core-mc has been evaluated before and
after adding this pointp (algorithm 2, line 4). After that,
projected distance ofp is calculated with those core-mc
which still satisfy the projected dimensionality constraint,
i.e., after the addition of pointp (algorithm 2, line 6).
Then, we choose one core-mc which has smallest pro-
jected distance fromp (algorithm 2, line 9). Finally, the
projected radius of chosen core-mc (p included) has been
evaluated and checked for upper bound(ǫ) (algorithm 2,
line 11). If it satisfies, then pointp is assigned to that
core-mc (algorithm 2, line 12 using update tuple function
in algorithm 4), else it becomes candidate of outlier-mc
list.

2) When a new point becomes a candidate for an outlier-
mc, the projected distance ofp with each outlier-mc is
evaluated (algorithm 3, line 4). The closest distant outlier-
mc is chosen in line 6. The pointp becomes the member
of that outlier-mc if the projected radius is less than or
equal to the radius threshold (ǫ) (algorithm 3, line 9). In
order to get long term effect we check the possibility of
outlier-mc to core-mc conversion after certain number of
points (window sizeN ).

3) If point p cannot be added in core-mc or outlier-mc
(algorithm 3, line 14) then a new outlier-mc is created
with this point being the first element. It may become the
seed of future core-mc.
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Algorithm 1 HSDStream main
1: Initialization
2: initial parametersπ, ξ, ǫ,N
3: datastream = {p1,p2, ...,pi, ...}
4: initialBuffer = readData(numOfIntialPoints)
5: core mc = initialization fn(initialBuffer)
6: for i = 1 to numOfMc do
7: mcTuple = createMcTuples(core mc)

{It creates mcTuple = {EA1(t),EA2(t), W (t)}, an
numOfMc× (2d + 1) matrix}

8: end for
9: while Stream has data pointsdo

10: windowBuffer = readData(N)
11: for i = 1 to N do
12: pi = windowBuffer(i) // i-th point from windowBuffer
13: [trial core,mcTuple] = addpToCoreMc(pi,mcTuple)
14: if trial core == 1 then
15: Degrade all outlierTuples
16: else
17: [trial outlier, outlierTuple] =

addpToOutlierMc(pi, outlierTuple)
18: end if
19: if trial core == 0 && trial outlier == 0 then
20: newOutlierMc = createOutlierMc(pi)
21: update outlierTuple list
22: end if
23: end for

{core-mc to outlier-mc conversion}
24: [movedMcTuples, remainingMcTuples] =

moveMcTuples(mcTuples)
{outlier-mc to core-mc conversion}

25: [movedOutlierTuples, remainingOutlierTuples] =
moveOutlierTuples(outlierTuples)

26: updatedMcTuples = remainingMcTuples +
movedOutlierTuples

27: updatedOutlierTuples = remainingOutlierTuples +
movedMcTuples

28: end while

Algorithm 2 Add data point to core-mc
1: addpToCoreMc(p,mcTuples)
2: for i = 1 to numOfTuples do
3: updatedTuples = updateTuple fn(p,mcTuple(i))
4: Calculate updated PDIM // using definition 4
5: if PDIM ≤ π then
6: Calculate projected distance // using definition 6
7: end if
8: end for
9: core mc closest = min(projectedDistances)

10: Calculate projected radiusrΨ(core mc closest) // using definition 5
11: if rΨ(core mc closest) < ǫ then
12: mcTuple = updateTuple fn(p,mcTuple)
13: Update all other mcTuples with one degradation
14: return trial core = 1
15: else
16: Degrade all mcTuples
17: return trial core = 0
18: end if

C. Clusters Generation: Offline

The real-time maintained micro-clusters capture the density
area and the projected dimensionality of data streams. How-
ever, in order to get meaningful clusters, we need to apply
some clustering algorithm to get the final result. When a clus-
tering request arrives, a variant of PreDeCon algorithm [23] is
applied on the set of real-time maintained core-mc(s) to get the
final result of clustering. In density-based PreDeCon, a core
point starts a micro-cluster, all the directly connected points
and the chain of core points which satisfyǫ−neighborhood

Algorithm 3 Add data point to outlier-mc
1: addpToCoreMc(p,oulierTuples)
2: for i = 1 to numOfOutlierTuples do
3: updatedTuples = updateTuple fn(p,mcTuple(i))
4: Calculate projected distance // using definition 6
5: end for
6: core mc closest = min(projectedDistances)
7: Calculate projected radiusrΨ(outlier mc closest) // using definition 5
8: if rΨ(outlier mc closest) < ǫ then
9: outlierTuple = updateTuple fn(p, outlierTuple)

10: Update all other outlierTuples with one degradation
11: return trial outlier = 1
12: else
13: Degrade all outlierTuples
14: return trial outlier = 0
15: end if

Algorithm 4 UpdateTuple function
1: updateTuple fn(p, Tuple)
2: EA1(t − 1) = Tuple(1 : d)
3: EA2(t − 1) = Tuple(d+ 1 : 2d)
4: W (t− 1) = Tuple(end)
5: EA1(t) = αp+ (1− α)EA1(t− 1)
6: EA2(t) = αp2 + (1 − α)EA2(t − 1)
7: W (t) = W (t− 1) + 1
8: newTuple = {EA1(t),EA2(t),W (t)}

criteria and maximum dimensionalityπ become the member
of that cluster. During offline on-demand clustering phase,
each core-mc acts as core point. Each core-mc is regarded
as a virtual point located at the center of core-mc. We use the
concept of density connectivity to determine the final clusters,
i.e., all the density-connected core-mc(s) form a cluster.

V. D ISCUSSION

In this section we highlight issues and challenges in the
development of high dimensional data stream clustering in
Internet traffic monitoring. We maintain the density with
ǫ−neighborhood and minimum number of pointsµ in a core-
mc. When an identical burst of data (in case of attack on
network) arrives, outlier-mc(s) are diminished and only one
core-mc remains there. In this case, an important entity of
core-mc formation i.e., projected dimensionality cannot work
because, now PDIM = d and it no longer satisfies the condition
PDIM ≤ π. In order to overcome this problem we introduce
another condition ORed with the condition PDIM ≤ π to
maintain one core-mc containing exactly similar data. The
new condition isW (t)/N > 90% , i.e., if the data points
window contains more than90% points, then no need to check
PDIM because the majority of identical data points indicates
some abnormal activity on the network being monitored.
During real-time maintenance, when a new point arrives and
it becomes a part of only one micro-cluster, then, all the other
micro-clusters undergo one time degradation. For each existing
core-mc, if no new point is merged into it, then the weight of
core-mc will decay gradually. If the weight is belowβµ, then
it means that core-mc has become an outlier-mc, it should be
deleted and its memory space should be released for new core-
mc. Similarly, if the weight is aboveβµ then it means that the
outlier-mc has become a core-mc, it should be deleted and
its memory space should be released. Therefore, we need to
check the weight of each micro-cluster periodically. We use a
fixed time period to perform this check at every time window
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interval (N ). In this way any outlier-mc automatically vanishes
if no point merges in it duringN time units.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We compare our proposed HSDStream algorithm with
HDDStream [11] which is the recent projected clustering
algorithm for high dimensional data streams. We use corrected
KDD (Knowledge Discovery and Data mining) 1999 [24]
Computer Network Intrusion detection dataset which is typ-
ically used for the evaluation of stream clustering algorithms.
Both algorithms are implemented in MATLAB and run on Intel
i5 Dual Core 2.0GHz with 2 GB RAM.

A. Dataset

To evaluate the performance of clustering algorithm we
use KDD 1999 Network Intrusion detection dataset. This
is the dataset used for The Third International Knowledge
Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition, which was
held in conjunction with KDD-99 The Fifth International
Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining. It has
been reported that original dataset contains bugs, therefore,
we use the corrected dataset available online at http://kdd.
ics.uci.edu/databases/kddcup99/kddcup99.html. KDD-CUP’99
Network Intrusion Detection stream dataset which has been
used earlier [8], [9], [10], [11] to evaluate CluSTREAM,
HPStream, DenStream, HDDStream, respectively. This dataset
corresponds to the important problem of automatic and real-
time detection of network attacks and consists of a series of
transmission control protocol (TCP) connection records from
two weeks of local area network (LAN) traffic managed by
MIT Lincoln Labs. Each record can either corresponds to a
normal connection, or an intrusion. Most of the connections
in this data set are normal, but occasionally there could be a
burst of attacks at certain times. In this dataset, attacks fall
into four main categories:

• DOS: denial-of-service e.g., syn flood

• R2L: unauthorized access from a remote machine,
e.g., guessing password

• U2R: unauthorized access to local superuser (root)
privileges, e.g., various “buffer overflow” attacks

• Probing: surveillance and other probing, e.g., port
scanning

The attack-types are further classified into one of 24 types,
such as back, bufferoverflow, ftp write, guesspasswd, imap,
ipsweep, spy, and so on. It is obvious that each specific attack
type can be treated as a sub-cluster. Also, this data set contains
totally 494020 connection records, and each connection record
has 42 attributes or dimensions that belongs to one of the
continuous (35) or symbolic type (7). In the performance
analysis of proposed algorithm we use all 35 continuous
attributes.

B. Cluster Quality Evaluation

Traditional full dimensional clustering algorithms, for ex-
ample, [8] used the sum of square distances (SSQ) to evaluate
the clustering quality. However, SSQ is not a good measure
in evaluating projected clustering [9] because it is a full

TABLE I. PARAMETER VALUES

Parameter Value
N 200
π 30
µ 10
β 0.2
ξ 0.002

initialPoints 1000
ǫ 10
H 1

dimensional measure, and full dimensional measures are not
very useful for measuring the quality of a projected clustering
algorithm. So, as in [9] and [11], we evaluate the clustering
quality by the average purity of clusters, which examines the
purity of the clusters with respect to the true cluster (class)
labels. The purity is defined as the average percentage of the
dominant class label in each cluster [10]. Let there areK
number of cluster in a cluster setK at query time such that
k ∈ K = {1, 2, ...,K}.

purity(K) =

∑K

k=1
|Pd

k
|

|Pk|

K
(10)

where|P d
k | is the number of points with dominant class label in

clusterk and|Pk| is the number of points in clusterk. Intuition
behind the cluster purity is to measure the actual capture of
distinct groups of data points which are known to the given
dataset. The time span in which we measure the purity is called
Horizon window H . It is measured in the number of time
windowsN . In the performance analysisH = 1 otherwise
stated.
Fig. 4-8 show the cluster purity of HDDStream and HS-
DStream. In network streaming data, normal traffic packets
(or points) are random in nature at any particular time in-
terval, however, a network attack is characterized by bursts
of correlated data packets. Therefore, we cannot fit normal
traffic packets in a single cluster. We can fine tune the design
parameters (α, β, ξ, N ) to capture the known types of attacks
or even the unknown abnormal traffic patterns. We can see that
cluster purity can take values from 0 to 1. Cluster purity for
normal network traffic usually varies from 0.5 to 1. It can
go below 0.5 if we have more than50% data points with
more than20% dimensions outside the standard deviation of
cluster in a certain time window. Intuitively, cluster purity is
low if the cluster contains uncorrelated data or in other words,
the normal data traffic. High purity (or purity 1) corresponds
to highly correlated data as a result of some network attack.
In Fig. 4, smurf attack can be seen between34 − 57 time
units (forN = 200) which corresponds to data points7795 to
11489 in the KDD network intrusion database. The network
is again undersmurf attack from 211 to 249 time units.
During the time interval from250 to 365 we encounter with
several attacks (back, ipsweep, nmap, andneptune) along with
correlated normal data so that we can see cluster purity is
equal to 1 for this time interval.Satanattacks the network
from 453 to 455 time units, followed bysmurf attack which
continues till the end of simulations at495 time units. It can be
observed that HDDStream has the same purity graph pattern as
HSDStream but with considerably low magnitude. This is due
to the large number of core-mc(s) in HDDStream and the fact
that percentage purity is inversely proportional to the number
of clusters (10). The average cluster purity for HSDStream
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Fig. 4. Cluster purity with default values of parameters

is 92.57% as compared to the61.18% of HDDStream. Next
we illustrate: Why HSDStream has fewer number of clusters
compared to HDDStream. Since the velocity of points is same
for both schemes, it implies that HSDStream has more points
per cluster than the HDDStream. For HSDStream, mean value
of points in a windowN is given by

EA1(n) =α(1 − α)pn−n
n + α(1 − α)n−n−1pn−1 (11)

+ α(1 − α)n−n−2pn−2 + . . .+ α(1− α)np0

where α = 2/(1+N). Let N = 200 andn = {0, 1, 2, ...199}
with 0 being the first point and199 is the latest point in a
buffer window. Similarly, the mean value of points in window
N is given by

CF1(n)

W
=
2−λ(n−n

N
)

W
pn +

2−λ(n−n−1

N
)

W
pn−1

+
2−λ(n−n−2)

W
pn−2 + . . .+

2−λ( n

N
)

W
p0

Substituting the values of parameters, we getEA1(199) =
0.01p199 + 0.009p198 + 0.0098p197 + ... + 0.0014p0 and
CF1/W = 0.0054p199 + 0.0054p198 + 0.0054p197 + ... +
0.0046p0. Thus, for the same point HSDStream gives larger
mean value than HDDStream. From equation (5), it is obvious
that higher values of mean (center) result in smaller projected
distance, hence larger number of points per cluster and fewer
number of clusters.�
Fig. 5 depicts the cluster purity for default values of param-
eters in bar graph. It can be noticed that HSDStream and
HDDStream are equally good in detecting the attacked points
but the cluster purity for normal traffic is low in HDDStream
because of large number of clusters (low density clusters).
Fig. 6 shows the cluster purity withN = 100. By decreasing
the window size we actually increase the granularity and can
capture smaller attacks. The price for this granularity is the
more processing for the same amount of data. Again the
average value of cluster purity for HSDStream is significantly
larger than the HDDStream:95.23 versus67.31. Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8 show the cluster purities forN = 300 andN = 400,
respectively. We notice that the changing window size has
minimal effect on the average cluster purity.
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Fig. 5. Cluster purity with default values of parameters
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C. Memory Usage

We measure the memory usage as a number of micro-
clusters in HDDStream and HDSStream. During the period
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Fig. 9. Number of clusters with default values of parameters

of highly correlated normal data or the network attack, there
is only one core-mc containing all the correlated points and
no outlier cluster exists. It can be seen from the Figs. 10,
11, 12, and 13 that the total number of clusters is reduced to
one during network attacks. When we compare these figures
with different window sizes, we can see that there is a gradual
increase of number of clusters with increasing number of
window size. HSDStream outperforms the HDDStream in
terms of memory usage for all window sizes, which is due
to our reduced memory sized tuple and high density micro-
clusters. Theoretically, the online update ofCF1j requires
N number of memory registers (one for each point’sjth

dimension), whereas,EA1j needs only one memory register,
as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively.

D. Sensitivity and Delay Analysis

In sensitivity analysis, we show how sensitive the clustering
quality is in relevance to the outlier thresholdβ, and the
processing time with different window sizes. In Fig. 15 we
see that cluster purity improves with increasing values of
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Fig. 11. Number of clusters withN = 100
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Fig. 12. Number of clusters withN = 300

outlier threshold. Outlier threshold controls the limit of the
number of points that make it eligible to become core-mc
or outlier-mc. After the end of each window size, all micro-
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clusters are examine for their eligibility as core or outlier.
For small values ofβ, a cluster remains its current state
for the larger time duration making cluster pollute for larger
duration. Whereas with high values ofβ the cluster changes
its state more quickly (as soon as it violate the condition
NumOfPoints > or < βµ) leaving the cluster more pure.
Fig. 16 shows an important result that we can decease the
memory usage by increasing the outlier threshold. Higher
values of β help remove the outlier points thus reducing
the unnecessary core-mc(s). Since the core-mc(s) are small
proportion of total number of clusters as shown in Fig. 10,
therefore, the total number of clusters do not exhibit significant
improvement in Fig. 17. However, the memory usage argument
remains still valid because core-mc(s) are highly dense and
utilize large proportion of memory.
Finally, we examine the processing time of HDDStream and
HSDStream for different window sizes in Fig. 18. This pro-
cessing time includes the time for the initialization phase and
the data collection for the plotting purpose. It can be seen
that HSDStream outperforms the HDDStream for all window
sizes. This verifies the efficiency of our micro-cluster design
in definition 1 where we need only two multipliers and one
adder as compared to the conventional micro-cluster defined in
definition0 which requiresN number of multipliers andN−1
number of adders with⌊log2(N)⌋ stages delay. For example
if N = 6, then in order to add6 numbers, we need5 adders
which incur3 stages delay as shown in Fig. 14.

VII. C ONCLUSION

This paper presents a clustering algorithm for high-
dimensional high-density streaming data. We propose a new
structure of micro-cluster’s tuples. This structure uses expo-
nential weighted averages to reduce the memory usage and
decrease the computational complexity. We have compared
our scheme with HDDStream with KDD network intrusion
detection dataset. The results show that HSDStream give
significant improvement over HDDStream in terms of cluster
purity, memory usage, and the processing time.
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Fig. 14. Processing time delay in conventional micro-cluster update with
N = 6
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Abstract— Minimum energy combination (MEC) is a widely 

used method for frequency recognition in steady state visual 

evoked potential based BCI systems. Although it can reach 

acceptable performances, this method remains sensitive to noise. 

This paper introduces a new technique for the improvement of 

the MEC method allowing ameliorating its Anti-noise capability. 

The Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and the moving 

average filter were used to separate noise from relevant signals. 

The results show that the proposed BCI system has a higher 

accuracy than systems based on Canonical Correlation Analysis 

(CCA) or Multivariate Synchronization Index (MSI). In fact, the 

system achieves an average accuracy of about 99% using real 

data measured from five subjects by means of the EPOC 

EMOTIVE headset with three visual stimuli. Also by using four 

commands, the system accuracy reaches 91.78% with an 

information-transfer rate of about 27.18 bits/min. 

Keywords— Brain-Computer Interface; Steady State Visual 

Evoked Potential; Minimum Energy Combination; Empirical Mode 

Decomposition.

I. INTRODUCTION 
Severely paralyzed people with neuromuscular disorders 

lose the majority or the totality of their movement and 
expression abilities. This is the case of people with locked-in 
syndrome, Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and Spinal cord 
injury. A Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) is a tool for 
mobility, communication and control assistance which can 
provide them with the possibility to interact with their 
surroundings [1]. The principle of a BCI is to detect the brain 
activity from the scalp and convert it into commands to control 
devices such as prosthesis and computers. The control is done 
only by thought without any apparent movement. The 
electroencephalography (EEG) is usually used in BCI field for 
brain activity measurements. This is mainly due to its time 
resolution efficient for real-time applications, its low cost 
compared to other technics and the possibility to wear an EEG 
headset everywhere. 

The P300 evoked potentials, the Event-Related 
Synchronization and Desynchronization (ERS/ERD) and the 
Steady State Visual Evoked Potential (SSVEP) are the most 
promising EEG brain activity patterns. SSVEPs are near-
sinusoidal waveforms from the occipital area reflecting a visual 
stimulation [2]. SSVEP-based BCI systems offer many 

advantages: the small number of required electrodes which 
makes the equipment cheaper, the no need of a tiring training, 
the suitability for almost any person and any environment and 
the better resistance face to noise and artifacts compared with 
other brain responses [3] [4]. Also, the performances reached 
by these systems are very encouraging. For example, F. 
Gembler et al. [5] have made an experiment where SSVEP was 
used to distinguish one among four possible commands. Ten 
subjects from different age ranges participated in the study and 
the data were acquired from 8 channels with a sampling rate of 
128 Hz. The average accuracy was about 93% which makes 
the system functional and useful. 

Several processing methods were presented to distinguish 
the target at which the subject gazes [6]. For instance, the 
Minimum Energy Combination (MEC) method proposed by O. 
Friman et al. [7] estimates the signal to noise ratio (SNR) 
corresponding to the stimuli frequencies then selects the 
frequency that maximizes this quantity. This method was 
exploited by N. Chumerin et al. [8] to create an SSVEP-based 
BCI game. The task was to navigate an avatar through a maze 
using four commands. The average accuracy of six subjects 
was about 82.4% which is considered acceptable. Moreover, Z. 
Lin et al. [8] use a frequency recognition method based on the 
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA). The essence of this 
method is to extract the correlation coefficients between the 
EEG signal and the reference signals then to select the 
frequency which maximizes this coefficient. Both MEC and 
CCA methods offer good performances thanks to the multi-
channel and multi-harmonics properties. G. Hakvoort et al. [9] 
emphasize the usefulness of the multi-channel criterion by 
making a comparison between the CCA as a multi-channel 
based method and the power spectral density analyses (PSDA) 
as a mono-channel based one. The average accuracy of seven 
subjects was 47.81% using PSDA and 78.12 using CCA in the 
discrimination among seven different frequencies. This result 
clearly demonstrates the importance of multi-channel 
techniques. On the other hand, despite the solid mathematical 
foundations of the CCA and the MEC methods, a comparison 
between them shows that the CCA appears to have widely 
superior performances. For example, N. Mora et al. [10] make 
an experiment where five subjects are asked to gaze at one of 
four possible LEDs flickering with different stimulation 
frequencies. Data is measured from six different channels then 
processed using different discrimination methods. Results 
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show that CCA method ensures a higher accuracy rate by about 
13% than MEC method. In another study results indicate that 
the high sensitivity to the noise level of MEC method leads to a 
lower accuracy rate [11]. 

Recently, Y. Zhang et al. [12] designed a new recognition 
method based on the multivariate synchronization index (MSI). 
The idea is to calculate the synchronization indexes reflecting 
the similarity between the EEG data and reference signals 
similar to those used in CCA method. Following the same idea, 
the frequency which maximizes the synchronization index is 
chosen. 

The paper presents a novel amelioration of MEC method 
for achieving better resistance to noise. The Empirical mode 
decomposition and the moving average are used to reject 
irrelevant signals. The remaining signals located at the stimuli 
and harmonics frequency band are used to recognize the target. 

The following section describes the origin of the noise in 
the SSVEP signal.  Then the recognition methods are 
presented.  The new amelioration of MEC method is presented 
in section four. To validate the improvement of the modified 
method, a comparison with the three methods is carried out. 
Finally, section 6 concludes the paper. 

II. SSVEP AND NOISE SOURCES

The SSVEP occurs when a subject gazes at a light source 
target flickering with a fixed frequency. It can be detected as a 
signal power increase at the same frequency of the stimulus. In 
addition, a number of harmonic frequencies multiple of the 
principal frequency can be detected [13]. To exploit this 
phenomenon, several targets are presented in front of the 
subject. Each target flickers with a unique frequency. Besides 
one command is assigned to each target. To execute a 
command, the subject has to gaze directly at the appropriate 
target. Due to the effect of cortical magnification, the quality of 
SSVEP increases if the subject gazes directly at a stimulus 
object located in the center of his vision field [14] [15]. 
Likewise, the retinal cones distribution shows that the foveola 
located in the center of the visual field is more sensitive to the 
light. Therefore, as it was proven by A. González-Mendoza et 
al. [16], the amplitude of the SSVEP increases proportionally 
with the area size of the visual stimulus. Consequently, the 
noise level increases if the stimulus does not exist in the center 
of the vision field or if the light intensity is not sufficient. Also, 
the choice of a wrong stimulus color can weaken the power of 
the SSVEP response [17]. Before performing ameliorations on 
the MEC method, the stimulus parameters effect on the 
performances of the processing methods is studied. A 
comparison of MEC method versus other ones for different 
noise levels is investigated. 

III. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTS

Five healthy male volunteers participated in the study. 
Their ages are 28, 30, 30, 34, and 58. None of the subjects had 
visual or neurological disorders or a previous experience with 
the BCI systems.  Subjects were asked to sit in a comfortable 
chair in a room with low noise and luminance level and to 
avoid any movement. The Epoc Emotiv headset was used to 
acquire the EEG signal from the scalp. Data is sampled at 128 
Hz within a bandwidth from 0.2 to 45 Hz with a digital notch 

filter at 50 Hz and 60 Hz. The choice of this equipment is due 
to its short preparation time and low price which are important 
factors to bring BCI systems into daily life. Furthermore, Epoc 
Emotiv headset had shown good performances in SSVEP 
based BCI as in Y. Liu et al. [18] study where the accuracy rate 
reached 95.83±3.59 % with online application. To cover the 
maximum zone of the occipital area, data were obtained from 
electrodes T7, T8, P7, P8, O1, and O2 according to the 10/20 
international system. In the present study, the chosen 
application is the wheelchair navigation command. In the first 
experiment, 3 commands are used: one to move forward, one 
to turn left, and one to turn right. Thus, the stimulation system 
is composed of three LEDs positioned on the left, top, and right 
sides of a computer screen. The LEDs are flickering with fixed 
frequencies: 8, 9, and 10 Hz respectively and the subject sits 
0.6 m far from them. In the second experiment, in order to 
improve the information-transfer rate of the system, another 
command is added to the system allowing to move backward. 
Its appropriate target which flickers at 11 Hz is positioned at 
the bottom side of the screen. To ensure the control of the 
stimulation frequencies with precision, an electronically device 
based on the STM8 microcontroller was used. Subjects were 
asked to follow the scenario of the figure 1. 

Fig. 1. Experimental Scenarios. 

The experiment consists of 18 trials. Each one lasts 
between 3 and 8 seconds. The first period is an idle one where 
EEG signals are not used. At 1tt    a beep sound indicates the
beginning of the trial accompanied by an arrow pointing the 
LED to gaze at. At 2tt   data start to be sent to the 
processing bloc. At 3tt   another beep sound triggers 
indicating the end of the trial. The feedback is shown on the 
screen as an increment in the value of true or false trials 
counters. 

IV. METHODS

The recognition techniques in SSVEP-based BCIs are 
based on the estimation of a coefficient that reflects the power 
of a stimulus frequency in the EEG signal. The frequency that 
maximizes this coefficient is considered as the frequency of the 
selected target. 
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A. MEC method in the SSVEP-based BCI 
MEC based method uses the SNR as a clue of the 

stimulation frequency. The diagram of figure 2 shows the 
different steps of the method. 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the MEC method. 

The EEG signal )(tyi  is represented by a linear model 
following the equation (1). 
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Where i  is the unique electrode identifier, hN  is the 
number of harmonics, and f  is the stimulation frequency. 

The model is decomposed into the sum of three quantities. 
The first one defines the frequencies of interest where kia ,  and

ki ,  are respectively the specific amplitudes and phases, the 

second is a nuisance signals )(tz j  such as the artifacts where 

jib ,  is the weight factor, and the third quantity represents the
noise. 

The aim of the two first steps of the block diagram is to 
reduce the noise level and to increase the interesting 
frequencies level. First of all, the frequencies of interest are 
eliminated by projecting the matrix Y  of the EEG signal onto 
the orthogonal complement of the matrix X  containing a pair 
of )2sin( kft  and )2cos( kft  in its columns. 
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sF  is the sampling frequency, tN  is the number of 
samples, and nff ...1  are the stimulation frequencies. 

In the second step, the principal component analysis (PCA) 
is utilized to find a linear combination minimizing the variance 
of the matrix Ÿ. The application of this linear combination on 
the original matrix Y  allows the creation of the matrix S  with 
a reduced noise level.  

In the following steps, the SNR values, as described in 
equation 3, are measured then the stimulus frequency that 
maximizes the SNR is considered as the frequency of interest. 

)(/)()( ffPfSNR 




Where )( fP  is the signal power function and )( f  is 
an estimation of the noise power. 

B. CCA method in the SSVEP-based BCI 
The CCA allows to compare two groups of variables in 

order to know if they describe the same phenomenon. In the 
SSVEP-based BCI, the CCA is used for a comparison between 
the multi-channel EEG signals and a reference signal 

if
R

including the stimulus frequencies and the harmonics. 
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Figure 3 depicts the different steps of the CCA based 
method. The value of the frequency of interest is the same as 
the reference frequency that maximizes the correlation 
coefficient.  
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the CCA method.

C. MSI method in the SSVEP-based BCI 
The MSI method estimates the synchronization index 

between the EEG signal Y  and the reference signals 
if

R . 

The correlation matrix between two sets of data Y  and R
is given by the equation (5): 
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and M  is the number of samples. 

To reduce the effect of the autocorrelation, the following 
linear transformation is applied to the matrix C  producing the 
matrix C̈. 

C̈ = UCUT 

Where: 
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A normalization of the eigenvalues i  of the matrix C̈ is 
given by: 
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Where:  P  is the number of eigenvalues. 

Finally, the synchronization index S  is defined by the 
equation (8).  
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The S  quantity tends towards 0 when Y  and R  are 
increasingly uncorrelated and towards 1 when Y  and R  are 
increasingly correlated. Consequently, the frequency of the 
reference which has the maximum synchronization index is 
considered as the frequency of interest. 

D. MEC method amelioration 
The EEG signals have a poor signal to noise ratio [19] 

which makes the brain activity patterns difficult to be detected. 
Nevertheless, it is not always possible to discriminate between 
the different mental tasks.  

The goal of this improvement is to reduce the noise 
sensitivity of the MEC method. Considering that interesting 
signals are composed of stimulation frequencies and 
harmonics, and the rest is noise. The noise sensitivity effect can 
be caused by the fact that a part of the noise is considered as 
relevant or a part of the interesting signal is considered as 
irrelevant. In both cases, the problem is in the separation 
between the noise and the interesting signal. Thus, this problem 
can be localized in the first step of the MEC method. 

The idea of the improvement is to use the empirical mode 
decomposition (EMD) to divide the EEG signal into useful and 
noise signals instead of using the matrix projection. 

The EMD was firstly proposed by Huang et al. [20] as an 
efficient method to evaluate the frequency and amplitude of 
time-series with excellent time resolution. It divides the 
original signal into some Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMF), 
which are different scales of oscillation components, and a 
residue. The sifting process described as follows leads to 
extract each IMF and the residue. 

Initially, the first residue and the first difference take the 
value of the initial EEG data. 

 Step1: Locate the local maxima and minima of the
difference.

 Step2: Calculate the lower and the upper envelop using
these extrema.

 Step3: Calculate the mean by averaging the upper and
the lower envelop.
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(a) 

(b) 

 Step4: Calculate the new difference by subtracting the
mean from the previous difference.

 Step5: If the stopping criteria are satisfactory, then the
last calculated difference is an IMF, otherwise go to
step1 and continue the process step by step.

 Step6: Calculate the new residue by subtracting the last
IMF from the previous residue.

 Step7: If the new residue is not isometric then repeat the
process from step1. Otherwise, the sifting process is
ended, and the last found residue is considered as the
final residue of the process.

The stopping criteria are a compound of two conditions. 
First, the number of extrema and the number of zero crossing 
must be either equal or differ by one at most. Second, the 
standard deviation (SD) is smaller than a predetermined value. 
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Where:  ih  are the vectors of differences;  k  is the 
differences counter and T  is the period of considered samples. 

Figure 4 illustrates the result of the sifting process for a 
SSVEP signal during the period of 2s. 

Fig. 4. Decomposition of the original signal in IMFs and a residue. 

Each IMF has a higher frequency than the next extracted 
one. The residual which is the lowest frequency component 
represents the trend of the signal. 

The spectral analysis of the IMFs allows to separate them 
into three groups. The first contains the IMFs located in a 

lower frequency band than the stimulus frequency. This 
frequency and its neighbors constitute the frequency band of 
the second group. The last one contains the IMFs characterized 
by several scattered frequencies higher than the stimulation 
frequency. 

Figures 5 (A)-(B) illustrate the Normalized Amplitude 
Spectrum (NAS) of different IMFs, defined in equation (10). 
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Where:  x  is an IMF time series,  )(xFFT  is the fast 
Fourier transform of x , and M  is the number of FFT points. 

Fig. 5. Spectral analysis of the IMFs: (A) separation between the three 
groups, (B) spectrum of the stimulation frequency group.

The IMFs located in the first group are considered as noise 
containing neither stimulation frequencies nor harmonics. To 
discriminate between the first and the second group, a 
decision-making criterion is required. R. Sharma et al. [21] 
have used the sample entropy (SampEn) as a complexity 
measure of IMFs extracted from EEG signal. This experiment 
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shows that the SampEn decreases from one IMF to the next. 
Therefore, SampEn can be a good criterion to separate the 
IMFs of the first group from the IMFs of the second. Likewise, 
IMFs which have a SampEn inferior to a predetermined 
threshold are considered as noise components. 

After subtracting the IMFs of the first group from the 
original signal, the remainder can be considered as interesting 
or a mixture between the noise and the interesting signal 
according to the level of noise. The central frequency of the 
second IMF is in the stimulus frequencies band. Its NAS 
indicates the noise level. If the NAS is superior to a 
predetermined threshold, the signal to noise ratio is high 
enough and the first step of the MEC method is ended. 
However, in the second case, a filtering is needed to exclude 
the rest of noise while keeping the sharpest EEG signal 
response. The moving average filter is optimal for this kind of 
issue. In spite of its simplicity, it ensures a low curve shape 
change to keep valid the previous decompositions. To produce 
each point, some input points are averaging according to the 
equation (11). 
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Where ix  is an input point, iy  is an output point, and M
is the number of points in the average. 

When M increases the noise decreases but the acute curve 
angles become obtuse. The best choice of M  is about eleven 
[22]. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
For the comparison purpose, the previously presented 

methods were implemented as well as the MEC proposed 
amelioration. The experiment results allow to validate the 
amelioration. 

A. Separation between noise and interesting signal 
The SampEn calculates the probability that epochs of 

window length m that are similar within a tolerance r remain 
similar at the next point [23]. A study of the different possible 
combinations shows that the best values of m and r are 6 and 
0.2 respectively. Also, the best choices of the thresholds are 0.1 
for the SampEn and 0.08 for the NAS. 

Figure 6 reports an example of the extracted noise and 
interesting signal from the EEG recording. In the interesting 
signal, the stimulus frequency dominates the harmonics 
frequencies as it has a higher amplitude response than them [8]. 
Moreover, it follows the shape of the EEG signal i.e. the 
original features are maintained. The Nuisance signal 
frequency seems to be higher than the interesting signal as it 
includes the artifacts. 

Fig. 6. Extracted noise and interesting signal using the proposed 
improvement. 

B. Stimuli color effect on different recognition methods 
Overlapping over several recording intervals can lead to 

improve the precision of the system. In this experiment, five 
intervals of a length of 3s each and with a gap of 0.25s were 
used. The idle period is fixed to 4s. The experiment consists of 
changing the colors of the three used LEDs. The colors are 
white, green, red, blue, and yellow. Table 1 illustrates the 
impact of the colors on the system accuracy rates using the 
processing methods mentioned before. The results show that 
the responses of white and yellow colors evoked an accuracy 
exceeding the 80%. However, the precisions with red, green, or 
blue stimuli are lowest. 

The white and the yellow color are the brightest which 
explains this result. In fact, D. G. Albrecht et al. [25] examined 
the effect of the contrast intensity of the visual stimulation on 
neurons from the Visual area one V1 or the striate cortex. 
These neurons are sensitive to the object features at which the 
subject gazes as the color and the direction. The results show 
that the response of a striate cell increases as the contrast 
intensifies. The Accuracy rate using a white color is most 
stable and high. This consequence justifies the choice of the 
white color for the next experiments. 

TABLE I. SSVEP RESPONSES TO STIMULI OF DIFFERENT COLORS  

Method 

MEC MSI CCA 

Color Yellow 44% 89% 72% 
Blue 50% 55% 55% 

Green 67% 78% 78% 
Red 50% 67% 67% 

White 72% 83% 83% 

C. Noise level effects on different recognition methods 
As explained before, the nature of the light source has a 

great effect on the noise level. In the next experiment, two 
kinds of white light LEDs are used in order to verify the noise 
sensitivity of each method. The first is the universal LEDs with 
3mm and the second is the chips on board (COB) LEDs. COB 
LEDs embedded ten LEDs in a circular surface with a diameter 
of 35mm. Therefore they can produce a sufficient light 
intensity without causing fatigue or losing the subject 
concentration. The subjects were asked to follow the scenario 
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of the previous experiment. Figure 7 presents the accuracy 
rates of MEC, CCA, and MSI methods for the five subjects 
with the 3mm LEDs. It is clear that the high level of noise 
leads to decrease the performances of all processing methods.  

Fig. 7. SSVEP responses to 3mm LEDs stimuli with different processing 
methods. 

Table 2 illustrates the percentage of correct recognitions for 
each method using 3mm LEDs. 

TABLE II. AVERAGE ACCURACY OF EACH METHOD WITH 3MM LEDS 

Method MEC MSI CCA 

Accuracy 

rate 

75.55% 77.77% 81.1% 

The MEC responses remain the lowest even if the accuracy 
values are close. 

In the next section, The COB LEDs replace the universal 
ones. Figure 8 illustrates the results of different methods. 

Fig. 8. The accuracy values with COB LEDs stimuli. 

The experimental results show that all methods performed 
better using COB LEDs than using 3mm LEDs. Thus, the level 
of noise decreases using COB LEDs. 

Table 3 illustrates the percentage of correct recognitions for 
each method using COB LEDs stimuli.  

TABLE III. AVERAGE ACCURACY OF EACH METHOD WITH COB LEDS 

Method MEC MSI CCA 

Accuracy rate 

(COB LED) 

86% 95.55% 95.55% 

Amelioration value 

(%) 

10.28% 22.85% 17.8% 

Although the three methods are noise sensitive, MEC 
remains largely poorer. This method is influenced even with 
little noise levels. 

D. Application of the proposed improvement 
The goal of this experiment is to validate the proposed 

improvement procedure of MEC method for the SSVEP 
features recognition. The COB LEDs are the light sources. The 
study of the average accuracy rates of MEC, CCA, and MSI 
methods allows to compare their noise sensitivities as well as 
the improved MEC for the five subjects. Three data intervals of 
2s with a gap of 0.25s were used to identify the target. 

Table 4 summarizes the performances of the different 
methods. 

TABLE IV. RECOGNITION METHODS PERFORMANCE 

Method CCA MSI MEC Improved 

MEC 

Accuracy 

rate 

96.66% 96.66% 83.33% 98.88% 

The proposed improvement produces more precise results 
in selecting the stimulation frequency.  It ameliorates the 
accuracy of the MEC method by about 13%. Thus, MEC 
becomes efficiently resistant to the noise. This method 
becomes even more performant than other methods and 
reaches 99% with a total recording interval of 2.5s. This 
investigation confirms the hypothesis that is using the EMD 
and the moving average filter allows to separate noise and 
artifact from the interesting signal. EMD decomposes a 
nonlinear and nonstationary signal into a sum of IMFs without 
the need of prior knowledge. In fact, it is an adaptive technique 
depending on the local characteristic of the signal which 
explains its compliance with the moving average filter. The 
results confirm the validity of the improvement. 

E. Information-transfer rate 
One of the most used metrics to evaluate the performance 

of BCI systems is the information-transfer rate (ITR). Wolpaw 
et al. [26] have proposed the most popular method for ITR 
calculation as defined in equation (12). 

 )1/()1(log)1(loglog 222  NPPPPNB




Where B is the ITR (bits/symbol), N is the number of 
possible commands and P is the classification accuracy. In 
order to make this quantity easier to understand, another ITR 
definition tB  in bits/min which is derived from B is generally 
used. 

)/60(* TBBt   

Where T is the average time needed to convert a brain 
feature activity into a command. 

A higher ITR leads to a better and more natural use of the 
system. In fact, this criterion reflects the time during which the 
subject has to gaze at the target and the number of commands 
needed to reach the destination. In order to foster this criterion, 
another light source was added to the stimulation system. Also, 
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the idle period and the trial length have gradually been 
reduced. Moreover, in order to reduce the number of needed 
time intervals, a decision is made as soon as the same target is 
identified three times by the system in which the total number 
of intervals is equal or less than five. Otherwise, if five-time 
intervals are processing without recognizing the target, the trial 
is considered as erroneous. Table 5 illustrates a comparison of 
the CCA method and the proposed method where the idle 
period is equal to 0.5s and the interval is equal to 2s. A lower 
interval decreases enormously the accuracy of the system and 
obviously increases the time cost needed to fix the wrong 
choices.  

TABLE V. MEAN ITR AND ACCURACY AS A FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF 
TARGETS FOR CCA AND IMPROVED MEC METHODS 

Method 

Improved MEC CCA 

3 targets 4 targets 3 targets 4 targets 

Average 

accuracy 

rate 

95.5% 91.78% 91.11% 88.14% 

Average 

trial length 

3.108s 3.222s 3.046s 3.133s 

Average 

informatio

n-transfer 

rate 

(bits/min) 

24.617 27.18 20.944 24.64 

The results of this experiment show that the proposed 
method remains better even with the new scenario. The system 
can reach acceptable performances with four commands. 

VI. CONCLUSION

Steady State Visual Evoked Potential is the most effective 
solution for BCIs in everyday use. Its low required training and 
high accuracy rate make its use close to the ordinary one. 
Three LEDs with different frequencies (8, 9 and 10 Hz) were 
used during the first experiments. Later an additional LED 
flickers at 11 Hz was added. Each LED represents a possible 
direction to control the navigation of an electric wheelchair. 
The EPOC EMOTIVE headset was used to acquire data from 
the five volunteers. Only the closest six electrodes to the 
occipital area were used. In this study, a new amelioration to 
improve the robustness against the noise of the Minimum 
Energy Combination method was proposed. Results prove that 
the stimulus characteristics have a great impact on the noise 
level in the SSVEP signal. The use of COB LEDs allows to 
increase the SNR. Also the white color increases the excitation 
of neurons from the visual cortex of the brain and allows to 
reach the best accuracy values. The Canonical Correlation 
Analysis and the Multivariate Synchronization Index based 
methods serve as references for comparing their performances 
with the performances of the proposed improvement. The 
results indicated that the improved MEC method performed 
better than the widely used CCA and MSI. The average 
accuracy rate reaches 99% and increases by about 13% 
compared to the original MEC with a data length of 2.5s using 
three targets. Also using four targets, the system reached an 
average information-transfer rate of about 27.5 bits/min. This 

makes the system more suitable for the wheelchair navigation 
command.  
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Abstract—The method of computational homology is used
to analyze natural image 8 × 8 and 9 × 9-patches locally. Our
experimental results show that there exist subspaces of the spaces
of 8× 8 and 9× 9-patches that are topologically equivalent to a
circle and a Klein bottle respectively. These extend the results of
the paper ”on the local behavior of spaces of natural images.”
To the larger patches. The Klein bottle feature of natural image
patches can be used in image compression.

Keywords—natural image analysis; persistent homology; high-
contrast patches; Klein bottle; barcode

I. INTRODUCTION

Many results on statistics of images were obtained in the
recent years [1], [2], [3]. Lee, Pedersen, Mumford [3] discuss
the distributions of 3 × 3 image patches, they found that
the majority of high-contrast 3 × 3 patches concentrate near
A circle. Carlsson, Ishkanov, de Silva, and Zomorodian [4]
analyze 3×3 natural image patches; they find a high density the
subset is called the primary circle and prove that there exists
the large 2-dimensional subset with the topology of a Klein
bottle Which includes the primary circle. In [5], we showed
that 4× 4, 5× 5, 6× 6 and 7× 7 natural image patches have
the circle behavior.

In this paper, we utilize the methods of the paper [4] to
study the structure of n×n high-contrast natural image patches
for the cases n=8 and n=9. In particular, we find the largest
2-Dimensional subspace of each case, whose topology is that
of a Klein bottle. The results of the paper enlarge the results of
[4] To 8×8 and 9×9 patches. The Klein bottle feature of image
patches can be used in techniques of image compression [4],
[6]. The data sets used in this paper were chosen from INRIA
Holidays dataset [7], which are different from that of the paper
[4].

II. THE DATA SETS OF NATURAL IMAGE PATCHES

As the dimensional problem of the data, it is very difficult
To directly analyze the pixel distribution of images. We divide
each natural image into small n×n-patches, and consider each
patch as an n2-dimension vector, we study the topology of the
space of n×n-patches for sufficiently small n, here we study
the cases of n=8, 9.

We sample data sets of high-contrast 8 × 8 and 9 × 9
Patches from 550 sampled natural images in INRIA Holidays
dataset [7]. Each data set consists of about 55 · 105 high-
Contrast log patches. INRIA Holidays dataset is available at
http://lear.inrialpes.fr/%7ejegou/data.php. Fig.1 has two sam-
ples.

Our main spaces X8 and X9 are sets of 8 × 8 and 9 × 9
Patches of high contrast created by the following steps. The
routine handled here is similar to [3], [4], [8].

Step 1. Sample 550 images from INRIA Holidays dataset.

Step 2. Using MATLAB function rgb2gray to compute the
intensity at each pixel for each image.

Step 3. We randomly select 5000 8× 8 and 9× 9 patches
from each image.

Step 4. We treat each patch as an n2-dimensional vector,
and take the logarithm of each coordinate.

Step 5. For any vector x=(x1, x2, ..., xn), we calculate
the D-norm: ‖ x ‖D. Two coordinates of x are neighbors,
expressed by i ∼ j, if the corresponding pixels in the n × n
patch are adjacent. The formula of D-norm is: ‖ x ‖D=√∑

i∼j(xi − xj)2.

Step 6. We select the patches which have a D-norm in the
top t percent in each image. We take t = 20%, as done in [3],
[4], [8].

Step 7. Subtract an average of all coordinates from each
coordinate.

Step 8. We map X8 ( X9) into a unit sphere by dividing
each vector with its Euclidean norm. We do not translate to
the DCT basis for convenience.

Step 9. We randomly select 50,000 points from X8 and X9

for computational convenience, the subspaces of X8 and X9

are indicated by X̄8 and X̄9 respectively.

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

For determining topological features of an underlying space
by sampled finite points, the computing method used in this
paper is persistent homology, which is set up by Edelsbrunner,
Letscher, and Zomorodian [9] and distilled by Carlsson and
Zomorodian [10]. To apply persistent homology, we firstly
build lazy witness complexes for a sampled point set P from
underlying space X .

For a point cloud P , a landmark subset L, for all p ∈ P .
Let t(p) be the distance p to the closest landmark point. The
lazy witness complex LW (P,L, ε) is formulated as follows:
(i) the vertex set is L; (ii) for vertices a and b, edge [ab] is in
LW (P,L, ε) if there is a witness point p ∈ P such that

max{d(a, p), d(b, p)} ≤ ε+ t(p);

(iii) a higher dimensional simplex is in LW (P,L, ε) if all of
its edges are.
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Fig. 1. Samples from INRIA Holidays dataset

The most important parameter in a sequence of lazy witness
complexes is ε, but there is no an optimal value of ε without
prior information of the underlying space, we do not know
how To pick the value of ε. However, using the Javaplex
package developed by Adam and Tausz [12], we can compute
the Betti numbers in an interval of ε and explain the result by a
Betti barcode. The instinctive explanation is that long intervals
accord to actual topological features of the underlying space
while short ones are explained as noise.

To uncover the topological features of our spaces X8 and
X9, we use the different core subsets of X8 and X9. We
evaluate the local density of the space at a point by its the
nearest neighbor. For y ∈ X and k > 0, let ρk(y) =| y− yk |,
here yk is the kth nearest neighbor of y. The larger k-
Values contribute more global estimations, while small k-
Values result in local density estimates. For a given k, we
arrange the points of X by descending density; we pick the
points with densities in the top p percent, written as X(k, p).
The core subset X(k, p) possibly give important topological
information, which may be disappeared for all the points of
X .

Here we examine core subsets X̄n(k, p) of X̄n for n = 8, 9.
Core subsets have two parameters k and p, they demonstrate
some topological features of their underlying space for k and
p with suitable values.

IV. RESULTS FOR X̄8(k, p) AND X̄9(k, p)

The authors of the paper [4] applied persistent homology
to detect the topologies of high-density subsets of natural
image patches. They discovered that the topology of the core
sets vary from a circle to a 3-circle model as decreasing of
Density estimator k. In this paper, we use INRIA Holidays
data set, which is other than that of the paper [4], to prove
experimentally that some core sets of X8 and X9 possess the
similar results as above.

We take the core subsets X̄8(300, 20), X̄9(300, 20), and
calculate the barcodes by Javaplex software, their sample
barcode plots are displayed in Fig.2, Fig.2 separately. In Fig.2,
Fig.3, there exist a single long line of Betti0 and a single
long Betti1 line (i.e. β0 = 1 and β1 = 1), which means that

they have the topology of a circle. When we project core sets
onto some plane, their circle feature is visible in Fig.4 and
Fig.5. Choosing different landmark points, we run many times
experiments on X̄8(300, 20), X̄9(300, 20), and the results are
very steady.

For 8×8 and 9×9 patches, there are much different cores
subsets of X̄8 and X̄9, if we take proper values of parameters
k and p, the core sets also have the topology of a circle. For
X̄8(100, 20), X̄8(200, 20), X̄9(100, 20) and X̄9(200, 20), We
ran many trials and found that they have the topology of a
circle and the results to be robust.
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Fig. 2. PLEX results for X̄8(300, 20)
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Fig. 3. PLEX results for X̄9(300, 20)

When we consider the core subsets X̄8(15, 20),
X̄9(15, 20), and calculate the barcodes, their sample
barcode plots are shown in Fig.6, Fig.7 separately. In Fig.6
(Fig.7), there are a single long line of Betti0 and five long
Betti1 line for ε from 0.06 to 0.18 (from 0.05 to 0.19), which
shows that they have the topology of three circle model [4]
(Fig.8), that is, Betti numbers β0 = 1 and β1 = 5.
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Fig. 4. Projection of X̄8(300, 20) onto a plane
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Fig. 5. Projection of X̄9(300, 20) onto a plane

V. EMBEDDING OF THE KLEIN BOTTLE INTO S63 AND S80

The Klein bottle is a very important non-orientable surface,
it can be sketched by the quotient space of the square [0, 1]×
[0, 1] with sides glued by the relations (0, y) ∼ (1, y) for y ∈
[0, 1] and (x, 0) ∼ (1 − x, 1) for x ∈ [0, 1]. To identify the
Klein bottle features of subspaces of X8 and X9, we embed
the Klein bottle into S63 and S80, and get another theoretical
model of the Klein bottle.

We define the map g : S1 × S1 7−→ P by
(cosα, sinα, cosβ, sinβ) 7−→ cosβ(x cosα + y sinα)2 +
sinβ(x cosα+y sinα) ([4]), where P consists of all functions
with the form cosβ(x cosα + y sinα)2 + sinβ(x cosα +
y sinα), α, β ∈ [0, 2π], it is obvious that g is onto, but not
one to one, since the points (cosα, sinα, cosβ, sinβ)
and (− cosα,− sinα, cosβ,− sinβ) are mapped to
the same function, that is, (cosα, sinα, cosβ, sinβ) ∼
(− cosα,− sinα, cosβ,− sinβ) is an equivalent relation,
the relation can be rewritten as (α, β) ∼ (π + α, 2π − β).
The space P=im(g) is homeomorphic to S1 × S1/(α, β) ∼
(π + α, 2π − β), as no other identifications produced by g.
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Fig. 6. PLEX results for X̄8(15, 20)
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Fig. 7. PLEX results for X̄9(15, 20)

A torus has a similar representation to that of the Klein
bottle as glued a square with the opposite edges (Fig.9). The
effect of the map g on a torus is displayed in Fig.10. Each
half is a representation of the Klein bottle, thus the image of
g is homeomorphic to the Klein bottle and so is P ([4]).

We define a map h8 : P 7−→ S63 by a
composite of evaluating a polynomial at each point
of the plane grid G8 = {−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4} ×
{−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4} subtracting the mean and nor-
malizing. In a similar way, we define h9 : P 7−→
S80 on the grid G9 = {−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4} ×
{−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. Because continuous 1-1 map
on a compact space is a homeomorphism onto its image, as
Proved in [4], the images im(h8) and im(h9) are homeomor-
phic to the Klein bottle.

To embed the Klein bottle into into S63 and S80, primarily,
we uniformly take 200 points ({x1, ..., x200}) from the unit cir-
cle, all possible tuples (xi, xj) produce a point set on the torus
S1×S1. Secondly, we map each of the 40000 points into S63

and S80 through compositions of h8 ◦ g and h9 ◦ g separately,
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Fig. 9. Denotation of a torus as a quotient space

and the image of the composition is presented by K8(200) and
K9(200) respectively. Fig.11, Fig.12 display the PLEX results
of the spaces K8(200) and K9(200) respectively, they provide
the Betti numbers β0 = 1, β1 = 2 and β2 = 1, these are the
mod 2 Betti numbers of the Klein bottle. Therefore, K8(200)
( K9(200)) is an appropriate approximation of the Klein bottle
in S63 ( S80).

VI. RESULTS FOR X8 AND X9

We have embedded the Klein bottle into S63 and S80, and
the subspaces K8(200) and K9(200) are a proper approxima-
tion of the Klein bottle in S63 and S80 respectively. Applying
K8(200) and K9(200), we can find subspaces of X8 and X9,
whose topology is that of the Klein bottle. The constructing
process of the subspaces of X8 and X9 are as following.

For each point of X8, we compute the Euclidean distance
from the point to point set K8(200), then we resort points
of X8 according to increasing of their Euclidean distances
to K8(200), then we take the top t percent of the closest
distances, and represent the subspace of X8 as XP8(200, t).
The subspace XP9(200, t) of X9 is constructed by a similar
way.

To find subspaces of X8 and X9 having the topology
of the Klein bottle, we take the parameter t=20 we do

L R

α

β

2π

2π

Fig. 10. Klein bottle, the image of the map g
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Fig. 11. PLEX result for K8(200)

many experiments on XP8(200, 20) for the parameter num-
landmark-points from 80 to 100 and the result is very stable.
Fig.13 displays one PLEX result for XP8(200, 20), which
gives Betti numbers β0 = 1, β1 = 2 and β2 = 1 for ε from
0.019 to 0.059. When taking t = 25, the space XP8(200, 25)
experience a topological change. Indeed, we do 50 trials on
XP8(200, 25) for different parameters, where there exist 23
trials whose PLEX results producing the topology of the Klein
bottle and most barcode intervals with the homology of the
Klein bottle is in very small ranges, the other 27 trials give
no the homology of the Klein bottle. Fig.14 gives the Betti
numbers of XP8(200, 25): β0 = 1, β1 = 2 and β2 = 1 for ε
from 0.025 to 0.035. The PLEX result Fig.15 of XP8(200, 25)
shows that it has no the Klein bottle’s homology. Similarly, we
do many experiments on XP9(200, 18) and XP9(200, 23) re-
spectively, we discover that the largest subspace of X9 having
the homology of the Klein bottle is about XP9(200, 18), and
the subspace XP9(200, 23) experiences a topological change.
Fig.16 displays one PLEX result for Xp9(200, 18), which
gives β0 = 1, β1 = 2 and β2 = 1 for ε in [0.032, 0.086].
Fig.17 shows XP9(200, 23) having the Klein bottle feature
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Fig. 12. PLEX result for K9(200)

in a very small range of ε values (from 0.014 to 0.033). The
PLEX result for XP9(200, 23) in Fig.18 gives no the Klein
bottle feature.
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Fig. 13. PLEX result for XP8(200, 20)

From the results of [5], we knew that the largest subspaces
with the homology of the Klein bottle of 3× 3, 4× 4, 5× 5,
6×6 and 7×7 patches are about 40%, 35%, 30% and 25% of
points of X3, X4, X5, X6 and X7 respectively. Combining the
current results, we may conclude that the size of the largest
subspace having the Klein bottle’s homology of n×n patches
depends on the patch size n, and the larger of patch size the
smaller the size of the largest subspace. Hence it is necessary
to discuss different sizes patches in natural images.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we apply persistent homology to study natural
image 8 × 8 and 9 × 9 patches, and obtain similar results to
the papers [4], [5], the results of in this paper enlarge image
analysis to larger patches. We find the largest subspaces of X8

and X9 with the Klein bottle’s homology, and the size of the
largest subspace of n × n natural image patches having the
Klein bottle’s homology is decreases as increasing of n. Thus
we need only study n×n natural image patches for sufficiently
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Fig. 14. PLEX result for XP8(200, 25)
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Fig. 15. PLEX result for XP8(200, 25)

small n. The Klein bottle’s feature of natural image patches
may improve techniques of image compression [4], [6]. But
it is worth to study that for how big of n, the n × n natural
image patches have no the Klein bottle feature. As increasing
of n, the computing for n×n patches becomes more difficult.
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Abstract—Pedestrian detection is an important aspect of
autonomous vehicle driving as recognizing pedestrians helps in
reducing accidents between the vehicles and the pedestrians.
In literature, feature based approaches have been mostly used
for pedestrian detection. Features from different body portions
are extracted and analyzed for interpreting the presence or
absence of a person in a particular region in front of car. But
these approaches alone are not enough to differentiate humans
from non-humans in dynamic environments, where background
is continuously changing. We present an automated pedestrian
detection system by finding pedestrians’ motion patterns and
combing them with HOG features. The proposed scheme achieved
17.7% and 14.22% average miss rate on ETHZ and Caltech
datasets, respectively.

Keywords—Pedestrian detection, pedestrian protection system,
HOG descriptor, optical flow, motion vectors, FPPI, miss-rate

I. INTRODUCTION

According to National Highway Traffic Safety Adminis-
tration (NHTSA), traffic fatality rate has been increased by
6% in 2012 and on an average nearly 4,743 pedestrians were
killed which accounted for 14% of the total traffic related
fatalities along with 76, 000 ended up injured in USA [1].
In countries of Asia and Europe due to high population, the
rate of road user deaths is much higher. This rate of pedestrian
deaths and injuries could be reduced by employing intelligent
frameworks for detecting people on road. But to give viable
safety, such frameworks need to recognize people on foot
in changing ecological conditions, as well as anticipate the
probability of impact. Road users particularly pedestrians are
more susceptible to serious injuries in contrast with drivers
in such collisions. Pedestrian Safety has therefore gain the
attention of many researchers now a days. Safety components
are intended to avoid the impacts and resulting casualties
and injuries by offering advancements that alert the driver
to potential issues before time. These safety advancements
might lit up the car light, automatic braking, consolidate GPS
traffic flow notifications, interface with cell phones, alert driver
about other cars and dangers, keep the driver in the right
lane, or show what is in blind corners. For effective road
user protection, frameworks like Advanced Driver Assistance
System (ADAS) and Intelligent Vehicles (IV) are built up that
lessened the auto collisions by giving knowledge to drivers
[2][3]. Pedestrian recognition is a critical and all the more
difficult problem in the field of machine vision. The essential
target of road user detection based vision frameworks is to
avoid impact of vehicles with people while driving.

Although, several pedestrian detection algorithms have

been proposed so far, but still there is a need for an automatic
system that can detect the human in urban environments
that are more challenging as compared to highway traffic.
Therefore, the need is to develop a system capable of dis-
criminating humans from a captured image or video with
high accuracy, precision, and low miss rate. In this paper,
we have presented a motion vector based pedestrian detection
system. We will discuss and analyze the experimental results
of our proposed technique on two publicly available ETHZ
and Caltech pedestrian benchmarks. Novel contributions of this
work include:

• Development of a representation of human motion
which is extremely efficient for detecting people.

• Implementation of proposed technique on two pedes-
trian benchmarks.

• Accurate human detection with smaller FPPI (false
positive rate per image).

• A system for automatic pedestrian detection with Low
average miss rate.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: A compre-
hensive survey of related schemes can be found in Section II.,
Section III presents the proposed methodology employed for
effective pedestrian detection, Section IV includes performance
evaluation of our technique and Section V concludes the paper.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In spite of advancements in pedestrian protection, numer-
ous road accidents still happen all around the globe because of
poor driving conditions (e.g. low light or mist) or a transient
diversion of either the driver or pedestrian. A programmed
framework to identify people in the surroundings of a vehi-
cle is exceedingly desirable and is one of the fundamental
concerns for both auto makers and researchers today. Related
literature for pedestrian detection and recognition framework
are reviewed from both the application and also, from hardware
point of view.

From the application’s point of view, pedestrians location
can be utilized by intelligent vehicles and for surveillance
videos and aided driving systems [4][5]. From technology
perspective, detection and recognition of on foot people in
front of the vehicle can be done by utilizing the perceptible
and imperceptible light range, for example, visible, ultrasonic,
infrared, sensors and radars [6][7].
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Fig. 1. PPS driving scenario [8]

Fig. 2. Difference in pedestrian appearances [9]

A. Pedestrian Protection Systems (PPS)

PPS are a special kind of intelligent frameworks concerned
to pedestrian safety. It is a safety framework that typically
recognizes moving as well as stationary pedestrians in front of
the vehicle in order to perform braking actions or to provide
knowledge to driver [2]. Any decline in the speed of the
vehicle can intensely lower the fatality rate due to reduced
kinetic energy of the approaching vehicle in case of impact.
Pedestrians are having a 90% likelihood of lasting the accident
due to vehicle impact coming at small speeds like 30km/h or
below, however if the vehicle is approaching at the speed of
45km/h or above then in such cases there is less than half
likelihood of surviving [2] as shown in Fig. 1.

B. Challenges to the Task of Pedestrian Recognition

These are the principle elements and difficulties that influ-
ence the performance of pedestrian detection frameworks:

1) Appearance changeability: Pedestrian constantly
changes in appearances because of the color, shading, texture,
size of the garments, and they move with different items and
articles (boxes, bags, umbrellas) as appeared in Fig. 2.

2) Inconsistency of the surroundings in which people ap-
pear: Different type of environments include urban and con-
gested city zones which are more complex to handle as
compared to highways under different climate conditions and
changes in light add irregularity in the information. Fig. 3
indicates distinctive surrounding environmental conditions.

3) Variability in pedestrian shapes and postures: Pedes-
trians may have diverse weights, postures, poses and tallness
figures. Fig.4 shows such differences.

4) Variability of the activities: Different kind of actions
which they may perform positions which they may have (stand,

Fig. 3. Inconsistency of the surroundings in which people on foot appear [2]

Fig. 4. Variable Body Postures [2]

run, walk,sit, and hands shake etc.) Besides, they can show
up under different observing angles (longitudinal or sidelong
positions).

5) Motion of camera and Road user: When both (walker
and camera) are in moving condition, this marks detection
and tracking more troublesome. The vast majority of the
frameworks are focused on the high-hazard zone i-e. separation
from 5m-25m to the camera [9]. However, 50m identification
range speaks to a generally safe area that demonstrates an
extraordinary support for PPSs in the long period crashes.

The problem of pedestrian detection has been approached
both from hardware and software perspective, utilizing dif-
ferent sensors and creating numerous different algorithms for
detection.

C. Hardware Based Solutions

Finding which sensor is most appropriate for pedestrian
identification and detection is a major question especially for
cluttered urban traffic environments. Today the most appealing
sensors include Radar and Laser. Sensors that use visible light
are efficient during day but do not work at night. In addition,
there is an emerging attention towards infrared frameworks that
are guaranteed to be extremely useful being less expensive as
compared to other sensing mediums like Laser, Lidars and
Radars and are not affected by the weather conditions or time
of the day. From the hardware aspect, there are passive or
active sensors [10].

Passive sensors capture light by using scan chips like
CMOS or CCD cameras and can perform in infrared or visible
spectra, consisting of all camera-based systems. Active sensors
that recently have provided the good results are the laser
sensors, particularly LIDARs, but these are too expensive for
intelligent systems [11][12]. For that reason, mostly passive
sensors are used in intelligent vehicles to detect pedestrians
because they are cheaper and provide useful information from
different clues like color and texture information [2].

D. Software Based Machine vision for Pedestrian Detection

Based on humans owned knowledge, vision-based pedes-
trian detection is a preferred choice. It can acquire much richer
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information about the environment than laser scanner or radar
[7]. For this purpose, various types of cameras have been used
for the detection of pedestrians. Camera may be either still
or moving that is installed on the vehicle. According to their
working range, cameras can be divided in the electromagnetic
spectrum. The range of visible spectrum (VS) is in 0.4-0.74
(µm), near infrared is in 0.75-1.4 (µm) and thermal infrared
(TIR) covers 6-15 (µm) [6], [7], [13]. Visible cameras are
more commonly used because pedestrian detection is mainly
focused on day time as compared to thermal infrared cameras
that are used on night time [8].

The problem of pedestrian detection is to determine
whether a local image area/section represents people or not and
thus it is a typical two class classification problem. The detec-
tion process can be applied in two steps: feature extraction and
classification. In the learning-based discriminative framework,
various feature descriptors and classification approaches have
been proposed for use in visible images [2], [3]. Some of the
computer vision based approaches for pedestrian detection are:

1) Feature Based Detection: Detectors are developed that
use feature information by extracting gradient features from
the image to detect pedestrian in front of the vehicle within an
unsafe range. The two popular gradient based feature detection
methods are Covariance matrix (COV) and HOG descriptors
[4], [14], [15], [16].

Such local gradient feature based detector was first pre-
sented by Dalal and Triggs [17]. They represented a human in
the image as a thick web of Histogram of oriented Gradients
then these feature maps were given to an SVM classifier to
detect human. The image is first segmented into equal sized
16x16 blocks and each block further consists of 8x8 cells.
These cells combined together to form a dense grid of with
each cell representing edge orientation. Orientation gradients
for each individual cell is quantized into 9 equal sized bins
defined for 0-180 unsigned orientation each comprising of 20.
The combined histograms represent a feature vector of nor-
malized 1-D histograms from each block it is than given to an
SVM classifier which classifies it as either a pedestrian or not.
The dense overlapping grids, normalized histograms and non-
smoothing gradients made HOG descriptor a better detector by
decreasing the count of false positives. However HOG-feature
extraction performs poorly for the cluttered images where it
becomes difficult to detect images to create histograms.

Costea et al. [4] proposed a novel method for image recog-
nition using word channels because of their high discriminating
power. This approach uses image with a single size and a
single classifier for each pedestrian sliding window scale. For
extracting features this approach uses high level word channels
inspired from codebook based techniques instead of low level
pixel gradients used in HOG techniques. At each pixel level
three descriptors HOG, LRP and LUV color channel values
are computed. The authors use LUV color channel as the
descriptor for computing feature vector. The computed results
are matched to the visual codebooks. Three different word
maps are generated with multiple word channels one channel
per descriptor. Approach was found to have promising results
on both INRIA and Caltech pedestrian datasets.

Richer image representation provides a good chance for
improving the detector performance in image analysis. But

for richer image representations detectors require more com-
putational time to process an image that is the improvement
in recognition comes at the cost of more computational time.
Dollar et al. [18] proposed that for richer image representation
such finely sampled pyramids could be obtained by estimation.
Experiments indicate that by extrapolating the features for
coarsely sampled pyramids, we could estimate the features
at any given scale and hence get a rich representation of
the image inexpensively. The effectiveness of the proposed
scheme is demonstrated with different detection architectures
including integral channel features, aggregate channel features
and deformable part models. Results indicate that the proposed
method has the same detection rate as the current state-of-
the-art but has decreased computational cost. However, this
strategy could not be applied in cases where the image contains
texture or white noise.

Dollar et al. [19] proposed a multi scale pedestrian de-
tection technique. This technique uses feature approximation
for the features at nearby scales by computing the feature at
one scale. This approximation is shown accurate within entire
scale octave. Algorithm thus computes features in the image
once every half octaves and approximate features for the rest
of scales resulting an overall speed up in the detection process
with a little loss in detection accuracy.

Dollar et al. [20] proposed a novel method for pedestrian
detection using Integral channel features. Using linear and non-
linear transformations multiple image channels are computed.
Features from these multiple channels are computed by sum-
ming the local rectangles. Using integral images features such
as Haar wavelets, local histograms are computed. A feature is
defined as the weighted sum of the integral channels. Much
time of this algorithm is spent on constructing these channel
features, making it a fast detector. The authors combined
Histogram of Oriented gradients with LUV color channels
coupled with a boosting classifier. Integral channel features
when combined with a boosting classifier are proved as a
fastest object detector. On Cal Tech dataset the detection rate
of integral channel features was found to be 60% while that
of its competent HOG is 50%. Results indicate that channel
filters outperform other feature extraction techniques including
HOG.

[21], [22], [23], [24] are the other feature based methods
proposed by the researchers for detecting pedestrian in order
to avoid or anticipate the likely hood of collision.

2) Texture Based Detection: Various texture based ap-
proaches like Local binary patterns (LBP) [25], [26] also
provide good outcomes to the Pedestrian detection. The LBP
advantages are its less computational complexity and multi-
scaling [25]. Multi-block local binary patterns (MBLBP) [27],
have been presented as efficient applications of traditional
LBP for detection. Zhang et al. [28] propose that for accurate
and fast detection of a human in an image scene or a video
sequence, a robust detector is needed which can compute
promising features in least computational time. They presented
a set of effective features that can be computed easily and
are robust to external noise. This set includes dense center-
symmetric local binary patterns (CS-LBP) which captures
the gradient information combined with texture details and
pyramid center-symmetric local binary/ternary patterns (CS-
LBP/LTP) which is more descriptive and computationally
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efficient for real life applications. Experiments on INRIA
pedestrian dataset indicate that the proposed features of CS-
LBP when coupled with linear SVM give comparable re-
sults as HOG/SVM and pyramid CS-LBP when coupled with
HIKSVMS outperforms the previous PHOG. The authors also
suggest that by combining pyramid C-LBP with PHOG feature,
detection performance could further be improved.

For the detection of a pedestrian in a still image Jiu Xu
et al. [29] proposes a novel feature named Bidirectional Local
Template Patterns (B-LTP). B-LTP is inherited from CS-LBP
and HOT and thus combines their desirable properties. It
takes texture properties from CS-LBP feature and gradient
based properties from HOT. Moreover, B-LTP is a short length
feature and thus it is cheaper to implement as well as cost less
memory making it suitable for real time applications. This
technique proposed a two directional template in which for
each pixel, four templates are defined containing the pixel itself
and its two center-symmetric neighbors. Results on INRIA
dataset shows that B-LTP performs better than its competent
features like HOG, HOT and COV in both speed and detection
rate.

3) Deep Learning for effective pedestrian Detection: In
the recent past, Deep learning has been applied to the do-
main of pedestrian detection problem which learns features
in a supervised or unsupervised fashion and has shown very
promising results. The input data moves from lower layers and
is gradually transformed into higher level representations. The
output features from the top layer is then given to classifier
and the network is fine tuned with back propagation algorithm.

In his paper, Luo et al. [30] proposed a deep learning
architecture named “Switchable Deep Network (SDN)” for
pedestrian detection. His work focuses on using deep networks
to model hierarchical features, stressed locations from multiple
feature maps called saliency map and a mixed representation of
body parts. SDN is an extension of the traditional convolutional
neural network with the addition of multiple switchable layers.
In order to model the complex visual postures the paper in-
troduces a Switchable Restricted Boltzmann Machine (SRBM)
that explicitly develops saliency maps at each level indicating
if the pixel belongs to the background or a pedestrian and
hence suppressing background clutters from discriminative
regions containing pedestrian. Results indicate the state-of-the-
art performance on the public pedestrian detection datasets.

4) Template Based Detection: This technique is used to
find the features in a particular image region and then compare
it with a standard template. Image is scanned to find a set of
features representing pedestrian and then are compared with a
template image. But these methods fail to handle articulations
and occlusions in the scene and are computationally expensive
[31]. The disadvantage of template based detection is that
object occlusion is difficult to compute and high computational
complexity.

5) Deformable part based Detection: In his paper, Yan et
al. [32] presented an extension of the prevalent deformable
part model [33] (DPM) called Multi task DPM (MT-DPM)
which aims to explore the relation among multiple resolu-
tions by combining an optimal DPM detector and resolution
aware transformations. It takes the pedestrians from multiple
resolutions and determines their commonness and differences

jointly. To map the pedestrians from different resolutions the
model transforms them into a common space where a detector
separates the pedestrians from the background. The global
spatial assembly for example part configurations remains the
same while the differences exist in the local features. The
differences among these local features are reduced by mapping
them from multiple resolutions to a common subspace and
a detector is learned on these locally mapped features. The
authors further develops a context model depending on the
vehicle-pedestrian relation to improve pedestrian detection by
reducing the false positive rates especially in crowded scenes.
Results indicate a reduction of miss rate to 60% for Caltech
dataset which outperforms the recent state of the art.

6) Infrared Thermal Imaging for Pedestrian Detection: Ef-
fective pedestrian detection and tracking algorithms in visible
spectrum have found many important applications from video
surveillance to intelligent vehicles. However, under certain
circumstances (e.g., in nights or bad weathers), sensing in vis-
ible spectrum becomes infeasible or severely impaired, which
calls for the imaging modalities beyond visible spectrum. In
particular, the cost of thermal sensors has reduced dramatically
in the past decades.

Infrared imagining is here to rescue the environments in
which we have little or no light. Dai et al. [11] proposed a
Generalized expected maximization (EM) algorithm using IR
imagery. The image is first segmented into a layered structure
consisting of foreground and background layer. In the second
pass using the shape and appearance details a pedestrian is
traced from the foreground layer. Shape based classification
is performed by SVM and appearance based localization is
done through principal component analysis(PCA). Similarly
for a video , the sequence is first divided into segments called
shots and pedestrian detection through EM algorithm is then
applied within each shot. The pedestrians present in the same
shot are identified through a graph matching technique. The
algorithm performs quiet well in case of crowded scenes and
does not require prior assumptions about the motion trajectory.
Experimental results showed the overall accuracy of 88%.

7) Machine Learning Based Methods: The accuracy of the
detection system usually comes at the cost of high false posi-
tive rate. In order to reduce this false detection rate Z. Wang
et al. [34] presented a two stage machine learning algorithms
based approach for efficient and accurate pedestrian detection.
This approach is based on highly efficient combination of
cascade AdaBoost detector and vector function link net derived
from machine learning domain. By using multi-scale sliding
window detectors; all sub windows extracted from a still image
and are normalized and resized. Then the two detectors cascade
AdaBoost [35] deetctor and random vector functional-link net
[36][37] are applied simultaneously on this candidate feature
set to check if it is a pedestrian or not. Experiments with
four datasets have shown that this technique outperforms other
methods in terms of detection accuracy and false positive rates.

Behera et al. [38] presented a real time vision based image
segmentation algorithm for accurate pedestrian detection in
day time. The image is scanned in all directions for finding
the edges. Before segmentation, the edges are first linked by
an edge linking algorithm. The correctness of the edge map
is required for accurate segmentation. After segmentation the
image is divided into foreground and background segments. In
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order to boost the probability to find the presence of pedestrian,
a combination of head and leg edges are used. Using these
head and leg edge patterns the whole pedestrian image is
reconstructed. Accuracy could be further improved by applying
a classifier on the extracted segments. Results indicate that this
algorithm performs well on real images for accurate pedestrian
detection. In order to improve the accuracy of a pedestrian
detector much work has already been done in the current
state-of-the-art, the paper by Smedt et al. [39] in this regard
presented a generic framework to combine multiple pedestrian
detectors in an optimal and efficient manner. Each pedestrian
detection technique uses a different set of candidate features.
Highly accurate results could be achieved by an intelligent
combination of these features from multiple detectors. The
authors used the simple AND OR combinations of multiple
detectors and by using performance measures determine the
best combination which has the highest yield in terms of
detection accuracy. However combining multiple detectors;
results into long computational time but results showed that
an improved accuracy is obtained by hiring this optimal
combination approach as compared to the current state-of-the-
art detection methods.

Image feature description can be improved significantly
by using HOG features based on variant scale blocks. This
idea was presented by Hoang et al. [40] who suggested that
without restricting HOG blocks a comprehensive feature space
is obtained with the help of which highly distinguished features
can be obtained for classification in the next step. Image is
first segmented into grid windows and affine transformations
from each window are obtained after which optical flow from
each transformed window are extracted. After morphological
processing, correlated features of human shape are obtained as
candidate regions within each window. In the next step HOG
features from each segmented window are obtained in order
to detect a human by using SVM classification. Experiments
showed that the proposed detector gives 5% improved results
as compared to standard HOG using SVM.

Hongyan Li [41] proposed a new method of segmentation
and detection of objects in a video. Their algorithm uses
mean, variance and standard deviation as features calculated
from gray scale multi-frame images. These features are used
to train SVM that views the categorization of pixels as a
binary classification task. Trained SVM classifies a pixel given
to it as either a static background pixel or a foreground
moving object pixel. Accuracy of this SVM classifier could
be significantly improved by customizing its kernel function
and other parameter values.

8) Motion Based Detection: Use of the object motion
provides extra information but the change of position make
the process of detection more complex and problematic [31].
One of the popular method in this regard is Background
subtraction in which the image is segmented into foreground
and background layers but this is only possible in the cases
in which video is captured by a fixed camera. However,
this has an apparent disadvantage for pedestrian detection
from the automobile because the moving vehicle provides
a continually dynamic background. Therefore, motion-based
pedestrian detection algorithms do not work as a primary
detection approach for a camera that is mounted on a moving
vehicle [9]. Sparse scene flow information is used to detect

objects using stereo cameras and optical flow information
in. [42] has extracted interest points from consecutive video
frames; using flow information the complete scene flow is
constructed to model the movement of the background. Scene
elements whose motion pattern varies from this background
flow model are considered as distinct objects. Interest points
belonging to adjacent segments represent a single rigid object.
The proposed method employs a class independent approach
for object detection using stereo cameras and optic flow.
Experiments indicate that the proposed method outperforms
the previously known techniques that only use optical flow
information. Moreover, these solutions can work only for those
classes on which the detector was trained during training phase.

Hariyono et al. [43] presented a novel method for moving
pedestrian detection through moving camera using motion
information and HOG features. After segmenting the regions
that represent same motion vectors different moving objects
are extracted. In order to differentiate a pedestrian from
non-pedestrian HOG features are extracted from candidate
segments. This feature vector is given as an input to the
Linear SVM classifier that classifies the given segment in
an image or video frame as pedestrian or non-pedestrian.
Experiments reveal an outstanding performance on ETHZ
pedestrian dataset as compared to the original HOG approach.
Detection rate obtained was 99.3% with 0.09 false positive
rate. Another method is CodeBook method [31]. A codebook
collects a series of code words or color values for every pixel
of background. After that, codewords will found out what
color each pixel have and from that it determine the pixels
of background. Advantage of this method is that it can handle
dynamic scenes [31].

From the cited literature, the issues pertaining to the real-
time pedestrian detection problem are as follows:

• Occluded and continuously changing backgrounds put
a limit on the detection rate.

• Feature extraction techniques alone perform poorly for
the cluttered images.

• Deep learning based methods have long learning and
detection times.

• Template based approaches are affected by occluded
environments.

• Relative motion between camera and pedestrian marks
detection and tracking more troublesome.

A system with the following properties is therefore desired:

• Detect pedestrian in real time accurately and reliably
with lower false positives.

• Detect people regardless of the differences in their
postures and appearances.

• Improved system accuracy with small miss rates.

• Detect pedestrians in all type of environmental condi-
tions.

• Detection of people even if there is relative motion
between pedestrian and camera.
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This research will combine the motion vectors method with
HOG feature extraction technique for improved detection re-
sults in images and videos. Datasets used are ETHZ pedestrian
dataset and Caltech pedestrian dataset.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Motion is a natural property of the world and is a rich
foundation of data that supports a wide range of visual respon-
sibilities. Identification of moving objects in videos is vital
for numerous computer vision based applications, including
action acknowledgment, activity recognition, and car safety.
The issue of motion based object detection can be separated
into two sections:

1) Identifying moving subjects in each video frame.
2) Associating the recognitions relating to the same

subject over time.

A. Work Flow

The proposed methodology to detect the pedestrian in
videos as indicated in systems block diagram below in Fig.
5 is composed of the following sequences of steps.

1) Acquire images and videos: The first step to create
a successful system for pedestrian detection is the selection
of right dataset. There are many standard publicly available
datasets for solving the problem of moving person detection.
We have used ETHZ and Caltech datasets for our research. The
challenging part of this research is to compensate the motion
of both camera and pedestrian while reducing the miss rate in
order to achieve accurate detections with small false positives.

2) Compute motion vectors to extract moving objects in a
scene : In order to make the task of detection easy we have
opt for detection through motion vectors because it separates
the dynamic objects in the foreground from static background
in the very first step. Here in our research, first of all we have
computed motion vectors from the each video frame and by
associating these detections same object over time is identified.
This gives a set of bounding boxes around each of the moving
object in the scene as the output.

3) Extract features from the computed flow vector: Feature
extraction is the process of selecting relevant attributes in the
data that are used for the construction of the model. In the
next step, by computing HOG features from each bounding
box we are able to learn a single feature vector which is the
combination of motion information from the previous step and
HOG features. This feature set is given to the classifier in the
next step that will learn the features of Pedestrians with the
help of the input feature vector.

4) Feed this feature set to a classification module: This
feature set is given to SVM/AdaBoost classifier one by one to
train the classifier and learn the features of a human so as to
discriminate human from non-human objects in the test videos.

5) Detect pedestrians in the test set: Detection is per-
formed on test videos and performance of the detector for
each classifier in terms of accuracy and average miss rate
is computed and compared with state-of-the-art methods of
pedestrian detection.

Fig. 5. Block diagram of proposed system

Fig. 6. Images from ETHZ and Caltech Datasets

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS

We ran the experiments on Intel core i3 with 4GB of
memory using MATLAB Release R2014 b as integrated de-
velopment environment and runtime platform. We have evalu-
ated our proposed methodology on two benchmark pedestrian
datasets namely ETHZ and Caltech pedestrian benchmarks.

ETHZ is a popular and most commonly used pedestrian
dataset. It consists of videos made from AVT Marlins F033C
camera, it contains video frames of the size 640x480 each with
a frame rate of approximately thirteen to fourteen frames per
second. The dataset contains three setups consisting of three
set of videos each. Second dataset is the Caltech which is the
largest dataset amongst other datasets. It consists of 10 hours
of 640 x 480 videos in an urban environment. These videos
are taken from a CCD camera mounted on a vehicle. All these
datasets are publicly available and some of the images of these
datasets are shown in Fig. 6.

A. Evaluation Metrics

Evaluation of our work is done based upon the following
evaluation metrics. The terms are defined as follows:

We trained our detector by using positive and negative
samples once from ETHZ and next time with samples from
Caltech training sets. First the training of SVM is performed
and a model is created, one for each dataset. Similarly, the
procedure is repeated to create AdaBoost training models. For
the rest of our experiments, we test our pedestrian detectors on
the reasonable subset of videos from both ETHZ and Caltech
test sets.
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TABLE I. METRICS FOR EVALUATING CLASSIFIERS PERFORMANCE

Metrics Definition/Formula
Miss Rate = 1- Recall

= No. of FP in positive samples/ Total no. of positive samples
FPPI = False positives/ Total images
Detection Rate = TPR= Number of correctly classified pedestrians
Precision = Fraction of true positives/ All positives
F1 Measure = 2 * TP /(2*TP +FP+FN)
False Detection Rate = 1- Precision

Fig. 7. Detectors Detection Results

B. Testing the Detector Performance

When training process is completed, the next step is to test
the performance of classifiers by giving any unknown images
to the detector. The input image can be either a single image or
a cell array of images. For detection, we slide a window over
the whole image and consider the multiple window strides.
For each video from the test set the experiment is performed
with 8x8 (default) and 6x6 window stride. Detector uses this
measure to slide the window over the image, smaller strides
produce better detection rate. After this, the detector returns
different bounding boxes in the form of [x, y, w, h, score]
. Confidence of detection is measured by its score. Only
detections with the score above threshold are returned. A few
detection results are shown below in Fig. 7:

Confidence is high for the pedestrians in front of the camera
or within a suitable range. Those already standing in the safe
range are given small scores by the detector as shown in Fig
8.

C. Experimental Results

1) Detection: Detection results on both datasets for each
classifier are shown below. Detector creates a bounding box

Fig. 8. Testing the detector (a)Input test image (b)Detection scores

Fig. 9. Detection Results on ETHZ Pedestrian benchmark

Fig. 10. Detection Results on Caltech Pedestrian benchmark

around a human. HOG and flow features from these bounding
boxes are computed. Detector marks each bounding box with
a score that represent the detection confidence. Confidence is
high for the pedestrians in front of the camera or within a
suitable range. Those already standing in the safe range are
given small scores by the detector.

Detection results for each classifier on ETHZ benchmark
are shown in Fig. 9. On average we have achieved 91.82% de-
tection accuracy with SVM while AdaBoost provided 92.96%
accuracy.

Detection results for each classifier on Caltech benchmark
are shown in Fig. 10. On average we have achieved SVM
provided 95.33% and AdaBoost provided 94.5% accuracy.

2) Evaluation of Results: In the second phase the detector
performance is evaluated for both datasets by comparing the
number of detections with the ground truth annotation which is
provided with each test video. These annotation files contain
information in the form of bounding boxes coordinates for
each person present in the scene for each frame. However, for
ETHZ, ground truth annotation is provided for every 4th frame
in the video. Miss rate and the detection rates are computed
here with the possible number of false positives per image and
overall accuracy, recall and precision are computed for both
ETHZ and Caltech datasets.
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Fig. 11. Evaluation Results on ETHZ Pedestrian benchmark

Fig. 12. Detection Rate VS Miss Rate on ETHZ Dataset

valuation with respect to the ground truth data is performed
and results of evaluation are shown in Fig. 11. We have
achieved an average miss rate of 17.7% on ETHZ Test set.
Miss rate is calculated for each video with respect to detection
rate as shown in Fig. 12.

Results of evaluation on Caltech are shown in Fig. 13.
We have achieved an average miss rate of 14.22% on Caltech
Test set. Miss rate is calculated for each video with respect
to detection rate for each test set from Caltech benchmark as
shown in Fig. 14.

V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

In our proposed work we have developed a pedestrian
detection system by combining two features that is HOG and
motion vectors. The two features are concatenated to get a

Fig. 13. Evaluation Results on Caltech Pedestrian benchmark

Fig. 14. Detection Rate VS Miss Rate on Caltech Dataset

single feature vector for the training of the classifier in the
next step. Two classification models created during training
phase for each classifier (SVM and AdaBoost) are used to
discriminate human from non-human in the test videos and
the detection results and accuracy is computed. Average miss
rate computed from our proposed methodology is compared
with those present in existing literature as indicated in Table
4.2. Our detector yields significant performance improvement
as compared to the baseline HOG detector.

VI. CONCLUSION

The problem of efficient pedestrian detection is studied in
this research. This work has presented a novel technique for
underlying problem of pedestrian detection by incorporation of
motion information with feature extraction technique of HOG.
Based on our experiments, we observe that the performance
of pedestrian detection yields significant improvement with the
use of motion vectors. Furthermore, implementation parame-
ters also play an important role to achieve the best detection
performance. We have achieved 17.7% miss detections on
ETHZ and 14.22% miss detections on Caltech with a window
stride of 6x6. Our future research objective include pedestrian
tracking over multiple frames by using the optical flow based
motion estimation. Currently, we have used datasets made in
different lightening conditions during day time only and the
pedestrian detection at night time is not included in the current
scope of work. In future, we will also include the datasets
that contain videos made at night. Moreover, the proposed
scheme can also be extended to work in different weather
conditions including rain, snow etc. Similarly, by combining
more features with currently used features can help further
improve the detector performance.
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Abstract—Wireless technology has become an essential part of
this era’s human life and has the capability of connecting virtually
to any place within the universe. A mesh network is a self healing
wireless network, built through a number of distributed and
redundant nodes to support variety of applications and provide
reliability. Similarly, anycasting is an important service that might
be used for a variety of applications. In this paper we have studied
anycast routing in the wireless mesh networks and the anycast
traffic from the gateway to the mesh network having multiple
anycast groups. We have also studied the geocast traffic in which
the packets reach to the group head via unicast traffic and then
are broadcasted inside the group. Moreover, we have studied the
intergroup communication between different anycast groups. The
review of the related literature shows that no one has considered
anycasting and geocasting from gateway to the mesh network
while considering the multiple anycast groups and intergroup
communication. The network is modeled, simulated and analyzed
for its various parameters using OMNET++ simulator.

Keywords—Mesh Network; Anycast; Geocast; Routing; Unicast

I. I NTRODUCTION

The basic aim of the wireless mesh networks (WMNs) is
to guarantee the connectivity. WMNs are gaining popularity
for its wide range of applications. The networks have gained
substantial consideration as an unconventional solution to
applications such as community networks, enterprise networks,
and last mile access networks to the Internet [1]. WMNs are
citywide multi-hop networks. They have a fixed infrastructure
in the form of gateways and either mobile or fixed wireless
mesh clients. The gateways have neither the mobility nor the
power issues. There might be a series of fixed points- they
relay the traffic to the sparsely distributed nodes. Gateways
provide the internet access to the wireless nodes. This is
the most common application of the wireless mesh networks.
Video on demand and IP-TV are other interesting applications
of a high speed wireless mesh networks. Among all these
applications group communication is an important paradigm to
study. Considering the citywide mesh network there might be
many groups like the group of educational institutes, industries,
vehicular network clusters etc. Contemporary studies mostly
focus on optimal reaching to a gateway for the internet access.

Routing in the wireless mesh networks always attracts the
researchers. Field base routing (FBR) is recently introduced for
WMNs [2]. FBR relies on a routing field, and it is exchanged
among the participating nodes. The data travels along the path
having a relatively larger value of heat (the value computed

Fig. 1. Basic mesh architecture [21]

for every node considering the gateway as a source of heat)
[2].

Anycast is an important service that always applies the
greedy approach to deliver the packets to the nearest destina-
tion. If there are various groups of the same category then the
anycast traffic will be forwarded to the next hop towards the
group head having larger calculated parameter (temperature
field). It considers the group head as the heat source.

The major contribution of this study is the proposal of
an anycast model for the traffic from gateway to the mesh
nodes using various anycast groups. Moreover, the study also
analyzed the geocast and unicast communication. To the best
of our knowledge the anycast and geocast communication have
not been studied for the traffic forwarded by mesh gateways to
the mesh clients. Though in [3] Tracy Camp et al. studied Geo-
cast Adaptive Mesh Environment for Routing (GAMER) and
the presented technique is about the geocast communication
in ad hoc network. But the geocast technique presented in this
paper is for WMNs and specifically for the traffic generated by
gateway to mesh clients based on the field base routing. The
geocasting is achieved by delivering the packets using unicast
to a group head and then is broadcasted within the group. In
addition to geocasting the main contribution of this study is
the presentation of anycast model and group communication.

The existing literature does not handle multiple groups. So
the inter-group communication is not yet covered. These issues
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are of serious apprehension, thats why it is the main focus
of this study. The research work will also consider multiple
anycast groups, in the result the inter-group communication
becomes possible.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related

Fig. 2. Architecture of mesh network for anycast routing

work is underscored in section II. Section III describes the
various challenges encountered in the design and analysis of
wireless network structures like WMNs. Section IV depicts
our proposed model for anycasting in WMNs, and the section
V spells out the simulation environment and discussion on
various traffic results. Finally, section VI concludes the paper
with future directions.

II. RELATED WORK

Due to its demanding structure and application oriented
architecture, there is a rich literature available about the wire-
less mesh networks. But after discussing the basic architecture
we will converge our attention to the routing and group
communication in the WMNs.

Akyildiz et al. [1] states that the wireless mesh network is
a class of network where some nodes are fixed. These nodes
serve as the gateway for the Internet connectivity. Others nodes
are mobile, give access to the mobile nodes in a multihop
fashion. Due to the redundant links, connectivity is not an issue
in these networks. Most of the recent studies regarding the
routing in the wireless mesh networks focus on the traffic flows
from mesh nodes to the mesh gateways, for example, AODV
[4] or OLSR [5]. Various unicast routing algorithms have
been proposed in different studies like in [4], [5], [6] and [7].
Because of its scalability and robustness many researchers like
Lenders et al. [8] and V. Park et al. [9] presented the field based
routing algorithms. Recently, Baumann et al. [2] presented a
field based routing algorithm for routing the packets from the
mesh nodes to the gateway in anycast fashion. The authors
give a field based routing algorithm, HEAT, it computes the
temperature field keeping the gateway as the source of heat.
In their later work Baumann et al. [10] presented the gateway
source routing (GSR) algorithm for routing the packets through

the wireless mesh network. The authors use the routing path
in backward direction, the path which is build up by the mesh
clients by sending the packets to the gateway. In order to route
the packets from gateway to the mesh nodes it is necessary that
the mesh clients first send the data to the gateway. it seems to
be very anomalous limitation of the proposed scheme.

The concept of the field based routing algorithms is very
straight forward. In these algorithms the data moves along the
steepest path towards its destination. In [11], Bahr introduced
a hybrid wireless mesh protocol (HWMP). It is the merging
of two seemingly opposite technologies i.e. flexibility of on-
demand route discovery and enabling efficient proactive rout-
ing as well.

Field base routing algorithms are ingeniously used for
various applications like load balancing in wide area networks
[12], data gathering in sensor networks [13], placement of
sensor nodes [14] and routing in MANETs [2], [9]. This
study also using the gradient based routing algorithm for
routing unicast, anycast and geocast traffic in wireless mesh
networks. We are presenting the anycast model considering the
traffic from the gateway to the mesh clients, having different
anycast groups. Geocasting is phenomenon in which packets
are delivered to a particular group belonging to a specific
geographical location. There are various geocast algorithms
available in the literature e.g. [15] and [16] exclusively depends
upon the exact geographical information of the source and the
destination.

The exact geographical information need specialized de-
vices and is very hard to obtain [17]. The authors also present a
geocast model in which the traffic moves from the gateway till
the group head in unicast fashion following the gradient base
routing and then group head broadcasts it inside the group.
In [18], the authors propose a joint traffic splitting, routing,
rate control and scheduling algorithm called CLC-DGS, which
splits and distributes network traffic into multiple gateways in
an optimal way. The authors prove by extensive simulations
that CLC-DGS can achieve maximum network utility and
improves the performance of WMNs under various network
environments including link and gateway heterogeneities and
various interference models.

In paper [19], the authors propose a jamming technique
which targets the periodic nature of the routing protocol resid-
ing in the network layer. The technique is based on the concept
of null-frequency jamming which refers to periodic attacks
targeting specific protocol period/frequency of operation. The
effects of this jamming technique are investigated in stack,
half-diamond, full-diamond, full-mesh and random topologies
employing the optimised link state routing protocol. In order
to fully utilize spectrum resource in WMNs, [20] proposes
a combination of some communication techniques, including
link scheduling, spatial reuse, power and rate adaptation and
Network Coding (NC). This was done to activate as many
transmission links as possible during one scheduling period,
so that the total scheduling length can be minimized and
network throughput can be maximized. They consider interplay
among these techniques and present an optimal NC-aware link
scheduling mechanism in multi-rate WMNs, which relies on
the enumeration of all possible schedules. Due to the high
computational complexity of proposed model, they utilize a
column generation (CG)-based method to resolve the optimiza-
tion problem. Also, they present a distributed power control
algorithm, by which the computational complexity of the CG-
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based scheme can be largely reduced.

III. ROUTING CHALLENGES IN WMNS

There are various design and data transfer challenges
in WMNs because of their applications and network
topologies. Also, these challenges play a vital role in the
design of routing algorithms for these networks as well the
performances. Following factors are very important to be
considered in the design of routing algorithms and analysis
for WMNs.
1. Mobility of the nodes:
All the nodes represent an autonomous route for peer-to-peer
connection.
2. Network topology:
A non-systematic mobility of nodes with varying speeds make
the topology of the network vary randomly.
3. Link between the nodes:
The network nodes are connected by an air medium and do
not have any fixed infrastructure.
4. Battery lifetime:
To retain the residual power in the nodes is a major trouble;
so WMNs rely on batteries.
5. Network attacks:
Wireless networks have more chances of security attacks
comparative to wired networks.
6. Quality of Service(QoS):
The QoS depends on various parameters in delivery of data,
resulting in lower performance.
7. Consumption of power:
The energy conservation plays an important part in network
evaluation.
8. Bandwidth constraint:
The unfixed infrastructure based network has less throughput
metrics than the fixed ones.

IV. N ETWORK MODEL

In contrast to ad hoc networks, WMNs do not impose the
strict infrastructure less property. The basis architecture of the
wireless mesh network is shown in figure 1 [19]. It has some
fixed nodes (gateways) which provide access to the Internet
acting as the backbone. The other nodes may be fixed access
points, provide connectivity to the wireless mobile nodes in
multihop fashion. Every node in the network acts as a router.

In this paper, we have developed a scenario for the
anycast routing in wireless mesh networks. Figure 2, shows
the architecture of wireless mesh network for anycast routing.
There are three types of nodes in this architecture.

1) Gateway: The gateway provides the Internet
connectivity to the mesh clients. As in this paper we
are considering the traffic from the gateway to the mesh
clients so the gateway is the main source of traffic in this
scenario.

2) Routing Nodes:These nodes have the capability to
route the packet towards its destinations. The routing is
based upon the Gradient-Based Routing. Routing field is
calculated while keeping the destination as the ultimate source

(maximum field value).

3) Groups: These are different groups having their own
group members. Group members are registered with the group
head. The group heads are registered with the gateway.
Presence of either anycast traffic at the gateway will be
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Fig. 3. Flow chart of WMN proposed routing

delivered to nearest group head via gradient based routing
mechanism. If, on other hand, there is geocast traffic for
any group, it will be routed to the group head following
the gradient based routing in unicast fashion. It will then
be broadcasted inside the group. Any routing node or group
head may be regarded for the unicast traffic trending the same
routing mechanism. There can be different interest groups
suggested for various types of traffic. In such a way, intergroup
communication is also made possible.
The routing field value is computed in the following equation.
Let y1, .....ym be the link paths of nodes in the network from
their respective destinations andd is the total distance of every
node to its destination. Then:

Wi = f(di) =

m
∑

i=1

|yi| = d (1)
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which reflects the field valuefv of each sensor. Flow-chart in
figure 3 depicts anycast, unicast and geocast routing with load
balancing.

A. Load Balancing

Forwarding nodes make their decision on the basis offv
of their neighbors. If proper load balancing technique is not
followed then the entire traffic will follow the same route. This
may not suit to energy constrained nodes. In our scheme, the
load balancing is ensured by putting a threshold on the traffic
flow. As traffic exceeds that of threshold value, the forwarding
algorithm selects the next better route as shown in figure 3.

B. Algorithm

The algorithm for anycast, unicast and geocast routing
trending the gradient base routing technique with load balanc-
ing is explained below. Every sensor of the network computes
its fv considering thefv of its neighbors and then advertising
the value to update routing table of the neighbors. The packet
is relayed to the next hop with the highestfv. This process
continues till the traffic flow exceeds the threshold considered
for load balancing. When the traffic flow exceeds the threshold,
our algorithm selects next hop with the next highestfv. For
geocast traffic it carries the data in unicast fashion till the group
head and then broadcasts it inside the group. The detailed
algorithm is given below:

Gm: Group member
T t: Traffic type
Fv: Field value
Nn: Neighbour node
Th: Threshold value
Nh: Nearest head

do
{
initialize Fv of every Nn
calculate Fv for every Nn
check the Tt of every message
if (Tt == Anycast)
{
select any nearest head Nh
if (traffic flow of Nn≤ Th)
{
select Nn having highest Fv
forward the message to Nn
}
else
{
select next hop having next highest value
forward the message to the next hop
}
}
else if (Tt == Unicast)
{
if (traffic flow of Nn≤ Th) {
select Nn having highest Fv
forward the message to Nn
}
else if
{

select next hop having next highest value
. forward the message to the next hop
}
}
else if (Tt == Geocast)
{
if (traffic flow of Nn≤ Th)
{
select Nn having highest Fv
forward the message to Nn
}
else
{
select next hop having next highest value
forward the message to the next hop
}
if (Node== Group Head) Broadcast the message to Gm
}
end if
until (Destination Reached)
}

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

For the performance analysis we have used OMNet++ [22]
simulator. The scenario developed to simulate the anycast,
unicast and geocast traffic contains twenty four nodes. It
includes one gateway that relays the data from and to the
Internet. The group heads recognize three anycast groups in
this research, as we study the traffic from the Internet towards
the mesh clients. The gateway is the ultimate source of the
traffic. It relays the Internet traffic towards the mesh clients
and groups.

Figure No. 4 depicts the comparison of packet delays

Fig. 4. Packet Delay comparison of Anycast and Unicast traffic

experienced by unicast and anycast traffic. As the idea of
anycast group communication is proposed for the first time
by considering the traffic from the gateway towards the mesh
clients. We analyze the delay experienced by unicast and
anycast traffic. Before the idea of anycast the only type of
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traffic flow was unicast. The analyses show that when the
volume of data increases the delay experienced by unicast
traffic is considerably increased as compared to the anycast
traffic. This is because the anycast traffic always chooses
the best possible path and delivers the packet to the nearest
group head. As a precaution we have implemented the load
balancing mechanism that diverts some traffic. The idea has
been already explained earlier.

The packet delivery ratio is always an important parameter

Fig. 5. Packet Delivery Ratio comparison of Anycast and Unicast traffic

to study. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the packet delivery
ratio between the unicast and anycast type of traffic. Packets
may be dropped uniformly in routing due to buffer overflow at
the intermediate devices, link failure or any unseen problem.
It has been observed that anycast type of traffic always gives
better packet delivery ratio as compared to the unicast traffic.
This is because that the unicast traffic will have to follow a
predefine path towards a predefine destination and the anycast
communication is adaptable and selects the best choice while
forwarding the packets to the next hop towards any optimal
destination.

Geocasting is the phenomenon of delivering the data
packets to a particular geographical location. We consider
the entire group members to be the part of a particular
geographical location. Now, one way is to deliver the data
packets to all group members in unicast fashion. We name it
unicast based geocasting (UG). The other way is to deliver
a packet to the group head (possible in the proposed group
communication) and then broadcasts it within the group. We
name it anycast based geocasting (AG). The figure 6 portrays
the packet delay analysis experienced by UG and AG. The
traffic delay in case of UG is directly proportional to the
number of group members and in case of AG it is a delay
to reach to the group head plus the delay involved in the
broadcast phase. The intra-group broadcasting delay has been
considered in AG. Group members are normally in the direct
range of the group head.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have studied the anycast and geocast
routing in wireless mesh networks. The concept of the

Fig. 6. Packet Delay comparison of Anycast and Unicast base Geocasting

anycast routing by considering the traffic from gateway
towards the mesh clients has been proposed. The proposed
technique has been studied against the unicast traffic by
varying the volume of traffic from gateway towards the
anycast groups. The anycast communication outperforms
other type of communication in terms of packet delays and
packet delivery ratio. Intergroup communication has also been
made possible. Moreover geocast communication technique
has been proposed in which the data travels in unicast fashion
till the group head and then broadcasted inside the group.
It lessens the delay time experienced by the geocasting
based upon unicasting or geographical location. In future
work we will create more realistic scenarios that will contain
mobile nodes and adaptive group formation and head selection.
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Abstract—As a new branch of Mobile ad hoc networks,
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have significant attention
in academic and industry researches. Because of high dynamic
nature of VANET, the topology will be changed frequently
and quickly, and this condition is causing some difficulties in
maintaining topology of these kinds of networks. Clustering is
one of the controlling mechanism that able to grouping vehicles
in same categories based upon some predefined metrics such as
density, geographical locations, direction and velocity of vehicles.
Using of clustering can make network’s global topology less
dynamic and improve the scalability of it. Many of the VANET
clustering algorithms are taken from MANET that has been
shown that these algorithms are not suitable for VANET. Hence,
in this paper we proposed a new clustering scheme that use
Gauss Markov mobility (GMM) model for mobility predication
that make vehicle able to prognosticate its mobility relative to
its neighbors. The proposed clustering scheme’s goal is forming
stable clusters by increasing the cluster head lifetime and less
cluster head changes number. Simulation results show that the
proposed scheme has better performance than existing clustering
approach, in terms of cluster head duration, cluster member
duration, cluster head changes rate and control overhead.

Keywords—Vehicular Ad hoc Networks; Mobile ad hoc Net-
works; Network Topology Control; Clustering Scheme

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) makes a new vi-
sion in the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS).
Recently, VANET becomes a most important area of research
both in academic and industry field, because it has the potential
to create numerous applications such as dissemination of
safety, routing plans, traffic condition message, entertainment
(e.g. information sharing, gaming), e-commerce and control of
vehicle flow formations [1], [21], [22]. In principle, VANET
is a special form of MANETs, with the difference that there
are mobile nodes (Vehicles) have high dynamic mobility. In
VANET vehicles equipped with an on-board unit (OBU) which
make theme able to communicate with each other (vehicle-
to-vehicle, V2V) and via roadside units (vehicle-to-roadside,
V2R) also called as RSUs. The communication standard that
vehicles used to communicate with each other is Wireless
Access for Vehicular Environments (WAVE), which it is an
approved amendment to the IEEE 802.11 standard. WAVE is
also known as IEEE 802.11p [13].

Due to high mobility, VANET topology changes rapidly, so
establishing new control topology cause to introducing high
communication overhead for exchanging information. There
are several control schemes for media access and topology
management have been proposed. One of these schemes is
clustering structure. In clustering structure, the mobile nodes
are divided into a number of virtual groups based on certain
metrics. These virtual groups are called clusters [2].

Some cluster-based approaches have been proposed and
applied in Ad-hoc Networks, because the clustering have more
advantages such as reduce the delay, overhead and solving
the scalability problem in large scale networks. However, in
dynamic environments the clusters usually are unstable and
frequently disjointed. Hence the clustering schemes which are
proposed for Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) and Wireless
Sensor networks (WSN) are not suitable for VANET. On the
other word, in VANET, vehicle move with high and variable
speeds which causing to frequent changes in the network
topology, and it can significantly reduce the cluster stability
and efficiency. CH duration is one of the reasons that can be
caused to this reduction. It means that whatever CH duration
increased respectably cluster stability will be increased. On the
other hand, an efficient cluster maintenance has directly impact
on CH lifetime. Hence, this parameters should be considered
in the design of new cluster scheme. The aim of this work
is proposed a scheme to construct a stable single-hop clusters
with more CH lifetime, more CM duration and less cluster
change rate. In this scheme CH selection conducted base
on relative mobility, which calculated as the average relative
distance and relative velocity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II
previous work related to cluster formation and maintenance
will be described. Section III explain preliminaries of proposed
scheme. Section IV present our proposed algorithm processing.
Section V includes simulation description with comparative
results. The paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

As a well-known organizing and controlling networks,
node clustering is widely used in MANET and Wireless
Sensore Networks (WSN). Clustering technique can be used
for diverse purpose such as broadcasting, routing and QoS.
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There are many clustering solution based on topology, energy,
neighbor have been proposed [16], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12]. However, these clustering algorithms significantly are not
suitable for dynamic environments such as VANET. One of the
well-known clustering scheme which frequently used for com-
parison with other VANET clustering algorithms, is MOBIC
[4]. Indeed, this algorithm is based on the lowest-ID algorithm
[16]. In MOBIC, cluster head selection is based on the signal
power which received at any node from its neighbors derived
from successive receptions. The performance of MOBIC is
medium and not effective for dynamic scenarios.

The aggregate local mobility (ALM) algorithm is proposed
in [5]. This algorithm used a relative mobility which calculate
based on distance between a node and its neighbors. ALM
algorithm aims to extend cluster lifetime using ALM.

Another known clustering algorithm which was proposed
is affinity propagation (AP) algorithm [14]. AP algorithm is a
distance-based clustering scheme which vehicles exchange the
availability and responsibility information with their neighbors
and based on this information, CH is selected. The drawback of
AP is that frequent changing of CH increased when vehicle’s
speed increased. it is because of that the AP does not take the
speed difference of vehicles into consideration.

Adaptable mobility-aware clustering algorithm based on
destination positions (AMACAD) [17] is clustering scheme
which is proposed for VANETs. This algorithm used set of
parameters, including position, speed and distance as a metric
for CH selection. DMMAC is a novel clustering algorithm
which proposed by Hafeez et al [15]. DMMAC used velocity
as main factor to form clusters, meanwhile it utilized fuzzy
system to processing vehicle’s velocity to enhance stability
of cluster. Beside aforementioned aspects, DMMAC algorithm
used a temporary cluster head concept which will be used when
the main CH are unavailable. But this algorithm suffers from
CHs frequently change when the vehicle’s speed increased.

At the end of review the previous works, we will refer
to laned-based clustering (LBC) scheme [19]. This scheme is
designed specifically for the urban environments, which the
number of lanes in its traffic flow considered as metric for CH
selection process. However, this scheme does not consider the
exact number of vehicles for each flow.

III. PRELIMINARIES

The proposed clustering scheme uses Gauss-Markov Mo-
bility (GMM) model [3] to calculate the future vehicles po-
sition and based on that predicted position and other metrics
(e.g. Relative velocity, relative distance), the proposed scheme
try to form a stable single-hop cluster. We call this, MObility-
aware and SIngle-hop Clustering scheme (MOSIC). The term
of single-hop cluster refer to a cluster architecture which
cluster-member can communicate with cluster-head directly.
The MOSIC focuses only on V2V (Vehicle-to-Vehicle) com-
munication and the main objective of proposed scheme is
to make a large network with highly dynamic nodes appear
smaller and able to sustaining clusters for long period by
increasing the cluster-head and cluster-member duration.
So in following some essential assumptions and definitions
which MOSIC used will be described.

A. Assumptions and Definitions

The proposed clustering scheme assumes that all vehicles
traveling in the same direction (one way) on highway and
all of them are equipped with Global Position System (GPS)
receivers an On Board Units (OBU). Location information of
all vehicles needed for clustering scheme is collected with
the help of GPS receivers. Also The roads in highway has
a maximum allowed velocity (Vmax). Each vehicle have the
same transmitting capability since they have equal chance to
be elected as CHs. In this paper we use some definitions that
we’ll explain them in the following.
In addition, Table II provides the notations that utilize in this
paper.

Definition 1: (Vehicle State): In proposed scheme, ve-
hicles have four kinds of state which listed in Table I. Where

TABLE I: Vehicle States

State Description

NC Non-Clustered

CM Cluster-Member

CH Cluster-Head

TCM Temporary Cluster-Member

NC indicate as a vehicle is standalone and doesn’t belong
to any cluster, CM as a vehicle which belong to a cluster,
CH as a vehicle that has task of coordination among cluster
members and responsible for management of cluster structure
[20] and TCM represent as a vehicle which doesn’t receive the
information broadcasted by the CH for ∆T interval.

Figure 1 show the vehicle’s state in a highway environment.

Fig. 1: Vehicle’s States

Definition 2: (r-neighbors): We considered two vehi-
cles are r-neighbors if the distance between them is less than
r. Consequently, the neighborhood Ni of a vehicle i is defined
as follows:

Ni = {j,Di,j < r} (1)

Where Di,j is the average distance between vehicles i and
j.
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TABLE II: Notations and Description

Notation Description

IDi Unique ID of vehicle i

r Communication Range of vehicle i

Ni Neighborhoods of vehicle i

Degi The nodal degree of vehicle i

di,j Relative distance between vehicle i and j

d′i,j Predicted relative distance between vehicle i and j

xi Position of vehicle in axe x

yi Position of vehicle in axe y

x′i Predicted position of vehicle in axe x

y′i Predicted position of vehicle in axe y

R̄ Relative Distance

Vi Velocity of vehicle i

V̄mi
Mean relative velocity of vehicle i among their neighbors

V̄reli
Relative Velocity of vehicle i

Vmax Maximum speed of road

M̄i Relative Mobility metric of vehicle i

Mi Mobility metric of vehicle i

∆Vth The threshold used to classify neighboring nodes as stable or non
stable neighbors

CFV Cluster forming vehicle

Definition 3: (Nodal degree): The total number of r-
neighbors of a vehicle is called the nodal degree of the vehicle
i which calculated as follow:

Degi = |Ni| (2)

The nodal degree of a node i can be concluded as the
cardinality of the set Ni.

Definition 4: (Stable r-neighbors): Two vehicles are
considered as a stable r-neighbors if the difference speed
between them is less than ±∆Vth. Where ∆Vth is a predefined
threshold.

B. Gauss-Markov Mobility (GMM) Model

The Gauss-Markov Mobility (GMM) Model [3] is a
memory-based mobility model which able to calculate next
position of mobile node based on its current mobility metric.
In this model, each mobile node is assigned to the initial speed
and direction. The GMM model used alpha α, 0 ≤ α ≤
1, parameter which determines variability in mobile node
movement. In this model, at each fixed interval of time, n,
the mobile node update it current speed and direction which
the new speed and direction are calculated as follows:

sn = αsn−1 + (1− α)s̄+
√

(1− α)2sxn−1 (3)

dn = αdn−1 + (1− α)d̄+
√

(1− α)2dxn−1 (4)

where sn and dn are the new speed and direction of the
mobile node at time interval n; s̄ and d̄ are representing
the mean value of speed and direction and sxn−1 and dxn−1

are random variables from a Gaussian (normal) distribution.
At each time interval the next location is calculated based
on the current location, speed, and direction of movement.

Specifically, at time interval n, an Mobile node’s position is
given by the equations 5 and 6:

xn = xn−1 + sn cos(dn−1) (5)

yn = yn−1 + sn sin(dn−1) (6)

where (xn,yn) and (xn−1,yn−1) are the x and y coordinates
of the mobile node’s position at the (nth) and (n − 1)st

time intervals, respectively, and sn and dn are the speed and
direction of the mobile node, at the (n)st time interval which
achieved based on equations 3, 4.

C. Message passing format

As previously mentioned, the VANET is running under
WAVE (Wireless Access for Vehicular Environments) architec-
ture (IEEE 802.11p) and messages are encapsulated in UDP
packets in the network layer. Each vehicles exchange their sta-
tus message with their neighbors in its communication range,
r, periodically. The status message contains information about
the vehicle’s ID, vehicle state, current speed V , communication
range r, CH’s ID (CHID) and position POS, as shown in
Fig. 2.

ID State V r CHID POS

Fig. 2: Status message packet format

In addition, POS consist two parts, Geographical and
Predicted position, which both of them are based on Carte-
sian coordinates. The geographical location include (x,y) and
predicted location consist (x′,y′).

D. Cluster Metrics

In this section the cluster metrics, which plays an important
role in cluster formation and cluster maintenance, will be
described.

1) Average relative velocity: In every time interval, each
vehicle will be aware about all r-neighbor vehicles, using
exchange status message, and based on that information,
average relative velocity V̄reli will calculated as follow:

V̄reli = max

{
V̄mi

Vmax
, 0

}
(7)

where Vmax is the maximum allowed velocity on the road,
and V̄mi

is the average velocity of vehicle i against their r-
neighbors which defined as follow:

V̄mi
=

1

|Degi|

Degi∑
j=1

(Vi − Vj) (8)

where j is a potential neighboring vehicle, and Vi, Vj are
the velocity of vehicle i and j respectively in m/s and Degi
is nodal degree of vehicle i.
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2) Average relative distance: Each vehicle will collect its
mobility information such as its location at every time interval
∆T and send this information to all its r-neighbors via Control
Channel. So each vehicle able to calculate its average relative
distance among its r-neighbors. Relative distance is one of the
measure that play a key role to elect CH.

Consequently relative distance defined and calculated as
follow:

R̄i =
1

|Degi|

Degi∑
j=1

Ri,j (9)

where Ri,j is obtained from the below equation:

Ri,j = 10× log10

(
di,j
d′i,j

)
(10)

We use the metric proposed by Basu [4] to calculate
average relative distance (Equation 10), but whit difference that
we used distance and predicted distance between two nodes
instead of Packet Delay, which is used in [4]. In formula 10,
di,j is distance between vehicle i and j which can achieved
and calculate via Euclidean distance.

di,j =
√

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 (11)

also d′i,j represents the distance between vehicle i and j
which is predicted with mobility model, and similar to di,j
calculated as follow:

d′i,j =
√

(x′i − x′j)2 + (y′i − y′j)2 (12)

where x′i and y′i is future position of vehicle i that calcu-
lated and obtained using Gauss-Markov Mobility model (see
Sect. III-B).

3) Average relative mobility: Average relative mobility is
an important measurement that vehicles can be informed about
their r-neighbors and based on this parameter, vehicles decides
which vehicle is more suitable to selected as CH. M̄i is defined
as follow:

M̄i = R̄i + V̄reli (13)

where R̄i is average relative distance and V̄reli is average
relative velocity which described in previous subsections.
As you can see, whatever the nodal degree of a vehicle is
increased, then correspondingly, the value of R̄i and V̄reli ,
will be decreased. Because according to Formula 8 and 9, the
relative distance and relative velocity are inversely proportional
with nodal degree (Degi). So a vehicle with lower value of
M̄i is more considerable.

IV. MOSIC PROCESSING

This section contains the description of the procedures
that form part of the proposed clustering scheme. In brief,
the proposed clustering scheme is formed by the four phase
(Initialization, CH Selection, Cluster Formation and Cluster
maintenance), described in the following subsections.
When a node is not belong to any cluster (in Non-Clustered
state), it executes the initialization phase. after that, depending

on whether the cluster head can be found in nearby or not, the
node can launches the join procedure or the cluster formation
phase. Hence, after the cluster formation phase or after joining
a cluster, the maintenance procedure will be executed and it
checks the validity of the cluster periodically.

A. Initialization phase

This phase is executed by any vehicle which its state is
NC (Non Clustered) and also receives a status message from
its r-neighbors. In any interval time, ∆T , a vehicle which its
state is NC broadcast its status message to discover weather
a Cluster Head exist in vicinity or not. If there is at least one
Cluster Head can be found, then the vehicle launches the join
procedure. Otherwise, it execute the cluster formation phase.
The pseudo code of the Initialization phase shown in Algo-
rithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Node Initialization

1: Statei: state of vehicle i;
2: Ni: r-neighbors set of vehicle i;
3: if (Statei == NC) then
4: Broadcast its status message;
5: end if
6: if (Receive messages after ∆T interval) then
7: Update its Ni sets;
8: if (Statei == NC) then
9: if (r-neighbors indicate CH exist) then

10: Call JoinCluster();
11: else
12: Call ClusterFormation();
13: end if
14: end if
15: else
16: After ∆T interval, broadcast its status message again;
17: end if

B. Cluster Head selection phase

In principle, CH is a coordinator with the task of coordi-
nation among cluster members and also responsible for man-
agement of cluster structure [20]. One of the most frequently
used technique to increase cluster stability is CH duration.
CH duration has impact direct relative with cluster stability. It
means that select a more stable CH can be beneficial to keep
cluster structure for long periods and stable cluster can reduce
packet loss probability. Consequently, select a CH that can be
stable for long period, is an important factor in the design of
MOSIC. In proposed scheme, we defined a mobility measure,
Mi, that each vehicle calculated it based on status messages
which received in interval time ∆T from r-neighbors and each
vehicle has greatest value of Mi, will be selected as CH.
Mobility measure calculated as follow:

Mi =

{
| 1
M̄i
| , M̄i 6= 0

0 , M̄i = 0
(14)

where M̄i is average relative mobility. As mentioned in
sec: III-D3, a vehicle with lowest value of M̄i is more
considered to be CH, So, for simplicity calculations, the value
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of M̄i will be reversed, because the lowest value becomes to
the greatest value, And it’s exactly what Formula 14 shows.

Once status message are received, the vehicle with highest
Mi among its r-neighbors will elect itself as CH. Vehicle with
highest Mi will set its CHID field to its own ID and send the
status message to r-neighbors and subsequently all r-neighbors
will join cluster (All r-neighbors sets their CHID field to
vehicle’s ID which selected as CH). It should be noted that
nodes with Non-Clustered state, can’t participate in the election
process and they must commence the initialization phase.

The pseudo code of the CH selection shown in Algorithm
2.

Algorithm 2 Cluster-Head Selection

1: Statei: state of vehicle i;
2: Ni: r-neighbors set of vehicle i;
3: Mi: mobility measure of vehicle i;
4: CHID: cluster head;
5: IDi: ID of vehicle i;
6: Receive status message from r-neighbors in ∆T ;
7: Update its Ni sets;
8: Calculate the Mi based on received status messages;
9: if (Ni > 0 and Statei != NC) then

10: if (Mi = max (Mj |j ∈ Ni)) then
11: if Statei == CH then
12: DoNothing();
13: else
14: CHID = IDi; //select itself as a CH
15: Statei = CH;
16: Broadcast head message and r-neighbors will join

cluster;
17: end if
18: end if
19: else
20: Call Initialization();
21: end if

C. Cluster formation phase

The cluster formation phase is executed every time interval,
∆T , with nodes in NC state that already before run the
initialization phase and discover that there is no CH in vicinity.
However, after initialization phase (which all NC state nodes
broadcast its status message and receive reply messages), a
vehicle whose speed is the slowest among all its NC r-
neighbors, start the cluster formation process. This vehicle is
called cluster forming vehicle (CFV ). At the beginning of
the process, CFV select itself as a CH and broadcast status
message to r-neighbors. Thus vehicles upon receipt the status
message, set its CHID field to CFV ’s ID and also update
its state to CM.

The pseudo code of the Cluster formation shown in Algo-
rithm 3.

D. Cluster maintenances phase

The main aims of clusters maintenance phase is to main-
tain the cluster structure as stable as possible. Because of
the dynamic nature of the VANET, joining and leaving the

cluster happen frequently. However, there are three events that
can affect on stability of a cluster include: Joining Cluster,
Leaving Cluster and Cluster merging. In the following cluster
maintenance procedure will be described.

1) Joining Cluster: When a NC (Non-Clustered) state
vehicle approach a CH (comes within CH transmission range),
then the vehicle and CH compare and check their relative
velocity, V̄reli , and if the velocity difference is within ±∆Vth,
then the vehicle will join to the cluster and subsequently, CH
add it to its members list. In some cases, a NC state’s vehicle
maybe comes in multiple CHs transmission range, r, then in
this condition, vehicle join to cluster which has more nodal
degree.

2) Leave Cluster: When a cluster-member moves out of the
CH’s transmission range, r, it is not removed from the cluster
members list maintained by the cluster-head immediately. In
the other hand, if a CM does not receive the information
broadcasted by the CH every ∆T interval, the state of this
node changes from CM to TCM (Temporary Cluster Member).
It does not leave the cluster immediately, because this discon-
nection maybe due to the weak quality of the wireless signals.
If the temporary member receives the information broadcasted
by the CH again in the coming m interval, the state of this node
changes to CM again. But when a temporary member does not
receive the CH information consecutively for m times, it means
that the node moves out of the cluster range. Thus the state of
that node changes to the NC. Meanwhile, the CH will delete
this member from the members list. Then, the node can either
join another cluster or form a new cluster.

3) Cluster Merging: Whenever two CH approach and come
in each other transmission ranges, and they stay connected over
a time period and also their relatively velocity is within the
±∆Vth, then the cluster merging process will commence. In
this process, the CH with less nodal degree abandon their CH’s
role and joins to the cluster with more nodal degree. The other
members of the merged CH according to its condition can join
another cluster or become a standalone member (NC).

Algorithm 3 Cluster Formation

1: Statei: state of vehicle i;
2: Ni: r-neighbors set of vehicle i;
3: Mi: mobility measure of vehicle i;
4: CHID: cluster head;
5: CFV : cluster forming vehicle;
6: IDi: ID of vehicle i;
7: if (Vi = min (Vj |j ∈ Ni)) then
8: CFV = i;
9: State{cfv} = CH;

10: CHID{cfv} = IDi;
11: Broadcast(ClusterFormation(CFVi));
12: end if
13: if (Receive temporary cluster formation message from

CFV ;) then
14: CHIDj = ID{cfv};
15: Statej = CM | {j ∈ Ni};
16: end if
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TABLE III: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Simulation Time 300 s

Area Size 1000 m × 1000 m

Number of lans for each direction 3

Maximum Vehicle Velocity 10 - 35 m/s

Maximum Allowed Velocity 55 m/s

The threshold for stable r-neighbors 10

Number of vehicles 100

Interval Time 1 s

Packet Type UDP

Packet Sze 100 Bytes

Transmission Range 200 m

Chanel IEEE-802.11

Tuning parameter (α) 0.85

V. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The aim of the simulation is to compare the performance
of the our proposed mobility-aware single hop clustering
scheme (MOSIC) to the previously proposed VANET clus-
tering schemes. However, the performance of the clustering
scheme is evaluated by using the metrics of cluster head
duration, cluster member duration, cluster head change rate,
the number of cluster and control overhead, which these perfor-
mance metrics can demonstrate the stability of our clustering
scheme [14], [1].

The MOSIC is implemented in NS-3 simulator at version
3.24.1 [18]. The simulation scenario is based on one direc-
tional highway segment of 1000 m in length and three lanes.
The vehicles are injected into the road randomly. Maximum
Velocity varies from 10 to 35 m/s and the transmission range
is 200 m. The total simulation time is 600 s. The clustering
process start at the 300th second where all the vehicle are on
the road. All of the performance metrics are evaluated for the
remaining 300 s. Also we consider that the maximum allowed
velocity in the road is 55 m/s. The general and important
simulation parameters are listed in Table III. Also we used
Gauss-Markov mobility model, as temporary hybrid model
beside vehicles mobility. In other words, we used Gauss-
Markov mobility (GMM) model as a prediction model for
calculated next position of vehicles, which used in equation
10. We set α, Tuning parameter, to 0.85, as shown in Table III.

A. Cluster-Head Duration

Cluster-Head duration refers to the interval during which
the vehicle’ state is in CH and remain in this state until its state
changed into CM or NC. The average CH duration is calculated
by dividing the total CH duration with the total number of state
changes from CH to CM or NC. Figure 3 illustrate the average
CH duration of MOSIC and other clustering schemes for
different maximum vehicle velocities. In Figure 3, the average
CH duration decreases when the vehicle velocity increases.
The reason for this is that when the vehicle velocity increase,
the topology of network becomes more dynamic and eventually
this makes it difficult for CHs to maintain a relatively stable
condition with their neighbor vehicles for a long period. As

shown in Figure 3, the MOSIC has better performance in term
of CH duration against N-Hop [1], AMACAD [7], ASPIRE
[23] and Lowest-ID [16] respectively.

Fig. 3: Average CH Duration

B. Cluster-Member Duration

Cluster-Member duration is the interval from the time dur-
ing which a vehicle joins a specified cluster to the time when
it leaves the cluster. By dividing the total cluster member dura-
tion into total cluster member changes, average cluster member
duration is calculated. Figure 4, shows the CM duration of
MOSIC and other approaches for different maximum vehicle
velocities. As shown in Figure 4, CM duration increases when
vehicle velocity increases and it’s because of the efficient
cluster maintenance mechanism. The result which shown in
Figure 4 indicate that the MOSIC CM duration is higher than
N-Hop, AMACAD, ASPIRE and Lowest-ID respectively in
most cases.

C. Cluster-Head Change Rate

Cluster-Head change number is the number of vehicles
whose state changes from CH to CM or NC during a sim-
ulation process, and the rate of CH Change is defined as
the changing per unit time. Figure 5, shows the CH change
rate of MOSIC and other clustering schemes for different
maximum vehicle velocities. A low CH change rate leads to a
stable cluster structure. As shown in Figure 5, CH change rate
increases when vehicle velocity increases. This is because of
the dynamic nature of network. It means that with increasing
velocity, it will be difficult for CH to keep efficient relatively
stable with their CMs for a long period and maybe CH exited
from cluster or in another condition, maybe CH into range of
other CHs and merged with it and this situation effect of CH
changes rate.
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D. Number of Clusters

In VANET, because of highly dynamic movement of vehi-
cles, clusters are created and vanished frequently over time and
it cause to increase clusters number and consequently, increase
maintenance cost. A Few clusters can enhance efficiency and
performance of VANETs. A clustering algorithm is suitable,
if it could reduces the number of clusters in system. This
suitability achieved by create a relatively metric which sustain
the current cluster scheme stable as much as possible. Figure
6 demonstrate the number of clusters under different trans-
mission ranges and velocity scenarios. As shown in Figure 6,
With increasing velocity the changes in the number of clusters
is minimally and it because of good relative mobility metric
which utilized in our scheme.

E. Average Control Message Overhead

All clustering schemes incur some additional control over-
head to form and maintain their cluster structures and most of
this overhead related to cluster formation and CH selection. So,
in this paper we consider the overhead of the cluster formation
and cluster head selection as the control message overhead.
However, the average control message overhead is the count of
total control message received by each vehicle in the network
at cluster formation and CH selection procedures. Figure 7
shows the average control message overhead of MOSIC, N-
Hop, AMACAD and ASPIRE at different velocities. Compared
with above-mentioned clustering algorithm, MOSIC performs
better in terms of control overhead. In MOSIC, each vehicle
creates a control message during every channel interval and
broadcast it to its single-hop neighbors to calculate the relative
mobility between vehicle and its neighbors. This condition
is equal to all above-mentioned clustering algorithms. But
because of hight stability of cluster structure in MOSIC,
with more CH duration and low CH change rate, the control
message to reestablish the clusters structure and CH selection
will be reduced and consequently the control overhead will be
decreased.

Fig. 4: Average CM Duration

Fig. 5: Average CH Changes Rate

Fig. 6: Average Number of clusters

VI. CONCLUSION

Clustering mechanism is one of existence organizing mech-
anism which designed to adapt to the VANET environment. In
this study, a mobility-aware and single-hop clustering scheme
(MOSIC) was proposed. The MOSIC is based on the changes
in the relative mobility of the vehicles, which is calculated by
finding the average of the relative velocity, the nodal degree
and relative distance of all the same direction neighbors. It
used Gauss-Markov mobility model to predict the vehicle next
location and based on the vehicle’s location and its predicted
location, relative distance will be calculated and consequently
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relative mobility can be obtained. The MOSIC simulated
on NS-3 and its performance compare to some clustering
approach. Simulation indicate that the clustering of MOSIC
outperforms than N-Hop, AMACAD, ASPIRE and Lowest-ID
clustering in terms of CH duration, CM duration, CH change
rate metrics and Control Message Overhead at various vehicle
velocity scenarios. As future work, we aim to investigate the
use of MOSIC in urban traffic scenarios and design the efficient
routing protocol based on this scheme.
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Abstract—One of the severe drawbacks of orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM) is high Peak-to-Average
Power Ratio (PAPR) of transmitted OFDM signals. During
modulation the sub-carriers are added together with same phase
which increases the value of PAPR, leading to more interference
and limits power efficiency of High Power Amplifier (HPA),
it’s requires power amplifier’s (PAs) with large linear oper-
ating ranges but such PAs are difficult to design and costly
to manufacture. Therefore, to reduce PAPR various methods
have been proposed. As a promising scheme, partial transmit
sequences (PTS) provides an effective solution for PAPR reduction
of OFDM signals. In this paper, we propose a PAPR reduction
method for an OFDM system with variation of phases based
on PTS schemes and Solid State Power Amplifiers (SSPA) of
Saleh model in conjunction with digital predistortion (DPD), in
order to improve the performance in terms of PAPR, the HPA
linearity and for the sake of mitigating the in-band distortion
and the spectrum regrowth. The simulation results show that the
proposed algorithm can not only reduces the PAPR significantly,
but also improves the out-of-band radiation and decreases the
computational complexity.

Keywords—OFDM; MIMO; PAPR; PTS; HPA; GA

I. INTRODUCTION

A combination of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has
lead to signicant advancement in wireless communication
systems. It has been receiving a great deal of attention as a
solution of high-quality service for next generation. OFDM
systems has been adopted by several emerging wireless appli-
cations, such as WiMAX and digital video broadcasting/digital
audio broadcasting (DVB/DAB) [1], thanks to its robustness
over frequency selective fading channels and high bandwidth
efficiency [2]. Still, some challenging issues remain unre-
solved in the design of the OFDM systems such as Peak
to Average Power Ratio (PAPR) in the transmission system.
The high PAPR reduces the efficiency of OFDM systems
by introducing the intermodulation distortion and undesired
out-of-band radiation, due to, the nonlinearity of the high
power amplifier (HPA). Thus, it is highly desirable to improve
PAPR performance of the signal. In the literature, many PAPR
reduction techniques have been proposed and each of them
has their own advantages and disadvantages [3], such as
interleaving [4], clipping, companding [5], selective mapping

(SLM) [6], [7], partial transmit sequence (PTS) [8]–[10], tone
reservation [11], coding technique [12], adaptive mode with
low complexity [13], signal set expansion [14], and active
constellation expansion [15].

This paper investigates the performance of PAPR reduction
in OFDM and MIMO-OFDM system. An optimization with
the same phase weighting will be proposed, and throughput
results are presented for IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.16
standard.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2, present the basic concept of OFDM system, such as OFDM
signals, definition and measurement of PAPR of OFDM signal,
and PTS algorithm is going to be showed in this study. Section
3 introduces the principles of the proposed system. In Section
4, the performances of proposed method are discussed, and the
simulated results are going to be stated. Finally, in section 5,
a conclusion is drawn.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF OFDM SIGNALS

A. PAPR in OFDM Signals

In OFDM system, the baseband operations at the transmit-
ter include mapping the information data bit stream to symbols
according to a certain modulation scheme, such as M-PSK or
M-QAM, to create a vector of complex-valued symbols, X =
[X0, X1, ..., XN−1]

T . The data streams transmitted simultane-
ously by subcarriers. Each of the sub-carriers is independently
modulated and multiplexed. Then, an OFDM signal is formed
by summing all the N modulated independent subcarriers
which are of equal bandwidth. The IFFT generates the ready-
to-transmit OFDM signal. The sub-carriers are chosen to be
orthogonal so that the adjacent sub-carriers can be separated.
In the discrete time domain, the mathematical representation
of baseband OFDM signal x[n] can be expressed as

x[n] =
1√
N

N−1∑
k=0

Xke
j2πnk
LN , 0 ≤ n ≤ LN − 1 (1)

where Xk is the complex symbol transmitted on the kth
subcarrier, N is the size of the IFFT and L is the oversampling
factor.
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The PAPR of an OFDM signal is defined as the ratio of
the maximum to the average power of the signal, as follows

PAPR{x[n]} = max{|x[n]|2}
E{|x[n]|2}

, 0 ≤ n ≤ LN − 1 (2)

where E{.} denotes the expected value operation.

The PAPR for the discrete-time baseband signal x[n] may
not be the same as that for the continuous time baseband
signal x(t). In fact, the PAPR for x[n] is lower than that for
x(t), simply because x[n] may not have all the peaks of x(t).
Fortunately, to avoid this problem, the oversampling is usually
employed. It is shown in [3], [16], that an oversampling factor
L=4 is sufficient to approximate the real PAPR results.

The complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF) of PAPR provides information about the percentage
of OFDM signals that have PAPR above a particular level. It
denotes the probability that the PAPR of an OFDM symbol
exceeds the given threshold PAPR0, which can be expressed
as

CCDF (N,PAPR0) = Pr{PAPR > PAPR0} (3)

B. PAPR in MIMO-OFDM

We dene the PAPR of a MIMO-OFDM signal as the max-
imum of the PAPRs among all the parallel transmit antenna
branches. PAPR at the one transmit antenna is dened as the
ratio of the peak power to the average power of an OFDM
signal in that branch. The MIMO-OFDM PAPR system can
be expressed as [17]

PAPRMIMO = maxPAPRi , i = 1, ..., NT (4)

where NT is the number of transmission antennas.

C. PTS for PAPR Reduction

The block diagram of OFDM transmitter with partial
transmit sequence (PTS) technique is shown in Fig.1 [8]. The
PTS approach partitions an input data block of N complex
symbols into V disjoint sub-blocks as follows

X = [X0, X1, X2, ..., XV−1]T (5)

where the sub-carriers in each sub-block are weighted by
phase rotations, and all the subcarriers which are occupied by
the other sub-blocks are set to zero. The various partitioning
methods to divide complex symbols into disjoints sub-blocks
are proposed in [18], these include pseudorandom, adjacent
and interleaved partitioning schemes. In PTS, shown in Fig.
1 each partitioned sub-block is multiplied by a corresponding
complex phase factor to produce the sequences

X =
V∑
v=1

Xvbv, bv = ejϕ
v

, v = 1, 2, ..., V (6)

Afterward taking its IFFT to yield [8], [10]

x = IFFT

{
V∑
v=1

bvXv

}
=

V∑
v=1

bv. IFFT{Xv} =
V∑
v=1

bvxv

(7)

Fig. 1: Block diagram of PTS technique

where x denotes the candidate sequence.

The phase vector is chosen so that the PAPR can be
minimized [8], which is shown as

[b1, ..., bV ] = arg min[b1,...,bV ]

(
maxn=0,1,...,N−1

∣∣∣∣∣
V∑
v=1

bvxv[n]

∣∣∣∣∣
)

(8)

In the practical application of PTS, a set of phase weighting
factors is usually selected for generating phase weighting
sequences. To assume that there are W allowed phases weight-
ing factors in this set. Without any loss of performance, we
can set phase weighting factor for the first sub-block to one
and observe that there are (V-1) sub-blocks to be optimized.
To match the optimal phase weighting sequence for each
input data sequence, WV−1 possible combinations should be
checked, and then the candidate sequence with the minimum
PAPR is selected for transmitting [8], [19].

III. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR PAPR REDUCTION

In this Section we are going to describe the proposed
method , it is based on combining signal sub-blocks which are
phased shifted by the same phase factors to generate multiple
candidate signals, so as to select the ideal PAPR signal. The
steps involved in the generation and process of phase weighting
factors are summarized as follows:

• As a first step, we find the PAPR of original signal
and set it as PAPRmin

• Then, the input data sequence is partitioned into V
sub-blocks X(v) as in equation (5).

• Next, Then, we set the search space of phase weight
factor (angle[0 2π]) as ( 0◦,10◦,20◦,...,360◦) with an
increment of 10◦, and start the optimization of each
sub-block with the same phase factor ϕ.

X(v).ϕ, and ϕ = ejθ (9)

where v = 1, ..., V. and θ = 0◦, 10◦, 20◦, ..., 360◦

• After that, compute the PAPR of the combined signal
x (Eq. 10). If PAPR > PAPRminmin, switch ϕ
to the next phase. Otherwise, update PAPRmin =
PAPR.

x = IFFT

{
V∑
v=1

X(v).ϕ

}
(10)

• The algorithm continues in this fashion until all the 36
phase factor are searched. Then, we retain the signal
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with the PAPR minimum and the set of optimal phase
factors.

The proposed approach is used to find a suitable phase
factor set that minimizes the PAPR in a transmitted signal
without exhaustive search. It decreases the computational load
of the PTS technique by searching a small piece of a set
of possibilities instead of the whole set as in the classical
technique. Finally, The transmitted signal x(t) can be linearly
amplified by virtue of the predistorter, a technique that corrects
the nonlinearity by compensate nonlinear distortion of the
power amplifier.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we numerically evaluate the performance
of the PAPR reduction scheme by extensive simulations were
performed using the CCDF. The systems is carried out based
on IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.16 standard with N=64 and
N=256 subcarriers successively. 104 and 105 OFDM symbols
are randomly chosen for the simulation with QPSK modulation
and set the oversampling factor L=4 for selecting and estimat-
ing the signal with minimum PAPR. The simulation parameters
are also documented in the Table 1

TABLE I: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Standards

IEEE 802.11a IEEE 802.16

FFT size 64 256
User carriers 52 200
Pilot carriers 4 8
Number of null/guard band subcarriers 12 56
Cyclic prefix or guard time 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32
Modulation QPSK, 3/4
Oversampling Factor L=4
Number of subblocks V = 2, 4, 6, 8
Number of phase factors W =4 {1, -1, j, -j}
Channel bandwidth 3.5MHz
Noise Channel AWGN
SNR 30dB
Number of generations G = 10
Population P=5
Crossover rate CR=1.0
Mutation rate MR=0.05

A. PAPR Reduction

In Fig. 2, the CCDF of PAPR are obtained by simulation,
in which 105 OFDM symbols are randomly generated, four
sub-blocks (V=4) are used and the sets of phase weighting
factors are varied between [0 2π]). The simulation results
show that the proposed approach can reduces the PAPR
significantly. It is shown in Fig. 2 that the PARR reduction
achieved with the new algorithm was 6.6 dB compared with
original OFDM (10.7 dB) when CCDF = 10−3.

Figure 3 illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme
as the number of sub block varies. The results of the simulation
are based on the transmission of randomly generated OFDM
symbols. It is seen that the PAPR performance improves as the
number of sub blocks increases with V= 2, 4, 6, and 8. So,
by increasing the number of sub-blocks, the proposed system
requires low transmitted power.
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Fig. 2: PAPR reduction with proposed method
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Fig. 3: PAPR performance with new technique when the
number of sub-blocks varies

Next, figure 4 show the performance comparison between
the proposed scheme and existing PTS and SLM in terms of
CCDF. The curves of the simulations results are given for
104 OFDM symbols, in which four sub-blocks (V=4) are used
and the sets of phase weighting factors for PTS are {1,-1,j,-j}
(W=4).

From Fig.4, it is very clear that all schemes can reduce the
PAPR largely in OFDM system. However, their performances
of the PAPR reduction are different.

For example, when CCDF = 10−3, the PAPRs are 5.23
dB, 6.6 dB, 7 dB and 10.7dB for the PTS, proposed scheme,
SLM scheme and original OFDM signals, respectively. Al-
though the PTS has better PAPR than the proposed technique,
the computational load of the PTS is larger than our approach.

Finally, we consider PAPR reduction performance in
MIMO-OFDM system. As shown in Fig. 5, the CCDF of the
PAPR of original and optimized signals have been given for
randomly generated QPSK symbols. MIMO-OFDM system
uses two antennas based on Alamouti scheme with N=256
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Fig. 4: Comparisons of CCDF based on different PAPR
reductions schemes.

carriers per antenna, among those, 56 unused free carriers (as
in IEEE802.16 WiMAX standard, Table 1). We set the over-
sampling factor L = 4. This approach is achieves significant
reduction in PAPR for MIMO OFDM systems. As we can
see, the PAPR in transmitted signal is 7.5 dB for the proposed
method compared with original MIMO-OFDM PAPR 11.25
dB at the 10−3 probability level.
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Fig. 5: The PAPR reduction performances in MIMO-OFDM
systems

B. Complexity Performances

Figure 6 shows the CCDF curves of OFDM system with
different PAPR reduction techniques which are the proposed
method, the original PTS technique, and the Genetic Algorithm
with PTS technique (GA-PTS). The basic system parameters
for the simulations are summarized in Table I. Although the
PTS and the GA-PTS techniques have better PAPR than the
proposed approach, the computational loads of these methods
are larger than our method.

The GA is an optimization method serves as a solution to
find a suitable phase factor set that minimizes the PAPR in
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the PAPR0(dB) versus CCDF in
OFDM systems for proposed method, GA-PTS and original
PTS

a transmitted signal [20], [21]. It decreases the computational
load of the proposed technique by searching a small piece
of a set of possibilities instead of the whole set as in the
classical technique (PTS). The GA has a good convergence
and high explorative ability. However that will result in higher
complexity and slower convergence rate, usually we need a
decent sized population and a lot of generations to guarantee
the accuracy and explore the entire space, which takes more
time for convergence.

Table II shows the number of search values for OFDM,
using different schemes to find the phase factors. It is shown
that when Pr(PAPR > PAPR0) = 10−3, the PAPR0 of the
PTS is 5.23dB with exhaustive searching number WV = 44 =
256 (number of possible phase factor combinations). Values
close to PTS scheme can be obtained by GA-PTS with P ×
G = 5×10 = 50 searches, where P is the maximum size of the
population and G is the generation. while proposed approach
is 6.64dB with a small computational load, 36 iteration.

TABLE II: Computational Complexity of the Different Meth-
ods for CCDF = 10−3

Method (V=4, W=4) Number of search PAPR (dB)

Original OFDM 0 10.7
PTS WV = 44 = 256 5.23
GA-PTS P ×G = 50 5.7
Proposed method 36 6.64

As a result, the proposed method with 36 searches was
only 1.4 dB and 0.9dB higher than optimum PTS method and
GA-PTS respectively, in OFDM systems. On the contrary, our
approach has a low search complexity when compared with
each method alone.

C. Spectrum Performances

This analysis is carried out in the presence of two models of
high power amplifier (HPA), are Solid State Power Amplifiers
(SSPA) of Saleh model [22] and Rapp model [23] in conjunc-
tion with digital predistortion (DPD) as linearization technique.
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Fig. 7: Spectrum performance comparison of an OFDM signal with and without proposed method with severe nonlinearity. (a,b)
saleh model and (c,d) rapp model.

Fig.7 show the signal of spectrum performance before and after
passing through HPA model for conventional OFDM system
and OFDM system with PAPR reduction method and DPD.
The results are obtained for 1dB below the input power that
causes amplifier saturation.

Figure 7.a and fig.7.b shows the frequency spectra when the
HPA is working near the saturation region based saleh model.
It is clearly seen that the proposed method with DPD has the
ability to reduce the spectral regrowth around each of the two
bands, the transmitted spectrum are kept below -15 dBm.

Next, fig.7.c and fig.7.d shows the spectrum with and
without proposed technique with Rapps solid state power
amplifier model, Comparing the two spectra, we can view a
few change on spectrum due to characteristics of rapp model, it
does not apply a phase change to the input signal. Therefore,
the HPA power efficiency will be much higher in this case
compared with saleh model.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a phase weighting method based PTS scheme
with low computational complexity is proposed followed by a

predistortion technique in order to reduce the PAPR, improves
the spectrum efficiency and the PA’s linearity simultaneously.
The sets of phase weighting factors are varied between [0 2π]
to search for a good set of phase factors, and the optimization
was by one phase to obtain the desirable PAPR reduction. The
simulation results show that the performances given by our
approach, the PAPR reduction is better than original OFDM
and maintained close to PAPR values of the PTS and GA-
PTS technique while providing a low computational load.
We have also shown that our proposed method provides a
good PAPR reduction in MIMO-OFDM at the transmitter.
Moreover, the joint scheme using our approach with DPD
decreased the transmitted spectrum regrowth at 1dB HPA
backoff below amplifier saturation point. That’s means when
the HPA is working near or in the saturation region, the
proposed PAPR reduction helps to improve the HPA efficiency
and linearization.
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Abstract—Finding approximations to the eigenvalues of non-
linear eigenvalue problems is a common problem which arises
from many complex applications. In this paper, iterative algo-
rithms for finding approximations to the eigenvalues of nonlinear
eigenvalue problems are verified. These algorithms use an efficient
numerical approach for calculating the first and second deriva-
tives of the determinant of the problem. Here we present and
examine a technique for solving nonlinear eigenvalue problems
using Newton method. Computational aspects of this approach
for a nonlinear eigenvalue problem are analyzed. The efficiency
of the algorithm is demonstrated using an example.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A method is presented in [5] for obtaining lower and upper
bounds on eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for linear integral
equations.

Another method is described in [6] for the calculation of
the eigenvalues of general integral operators. Several classical
results from functions of a complex variable and the theory
of integral equations are combined with a recent technique for
converting Fredholm integral equations into an initial-valued
system of differential equations. The algorithm, which is based
on a Cauchy system for the Fredholm determinants, is related
to the Nyström method and results of Anselone and Atkinson
become applicable.

Another method is presented in [7] for the calculation of the
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of complex-valued symmetric
kernels which occur in laser theory. The method combines
some classical results of integral equations and complex vari-
ables with a recent technique for transforming Fredholm inte-
gral equations into a Cauchy system of differential equations.

In this paper, a numerical method for solving the following
eigenvalue problem is proposed. Here the method and the
notations presented in [4] is used to simplify our method.

Let D(λ) be a given n-by-n matrix that is a nonlinear
function of the spectral parameter λ. It is required to find the
values λ ∈ C (called the eigenvalues) such that the equations

x∗D(λ) = 0, D(λ)y = 0, (1)

have nontrivial solutions x, y ∈ Cn.

Here, the asterisk in the superscript indicates the Hermitian
adjoint operation. Both problems in (1) have the same desired
values of λ that solve the equation

f(λ) ≡ detD(λ) = 0. (2)

In what follows, it is assumed that the entries of D(λ)
are sufficiently smooth functions of λ varying in a certain
domain. This process is an improved Newton method as
applied to finding a simple real eigenvalue considered as a root
of the corresponding nonlinear scalar equation (2); however, in
equation (2), the left-hand side is not expressed in an explicit
form. Instead, it is proposed an algorithm for calculating
the values of f(λ), f ′(λ) at a fixed λ; to this end, the LU-
decomposition of D(λ) is used.

Moreover, the proposed algorithm, combined with the argu-
ment principle for analytic functions, makes it possible to find
the number of eigenvalues belonging to a given domain G in
the complex λ-plane, as well as to find initial approximations
to all of these eigenvalues. The approximations found can then
be refined using any of the available iterative methods; in
particular, an improved Newton method can be applied.

II. CALCULATING f(λ) AND f ′(λ)

It is well known that, for any fixed λ, the matrix D(λ) can
be represented in the form

D(λ) = L(λ)U(λ), (3)

where L(λ) is a lower triangular matrix with unit diagonal
and U(λ) is an upper triangular matrix. It follows that

f(λ) = detL(λ)detU(λ) =
n∏
i=1

uii(λ),

Since the entries of the square matrix D(λ)(and, hence,
those of U(λ))are differentiable functions of λ , that is

f ′(λ) =
n∑
r=1

vrr(λ)
n∏

i=1,i6=r

uii(λ),

for any λ, here vii(λ) = u′ii(λ).
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To find vii(λ) equation (3) is differentiable with respect
to λ. This yields

B(λ) = M(λ)U(λ) + L(λ)V (λ), (4)

where

B(λ) = D′(λ),M(λ) = L′(λ), V (λ) = U ′(λ),

and vii(λ) are the entries in the matrix V (λ). Thus, to calculate
f(λ), f ′(λ) , at a fixed λ = λm, it is necessary to find the
matrices

D = LU,

B = MU + LV. (5)

This yields

f(λm) =
n∏
i=1

uii(λm),

f ′(λm) =
n∑
r=1

vrr(λm)
n∏

i=1,i6=r

uii(λm). (6)

The entries of the matrices appearing in decomposition (5)
can be calculated using the recursions

r = 1, 2, . . . , n

urk = drk −
r−1∑
j=1

lrjujk,

lir = [dir −
r−1∑
j=1

lijujr]u
−1
rr , i = r + 1, . . . , n,

vrk = drk −
r−1∑
j=1

(mrjujk + lrjvjk), i = r + 1, . . . , n,

mir = [dir −
r−1∑
j=1

(mijujr + lijvjr)− lirvrr]u−1
rr ,

i = r + 1, . . . , n.

This algorithm may be unstable and even incorrect if urr =
0 for some r. To avoid such occurrences, one uses permutations
of the rows (and/or columns) of D in the process of its LU -
decomposition; simultaneously, a pivot is chosen similarly to
the Gaussian elimination. In this case, decomposition of (5)
can be written as

PD = LU,

PB = MU + LV,

where P is a permutation matrix; and det P = (−1)q ,
where q is the number of permutations. Thus, relations (6)
take the form

f(λm) = (−1)
q
n∏
i=1

uii(λm),

f ′(λm) = (−1)
q

n∑
r=1

vrr(λm)
n∏

i=1,i6=k

uii(λm).

After that, this algorithm is used for calculating the deriva-
tives on the basis of the LU -decomposition of D(λ).

III. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE ALGORITHM

The argument principle was repeatedly used to solve var-
ious problems in which the number of eigenvalues belonging
to a given domain must be determined. By assumption, the
characteristic function (2) is analytic. Suppose that f has m
zeros λ1, . . . , λm in G (with the multiplicities counted) and
has no zeros on the boundary Γ of G.

It is well known from the argument principle that the
number m is determined by the formula [1]

m = S0 =
1

2πi

∫
Γ

f ′(λ)

f(λ)
dλ. (7)

Define the quantities

Sk =
1

2πi

∫
Γ

λk
f ′(λ)

f(λ)
dλ, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (8)

then, it can be shown that
m∑
j=1

λkj = Sk, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (9)

Thus, if m and Sk, (k = 1, 2, . . . ,m) are known, then
system (9) determines the zeros of function (2), that is, all the
eigenvalues of problem (1) belonging to the given domain G.

Let us dwell on the computational aspects of this algo-
rithm, namely, on the stage at which the quantities Sk(k =
1, 2, . . . ,m) are calculated. Thus, it is proposed to use the LU -
decomposition of D(λ) for calculating both f(λ) and f ′(λ)
.

Without loss of generality, take the circle G(λ∗, ρ) of radius
ρ centered at λ∗ as the domain G bounded by the contour Γ.
The change of the variable

λ(t) = λ∗ + ρexp(2πit)

transforms integral (8) to the form

Sk =

∫ 1

0

λ(t)kρ exp(2πit)
f ′(λ(t))

f(λ(t))
. (10)

Partition the interval [0, 1] into N equal subintervals and
replace integral (10) by a quadrature (for instance, following
[2], the rectangle rule can be used).

This yields

Sk =
1

N

N∑
j=1

λkj ρ exp(i
2πj

N
)
f ′(λj)

f(λj)
, (11)

where

λj = λ∗ + ρexp(i
2πj

N
).

Thus, formula (11) requires that only the values of f(λ)
and of its derivative on the boundary of G is calculated.
This can be done by using decomposition (5). Then, using
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representations (6), it can be rewritten the ratio
f ′(λ)

f(λ)
in the

form

f ′(λj)

f(λj)
=

n∑
r=1

vrr
urr

. (12)

In view of (12), the following formulas for calculating
Sk(k = 0, 1, . . . ,m) is obtained:

Sk =
1

N

N∑
j=1

(λkj ρ exp(i
2πj

N

n∑
r=1

vrr
urr

). (13)

Hence, using relations (13), the number m = S0 of the
eigenvalues belonging to G, as well as the right-hand side of
equation (9) can be found. Following [4], the Newtons method
for solving this system, may be applied which results in certain
(in general, rather rough) approximations to all the eigenvalues
are belonging to G.

IV. AN IMPROVED NEWTON METHOD(IM NEWTON)

The use of iterative method for refining the rough approxi-
mations to the eigenvalues that were obtained by the algorithm
described above is proposed.

Theorem 1: Let p(x) be a real polynomial of degree n ≥ 2,
all zeros of which are real, ξ1 ≥ ξ2 ≥ . . . ≥ ξn. Let α1 be
the largest zero of p′(x):ξ1 ≥ α1 ≥ ξ2. For n = 2, it is also
required that ξ1 > ξ2. Then for every z > ξ1, the numbers

z′ = z − P (z)

P ′(z)
,

y = z − 2
P (z)

P ′(z)
,

y′ = y − P (y)

P ′(y)

are well defined and satisfy α1 < y, ξ1 ≤ y′ ≤ z′. It is readily
verified that n = 2 and ξ1 = ξ2 imply y = ξ1 for any z > ξ1.

Suppose that an approximation λ0 to the eigenvalue λ∗ is
given such that the Im Newton method described in [3] can
be initiated from λ0:

ym = λm − 2
f(λm)

f ′(λm)
, (14)

y′m+1 = ym −
f(ym)

f ′(ym)
. (15)

At each step of iterative process (14), the values of f(λ)
and its derivatives at a specific λ are used. Therefore, to cal-
culate these values, use of decomposition (5) and of relations
(6) is made. As a result, process (14) and (15) takes the form

ym = λm − 2

(
n∑
k=1

vkk
ukk

)−1

, (16)

y′m+1 = ym −

(
n∑
k=1

vkk
ukk

)−1

. (17)

Thus, the following algorithm for solving the nonlinear
eigenvalue problem (1) is proposed.

Algorithm 1: Iterative process for refining the rough
approximations

Step 1.Choose an initial approximation λ∗ to the sth
eigenvalue of problem (1).

Step 2. for m = 0, 1, . . . until the required accuracy
is attained do.

Step 3. Determine the entries ukk, vkk in decomposi-
tion (5).

Step 4. Calculate ym and y′m+1 using formula (16)and
(17) .

Step 5. Let λm+1 = y′m+1.

Step 6. end for.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The algorithm for calculating rough approximates of eigen-
values presented in section II was tested for the quadratic
eigenvalue problem with the matrix

D(λ) = λ2A0 + λA1 +A2,

where

A0 =

 1 0.17 −0.25 0.54
0.47 1 0.67 −0.32
−0.11 0.35 1 −0.74
0.55 0.43 0.36 1

 ,

A1 =

 0.22 0.02 0.12 0.14
0.02 0.14 0.04 −0.06
0.12 0.04 0.28 0.08
0.14 −0.06 0.08 0.26

 ,

A2 =

 −3.0475 −2.1879 −1.9449 −2.8242
−2.6500 −2.4724 −2.3515 −2.1053
−0.7456 −0.6423 −1.3117 −0.1852
−4.0500 −3.0631 −2.8121 −3.7794

 .
First, the number of eigenvalues belonging to a given

domain G was determined. In presented calculations, G was
a circle G(λ∗, ρ) centered at λ∗ = 0.

The following radii were used: ρ = 0.3, 1.0, 1.3, and 3.0.
The results are presented in TABLE I. For each ρ, the number
of eigenvalues belonging to G, the eigenvalues themselves (λ),
and the number k of iteration steps required to calculate the
eigenvalues to an accuracy of ε = 10−4 are shown.

The approximate eigenvalues found at this stage may not
have the required accuracy. To refine these approximations, the
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TABLE I. THE NUMBER OF EIGENVALUES

ρ = 0.3 ρ = 1.0 ρ = 1.3 ρ = 3.0
k = 2 k = 68 k = 25 k = 77
λ λ λ λ

0.2423 0.6383 0.2383 2.3229
0.2423 −0.8499 0.7967
−0.3778 −1.2261 0.6383
0.7967 0.3878 0.2423
−0.8394 0.7956 −0.3778

0.6408 −0.8394
−1.2234
−2.6354

algorithms presented in above can be used.

The results of refine are presented in TABLE II. The exact
eigenvalues, and initial approximations, are respectively shown
in columns 2 and 3. The next column provides numbers of
iterations steps required to calculate the eigenvalues to an
accuracy of ε = 10−9 and the refined eigenvalues are presented
in the last column.

TABLE II. REFINED EIGENVALUES

k exact initial m refined
eigen. approx. eigen.

1 0.2422606951 0.2423 2 0.2422606954
2 0.6382838292 0.6383 3 0.6382838295
3 0.7967066727 0.6383 3 0.7967066725
4 2.322748800 2.3229 2 2.322748800
5 −0.777442689 −0.3778 2 −0.777442685
6 −0.8393977662 −0.8394 1 −0.8393977663
7 −1.223471197 −1.2234 2 −1.223471198
8 −2.635389128 −2.6354 2 −2.635389128

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an improved Newton method for solving non-
linear eigenvalue problems was presented. The results showed
that the improved Newton method is an efficient method. The
presented method is very efficient and competitive with other
methods used to solve nonlinear eigenvalue problems. Here
MATLAB 2012 software was used to implement the algorithm.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a model transformation ap-
proach for model-based energy management in buildings. Indeed,
energy management is a large area that covers a wide range
of applications such as simulation, mixed integer linear pro-
gramming optimization, simulated annealing optimization, model
parameter estimation, diagnostic analysis,. . . Each application re-
quires a model but in a specific formalism with specific additional
information. Up to now, application models are rewritten for
each application. In building energy management, because the
optimization problems may be dynamically generated, model
transformation should be done dynamically, depending on the
problem to solve. For this purpose, a model driven engineering
approach combined with the use of a computer algebra system
is proposed. This paper presents the core specifications of the
transformation of a so-called high level pivot model into applica-
tion specific models. As an example, transformations of a pivot
model into both an acausal linear model for mixed integer linear
programming optimization and a causal non-linear model for
simulated annealing optimization are presented. These models are
used for energy management of a smart building platform named
Monitoring and Habitat Intelligent located at PREDIS/ENSE3 in
Grenoble, France.

Keywords—building energy management system, model trans-
formation, model driven engineering, optimization, mixed integer
linear programming, simulated annealing

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the building sector represents about 38% of the
total energy consumption in Europe and 63% in France [1, 10].
Therefore, energy consumption reduction in building has be-
come an important challenge for researchers. A lot of Building
Energy Management Systems (BEMS) have been proposed
aiming at minimizing the daily energy consumption while
maintaining a satisfactory level of comfort for occupants using
models of the building systems. Modern building systems
may be complex in terms of number of appliances, including
production and storage means but also in terms of applications,
which may cover functionalities like monitoring and state esti-
mation, model parameter estimation, simulation synchronized
with measurements for replays but also model based energy
management using optimization algorithms,. . . Therefore, tools
to handle and transform models are required. In the last
decade, sophisticated methods, formalism and tools have been
developed for different applications in order to better master
dwelling energy consumption and production such as:

• global optimization for anticipative energy management
[3, 7, 11, 12]. Actually, a day ahead energy management
plan proposes to occupants the best configurations for
building envelope and appliances for the next 24 hours
in order to optimize a cost/comfort compromise. Op-
timization problem is dynamically generated according
to the appliances and occupant activities impacting the
management time horizon. To deal with thousands of
variables and constraints in a acceptable computation
time, a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) solver
is used. Therefore, an acausal linear problem is required
for this application.

• fast optimization for interactions with occupants [43]. In
residential sector, building energy management cannot be
fully automatized: it results from an interactive process
where occupants shape the anticipative plan by modifying
or adding constraints. It is often not necessary to re-
perform a global optimization: a local optimization is
often sufficient and more interesting because it is less
time consuming when using the global solution as initial-
ization.

• simulation for analyzing impacts of actions [46, 47].
Simulation approach can be causal such as with Matlab or
acausal with Modelica. There is no optimization process
but depending on the kind of simulation, the nature of the
required models may differ.

• parameter estimation to learn the building intrinsic behav-
ior thanks to recorded datasets. [44, 45]. The variables that
were previously considered as parameters become yet the
optimization variables while other variables are set to the
values belonging to datasets.

These applications require each a dedicated formalism,
whose nature may be very specific. Generally speaking, this
problem is not a new one but in building energy management,
where models are dynamically generated depending on the
used appliances and on the question the energy manager has
to solved, it cannot be handled manually by an expert.

Automatic model generation is a promising approach to
avoid the above issue. gPROMS [8] or General Algebraic
Modeling System (GAMS) [9] have been developed for the
user to focus on the modeling problem by forgetting the
application formalism requirements. Once the core model is
defined, these systems manage the time-consuming transforma-
tion required for most common optimization solvers (GLPK,
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CPLEX, GUROBI,. . . ). Although these approaches are based
on a superset high level language, they are not able to change
the nature of a model: a causal model cannot become acausal,
a nonlinear model cannot be linearized, a causal model for
simulation cannot be transformed into a causal model for
parameter estimation. To handle such transformations, models
have to be deeply modified using a computer algebra system
to reformulate and transform constraints.

Because the model construction of a whole dwelling is not
a trivial task, due to the system complexity and dynamicity, it
is not a good solution to build a whole dwelling model at once
but it is preferable to compose step by step element models
before generating sub-systems and finally the overall system.
When there is a change, it is just needed to add or remove
some element models.

In order to fit the building energy management system
(BEMS) needs for automatic transformation between applica-
tion models, a Model Driven Engineering (MDE) [4] approach
combined with a computer algebra system (CAS) is proposed.
The MDE main objective is to reduce software production cost
by using standardized models and increasing their flexibility to
deal with computer technology evolution. This methodology
is largely implemented in object oriented modeling. This
paper proposes to adapt this approach to the transformation
of composed pivot model into application specific models.

The paper is composed of 5 main sections. The next section
aims at formulating different key concepts using an illustra-
tive example. The third section presents the transformation
process principles. An application to the PREDIS Monitoring
and Habitat Intelligent platform is presented in the fourth
section and the last section is dedicated to analysis of two
model transformation results dedicated to model based energy
management.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, different key concepts aiming at composing
an overall dwelling model based on Model Driven Engineering
approach are presented. An example is used as an illustration.

A. Concept of model transformation

Let’s consider resistor modeled by: C0 : U1 = R1 × I1.

This simple model may be used by a designer into different
optimization problem, adding information like lower and upper
bounds of the possible value domains of variables or an objec-
tive function. Consider for instance the following (unrealistic)
optimization problem:

C0 : U1 = R1 × I1
C1 : R1 ∈ [0, 5]

C2 : U1 ∈ [0, 4]

Objective : max
R1,U1

I1

In spite of its simplicity, if another resistor R2 is added in
parallel, the whole system model has to be rewritten:

C0 : U1 = R1 × I1
C1 : U2 = R2 × I2
C2 : Itotal = I1 + I2
C3 : R1 ∈ [0, 5]

C4 : R2 ∈ [0, 3]

C5 : U1 ∈ [0, 4]

C6 : U2 ∈ [0, 4]

C7 : U1 = U2

Objective : max
R1,U1,R2,U2

Itotal

Although the rewriting process is not that time consum-
ing in this example, it becomes a tough work for complex
systems which contain hundreds of variables and constraints.
In addition, model may also have to be rewritten depending
on the target application. For instance, some optimization
algorithms require a causal ordering (Simulated Annealing,
for example), some others require linearization (Mixed Integer
Linear Programming, for example). Therefore, two difficulties
must be dealt with:

• a model must be composed of model elements that can
be reused

• a model has to be transformable.

To handle model transformation in optimization problems,
the concept of pivot model is introduced. Actually, a pivot
model is a high level application-independent description that
can be transformed into target application formalisms, which
may require a reformulation of some constraints including
equations i.e. equality constraints.

In the computer science literature, model rewriting pro-
cesses are usually managed using the concepts of Model
Driven Engineering.

B. Concept of Model Driven Engineering

Basically, the Model Driven Engineering approach aims
at separating models based on company know-how and those
related to software implementations in order to maintain the
sustainability of the company know-how in spite of the changes
of development environment [4]. To do this, it is necessary to
firstly define Platform Independent Models (PIM) i.e. pivot
model, technically independent from any execution platform.
It enables the generation of a set of Platform Specific Models
(PSM) afterwards. Based on the MDE approach, the problem
can be decomposed into 2 abstraction levels. The two concepts
of PSM and PIM are corresponding respectively to the level
M0 and M1. Shortly, the signification of each level is:

• level M0 (PSM) is the real system that contains executable
object

• level M1 (PIM) is the model that represents the system

The main objective of MDE is to perform transformations
between PIM and different PSMs. There are two types of
transformations of models:

• transformation model-to-code (PIM to PSM)
• transformation model-to-model (PIM to PIM)
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Generally speaking, the model-to-code transformation can
be seen as a special case of model-to-model transformation.
A classification of model transformation approaches is pre-
sented in [5]. Basically, a model-to-model transformation is
performed with the help of transformation rules that consists
in transforming a set of input models into a set of targeted
models.

C. Concept of pivot model

Thank to this architecture and according to MDE, a pivot
model can be considered as a PIM (level M1) and the PSM
can be associated to an application specific model such as
optimization model formalism. Basically, a PIM is supposed to
be available initially, then PIM to PSM or PIM to PIM trans-
formations have to be computed by applying transformation
processes. Generally speaking, the PIM construction is built
from elementary models, denoted EM, that describe element
parts of the system. An elementary model EM, in the field of
optimization, is associated with a subspace of a vector space
defined on Rn. It is considered that the integer set N is a
specialization of the real number space R: N ⊂ R and that
the assertions True and False are modeled with binary values,
respectively 1 and 0, i.e. a specialization of N. An element
model representing an element in a given mode is defined as:

Definition 1: EM : mode(EM) ↔ VS ∈ E ; E ⊂ dom(S)
⊂ Rn
with:

• VS = {v0, ..., vn−1 } is a set of variables re-
spectively related to the tuple of symbols S =
{symbol0, ..., symboln−1}
• dom(S) = dom(symbol0) × ... × dom(symboln−1) is

the set of value domain of symbols corresponding to
variables.

• mode is generally and implicitly ok (except in diagnosis
analysis) for normal behavior

• the subspace E is defined by a set of nj constraints K
defined over Rn.

K = {Kj(S) � 0;∀j} (1)

where � stands for a comparison operator.

The notion of element has to be clarified. Let’s consider
a dual flow ventilation system [6] composed of two speed
variation control devices and two electric drives associated
with the extraction of indoor air. The electric drive and the
control system models are parts of the overall ventilation
system model but at a lower level of consideration. The more
the elements are decomposed, the more they can be reused.
Actually, a pivot model is composed step by step by adding
required element models.

Definition 2: A pivot system model PM =
(K∑(S∑, dom(S∑)) is an union of elementary models
EMi plus connection constraints Kj

Let’s consider the transformation of a PIM acausal model
into a PSM causal i.e. simulable, model.

Consider the pivot system model PM =
(K∑(S∑, dom(S∑)). Constraints can be decomposed into

equality constraints, denoted K=∑, and inequality constraints,
denoted K5∑. A model is said simulable if it exists a function
ϕ: Sin∑ → Sout∑ such as K=∑(S∑) ↔ ϕ(Sin∑) = Sout∑ on
dom(S∑) with (Sin∑,Sout∑ ) is a partition of S∑.

Transforming PM into a simulation model for simulated
annealing optimization for example, denoted PMSA, consists
in selecting and projecting K=∑(S∑) into ϕ(Sin∑) = Sout∑ , a
causal ordering has to be performed. It requires usually to
set values of some variables that will become parameters and
input variables. The Dulmage-Mendelsohn algorithm [29] is
generally used for this purpose.

A MILP model is defined as PMMILP

=
(
KMILP∑ (

SMILP∑ )
, dom(SMILP∑ )

)
with

KMILP∑ (
SMILP∑ )

linear. Transforming PM into PMMILP

relies on linearization transformation patterns.

Different transformation processes for composing a pivot
model are detailed in section III, then the pivot model is
projected into causal simulable model and MILP formalism.

III. TRANSFORMATION PROCESSES

This section gives an overview on different transforma-
tion principles using an illustrative example. Transformation
process is composed of two main steps. The first one aims
at manipulating element models to get a system pivot model.
The second step consists in applying different projections to
get target application models. The processes leading to either
a simulable model or a MILP model are shown in this section.

A. Composition process

This sub-section focuses on how a pivot model is built.
According to the definition 2, the most important step to
build a system pivot model is the composition of different
element models. The objective of the composition is to help
the reusability of element models and to make the pivot
model more modular. A composition may concern a set of
element models, a set of compositions of element models or
a set of compositions of compositions and so on. Moreover,
recursive compositions can be performed unlimitedly to get
bigger compositions. To illustrate this point, consider now an
electric circuit as presented by figure 1.

Fig. 1: Example of electric circuit

The system presented in figure 1 is composed of two
blocks of 4 resistors R1, R2, R3 and R4. Independently of
any formalism, the construction of such a pivot model can be
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done by composing firstly a bloc of 2 parallel resistors. Then,
the pivot model is build by duplicating this bloc and connecting
the whole system.

When composing step by step the pivot model, there are
two remaining problems that have to be considered. The first
one consists in specializing all resistors with the corresponding
values, and the second one consists in establishing the different
connections between element models.

To deal with the first problem, each element models (EM)
is necessary specialized before being used in a composition.
The specialization concept presented in [34] is well suited for
this problem. It makes an element more specific by adding
some additional information like a prefix or a type. According
to the definition 1, the specialization of an EM consists only
in adding a distinct prefix to symbol representing a variable
each time it is used. For instance, R1.U is not like R2.U
and so on. An EM could be specialized as many times as
desired. The more specialized an EM is during a composition
process, the more specific it is. For instance, bloc1.R1.U is
not like bloc2.R1.U . Nevertheless, a set of specialized EM
cannot form a composition without connections between them.
Indeed, two specialized EM, for instance resistors R1 and R2

require explicitly the following connecting-equations, which is
a common concept with [34]:

R1.U = R2.U

Itotal =
R1.U

R1
.R+

R2.U

R2
.R

These connecting equations are added into the composi-
tions. A pivot model for this system is given by:

• the parallel bloc composition with the dots ’.’ represent
suffixes of prefixes to symbols standing for variables.

C0 : R1.U = R.R×R1.I (2)
C1 : R2.U = R2.R×R2.I (3)
C2 : R1.U = R2.U (4)

C3 : Itotal =
R1.U

R1.R
+
R2.U

R2.R
(5)

• By duplicating the parallel bloc composition above twice
and by adding connecting-equations for establishing the
final circuit. The system pivot model is thus built:

C0 : bloc1.R1.U = bloc1.R1.R× bloc1.R1.I (6)
C1 : bloc1.R2.U = bloc1.R2.R× bloc1.R2.I (7)
C2 : bloc1.R1.U = bloc1.R2.U (8)

C3 : bloc1.Itotal =
bloc1.R1.U

bloc1.R1.R
+
bloc1.R2.U

bloc1.R2.R
(9)

C4 : bloc2.R1.U = bloc2.R1.R× bloc2.R1.I (10)
C5 : bloc2.R2.U = bloc2.R2.R× bloc2.R2.I (11)

C6 : bloc2.R1.U = bloc2.R2.U (12)

C7 : bloc2.Itotal =
bloc2.R1.U

bloc2.R1.R
+
bloc2.R2.U

bloc2.R2.R
(13)

C8 : bloc1.Itotal = bloc2.Itotal (14)
C9 : Utotal = bloc1.R1.U + bloc2.R1.U (15)

To summarize the above pivot model construction, the
resistor model is firstly specialized twice to create two different
resistors. Then, a bloc of two parallel resistors is created by
adding connecting equations. Finally, the pivot model is built
by duplicating this parallel bloc and adding new connecting
equations. This pivot model can automatically be generated
if these three steps are defined in a recipe. The concept of
recipe is an important tool for the systematic generation and
transformation processes.

Each generation or transformation step is considered as
a transformation rule, which is implemented and put into a
common rule-set. Then, recipes have then to be developed:
they trigger rules from a rule-set in a relevant order until a
desired formalism is obtained for a given application. However,
the equation manipulation to create such a pivot model is
not a trivial task. To automatize the addition of prefixes, the
combinations with connecting constraints, the constraint time
duplication, an symbolic calculation engine is required.

In the recent decades, symbolic computation or computer
algebra [35, 37] have become an important research area
of mathematics and computer sciences aiming at developing
tools for solving symbolic equations. The capabilities of major
general purpose Computer Algebra Systems (CAS) is pre-
sented in [36, 38]. Moreover, among the mathematical features
of a CAS, there are transformations allowing to manipulate
and optimize symbolic computations in order to automatically
generate optimization code [39].

For instance, the GIAC/XCAS CAS [40] has been devel-
oped to solve a wide variety of symbolic problems and has
been awarded with the 3rd price at the Trophées du Libre 2007
in the scientific software category [41]. This CAS has been
used for manipulation of symbols in all the constraints of the
pivot model. With GIAC/XCAS, each constraint is considered
as a n-ary equation tree as presented in figure 2.

Fig. 2: n-ary tree representation for equation (6)

Finally, the set of required manipulations for composing a
pivot model is respectively summarized as follows:

• specialization of EM by adding prefixes
• addition of connecting-equations

B. Projection process

Once a pivot model is composed, the next step consists
in applying different projection processes to get desired for-
malism. These projection processes can always be detailed in
recipes to automatize the transformation between models. This
sub-section shows different steps to get causal simulable model
and energy management model formalism. These processes are
summarized in figure 3.
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Fig. 3: Example of two projection processes

Energy management application using MILP formalism
requires an acausal linear model containing 3 kinds of variables
: binary, continuous, integer and 2 kinds of constraints: equality
and inequality. It means that MILP transformation process aims
at transforming and linearizing all constraints into equality and
inequality constraints.

Based on the platform PREDIS/MHI model detailed in
section IV, the first point is necessary performed to transform
all ODE and logical constraints into equality and inequality
constraints. In this study case, an approximation of ODE time
discretization is shown instead of the exact transformation so-
lution. This approximation consists in developing the derivative
variable into:

dvi
dt

=
vi(t+ 1)− vi(t)

t
(16)

with vi ∈ VS and t is the pre-defined time step. According to
the obtained results, it is considered as precise enough for the
1 hour time step of the energy management.

This time discretization transformation of all ODE, dvidt =
f(VS), is performed symbolically as presented by figure 4.

Fig. 4: Time discretization pattern

The main idea of this transformation is the same for logical
constraint transformation and it can be found in [12]. Once
this step is completed, the pivot model contains equality and
inequality constraints. The next step to do consists in searching
and linearizing all non-linear terms.

The difference between non-linear terms is based on the
nature of variables and/or the nature of functions that contain
variables. Indeed, product of two discrete variables cannot be
linearized in the same way as a product of two continuous
variables or a cosine function for example. To linearize the
pivot model, it is preferable to sort out all the non-linear terms
in different kinds of non-linearity first. Then each kind of
non-linearity is linearized by corresponding rules. It means
that recipes, rules and rule-set have to be easily extended to
cover all possible changes. The whole linearization process is
summarized in figure 5.

Fig. 5: Linearization process

This schema shows how the linearization process can be
automatized using different patterns that were presented in [12,
42]. This process deals with non-linear terms as follows:

• product of m binary variables with m ≥ 1
• product of l discrete variables with l ≥ 1
• product of m binary variables and l discrete variables
• product of m binary variables and 1 continuous variable
• product of l discrete variables and 1 continuous variable
• product of m discrete variables and l discrete variables

and 1 continuous variable

However, there are some terms for which the linearization
process cannot be automatized and where a human intervention
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is required, for instance the product of n (n ≥ 1) continuous
variables. Indeed, it does not exist a linearization pattern for
this type of non-linearity to be performed directly. Linearizing
a such of non-linearity requires a preliminary step consisting in
discretizing the domain of n -1 continuous variables into sets
of discrete values. Then, the pattern of discrete and continuous
product can be used to get a linear term. Discretization also
means approximation to realistic values, therefore the choice of
discrete values impacts strongly on final results and this step
can not be automatically performed by system. Only expert
who masters his dwelling system can take good values for
linearization process afterwards.

Let’s linearize the circuit system (1) by discretizing for
instance the resistor into R = {3, 4}. Then the discrete and
continuous linearization pattern can be used by introducing a
new variable, denoted Z, representing the product R× I with:

Z = R× I = (δ1 × v1 + δ2 × v2)× I (17)

with δi is a binary variable that takes value in {0, 1}. Actually,
the goal is to select the best value among those of R to
maximize or minimize the objective function. Equation (17)
can be factorized as:

Z = δ1 × v1 × I + δ2 × v2 × I (18)

with v1 and v2 standing for parameters. There are two binary
and continuous products to be linearized. Let’s linearize for in-
stance the first binary and continuous product term: δ1×v1×I .
The corresponding pattern implies to create a new continuous
variables, denoted Z

′
with 4 new constraints delimiting the

bounds of Z
′

given by:

Z
′
≤ δ1 × v1 × I (19)

Z
′
≥ δ1 × v1 × I (20)

Z
′
≤ (I − I × (1− δ1))× v1 (21)

Z
′
≥ (I − I × (1− δ1))× v1 (22)

with I and I respectively are lower and upper bound of
the continuous variable I . The second binary and continuous
product δ2×v2×I is linearized in the same way. Once all the
non-linear terms are linearized, the MILP model formalism is
obtained.

Regarding the generation of a causal simulable model for
local optimization, the required projection aims at transforming
the pivot model into a simulable model. Firstly, a model is
simulable if only if it is a structurally just-determined model
[29] i.e. the number of variables is equal to the number of
equality constraints, therefore one solution value can be as-
signed to each variable. Dulmage-Mendelsohn algorithm [29]
has been used to compute just-determined blocks of constraints
and variables which are represented by a reorganized structural
matrix. However, some pivot models can also be:

• structurally under-determined i.e. they contain less equal-
ity constraints than variables. In this case, variables will
have an infinite number of possible solutions yielding
non-simulable models. Nevertheless, non-simulable mod-
els are frequent in energy management optimization ap-
plications.

• structurally over-determined i.e. there are more equality
constraints than variables. In this case, generally speaking,
no one value can be assigned to some variables i.e. no
one solution can be computed. This kind of models are
nevertheless common in diagnosis application where no
solution means failure.

Normally, a correct simulable model gives only a just-
determined set while other sets are empty. The equality con-
straints can be reorganized according to the upper-triangular
just-determined part of the incidence matrix of equality con-
straints. The presence of an under-determined set or of an over-
determined part means that the whole model can’t be simulated
and it is necessary to recheck the element models.

In order to automatize the whole transformation process, a
software architecture is proposed in figure 6.

Fig. 6: software architecture

The key steps to transform a pivot model into energy
management using MILP formalism and simulation are shown.
The next section illustrates the application of the proposed
method to the model transformation of the PREDIS/ENSE3
platform.

IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE

This section presents the platform PREDIS/MHI located
in Grenoble, France, that will be used as a ”fil-conducteur” to
explain the proposed approach. The Monitoring and Habitat
Intelligent PREDIS platform is a research platform dedicated
to research about smart-building for company, academic re-
searchers and students.

This platform is a low consumption office building highly
instrumented where most of the energy flows are measured
using different sensor technologies. The structure of this plat-
form is given by figure 7. For the sake of clarity, this section
focuses on the classroom zone that is equipped with computers
for students and a heating and dual flow ventilation system
containing:
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Fig. 7: Overview of PREDIS/ENSE3 platform

• an air treatment unit model:

AirF low = coef×QAir (23)
PairTreatementUnit = Pventilation + Pheating (24)

• a thermal balance model:

PhiTotal = PhiSun + Pheating + PhiOccup (25)

• a thermal comfort model depending on whether there is
someone or not in the classroom:

If presence = 1, (26)
Tfelt < Tpref ⇒ sigmaincomfort =

1/(Tpref − Tmax)× Tfelt − Tpref/(Tpref − Tmax)

Tfelt >= Tpref ⇒ sigmaincomfort = (27)
1/(Tmax − Tpref)× Tfelt − Tpref/(Tmax − Tpref)

If presence = 0, sigmaincomfort = 0 (28)
Tfelt <= Tmaxabsence

Tfelt >= Tminabsence

• a Thermal Zone model:

RVentilation =1/((1− efficiency)× CpAir (29)
× rhoAir × AirFlow)

REq =1/(1/(RVentilation +Rw)+ (30)∑
(1/R[neighborhood]))

d

dt
Tw =− 1/(REq × Cw)× Tw + 1/((RVentilation

(31)

+Rw)× Cw)× Tout +
∑

(T [neighborhood]/

(R[neighborhood]× Cw)) +RVentilation × Phitotal/

(Cw × (RVentilation +Rw))

TIn =RVentilation × Tw/(RVentilation +Rw) (32)
+Rw/(RVentilation +Rw)× TOut+

RVentilation ×REq × Phitotal/(RVentilation +Rw)

• a CO2 Comfort model:

sigmaCO2
= (CCO2

− Cfav)/(Cmax − Cfav) (33)

• a CO2 Zone model:
d

dt
CInCO2

=QBreath × occupancy (34)

× (CBreath − CInCO2
)/VolZone

+ AirFlow× (COutCO2 − CInCO2
)/VolZone

• and finally, the total power consumption model:

Ptotal =PairTreatementUnit + Plighting + Pcomputer (35)
Totalcost =Ptotal × PricePerKwh (36)

These models describe only the physical phenomena of
PREDIS/ENSE3. This section illustrates how the pivot model
of the classroom is constructed, how it is projected it into
MILP formalism and into a causal simulable model. Different
required steps to get these application models are summarized
in the figure 8.

Fig. 8: Transformation processes to get target models

V. FROM PIVOT TO A SIMULABLE MODEL

To generate PREDIS/ENSE3’s pivot model, the composi-
tion recipe is realized in 3 steps:

• Compose the CO2 system:
◦ specialize : CO2 comfort with prefix : CO2Comfort.
◦ specialize : CO2 comfort with prefix : CO2Zone.
◦ connect : CO2Comfort.CCO2 = CO2Zone.CInCO2

• Compose the Thermal system:
◦ specialize : thermal comfort with prefix : thermalCom-

fort.
◦ specialize : thermal zone with prefix : thermalZone.
◦ connect : thermalComfort.Tfelt = thermalZone.TIn

• Compose the final pivot model:
◦ specialize : CO2 system with prefix : CO2System.
◦ specialize : thermal system with prefix : thermalSystem.
◦ specialize : power consumption with prefix : power-

Consumption.
◦ specialize : thermal balance with prefix : thermalBal-

ance.
◦ specialize : air treatment unit with prefix : airTreatmen-

tUnit.
◦ connect : airTreatmentUnit.AirF low =

thermalSystem.AirF low
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◦ connect : airTreatmentUnit.PairTreatementUnit =
powerConsumption.PairTreatementUnit
◦ connect : thermalBalance.Pheating =

airTreatmentUnit.Pheating

Initially, element models of PREDIS/ENSE3 are repre-
sented in textual description files. Thanks to the GIAC/XCAS
computer algebraic system [40], each constraint is represented
as a n-ary equation tree. The different variables belonging
to the different constraints are collected and represented by
symbols. After the parsing process, an elementary model EM
is represented by a set of n-ary equation trees that facilitates
the different manipulations and projection afterwards. Consider
now the representation of the CO2 zone model. It yields a n-
ary equation tree given by figure 9.

Fig. 9: CO2 zone model n-ary representation

The name of constraints is then specialized by adding given
prefixes and new connection equations are added to com-
pose the pivot model of the system. Once these connection-
equations are taken into account, the PREDIS/ENSE3’s pivot
model generation process is completed.

To transform the PREDIS/ENSE3’s pivot model into a sim-
ulable model formalism, the key step is to perform Dulmage-
Mendelsohn algorithm [29] to verify if the PREDIS/ENSE3’s
model could be simulable, then the causal ordering of variables
if it is simulable.

In building energy management, the reorganized structural
matrix is usually upper triangular with no block on the diagonal
but sometimes blocks may appear. In this case, the projection
cannot be fully automatized because there is no general process
to solve implicit sub-systems of nonlinear equations.

It is important to note that only equality constraints are
taken into account for the generation of a simulable model.
It means that a preliminary step is required: the extraction
of equality constraints. If the set of equality constraints is
just-determined, the next step consists in making this pivot
model simulable. On other words, this pivot model S∑ need
to be separated into Sin∑ and Sout∑ . Therefore, causal ordering
process is necessary performed using a Dulmage-Mendelsohn
based algorithm.

Let’s consider a practical and didactic example consisting
in simulating the thermal part of a hybrid panel running under
sun:

The model of the hybrid panel is built around Hottel-
Whillier equations. This equation describe phenomenon ob-
served in the system of energy caption and transmission.

The system described is a panel of photo voltaic cells which
are cooled by liquid in circulation under the layer of PV cells
as shown in the scheme

C0 : FR =
φ ∗ CP

(SPV ∗ Uloss)
∗ (1− e−SPV ∗Uloss∗F

′
/(φ∗CP ))

C1 : PTher = SPV ∗ FR ∗ σabs ∗G+ Uloss ∗ (Toutdoor − TInput)
C2 : PTher = φ ∗ CP ∗ (TOutput − TInput)

with:

FR:Heat dissipation factor.

φ: Flow in the panel.

CP : Heat capacity.

SPV : Panel Surface Area.

Uloss: Heat transfer coefficient.

F
′
:Thermal resistance between cells.

G: solar radiation.

PTher: Heat recovery capacity.

TOutput: Output temperature of the coolant.

TInput: Input temperature of the coolant.

Toutdoor: Ambient temperature.

σabs: Thermal solar panel performance.

The variables presented above contribute to the descrip-
tion of the physical aspects and operational aspects of the
hybrid panel. The physical aspects variables are fixed and
considered as parameters for the simulation. This parameters
are mandatory informed before the simulation process. The
causality imposed for the simulation consist to consider the
parameters as inputs of simulation and the variables, degrees
of freedom, as outputs. The system is simulable if it can
supply exact outputs for the inputs chosen we say that is
just determined. If the simulation need more information, it
is considered as under-determined. If there is one or more
degrees of freedom the simulation can be considered as over-
determined. The values of the parameters are integrated as
equations for dulmage-mendelshon algorithm:

C3 : CP = value (37)
C4 : TOutdoor = value (38)
C5 : TInput = value (39)
C6 : SPV = value (40)
C7 : FR = value (41)
C8 : σabs = value (42)
C9 : G = value (43)
C10 : Uloss = value (44)
C11 : Fprim = value (45)

The dulmage-Mendelshon algorithm check the simulability of
the system as shown in the matrix I which is triangular. The
demonstration of the just determination of the model.

The whole C3...C11 must be informed to get the model
simulable . The variables TOutput, φ, PTher are considered as
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TOutput φ Fprim PTher Uloss G σabs FR SPV TInput TOutdoor CP

C2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
C0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
C11 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
C10 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C9 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
C8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
C7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
C6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
C5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
C4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
C3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

TABLE I: Results of Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition

the output for simulation. The Dulmage-Mendelson algorithm
produce the matrix I. This matrix is used to order equations
in the execution process, it is the causality ordering. It consist
to schedule the resolution of equations to get result from each
one. The last equation (row of the matrix) C3 has to be solved
firstly. The resolution of C3 equation results the value of Cp.
The result is put in the inputs set for the next equations. The
process run until the whole equations solved. The last equation
to be solved is C2 and give the last output Toutput. The other
outputs are computed before: φ from C0 and PTher from C1.

VI. PROJECTION TO A MILP OPTIMIZATION MODEL

To transform the PREDIS/ENSE3’s pivot model into a
MILP model formalism, a specific recipe is built as presented
by the below part of the figure 8. Let’s detail some specific
rules to illustrate how the symbolic transformation is per-
formed : time discretization and linearization.

The time discretization consists in discretizing the pivot
model into 24 sampling periods standing for one day. Thus, this
step multiplies 24 times each constraint of the pivot model with
time index ranging from 0 to 23. The ODE implementation of
CO2 zone at 5th time step is given by figure 10.

Fig. 10: CO2 Zone model after the ODE transformation
processing

The next important projection consists in linearizing non-
linear terms inside the constraints of the pivot model. First,
all non-linear terms are detected; then, the nature of each
nonlinear term is analyzed before being recursively linearized
according to the corresponding pattern according to the lin-
earization process presented by the figure 5. For instance,
the binary-continuous product : CO2Zone.QBreath×CO2Zone is
linearized.occupancy in the CO2 zone model where occupancy
is 0 whether there is nobody or 1 otherwise. In this case, a
new variable, denoted z, is used for replacing the considered
term in the corresponding constraint as given by figure 11.

Fig. 11: CO2 Zone binary model after the first linearization
processing

And four new constraints resulting of this binary-
continuous product are added into the pivot model :

z 4 ≤ CO2Zone.occupancy 4× CO2Zone.QBreath 4
z 4 ≥ CO2Zone.occupancy 4× CO2Zone.QBreath 4
z 4 ≤ CO2Zone.QBreath 4-(1-CO2Zone.occupancy 4) ×
CO2Zone.QBreath 4
z 4 ≥ CO2Zone.QBreath 4-(1-CO2Zone.occupancy 4) ×
CO2Zone.QBreath 4

Resulting of this linearization pattern represents exactly the
considered binary-continuous product because:

• if occupancy 4 = 1:
z 4 ≤ sup(CO2Zone.QBreath 4)
z 4 ≥ inf (CO2Zone.QBreath 4)
z 4 ≤ CO2Zone.QBreath 4
z 4 ≥ CO2Zone.QBreath 4
In this case, the two first constraints are always true
so they can be eliminated. The last two constraints
make it possible to take into account the real values of
CO2Zone.QBreath 4.

• if occupancy 4 = 0:
z 4 ≤ 0
z 4 ≥ 0
when there is nobody in the classroom, it means that the
QBreath is equal to 0, too.

After linearizing all non-linear terms, the obtained model is
ready to provided to MILP solver to generate energy manage-
ment plans. This MILP formalism has 1679 constraints/1129
variables whose 1011 new constraints/459 new variables added
resulting of linearization process.
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VII. PROJECTION TO A SIMULATED ANNEALING
OPTIMIZATION MODEL

The simulated annealing process is based on stochastic
approach which finds an optimum for single objective opti-
mization problem. In this study, it is used as complement to
MILP optimization process to find quickly a better solution in
case of minor changes in the optimizing problem.

The aim in the development of simulated annealing op-
timizer is to complete the offer of MILP optimizing. MILP
optimization, thanks to tools like CPLEX or GLPK, offer the
guaranty of global optimum when the optimization is achieved.
The issue with this approach is the computation time which
is considerable in case of complex problems. The long time
computation can be acceptable in case of anticipation but in
real time situations this running time is not acceptable. For
example, when the system interacts with user, recommend, for
an ergonomic use, thirty seconds as maximum waiting time
during interaction.

The Simulated annealing is not the fastest algorithm in
absolute. But the interaction means changes and adaptations
of an initial optimization problem. The idea in using the SA
Algorithm is to take into account the results of optimizing
process for an initial problem solved by Cplex, GLPK or
other MILP solvers. The SA optimization takes as initial
solution the one that is generated by the MILP solver for
the initial problem. The new problem posed by interactions
with occupant is quite different. The difference can be in the
value of parameters like comfort temperature for example or
additional constraints in the problem to describe a limitation
like minimum of ventilation air flow because of steam cooking
for example.

The simulation models used in SA has to describe the same
phenomenon as for MILP. this common base is the guaranty
of credibility in initialization point use.

The common description of the phenomenon is done in
the pivot model, which is common for both MILP and SA
optimization approaches. The recipe to transform the pivot
model to simulation model is used. The SA algorithm 12 uses
the model in simulation step.

The other important side of the simulated annealing opti-
mization process is the neighborhood definition function. This
function determine the direction and the jump of the value for
degrees of freedom in each iteration. To illustrate the aims
in definition of this function let’s get a simple example. A
continuous one dimension problem in term of inputs: only one
degree of freedom x for the problem.

Obji = X2
i +Xi + 1 (46)

A simple and universal neighborhood function is

Xn = Xn−1 + rand(−1, 1) ∗ radius (47)

the radius is a parameter fixed for SA optimization algorithm

The optimization problem treated here is to find the mini-
mum for the variable Obj. The results for this simple problem
are shown in the convergence curve 13

The optimization algorithm used for the problem 46 is used
on four parallel executions. This chose of four executions is

Fig. 12: Simulated Annealing Algorithm

Fig. 13: optimal research evolution on four parallel processes

done because of four core processors in the computer used. It
is to maximize the used of the processors during computation
and to enhance chances to find best solution in the same time
computation as simple execution.

The example shown elapse 00.017753 seconds with
40 iterations per process to find the best solution which
is: (best plan: 1.0092122628718672, best performance:
0.5000424328936102).

The four parallel executions show that, some times, the
algorithm diverges (the last process). There is no guaranty of
convergence, that is why it is better to run parallel instances
with limited number of iterations then to run simple instance
with large number of iterations, it enhances chances to find
solution.

In BEMS, the problem is more complex then this example
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but it is in the same spirit. The complexity is added by
the diversity of kinds of variables: continuous, discrete and
binary. The multi-dimensions of the problem in BEMS are
quite different than the single dimension problems treatment.
In this paper we will not explain the details of treatment but
we will draw major lines of the treatment procedure.

For these problems there is three main solutions:

the sequential treatment of variables The optimization
process is done for each variable separately. The
neighborhood is defined for the current variable to be
optimized with considering the rest of variables fixed.

the global treatment of variables In this case, a new neigh-
borhood is defined for the whole variables at each itera-
tion. It is more random.

the clustering in the treatment of variables The clustering
is a way to gather variables of the same type in term of
optimization or to select variables which are physically
close. The neighborhood of each vector (cluster of vari-
ables formed) is generated for each iteration in the SA
running. The clusters are treated sequentially.

VIII. ANALYSIS OF OBTAINED RESULTS

After the computation with MILP solver (IBM ILOG
CPLEX 12.3), the result obtained within 2 minutes for the
classroom temperature and the corresponding cost for next 24
hours is given by figure 14.

Fig. 14: Classroom temperature for 24 hours generated by
MILP solver

Thanks to the pivot model, we kept the results of the MILP
problem resolution and use it in the SA algorithm initializing.
The problem of optimizing takes into account model of the
envelop with its different faces and resistances and the HVAC
system. The HVAC system is a couple of air ventilator and
complex system of heating. The system of heating is water
heated flowing in closed loop. In this description we consider
only the power distributed by the exchangers of the heating
system. An energy price model is used too. The degrees of
freedom are the heating power injected by set-point tempera-
ture adjustment in the room and the air flow of the HVAC.
These degrees of freedom projected in time constitute the

plan of management. The objective of the management here
is quite interesting to develop. To generate the initial plan of
management with cplex solver, the problem was considered
with twice objectives coupled in optimizing objective. The first
one are economic objective, it is to minimize the final bill
during 24 hours. The second objective is comfort one, it is to
maximize the occupants comfort according to comfort function
description shown before. The objective for SA algorithm
are exclusively economical. This difference is supposed to
represent a will of a user during his interaction with the BEMS.

Fig. 15: initial plan with initial orders

The results presented in 15 represent the initial situation,
before SA optimizing process. It is the results of CPLEX op-
timization with the mixed objective (economical and comfort)
The results presented in 16, 17 represent two instances of SA
runs. It is quite different because of the stochastic nature of the
problem. The optimal solution for the problem given go toward
zero for the power of heating. The optimum solution are not
reached in the two tests but in the twice it was approached.
The main idea for the use of SA in the BEMS is to give better
solutions then the initial ones in acceptable time. This goal is
more or less achieved by the results shown.

To enhance the efficiency of the algorithm and to use the
maximum of computing capacities of the material, a paral-
lelism process had been integrated. Four process run in parallel
for 40 iterations per process. The elapsed time computation for
this problem was 38.583835 seconds.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUR WORKS

This paper presents a new method aiming at performing
automatically model transformations to energy management
system in buildings. The main contribution of this method is
to avoid the model rewriting for different energy management
applications that represent a significant time-consuming and
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Fig. 16: SA result plan executions

Fig. 17: SA result plan execution

error-prone. The core specifications of the construction a
pivot model and the projection this last into target application
models are shown via illustrative examples in order to give
a better comprehension. The construction modular of pivot
model encourages not only the reusability of element models
but it allows to deal with equipment changes.

Based on this propose method, a software has been im-

plemented to valid this proposed method. Two kinds of target
optimization models: MILP and causal simulable formalisms
have been generated for the platform PREDIS/ENSE3. The
first one allows generating a It is planed to extend the rule set
to be able to generate results based on a global optimization
approach while the second one shows acceptable results re-
sulting of a fast heuristic local optimization approach in order
to reduce time-consuming. To enhance this proposed method
application field, different target applications such as : sizing,
diagnosis, parameter estimation will be taken into account.
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